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I.

—

Agriculture of Nottinghamshire. By R. W. Corringham.

Prize Report.

In taking a survey of the agriculture of Nottinghamshire, the

county will, from the different character of its soils, naturally

divide itself into two principal districts; the one extending over

the whole of the eastern and southern sides of the county, may be

termed the south-eastern ; the other may be distinguished simply

as the western, as it narrows itself to an angle in the north. In

these two divisions differences of soil occur which will be noticed

as we proceed. Thus by drawing an imaginary line from Not-
tingham to East Retford the county is divided diagonally, leaving

the former of these districts, viz. the south-eastern, which is com-
posed of a variety of soils, but chiefly of those of a somewhat
tenacious character, almost or altogether free from the sand or

gravelly soil of which the western is in a great measure composed.

The principal geological formation in the county of Notting-

ham is the new red sandstone, which may be shortly described as

consisting chiefly of clays, sandstones, and sandy conglomerates,

of various colours, red, white, and green, in their various alter-

nations. In Nottinghamshire this formaticm is, to a considerable

extent, a conglomerate ; there are found also various marls and
gypsum.

^ On the western side of the county the magnesian limestone

crops out, and its eastern boundary may be pretty clearly defined

by a line commencing a few miles to the north-west of Notting-

ham, and passing through Mansfield and Cuckney, a little to the

west of Worksop and Blyth, and through Tickhill. This forma-

tion runs northward, with a slight inclination to the west, as far

as Ripon and Masham in Yorkshire.
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A narrow belt of the lower new red sandstone accompames this

on the west, and divides it from the coal formations of Derbyshire.
With this general foundation, the top soils throughout the

county will be found in every gradation from light sand to strong

clay. The sand will be found to pre\ ail on the western side of

the county from Nottingham to East Retford, as has been before

observed. The clays are prevalent in the districts, which have in

consequence been called the north and south clay divisions of the

Hundred of Bassetlaw, on the eastern side of the county; and
also, south of the Trent on the borders of Leicestershire, in the

districts of the vale of Belvoir and the Nottinghamshire Wolds,
leaving an extensive tract of land between the two last-named

districts on the one hand and the River Trent on the other ; in the

southern parts of the county a " mixture of both, or what consti-

tutes a rich loam, whicli amply repays the toil and exertions of the

agriculturist.''

In the extreme north-east, a small district called the " Cars"
presents some peculiarities which will be noticed when we come
to speak of that district.

The Western or Sand District.

Mr. Lowe published his Report of the Agriculture of Notting-

hamshire in the year 1794, exactly half a century ago; and per-

haps it is not assuming too much to say that since that time no
county or district in England has undergone a greater change for

the better. Nearly the whole of this division was, at the time Mr.
Lowe wrote, a vast tract of waste land, the remains of the ancient

forest of Sherwood. And although it is now shorn of the beauty

it once boasted, when described by Camden, as " anciently thick

set with trees, whose entangled branches were so twisted together,

that they hardly left room for a single person to pass;" and may
be regarded as scarcely identical with its former self; still some
chosen spots remain untouched by the hand of time, which may
be seen by a visit to a tract known by the name of Birkland, form-

ing part of the Earl Manvers's park at Thoresby. Many thanks

are due from the lover of the picturesque to the noble owner and
his ancestors, for the hand of care so long extended to those

ancient oaks still existing in all their primeval beauty, interesting

relics of bygone days.

Here, in imagination, the visitor may be transported back to

the days of Robin Hood and Little John, whose exploits have

rendered them famous in legend and romance; or picture to

himself the inimitable scene in Ivaiihoc, when the Rev. the Clerk

of Co})manhurst, the confessor of those freebooters of jovial

notoriety, exhibits in the first instance a grudging hospitality of

parched peas and water to the chivalric Richard Cceur de- Lion
;
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but afterwards regales him more liberally on venison, the furtive

spoils of his own royal demesnes, washed down by a " stoup of

canary. ' As however none of these heroes have been noticed in

history as being in their day pre-eminently protective of the in-

terests of agriculture, and lest we should lay ourselves open to the

serious charge of playing truant to our subject, we will, with be-

coming sobriety, devote ourselves to the fulfilment of our proper

task, by proceeding to show the gradual, and in all points of view,

greatly beneficial, change which has been almost entirely brought

about during the present century by means of an improved

cultivation.

As the forest was cleared of its stately trees it was left one wide

waste so naturally sterile, as scarcely to have the power of clothing

itself with the scantiest vegetation : even in the present day some
districts remain which bear testimony to its former sterility. The
fern, the gorse, the heath, and the delicate lichen, divide amongst
them the soil ; but nature has been forced to yield to art, and a

noble triumph it has been, as well as (me of great importance to

the community at large. She has been gradually encroached

upon and narrowed in her boundaries, until only so much is left

as may serve to show what she formerly was. Where in former

times only the rabbit browsed, large flocks of sheep are now fed

—

nutritious j)asturage in the summer and fine crops of turnips in

the winter, furnishing to them an abundance of food, whilst these

crops are succeeded every alternate year by cereal ones of the

best quality.

The inclosures are divided by quickset hedges, and are for

the most part large, though varying in that respect for the sake

of convenience with the size of the farms, which are usually from
300 to 500 acres each : some few are, however, considerably

larger, although not many exceed 1000 acres. The great pro-

portion of the land which is annually sown with turnips, imparts

to the country at all seasons, and especially so during the winter

months, as compared with many counties, a pleasing aspect. The
bright colours of their leaves, with the flocks of sheep spread

over them, give to the gently undulated hills, as they succeed
each other over all the western part of the county, a cheerful

and highly domestic appearance ; an appearance in short which is

characteristic of England, and can be seen in no other country

in Europe.

Unlike the eastern half of the county, which falls gradually

from the range of hills as they run almost parallel to the River
Trent, and afterwards shelves down into alluvial beds which form
the banks of that river, leaving the country nearly level to the eye,

on the western side the hills assume a more marked character,

B 2
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attaining to a higher elevation, and are more rounded in their con-
tour, yet seldom so high as to be seriously inconvenient to the
farmer, at the same time never sinking into tameness of outline.

The highest ranges, moreover, being planted, afford a valuable

shelter to the corn as well as stock ; and although they may
harbour more of game and rabbits than the occupier might wish,

still they are of unquestionable utility on the points to which we
have alluded.

Neither is this extensive district, forming an area of fully one-

third of the county, by this transformation at all denuded of that

natural beauty with which some sanguine minds may have been
pleased to invest it when regretting the change, which by them is

regarded as merely utilitarian : on the contrary, one can hardly

picture to the imagination a more delightful country than the

western half of Nottinghamshire, with its rising forests of thriving

larch and oak timber, upon which are bestowed as much care as

if they were but shrubberies instead of vast plantations resembling
forests.

And here it is only due to advert in a summary way to the

material share which the present Duke of Portland has had in

promoting these improvements. So prominent a part has his

Grace taken for many years, in contributing not only to the

beauty of the district in which his estates lie, by planting and
otherwise adorning it, but also in taking a most decided lead in

the march of agricultural progression ; that the mention of the

name of the Duke in this place, while it cannot appear invidious

to others, will only be just to him.

Of the long Ime of water-meadows running for miles through

the Duke's property, a description has already appeared in the

Society's Journal in vol. i. for 1840, from the pen of Mr. Deni-

son, so complete, as to require but a slight notice to be taken of it

in this Essay. The superior and spirited manner in which the

farming has for many years been conducted under the constant

and even daily supervision of his Grace at Clipston, is known too

far to allow any eulogium of ours to appear needful
;
yet as Ijis

Grace was, we believe, one of the first to adopt extensively bones

and other light manures as a tillage, and has been for a long

series of years ever ready to make any experiments, the pursuit

of which might tend to advance the interests of agriculture,

spending most freely large sums of money for the promotion of

su( h objects, it is most assuredly due to his Grace to acknowledge

in how great a degree, not this county only but the country at

large, is indebted to his science, skill, and enterprise. Whatever
the late Earl of Leicester did for Norfolk the Duke of Portland

has done for Nottinghamshire, and so generally is his liberality
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appreriated throughout the county that we feel convinced we
should not be deemed to have done our duty if we had not thus

alluded to it.

That a great and important change throughout the district has

been wrought during the last half century is an indisputable fact,

and as such it cannot be uninteresting to investigate more closely

the causes which have produced it. The improvements which

have been introduced were obliged to be not only gradual but

expensive. When the forest land, as it is termed, is first broken
up, the colour of the soil, often nearly pure sand, or mixed with

gravel, is yellow and unpromising to the eye ; neither does it

assume the appearance which usually indicates fertility until it has

been under cultivation many years. To enter into details of the

various means, so far as labour has been employed, which have
been adopted for bringing these soils into cultivation, would be to

ring changes on grubbing and ploughing, and would not only be
tedious but unprofitable. It is more to our purpose to observe

that the actuating principle has been to furnish food for sheep.

The Spaniards have a proverb, which it is to be feared is almost

lost to their recollection now, that " wherever the foot of the sheep
touches, the land is turned into gold and however rhetorical

such proverb may be, it contains, we believe, the operative cause

of all the improvements which have taken place during the period

to which we have alluded. On land which will bear to be trodden

by sheep at all seasons, which is the case here, no mode of im-
proving poor soils has yet been found so effectual

;
consequently,

the first object of the occupier Is to furnish food for his sheep at

all seasons ; and as the turnip forms, in a great measure, the object

in question during six months of the year, it is to the production
of that root especially that he directs his attention.

It is to the introduction of the swede turnip that the improved
state of farming in Nottinghamshire must be mainly referred.

This it is which forms the farmer's sheet-anchor during at least

4 or 5 months, and those the most trying of the year, for the

support of his stock.

This invaluable root was, if we are rightly informed, introduced

into this county about the commencement of the present century,

by the late Colonel Mellish of Blyth; and small portions of seed
were distributed by him to tlie leading agriculturists of that

neighbourhood; but as the improved mode of growing turnips in

drills was then quite unknown, the success attendant upon the

first essays of these gentlemen is said to have been very hmited

:

neither were the results of their efforts of so much value to the

animals for whose sustenance they were provided, as might have
been supposed. Besides, no implement for cutting the turnip was
at that time thought of; and we have been informed by an eye-
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witness that the sheep to which they were given, not being able,

without great difficulty, to eat them—doubtless, in part, from their

imperfect growth—they were removed from the ground, and pro-

nounced to be, with due respect to Colonel Mellish, a very

unsatisfactory article of food to be provided for animals which
had not the power to make a meal of them. But as their culture

was improved, and machines at length were introduced for slicing

them, they obtained that place in the estimation of the farmer
which they well deserve, and have ever since held. Indeed, so

highly is the Swedish turnip estimated on the light soils, that it

forms the criterion by which to judge of the degree of cultivation

upon any farm : and amply have the farmers of these districts

made amends for any deficiencies in their first attempts, by the

success which has since crowned their efforts ; for we hesitate not

to say that heavier crops can be nowhere seen than in some dis-

tricts of this county which in the recollection of persons now
livmg were deemed too poor to repay the expenses of cultivation.

It would be anticipating our subject to enter at present more
fully into the means employed for the attainment of an object of

such primary importance ; we will only observe here that the ex-

penses incurred in the cultivation of this particular crop, important

as it unquestionably is, are not estimated by the mere actual

value of that crop, but success attained here is regarded as an

earnest of success in each crop throughout the ensuing course.

And we could not but be struck with the following fact, in a ride

we took through the county in the month of November last, that

we found the turnip croj) more uniformly good after a season of

drought almost unprecedented, on the western side of the county,

than on the eastern and southern sides, although the soils in the

former are much more liable to suffer from a dry season than

either of the latter ; from which we could not but arrive at the

conclusion that capital had been more freely expended upon these

districts where success had been the greatest, otherwise a supe-

riority would not have been found where it was least to be

expected; an expectaticm founded on a full consideration of the

means employed, to which the results must always be corre-

spondent.

And here it may be very naturally asked, on the assumption

that such splendid crops of turnij)S are produced and arc in time

succeeded by those of grain of equal excellency, on a soil by
nature so poor, by what means has a change so happy been
effected? To such question we would reply, that it will form the

subject matter of this Essay to enter as fully as j)ossible into the

means so used ; and we will only say in concluding these general

remarks, that the first great impetus given to the farming of this

county was by the introduction of bones as a manure.
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It is self-evident that land which was too poor in the first instance

to produce anything useful, could not without extraneous aid yield

what was necessary to improve its first condition : added to which,

considerable tracts of these soils lay too far removed from any

large towns which otherwise might have furnished, at least in some
measure, the means necessary for their improvement ; but through

the medium of bone-tillage and other light manures, the face of

this extensive district has been within the present century entirely

changed.

Bones were originally very cheap, and as their effects were

strikingly manifest to all who made use of them, they were,

until the increasing demand for them raised considerably the

price, most lavishly used. It was thought by many that as the

quantity used was increased, the effect would follow in the same
ratio; and considering how little science in its application to

agriculture was then known, we need feel no surprise at an

opinion so erroneous being entertained At length, however, it

became evident to some intelligent minds that they were riding

too freely a favourite hobby ; and it was asserted that the " land

required change." The Duke of Portland was one of the first to

direct attention to this fact, by publishing the result of experiments
carefully made on his own farms, which tended to show that by
repeatedly applying bones to the same soil, the good effects which
resulted from their first application were almost or altogether

wanting, owing to its repletion of phosphate of lime. Then it

was that the farmer began to look out for substitutes, and hence
have followed the long list of artificial manures in their various

forms.

The course of cropping usually adopted in the western division

of the county is the Norfolk, or four years course, namely,

1st year, turnips.

2nd year, barley.

3rd year, grass seeds or red clover. •

4th year, wheat.

First Year, Turnips.

As soon as the wheat crop is removed the preparation imme-
dialely commences for the crop of turnips, by giving the land
one, two, or even more orders or workings, as it may be i;ecessary

or convenient during the dry weather of autumn. This is now
most commonly done by putting on the scarifier, which is in

general use throughout the district ; the land being again crossed

by the same, and afterwards worked by lighter harrows until the

quitch grass is ready for being got off. It was formerly the

custom to burn this on the ground after being raked together; but
it is now more generally, by good farmers, carted away and put
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into a stack, and after remaining there until dry, used as a bottom
for the manure in the yards, where it is useful in absorbing the

drainage of urine.

This method of using the quitch-grass has been objected to,

but we think without sufficient force, on the ground of its being

liable to grow afterwards : to obviate this it is only necessary to

see to its being dry before it is so applied.

It was the practice of an excellent farmer to apply salt by way
of assisting the process of decay ; and we doubt not that the idea

is well worthy of the attention of all who desire to make as much
manure on their farm as possible,—which certainly will be the

object of every farmer who duly estimates its value.

If the season is favourable for cleaning the fallows, when they

receive the last ploughing before winter, they are not unfrequently

so perfectly tilled as to be in a fit state for the reception of the

seed, which on the dry soils of Nottinghamshire is an advantage

that can scarcely be too highly estimated, or too much sought

after. As the winter rains then succeed, the land requires to be

but little disturbed in the following spring, but remains cool, and
is far more certain of producing a crop of turnips than if exposed

by repeated ploughings during the drying months of the spring

season.

In the winter months as the manure is made it is carted out of

the yards into the fields where it is intended to be used in the

approaching season for the turnip crop. Tliere are various

modes of preserving it during the interval which ensues. The
one we are inclined to believe the best is, to have it thrown

up into hills out of the carts by hand, and not, as is more fre-

quently the case, run upon by the carts, to prevent thereby

—

what is, after all, an erroneous idea—its overheating. By throw-

ing it lightly together the fermentation is equal throughout, and

will be found so when it is again disturbed. Instead, however,

of allowing the gases to escape by exhalation, we would, by all

means, recommend a covering of soil to be thrown upon it, sides

as well as top, of not less than 6 inches deep : by which meajis

those gases are repelled back upon the manure itself, and there

fixed, instead of wasting themselves on the " desert air."

Manure so treated will require nothing more doing to it until

within a fortnight or three weeks of the time of using, when it

ought to be turned, and again covered witli the same soil. The
expense of covering is very trifling, the advantage attendant ujjon

it very great. There is no need to cart the soil from a distance,

but only to make a trench round the manure, the same as if

covering potatoes for the winter.

'i'lio usual season for sowing the swede tmniji rommonces the

last week in May, or the first in June, and continues till about
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the 20th of the latter month. If sown earlier they are liable, on

the dry soils, to mildew; if later, they frequently do not attain

the same size which they otherwise would. Some experienced

farmers prefer a rather late season, from the circumstance of the

late sown turnips being mostly of better quality than those sown

earlier. Presuming on the land being perfectly clean, and free

from quitch, the usual method is to throw open drills for the

reception of the manure, which is done by a common swing

plough, in most general use throughout the county, drawn by two

horses abreast. The distance between the drills should vary,

with the quality of the soil, from 22 to 27 inches. The better

the soil the wider the drills may be drawn, as the plants will be

larger, and consequently require more room to expand in. The
manure is then carted on by one-horse carts from the hills, as

described above, in quantity from 10 to 15 loads to the acre, as

it ha])pens to be plentiful or the contrary, or as the farmer may
wish to reserve it or not for other purposes. Women and boys

then follow, for the purpose of thoroughly dividing and equally

distributing it in the drills. If the manure has been well made
in the yards, and afterwards treated in the manner we have

described, it will present a black and oily appearance, retaining

considerable heat, and giving every indication of strength and
goodness. The ridges are then immediately split by another

plough, covering in the manure as quickly as possible, which at

this season of the year, when evaporation goes on rapidly, is an
object of paramount importance. The Northumberland drill

now follows upon the newly-made ridges, whilst the mould is

fresh and moist, depositing, at one and the same time, although at

different depths, the seed and such hand manures as may be used.

'I'he quantity of seed sown on the acre ought to be varied accord-

ing to the state of the soil at the time of sowing, and the general

character of the soil. On the light soils, if sufficiently moist,

every seed may be expected to vegetate, and even then not less

than 3 lbs. ought to be sown ; but on the stronger soils, which lie

more open, and upon which it is, in consequence, more difficult to

secure a sufficiency of plants, not less than 4 lbs. should be sown.

We are aware that many will consider this an unnecessary

quantity ; but, supposing the whole to grow, which is seldom the

case, it is only to introduce the hoes somewhat sooner. Plants

are much easier thinned from a superabundance than supplied

when wanting, particularly on dry soils, where transplanting is

attended with uncertainty ; and in favour of a large quantity of

seed we may cite the Northumbrian practice, which is high

authority on the subject.

Amongst a groat variety of hand manures now in use the most
common are bones ground either to what is called " dust," or to
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" half-inch,"' that is, left in pieces of about that size, and rape-

dust mixed with them, which serves to quicken into action their

dormant powers. Many substitutes have, however, of late years

been made use of, which we propose to notice briefly afterwards,

and will only observe that the dressing supplied for the turnip

crop forms a very heavy item in the farmer's annual expenditure.

In 1842 the present Mr. Milward informed us that he spent that

year at Babworth, upon 170 acres of turnips, from 50*. to 70s.

an acre, and even more than that sum, for the greater part of his

crop was swede turnips, which received half-a-ton of rape-dust to

the acre, at a cost of 71. 7s. a-ton, the price current for the year.

The turnips were, however, good in proportion, insomuch so that,

the great breadth considered, and the quality of the soil upon
which they were grown, they were the best we have ever seen.

I have heard Mr. Milward observe that he has spent upon the

same farm, consisting of about 550 acres of arable land, upwards
of 600/. in linseed-cake in one year; and, supposing the half of

this cake to have been consumed in the yards by beasts, and the

manure applied to the turnip crop, the two items form together a

very heavy outlay of capital.

I3ut it may be urged that the case here adduced is an extreme

case, and a solitary one, and that the farming of an individual

forms no criterion whereby to judge of a district. But to such a

remark we would rejoin, that it is by no means a solitary case

;

that, on the contrary, there are many tenant-farmers in the same
neighbourhood who are farming with equal spirit ; and that such a

degree of cultivation amongst the sand-land farmers forms the

rule rather than the exception.

As soon as the young plants are large enough to admit the

horse-liDC no time is lost in stirring the ground effectually be-

tween the drills, as it is found that their growth is thereby greatly

accelerated. They will now soon be ready for striking with the

common hoe across the drills, for the purpose of thinning the

plants. This ought to be done by an experienced man, followed

by a boy or girl, to leave single such ])lants as he may not have

been able to separate with the hoe. Tlie usual distance at w^ich
the plants are left apart is from 9 to 12 inches; and a hoe of a

size not less than 9 inches should be used if the jilants are to

have sufficient space in which to develop themselves. This work
is frequently performed by the piece, at about 4s. the acre, and
cannot be done for less to allow fair wages. In a few days after-

wards a second horse-hoeing will be required, and not improbably

a third, <as well as being gone over a second time by the hand-hoe,

although at much less cxj)ense than the former one, the object"

of this latter hoeing being chiefly to eradicate any weeds which
may remain.
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The season for sowing the common turnip in its several varie-

ties is from the middle of June to the middle of July, although

they are sown as late as August on land which has grown a pre-

vious crop of tares. These late turnips, with good inanajement,

form the most nutritious feed for the lambing ewes during the

early spring season. A mixture of "white globe " and " purple-

top white " is often sown for early feed in the autumn. The
" green globe " is an excellent kind to succeed, and possesses this

advantage, that it will bear the winter nearly as well as the Swe-

dish turnip itself. The routine of cultivation for the common
turnips is similar to that pursued for the swedes, excepting that

they do not require the same high management that the latter do.

Neither have they, in general, the same s])ace allowed, either

between the drills or the plants themselves. Some prefer to sow
them on the level furrow, and not upon ridges: such is Mr. Mil-

ward's practice. After the land has been brought to a smooth
surface it is manured, and the manure immediately ploughed in

by a common furrow. The seed is then drilled in, and also the

tillage, by one of the large Suffolk drills, at a distance of not

more than 18 or 20 inches between the rows. Drilling on the

flat has two advantages over the ridge method. The hasty

showers in summer do not run from the roots of the plants so

easilv as when sown upon ridges; and it also admits of the turnips

being drilled much nearer between the rows, which in the white

turnip is of service, inasmuch as where upon ridges only three rows
could be had to secure the benefit of covering the manure better

(which is the principal advantage possessed by the ridge system),

four may be included in the same space
;
and, although the turnips

may be smaller in size, they are of lar better quality. The horse-

hoe may be used within drills of 18 inches, but not at less, with-

out danger of injury to the plants. Two pounds of seed is gene-

rally thought enough of the common turnip to the acre.

The early-sown turnips are generally ready to stock during the

month of September, which is mostly done by turning lambs
up(m them. These have been previously taught by the ewes to

eat linseed-cake, and have an allowance of a quarter of a pound
each until Christmas, which is then increased to half a pound, if

they are intended lo be sold fat in the spring : a practice followed

now very often, at least as regards the wethers. The choicest

gimmers are more frequently reserved for breeding ewes : a pro-
portion of one-fourth or one-fifth being supplied each year, by
which means the flock of ewes is always young.

Second Year.—Barley.

Of late years it has been common, from the very low price of
barley, to sow all the early cleared turnip land with wheat, either
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as soon as the turnips are eaten, or during the succeeding month
of February. This practice appears to some persons open to

objection. If half the turnip land is sown with wheat instead of

barley in each year it will, in due time, bring the whole of the

land to produce wheat three times instead of twice in eight years,

or during every two courses ; and whether the weak soils of this

county are capable of supporting the practice permanently is the

point on which some cautious minds demur. That it is desirable

lor all land to have as frequent change of cropping as possible,

so long as such change is attended with profit to occupiers, none
will venture to deny. The respective prices of the two kinds of

grain for the time being will go far to determine for or against

the practice. And whilst farmers, who have made so great an

outlay on their turnip crop, can, as we have known to be the

case, grow 40 bushels and upwards of fine wheat to the acre,

instead of perhaps as much barley—worth only two-thirds the

])rice of the wheat, and with far less risk of being spoilt in the

harvesting—they will not fail to regard present profit notwith-

standing a contingency of future loss.

The land intended to be sown with barley is ploughed as soon

as cleared of the turnips, to prevent waste by evaporation of that

manure which has been left by the sheep, and also its being

washed by heavy rains irregularly upon the surface. The land

should then have a second j)loughing before the barley is sown,

as it is found to ripen more equally after two ploughings than

one, and also, we think, to withstand the drought more effectually

if the following summer should prove a dry one. The season of

sowing seldom commences before the 20th of March, and even

that is earlier than many will sow, lest the frosts should injure

the plant when young. The largest breadth is sown during the

early part of April ; the season continues, however, up to the

month of May, but the quality of the produce is mostly inferior

when sown thus late. The most generally approved kinds of

seed are the Welsh and Chevallier. The quantity of seed sown
\ aries with the mode of sowing ; if sown by hand, which is the

practice of many, upon the common furrow, and harrowed in by

ihe drag-harrow, from 14 to 16 pecks an acre are used; but if

drilled not more than 12 pecks are necessary.

Third Vear.—Grass Seeds, or Clover.

The grass seeds are sown most frequently at the same time

with the barley, although the prudence of the custom is, we
think, questionable, and luis not received the consideration that

it deserves. It is said thai if seeds are sown thus early with the

l)arley they take so much better than if sown later; and the prac-

tice is, on that ground, defended, without, perhaps, at all weighing
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the serious injury that is occasioned to the barley by such ram-

pant growth of various plants at its roots. Is it not probable that

the exuberant growth of clover, and its accompanying grasses, is

equally hurtful to the cereal crop, whether wheat or barley, with

the exuberant growth of so many weeds, if they were permitted,

but which are, by all good farmers, carefully removed? Another
great evil in allowing the clover to make so much head arises

from the increased difficulty of harvesting well the barley crop.

Now, by drilling in the barley in the first instance, and when it

well covers the ground to hoe in the clover seeds, will, in our
humble opinion, in most seasons be found far better as regards

the grain crop, and not, in the end, much worse as relates to the

seeds. Of red clover 12 lbs., with half-a-peck of rye-grass, to

the acre is generally found sufficient. For summer pasturage

is required of white or Dutch clover 10 lbs., with 2 lbs. of rib-

grass, and 2 lbs. of trefoil, accompanied by 2 pecks of dwarf
rye -grass.

The season for cutting the early- sown barley is rarely retarded

beyond the last week in July or the first in August. This is

most commonly done by the scythe, which is followed by a wo-
man, who gathers the mown corn into sheaves by means of a rake
having three or four long iron teeth ; she places the sheaf upon
a straw band, made usually by one of the children. The man
then binds the sheaves, and, as he returns to the point from
which he started, the woman carries his scythe. In this manner
an active family will clear 5 roods in the day, for which they re-

ceive from 5s. to Is. 6d. an acre, according as the crop may be
light or heavy, including the stooking and raking afterwards.

From the more than ordinai'y scarcity of pasturage which the

occupier of these dry soils has to contend with during the months
of August and September, he is generally obliged to stock the

young clover during the autumn, and, perhaps, if not eaten too

low, it may be benefited by the treading of sheep, more than
injured by the pasturing. It is, however, the invariable custom
to clear the ground before the severe frosts come on, and to allow
nothing to go upon them until the following spring, when they
are required for the ewes and lambs. With these they are, in

most cases, stocked ; and, when an allowance of half-a-pound of
linseed- cake to each ewe is made, they will often carry five or six

ewes and their lambs to the acre up to weaning- time, but the

number kept depends much on the moisture of the season. The
red clover is generally mown for fodder for the working horses
during the winter months, the after crop being reserved for the
lambs when weaned. The propriety of pasturing lambs on the
second crop of red clover has been much debated, as great losses

frequently ensue from it ; such, in particular, has been the case
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on some farms during the present year. It has been suggested,

and we think with good reason, that the danger arises from its

being done when the clover is t(JO young, which induces flatu-

lency and disorder of the stomach and bowels, and ends in diar-

rhoea, which often proves fatal to lambs at that season of the

year.

It has been almost the universal practice to allow the grass

seeds to remain down for pasture two years, and often longer,

before the land is ploughed up for wheat. An opinion now,
however, prevails in favour of ploughing it up after one year, as

it is found that as much wheat can be grown after one year's

seeds as upon those of longer growth, which, perhaps, may be

accounted for on the ground of the fibrous roots of such seeds as

are the growth of one year being sufficient for the support of the

succeeding wheat crop : whereas, when of longer standing, a sea-

son commensurate is required before the roots can decompose,
and become available matter for the support of other plants.

The red clover is seldom allowed to remain down longer than

one year, doubtless from the circumstance of its deteriorating more
than the white after that time.

Fourth Year.— Wheat.

The season for sowing wheat on the warm soils of this district

commences now much later than it formerly did. Very little is sown
before the last week in October, but November is the principal

month for this important operation. Ttie customary mode of

preparing the ground is by ploughing and pressing the clover ley,

one presser following two ploughs. There is no neater mode of

performing the work when it is well done. It is, nevertheless,

objected to by some good farmers, on the ground that the grass is

liable lo grow up between the furrows, so as to interfere materi-

ally with the after growth of the wheat. The almost universality

of the practice in the district seems to furnish an argument
against that objection. It has, however, been met more effectu-

ally by a plough invented some years ago by Mr. Hodgkinson
of Morton Grange, which is termed a "skim-coulter plough."

The advantage he proposed was, that it should take off a thin

furrow from the surface before ploughing the main one : the

sward would, by that means, be effectually disposed of by being

thrown to the bottom of each furrow, and could not grow through

to the injury of the wheat. The whole is performed by one

plough, which requires four horses. Its adoption would certainly

increase the labour of the wheat seed-time, but it wouhl, at the

same time, carry out a most important principle of good farming,

-

we mean that of deep ploughing (to which it is, undoubtedly, a

preliminary step), on almost every kind of soil. Deep drilling
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follows of necessity on tleep ])loughing, which is an object of the

last consequence on soils Liable to suffer from drought.

The quantity of seed sown is regulated by the quality of the

soil, less being required where the sod has strength to cause it to

tiller during the winter months. Few sow less than 9 pecks to

the acre, and on the light soils as much as 12 pecks is sown.

The amount of seed is a subject that has been too often discussed

to leave room for much that is new to be said upon it. We may,

nevertheless, observe that custom in this district has fixed upon
about 10 pecks an acre as the most desirable quantity. If sown
thick the ears will be small, and the yield, regarded individually,

will be found defective. If, on the other hand, it is sown not

thick enough, an increased expense is incurred in hoeing to keep
down the weeds, and nature, in seeking to supply what is want-

ing, will continue to throw out, as the roots gain the requisite

power, a succession of ears until so late in the season that it will

be impossible for the crop to ripen uniformly : the inevitable

consequence of which will be an undue })roportion of small and
defective grain in the produce.

White wheat in its several varieties is almost exclusively sown
on the sands, and the one which for some years has taken pre-

cedence of all others, at least in the northern j)art of the county,

is " Hunter's White Wheat," in favour of which so strons: a
feeling exists, that it is thought by many to be unequalled for

this soil and climate. So great is its popularity, that it is extend-

ing its fame generally throughout the cold soils of the clay dis-

tricts, on which at one time white wheat was seldom or never

attempted to be grown. It is held in high request also by the

millers, from whom it commands the best price. It would be
difficult to give a decided opinion on the average produce of the

wheat crop; but we may nevertheless state, that on well cultivated

farms of ordinary quality it is seldom below 30 bushels an acre

;

and on the higher farmed land of good quality, not much, if any
below 40 bushels.

Of barley, the fluctuation in produce is greater as the season

suits it or otherwise. On the average, it may be stated at 4|
quarters, although in some instances a field will yield 7 or 8
quarters an acre.

The harvesting of the wheat crop is now more frequently done
by the scythe than by the sickle. The work is performed as

described in the harvesting of barley. Mowing has several ad-

vantages over reaping with the sickle. It is cheaper, far more
expeditious, and clears the ground at once of all stubble and
weeds. If well done, the grain is found not to suffer so much in

wet weather as when reaped by the sickle, which may be easily

accounted for by its being looser in the sheaf, which allows the
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rain to pass more easily through it. From the same cause it

admits more freely the sun and wind, and is in consequence
sooner ready to carry. A strong prejudice existed for some years

against the practice, but it has now given way, the advantages

being too decided to be any longer doubted. The price is from
6s. to 8s. an acre, and occasionally 9s. may be given, which in-

cludes mowing, taking up and binding the sheaves, as well as

taking up and binding the rakings.

Oats are not much sown on the sand lands ; a crop is some-
times taken after two years' grass seeds, as fodder for the working
horses ; the land being afterwards manured and sown with wheat.

In general two white crops in succession are opposed to good
farming ; but when the land is in high condition, and obtams an
extra dressing of manure as compensation, it cannot reasonably

be objected to.

Peas both white and grey are occasionally sown in the place of

the red clover crop, under an impression that the land in the

following course will be more certain for clover. They are

drilled wide so that the horsehoe may be applied. A single

crop of peas is not unfrequently taken after the wheat crop, the

land being fallowed the succeeding year for swede turnips.

Vetches are sown extensively for soiling the working horses

during the summer months. Those for early mowing are sown
on the wheat stubble as soon as that crop has been removed, and
are protected during the winter by an admixture of rye. A suc-

cession of crops is provided throughout the season ; the land, as

we have belbre stated, is sown with white turnips as soon as it is

cleared of the vetches. The most economical manner of using

vetches is to cut them with a proportion of dry fodder ; the horses

will, when thus fed, go through their work much better, and be
less liable to suffer from disorders of the stomach and bowels,

occasioned by feeding too freely on them in an unmixed state,

when they return hungry from their work.

On most of the large farms, the cutting of chaff for horse food

is performed by horse power.

In some instances steam-engines have been erected, which in

addition to the cutting of chaff, thrash out the grain, as well as

grind what is necessary for the use of the farm. Earl Spencer
has had one on his farm at Wiseton for several years past. Mr.
Smith, of Gringley-on-the-Hill, has lately erected a small, but

complete engine, which is capable of thrashing out about eight

quarters of wheat an hour, and is made applicable to several other

useful purposes. These, and more which might be mentioned,

we doubt not will be but the forerunners of others, as the neces-

sity for economy in every department of labour shall become more
urgent.
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On referring to Mr. Lowe's Report upon the State of Agri-

culture in Nottinghamshire in 1794, we find mention made of

practices adopted at that time by certain individuals, which be-

speak an intelligence and enterprise much beyond their day ; as

for example, the application of bones at the rate of 50 bushels an

acre to the turnip crop, and of rape-dust at the rate of half a ton

an acre : those individuals possessing moreover the foresight to

determine on the four course system, as the best adapted to the

district, when, after so many years' experience, it has become
universal. These persons had also the sagacity to perceive the

great superiority of the Leicester sheep over the other breeds

then known in the county, and spared no expense in bringing it

to perfection. It must be confessed that such statements of the

farming of fifty years back, are calculated somewhat to startle

us, when drawing a comparison between it and the agriculture of

the present day. In carefully revising Mr. Lowe's report, how-
ever, we think it clear that the instances he there adduces of such
spirit and intelligence were confined to the practices of the few,

and formed little or no part of those of the many.
In every age are found persons gifted with minds superior to

the mass of those around them, who anticipating improvements,
the necessity of which is not admitted by their neighbours, shape
their conduct by their own convictions, indifferent to the preju-

dices of others.

We have no wish to become detractors from what is justly due
to our ancestors of the eighteenth century ; but we think that very

little reflection is needed to show that their movements must of

necessity have been confined within a narrow circle by the dis-

advantages with which they were at the time surrounded, which
disadvantages must have formed an almost insurmountable barrier

to anything approaching a perfect system of farming.

When a considerable portion of the county was unenclosed,

when the art of drainage was all but unknown, and at a lime

when the prime virtue of the husbandman was the observance of

a rigid economy ; far too rigid, we should imagine, to allow of that

liberal investment of capital which has since proved the founda-

tion of all the essential improvements which have taken place

—

with all these disadvantages, and especially the want of requisite

information on subjects in general connected with his profession,

on which science has since thrown light and knowledge;—we
cannot but infer that the agriculture of 1794 must have been,

as compared with that of 1844, very defective and imperfect as a

whole.

Sheep.

The pure Leicester, or a cross of that with the larger framed
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animal from Lincolnshire and the Yorkshire wolds is the general

stock of the county. Nottinghamshire has long been famous for

its superior breed of sheep. Mr. Lowe makes mention of the

names of several celebrated breeders of Leicester rams^ chiefly

resident in the southern part of the county, who were, at the

time he wrote, going to great expense in improving the breed of

sheep
;
giving even at that time as much as 100 guineas for a

ram. It appears from his report, that Mr. Bakewell's celebrated

stock had then been introduced about twenty years. The spirit

infused by that eminent breeder has, we believe, been unceasingly

at work ever since. It is well known that the late Duke of

Bedford once hired for the season a ram of the late Mr. Buckley,

of Normanton, for the sum of 800 guineas ; and also, that

Messrs. Thorpe, Dudding Loft, and Marris, paid to the same
gentleman 1000 guineas for the hire of a ram. The success of

Mr. Burgess, of Holm-pierrepont, at the last Christmas show in

London, will alone prove the high place he holds in the present

day, not only as compared with his neighbours, but as challenging

competition with the country at large. And although these names
belong more properly to the other division of the county, their

owners are honoured, and have their merits recognised, alike in

both.

Nearly every farmer in this western district is a breeder of

sheep. The country is more adapted to the support of that ani-

mal than to any other ; and it is doubtful whether so certain a

profit is attainable by any other method of stocking a farm as by
the farmer raising his own flock. For the difference between

the price of poor stock, and the same animals when made fat, has

of late years been so small, as not unfrequently to leave little or

no profit to the person in whose hands that change has been
effected. On the other hand, the fault of those who breed lies

too often in breeding more than they can well keep at all seasons,

and thereby materially lessening their profits. We are convinced

that any infringement of the above as a rule, will assuredly in

adverse seasons be attended by greater loss than is ever made
amends for by the profits of more favourable years.

We have before observed that it is the general practice to sell

the wether hogs fat before Midsummer, when, without any great

forcing, they will frequently attain a weight of from 20 to "22 lbs,

a quarter, their fleeces averaging from 7 to 9 lbs. To bring

about this result when allowance is made for the number kept on
the acre, no time must be lost, and it can only be accomplished

by giving them fruitful pasturage on clover seeds during the

summer, and by putting them early to turnips in the autumn;
with an allowance of linseed-cake or corn, mixed with culm or

chafl', to meet the wants of the animal, during that season espe-
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cially when it is fed on the turnip, a food not natural to it, and for

that reason requiring the assistance of some such auxiliaiy.

During the several years when there was an annual prize show
at Blyth (which is now discontinued), the animals from this

district exhibited there, might have borne comparison with any

others that could have been brought against them. The show
took place in May, at the fair which is held during that month.

The competition was between the exhibitors of the best pen of

20 wether hogs, clipped. The age of the sheep would then be

about 15 months. The weights to which those animals attained

were in some instances 35 lbs. a quarter, and even more. Amongst
the most successful of those competitors was Mr. Allison, of

Bilby, who has for many years distinguished himself as a breeder

of pure Leicester sheep. We mention the above only to show
what may be obtained by superior blood, with unremitting care

and attention.

Southdowns are kept on some of the large estates, but they do
not obtain a place amongst the general stock of the county. We
greatly doubt, indeed, in opposition to all that has been said to

the contrary by the advocates of Southdowns, whether they can
compete with the Leicesters, age and weight considered. We
made an experiment some years ago between the two, placing

them as far as possible on an equal footing, and the result deter-

mined itself greatly in favour of the Leicesters. When fat lambs
are wanted for an early market, the Southdowns possess an ad-

vantage, by being more hardy, more prolific, and nursing their

lambs better than the Leicester ewes ; but where the lambs are

required to be wintered, and then go to an early market, they fail

in both mutton and wool ; their habits are more erratic, they

want the quietude which the Leicesters possess, and which con-

tributes so much to their being made fat.

Before we quit this subject, we cannot but briefly advert to the

greatly increased number of sheep now kept in this district, com-
pared with the time when Mr. Lowe wrote. Many persons can
remember, subsequently to that period, when forest farms of

300 acres of land had not more than 50 ewes upon them, and
these of an inferior kind, and that much difficulty was often ex-

perienced in supporting them through the winter. These same
farms in the present day, as we can bear testimony, support from
500 to 700 sheep throughout the winter—the greater part of

which are sent fat to market at weights of from 80 lbs. to 120 lbs.

each.

We need scarcely observe that the breed of sheep known for-

merly as the one peculiar to this district, and called " The Forest

Sheep," is now nearly extinct. Judging from the general ap-

pearance of the few which remain^ they indicate an animal more
c 2
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likely to end are hardships than to repay any expenditure in at-

tempting to improve it.

Beasts.

As there is but very little permanent grass land in this district,

the number of beasts kept is greater during the winter than the

summer months. Many of the farmers sell off almost all they

winter in the spring months, to the summer grazier, and buy in

again to supply themselves in the following autumn. When the

turnip crop is an abundant one, the number of fat cattle sent to

market throughout the winter is very great. When that crop is

less abundant, much fewer are made fat, the farmer's attention

being directed chiefly to the converting of his straw into good
manure, without drawing many turnips to be consumed in the

yards. Any profit that he might realize on the feeding of cattle,

he well knows would be more than counterbalanced by a dimi-

nished crop of barley, where such turnips ought to have been
eaten on the ground. He accordingly contents himself with pre-

paring beasts for the summer grazier by sending such stock to

market in good condition, rather than by fattening them himself

to the injury of his farm. This he does by giving to each beast

a moderate allowance of linseed-cake, varying from 4 to 6 lbs.,

according to their size, other circumstances also being considered.

The animal is thereby kept healthy, and with only a daily allow-

ance of 4 lbs., which is the minimum of what ought to be given,

will at least maintain its condition. Each beast will thus cost

during the six winter months from three to four pounds, more or

less, according to the price of cake at the time. When, however,

the farmer has in prospect his next year's turnip crop, and looks

still beyond to the barley crop which is to succeed, a proportion

of his beasts will most probably be allowed 8 lbs., and such as

are being made fat, from 12 to 16 lbs. each, which will impart a

power and goodness to his manure, visible wherever it is applied

for years afterwards.

The best farmers have long since ceased to give cake to their

stock, at those times only when they find a profit on that stock

to justify them in doing so. They now look upon the conversion

of their straw into the best possible manure as an object of the

highest importance to their farms. They calculate how they

shall use the greatest amount of cake, which they regard as an
indispensable in good farming—at the least possible loss

;
for, as

prices both of beef and mutton have of late been, they must ne-

cessarily incur a loss if they expect their remuneration from the

live stock, instead of from the land. The farmers take a wide
view in this matter, and we think regard their interests in their

true light. Mr. Pusey has observed, in his spirited description
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of Lincolnshire farming, that there the cattle are looked upon
only as " machines whereby to make manure," and upon the same

principle does the Notts farmer act when he considers his straw,

which increases year by year with the improved condition of his

farm, as a "vast number of tubes," whose use is to be filled with

liquid manure, and carried out to the support of his future crops.

Beasts are bred to a greater or less extent on most farms, the

only breed being, with few exceptions, the Durham, or as they

come now to be styled, "the Improved Short-Horns," of which

the county can boast some of the best specimens in the kingdom.

Earl Spencer's celebrated herd at Wiseton is too well known to

require further notice here than to state, that we believe his

Lordship continues to feel an undiminished interest in that de-

partment of farming. Mr. Parkinson's herd of Leyfields, near

Newark, has also acquired a high character, to which it will be
admitted to be fully entitled, by all who have seen it. Mr. Park-

inson is owner of the celebrated bull, " Sir Thomas Fairfax," to

which was awarded the first prize, as the best short-horn bull, by
the Royal Agricultural Society in 1842. Mr. Watson, of Walk-
eringham, has in the course of a few years attained great emi-
nence as a breeder of short-horn beasts, and is in possession of a

bull, " Lord Adolphus Fairfax," of perhaps equal merit with his

sire, " Sir Thomas Fairfax." These herds are well known
amongst breeders, but the county has many others of less fame,

though of distinguished merit, to which we only allude for the

purpose of showing that their influence must have been very great

on the general stock of the district. The most cursory observer

has only to walk through any cattle fair in the county in the

present day, to be struck with the improved appearance of the

stock of all kinds, compared with what could have been seen a

few years ago.

Calves are reared both by the pail, and by sucking the dam, or

a foster-mother ; but the point which appears to require most
attention in the perfect rearing of any kind of stock, consists in

promoting without any check, a continued progression after wean-
ing, without any loss of condition at that time, or indeed at any
time afterwards. An instance of the effect of such a mode of

treatment was given us some time ago by Mr. Brooke, in a large

lot of bullocks, fed on the farm of the Hon. John Simpson, at

Babworth, which averaged when about two years and one month
old, upwards of 60 stone each of 14 lbs. to the stone.

Pigs.

Those who have pursued farming more as an amusement than
from any profit to be derived from it, are observed generally to

have evinced a greater disposition to improve the breed of pigs
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than of any other animal. It is especially the poor man's pro-

perty, and this may account for the additional interest which has

been taken in its improvement. Certainly no other animal has

been subjected to so complete a metamorphosis during the last

20 years. Instead of the long-eared coarse- offaled animal, which
was common formerly, and which was as difficult to make fat as

it was hard and unpalatable to eat when so made, may be now
seen a compact creature, with small ears, short snout, deep in

the sides and thighs, with legs short, and seemingly unequal to

support the superincumbent weight which it is their office to

carry.

It has been often said by various judges at the local agricul-

tural shows in this county, that the show of pigs has been superior

to any thing they have witnessed in any other part of the king-

dom. And yet with such celebrity, we are quite at a loss by
what term to describe the peculiarity of breed. One of the best

breeds with which we are acquainted was supplied by the late Mr.
Fowkes, of Barmborough Grange ; it has been bred very closely,

and without a single cross from any other source for more than 30
years. The breed to which we allude is that of jNIr. Crofts, of

Blyth, from which has emanated much of the best blood in the

district. Viscount Galway has also a very superior breed of a

similar caste, at his Lordship's seat at Serlby, which combines
with great size the best quality, being quite equal in that respect

to the Neapolitan or Chinese, yet in its general character bearing

little affinity to either
;
possessing a larger frame, attaining with

nothing beyond ordinary keeping at 14 or 15 months old 25
stone and upwards. This breed of pigs has the greatest possible

aptitude to fatten, and is made fat at the least possible expense
;

a merit which the cottager has discovered and fully appreciates.

In default of a better distinguishing title, it will be no misnomer
to call it The Improved Nottinghamshire Pig.

Horses.

In this district the ploughing is invariably done by two horses

abreast. The horses in general use are of a more active kind
than formerly, being found to get over the ground much quicker
than the old Lincolnshire breed, which in this part of the country
is now nearly extinct. Many of the mares have of late years

been crossed by a Cleveland stallion, brought into the county at

a great expense by Mr. Watson, of VValkeringham, whose spirited

exertions in behalf of agriculture in every branch are well known.
This cross has unquestionably been an excellent one for the light

soils, by imparting to the ploughing horses a mettle and speed
which they before wanted. Many however of the farmers buy
their horses as they require them, at 2 or 3 years old, of the
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graziers of the Trent side district, where the permanent grass

land offers a more suitable pasturage than the sheep-walks of

their own.
Premiums are given also for blood horses by the Agricultural

Societies ; but they do not receive much attention from the ma-
jority of farmers. With the late increased demand for good
horses, both in the home market and on the continent, the pro-

spect of remuneration in that department has been certainly equal

to any other. The farmer looks, and not unwisely we presume,

at the long period of five years, which must elapse before the

animal is marketable, and also at a certain risk during that length

of time, with perhaps an uncertain profit at the end of it. Any
speculation which requires such a length of time to decide it,

does not, we confess, present a very encouraging field to enter

upon ;
nevertheless, if the first principle of breeding be looked to,

which is that " like produces like," and we were to expect good
ones only from good ones, we believe that the uncertainty would
be much lessened.

The Yorkshire Wolds have been long regarded as the nursery

for our best blood-horses, the breeding of which has there been
considered lucrative, from its being confined to such horses only.

The degree of success will depend much on the stallions intro-

duced into the district being of first-rate character ; but as these

are a class which can only be had for high prices, and which it

does not suit the generality of breeders to supply, they must be
introduced, if at all, by the wealthy and influential.

Limestone District.

The Western Division includes a district of limestone soil

forming a narrow slip of land adjoining the county of Derby, to

which it more properly belongs from the greater resemblance it

bears to the soil of that county. It is described by Mr. Lowe as

a "hungry limestone ;" and although some parts of it have been
much improved by drainage and by the use of bone-manure, it is

still wanting in that natural productiveness which distinguishes

some limestone soils. The limestone contains a large amount of

magnesia, which is alone sufficient to account for the want of na-

tural fertility.

The course of cropping on the dry and sound parts is,

—

1st year, turnips.

2nd year, barley.

3rd year, clover or peas.

4th year, wheat.

Sometimes oats are sown after the wheat ; but this is a practice

which is decidedly objected to by the best farmers of the district.

This dry and sound land may be cultivated with a prospect of
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remuneration to the occupier, which can scarcely be said of the

wet and cold parts still requiring drainage. On these soils, instead

of the turnip crop, the farmer must have a naked fallow for wheat
or barley, which is succeeded by clover in the third year, and
afterwards ploughed up for wheat or oats.

Where drainage is wanting, it is a precarious district to farm,

and one but little sought after ; neither can the tenant be expected
to improve materially a soil lying under such natural disadvan-

tages, unless the landlord comes forward to his aid by giving

drain-tiles, and otherwise assisting him. Some landlords have
shown themselves willing to do so, on the tenant being at the ex-

pense of laying them ; in other instances the whole expense is

incurred by the landlord, he charging the tenant a reasonable per

centage on the capital expended.

The South-eastern, or Clay District.

Mr. Lowe has divided this district into,—" 1st, the clavs north

of the Trent, consisting of the North and South Clay Divisions

(of the hundred of Bassetlaw), and part of the hundred of Thur-
garton

;
2ndly, those south of the Trent, comprehending the Vale

of Belvoir and the Notts Wolds."
In speaking of the clays north of the Trent, he says, I must

observe that the clays north of the Trent are in general not of so

tenacious a nature as in many counties, being much more friable

from containing a portion of sand, and falling more readily by the

weather
;
particularly the red clay, of which there is a great deal

in the country round Tuxford and in the hundred of Thurgarton,

which might be more properly called a clayey loam, and a blackish

clay soil commonly called a woodland soil, in which there is

plainly a mixture of sand."

Mr. Lowe then remarks, " there is a great intermixture of open
fields and inclosed townships ;" and he shows, in his Appendix,

that north of the Trent, at the time he wrote, the proportion of

townships was as 31 unenclosed to 21 enclosed: of the 31 then

unenclosed, there are now not more than 3 or 4 open, and these

will doubtless, by inclosure, soon be assimilated to the rest. »

Of the mode of cultivation then adopted, Mr. Lowe remarks,
" In the open field the common course of husbandry is,

—

1st. Fallow.

2nd. Wheat or barley.

3rd. Beans, peas, or both mixed.

The latter crop is very common in this county ; the reason given

for it is its smothering the weeds ; but I have always observed the

crops to be very foul."

It is almost unnecessary to state that, since inclosures have

become general, which has been effected gradually, the above
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limited and imperfect course of cropping has been abandoned for

one more extended—one which, at the same time that it gives

greater change to the soil, secures also to the occupier a more
reasonable prospect of farming with advantage to himself.

The system of cropping in the clays, now more generally

adopted than any other, is the following :

—

1st year, fallow.

2nd year, barley or wheat.

3rd year, red clover or grass-seeds.

4th year, wheat.

5th year, beans.

6th year, wheat, or occasionally oats.

So many, however, are the modes of different individuals in this

district, arising from the various sizes of their farms, the different

character of the soils upon them, not less than through the variety

of condition in which they are at the present day, from some
having been drained and others still wanting that necessary pre-

liminary to good farming on the generality of strong soils, with
many other differences, that it is impossible to point out any one
particular system of which it may be said, at least in the northern

part of the county, " this is the general practice." To omit altoge-

ther the modus operandi of the farming in this district would be to

leave imperfect an attempt to communicate all necessary informa-
tion ; it is however proposed to treat of mere operations more
briefly than has been done in the foregoing part of this Essay.

Besides, as many of the details there alluded to are the same in

practice throughout the county, irrespective of the character of

the soil, it will be less incumbent on us to repeat them.
The ploughing of some of the heavy orders on the strong soils

is still performed by single ploughs; by which it is to be under-
stood that the horses walk in a line down the furrow, the team
mostly consisting of three or four horses, which require a driver in

addition to the ploughman. It is more than doubtful whether in

all cases these soils, in their present defective state of drainage,

could be sufficiently deep ploughed by two horses abreast. One
thing, however, is clear, that where four horses are necessary they

would act far more advantageously, as regards draught, by har-

nessing them in pairs abreast. We are aware that it will be
answered, that, by so doing, the land would suffer more from the

treading of the horses ; but we still think that, in many cases, a
great advantage would be gained from the horses being nearer to

their work. The lighter orders are now more frequently ploughed
by two horses abreast, attached to a common swing-plough, for the

wheel-plough is but little used in this county, except perhaps on
the borders of Leicestershire.

First year, Fallows.—As this operation extends over at least
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nine months of tlie year, inclusive of the summer season, when by
simply exposing the roots of weeds to the sun they are destroyed,

it is in most cases a mere succession of ploughings, consisting

usually of five. Where the land is liable to the growth of quitch-

grass, the working it with light and heavy harrows is of little

service ; it requires the more effectual operation of being forked.

Second year, Barley or Wheat.—Although wheat is more com-
monly sown on the fallows than barley, we think the practice ob-

jectionable, and shall state our reasons for holding an opinion so

directly opposed to the custom of the district. Wheat after fal-

lows is seldom a yielding crop, it is too frequently lodged before it

is shot fully into ear, and in consequence is more productive of

straw than corn. It is, moreover, questionable whether, by the

application of farm-yard manure to the fallows, the evil is not in-

creased, as, by so doing, the nutriment of young plants is supplied

in quantity greater than necessary, and by such means an exube-

rant growth is fostered in the early stages of the plant without the

soil possessing in itself, or having supplied to it, those properties

which might serve as a counter-check.

Mr. Topham, in his,' Chemistry made Easy,' has well illus-

trated this where he observes, " that if wheat be sown upon a soil

composed in a great measure of decayed vegetation, the plant will

flourish in a most extraordinary manner for a period, and by its

luxuriant appearance promise the farmer an abundant return in

harvest; and could it but fortunately sustain the exuberance of its

germination, no doubt the produce would be equal to his fondest

anticipations. But to insure this most desirable result, it is ne-

cessary that the stalk should be encased in a cylinder of flint

;

and if sand is not present, and an alkali to aid in its solution, the

plant will bend and fall under the load which its well-gorged

organs shall have accumulated, and the cultivator be disappointed

of the rich remuneration it promised him." Such is the opinion

of a gentleman who has sought to serve agriculture scientijically ;

let us now turn to one who has done so practically, for upwards of

thirty years, by cultivating extensively strong soils ; and, after so

long an experience, has published, for the benefit of others, the

results. We allude to an ' Essay on the Rotation of Crops best

suited to Heavy Lands,' published in 1842, by Mr. Richard
Parkinson, of Knapthorpe, near Newark.* This pamphlet, from

* This essay ought to be read by every one concerned in the culture

of clay land, for the valuable information it contains. It may be had of

J. Whittingham, Mansfield-road, Southwell.
I quite agree in this observation

; and, from having lived for several

years contiguous to Knapthorpe, can state that the system of clay-farming
which Mr. Parkinson has adopted was crowned with the most perfect

^success.—W. Miles.
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its thoroughly practical character, is eminently calculated to serve

the purpose for which it was written. On the subject before us

the author says, " Wheat should not be sown after summer fallows

on enclosed clay-lands ; I have found that it is impossible to keep

the land in condition and in a profitable course under that system.

If the trade in barley was much depressed, and prices low, I would
substitute oats occasionally after fallows." We shall leave the

reader to draw his own conclusions, whether it may not be highly

probable—the results of science and practice being the same

—

that the cases may be analogous throughout, and traced up to one

cause : if so, it will go far to establish the principle we have laid

down.

As the practice of sowing wheat upon fallows is very general in

the north and south clays, and failure and disappointment in point

of yield often attend it, we have been induced thus to allude to the

subject in the hope of leading those more immediately interested

to trace the effect up to the true cause, and to apply or not a

remedy as they may deem it better or worse than the disease.

When wheat is sown upon fallows, 9 pecks to the acre is suffi-

cient, if drilled ; but if sown by the hand, 1 or 2 pecks in addition

may be necessary. If barley is substituted, 12 pecks will be found
enough when drilled, although 14 are oftener sown bv hand.

Third year. Clover.—For the respective quantities of seed-

clover necessary, red or white, vide supra. The red clover will

be liable to fail if sown oftener than every alternate course, or

once in twelve or thirteen years, according as the white clover

remains down one or two years.

Red clover is mostly mown for fodder for the horses, and the

after crop is used for soiling them during the summer and autumn,
or allowed to remain for seed, in which case it ought to be mown
the first time as early as practicable, so as to allow the seed crop

an opportunity to ripen early. The Italian rye-grass is grown by
some with great success in this districts and forms, in case of

failure of the red clover crop, a most valuable substitute from the

abundant produce it generally yields.

Fourth gear, Wheat.—The practice of ploughing and pressing

the clover-ley for wheat is com.mon in the loams of the southern

part of the county, where it succeeds well ; but, on the strong

sods, where wheat is intended to be sown after grass-seeds, it will

amply repay the extra trouble of breaking up the ley during the

summer, or as early in the autumn as it can be done, working it to

a fine mould, and afterwards ploughing and drilling in the wheat.

The roots of the wheat-plant can thus extend themselves more
freely in the more permeable soil, and the slugs and snails being
thereby brought to the surface, and becoming a prey to the vari-

ous birds whose habits lead them to feed upon them, are pre-
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vented from doing the serious injury during the winter which they

so often effect. Mr. Parkinson, in the Essay to which we have
alluded, recommends shallow drilling or sowing by the hand on
the common furrow, so as to keep the seed near the surface, as

the best preservative against the ravages of the slug or snail.

The wheat, after being hoed in the month of April, is gone
over by women, at wages from 9rf. to 10c?. a-day, who take out

any weeds which may remain after the hoeing.

The harvesting of the crop is performed similarly to that of the

sand-district, as already described, the scythe having almost

entirely superseded the sickle.

Fifth year, Beans.—No crop cultivated in this country offers so

great a difference as regards value at the time of harvest as this

does. Those who still persist in sowing, every third year, beans

and peas without the aid of manure, and then leave them to their

fate, without either hoeing or cleaning, till they are reaped, re-

ceive back in many instances little more than seed again. But
such have been the frequent failures in this crop on the clays, that

other crops, such as peas or winter tares, have been of late sub-

stituted
;
and, by affording a change to the land, have also been

more remunerative to the grower. The most common practice is

to dibble about 3 bushels of beans an acre on a common furrow,

which has been exposed to the frosts previously. With this

method the hand-hoe only can be made use of; but we think a

superior mode is that recommended by Mr. Parkinson, which we
cannot do better than give in his own words :—" The land is

ploughed into ridges 20 inches apart, in November or December,
in the same manner as for turnips, being previously manured
with seven or eight two-horse cart-loads per acre. The beans are

sown as early in the spring as the land is dry enough, in the fol-

lowing manner. A single-horse plough opens a level furrow in

the frosted mould of the hollows between each ridge ; this is fol-

lowed by a man with a drill-barrow, which deposits about 3 bushels

of seed per acre. The harrows are then taken two or three times

over the land, and once across. It may be necessary in some
seasons to go over the land once with a powerful harrow after the

beans are sown, to break up the middle of the ridges. The land

by this mode is left remarkably light, and in fine order for hoe-

ing in the spring and summer. It retains its lightness in a con-

siderable degree until the autumn, which much facilitates the

putting in the ensuing crop of wheat, especially in dry weather.

The beans are hoed by hand when about 2 inches high, and the

land afterwards receives one deep order with the horsehoe

;

another hoeing by hand, at least, is always necessary during th&
summer to cut up the charlock and thistles."

Mr. Watson, of Walkeringham, has grown beans with great
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success, by opening drills in a similar manner, but at a greater

distance—even as wide as 36 inches between the drills ; but that is

on a deep loam of very good soil at Beckingham, where he has

grown upwards of 60 bushels an acre. We have heard him ex-

press an opinion that a frequent cause of failure in this crop arises

from sowing too much seed, and thereby preventing the free

access of sun and air to the plants, which is necessary to their

successful growth and after-productiveness. During the two last

years he has, previously to the last hoeing which the beans re-

ceived, sown about 2 lbs. of white turnip-seed to the acre, which

by the hoeing receives a cover, and thus two crops are growing

on the same ground simultaneously until the beans are reaped.

This double crop has so far proved satisfactory, and the practice

will no doubt obtain notice from others in the neighbourhood.

The land upon which the experiment has been made is a strong

but deep clay, in high condition ; and has been furrow-drained

and subsoil ploughed. The Uley cultivator can now be used on
the farm to great advantage in the driest season, in preparing the

stubbles for wheat; when, perhaps, some of the adjoining occu-

piers are obliged to content themselves with remaining patient

spectators.

Sixth year. Wheat.—The usual preparation for this crop is to

plough the land with a thin furrow as soon after the removal of

the beans as it can be done. The harrows are then put upon the

land, and it is worked to a fine mould ; it is then allowed to lie

some time to encourage the growth of weeds, so that they may be
destroyed by the following ploughing, which forms the seed-

furrow, on which the seed is sown by the hand, or upon which it is

drilled. Where the cultivator can be used in the first instance,

one ploughing is sufficient. The quantity of seed sown upon
bean-stubbles is 10 or 11 pecks an acre. In other respects the

crop is managed as described under the head of wheat in the

fourth year.

It has been observed that oats are occasionally substituted in

this year for wheat; the low price of horse-corn has, however, of
late years made the practice comparatively rare.

Instead of the six years' course described here, some prefer

(particularly in the north clays) a four years' course : ^'iz.

—

1st year, fallows.

2nd year, barley or wheat.

3rd year, clover.

4th year, wheat.

To which the foregoing remarks made on the four first years of
the six years' course apply. When this course is adopted, the
clover in the third year is exchanged in every alternate course for

beans, beans and peas, or sometimes vetches.
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It is almost superfluous to observe that the advantage proposed

in this shorter course arises from the fallows recurring oftener,

so that the land is easier kept clean.

The farms throughout the countv are held in general by
tenants- at-will ; and we are not aware of any desire amongst the

occupiers, as a class, to exchange such tenures for leases.

Our reason for offering this opinion is, that confidence so gene-

rally exists between landlord and tenant, and especially so be-

tween the larffe landowners and their tenanlrj-, in whose hands

the principal part of the land in the county is, as to make the

tenantry satisfied with the matter as it stands ; for as, on the one

hand, they may be exposed to a disadvantage through the caprice

of their landlord
;
so, on the other, they cannot but be aware that,

in these changeful times, when prices are constantly lowering,

they have an advantage in beins- able to relinquish their farms at

their own discretion. This advantage would, in our opinion, be

strengthened by the more general adoption of a practice which now
prevails in but very few instances—viz , that of the corn-rent.

The size of the farms is on the average much smaller in the

clav-district than in the sands, which is a great disadvantage, as

we conceive, and one calculated to operate against an improved
cultivation. The most common size is from 70 to 150 acres, con-

taining in most cases a portion of permanent grass-land, which, it

may be easily perceived, tends to prevent the occupiers of such

farms from pasturing much of the arable land with sheep, as

miffht be done if the farms were larger. Thev are driven of ne-

cessity, in order to malie their rent and provide subsistence for a

family, to keep an undue proportion of their land in corn, which

has the effect of impoverishing their farms, not less tlian themselves.

Household and many other expenses, moreover, press more
heavily, in comparison, on small than on large farms. In making
these remarks we would bv no means be understood to argue in

favour of farms of such magnitude as are held in some counties :

at the same time we are convinced by observation that the in-

stances are few where men, as capitalists, succeed on farms of less

than 300 acres ; and few farm really well more than 500 acres :

but where capital is plentiful, farms of about the latter size seem
most desirable ; and this we know to be the opinion of such occu-

piers as are of considerable intelligence, in counties where the

largest farms are frequently held.

On the subject of drainage, which will in this district demand
attention, Mr. Lowe, in his Report, is very brief ; neither, per-

haps, ought we to feel surprise when we consider that half a cen-

tury has elapsed since he wrote. It is not a subject, we presume,

on which he would at that time have much opportunity of giving

information. Of draining by tiles he makes no mention whatever.
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Of late years efforts have been made in this way by individuals

which have been attended with the most complete success, which
it is our intention to describe. In many instances, however, the

work has been performed by those who did not understand the first

principles of the art, and who have in consequence failed to give

satisfaction to their employers, the work when done being found
incomplete.

We allude in particular to various attempts that have been
made to overstrain Elkington's principle of deep-draining, the

object of which was more especially the interception of spring-

water and the conveying it away before it had occasioned injury

to the land lying below. To effect by the same means the re-

moval of surface-water is where those individuals have erred: the

latter can only be done, where the evil is in a soil of an adhesive

nature, by making a sufficient number of surface-drains in addi-

tion to deep drains for the removal of the spring-water. We will

exemplify, by reference to an individual case, what we consider

the only efficient means of draining strong land, and which we do
with the greater confidence from our knowledge of the results

having proved highly satisfactory. The instance we allude to is

upon the farm of Mr. Parkinson, of Leyfields, where may be
seen the principles of drainage carried out to the greatest per-

fection. As it is a subject of paramount importance, we shall

attempt in a few words to show what his system has been ; at the

same time remarking on other improvements which have been
gone into there. About a year and a half ago we were much
gratified by an inspection of every part of the farm, and the con-

clusion we then came to was, that taking into consideration the

difficulties that have been overcome, and the success which has
been attained, it offered the highest example of first-rate farming
we had ever seen ; an opinion which remains to the present time
unchanged.

The soil varies from a heavy sand to a strong loam ; the
whole lying on a substratum of cold clay. The spring-water has
been drawn off" by deep drains, some of which are not less than
15 feet in depth, and are in most cases independent of the surface

drains. These deep drains are made subservient to furnishing

water for the use of the stock upon the whole farm, by conveying
it into troughs, all neatly paved around and kept perfectly clean.

The drains are formed of large tiles, and overlaid with stones

when needful. Those for taking away the surface-water are laid

about 24 inches deep, in some places more, and are formed of
smaller tiles laid on flat bottoms, where necessary, at distances

from 18 to 24 feet apart. The old ridges where requisite are still

slightly preserved, the drains in such case being laid down the
furrows ; otherwise the drains run parallel with the fences.
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The fences deserve especial notice. They are of hawthorn,
and nearly the whole of them have been replanted by Mr. Park-
inson, and have grown up under his eye. They are of splendid

growth, and form an invaluable shelter to his short-horn beasts,

being allowed to rise for that purpose on the grass-land. When
they are cut it is in the Scotch mode, which is becoming general

throughout the northern part of the county. This work is per-

formed by very sharp knives made expressly for the purpose,

light to hand, but very effective from their high temper. The
stems are cut from the ground obliquely, and care is taken that

they are all cut upwards, so as not to shatter the top of the stems

which are left. If a brush is left on the further side no other

guard is necessary ; but on the side from which the operation is

performed, when there are cattle, it is necessary to guard it by a

dead fence for about two years. The grass and weeds are at the

same time cleared from the roots of the stems, and a perfectly

new fence springs up, which is thick from the bottom, making
shoots in a single year of surprising growth.

The course of cropping followed is similar to the one already

described as common throughout the district, but with one very

material improvement; namely, that instead of a bare fallow very

heavy crops of turnips are grown on the whole farm. Tliese are

produced, without any artificial manure, in the following manner :

—

During the winter months, men are employed in burning the

soil from the hedge sides into ashes ; these are mixed with night-

soil dried until it will admit of being riddled, so that it can be
drilled as a compost. The seed is thereby quickened into vege-

tation, and plants are obtained which soon bid defiance to the fly.

The heaviest crops of swedes are thus grown, which could never

have had an existence but for a perfect drainage.

The stock kept on the farm has been increased more than

five-fold, and the produce of grain has advanced in the same ratio.

It is almost unnecessary to observe that the manure is here an

object of especial care. The liquid manure, when such is prac-

ticable, is conveyed by drains to the nearest grass-land lying on a

lower level, and by zigzag cuttings serves to irrigate and ehrich

it. When that cannot be done, it drains into tanks, and is carted

upon the higher grass-land, which has been thereby converted

into grazing-land of the best quality, whereas it is by nature a

poor, cold soil.

Such are a few of the improvements, very imperfectly sketched,

which have been carried out at Leyfields by Mr. Parkinson, a

gentleman of great experience and of no ordinary enterprise.

These improvements, we may observe in conclusion, are being-

repeated by him on an estate which he purchased lately at Dray-

ton ; from which circumstance we think it fair to infer that that
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gentleman, after his long experience, supposes high farming not

to be incompatible with profitable farming.

In this division the district south of the Trent is composed of

a variety of soils,—from heavy sand to a rich loam, and even

strong clay. From Nottingham to Newark the high ground is

chiefly a red soil, between sand and loam, lying upon a substratum

of marl, and comprising one of the most naturally productive dis-

tricts in the county. It is well calculated for sheep, and some

excellent flocks may be seen upon it. These farms are many of

them much improved by abutting on the Trent, which furnishes

to them a proportion of good grazing-land as well as meadow;
the former of which is made available in some cases for dairy

purposes, and in others for grazing beasts for the Newark and

Nottingham fat stock markets. The mode of husbandry most

common is the six years' course, resembling that north of the

Trent ;
substituting^ however, always when practicable, a turnip

crop for a bare fallow. Much of the district has been drained

with tiles, and is on the whole very well cultivated, producing

heavier crops at much less expense than on the sands of the

western division. A stranger must be struck with the superior

character of the farm buildings, which are, moreover, kept in

extremely good condition, presenting a neatness in the highest

degree creditable to the occupiers. The fences are not always

so well kept, and might be improved upon. In the neighbour-

hood of Nottingham, potatoes are planted in considerable breadth,

as a supply for that market, and most excellent crops are ob-

tained.

Adjoining the county of Leicester the soil assumes a more
tenacious nature, and comprises the districts distinguished by Mr,
Lowe as the "Vale of Belvoir" and the " Nottinghamshire

Wolds."
Improvements have been here, as in other parts of the county,

effected to a considerable extent during the last half century.

Not only have the enclosures, which were then open, been com-
pleted, but drainage has made great advances, although it is by
no means, as yet, perfect. When a thorough drainage is wanting
no course of cropping can be suggested which is not liable in

adverse seasons to be frustrated. Whatever mode of husbandry
may be proposed by the occupier of strong soils, experience has

taught him, that where that foundation of all good farming has

not been laid, he must in consequence yield to circumstances of

which otherwise he would in the main be independent. Expe-
rience will better teach him than any covenant by which he might
be bound that the growing of two white corn crops in succession

is not profitable, that he cannot by such a system keep his farm
clean or in good condition. He will therefore, in alternate years,

VOL. VI. D
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substitute leguminous ones ; and the low prices with which he
has now to contend will impel him to strain every nerve in pro-

tracting as long as possible the period between those years of

naked and profitless fallows.

The live stock throughout the whole of the South Eastern

Division has undergone a similar improvement to that described

in the western. As, however, in the latter district sheep are the

prevailing stock, so may, perhaps, beasts be said to be in the

former, from the heavier character of the soil in general, and the

larger proportion of permanent grass-land.

The repeated supplies of the improved Durham breed, which
have been crossed again by the best short-horn bulls, have raised

the cattle to a standard of great excellence.

We have already had occasion to notice the superior flocks of

pure Leicester sheep, which had gained for themselves a name
when Mr. Lowe wrote of this district, and which we have every

reason for supposing is in point of merit progressing ; as a gene-

ral remark, decidedly so.

The necessity of a quick return, through an improved breed

both of beasts and sheep, has forced itself on the attention of

farmers in general ; and the correctness of our remarks may be

best ascertained by referring to the general appearance of the

fat stock brought into Newark and Nottingham markets, which

will bear comparison with any in the kingdom.

Artificial Manures.

Bones may be considered after farm-yard manure to stand next

in estimation for light soils, and on them the farmer chiefly relies.

They are used principally for the turnip crop, in quantity from
12 to 20 bushels an acre. They are mixed generally with a pro-

portion of rape-cake or guano, and are found far more efficacious

when their latent properties are thus stimulated.

Rape-cake is also used for the turnip crop to a great extent, as

well as for wheat, in quantity from 5 to 7 cwts. to the acre. It

is, when applied for wheat, mostly sown by the hand on the

pressed furrow, and harrowed in at the same time with the seed.

Some prefer to apply it in the spring as a top-dressing, and hold

the opinion that a less quantity laid on then is equal to a greater

applied in the previous autumn.

Shoddy has been much in demand for some years past, and

has proved itself a most valuable manure. For the information

of those who may not be acquainted with it, we may observe that

it is the waste from woollen cloth mills, which is saturated

with an oily matter, and is more lasting in its effects than most-

artificial manures. In price it varies according to quality from

40«. to 40s. a ton. It is used both for turnips and wheat. Not
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less than a ton an acre should be applied, as it is difficult to

separate, and consequently to spread equally over the land. Its

virtues are not exhausted in less than two, or even three years,

from its decomposing slowly.

Guano was used very generally last year for the turnip crop, in

small quantities, by way of experiment ; but the summer being
very dry it failed : if another trial were made we cannot say pre-

cisely what the result would be. It is unquestionably a powerful
manure when pure, but we fear is very liable to be adulterated.

The African has been chiefly used in these districts. Another
year's trial will go far to determine its value, and fix its future

price.

Nitrate of soda was used some years ago, but from its discon-

tinuance we presume that the popularity which at one time it

was likely to acquire is on the wane, if its fate be not already

sealed.

Soot is much liked as a top-dressing for wheat in the spring,

applied at the rate of 5 quarters an acre; it may be bought at

Sheffield for 2s. 6c?. a quarter, forming a cheap and very re-

munerative manure.
On the true value of lime as a manure opinion is not so unani-

mous as would appear desirable. By some good farmers it is

regarded as essentially necessary ; whilst by others of equal spirit

and enterprise it is altogether neglected.

The aid of science is wanted to ascertain the relative value of

lime brought from various quarries in Yorkshire and Derbyshire
—both of which kinds are in common use in these districts. The
Yorkshire lime brought from Brotherton and Knottingley was
held by Mr. Lucas, at the late meeting of the " British Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science " at York, to be next in value

to the mountain limestone of that county, from its containing the

next largest amount, namely, 93^ per cent., of carbonate of lime,

and comparatively little of the carbonate of magnesia. Of this

lime, as much as 120 or 150 bushels an acre is often applied at

a dressing, and even more, and it is found to answer well ; whilst

of some of the Derbyshire lime also in general use, not more
than 60 or 70 bushels can be applied without positive injury being

sustained for years afterwards.

It is necessary to observe, that the Derbyshire lime here alluded

to is not the mountain limestone of that county, which is equally

valuable to the farmer with the mountain limestone of Yorkshire,

and most valuable for agricultural purposes, being said to contain

98J per cent, of pure carbonate of lime; but it is a limestone

highly impregnated with magnesia, and identical with the

magnesian lime of Yorkshire, which is said to contain of carbonate

of lime only 62^ per cent., and of carbonate of magnesia 36f per
D 2
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cent. ; and by Mr. Lucas' statement, therefore, of proportionately

less value.

An idea exists in the minds of many practical men, which we
think an erroneous one ; that if two tons an acre of the said

Derbyshire majrnesian lime be applied, as good a purpose will be
answered as if four tons from Knottingley be used, but that it is

dangerous, indeed highly prejudicial to the land to put on more
than two tons at one dressing.

There must surely be a great mistake in this, for if carbonate

of lime be the valuable constituent, and carbonate of magnesia a

baneful one, a very different conclusion must be come to. Let us

see how the relative jiroportions of these in the two dressings

stand as they are mostly applied. The four tons of Knottingley

lime will contain of valuable matter at 93j per cent, each, 374
parts, whilst the two tons of Derbyshire will contain at 62^ per

cent, only 125 parts, or nearly two-thirds less ; whilst of baneful

matter the Knottingley will have but 24 parts at 6 per cent, per

ton, and the Derbyshire at 36j per cent. 73^, or two-thirds

more: a reason sufficient to account for the injurious effects

which are visible after a heavy dressing of the latter, and one
which is worthy the attention of those who are interested.

It has been replied by those who favour the use of the Derby-
shire lime, that the advantage to be derived from any lime, as a

manure, consists in its acting as a solvent rather than in its fructi-

fying property ; and that if a smaller quantity of magnesian lime

contain the requisite amount of such solvent quality, it is needless

to go to greater expense in the purchase of lime of another kind.

But this reply does not explain the fact of so small an increased

quantity of the magnesian lime producing effects decidedly injurious,

and such as cannot result from a solvent in whatever quantity

applied; whereas by the principle held by Mr. Lucas, thev are

fully accounted for : and it appears from statements made by him
to be established that the true value of any lime consists in the

comparatively large amount it contains of carbonate of lime in

proportion to that of carbonate of magnesia, and that the more
of the latter constituent is possessed by such lime, the less valu-

able it will be to the farmer.

Implements.

Every farmer now has his own thrashing machine either fixed

or portable, or he hires one by the day, and the bulk of the corn

is so thrashed. Experience has taught him that he can not only

thrash out his grain by machinery at less expense than by the

flail, but that the condition of tlie grain is thereby better pre-

served, whilst the saving leaves him a surplus fund to spend on
other necessary work of his farm. Where there is a fixed ma-
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chine, as on most of the large farms, a provision is made for

cutting chaff, hy a strap attached to the thrashing-machine, when
required, which effects a great saving in hibour.

It has been noticed that the common swing plough is in gene-

ral use, and it is doubtful whether a better could be substituted,

at least on the light soils, where the ploughing is, as a whole,

admirably performed. On the heavy soils, perhaps, ai certain

seasons when the land becomes very dry and hard, some of the

improved wheel ploughs might be brought with advantage into

further use, from the greater power they possess.

" Ducie's drag," or the " Uley cultivator," and various others

made in the different localities, are generally employed, especially

on the light soils. The harrows have mostly the frame of wood
;

some few, however, are of iron. Whichever kind may be used,

they are found more efficient on strong land when coupled

together ; but on working out the quitch on the light soils are

better separate.

Horse-hoes are used of various kinds adapted to the soil. The
Scotch is among the best for heavy land, the shares of which act

on the same principle as those of the cultivator. The advantage

they have over the common horse-hoe consists in going deeper,

and bringing, by the forward inclination of the shares, the weeds
effectually to the surface. They are, however, heavier than ne-

cessary for light land, where slighter ones are more convenient.

For sowing turnips on ridges the Northumberland drill is by
far the most common, doing a single ridge at a time, with a sepa-

rate box for artificial manures, which are deposited by a separate

spout below the seed, so as to occasion no injury to it. The
corn-drills are on the same principle as the large Suffolk drill,

capable of drilling with great nicetv 10 or 15 statute acres a-day;

and, by introducing a change of cups, will deposit seed of every

size from the turnip to the bean.

Crosskill's clod-crusher is an invaluable implement for strong

land, but too expensive for farmers in general to purchase. A
public one in each parish might answer every necessary purpose,

and would cost but a trifle to each individual. It has been found of

great service on clover-ley wheat in the spring when threatened with

the grub. Where, however, the land is very light, it should be
previously rolled with a common light roller, otherwise there is

danger of the wheat being carried away by the indentations of the

implement.

Heavy metal and stone rollers of the common kind are also in

use for wheat in the spring on the sands, but they are inferior to

Crosskill s, being more uncertain and unequal in tlieir pressure.

An excellent implement has lately been introduced from York-
shire for raking barley. It consists of moveable teeth placed
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about three inches apart, which rise or fall with the inequalities

of the ground. 1 1 is drawn by a horse, and can be emptied of its

contents, without any interruption to the work, by a crank which
raises the whole of the teeth at the same time, and so allows the

contents to fall.

Waggons and carts are both in general use throughout the

county. Some, nevertheless, who have tried the one-horse cart

exclusively approve of it, as containing every requisite, and are

prepared to cast aside, in consequence, their other carriages. We
feel ccmvlnced that experience will disabuse the minds of many of

the notion that one-horse carts are of themselves insufficient for

every purpose upon the farm ; and had not the Royal Agricultural

Society offered a prize for the best essay on their advantages,

which will therefore render unnecessary any remarks of ours, we
should proceed to give our reasons, founded on experience, for

thus recommending them in preference to any other kind of

carriage, not only under particular circumstances, but under all

ordinary circumstances in which they are required.

Allotments to Cottagers.

Much has been said of late years both for and against the ex-

pediency of allotting land to the poor. As we cannot but con-

sider it a question calculated materially to affect the comfort of

that class for whose benefit the allotments have been in most cases

granted, we have made it a subject of inquiry in different parts of

the county, as far as our means would admit, and the result of

such inquiry has been decidedly in favour of the system. We
cannot but regard it as one adapted not only to improve the

condition of the poor themselves, but also, by a diminution of

pauperism, to relieve the classes above them, who contribute

chiefly to their support ; nor does it, as has been asserted, render

the labourer careless of or indiffeient to his employer.

If there be, in a highly refined and luxurious country like our

own, one sight more painful than another, it is to see the honest

labourer asking from door to door " for leave to toil," that he
may thereby get bread, but asking in vain. And why does he
ask in vain ? Is it because he asks of men not capable of feeling

for their fellows? We answer, No; but too often because he who
would willingly be the employer is in as hard straits as he who
craves to be the employed. This is no imaginary case, but an

undeniable fact, the constant recurrence of which, under our own
eyes, has induced us to allude to it. Can we wonder at men,
born with the feelings of Englishmen, thus disappointed, turning

droopingly and despondingly away, inwardly feeling that " no

man careth for them," and that our very cattle are regarded more
than they? Surely this is not a question to be viewed merely
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through the eye of the political economist, but one which ad-

dresses itself to our best feelings as men, and to effect a remedy
for which demands our best energies.

Let us therefore seek to show the poor and honest man that he
is cared for, and that his interests and happiness are identical with

our own ; and seek, before it be too late, to raise his broken spirit

and dejected mien— to restore to him that feeling of independence

which results from his respecting himself, and is the cause of his

being respected by others. Asa means to so desirable an end,

let him have something in which to interest himself, and in the

success of which he is directly concerned ; and nothing offers so

rational an object of his care as his own small holding of land.

We do not propose to enter into the minutiae of the question,

as to what is the most desirable quantity for each individual to

hold, or what the proper amount of rental, with many other

details which experience alone can determine ; but shall content

ourselves with referring to the humane and truly noble example
which has been offered to the imitation of the landowners of

Nottinghamshire by his Grace the Duke of Newcastle. We
know from his Grace's agent, Mr. Wilmot, that after long ex-

perience of the system as tried by him the result has proved
most satisfactory ; that a tenant holding an allotment under his

Grace is scarcely ever in arrear with his rent; that, on the con-

trary, it is paid most punctually, and with an expression of grati-

tude as for a favour received—a benefit conferred ; and when it

is stated that the Duke of Newcastle has let off upon his estates

about 2000 gardens, it will be admitted that an opinion from Mr.
Wdmot has more than ordinary weight.

The rate of wages in this county is higher than the average

throughout the country. Even with the present depressed prices,

we believe that 2s. per day is more generally given than anything

lower ; and when the price of produce will admit, it is raised to

2s. 3<f. a-day. When the work is task-work, the labourer will

frequently make 2s. Gt?. or 3s. a-day during the summer months.

W^here men have constant employment with such wages, they

may be considered as well enough off ; but it is the absence in

some parts of the county, and particularly so in the clay districts

during the winter months, of constant employment which occa-

sions the evil complained of, in the hope of mitigating which the

foregoing remarks have been introduced.

Water-Meadoics.

Amongst the most striking improvements which have taken
place during the past half- century, the water-meadows of the

Duke of Portland claim an especial notice. Mr. Denison, how-
ever, having given a most lucid and complete statement of them
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in the Society's Journal, part iv., vol. i., for 1840, renders unne-
cessary our saying more of them here than to mention shortly the

leading facts as given by him.

These meadows comprise an area of upwards of 300 acres of

land, extending over a distance of about 7 miles in length. They
are watered by the river Maun, as it flows eastward from the town
of Mansfield. The value of the land has been raised from the

annual sum of 80Z. to that of 3660/., at a cost (from their com-
mencement in 1816 to their completion in 1837) of 40,0007.

The profit upon each acre, after defraying all expenses, is com-
puted at nearly 12Z. a-year, without taking into consideration the

great benefit they are to the arable land adjoining them, which,

in the words of Mr. Denison, they " enrich to an extent of five

times that of their own."
Stretching through a dry sandy district for so long a distance,

and thus fertilizing increasingly land so dependent on foreign aid,

must show at a glance their almost incalculable value. As a

triumph of art they must be considered one of the most brilliant

and complete of any that is known, reflecting credit equally on

the talents of the noble owner as projector, and on the intelligence

of Mr. Tebbet as executor of the works ; nor are they unworthy of

comparison even with those of a Bridgevvater and a Brindley.

The Cars.

Allusion has already been made to a district of land situated in

the extreme northern part of the county, comprising an area of

about 6000 acres of reclaimed bog- land, a small portion of what
was formerly designated the " Level of Hatfield Chase," once a

vast morass of upwards of 65,000 acres, which extended, in a

northerly direction, as far as Hatfield and Thorne in Yorkshire.

The first attempt to drain this extensive waste was made by Dutch
settlers, of whom the principal was Sir Cornelius Vermuyden,
about the middle of the seventeenth century. These enterj)rising

men effected in some measure the object they attempted, for which
they received ample compensation by becoming proprietors of

a portion, and that not an inconsiderable one, of the land they

had reclaimed. The difficulties, however, of effecting a perfect

drainage were of no ordinary character, from the largeness of the

tract of land, all lying on a dead level ; the soil being moreover

highly porous—a dark peat of spongy quality ; and surrounded on

two sides by the rivers Trent and Ouse, which were at tiiat time

liable constantly to overflow their banks, and so inundate this vast

swamp. The very banks that were raised for its security were of

the same trembling bog, and consequently little likely to resist the

fearful floods which at that time not unfrequently descended these

large rivers.
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It is to the 6000 acres which are lying in Nottinghamshire,

separated from the far larger part in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire,

and which are divided by the river Idle, as it forms for some
miles the northern boundary of this county, that we propose to

confine our remarks. This part belongs to the several parishes

of Misterton, W'alkeringham, Gringley-on-the-Hill, Evert(m, and

Scaftworth, which villages form a semicircle of several miles on

its southern side, the high ground on which some of them are

built resembling headlands on a sea-coast. These vast plains,

when seen 'from the higher grounds, as they stretch for upwards

of 20 miles in a northerly direction, without any object to break

the monotony of the scene, are very striking ; and from the great

likeness they bear to the Pontine Marshes, over w hich the sea

once unquestionably flowed, leave an impression that such was
their case in ages long gone by. The natural productions of this

interesting deposit were high reeds, and flags with edges indented

like those or a sickle, amidst gigantic tussac grass, which formed

the haunts of various kinds of wild fowl, and where was heard the

mournful booming of the bittern, now extinct.

It is less than half a century since this morass was first at-

tempted to be brought into cultivation. At that time it was so

absolutely a bog that no horse could in many parts be used for

ploughing it, and this operation was performed by manual labour.

As the drainage was improved, the land became firmer; and from
the abundant crops of rape and oats which it at first produced,

gave promise of a fruitfulness quite extraordinary, which was for

a time fully realized. This remarkable fertility was moreover
increased by a system of paring and burning—an operation of

easy accomplishment on a porous soil, but which in the end proved

decidedly injurious to the land, by reducing its surface below the

drainage then provided for it, although probably the natural

compression arising from its being laid dry occasionally was more
the cause of that inconvenience than the paring and burning.

From whatever cause this might arise, the consequence was the

same ; and serious apprehensions were for a time entertained lest

a considerable part, if not the whole, of this tract of valuable land

would be forced out of cultivation through the want of drainage
;

but at length steain -power was suggested as a remedy, and it has

since proved quite successful.

In 1828 a steam-en jfine was erected of 40-horse power, at a

cost of upwards of 6000Z., for lifting the water by a wheel. The
engnie is placed upon the main drain, about three quarters of a
mile from the river Trent, into which the drainage of these cars

empties itself ; but unfortunately, when high tides flowed up that

river, there was frequent interruption to the drainage, from the
water in the river being higher than that in the drain; and it
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would have flowed in upon the cars had not flood-gates pre-

vented it. By placing: the engine at some distance from the

Trent, a reservoir was then formed in the main drain, within that

space flanked by high banks ; and so by lifting the water into

this reservoir to a higher level than the water of the Trent, it is

enabled to fall into that river at all times.

The wheel employed for lifting the water revolves between two
stone walls, in a space of about 27 inches wide, through which the

whole of the water is driven. The wheel itself is formed of cast-

metal sides, with wooden paddles between, placed ingeniously at

a certain angle which enables the wheel to lift the water above

its own centre : thus a wheel of 33 feet diameter creates an arti-

ficial drainage equal to more than its radius of I65 feet. Flood-

gates are again placed immediately before the wheel, to prevent

the water coming back on the wheel ceasing to revolve.

About ten years afterwards it was found necessary to erect an
additional engine of equal or superior power to the one already in

use, before the drainage could be rendered perfect. This was
accordingly done on the opposite bank of the drain by the pro-

prietors, at a cost of 5000/. : thus the total cost of the two has

been little short of 12,000/., besides an annual expenditure of

from 3s. to 4s. an acre for the double purpose of working the

engines and cleansing the drains. Absolute command of the

water is now effected ; and a provision has been made of incalcu-

lable value to the occupier of these cars, by introducing, during

the summer months, water from the adjoining river Idle, as a

supply for the stock. It is kept at any height that is thought ad-

visable by means of stanchions, the regulation of which occupies

the time and attention of the engineer during those months when
the engines are less frequently required.

In conclusion ; the fields in the clays which Mr. Lowe spoke of

as then open have in nearly every instance been enclosed, besides

which a considerable breadth of forest-land has on the western

side been brought into cultivation. Extensive tracts of land still

remain waste, as it is doubted whether they are worth the expense

of cultivation, being in general a light sand of the worst descrip-

tion ; but that they might be usefuUv and profitably planted there

can exist no question, and as they are chiefly in the possession ot

the large landed proprietors, we may hope that the success which

has already attended their efforts in this direction will encourage

them in time to complete what they have begun.

Without any wish, on the one hand, to arrogate to the farmers

of Notts anything bevond what is their due, it is, on the other

hand, our dulv, in giving a faithful Report, to award to them

all just praise. When the increased productiveness— both in the
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quantity of grain grown, as well as of live stock kept—has been

doubled, trebled, and in some instances quadrupled, we may fear-

lessly claim for the occupiers of such districts a position not to be

surpassed for spirit and enterprise by any in the United King-

dom ; for it must not be lost sight of that they have great diffi-

culties to contend with, arising from physical causes, at least on

the western side of the county, in a soil naturally poor, and which

is greatly dependent on a sufficient supply of moisture, of which

it does not, according to meteorological observations, receive even

an average share.

These difficulties have nevertheless been manfully met, and, as

far as any exertions could avail, have been as successfully over-

come. VVhatever the spirited investment of their capital could

achieve has been realized ; and it is to high farming, in a great

measure, that the county owes its present distinguished place

amongst its neighbours.

As regards the application of manures these farmers have, as

a body of men, by patient observation, practically discovered that

which Dr. Liebig has theoretically affirmed to be necessary to en-

sure success when he asks whether " it be possible, after so many
decisive investigations into the origin of the elements of animals

and vegetables, the use of the alkalies of lime and the phosphates,

any doubt can exist as to the principles upon which a rational

agriculture depends ? Can the art of agriculture be based upon
anything but the restitution of a disturbed equilibrium? Can it

be imagined that any country, however rich and fertile, will main-
tain its fertility without the restoration, in some form of manure,
of those elements which have been removed from the soil, and
which cannot be replaced by the atmosphere? Must not the

same fate await every such country which has actually befallen

the once prolific soil of Virginia, now in many parts no longer

able to grow its former staple productions—wheat and tobacco ?"

Let not the farmers of Nottinghamshire, however, suppose that

all has been done that can be done, for they may reasonably hope
that science will propose further improvements not only in the

accommodation of the kinds of manures to particular crops, but
also in the quantity and in the state in which they should be
applied ; in other words, in the supplying most economically and
effectually those constituents to the soil which are essential to

plants.

But let it be remembered, particularly by the farmers of the

clay district, that the fullest advantages of this branch of agricul-

ture cannot result until the injurious superfluities have been ab-
stracted by a thorough drainage.

Bolham Hall,-near Retford.
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II.— On the Tenant's Right to unexhausted Improvements, accord-

ing to the Custom ofNorth Lincolnshire. By G. M. Williams,
Agent of the Earl of Yarborough.

To Ph. Pusey, Esq., M.P.

Dear Sir,—Lord Worsley has forwarded to me your note of

the 4th, and I have much pleasure in sending you the information

you wish for as to tlie custom of this part of Lincohishire with

regard to tenant-right, &c.

The usual allowances in the north of Lincolnshire to outgoing

tenants for unexhausted improvements are as follows:

—

Bone-dust.—This is considered to last for three years, and a

tenant quitting in the spring of 1845 receives therefore two-thirds

of the cost of what he put on in 1844 (one-third being supposed

to be exhausted by his turnip crop), and one-third of what he put

on in 1843, of which he has had the benefit of the other two-thirds

in the crops of that year and of 1844.

Precisely the same principle is adopted in the following im-
provements, the only difference being the number of years which

each is assumed to last, and which are as follows :

—

Marl or chalk, 7 years.

Lime, 5 years.

Clay, put on sandy land, 4 years, and on some estates 7 years,

which is probably a fairer allowance.

Draining with tiles or stone, when the tenant pays the whole
cost, 7 years This is, however, now a rare case, the usual prac-

tice being for the landlord to find the tiles. In this case the tenant

has generally no allowance for putting them in if he has had a

crop off the land, though he certainly ought to have a proportion

of the cost, as it must often happen that the first crop will not pay
for the labour of draining. It would probably be right to put tliis

on the same footing as bones.

Draining with .sods or thorns, 4 years. This allowance, I be-

lieve, is not always made. Indeed this mode of draining is now
not much practised.

The tenant is also paid the cost price of the seeds sown the

spring previous to quitting, and for the labour of sowing, &c., pro-

vided they are not stocked alter the 1st of November, and have

not been unfairly stocked before.

When seeds are ploughed up for wheat the autumn previous to

quitting, he is allowed for herbage until the end of the term ; but

it is not usual to allow anything on ploughing up clover-stubble

for wheat, that being considered the crop which ought to follow

clover as a matter of course.

For naked fallow, on strong land, he is allowed for ploughing

and all the labour performed, but not for rent or taxes, unless he
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paid for them on entry. The cost of seed and laliour on corn sown

for the incoming tenant is of cour?e always paid by the latter.

The tenant has ihe right to remove, or can claim to be paid

for, anv buildings put up by himself on " bay stones," where the

bxiildin'gs do not enter into the ground, but he cannot remove a

building attached to the freehold, nor even claim an allowance for

it except by special agreement. On some estates buildings are

allowed for like other improvements on a term of 20 years.

A tenant cannot break up grass-land without permission, nor sell

any straw, hay, or manure. He is bound to keep the buildings,

fences, gates, and ditclies in good repair, and to leave them so.

All these claims and matters are left to be settleil by two arbi-

trators, one to be named by the outgoing tenant, and the other by

the landlord or incoming tenant; and if they cannot agree, then

by a third party, to be named by the arbitrators before they begin

to act.

These customs are all so well established on this estate, that it

is quite unnecessary to insert them in the ordinary agreements for

farms ; and I find on Lord Yarborough's property the simple

form of agreement, wluch I believe you have seen, quite sufficient.

They are also pretty generally followed through this part of the

county, unless where modified by regular agreements.

In addition to the allowances I have mentioned, a fresh one has

just been established on this estate, having become desirable from

the increasing importance of its subject. It is an allowance for

oil-cake given to stock, which you are aware has a most im-

portant effect in improving the quahty of the manure, though
there is seldom much profit to be made from it on the stock itself.

The allowance is based on the assumption that the manure is im-

proved to the extent of half the value of the oil-cake consumed

;

but, to get a fair average as to both quantity and price, it is made
to extend over the last two years, and the allowance is two-sixths

of the cake used in the last year, and one-sixth of that used in the

previous one
;
making together the half of a year's consumption.

Oil-cake given to horses is excluded, as I conceive the benefit to

their manure would be comparatively trifling, and an allowance
for it would tend to make cake supersede the legitimate food of

the horses in the last year of a tenancy. Cake given to sheep in

the field is also excluded. This decision has been come to after

careful consideration and inquiry, partly on the ground that the

benefit to the sheep is sufficient to make it wortti while to give
cake without regard to the manure, and partly from the greater

difficulties attending the getting a correct account, and the increased

liability to fraud.

The allowance for oil-cake is made only on Lord Yarborough's
estate, and one or two other smaller ones, and is therefore a sub-
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ject of special agreement, and not a thing that can be claimed by
any custom ; but I have little doubt that it will become ultimately

a usual allowance.

The introduction of new manures, and other improvements,
will doubtless make modifications in the existing system of tenant-

right necessary from time to time. For instance, should the use

of sulphuric acid with bones become general, the present allow-

ance will cease to be correct ; or should guano come into general

use, an allowance should be made for it. In reply to your inquiry

as to the general application of bones to turnips, I beg to inform

you that on the wold and heath districts, and other turnip soils, it

is certainly the general though not the universal practice to apply

bones; but I am not aware of any case in which tenants are

bound by agreement to use them instead of other purchased

manures or farm-yard dung. In some cases the latter is used

along with bones, and instances are not uncommon of two or more
manures being applied together. On Lord Yarborough's estate,

and, I believe, through the wliole district, tenants are quite at

liberty to use any manure for their turnips which they may think

best.

I remain, dear Sir,

Your obedient servant,

G. M. Wlliaims.
JBrochleshy Park, Brigg, May 13, 1845.

P.S. You will perhaps notice a little difference in the rule for

the allowance for oil-cake as here given from the statement made
in the last Number of the Society's Journal, in a note to the

article on the Farming of Norfolk. The change was made after

I had furnished the information for the article, for the sake of

getting a fairer average as to price and quantity.

III.

—

On Securing to the Outgoing Tenant a claim in Unexhausted

Improvements. From the Loughborough Agricultural
Society.

To Ph. Pusey, Esq.

Dear Sir,— I have pleasure in sending yon the suggestions for

improved agreements between landlords and tenants, which were

unanimously adopted by the Loughborough Agricultural Society,

at their quarterly meeting on the 27th of March last.

I take this opportunity of informing you, that the suggestions

originated in tlio committee of that society finding the general

slate of the agriculture of the midland counties inferior to the
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highly-cultivated farms in the counties of Norfolk and Lincoln-

shire. The committee were led to inquire what causes had pro-

duced the great improvements in the agriculture of those counties,

and found that in the former leases for 21 years were generally the

system under which farms were let, and in the latter liberal

agreements for tenant-rights were given, which in each case gives

security for the capital of the tenants expended in the various

improvements upon their farms when they quit them.
' The committee did not think that leases were adapted to this

part of the country, the farms being small, and the land of that

quality which did not require a great outlay of capital (except in

particular instances), and therefore the committee, knowing the

high state of cultivation to which many parts of Lincolnshire had
been brought, by the adoption of liberal tenant-rights, determined

upon recommending these suggestions for improved agreements,

as the most likely means of producing corresponding improve-

ments in the midland counties.

I would also add, that the motives which induced the committee
to bring forward this important subject for the consideration and
adoption of the quarterly meeting, were a sincere desire to benefit

the landowners and occupiers, the former by an improved system

of cultivation, by which their estates will be greatly increased in

value, and the latter by giving them security and a fair and
equitable allowance for the various improvements made upon
their farms. It is evident, that by adopting this system, there

will be a much greater demand for labour, and an increased

supply of agricultural produce fov the use of the public.

I am, dear Sir, yours very respectfully,

Charles Stokes.

1.—No old turf land to be broken up without the consent, in writing,

of the landlord or his agent.

2.—No timber to be lopped or cut down without the consent, in

writing, of the landlord or his agent.

3.—No tenant ought to be repaid for any buildings erected by him,
unless the same shall have been done with the consent, in writing, of

the landlord or his agent.

4.—All draining, where it can, ought to be done by the landlord, and
five per cent, per annum charged to the tenant ; but if the tenant drains
the land himself, with the consent and under the superintendence of the
landlord or his agent, an allowance for fourteen years shall be made for

the materials, carriage, and workmanship:—and if the landlord finds

materials, the allowance shall be made to the tenant for seven years
only, for carriage and workmansliip.
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5.—An allowance ought to be made for lime and carriage for five

years.

6.—An allowance ought to be made for four years for the cost and
carriage of all bought dung and night soil, which may be spread upon
the land.

7.—An allowance ought to be ipade for bones for four years.

8.—For rape dust, one third of the bill after a crop of corn, hay, or

clover.

9.— For marling or claying land, an allowance ought to be made for

carriage and labour for seven years.

10.—For Imseed-oil cake and corn used for feeding cattle or sheej),

one-third of the cost ought to be paid for the first year, and one- sixth

for the second, where the manure belongs to the landlord.

11.—Where the manure so made from oil cake and corn belongs to

the tenant, an extra allowance ought to be made on the value of the

manure, in the same proportion as in the foregoing rule.

12.—An allowance ought to be made for turnip fallows; namely,
the working, rent, and taxes to be calculated, and the crop of turnips to

be valued, and one-half the value of the turnips to be given to the

outgoing tenant. Two-thirds of the turnips to be consumed upon light

soils.

13.—The above allowances are made on the presumption that all the

produce, except corn, meat, wool, and the produce of the dairy, are con-

sumed on the farm ; and all allowances are to be made in equal pro-

portions in each year for the period over which they extend, except in

the 10th and 11th rule.

14.—Such system of cultivation ought to be adopted as may be most
suitable for the quality of the land; and an allowance ought to be made
to the landlord it such system be not adopted, and for any dilapidations

in the buildings, fences, gates, and drains.

13.—At the termination of each year, the tenant shall give an account

to his landlord or his agent of all money expended by him during the

previous year, for which he is entitled to claim any allowance on quitting

his land.

16.—If the outgoing tenant refuses or neglects to enter into an agree-

ment with his landlord or his agent, on-or before the 1 7th day of October

next precedmg the termination of his tenancy, then the landlord ought

to have the power of entering to sow wheat where the crops do not

belong to the tenant, the tenant receiving compensation for herbag^ and
stubbles.

17.—The landlord ought to have the power of entering to plough for

and sow spring corn on the second day of February previous to the

tenant quitting the farm.
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IV.

—

An Experimental Inquiri/ into the Theory of the Action, and
the Practical Application, of Bones as a Manure for the

Turnip Crop. By John Hannam, Hon. Mem. of the New
York State Agricul. Soc, author of the ' Economy of Waste
Manures/ &c. &c. &c.

Prize Essay.

' Nothing is more wanted in agriculture than experiments in which all the circum-

stances are minutely and scientifically detailed. Information collected after views

of distinct inquiry is necessarily fitted for inductive reasoning.'—Sir Humphry Davy,

lec. i. p. 24.

The above remarks are as applicable at the present time to the

circumstances of agriculture as they were when they were first

uttered. It is true that the field of experiment is no longer a

terra incognita, but that its explorers are now numerous. Its

attractions, indeed, have made it fashionable. It is, however
equally true that its extent is so unlimited, that it is quite possible

to wander in it without discovering any of those hidden mines of

instruction which it is known to possess. It is not, therefore, to

the casual tourist who wanders without aim and without object,

but to the plodder who, with a fixed purpose in view, travels with

his chart in his hand, that we are to look for such observations as

we can depend upon for our future guidance.

For these reasons it is necessary that every experiment should

have, as Sir H. Davy has stated, distinct inquiries in view, or, to use

the still more pertinent language cf Professor Johnston, " should

be designed to ask a question of nature."

Acting upon this impression, the writer, in the present experi-

mental investigations, has not only had an important object in view,

but has also endeavoured to ask such questions in such a manner
that their answers might be both applicable and trustworthy.

The special object of this inquiry is the theory of the action

and \he practical application of bones as a manure for the turnip-

crop.

The importance of this inquiry needs little illustration. One-
third of the whole turnip-crop of England depends upon the

action of bones as a manure: and upon the turnip-crop, unques-

tionably, depends that system of husbandry which has already

doubled the amount of beef and mutton, without diminishing the

supply of bread and beer, produced in England—the system

of alternate cropping. It requires, therefore, but little logic to

show that the interest of the farmer individually, and the country

at large, is greatly concerned in this subject, and consequently in

the matter of our inquiry—the action and application of the

manure: upon a knowledge of which the proper economy of

bones as a fertilizing agent depends.

VOL. VI. E
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The necessity for the inquiry is not the less evident. Thus,
as regards the theory of the action of the manure, our highest

authorities only agree on one point to differ on another ; and the

part each constituent of the bone plays in the soil is yet a qucestio

vexata.

On the first use of bone-manure it was imagined that its animal

oil and gelatine* were the sole fertilizing ingredients it contained.

And this was held on the well-grounded fact that such animal

matters, if applied alone, have a powerful effect upon vegetation.

However true this might be, it did not authorize such a conclu-

sion ; and the accidental use of bones which had been so long

exposed to the action of the atmosphere that they had lost their

animal oil, threw grave doubts upon the theory. At this stage

opinion halted. Bones, however, which had lost a portion of their

organic matter by combustion, whether arising from natural decom-
position or from the application of artificial heat in the various

processes of certain manufactures, came gradually into use and
favour. In a few years, indeed, the boiled bones of commerce
(from which the fat and a large portion of the gelatine had been
extracted) were bought in preference to those which still contained

the whole of their animal matter. This preference still continues,

and has tended to countenance the opposite theory to the one
originally held. This theory is that the inorganic constituents of

bones are the sole manuring substances that have effect upon the

crop. As the champion of this theory, Sprengel has instanced

the results of his experiments with bones from which the whole
of the organic part had been burnt away. These experiments

show that the bones had lost in no degree their power of fertilizing.

As confirmatory of these trials, experiments made by the writer

during the last few years have been instanced,! and so far as

regards the fact asserted by Sprengel, that bones burnt, so as to

lose their animal matter, act equally well with those which still

contain it, tliese experiments certainly do not contradict, but in a

degree confirm it,—the burnt bones in one instance acting better

than the fresh ones, and in another worse. At the same time,

* It may be well to observe here that bones may be divided into two
parts—an organic part which will burn away, and an inorganic part which
will not burn away. The organic part consists oifat, gelatine, and water,
and the inorganic principally phosphate of lime.

The following may be stated as an average of the proportions of each
of these constituents in 100 parts of

Animal matter 1 Oil , . . \nr.t.

and Water { Gelatine . .
}20 to 45 parts.

I

Phosphate of lime, 70 to 40 parts.

Earthy matter J Other salts of lime, 1 1„ . ,j, .

I .„o.v„,. flO to 15 parts.
I magnesia, ccc. )

'

t Ry Mr. Pusey. Royal Agr. Journal, vol. iv. p. 408.
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however we may grant the facts, we may still doubt the inductive

reasoning on which this theory of Sprengel's is founded ; and,

consequently, on more occasions than one I have endeavoured to

show that the conclusion thus come to cannot legitimately be drawn
from such premises.* To the details of the objections which have

been taken to the theory in question, it is not necessary now to

revert. With the same data in view Professor Johnston has come
to a very different conclusion. His theory is that " the whole

effect of bones cannot in any case be ascribed exclusively either to

one or the other of their principal constituents ; and that the

organic part performs the most prominently and most immediately

useful oflfice ; but that the earthy part nevertheless affords a ready

supply of certain inorganic kinds of food which in many soils the

plants would not otherwise easily obtain." This conclusion the

Professor places in opposition to Sprengel's, on the ground that

the organic part of bone is analogous to horn, hair, wool, &c.,

valuable fertilizers; that if applied alone, it is known to be a

potent fertilizer ; that, in fact, the liquid in which bones are

boiled in Cheshire and Lancashire, even after the fat has been
skimmed off, and when the size (or dissolved gelatine) has become
so weak that it will not answer for stiffening, is readily bought up
as a manure ; and that large bones put about the roots of vines

and trees will promote their growth, and yet after the lapse of

years these same bones may be dug up nearly unaltered in form
or in size—the most striking change being a large loss of organic

matter, while the relative proportions of the phosphate and car-

bonate of lime remain comparatively unaltered.

These facts, it is true, are quite sufficient to disprove the truth

of the theory that the inorganic part is the sole fertilizer in bones
;

or even that the animal matter is insignificant ; at the same time,

however, I cannot see that it establishes Professor Johnston's

own position—that the animal matter is the main and most imme-
diately beneficial agent. Though we demolish Sprengel's edi-

fice, we cannot destroy the materials of which it is built. Thus
we have still before us the fact that 60 per cent, of inorganic

matter equals in some cases, and surpasses in others, 60 parts of

the same inorganic matter when combined with 40 of animal
matter : and this, it may as justly be asserted, proves that the

animal matter is little worth, as the cases cited by Professor

Johnston prove that it is most "prominently " valuable. This, it

may be said, is an anomalous position. We have facts which
prove the very opposite conclusions. The anomaly is, however,

more apparent than real. It is not the facts to which we should
object, but to the use which has been made of them. Thus, the

evidence given by Professor Johnston only shows that the animal

* Vide Royal Agr. Journal, vol. v,

E
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matter of bone is a fertilizer, and not that it has the chief and
first effect ; for it is very well known in practice that 20 stones of

horse-hair or other animal matter (which at 40 per cent, is about

the weight of the organic part of 16 bushels of bones) applied to

the soil under the most favourable circumstances will not have

anything like the effect that an ordinary dressing of burnt bones
has. The principal effect must, therefore, arise from the action

of the earthy part. On the other hand the evidence which we
have of the nearly equal effect arising from burnt and unburnt
bones does not prove, as Sprengel holds, that the 40 per cent,

animal matter which bones contain is of little or no value (a con-

clusion which the practical use of the oil, &c. alone would falsify),,

but that the earthy part acts more readily and efficiently when
separated from the animal matter. In the case alluded to, there-

fore, we may conclude that all the 60 parts of phosphates, &c.
come into full action when burnt bones are used, and that when
fresh bones are employed the 40 parts of animal matter first

exercise their influence, and then a portion of the phosphates ; in

which case it is easy to account for the equal results arising from

the two applications, without asserting, what every day facts dis-

prove, that the organic part is worthless ; the fact being that the

union of the animal oil with the earthy elements prevents the

operation of the latter in as great a degree, in cases where those

earthy matters are required, as the oil itself does good. This
theory, then, which the writer has already advocated, is in con-

sonance with all the facts which have been elicited by his own
investigations, or by the advocates of other theories, and reconciles

what has too often been set forth as the groundworks of opposite

conclusions.

Thus, on the data produced by the supporters of the theories

already discussed, it is clearly shown, on the one side, that the

animal part, and on the other that the earthy portion, of the

manure is of value
;
both, therefore, may undoubtedly be con-

sidered fertilizers.

Again, it is also shown that in ordinary cases the animaKpart
disappears before the earthy can act, and hence, in such cases, it

must be considered to have the first effect upon the crop ; it has,

however, also been proved that, in cases where this matter was
removed, as in burnt bones, or even boiled ones, when water was
absorbed, the effects of the earthy portion were equally immediate

and potent throughout. It may, therefore, be as safely concluded

that the earthy part is only secondary in its immediate action when
prevented by the manner in which it is applied from being acces-

sible to the young plant. The facts that Ijones which have been
buried are found to lose their animal oil first (vide Analysis,

Johnston's Lectures, p. 657)— that boiled and burnt bones are
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found to beffin their action more immediately than the uaburnt

—

that oil prevents the access of the water and organic acids in the

soil from acting upon the earthy portion of the bone—and that

finely pulverized bones are more immediate in their influence

than bones imperfectly ground, are incontrovertible proofs that it is

owing to their union with the animal oil that the j)hosphates and

other earthy constituents of bone can ever be said to be secondary

in their influence upon the crop. It is true, indeed, as Professor

Johnston states, that there may be soils that do not require this

earthy part of the bone ; so far, however, turni])s have very gene-

rally exhibited a decided liking for such food upon most soils. It

is, however (allowing the position assumed to be correct), equally

probable that other soils may require no further supply of the

organic food which is given in the animal matter of the bones.

In the next "place, as to the relative value of the organic and
inorganic matters, it is shown by the foregoing arguments that

the animal part can only be the most valuable when the other

cannot act, but that the latter is really and intrinsically the main
fertilizer. No other proofs need be recapitulated, but the one
well known, that the earthy constituents of 16 bushels of bones
have a much greater effect than the same weight of any animal oil

and gelatine. The general preference awarded by turnip-growers

to dry bones, and the trials alluded to, in which burnt bones con-

taining 60 parts of inorganic matter have shown themselves equal

to fresh bones containing the same 60 parts of inorganic matter (in an
unfavourable state for action) , with 40 parts of organic food also,

are further illustrations that the earthy part of the bone, if pro-

perly applied, is equal in amount of effect to all the animal matter
and some of the earthy (for when fresh bones are applied plants

obtain some portion of the earthy matter), consequently it must
be the more valuable constituent.

This, then, is the theory of the action of the manure which the

facts already brought to bear on the subject, in the writer's

opinion, sanction. In a case, however, where so much difference

of opinion exists, and especially upon a question of such import-
ance to practical agriculture, fresh facts cannot, as we asserted,

but be valuable in order to enable us to agree in those first

principles which, it is evident, are vet matters of doubt and
dispute.

The necessity for experimental inquiry on this subject is, how-
ever, as obvious on the part of practice as of theory

;
for, as it has

been well observed, " skilful practice is applied science :" if, there-

fore, the principles which explain the why and the wherefore of the

action of the manure, and which consequently ought to direct its

application, be not laid down and clearly defined, how is it pos-
sible that its ])roper ecouojiiy can be understood or observed ? On
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the contrary. Practice under such circumstances must stumble on
in the dark ; its course, therefore, cannot be uniform : but even

should it be correct in any one particular—should Chance cause

any one to

" stumble on the plan

Eyes philosophic failed to scan "

—

with no other reason to urge in its favour but our own absolute

dictum, or individual practice, it cannot be considered worthy of

acceptation or become generally adopted. The experience of past

years illustrates this. Thus, although bones have now been used

generally for many years, we can scarcely meet with two farmers

who are agreed on each particular connected with their use, or

who adopt a similar practice, as regards either the sort, quantity,

or condition of the bones. Still more seldom do we find any who
can give a reason for the preference which they may have. In

fact, common practice varies essentially in different localities on
these and other points connected with their use as manure. An-
other reason for further experimental inquiry on the subject has

lately arisen. Thus, acting on the knowledge that the earthy

constituents of bones are found in the structure of the turnip, and
on the theory already adverted to—that they are highly essential

to its vigorous growth—it has been suggested, that if they were

dissolved in weak acid, the particles of the bone would be in a

stale more accessible to the roots of the plant ; and that, as the

whole quantity of these substances required during an ordinary

course of cropping are contained in less than two bushels of

bones, the vegetable would be able to obtain all the food of this

description that it required from a much less quantity of bones

than is now used. The facts which we have already urged in

support of the opinion that fresh bones yield their phosphates

more slowly than those which contain no animal matter, owing to

the preservative effect which the latter has upon the structure of

the borle, render this suggestion still more worthy of attention, as

—setting aside the saving in quantity already noticed—it promises

us a means of counteracting this tendency without destroying the

animal manure in the bone by the action of fire. The action,

too, of an acid is a much more effective means of causing a dis-

integration of the bone than either fire or any mechanical agency

—both of which have been proved to promote the action of the

manure upon the first crop : and this, be it observed, is all that

we need look for from a hand-tillage which produces a green

crop, as that crop itself makes manure for the ensuing grain-crop

;

and if this be not sufficient, we had better have the money in the

pocket to buy more hand-tillage with, at the time when it is

wanted, than j)ut more with the former green crop than that crop

actually required.
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To enter fully into the claims to our attention which this sug-

gested practice offers, is, however, unnecessary. These have

already been fully discussed in the pages of the Royal Agricultural

Journal. Experiment, too, has in an extraordinary manner con-

firmed them. The results of my own former trials, communi-
cated to the Highland Agricultural Society, of those made by
the Duke of Richmond, the Morayshire Farmers' Club, and
others, have already been made known through the same me-
dium (Royal Agricultural Journal, vol. v.) ; and they are such as,

while they give great promise that the claims which theory has in

this case put forth will be made good, demand further inquiry.

And this not merely that the general truth of a theory which pro-

mises so much, and has already performed something, may be set

beyond dispute—as we take it that the facts already proved are

pretty conclusive as to the general truth of the advantages claimed

for the system—but that all the peculiarities in effect and par-

ticulars of the preparation and application of so novel and econo-

mical a fertilising agent may be made known, and any difficulties

or Inconvenience which might retard its general adoption be the

more speedily removed.

Such then is the necessity which both theory and practice have
for further inquiry into the action of bone manure ; and to this

necessity is to be ascribed these and other investigations on the

same subject which the writer has, within the last few years, un-
dertaken. In the present case, however, he has made repeated

trials, the results of which he has previously ascertained and
published. As truth, however, cannot be too frequently con-

firmed, or error too speedily exposed, and as, in fact, comparative

results can only be obtained under perfectly similar circum-

stances, he has done so in order to make the objects and results

of his present inquiry the more comprehensive and valuable.

And it has been a matter of hope with him that the experience

of past labours might enable him to collect information fitted for

inductive reasoning, and for building our precept and practice upon.

With what success he has laboured will be seen from the follow-

ing particulars of the objects, method, and results of his inquiry.

I.— The Objects of Inquiry.

On the theory of the action of bones, our object is to ascertain,

—

1 . What is the action of the earthy or inorganic part of bones
as a manure ?

2. What that of the organic part ?

3. Is the united action of the organic and inorganic consti-

tuents of bone equal to the total action of both when
applied separately ?

4. If not, is the circumstance owing to the non-fertilising

influence of one, or to the diminished action of the
other ?
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5. Can their united action be promoted ?

6. By what means?
7. Will sulphuric or muriatic acid answer the purpose ?

8. If so, what part of the action of the mixture is to be attri-

buted to the direct influence of the acid as a manure,
and what to the increased action of the bone ?

On the practical application of bones as a manurefor the turnip-

crop, it is intended to ask,

—

1 . What are the peculiarities of the action of fresh bones ?

what of boiled bones ? what of burnt bones ?

2. What sort of bones should the turnip-grower use ?

3. Is it economical to boil or burn bones before using them?
4. In what state of division should bones in their natural

state be used ?

5. What is the comparative effect of bones in their natural

state and bones dissolved in acid ?

6. What are the peculiarities in effect arising from the use

of dissolved bones ?

7. What sort of bones are best adapted for use in a dissolved

state ?

8. What quantity of such bones is it best to apply ?

9. What sort of acid should be used ?

10. What proportion should the weight of the acid bear to

that of the bones used ?

1 1 . What proportion of water should be added to the mixture
before application?

12. What effect has the acid itself as a manure ?

13. What are the general advantages of the solution of bones
as a manure ?

14. Is there any other feature connected with the preparation

or application of the solution which the present trials

suggest as worthy of our notice ?

II.

—

Method of Inquiry.

The soil selected for the experiment was a deep sandy loam
upon a gravelly subsoil, perfectly dry, free from wood, level, and
exposed on all sides. Having had a crop of wheat during the

previous year upon clover stubble, depastured in the autumn, the

field was properly fallowed and cleaned.

In the middle of the field a patch of 2 acres was next staked

out, and subdivided into 20 plots, each containing one-tenth of an
acre. These were set out in ridges, at 24 inches distance from
each other, and drilled upon the ridge withMatson's white globe
turnip-seed on the 1st of July, 1844.
The various manures fixed upon for trial were applied in the

quantities and order shown in the subjoined chart of the particu-

lars of the experiment.
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CHA.UT of the Particulars of an Experiment with Bones as a Manure upon the Turnip Crop,

1814. Size of the Plots, 1-1 0th of au Acre.

No. 1.

Fresh boni>s cruslied

(mixed dust and

W eight, 4 St. lljlbs.

No. 2.

?resli bones (same as

No. 1). Weight,

4 bt. 1 13 IDS.

Bulled 3 hours,

so as to extract the

oil without dissolv-

ing the gelatine, and
then dried so as to

drive out the water
absorbed by the
boues during the
process.

Weight after boiling,

4 St.

No. 3.

Fresh bones (same
as No. 1). Weight,

il ct 1 1 i 1l,c'i SI. 1 OS.

Burnt to whiteness,

so as to completely
destroy tlie animal
matter of the bone
(both oil and gela-

tine). Weight after

burning,
2 St. 9 lbs.

No. 4.

Bones (No. 1),

fine dust

;

A ct 1 li
'i SI. I 15 lUS.

No. 5.

Bones (No. 1), rough
half-inch, the flue

dust having been
sieved out.

4 St. 11^ lbs.

No. 6.

Bones (No . 1 ) crushed.

2 St. 5| lbs.
1

Dissolved iu half
|

their weiglit of sul-

l>huric acid,

164 lbs.

A\))>lied with water,

168 gallons, or 100
times the weight of
the acid.

No. 7,

Sones (No. I) crushed,

2 St. 5^ lbs.

Bulled to 2 St.

Dissolved in sulphu-
ric acid,

1 63' lbs.

Applied witli 168
gallons of water, or
100 fold the weight
of the acid.

No. 8.

Bones(No.l) crushed.

2 St. 55 lbs.

Burnt to 1 st. 4ilbs.
Dissolved in sulphu-
ric acid,

I65 lbs.

Applied with 168
gallons of water, or
100 fold the weight
of the acid.

No. 9.

Bones (No- 1) crushed.

1 St. 23 lbs.

Dissolved in half
their w eight of sul-

phuric acid,

H lbs..

Applied with 84 gal-
lons of water, or

100 fold the w eight
of acid, same as
No. 6.

No. 10.

Boues(No.l) crushed.

8| lbs.

Dissolved in half their
weight of sulphuric
acid,

4s lbs.

Applied with 42 gal-
lons of Hater, or 100
fold the weight of
acid.

No. 11.

Bones (No. 1).

2 St. lbs.

Dissolved in one-thin
tlieir weight of sul-

phuric acid, viz.

1 13 lbs.

Applied with water,

112 gallons, or 100
times the weight of
the acid.

No. 12.

Bones (No. 1).

2 St. 53 lbs.

Dissolved iu one-
fourth their weight
of sulphuric acid,

viz.

8|lbs.
Applied with water,

84 gallons, or 100
times the weight of
the acid.

No. 13.

Bones (No. 1).

2 St. 5^ lbs.

Dissolved in half their

weight of sulphuric
acid, viz.

1 63 lbs.

Applied with water,
84 gallons, or 50
times the weight of
the acid.

No. 14.

Bones (No. 1).

2 St. 55 lbs.

Dissolved in half their
weight of sulphuric
acid, viz.

16| lbs.

Applied with water,

42 gallons, or 25
times the weight of
the acid.

No. 15.

Bones (No. 1).

2 St. 5f lbs.

Dissolved iu half their
weight of muriatic
acid, viz.

16| lbs.

Applied with water,
168 gallons, or 100
limes the w eight of
acid.

No. 16.

Bones (No. 1).

1 St. 2| lbs.

Dissolved in half thei

weight of muriatic
acid,

83 lbs.

Applied with water,
84 gallons, or 100
times the weight of
tlie acid.

No. 17.

Bones (No. 1).

8? lbs.

Dissolved in half their

weiglit of muriatic
acid,

4J lbs.

Applied with water,

42 gallons, or 100

times the weight of
acid.

No. 18.

Sulphuric acid,

16* lbs.

Applied with water,
168 gallons, or 100
times the weight of
acid.

No. la.

Muriatic acid,

16| lbs.

Applied with water,
168 gallons, or 100
times the weight of

the acid.

No. 20.

No manure applied.
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N.B.—The whole of the bones used in this experiment were

originally from the same stock. Thus,

No. 1, fresh bones, crushed^ are the bones in the state they

left the mill.

No. 2 are the same boiled, so as to lose their oil ; which

amounted, as will be seen by reference to the loss of

weight by the operation, to about 16f per cent.

No. 3 are the same bones as No. 1, burnt so as to waste all

the organic parts, both oil and gelatine. The loss by

burning was about 45 per cent.

No. 4 are the same bones more highly pulverized, so much
so indeed as to pass a sieve.

No. 5 are the same bones merely broken into pieces from

one-tenth to a quarter of an inch in length. They were

obtained by separating the fine dust of No. 1 from the

larger particles.

Nos. 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16, are the same
bones as No. 1, in the crushed state, but applied along

with various other substances.

No. 7 : these bones are from the same as No. 1, but boiled,

&c., like No. 2.

No. 8, same bones as are used on No. 3.

From the above it will be seen that the bones employed con-

tain about

—

55 parts inorganic or earthy matter,

. . (viz. 29^ gelatine ] . ,45 parts organic
| ^.j |

or animal matter.

The sulphuric acid was diluted with twice its weight of water
before it was mixed with bones ; and similarly the muriatic.
The dissolved bones were prepared as follows :—After l)eing

very well pulverized, they were put into separate wooden vessels

(i. e. the quantity for each plot), containing diluted acid. After
standing ten days, the proper quantity of water for diffusion was
added, and they were immediately applied.

The liquid applications were made by spreading the fluid in the
bottom of the ridges, and afterwards ploughing the ridges up : so
that the seed was drilled upon the top and immediately over the
manure, as is usually practised when farm dung is used.
The bones, in their ordinary states, were drilled along with the

seed on the top of the ridges.

The following prices were paid for the various manures :

—

Crushed fresh bones, 20*. per quarter, or \Qd. per stone.
Sulphuric acid, \{d. per lb.

Muriatic acid, \^d. per lb.
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From the foregoing, the following particulars of the applica-

tions, per imperial acre, are derived :

—

1

No. Sort of Manure.
Quantity of Bones

per Acre.
(juiintity

of Aciti* of Water.

bush. St. lbs. St. gallons.

( I. Fresh bones, crushed • • • • lb or U

J 2. lb • •
AU

1 3 lb •

.

lb O

\ 4 Ditto, finfly pulverized • • • • lb .

.

AO Au

i 5 lb A fi4W nV

} 6 Ditto ^No. 1), crushed smd dissolved

111 sulphuric ftcid

8
AU 12 1680

1

{ 7. Ditto, boiled and ditto • • • •
Q0 •

.

AU 12 1680

i 8. Ditto burnt und ditto • • • • 8 .. 13 3 12 1680
( 9. Ditto (No. 1), dissolved in sulphuric 4 .

.

12 0 6 840

I 3cid

ho. Ditto ditto .... 2 .. 6 0 3 420
(11. Ditto ditto .... 8 .. 24 0 8 1120

U2. Ditto ditto .... 8 .. 24 0 6 840
1 13. Ditto ditto .... 8 .. 24 0 12 840
I 14. Ditto ditto .... 8 .. 24 0 12 420

1
15. Ditto muriatic acid . . 8 .. 24 0 12 1680

{l6. Ditto ditto .... 4 . . 12 0 6 840
In. Ditto ditto .... 2 .. 6 0 3 420

1
18. Sulphuric acid ...... 12 1680
19. Muriatic acid ...... 12 1680

I 20.

III.

—

Results of the Inquiry.

1. The first result evinced was the decided start which the

whole of the dissolved bones took from the very first appearance
of the plants.

2. The various plots with dissolved bones came into rough leaf

sooner by eight days than the other plots.

3. No. 10 (2 bushels per acre dissolved bones) did not move
quite so quickly into rough leaf as Nos. 6 and 9 (8 bushels and
4 bushels, respectively).

4. No. 12 (8 bushels, with only one-fourth part acid) also did

not start so well as Nos. 6 and 11 (respectively half and one-

third part acid sulph.).

5. Nos. 13 and 14 were also a shade behind the best in their

first start; these (Nos. 13 and 14) having only half and one-

fourth the usual quantity of water applied.

6. Nos. 17, 18, and 19 (bones in various proportions, with

muriatic acid) did not start quite so quickly as the same quan-
tities of bones in the sulphuric acid (Nos. 6, 9, and 10) ; there

was, however, but a shade of difference

.

7. Of bones in their ordinary conditions.—No. 3 (burnt) took
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the start; No. 2 (boiled), and No. 4 (fine dust), being next;

No. 1, third; and No. 5 decidedly behind the whole.

8. The plots upon which acids onli/ were used were much be-

hind; both Nos. 18 and 19 being no better than 20, which was
left unmanured.

9. On the 1st of August the positions of the various plots, so

far as regards quick growth, were as mentioned in the foregoing

notes—the only other peculiarities observable being that all the

plots where the liquid bone mixtures had been used were quite

fit for hoeing, and had suffered scarcely anything from the fly
;

while the other portions, with ordinary bones, were still ten days

behind, and had been more seriously attacked. The unmanured
plot (20), and also Nos. 18 and 19 (sulph. acid and mur. acid),

were at this time scarcely to be called plants
;
indeed, they were

not one-fourth the size of the plants on No. 6, &c.
10. On the 1st of October the whole of the lots were again

examined, and their peculiarities noted. The changes were as

follows :

—

Of the bones in their ordinary states, No. 4 (fine dust) was now
about the best, and No. 5 (rough bones) the worst. No. 3

(burnt), which took the lead at first, having lost ground slightly.

At this time, however, the plots might be said to be very even,

with the exception of No. 5 (rough bones).

Dissolved bones.—Under this head all looked extremely flou-

rishing, showing a very early tendency to form bulbs.

In the first section (with 8 bushels of different sorts of bones

dissolved). No. 6 (fresh bones) seemed the best ; Nos. 7 and 8
not having quite such large leaves, though all were marked in

first class, and still continued in advance of the other plots

—

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

In the section with various quantities of bones dissolved, No. 10
was still backward; No. 9 (4 bushels per acre) being very nearly

up with the best.

Nos. 11 and 12 (having respectively one-third and one-fourth

weight of acid to that of the bone) have improved; they were now
equal to the lots where the acid was in larger proportion. They
are put in first rank.

Nos. 13 and 14 (with half and one-fourth the usual weight of

water, i. e. with fifty and twenty-five fold the weight of the acid)

had also made equal progress, and were marked " first rank."

The muriatic acid, Nos. 15, 16, and 17, had also come up
fully to the very front rank, having quite as fine bulbs as No. 6,

&c., and, if anything, a darker leaf. They were now marked
with the first rank, and were twice as heavy as Nos. 1, 2, &c.,'

with ordinarv bones.
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Nos. IS, 19, ami 20 were all miserably bad.

Beyond these peculiarities, which were noted at the time, no
particular variation was observed ; the dissolved bones manifesting

their superiority to the end of the season, and being ready for use

a month before the rest.

The whole of the experimental plot was hoed by one person,

and the land between the ridges regularly cleaned with the

scuffler.

On the 30th of January, 1845, the turnips were topped and
tailed, and the gross weight of the produce of each plot ascer-

tained ; the following being the results :

—

No. St. lbs. No. St. lbs.

1. 162 12 per 1-lOlh of an acre. 11. 242 2 per I- 10th of an acre.

2. 152 2 12. 220 10
3. loO 0 13. 257 2
4. 171 6 14. 231 6
5. 124 4 15. 248 8
6. 257 2 16. 233 8

7. 229 4 17. 188
8. 227 2 18. 93 3
9. 201 19. 92 2

10. 154 4 20. 90 0

Annexed is a tabular statement of the particulars of the various

applications, and of their peculiar and final results upon the

crop, calculated on the scale of an imperial acre.

By comparing the results in this summary, and the peculiar

circumstances connected therewith with each other, we obtain the

following answers to the questions which it was our "object"
to elucidate :

—

On the Theory of the Action of Bone Manure we learn— •

1 . That the inorganic part of bones is the most valuable ferti-

lizing constituent.

In proof of this we find that No. 3 (48 st. of bones reduced by burn-
ing to 26 St. 6 lbs.) gives a produce of 9 tons 7 cwt. 4 st., while No. 1

(fresh bones, 48 st.) only gives 10 tons 3 cwt. and 4 st. per acre.

Now, as it is well known that the animal oil must first leave the bone

—

must first be extracted by the plant, before the earthy part can decom-
pose and be taken up by the roots, it is evident that in No. 1 the

turnip has the use of all the animal, and some of the earthy part. In
No. 3 the plant has the benefit of the earthy part only : and yet the

difference in result is trifling. It is therefore evident that the earthy part

alone is superior to the animal part alone.

Again, compare the results of Nos. 6 and 8, where the bones are dis-

solved, and both portions can have free action (for it will be evident

that in No. 1 the earthy part has not been as ready for use as in No. .3,

or it would, assisted by the animal matter, have greatly excelled No. 3
in effect).

In this comparison we find that
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Tabular Summary of the Details and Results, per Imperial Acre,

Section
of the

Experimeut.

PARTICULARS OF THE MANURES

Weight
of

Bones.

Nos. 1, 2, and 3.

With various sorts of
bone ....

Nos. 1, 4, and 5.

With bones in differ-

ent states of divi-

sion . . . .

Nos. 6, 7, and 8.

With various sorts of
bones dissolved .

Nos. 6, 9, and 10.

With different quan-
tities of bones dis-

solved ....

Nos. 6. 11, and 12.

With bones dissolved
in different propor-
tions of acid . .

Nos. 6, 13, and 14.

With bones dissolved
and applied with
different propor-
tions of water . .

Nos. 6 and 15.

Bones with different

acids.

Nos. 15. 16, and 17.

With bones in various
quantities, in mu-
riatic acid .

Nos. 18, 19, and 20.

With different acids

alone, and no ma-

1. Fresh bones, crushed, dust and rough
mixed, 16 bush.

2. Ditto

3. Ditto

4. Ditto

5. Ditto

6. Ditto

7. Ditto

8. Ditto

[
9. Ditto

I 10. Ditto

11. Ditto

12. Ditto

13. Ditto
14. Ditto

15. Ditto

I 16. Ditto
rn. Ditto

ditto, boiled and dried

ditto, burnt to whiteness

ditto, fine dust . .

ditto, rough . .

ditto, dust and rough
mixed, 8 bush

ditto,

ditto,

boiled, &c., to

burnt, &c. to

ditto, 4 bushels

ditto, 2 ditto

ditto, 8 ditto

ditto, ditto .

ditto, ditto

ditto, ditto

ditto, ditto .

ditto, 4 bushels
ditto, 2 ditto

18.

19.

20. No manure ,

St. Ibi.

48 0

40 0

26 6

48 0

48 0

20 0

13 3

12 0

6 0

24 0

12 0

6 0

Dissolved in half
their weight of sul-

phuric acid.

ditto . . .

ditto ....

ditto ,

ditto ,

Dissolved in l-3rd
their weight of sul-

phuric acid.

ditto in l-4th ditto

ditto in half ditto

ditto . .

ditto in half their
wciglit of muriatic
acid.

ditto .

ditto
.

Sulphuric acid .

Muriatic ditto .

12

12

No. 6. (8 bushels of fresh bones dissolved in sulphuric acid) gives
16 tons 1 cwt. 3 St. per acre.

No. 8. (8 bushels of fresh bones /mrt/t and dissolved in sulphuric acid)
gives 14 tons 3 cwt. "7 st. per acre.

Showing a difference in favour of the fresh bones of less than 2 tons.

This therefore is the extra produce arising from the animal matter of
the bone, and 14 tons 3 cwt., &c., is the effect of the earthy portion; for
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of an Experiment on the Action and Application of Bones as a Manure.

EMPLOYED.
Cost of
'the

Manure
applied.

RESULTS.
Appearance

on the 1st of August*

1" represents the highest me-
rit ;

4**, the lowest do.

Appearance
on the 1st of October.

1° represents the highest me-
rit ;

4'', the lowest do.

Weight
on the

30th Jan.
1845.

Oalls.

and water equ.il

to 100 fold the

weight of the

acid
diUo . .

ditto . .

ditto

ditto

ditto .

ditto .

in 50 fold water
in 25 ditto . .

in 100 ditto

1680

1680

1680

840

420

1120

840

840
420

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

840
420

1680

1680

£. s. d.

2 0 0

2 0 0

2 0 0

2 0 0

1 19 6

I 19 6

1 19 6

0 19 9

0 9 lOi

1 13 0

1 9 9

1 19 6

1 19 6

2+0 Ten days behind l", and
look only moderately

;

fly h.is plagued them.
21". Shade better than the

above.
20. These have made best start

of any of the undissolv-

ed lots.

21". Nearly equal to 2o . .

3". Decidedly worst of the un-
dissolved lots.

These look extremely well,

seem to have grown twice

as fast as the section above
—are quite ready for hoe-

X"^ ing. They are more than
1" f twice the size of plants

marked 2", &c. Tliey h.-ive

outgrown the attacks of
l"! fly.

1 i". A shade less in size of leaf

than 1".

1 Same as rest marked 1

"

Ijo. Shade inferior to l**

li". Ditto . . .

li". Ditto . . .

1 0 6
0 10 3

0 19 6

1 1 0

IjO.

These not quite so large

in the leaf as 1°, but
are equally blooming

;

are full 10 days in ad-
vance of 2**, &c.

4". 1 Very bad. Some plants

40- 1 scarcely be seen
;

j
the fly has severely

4". I punctured them.

2". Medium crop ; has im-
proved.

2". Ditto ; has lost ground

20. Made a good start, but has
not continued quite as it

promised.
2". Has grown pretty evenly

from the first.

3". Still behind the above .

"j Willbca good fair crop;
they still keep in ad-
vance of 2" & 3" great-
ly. Leaf is much
broader, and they now
are forming bullis bet-
ter than the other.

IJ". Has not quite maintain-
ed its place.

2". Tliese have not kept their
lead.

Same as rest of lots l".

Have improved their
position lately.

1".

Very blooming ; leaves
now equally large with
otlier plots, 1", Colour
slightly darker. Bulbs
forming well ; nearly
twice as heavy as 2" in

bulb.

I
Very bad. H.ive scarcely

4o- > made anything like a

I broad leaf or bulb.

T.cwt.st. lbs.

10 3 4 8

9 10 1 6

9 7 4 0

10 14 2 4

7 15 2 12

16 1 3 6

14 6 4 12
14 8 7 6

12 U 6 4

9 12 6 12

15 2 5 6

13 15 7 2

16 1 3 6

14 9 2 4

14 11 7 10

II 15 5 10

5 16 4 2

5 15 1 6

5 12 4 0

the only difference in the two applications is that No. 6 contains

45 per cent, of oil and gelatine, while No. 8 contains none. This con-
clusion is in accordance with the facts already stated, that the amount
of animal oil contained in hone could not possibly produce an effect

equal to that which has been shown to arise from the earthy part alone

in several cases. ( Vide my ' Prize Essay on the Use of Hand-tillages,'

Longman and Co. ; and ' Prize Report on the Effects of Special Ma-
nures,' Transactions of the Royal Highland and Agricultural Society of
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Scotland, March, 1844). In this case, then, the increase arising from
the 45 per cent, of organic matter (water, oil, and gelatine) is about

1 ton 17 cwt. per acre, while that arising from the earthy part is about

8 tons 11 cwt. per acre. This last result is obtained by subtracting the

produce of the soil without manure (No. 20), viz. 5 tons 12 cwt. per

acre, from that of No. 7 (burnt bones dissolved). It will also be ob-

served that none of this effect arises from the action of the acid as a

manure of itself ; for though it promotes the action of the bone, it has

no effect of consequence if applied alone. ( Vide Nos. 18 and 19.)

2. That the organic part of bones has also a very beneficial

effect upon the crop.

The remarks under the foregoing conclusions will illustrate this. In
all cases where it is applied in addition to the earthy part it will be seen

that it has encouraged vegetation. Thus compare No. 1 with No. 3,

and No. 6 with No. 8. It should also be observed, that its total action

is greater than the difference between No. 1 and No. 3 shows, because,

as will be shown, the phosphates, &c. in No. 1 do not act so fully as in

No. 3. The effect therefore of the animal matter is not clearly shown
by a comparison of No. 6 and No. 8. It will be observed, too, that one

part of the animal matter, the gelatine, has also a visible effect in the

cases where boiled bones are used.

3. That the action of the organic and inorganic parts of bone
applied in natural union, is not equivalent to the total of their

separate fertilizing capabilities.

In proof of this it will be seen, by reference to the ' Summary of Re-
sults,' that any means of separating, or reducing the particles of the

bone, so as to make their separation more easy in the soil, greatly in-

creases the effect arising from the manure. This increase of effect

arises, therefore, from the increased action of their materials. In ordi-

nary cases, therefore, we may conclude that they do not act up to their

real capability. For example of this, note the greater efficacy attained

by pulverizing, or by dissolving the bones before using, compared with

the inferior action of bones in a rough state. The increased effect of

the bones dissolved is threefold; as one-fourth the quantity used gene-

rally here answers as well as the larger quantity. And as the acid

has no effect as a manure, the effect from the bones is trebled ; in their

ordinary condition they, therefore, oidy act partially, or that action

could not be increased.

5. That this circumstance is not owing to one of the matters

having a non-fertilizing influence, but to the action of the earthy

part being retarded, and consequently for that crop lessened, by its

union with the animal oil, «Scc. of the bone.

The first part of this position has already been j)roved—both the ani-

mal and earthy matter having been shown to be manures. That the

animal oil retards the action of the other portion is shown by the cir-

cumstances that the dissolution of the unicm of the two parts by an acid

promotes both the immediate and total action of the manure ; that the

pulverization of the bone, and the consequent more free admission of
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water and the acids of the soil, produce improved results (compare Nos.

4 and 5) ; and that by taking away the animal matter totally (as in No.

3), or partially (as in No. 2), the immediate action of the earthy part

is encouraged. (See appearance of crop, 1st August.) In every case it

will be seen, by reference to the ' Summary of Results,' &c., that

where the union of the two is least meddled with, the action of the bone

is slowest; for instance. No. 5 (bones in the rough state) inch) give

throughout worse results than bones in any other form. That this is

owing to the slow yield of phosphate, &c. the other cases show. This

result is in perfect conformity to the well-ascertained facts alluded to in

the introductory part of this paper—that oil has a preservative effect

upon the bone, and that (rerfc Analysis, Johnston's Lectures, p. 657)
it must escape before the earthy part can be separated and made use of.

6 and 7. That this injurious influence may be counteracted,

and the united action of the two main constituents promoted for

the present crop, hy reducing the bones to as fine a state of

division as possible.

Tht fact here stated is proved by a glance at the comparative results

of the bones in different states of division, No. 1 (crushed), No. 4 (pul-

verized), and No. 5 (^ inch rough), the results from which are respec-

tively 10 tons 3 cwt., 10 tons 14 cwt., and 7 tons 15 cwt. The
rationale of this effect has already been explained.

8. That either sulphuric or muriatic acid may be employed
with extraordinary success as a means of facilitating the action of

the constituents of the bone.

A reference to the results will best explain this extraordinary success

of the application—success so great, that one-fourth the quantity of

bones usually employed have an effect, if applied in the manner pro-

posed, equal to that of the most liberal application.

On the Practical Application ofBones as a manure for the turnip

crop, we learn

—

1. That the total benefit to the crop arising from fresh bones,

in a favourable statefor application, is greater than from the same
quantity of bones from which the animal matter has been ex-

tracted ; that boiled bones (that is, the same quantity of the fresh

bones reduced to a less weight by boiling) are a little quicker in

their influence ; and that the same weight of fresh bones, reduced
by burning to a still less weight, are more immediate in their

operation, but fail slightly in their later effects.

A glance at the particulars in the summary will show this. The
cause has been shown in the theoretical results deduced. The fresh

bones must, however, be in a fine state of division to be in the ^favour-
able state" alluded to. ( Vide No. 4.)

2. That the turnip grower should use dry bones, i.e. boiled or

burnt bones, or any other from which the animal matter has

partly escaped, when he purchases by tceiffht, as he will in that

VOL. VI. F
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case get more of the earthy matter of bone (which has been already

proved to be the most valuable portion) than he will in the same
weight of fresh ones ; but when he purchases by measure, it will be
to his advantage to buy fresh ones, as he will get a large per centage
of animal matter in addition to their earthy constituents, without
an equivalent or proportionate increase of bulk.

Forty-eight stones of fresh bones are reduced by burning to 26 st. 6 lbs.,

and yet they nearly equal 48 st. of fresh bones in total effect: 48 5^ of
burnt or dry bones would therefore undoubtedly greatly surpass the

same weight of fresh ones. That it would be more advantageous to

have any given weight of the earthy part of bones iu- preference to the

same weight of the animal and the earthy parts combined is clear for

two reasons ; because the action of the inorganic is superior to that of

the organic alone, and because the united action of both is not equal to

their total separate effects : both of which positions have been proved.

As to the next point, if we buy hij measure^ we may as well have the

animal matter in the bone (it being a fertilizer), because, if it be taken

out, the bulk of the bones is not diminished in proportion to the weight

taken out. Thus 40 per cent, organic matter taken from a quarter of

bones will not cause them to measure 40 per cent. less.

3. That it is not judicious economy to boil or burn bones before

using them, in order to improve their effects, because by so doing

we totally destroy the organic part of the manure ; and though we
may, perhaps, promote their immediate action, we do not gain

anything in the total effects arising from the application.

What has already been stated, in conjunction with the results also

quoted, fully illustrates this conclusion.

4. That instead of burning bones to accelerate their action we
should (if we have fresh bones to use) pulverize them as finely as

possible, in order to counteract the tendency which it has already

been proved that the animal part has to prevent the earthy part

from coming into action; as by such operation we reduce the

particles of the bone, fermentation and decomposition speedily

ensue, the oil is more easily washed out of the small particles,

water and the acids of the soil take its place, and the inorganic

constituents are, therefore, soon made fit for assimilation by the

plant.

For fads in support of our position compare Nos. 4 and 5. The
theory of the cause of the improved action of No. 4 has been sufficiently

discussed. I beg to note, however, the perfect coincidence in result of

this trial between No. 4 and No. 5, with those obtained from similar

applications last year, the particulars of which trial may be found in niy

Report on Special Manures. (Prize Essays of the Highland Agricul-

tural Society, March, 1844.)

5. That bones dissolved in acid have a much greater and readier

fertilizing influence than any sort of bones not so prepared.
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The first and final effects of both sorts may be seen by comparing the

results of the applications Nos. 1, 6, 9, and 14. Thus

—

No. 1.— 16 bush, bones give . . 10 tons 3 cwt. 4 st. 81b. per acre.

6.— 8 „ dissolved give 16 tons 1 cwt. 3st. 61b. „
9.— 4 „ dissolved give 12 tons 11 cwt. 6 St. 41b. ,,

16.—-4 ,, dissolved give 14 tons 11 cwt. 7 St. „
Nos. 6, 9, and 14, too, it will be observed, also took the lead from the

commencement.

6. That the peculiar effects arising from the application of dis-

solved bones are not merely an augmented crop at a decreased cost

in manure, but a crop showing an abundant, healthy, and extra-

ordinarily quick-growing young plant, a decided tendency to form

bulbs at a much earlier period than common, and less liability to

damage from the enemies which usually attack the turnip in the

early period of its growth.

It will be observed that there was a gain in the growth of the dis-

solved plots of ten days in the first month. It may be added, that there

was a gain of a month at the end—the dissolved portions being ready for

use several weeks before any other.

7. That all sorts of bones are well adapted for use in this man-
ner ; but that it is a bad economy to burn or boil the bones in

order to prepare them, as we waste a valuable manure in the or-

ganic matter, and the total effect arising from such will not be the

same that it would had they not been subject to a process which
materially reduces the weight of manure applied. If, however,

bones are to be bought for this purpose, the same rule will hold
that we have laid down before, as regards bones in their ordinary

state. Thus, if we buy by measure, it will be advisable to have
the animal matter in the bone, as it does not materially augment
the bulk of the bone ; but if we buy bi/ iceiyht, we cannot have over
little of the animal part, as the earthy is comparatively the more
valuable : and when we pay by weight, we cannot have too great a
proportion of the best material.

All the sorts of bone are augmented iu their action by being dissolved

( Vide Nos. 6, 7, and 8). The animal part in No. 6, it will be seen, has

some effect, and therefore it should never be toasted, as the action of the

acid removes the influence which it possesses in ordinary cases over the

action of the earthy part. In No. 6 it will be seen that there is lOst. 81bs.

more matter of the bone applied than in No. 8 ; this 10 st. 8 lbs. being

the amount of the animal substance in the 24 st. of bones applied. If now
No. 8, instead of ISsi. 6 lbs., had had 24 5^. of the earthy part of bone
(i.e. 10 St. 8 lbs. extra), it would, no doubt, have equalled and perhaps
surpassed in results No. 6, which had 13 st. 6 lbs. of the earthy and
10 St. 8 lbs. of the animal part of bones applied; as, under present cir-

cumstances, there is not a great difference in the weight of the crop pro-

duced. If, therefore, we can buy by weiglit the dry earthy parts of

bone for this purpose, we had better have it than the same price for the

F 2
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animal matter which is in fresh ones, when it has been proved that that

part is not equal to the other in relative value.

8. That 2 bushels of bones per acre will actually produce as

good results as 16 bushels of bones in their ordinary state in some
cases; that 8 bushels of bones dissolved will greatly surpass 16

bushels of bones in any other manner ; and that 4 or 6 bushels per

acre is a fair quantity to apply in the state of solution—the results

being greatly superior to those from fourfold the same quantity of

bones applied in the usual manner, and the cost of the application

less in proportion to the amount of effect produced (evidenced by
the weight of the crop) than that of any other quantity.

For results from 2 bushels of bones dissolved compare No. 10 (9 tons

12 cwt.) and No. 17 (1 1 tons 15 cwt.) with the results of 16 bushels of

crushed bones, No. 1, (10 tons 3 cwt.)

For results from 8 bushels of bones dissolved compare Nos. 6 and 15

with No. 1.

Nos. 1 and 16 (each 4 bushels of dissolved bones per acre) give re-

spectively

—

14 tons 6 cwt. 4 st. at a cost of 19*. &d. per acre.

14 tons 11 cwt. 7 St. „ 20s. „
And No. 1 (crushed bones, 16 bushels per acre)

—

10 tons 3 cwt. 4 St. at a cost of 40*. Od. „

9. That either sulphuric or muriatic acid may be used with suc-

cess in dissolving bones.

Although a slight difference may be traced between the visible effects

of the solutions made with different acids, the final results sliow no de-

cided difference in favour of either. The cost and convenience is the

criterion.

10. That though one-half the weight of the bone is the projior-

tion of acid that has been generally used hitherto, one-third

of the weight of the bones to be applied per acre will answer ex-

tremely well ; and that even one-fourth the weight of the bone
may, if occasion demands it, be used with success.

This is an important point in the economy of the manure, as it affects

the cost materially. That our conclusion is warranted see the following

results :

—

No. 6.—8 bush, bones (24 st.) and 12 st. of acid cost \l. 195. 6</., and
gave 16 tons 1 cwt. 3st. per acre.

11.—Ditto (24 St.) and 8st. of acid cost 1/. 13*., and gave 15 tons

2 cwt. 5 St. per acre.

12.—Ditto (24 St.) and 6 st. of acid cost 1 /. 9*. 9^/., and gave 13 tons

15 cwt. 7 St. per acre.

While No. 1,16 bushels of lioncs in an ordinary state cost 21., and gave
10 tons 3 cwt. 4 st. per acre.

11. That though the bones have usually been ml.xod in water

to the amount of 100 times the weight of the acid, one-half that
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quantity will answer equally well ; and that even one-fourth the

ordinary quantity, or 25 times the weight of the acid, will serve the

purpose required very efficiently.

This fact is one which will be of great use. One of the main prac-

tical difficulties to contend with in the application of dissolved bones

was the large quantity of water which was considered necessary.

These results, liowever, show that 4 bushels of bones (or 12st.), 6st.

of acid, and 300 st. of water (at 50 fold) = 420 gallons per acre, will

suffice, or at 25 fold, 210 gallons will serve.

While upon this question it will not be improper to state, that the ob-

jection to the liquid form of application may be done away with by using

the manure in the compost form, as practised by Mr. Tennant Ayr, and
detailed in the addition to my paper o« Sulphuric Acid, in the 'Journal

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,' vol. v. p. 596.

As, however, it is proved in this case that so small a quantity of

water will serve us, and as it is not requisite to place the manure in im-

mediate contact with the seed, (all the dissolved bones in these trials

being spread in the ridge, and then covered up with the plough, before

the seed was drilled,) a simple barrel for the distribution of the liquid

may be easily constructed.—( Vide my paper on Action of Dissolved

Bones, 'Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society,' vol. v. p. 467.)

12. That the sulphuric and muriatic acids have no fertilizing

influence of themselves ; and that the whole of the beneficial re-

sults from dissolved bones is owing to the increased efficiency of

the bones.

Compare 18 and 19 with 20 for proof of this. It has been thought

that some of the acid might form salts with the alkalies in the soil, and
thus have some effect upon vegetation ; but such is not the result in this

case.

13. That the general advantages arising from the use of dis-

solved bones, instead of the ordinary bone-dust, are— 1st, a great

saving in the cost of the application ; 2nd, a gain in the greatly

augmented produce ; 3rd, a crop which grows so quickly that the

fly, and other enemies of the turnip's infancy, cannot afflict it so

seriously as in ordinary cases ; 4th, a crop which shows so early a

tendency to form bulbs that it affords us the means, by sowing

early, of getting an early crop for autumn feeding, or, by sowing
late, of securing a crop when no other known means could effect

it, and when our land, owing to peculiar circumstances, has not

been fit for the seed at an earlier period.

The three first advantages h&ve already been explained, and the fourth

is of equal consequence. In the present case the crop was sown at a
later period than usual, as a test of the forcing quality of the manure;
and it is fully proved, not only by final results, but by the fact of the
turnips under its influence arriving so soon at maturity.

The advantages of an early crop are well known when we want food

for sheep in the autumn. An early crop of turnips, too, will give more
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food than a crop of rape, and let us get a crop of wheat after it quite as

well. By sowing late occasionally, we are able to get a weedy fallow

clean ; and this is of importance to a ivhole rotation. Weather also, and
other circumstances, may make us in some cases later with sowing than

usual. The means of hastening and securing a crop are therefore of

some value.

But again, we may want to get two green crops after wheat, that is,

by sowing a crop of autumn turnips as soon as wheat is cut, and another,

or a crop of rape, next spring; or by sowing rye and tares, &c., in the

autumn for spring feed, and turnips in the ensuing summer. There are

other crops which, sown in autumn or early spring, afl'ord a chance for

a late crop of turnips after the first is gathered. In all these cases, then,

the dissolved bones come to our use, and enable us to do effectually

that which we have hitherto only attempted to do ; for, owing to its

forcing effect, it may be said to give us an extra month of growing
weather.

14. That it is worthy of notice, as regards the preparation of
the mixture, that, in order to render the solution more complete,

the bones should be pulverized as much as possible before they

are mixed with the acid ; but that should this, through any means,
not be the case, and a few of the larger portions of bone be left

undissolved, this will have no injurious effect, as there will be
sufficient dissolved for the plant in its early stages, and the larger

particles will operate towards the end of the season.

And that it is not necessary to apply the seed and the liquid in

contact, or at the same time. Instead, therefore, of an expensive

and complicated drill-machine, any simple vessel that will deposit

a muddy liquid in the bottom of a furrow will serve the purpose.

These are two important considerations, as the preparation and ap2>li-

cation of the mixture are the only points on which a shadow of objection

can be urged against the manure; and these difficulties will be found to

be rather the effect of our own inexperience than the unavoidable results

of the system. Thus, as to preparation, the foregoing trials with weak
acid (Nos. 11 and 12) prove that one-third and one-fourth the weight

of the bone will serve ; and that, though the solution be not perfect, tlie

final results are not affected. Thus No. 11 (with 6 st. instead of 12 st.

of acid) began a little behind the other plots with a larger share of acid,

but stood, on second inspection, in the first rank (October 1, 1844).

As to the second jioint, I trust that another year will not pass without

a simple and cheap drill-cart, fur the purpose of distributing tiiis peculiar

mixture, being exhibited to the members of the Royal Agricultural

Society. The object to accomplish being simple, I hojie that economy
in construction will not be lost sight of, as the farmer cannot afford ex-

pensive drills for each description of manure. In such case the public

will soon both appreciate its use, and tiie value of the application.

I dwell on this point because I am aware tiiat a little practical difli--

culty of this sort often retards the spread of a beneficial practice, and
that the only way to promote it is to give the farmer an economical

means

—

a cheap and easy way of trying it.
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Supplementary Note.

To the traveller who has journeyed long and sedulously, the

attainment of his object, and the discovery at the same time, in

the realization of his expectations, that his labour has not been
fruitless, are matters of high gratification. In a similar manner
the results of the present inquiry afford peculiar satisfaction to the

writer, as they not only confirm his previous investigations, but

convert the anticipations of science, on a most important question

connected with the economy of the manure, into the certainty of

fact.

For instance, the theory which the facts now developed sustain,

is the same which the facts previously elicited suggested : viz.,

that both the organic and inorganic parts of bones are fertilizers

;

that the total action of the inorganic is greater than that of the

organic ; that when applied in conjunction, the latter has a ten-

dency to retard the action of the former ; that this tendency may
be counteracted by pulverizing the bones ; that it may be most
effectually accomplished by dissolving the bones in a diluted acid;

and that the fertilizing influence of the bones thus treated will be
quadrupled.

This latter conclusion is, moreover, a practical truth of the

greatest value, as it offers a saving of one-half the usual cost of

the manure ; and the various circumstances under which the

several applications which support this conclusion were tried,

without one contradictory result, place that conclusion beyond the

possibility of error, and justify us in asserting that practice has

already realized what theory previously promised—" the most im-

portant saving which was ever held out in the use of manure." *

February 21, 1845.

V.

—

Bones and Sulphuric Acid. By W. C. Spoonkr.

As the Council invites the attendance and co-operation of

members, and as the subject of the application of bones and sul-

phuric acid has so recently engaged its attention, I beg to com-
municate the result of an experiment tried by me during the last

year. In the greater number of instances the bones and sulphuric

acid have been applied in a liquid state, and though there is

reason to believe that the most favourable results are likely to

follow this mode of application, yet the trouble and inconvenience

attending it, involving, as it does in the first place, a serious

outlay, and the difficulty of confining the liquid to the drills, are

so great as to preclude farmers generally from availing themselves

• Mr. Pusey, Royal Agricultural Journal, vol. iv. p. 408.
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of the important ami valuable discovery. It must therefore be
very desirable to show them that the bones and acid can be
applied by the common drill ; and having done so during the last

year, I beg to communicate the information. Wishing to try

several manures, I devoted a piece of land of about four acres to

the purpose. On the 4th of July the Swedes (Matson's) were
drilled under very unfavourable circumstances. The land, a loam
on the London clay, was drained in May, and what with the

cartage of the tiles, the clay brought to the surface, and the re-

markably dry weather that succeeded, the knobs were of such a

nature as to defy the continual application of the harrows and the

roller, and (having no clod-crusher at the time) could only be

reduced to a comparative state of fineness by a number of men
with sledge-hammers. The nature of the land will be better

understood by my saying that it precisely resembled the field

immediately adjoining, on which the trial of implements for heavy
lands by your Society took place in July last. I intended to

apply the bones and acid at the rate of 3^ bushels per acre of the

former, and one-half by weight of the latter. I accordingly pre-

pared sufficient for half an acre, by putting the bones in the state

of dust in a tub, and addmg about 40 lbs. of acid, and four times

the quantity of water. After some hours a few bushels of fine

mould was added, and the following day a sufficient quantity of

coal-ashes, to make the whole amount to I 5 bushels
;
my object

being to drill the field at the rate of 30 bushels per acre. I

should have tried the mixture to a greater extent, but could not

at that time procure the acid for less than 2\d. per lb. I also

used other manures, such as South American guano, gypsum and
guano, bones and guano, and bone-dust, at the rate of 16 bushels

per acre, with ashes. But having unfortunately lost the memo-
randum of the experiments, I can only speak from memory, and
must therefore confine my remarks principally to the effects of the

bones and acid, and the bones alone. Tliis, however, I may say

with regard to guano, that the experiment convinced me that this

valuable manure can be readily and safely applied with vthe

common drill (without any particular provision being made for

covering the manure with earth before the deposition of the seed)

by merely mixing the guano with about four times the quantity of

fine mould, and adding as much ashes as the drill will deposit.

In the case in question the guano was used at the rate of 3 cwt.

per acre, and the mould and ashes were added so as to make the

whole amount to 30 bushels per acre.

The bones and acid were used three days after their prepara-

tion, and at the same time as the other manures ; but wiiilst the

latter were consumed by the quantity of ground intended for each,

the former, from being in a somewhat damp state, often adhered
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to the cups or scoops of the drill ; and as I did not discover this till

ihe intended half acre was nearly finished, the result was that the

bones and acid intended for one-half, extended to three-fourths of

an acre, being at the rate of little more than 2 bushels of bones

per acre. Now the remedies for this evil which suggest them-
selves are, to prepare the compost for a longer period, previously

using a less quantity of water and a greater quantity of ashes, and
looking occasionally to the scoops of the drill, and cleaning them
out. But as the application of manures to the turnip crop in a

damp state must be (if practicable) of great importance and advan-

tage, it is, I venture to suggest, a matter well worthy the con-

sideration of the inventors and judfjes of drills, to contrive that the

scoops shall not retain the manure, though damp, after each rota-

tion, either by rendering them less concave, or otherwise altering

their shape, or having some method of scraping or cleaning them.

The bones and acid turnips were the first to appear above
ground ; the tops grew luxuriantly, and for some time maintained

a superiority over the rest of the field ; the guano turnips, how-
ever, after some time, rivalled them ; and those manured with

bones alone, though lagging behind terribly at first, made amends
towards the latter end of the autumn ; and on weighing a few rods

in the month of December, scarcely any difference could be dis-

covered. The bones and acid roots were the largest, but exhibited

more bare spots, probably owing to the irregularity of the depo-
sition of the manure from the cause before mentioned. Besides
which I should state that they laboured under the disadvantage of

being on the outside of the field, and near a high hedge. To say

the least, however, 2 bushels of bones, with the addition of the

acid, successfully rivalled eight times the quantity of bones, though
the latter was employed on land considered previously much
superior to the other. I beg to conclude my remarks on this in-

teresting subject with the observation that, when we find that

sulphuric acid enters very largely into the constituent parts of the

Swedish turnip, are we not justified in concluding that the re-

markable effect attending the application of the bones and acid

united is in some measure to be attributed to the specific virtue

of the acid in affording food to the plant? 100,000 parts of

Swedish turnips contain no less than 890 parts of sulphuric

acid, being twice the quantity of phosphoric acid possessed, whilst

the common turnip has but 41 parts of the former and 73 of the

latter. Would not some experiments with common turnips

drilled with bones and acid, and also guano for comparison, throw
some light on the subject, and deserve the recommendation of
the Council ?

Southampton, April 22, 1845.
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The best mode of mixing the acid and bones is that suggested

by a gentleman livmg at Caistor in Lincolnshire, who recommends
that a conical heap of dry mould or ashes should be formed with

a hollow space at the top, in which the bones are placed, and the

acid afterwards poured upon them. After a short time the whole
may be mixed together, and used as a compost to be drilled with

the turnip-seed, which seems far better than the attempt to dis-

tribute the solution with any liquid manure-cart. I have tried

this method of mixing, and it answered perfectly.

—

Ph. Pusey.

VI.— On Fattening Cattle. By George Dobito.

Prize Essay.

Presuming that the object of the Council of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England, in offering prizes for Essays on various

subjects, is that the farmers themselves may be induced to commit
their practice and experience to paper, I trust that my humble
attempt to describe what I have found to be the best method of

fattening bullocks, if considered unworthy of a prize, may at least

be criticised with lenity, as it is the bonafide production of a prac-

tical farmer.

The first point I wish to impress upon my readers is to have a

good sort of bullock to begin upon; not that I wish to recommend
one particular breed, to the depreciation of all others, for I am
sufe that different localities require different descriptions of ani-

mals; but to caution them that it is right to select the charac-

teristic marks of the breed they intend purchasing—to warn them
particularly never to buy a coarse, ill-made, bad-bred animal,

because they may fancy it cheap. A man has never got so bad a
bargain as when he has, as the saying is, " got too much for

money."
The first criterion for judging of the disposition of the beast to

fatten quickly, in my opinion, is that peculiar soft, supple feel of

the skin which is commonly called handling well ; this is gene-

rally accompanied by hair of a soft, fine quality, in great plejity
;

the eye should be full and clear, and the head well-formed, the

shoulders not upright, but lying well back, the chest full, the

ribs deep and well arched out, the flanks well down, the hips

nearly level with the backbone, and in proportion to the rest of the

carcase as to width, the rumps wide, and not too low down, ap-

pearing as if when fat the tail and rumps' ends would be level (but

this the butchers in my neighbourhood are in the habit of calling

the fool's point), the purse should be of a full size, and soft to

the touch (this I consider a material point), the twist good, and
the legs short and small in proportion to the carcase, as the offal

will be light in proportion to the log-bone.
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Next observe the temper of the animal : in selecting from a con-

siderable drove you will often find beasts possessing many of these

good points, yet in lower condition than some of tlie animals of a

worse appearance; consider well whether this may not arise from

the masterful disposition of the ill-made one; and whether, when
put to fatten where every beast may eat his share of food without

disturbance, the good-bred one will not soon surpass his more
masterful neighbour. If yo\i observe a beast that is constantly

watching an opportunity of goring any other that comes in his

way, leave him behind, even if he is much heavier than those you
select; he may be a great trouble to you: and although the

jobber may think you have selected them badly, he will sell them
according to what they are worth at the time, and the present

weight is the great point with him. For this reason always select

the animals before purchasing, rather than agree to give a certain

price per head to pick where you like from the drove.

I think the quality of an animal is of more consequence than

his form, for common fattening purposes, but have both good if

you can. But if you are thinking of fattening an animal to show
for a prize, be sure to have his form as perfect as possible ; for all

the flesh you may lay on him will not hide any great defect in his

form : also ascertain, if possible, how the animal is descended

;

ten to one but the progeny becomes similar to the progenitor. But
this is generally a most unprofitable affair, and I strongly recom-
mend all young farmers to leave it in the hands of those gentry

who can aflbrd the loss, many of whom there are in the country,

and they deserve our best thanks for their patriotism, for it cer-

tainly shows the capabilities of different breeds, and thereby

enables the observing farmer to profit by the experience of others.

Never buy any animals that are excessively poor ; they will con-

sume a great deal of food before they are got into health enough
to fatten.

I fear I have been rather prolix in these remarks, but have
thought it necessary ; for depend upon it, unless your animals
are well bought, fatting cattle will neve\; pay enough to leave the

manure clear profit, which it ought to do, although I fear, with
the majority of farmers, it is far otherwise.

I shall say but little with respect to summer-grazing, as the

wording of the Society's advertisement appears to apply more par-

ticularly to winter fattening
;
merely remarking that the fences

should always be kept thoroughly good, a weak place being
strengthened before it becomes a gap, prevention in this case,

like many others, being better than cure ; that the bullocks should
be well supplied with water, and have plenty of shade ; never
allow them to be frightened by dogs, &c. ; treat them kindly, and
they will soon cease to fear your presence ; do not let a day pass.
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if you can help it, without seeing them. There is an old saying,

which ought to be impressed on every farmer's memory— it has
been of great service to me in the course of my life—it is " The
master's eye grazeth the ox. ' A friend of mine has lately adopted
a plan which, under the same circumstances, I should strongly

recommend; it is that of giving a small quantity of oil-cake to

animals grazing, for the sake of improving an ordinary pasture,

and its eftects are astonishing. The pastures I allude to are small,

and one or two bullocks more tlian they are calculated to carry

are put into each ; the lot are then allowed 4 lbs. of cake per day
per head

;
this, at a cost of about '2s. per head per week—which,

1 believe, the stock well paid for—has entirely altered the face of

pastures from what they were three years ago, when the plan was
first adopted by him ; and, I believe, without any loss to himself.

I now come to the point of winter feeding. First, as to the places

in which they are kept, I unhesitatingly give my opinion in favour

of stall-feeding, for all the common purposes of grazing ; but not for

young beasts that are to be summered again, or for prize oxen :

the former should have small well-sheltered yards, with good
sheds (if the fences are so high that they cannot see over, it is

much better) ; and the latter, loose boxes, with plenty of room for

them to walk about, because they have to be kept up for such a

long period, that if no exercise were taken the health might sutler.

It is the abuse of stall-feeding that has got it into disrepute with

some people, and the not treading down straw enough with others.

This last I hold to be an advantage, instead of a disadvantage;

for, depend upon it, it is not the size of the dunghill, but the

quality of the manure that causes the farmer's stack-yard to be

well filled. If managed well, I contend that there is no plan so

good as stall-feeding. The fattening-house may be of any size or

shape, but it is necessary that there should be underground drains,

with gratings, to carry off the urine into the liquid-manure tank;

shutters behind the bullocks to regulate the heat, and a wide pas-

sage at their heads to feed them and clean their mangers. The
advantages I conceive to be the quantity of Utter required being

smaller, therefore the muck being made better; the temperature

being more easily regulated, and every bullock being allowed to

eat his share in peace. The disadvantage of the animal not being

able to rub himself so well, I consider fully done away with by the

lough brush which you will observe I recommend using; and

although theorists may lancy the health of the animal likely to

suffer, I have never found it so in practice.

Now, with respect to their food, so much does this vary (from

the plan pursued by some people with an ox intended to be shown

at SmithfieM, in a class restricted from corn, cake, pulse, &c. &c.,

which has tlic cream from several cotos given him, by \> ay of com-
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pensation, to that by the man who endeavours to fatten his animals

on turnips and barley-straw), that it would take up far too much
of the Society's valuable Journal even to enumerate them ; I shall

therefore simply give the plan I recommend, leaving my readers to

follow it if they like, and improve upon it whenever they can.

I think, in many instances, stall-feeding is not commenced early

enough in the autumn: as soon as the weatVier becomes damp,
and the days shorten much—say some time in October—the grass

in my neighbourhood loses its feeding properties, and then the

sooner your bullocks are put up the better; for this purpose I re-

commend having some of the large, forward descriptions of turnips

provided, perhaps the " red tankard," although watery, and soon

becoming of little value, are at this very early season the best of

any, from their early maturity ; these are sown in April, at the rate

of an acre to every eight bullocks, which will last them three or

four weeks, according to the crop, and leave a light fold to begin

the sheep upon ; at the end of which time the forward swedes are

ready to begin. During this period I give them little or no oil-

cake, if they are only in moderate condition ; but they have half a

stone of pollard a-day, mixed with an equal quantity of hay or

straw-chaflF. Some persons may fancy this food is of too loosening

a nature, but I can assure them, from several years' experience,

that altliough pollard is loosening itself, yet it has the effect of

preventing the watery white turnips from purging too much.
Although the bullocks do not tjain nuich in weight during this

time, yet I am satisfied they go on faster afterwards ; the reason

of which, I suspect, is that their bodies are more prepared for the

artificial state they have to live in for the next few months. Early
in November the food must be changed to swedes, cake, &c. ; the

quantities of each must vary according to circumstances: the fol-

lowing I consider a good allowance where swedes are not scarce
;

if they are, more oil-cake must be given instead of a part of them

;

or, if very plentiful, they may be allowed even more. The morn-
ing's bait, 1 bushel of swedes, well cleaned from dirt, and cut small,

given a few at a time (I always use Gardner's sheep turnip-cutter

in preference to any other)
;
then, the refuse pieces being well

cleaned out, a dry bait, consisting of 2 lbs. of oil-cake, 3 lbs. of

pollard, and a little hay-chaff. While they are feeding, the ma-
nure and wet litter must be well cleared away, and any which
may be on the bullocks taken off, the floor swept clean, and plenty

of fresh litter put in ; then have every bullock well brushed with

what is called a dandy-brush (being a brush made with whale-
bone, for taking the rough dirt off horses). Let not any slovenly

farmer fancy this to be a whim of mine
;
depend upon it the bul-

locks are kept in much better health and greater comfort for it.

They must now be left quiet
;
they will soon lie down and rest.
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and chew the cud till after dinner, when another bushel of swedes
is given as before, in small quantities, followed by a similar dry
bait of cake, pollard, and hay-chaff, but with the addition of

3 lbs. of bean-meal ; this is left with them at night. Be careful

that the shutters are opened or closed, according to the weather, so

as to maintain an even warm temperature, but not hot enough to

make them perspire, if it can be avoided. Be also careful that

the mangers are well cleaned out between every bait. I have
mine cleaned at the commencement of the season, and as often

afterwards as I think necessary, v\ith scalding water and the

scrubbing-brush.

After a month or so the cake may be increased ;
and, if it is

thought more convenient, the swedes may be changed for mangokl-
vvurzel. Many persons object to using mangold until the spring :

they certainly are more valuable than swedes in the spring, and
therefore should always be used last. Never change from man-
gold-wurzel to swedes after you have once begun them, or the

bullocks will not go on so fast ; but if, from having a bad crop

of swedes, or from any other cause, you want to begin mangold
early, you have only to lay them exposed to the air for a week or

two to wither, and they may be used as early in the season as is

required.

It will be observed that cleanliness, warmth, and quiet are the

great points I insist upon ; of course coupled with good feeding :

but very many tons of oil-cake are annually wasted, because the

comfort of the animals is not more attended to. It will also be

observed that I have introduced a cheap article of food, which I

think does the beasts more good, in proportion to its cost, than

anything I give them : I allude to pollard, or millers' offal, ,as

some call it. This I can generally purchase at 4/. IS^'. a ton. I

have used it extensively for some years, and like it much ; some
of my neighbours are now following my example.

Before I conclude I wish to give these recommendations respect-

ing selling the bullocks when fat. Do not determine upon parting

with them exactly at any given time ; but if a butcher want-s to

buy a part of them, a few weeks before you think them ready,

calculate how they are paying for what they have eaten ; and, if

you feel satisfied on that head, do not run the hazard of getting a

bad sale by refusing a good offer, or perchance the opportunity

may not return. Sell them to butchers at home, if you can..

Always estimate the weight and value of your bullocks the day
before any one is coming to buy them

; and, after letting the

butcher handle and examine them well, let them out into a yard

for him to see; they will always show better than when tied up.
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VII.

—

On Reclaiming Heath Land. By John Watson, jun..

Land Asent, Kendal, Westmoreland.

Prize Essay.

The subject of reclaiming " heath land," or, what is generally

termed in the North of England "lingy land," has claimed the

attention of our Society : and, when its importance has been consi-

dered in connexion with other branches of agricultural improve-

ment, as well as being the first transition of the land from its pri-

mitive state, I think it will be at once admitted by all who are

anxious for the advancement of our native agriculture to require

especial care in the performance, in order to be done economically,

and without temporary or permanent injury to the land.

It is true that immense tracts of heath land have been reclaimed

within the last eighty or ninety years, a great quantity of which
has been notoriously mismanaged, chiefly arising from an utter

disregard to anything beyond an immediate profit ; and that, in

consequence, only a small proportion* of the land in this country

remains in its original state ; yet we still have in England and
Wales upwards of seven millions of acres of unreclaimed wastes

and heath-growing land, affording a poor and scanty supply of

pasturage to numerous herds of dwarfis-h cattle and sheep, the

growth and development of which are much stunted from the

coarseness of their food in particalar, and from various other

causes incident to lands in a wild, barren, and unreclaimed

slate : and yet it is no uncommon thing to hear agriculturists scout

the idea of reclaiming such lands, and point to some others for

examples of the ill effects produced by such a course, overlooking,

as such people mostly do, the glaring facts that have brought about

such a state of permanent injury.

With reference to those which have yet to be reclaimed, it is to

be hoped that greater attention will be paid to permanent benefit

than to immediate profit. By the judicious and skilful reclaiming

of such, with ordinary attention to after-cultivation, the evils already

noticed may be controlled and avoided; the produce may be dou-

bled and trebled both in quantity and quality ; and, what is of

the utmost importance to this country, a great additional breadth

of land might be profitably cultivated for the growth of grain, in

order to meet the demands of a rapidly augmenting! population.

* About one-fifth part.

t The rapid strides which agriculturists in general are making in the

improvement of the land, and the steadily increasing amount of produce
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as well as to aftbrd beneficial employment to the agricultural

labourer.

Nor should the general and obvious improvements and advan-

tages in various other respects, consequent on the reclaiming of

waste lands and barren heaths, be overlooked : amongst which
we may mention the removal, to a very great extent (by judicious

and necessary drainage), of noxious vapours, caused by stagnant

water on lands of this description, the frequent sources of malig-

nant fevers and other local diseases in low situations—a fact well

known to medical men. The additional warmth and shelter also

afforded to man and beast, by the enclosure of commons and

large tracts of waste land, from the erection of fences and growth

of plantations, tend greatly to improve the climate and general

aspect of the country
;
and, as such, may be viewed both as local

and national benefits.

These advantages, which I have briefly noticed, being matters of

undoubted fact, proved by cveiy-day experience and observation,

I beg to recommend thera to the serious consideration of those

wealthy landowners who cherish a noble and patriotic desire to

extend and widen our alimental resources at home, as well as to

improve and beautify their native land
;
who, although they might

in some instances lose a few brace of grouse annually by the

change, would reap other benefits of a much more substantial and

permanent nature.

I will now proceed to state my opinion as lo the best method of

reclaiming heath or lingy land, always keeping in view its perma-

nent improvement on safe and economical principles, with a pro-

fitable return for the investment of capital ;
pecuniary gain, imme-

diate or prospective, being an ever-prevailing epidemic.

Imprimis, let me state that thn^e things ought to be considered

in reclaiming heath land : namely, 1st, its present value to its

owner or occupier ; 2nd, the probable cost of breaking it up and

reclaiming it ; and, 3rd, whether, after it is reclaimed, the im-

proved value may be expected to remunerate the party for his

outlay. These three things ought to be carefully weighed, by a

farmer especially, before he commences his operations. But it not

unfrequently happens that the owners of heath land expend large

sums in reclaiming it, more with a view of beautifying their estates

with ornamental plantations, and the like, than of increasing tlieir

rent-roll. In such cases, economy, and an adequate return for the.

capital expended, are seldom taken into account; and, if they

were, such operations could not be looked upon as fit examples to

present to the general reader.

Tne system I advocate—namely, paring, burning, and liming

—

consequent thereon, give me every reason to suppose that the latter will

keep pace with the augmenting population ol' the kingdom.
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has been adopted and extensively practised by most landholders in

the north of England and borders of Scotland, who have reclaimed

large tracts of heath land within the period I have alluded to.

My father, who is an extensive farmer and landowner, living at

Bolton Park, near Wigton, in Cumberland, whose corroborative

testimony I have received in favour of this metliod in particular,

has within the last thirty years, to my own knowledge, reclaimed

and brought into a profitable state of cultivation upwards of 2800
acres of various qualities, a great deal of which was not worth

more than from \s. to 3^. per acre to rent previous to its being

reclaimed ; and some of it even less than these sums. I speak
within bounds when I state that the whole of these lands have
amply repaid him for reclaiming them, and are more than qua-
drupled in value, although in many instances imperfectly drained.

My father regularly gets from 5 to 8 quarters of oats per acre

on his first course of cropping. Oafs, in nine cases out of ten, I

consider the most suitable as the first crop, and the most pro-

fitable also to the farmer, if the altitude of the situation does

not forbid their growth. I will now suppose, for example, that

I have got a piece of heath land (say 100 acres) to reclaim and
divide into suitable enclosures; and, in order to proceed stea-

dily with a little variety of crop, I will break up 10 acres yearly,

until I have reclaimed the whole: takingr care to begrin with the

farthest or most inaccessible lot first, so that I may have the bene-
fit of occupying it from as many sides as possible, and over the

unbroken ground—an advantage which is sometimes overlooked.

This precaution is not always necessary in the vicinity of good
roads, but nevertheless ought not to be unheeded. In the first

place, after having selected the ground to be broken up, it is de-

sirable to erect a good substantial stone wall or quickset sod fence

around the proposed enclosure. If the former be considered

more suitable, all stones that are visible upon the land should be
grubbed up and carted or conveyed off in sledges ; which is ex-

pedient for the double purpose of erecting the fence and removing
them out of the way of the paring spade and plough. If a sod
fence with thorn-quicks is more suitable, I should recommend it in

like manner to be made previous to the breaking up of the land,

in order that the quicks may be making progress as soon as pos-
sible. In either case I prefer having the fences put up, wJiolly or
in part, before the plough is brought into operation, as the cart-

ing, &c. to the stone fence is much easier performed before the top

sward is broken ; and a similar remark will generally apply in the

case of a sod fence, because the horses, when turning with the

plough at the land-ends, break up and trample the top sward in

such a manner as to materially injure it for sodding.

The next thing to be done is to drain the enclosure effectually,

VOL. VI. G
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if the nature of the ground requires it, previous to paring. If

there be a deficiency of stone?, a part of the drains might be

allowed to remain open or half-finished until after the paring and
burning are accomplished, when more will make their appear-

ance. Tile-draining may be resorted to where stones are not suffi-

ciently abundant for the purpose. The ditches along the sod

fence will be found serviceable for the purposes of drainage on wet

land, and ought to be carefully disposed with that view, not having

too much or too little descent
; and, during the first course of

cropping, all the water which runs down the furrows, or from off

the land under tillage, ought, if possible, to be turned upon the

contiguous grass lands, bv wav of irrigation. Great benefit is fre-

fjuently derived by this course, in consequence of the water carry-

ing oflF a considerable quantity of lime and ashes in solution. The
reason for having the draining done as a preliminary step is to

insure the more effectual burning of the parings ; for, if the land

be springy or generally wet, it is often very diifficult to get them
burnt, especially in a wet season—a loss that will be visible upon
such parts for many years hence, as I shall hereafter notice.

The land having now been prepared for the operation of paring,

this part of the work ought to be done, if possible, in the months of

April and May, in order to have the benefit of the best and most
favourable part of the year for getting the parings well dried for

burning, which ought never to be neglected when they are dry

enough for the purpose, for the longer they lie after being cut a

month or six weeks the worse they are to manage. They soon

begin to unite with the ground, imbibing moisture with the young
grass vegetating amongst them, which neutralizes the effects of sun

and wind. Under such circumstances much extra labour and
expense will be incurred; and, even with such, a failure is fre-

quently the residt.

The most eflfectual method of paring is by the "paring spade,"

or "pushing spade:" although we sometimes see it done by a

light plough, properly rigged for the purpose, and drawn by one

horse, in order to save a little time and expense. The latter sys-

tem may sometimes be advantageously applied to land which has

been under the plough ; but I prefer the former most decidedly

upon nil land which has not been under cultivation previously

;

and I apprehend that I shall be borne out in my preference on this

head, for the plough can only be made to supersede the spade

upon land of a very even surface and free from stones, with little or

no heath upon it—such, for instance, as fine loams or previously

cultivated bog earth, where thick parings may be taken with im-
punity, and no difliiculty ever experienced in burning them.
The cost of paring unreclaimed heath land by the spade ranges

from \'2s. to 16^. per acre; and the burning of the parings in
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small heaps (the less* the better) from 2s. Gc^. to 3^-. Q)d. per acre.

The burning, as before stated, requires to be carefully attended to,

and regularly kept up with as fast as the parings become dry

enough. They can sometimes be done with very good effect if set

fire to when lying, without having recourse to heaps. I have seen

many acres done occasionally in this way in the course of a few

hours ; but it is a method which requires to be acted upon with

caution, and should only be had recourse to on thin black-topped

land, where the ashes are usually light and deficient in quantity.

Upon such they are frequently so light that they are actually

blown away with the wind, and every shower of rain takes a tithe

out of them. By igniting them lying they do not get so thoroughly

consumed, but quite enough if the heath be entirely destroyed and
the parings fully charred. The fire necessarily consumes the lingy

side which is undermost, and chars the surface of the soil, which

tcill make ample amends for .the deficiency of ashes. In order to

confine the burning by this method to the black-fopped parts of

the land, where alone it is advisable, a person should go all round

them and throw ofi" the parings to one side, for a clear space of

five or six feet, to prevent the fire from extending its ravages be-

yond the prescribed limits, as I do not recommend it on stronger

soils where we have a sufficiency of ashes : on such it cannot be
advantageously used, the soil and parings being of a very diflferent

character; and if tried, the latter will only get singed, as it were,

and deprived of the heath which is indispensable to burn them in

proper sized heaps. Without it they cannot be effectually burnt

nor adequately charred, owing to their more incombustible nature,

without having recourse to large heaps and a strong fire—a fault

frequently committed. By burning parings in large heaps, where
there has been an admixture of clay in them, 1 have frequently

seen lumps turned out of the ash-heaps baked as hard as fire-

bricks, owing to the great body of heat required to burn them.

Red ashes are produced by a strong fire, and black ashes by slow

combustion ; the latter are invariably the best, and possess much
higher fertilizing qualities, owing, I think, to the great quantity

of carbon they contain.

The next step to paring and burning is the liming of the

ground, in all ordinary cases where it is possible to obtain it at

anvthing like a reasonable cost, or within a moderate distance.

I shall more particularly state my reasons for recommending the

general use of lime in a subsequent part of this Essay. The quan-
tity per acre I must in some measure leave to the judgment and
discretion of the party using it, which may be varied from about

* Not more than fi om half a perch to a perch of land ought to be cleared
for each heap when the surface is all pared.

G 2
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150 to 250* bushels per acre, according to the nature of the soil.

Strong heavy soils of a sour or rushy nature, containing much
fibrous and inert vegetable substance, require more than those of

a lighter description
;

being of a more sluggish and stubborn

nature, they require a greater stimulus to arouse them. I have
occasionally seen those of a light nature over excited for a grain

crop by the too free application of lime, so that the grain was
kept in a green and growing state too long, from a continued suc-

cession of shoots, thereby preventing its ripening in due season,

and giving no return to the farm-er, save a quantity of green and
bladed straw. However, where a green crop or permanent pas-

ture is more an object of consideration than that of grain, we need

apprehend no ultimate harm from a liberal use of it, but quite the

reverse.

As soon as the burning of the parings has been accomplished,

all stones that liave been brought to light should be grubbed up
and cleared off" as before. These may be used to complete the

drains and fences, the forming of roads, or for other purposes
;

after which the ashes are to he carefully spread over all the

ground, taking especial care to clear out the bottoms of the heaps

well, particularly the outer circle, where the land is usually charred

by the fire—this being an important point to attend to— otherwise

the grain will be too gross upon those parts whereon the ash-heaps

have been burnt and lain for some time, and the crop will be

patchy. Such parts are frequently lodged before the grain gets

into ear, and where this occurs it is never well filled.

After the ashes have thus been carefully spread, with the ex-

ception of an occasional heap here and there, which may be left to

spread upon the space occupied by the lime-heaps, the latter,

having been sufficiently slaked, must now undergo the same ope-

ration ; I would then recommend them to be ploughed in forth-

with—in short, as fast as they are spread—so that none of their

virtues may be lost by evaporation and exposure to atmospherical

influences. If the land is patchy and of different qualities, a por-

tion of the ashes may, with great propriety and good effect, be

removed off" the best parts and spread over the poorer ones,, which

will insure a more even crop. If it be stony ground, a person

ought to follow the ploughman with a hack, and remove the stones

out of his way as they arise or become partly disengaged ; for it

is very desirable to have the land effectually cleared for the first

crop, and xvell ploughed, a task that shoidd only be undertaken by

an experienced ploughman.

* A much heavier dressing is often given in the southern counties ; but

I consider the quantity above mentioned a lair and liberal allowance, and
as much as will be found beneficial as a first dressing if the limestone be

good.
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Contemplating a spring crop, the land ought to be ploughed

between Lammas and Martinmas, or as soon after as possible,

and allowed to remain in that state over winter. In the spring it

will be found well pulverized, from the effects of the frost ; and the

harrows will perform tlieir work upon it with the very best effect.

The additional richness imparted to it by the lime and ashes, and
their partial fermentation with the fibrous roots of the heath and

other vegetable substances, will render it (to use a homely phrase)
" as mellow as a compost midden."

The stones ought to be carted off as they are turned up by the

plough ; at least, all those which are likely to interfere with the

harrows. On cold wet soils the ridges ought to be small (say 6
or 7 times about, or double that number of furrows), observing to

plough the land with the most favourable descent for water. On
tirm dry land they may be made double the size mentioned, or

even larger, to suit the fancy or caprice of the farmer; and, if

convenient, ought to run north and south, which is most favourable

for obtaining an even effect of the sun's rays. If a wheat or other

autumn crop is contemplated, the land ought to be ploughed in

August, or earlier in most cases. But I apprehend we have not

much unreclaimed heath land suitable for the growth of wheat,

especially as a first crop. It is generally apt to get too nuich bladed
straw when tried (except upon thin sterile clayey soils), and often

gets lodged; which renders the grain very rough in sample, and
frequently unsound. 'I'he difficulty also of getting the land pro-

perly cleared and ploughed in sufficient time, and of getting it to

work kindly without the action of a winter's frosl upon it, would
induce me, in nine cases out of ten, to recommend a spring crop*

ui preference to an autumn one. I know frequent instances where
the land has been pared and burnt early in the spring, and
ploughed in time for a crop of oats ; but these are isolated cases in

favoured situations, principally on dry moss (peaty) earth or
loams, where the parings are easily burnt ; and such as cannot be
held up as general examples, although in some few instances this

method may be admitted as proper. The operations being too

often performed in such cases in a loose and hurried manner, are

seldom succeeded by any real advantage ; which a patient, well-

regulated, and more systematic course would not more than coun-

terbalance. The liming, stoning, and draining are wholly or in

a great measure omitted, the land insufficiently pulverized, and
seldom more than half a crop is obtained, in comparison to what
might reasonably be expected under the ordinary course of pro-

ceeding:.

-Having now reclaimed the 10-acre plot, so far as preparing it

for the reception of the seed for a first crop, the same process raay

* Spring-sown.
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be applied to the reclaiming of the remaining 90 acres, or to any
other extent of ground

;
observing always to pay attention to its

access when selecting the next or any subsequent plot for reclaim-

ing
;
and, if possible, so to dispose each field that all may have

access to water. Some degree of attention must also be paid to

the various qualities of the soil, particularly if the field is to be

hereafter used for tillage land. In this case it is very desirable to

select each successive break as nearly as may be of the same
quality throughout. The inconvenience of having three or four

different kinds of soil in the same field, requiring as many dif-

ferent kinds of treatment, both as to manuring and cropping, is so

well known to the experienced farmer, that it requires no further

comment, but to those who have not been in the habit of reclaim-

ing heath land a hint may not be out of season.

I will now proceed to make out a statement of the cost of re-

claiming and preparing for a first crop 10 acres of heath land, of

an average description, according to the system recommended;
and in so doing will adopt what I consider a fair medium, as re-

gards the cost of lime and labour, as well as the nature of the

ground :

—

£. s. d.

Cost of fencing 65 rods of stone fence (7 yards to the rod)

where stones can be conveniently obtained, including

stone getting, cartage, &c. . . . . . 26 0 0
Say 60 rods of drain (7 yards to the rod), either stone or

tile-drain, cost of materials, cartage, &c. . . , .5 10 0
Paring 10 acres, at 14«. per acre . . . . .700
Burning ditto, at 3?. per acre . . . . . 1 10 0
180 imperial bushels of lime per acre, at 3d. per bushel . 22 10 0
Cartage of ditto 2 miles, at \d. per bushel . . .7100
Spreading lime and ashes, at 4j. per acre . . .200
Ploughing 10 acres, at \0s. per acre . . . .500
Grubbing stones after the plough, and clearing off ditto . 2 0 0
New gate, jjosts, hanging, &c. &c., probably . . .10 0

£80 0 0

It will appear i'rom this statement that the total cost per acre is

8/., which at first sight may to some appear rather heavy
; but, when

it is taken into account that the land is peifectly and thoroughly

reclaimed, and rendered capable ofproducing two or three successive

crops without any additional nianuio, I think tlic system recom-
mended will bear a comparison with other methods, which at first

sight may appear cheaper and more economical. Setting aside the

straw to compensate for seed, harrowing, reaping, and marketing

the grain, I have frequently known the first crop of grain tlo more
than pay for the whole outlay, including rent and taxes, which I

have omitted to take into tlic foregoing statement. These, how-
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ever, are a mere trifle on unreclaimed heath land. If we esti-

mate the average cost at 12^.* per acre, which is a high figure,

and suppose that it required a couple of years instead of one to

pay for reclaiming the land, sm'ely the improved state of the land,

to the extent of three or four times its previous value, ought to be

a sufficient inducement for us, in the present state of things, to

reclaim all our barren heaths which are capable of so great an
amelioration. Some of the estimates given in the tabular state-

ment may be questioned as to their being too low ; but they are

founded on an average of twenty years, and upwards of 2000
acres of reclaimed heath land. They are also made on the sup-

position that all the labour is performed by the piece, and not by
the occupier of the land, who in most cases would not estimate his

labour so hi^h, particularly in reference to horses and carts. The
costs of fencing and liming form two very considerable items in

the account. By leaving out the former, which in some cases is

not required, and in others a temporary fence put up at a light

expense is sufficient for the purpose, the cost per acre would fall

below 6/. The liming appears to cost about 2>l. per acre. But,
viewing this article as an indispensable requisite where it can be
conveniently obtained, and one that will amply repay its cost, I

shall not attempt any reduction in the average cost on that score.

I have estimated the cost of fencing two sides of the enclosure, for

it rarely happens that more is required, but frequently less. The
cost of a stone wall, and that of a sod fence, quickset and railed,

in most cases will amount to nearly the same. In some instances,

however, the latter may be made at a lower rate where railing is

cheap.

Taking into account the length of time required to rear a quick-

set or growing fence in some situations, and the labour and atten-

tion that must necessarily be bestowed upon it during its growth,
I think stone fences are often cheaper in the long run

; although

tlie former, in point of appearance, are certainly entitled to the

preference when fairly reared. I need scarcely add that, in high

climates (say 1000 feet above the level of the sea), it is more than

probable that a stone fence will have a decided preference.

The system I have advocated will probably not be found appli-

cable, in all its bearings, to every acre of unreclaimed heath land

in this country, which may fairly be considered worth reclaiming,

for there are few general rules without some exceptions. I may
mention deep boggy ground and peaty earth, wliich are nearly

one and the same thingf. These consist of an accumulation of

vegetable substances holding water in excess, and sometimes much

• Land may occasionally cost 12/. per acre to reclaim it etFectually where
an extensive and ramitied course of drainage is required, but even in such
cases the first two crops will frequently cover the outlay.
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woody fibre, in various stages of decomposition. Such, I presume,
will be included under the head of heath land. The first and most
effectual step towards the reclaiming of this kind of land, is to

drain effectually ; and if the land does not collapse, but becomes
stiflficiently firm after drainage to bear the weight of horses and
carts upon it, then to have recourse to repeated diggings,* by
courses, in order to remove the superabundant bog earth. I have
seen bog earth of considerable depth, which would not bear the

weight of cattle upon it, reduced to within two or three feet of the

substratum of clay by this method. When dug up, the pieces

were thrown into oblong heaps or wirid-iows, and set fire to as

soon as they were dry enough to burn. Course after course was
continued in this manner,—digging and burning, always changing
the position of the wind-rows in each successive course, until a
sufficient quantity of the superfluous bog earth was consumed.
Much of Chat Moss, through which the Mancliester and Liver-

pool Railway passes, I understand, has been reclaimed in this way.

However, where peats are a saleable article, and the bog earth of

that description, such land may be turned to a more profitable

account. Peat bog in this neighbourhood is frequently sold at

the rate of 30Z. or 40Z. per acre ; and the land, when thus cleared

of the superfluous bog earth, will realize as much more. Marl
or clay, road scrapings, sand and gravel, are the best manures for

this kind of land. The lighter descriptions of bog earth especially

require a good dressing of clay or marl, in order to weight them
and give them due consistence; as well as to regulate their

powers of absorption and evaporation. I must make an excep-

tion on this kind of land in reference to the application of quick

lime, which only tends to accelerate its too rapid decomposition,

and to give it additional lightness,'—a property which it already

possesses in too high a degree ; and give my opinion in favour

of good shell marl or clay in preference to any other manure

;

which, when judiciously and properly applied, forms a ready com-
bination of the two extremes of soil, and contributes to its density.

Quick lime is too powerful and barmy in its effects upon such

lands ; but mild lime, as marl, clay, and the like, tend greatly to

improve the physical and chemical properties of the soil ; and,

when judiciously applied, render it tlie most productive of all

soils.

The variations of cost in reclaiming land of this nature are of so

wide a range, that it is impossible to fix any regular amount; as

that mvist depend upon the extent of drainage required, and, if

any, the depth of bog earth required to be removed, and the faci-

lities afforded for procuring marl or clay. I may likewise add,

* A good dressing of clay will sometimes answer the purpose, witfiout

adopting this expensive method.
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the value to be attached to peats. It requires no remarks, on the

other hand, to point out the method of cutting and getting peats,

or disposing of them to the best advantage ; as this must depend

upon their quality, and the demand for them in the neighbour-

hood. I woxild, however, warn those who possess this kind of

land against the too frequent practice of reducing the bog earth

too low, and of leaving little for after cultivation, save a bare and

unproductive substratum of poor clay, inducing the growth of

toad-pipes and coltsfoot. The quantity left will always diminish

after drainage, to a considerable extent, from the decay of veget-

able matter of which it is composed ; as well as from the shrink-

ing of its fimgous bulk, by the withdrawal of the water and subse-

quent condensation.

Some bog land, however, may be reclaimed by thorough drain-

age, which will render it sufficiently firm to bear the weight of

horses and carts, without having recourse to more than the ordi-

nary method of paring and burning. Where we find a surface

layer of " white moss," or, as others term it, " grey moss," it is

indispensable to have it removed, before the land will become
fertile.

Well condensed black earth, blended with, and partly associated

with loam, may be greatly improved by a dressing of quick lime

on the surface, without paring, burning, or otherwise breaking the

top sward, which will often destroy the heath most effectually, and
raise up a luxuriant green herbage in its place

;
thereby ren-

dering the use of the plough and paring spade quite unnecessary,

where permanent pasturage is the object desired; as is frequently

the case in high situations, unadapted for the growth of grain or

general husbandry.

Having thus far extended my observations to that description

and qualify of heath land, which, under our present scope of agri-

cultural knowledge, may reasonably be deemed capable of ameli-

oration to that extent which would justify us in reclaiming it, I

shall briefly notice our scowling cliffs and lofty mountains. These
embrace a large * portion of our unreclaimed heaths ; and,

although we occasionally see improvements carried far up the

slopes of mountain sides, yet, in this respect, there is still a wide
field for extending our operations in very many localities, where
improvements might be pushed with safety and profit far beyond
their present sphere. Were these carried out to their fullest ex-

lent, we should still have many thousands of acres of cloud-capped

hills, that set at defiance the art and energies of the British farmer.

Even the sturdy yeoman of the north, whose daring spirit and
brawny arm have shorn Nature of many of her savage features, is

compelled to acknowledge her sovereign rule, and to allow her to

* Nearly one-half.
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reign on in undisturbed possession of these elevated hills in all

their primitive wildness, without a probability of ever being called

upon or compelled to dispute her authority. In this state they

are likely to remain, except where, here and there, in some shel-

tered nook, a few acres may be nibbled out by some enterprising

workman
;
who, by dint of hack and spade, will often surmount

great obstacles.

That the act of reclaiming: must have its limits in mountainous

districts no one will attempt to dispute. Beyond this limit, which
cannot be definitely fixed, the only improvement or good which
can be effected appears to me to be that of surface drainage, and

of rearing woods and plantations. These will thrive at several

hundred feet higher than any crops of an agricultural character,

if planted in sufficiently large tracts. I am persuaded that great

benefit is derived from plantations, in high climates, by contiguous

lands ; from the warmth and shelter afforded during more than

one half of the year, not only to cattle, but also to herbage.

Shelter and warmth are as indispensable to neat cattle as to the

human race.

I have no doubt my opinion will be questioned as to the pro-

priety and prudence of paring and burning upon thin soils, and
not without some show of reason ; but I wish my readers to un-

derstand that, where I come upon soils of this description with a
green sward of thin texture, I do not class them as " heath land."

Such may be unreclaimed virgin soils, certainly, but ought not to

be confounded with the former; although we I'requently see them
blended together in such a manner as to render their separation a

matter of difficulty. Where the plough can be brought to work
eftectually upon such of this nature as possess a delicate and thin

top sward, with little vegetable root and no heath upon them, I need

scarcely add, that economy alone will point out the expedience of

dispensing with the paring spade. As regards heath-growing

land of this description the case, however, is very different; and
paring and burning cannot be prudently dispensed with, for the

purpose of getting rid of the heath : without \\ hich, it is impossible

to get a crop worth having, or even to get the land half ploughed.

I have seen such land hoise* pai-ed (without burning), limed ,and

ploughed, and ploughed again and again for the first crop. Yes,

I have repeatedly seen this method tried with the view of preserv-

ing all the vegetable mould, as I was informed ; and the invariable

result has been a return of little more than the seed sown for the

first and second crops : and, in after years, I never could discover,

where this mode had been acted upon, that the land was more
productive than other fields of similar quality which had been pared

and burnt. The ashes, scanty though they may be on such land,

* Done with a light plough drawn by one horse.
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are of paramount importance for raising the first and second crops.

Without their assistance little produce can be obtained ; and the

difficuhy of ploughing down the heath, and getting rid of it, renders

the system of paring and burning doubly advisable. The only

objection worthy of consideration that I have ever heard raised

against paring and burning the siu-face of the soil in reclaiming

heath land is, that " it permanently reduces the stamina or con-

stitution of thin soils." To this opinion I demur. I admit that to a

trifling extent it reduces * the vegetable mould
;

but, in return for

this reduction, we receive an active and enriching manure in the

ashes. These ashes are of more value than the substance from

which they were made. With them the finest crops may be pro-

ciwed on nearly all inferior soils, which would not for several years

produce them without ashes, or some other substitute. These
crops will enable the farmer to return a supply of good manure to

the land from which it is derived : and if, in ten years afterwards,

his land is not found in as good a state as his neighbour's, who
has reclaimed his land without paring and burnuig ; and if he

has not also received a better return for his outlay, then I will

succumb, provided they both do justice to their land in the inter-

mediate time, and are upon equal footing as to the quality of the

land. A quick and sure return for the outlay of capital, is what
the fartner must and will look to ; and to this no reasonable land-

lord will object, provided it can be obtained without inflicting an
injury either temporary or permanent upon the land. It should

never be forgotten that the real incentive to improvements lies in

the certainty of a quick and adequate return for the capital adven-

tured. This is the " philosopher's stone," and the mainspring to

all our exertions. Paring and burning heath land, with a proper

dressing of lime, will give to the farmer as much produce in three

years as any other method I have ever seen tried will give in four.

" Hope deferred makes the heart sick ;" and no sensible man will

wait lour years for that which he can get in three.

In addition to other benefits derived from paring and burning

the surface, it exterminates the sluss and the egors of insects,

which abound in the turf ; and destroys the seeds and roots of

injurious plants.

Where the heath is very strong it is frequently set fire to and
burnt previous to paring, from the difliculty experienced in dis-

* This reduction is only temporary, and is soon compensated by return-

ing the whole of the produce to the land after being converted into manure.
A similar reduction, although by a slower process, will be the result witli-

out paring and burning, if a compensating return is not made to the land.

I submit, therefore, that paring and burning the surface is a method of
reclaiming heath land at once safe, economical, and expeditious; and that
the improvement or deterioration of the land depends altogether upon its

subsequent management and prudent husbandry.
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engaging it with the paring spade from the \incut sward, when
tilting over the parings as they are cut. But this should only be

allowed as an act of necessity, as it deprives the parings of their

inflammable parts, and makes them diflficult to burn afterwards.

It is often accompanied with danger also, which it is prudent to

avoid, and should only be applied to isolated patches.

On thin soils I recommend thin paring. Thick paring should

only be resorted to on superabundant bog earth, or on sour rushy

spongy lands, where we have a great amount of vegetable and
fibrous root. I consider the ashes upon very thin soils, where many
people would question the propriety of paring and burning, a po-

sitive benefit, instead of an ultimate injury, which is frequently

apprehended. I have seen many convincing proofs to strengthen

me in this opinion. Without being tedious, I trust I may take

the liberty of giving one instance as an example.

About eighteen years ago, my father reclaimed a plot of thin

cold-bottomed heath land, containing about twenty acres. The
season was a wet and unfavourable one for burning parings

; and,

in consequence, a few patches in several parts of the field could

not be burnt, or at least were not burnt—in all about four acres.

An additional quantity of lime was put upon these patches, with

the view of compensating for the want of ashes ; the parings were

turned down, and great pains taken in getting them well ploughed
in. Two crops of oats were taken off the field in succession, and
afterwards a crop of turnips, which were consumed on the land by
sheep. Jn the ibllowing year tlie land was sown down in oafs,

with a good variety of grass and clover seeds. Amongst all these

several crops of oats, turnips, and grass seeds, any person, on
looking at die field, might have told to a yard the patches whereon

the parings had not been burnt ; the produce being so much infe-

rior to the rest of the field, even with the additional quantity of

lime, which did not supply the defect. The land was all of the

same quality, so that the difference could not be attributed to that

cause ; but afforded a decisive proof that the ashes were of much
more value than the unconverted substance from which they were
made ; and a still further proof was that, for several years after-

wards, when the land was in pasturage, these dark, inert, and un-

productive patches might still have been traced out. I could

point out many other instances of a similar kind ; some, where the

parings were carted off into large heaps, and made into compost
with a sufficiency of quick lime, and afterwards rccarted to the

parts in that state, with little better effect. Such proofs as these

have convinced me of llie extraordinary fertility of ashes made
from turf; and also that the system of paring and burning the

surface in reclaiming heath land nuiy be safely adopted, not only

without temporary or permanent injury to the land, but even to
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its permanent benefit; and both with immediate and uUimate

advantage to the farmer. However, let it be distinctly under-

stood that I should object to a repetition of the practice on all

thin soils. On deep clay lands, or where we have an excess of

vegetable substance, it might be repeated with safety and advan-

tage. It renders the former more friable and porous, and relieves

the latter of its superfluities.

The great advantage of having lime at a moderate cost need

scarcely be alluded to. In this respect the formation of railways

through all parts of the kingdom must prove higlily beneficial to

those who are convinced of its invaluable properties. Doctors,

however, differ in their opinions, and so it must ever be with agri-

culturists, on some points. The opinions of the latter as to the

properties of lime, and the benefit to be derived from its applica-

tion, are very conflicting ; and even the most eminent chemists are

far from being agreed upon its value and effects. Every man,
therefore, who has siven it a fair trial mav be justified in forminsr

his own judgment on its merits; and, so far as my experience

leads me to judge, I must confess that I consider it invaluable as

ajirst dressing in the reclaiming of heath land. There are many
inert properties in virgin soils which without its application might
lie dormant for ages. " Fossil manures must produce their effect,

either by becoming an elemental part of the plant, or by acting

upon its necessary food, and rendering it more active and agree-

able for the purposes of vegetable life." Such is good lime when
judiciously applied. It acts as a powerful stimulant upon inert

substances ;
and, being an antacid, decomposes and corrects the

crude and acrid matter arising from the decay of organic bodies

in virgin soils, assimilating their component parts, and thus

calling into vigorous action the dormant powers of the soil ; in

short, I consider it of incalculable benefit on all virgin soils with

which I am acquainted, immediately or ultimately, when judi-

ciously applied, either in the mild or caustic state. Observation

has convinced me in some instances that it will continue to ope-

rate for fifteen or twenty years, where there is an excess of inert

vegetable matter in the soil. I know a plot of ground in this

neighbourhood, containing 166 acres, which formerly grew little

except heath. A good dressing of lime was applied on the top

sward, which has more than doubled its value. This was done
about fifteen years ago, and totally eradicated the heath. The
lime to tliis day appears in full action, as its effects annually testify,

from the richness and sweetness of the herbage, the texture of

which has been thoroughly changed by the application of the lime.

The deep green hue and luxuriant appearance of this land in

spring and autumn form a striking contrast with those adjoining,

which are still unimproved. The soil is a thin moorish loam in u
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high climate, resting on the greywacke formation. I have seen

much vahiable produce lost from the omission of lime in the

primary act of reclaiming heath land, one instance of which I give

as an example:—A farmer well known to nie, who had a large

plot of unreclaimed heath land, and who had only three years of

his lease unexpired, having received notice to quit at the end of

his term, thought he would break up this piece by paring and
burning. Liming, however, he thought must be dispensed with,

as he calculated that in two crops he could not possibly get repaid

for such an outlay. It so happened that in this large 'plot there

were a few patches of impoverished land, from which nearly the

whole of the vegetable turf had been cut and carried away by a
former tenant. These parts were considered so much reduced

that it woidd be impossible to raise a crop upon them without a

small quantity of lime, in addition to the sprinkling of ashes,

w^hich was therefore applied as an act of necessity. The conse-

quence was, that these very inferior patches produced double the

quantity of grain and straw to any other portion of the field when
in crop ; and in after years the herbage was much more luxuriant

and of finer texture. I am satisfied that, if in this case 150 or

200 bushels of lime per acre had been applied, the cost of which
includinof cartaije would not have exceeded so many sfroats, an

adequate return at least would have been the result in the first crop.

The importance of thorough draining, which is too little under-

stood, and much less practised in many districts where great faci-

lities are offered, is a subject I cannot pass over ini noticed.

Thousands and tens of thousands of acres in this country are

scarcely producing one half of what they are capable of doing,

owing to such neglect; and, in many cases, are to be found in a

worse plight than when in an unreclaimed state. I cannot con-

sider such lands reclaimed, although they have been made sub-

servient to the plough, when this most important requisite has been

omitted. I would, therefore, humbly but earnestly impress upon

all the absolute necessity of thorough draining, as a primary and

most important act in the reclaiming of heath land; for, without

its pcrfurmancc where required, the act of reclaiming will be^ a

farce; the land will slowly but surely retrograde to its former

state, or sonielhing worse (unless repeatedly and heavily manured,

which will disappear almost as fast as applied), and all our

boasted improvements will be visions of a brief and transitory

nature.

Before I close this subject of inquiry in reference to the act of -

reclaiming, there is one description of heath land hitherto unno-

ticed which 1 ought not to pass over without a few remarks. I .

allude to broken and craggy ground, which in many parts of

Westmoreland and Cumberland is of considerable extent. To
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effect a thorough reformation of such is in all cases very expensive

when practicable, and in others utterly impracticable except by
planting. It is impossible on such land to say that any fixed

rules could be laid down beyond the simple fact that, where paring

is impracticable, there appears only one way of assailing it, and

that is by trenching. In other words, to hack, dig, trench, and
hew away as well as you can, making use of the stones for fences,

drains and roads, or otherwise stacking them up in corners, or

upon the worst parts of the land ; and nibbling out all and every

patch that is considered worth the labour, up to the very teeth of

the hard and sturdy grey clints, which may be left to take care of

themselves. The expense of reclaiming such land is often more
tlian the value after its redemption. Many of the small land-

owners, living upon their paternal estates in the counties of Cum-
berland and Westmoreland, and the West Riding of Yorkshire,

having large families, with little employment for them one half of

the year, are in the habit of redeeming small patches of craggy

ground from off their larger sheep walks. These are chiefly in

the mountainous districts ; and if you were to reason with them as

to the cost, their answer would be, that "thev might as well be

improving their estates as sitting by the fire." In such cases they

set down their labour at nothing, so long as there is nothing to

pay. Apart from the method described, a dressing of lime upon
such land is the only profitable way of improving it for pasturage

by destroying the heath ; but it will not in many instances efi'ect a

radical cure in that respect, although it seldom fails to improve

the herbage. The highly popular and valuable manure guano
appears to me to be just the sort of thing that is wanted in hilly

and mountainous districts. What effect it would produce upon
heath land I am not prepared to say, never having given it a trial.

Its cheapness and portability certainly have strong claims upon
our consideration, and I have little doubt but it would materially

improve the herbage.

Having discussed the system of redeeming heath land so far as

relates to its capabilities of amelioration, I will now proceed to

offer a few observations on the course of cropping on such lands as

are adapted for the growth of corn, and also on the conversion into

pasture of such, as from the steepness of the land, or its elevation

above the level of the sea, are unadopted for the culture ofgrain or

general husbandry.

The course of cropping, which comes next under notice, cer-

tainly of}'ers a wide field f or discussion ; and I am f ully convinced

that any theoretic* rules which can be given in a book must fall

* Although many fairners are apt to look upon theoretic rules with sus-

picion and contempt, I think no person is sufficiently and properly qualified

for the management of a faim who does not possess a theoretic knowledge
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far short of general application, and must always be taken with

some degree of allowance. It would be no diflScult task to lay

down the best and most approved modes of culture for particular

localities, possessing an uniformity of soil and climate ; but when
we consider for one moment that one of the first agriculturists of

the present day (Mr. Morton) has classified thirty-six different

varieties of soil in South Britain, admitting, as they must of ne-

cessity do, of various degrees of intermixtures and incongruities,

the task can only be accomplished by going at once to gene-
ralities. The varieties of climate, soil and its properties, situation

in reference to markets, and various other circumstances of a local

character, must and will influence very materially the course of

cropping in every district, which possesses any peculiar feature

dissimilar to that of others. Under the circumstances detailed,

the prudent farmer will select that sort of crop and course of

cropping which are most in accordance with his views of good
husbandry, and likewise most profitable to himself. Albeit,

taking a general view of the unreclaimed heath lands of this

country capable of tillage husbandry or corn culture, we shall

find that the greatest amount consists of cold, thin, and in-

ferior soils in endless variety, chiefly in the vicinities of the

mountain ranges, and partaking more or less of their nature and
properties as regards their soil and the formations upon which
they rest. The alternate system of cropping is now so universally

admitted as the basis of good husbandry, that I shall recommend
it as a standard rule to keep in view. By the alternate system, I

mean a green crop between two white ones. Two white crops in

succession may be admitted, or rather, I ought to say tolerated,

on virgin soils well limed, and of pretty fair quality ; but one is

safer, succeeded by a green crop. As I have before stated in re-

ference to grain, in nine cases out often I consider a crop of oats*

the safest to commence with, because there is frequently a great

deal of rough straw as well as grain at first, and consequently

great irregularity and unevenness in the sample, which will be less

objectionable in oats than in wheat or barley. In addition to

which oat straw is more valuable ; and, if cut rather fresh, as it

ought to be in all cases, it makes excellent fodder with a proper

allowance of turnips, much better than that of wheat or barley,

of husbandry in addition to a practical one, notwithstanding the hitter may
be of greater import. There is nothing like system in all things, and
sound theory is neither more nor less than well-regulated practice sys-

tematically arranged.
* A green crop when desired, and not allowed to seed, may be taken

first; for it is never objectionable if the land be suitable. Peas and beans

run too much to straw on new land invarialily. However promising they

may appear in their early stages, they seldom fail to disappoint the expec-

tations of the farmer as to their yielding.
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which are seldom fit for anything but litter or thatch. Therefore,

admitting the alternate system of cropping to be good both in

theory and practice, the second crop ouglit to be turnips, cole,

r\e, clover, vetches, or other green crop. If the land be too rotten

or wet to consume green crops upon it with sheep, it will be ad-

visable to adopt such of the above as may be cut green for stall-

ing. I would rather see two green crops taken in succession than
two white ones ; but how very few converts I shall make by this

avowal ! Potatoes should never be grown upon new laud for the

table ; but for seed I should prefer them to any other, as they are

invariably strong and healthy. For the third crop I should re-

commend barley or oats, and the land sown down to grass, which
in the following season ought to be pastured, and not mown as

hay, if we desire a good sward as the reward of our management.
If the land be in high condition, the grain is apt to injure the grass

seeds by getting lodged. To obviate this, instead of sowing the grass

seeds with oats or barley, I should rather sow them with a crop of
cole, to be eaten off' with sheep. Many farmers would grumble
at this, thinking that they were losing a good crop of corn ; but I

have seen the most luxuriant pasture obtained by this method
;

and I never saw a farmer who tried it, however reluctantly, that

ever regretted having done so. So very mucli depends upon the

nature of the soil, climate, and other circumstances, that I think

it would only tend to weary the reader were I to pursue the in-

quiry further in reference to the course of cropping upon lands

adapted for the culture of corn and grain, being convinced that it

would be presumptuous to offer any determinate rule as a uni-

versal panacea.

All lands* which, by reason of their great elevation above the

level of the sea or steepness, will not admit of corn culture, must

* All lands in England and Wales at an elevation of 1000 feet above the
level of the sea, whatever may be their qualities in regard to the nature of
the soil, are too high for aiable culture. In some districts, hosvever, we
find as good crops produced, and the harvest as early at an elevation of
800 feet, as in others at 300 feet lower. Local circumstances have a great
tendency to alter the climate, as well as the period of ripening of grain.

Poor clay-soils on a cold-bottomed retentive subsoil, and northern aspect,

are much later than those of a light, dry, sandy, gravelly, rubbly nature, on
a rocky or porous subsoil, with a southern aspect and a good inclination,

approaching to a right angle with the sun at midday. Large tracts of
undrained land, unreclaimed heaths, forests, lakes, mountains, and mo-
rasses, all have a great tendency to attract moisture, and decrease the

temperature of the district
;
whilst, on the other hand, a well-cultivated

and well-drained district has the opposite effect. Moisture attracts mois-
ture, and water attracts water. How much then might be done to improve
the climate of this country, were a complete and thorough drainage effected

of all the waste lands, in addition to what is steadily gomg on in cultivated

districts ! The effect of such a state of things may be readily imagined by
those who have studied the laws of nature.

VOL. VI. H
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and ever will present a formidable barrier to their amelioration in

consequence, except what may be derived by drainage and the

application of lime as a top-dressing. I have seen a great deal of

land of this nature reclaimed, where, after paring, burning, and

liming, the farmer has been tempted to risk a crop of oats
;
plenty

of straw succeeded, and, occasionally in a favourable season, a

moderate return of oats. All succulent plants, as turnips, cole,

and vegetables in general, grow and thrive well in a humid cli-

mate, provided the land be dry and of fair quality, fresh and in

good heart. But the great objection in such situations is that

they are generally too high, cold and exposed, for feeding off

sheep in the autumn or depth of winter upon turnips or cole, and

that sheep seldom come off any better than when they were put

on. These obstacles, however, might be overcome by sowing the

cole early in the spring, instead of waiting until the middle of

summer or later, as is too often the case. Another method also

may be tried, vvhich I have seen answer very well, namely, a thin

sowing of barley or rye, which may be stocked and eaten off" with

sheep, when about 5 or 6 inches high. Both these are excellent

methods of sowing down to grass, the seeds being much less in-

jured in this way than by a crop of corn. I am supposing that

under the circumstances detailed the land is capable of being

ploughed.

The best method I have ever seen adopted in laying down
newly-redeemed heath land to permanent pasture is to, sow the

grass seeds and clover alone, without any other kind of crop ; then

we are sure of a good and luxuriant braid. This plan is far too

seldom adopted for fear of losing a crop of corn or cole. What-
ever kind of crop or course of cropping may have preceded, it will

make no difference as to this recommendation, provided the land
is clean and well pulverized. It is seldom desirable to sow the

land down to grass before the third year, vvhich affords a belter

security against the revegetation of the heath than if sown down
the second year. Where permanent pasturage is the grand object

in view, there is no good policy in deep ploughing before the last

course. The principal thing seems to be how to get a good braid

of grass, and how to keep it from year to year. Supposing^ that

the land has been pared and burned, and one, two, or tluee crops

taken before sowing down, I should recommend shallow ploughing
until the last course, which ought to be an inch or two deeper.

This will raise to the surface all the lime and ashes or other

manures which remain unexhausted in the land, as well as a small
portion of fresh soil ; the tendency of all manures not volatile being

obviously to settle downwards. This will afford a rich store of

food for the young grasses, their nutriment being derived priixci-

pally within a few inches of the surface.
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In respect of those lands which by reason of their steepness

cannot be ploughed, I have but few observations to oflFer. Drain-

ing, hming, or planting, appear to be the only resources which we
can profitably employ for their amelioration. I have seen paring

and burning, with a good application of lime, tried, but do not

approve of it. The slippery state of the surface after paring,

combined with its steepness, enable every shower of rain to wash
away a considerable portion of the lime and ashes. Besides these

objections, paring and burning will not always eradicate the heath

without having recourse to the plough also.

In laying down heath land to permanent pasture, I would
always suggest that a good selection and variety of clovers and
grass seeds should be sown, more particularly of those natural

grasses which are most congenial to the soil and climate.

It is a lamentable but a notorious fact, that much more harm is

frequently done to redeemed heath land by over- cropping and
over-stocking afterwards, than by any of the usual methods adopted

in the primary act of reclaiming. Farmers in general are too apt

to plough and rake away at the land so long as it is in high con-

dition and produces a crop of any description, never looking

beyond their immediate profit. They scour away at it as though
it could never be exhausted ; take two or three white crops in suc-

cession without returning back to the land the manure created by
it. Sometimes a green crop, which is drawn, succeeds a host of

white ones ; then another white crop, and sometimes two. The
land is at length sown down with grass seeds, which are mown the

following year ; and then, without allowing the land breathing

time, the plough is again stuck in, and another scourging routine

of cropping pursued similar to that detailed until the virility of the

land is so far exhausted as to be almost if not quite beyond re-

covery. Some of my readers may consider this an overdrawn
picture ; but I assure them I have not unfrequently witnessed such
facts. It is too commonly done on inferior lands difficult of

access, to which my observations are principally directed, and
which constitute the great bulk of recently reclaimed heath land

;

good land possessing in itself a reactive and reproductive power

;

or, in other words, an intrinsic value, which requires little more
than fair play and ordinary attention to keep it fertile. Too much
ought never to be exacted from lands of a weak constitution.

Whatever is taken from them in the shape of produce ought inva-

riably to be returned in the shape of manure. To build up and
never to pull down is a maxim that ought always to be kept steadily

in view. Like a delicate constitutioned man or beast, they ought
to be well fed and supported, and never overworked ; exercised

and taxed in moderation, seasonably and regularly, but never

beyond their powers. Adhering to these principles, we may safely

II 2
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and surely hope for their progressive amelioration and permanent
improvement.

The next and concluding observation I have to make is with

regard to overstocking. It is a very common error, and one

which at least one halt' of our farmers are in the habit of commit-
ting. In the winter season especially all newly- reelaimed heath

land should be left with a good covering of grass upon it, in order

to protect it from the influences of the weather. Deprived of the

heath, its natural covering, it necessarily, to use a common ex-

pression, " gets starved," and requires a substitute if eaten too close

in the autumn or commencement of winter. When this is the

case. Nature steps in with her mantle of moss to supply the defect.

In each succeeding year the same error is committed, the herbage

degenerates both in quantity and quality ; an annual unceasing

contest is maintained between the moss and the grass, each

struggling for the ascendancy ; and man, from short-sighted views

of economy, insensibly assists the former until nature gradually

turns the balance, and thus completes the victory. Wliereas, had
an opposite and more sensible course been pursued, by keeping

always a good coat of herbage upon the land, and thus protecting it

through the inclemency of winter, the cattle, though possibly fewer

in number, would have been better fed, the top sward would have

been considerably thickened, and a vigorous braid of grass, at least

a fortnight earlier in the spring, when it is most valuable, would
have been the result.

I have now to apologise for having introduced anything into

this treatise which the scientific or practical reader may consider

extraneous to the subject, or for making any omissions of what
would have thrown additional light upon it. My object has been

to present the reader with as much practical information as I

could well compress together in a short compass, leaving out

chemical and geological remarks, with their technical phraseolo -

gies, which are little vmderstood by the generality of farmers.

The importance and value of this learning, however, I am bound
to acknowledge, in order to arrive at a proper application of ma-
nures to soils of various compositions.

In advocating what I consider the best system or systems of re-

claiming heath land, it has been my chief object to keep in view

an efficient method combined with economy—a quick and ade-

quate return for the outlay of capital, not only without inflicting

either a temporary or permanent injury upon the land; but, on

the contrary, by a steady, safe, and prudent course of manage^
meat, to promote its progressive and permanent improvement :

and I hope the time is not far distant when many of our barren

heaths will be made fruitful by judicious and skilful management
through the more extensive diffusion of agricultural science, which
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of late years has made such rapid progress under the stimulus

afforded by agricultural societies, the competition for whose prizes

ha^ difluse'd a spirit of emulation unparalleled in our history.

PARING SPADE AND TRAPPING.

SCALE.

•~—
• ' ' ! ' I . I 1 I

,

liincfacJ.

a. Handle of the spade Hi feet loug, diameter 1^ in., made of wood.
4. Shaft do. S feet long, 6 in. wide, 1^ in. thick, made of wood.
e. Socket for the shaft, cut out of the spade plate and turned up.

d. Lug, or wing, cutting upwards similar to the coulter of a plough, turned up 5 in.

e. Spade, cutting hcrizontiJly, 15 in. by 13 in., well-tempered steel.

y. Strap to buckle round the body, and hold up the knocker in front of the thighs.

g. Knocker to posh with, and protect the person from injury (forked piece of wood).
A. Rough whetstone for giving a rough edge.

I. Smooth do. for giving a fine edge.

The rapidity with which capital accumulates in this country

necessarily suggests to its possessors a desire to invest it advan-

tageously. In the improvement of the land there is ample scope.

The produce and value mijht in thousands of instances be
doubled and trebled if skill and capital were only applied even in

land considered as already reclaimed, wliich, from want of tho-

rough drainage and proper management, is almost worthless in its

present state.

The great number of farmers and agricultural labourers who
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emigrate annually to seek a livelihood in foreign climes and far

distant colonies, driven through dire compulsion to rend asunder

the strongest ties of affection, and abandon for ever their native

land, cannot be viewed without feelings of regret by all right-

thinking men : and yet how much of this might be obviated if our

wealthy landowners would set about improving their estates by
drainage and the reclaiming of extensive heaths, (instead of squan-

dering their time and capital on the Continent,) thereby enhancing

the value of our country by increasing its produce and general

fertility—providing additional supplies of home-grown food for the

millions—diffusing peace and plenty around the cottage hearth by
furthering and extending the happy means of employment here

pointed out, and searching out the hidden ti'easures of the soil

!

Such objects as these are well worthy the highest ambition of

every true patriot, who will ever regret to see those who on all

occasions have been found as ready and well qualified to wield the

sword in war as the ploughshare in peace, thus reluctantly estranged

from the land of their birth.

February 22, 1845.

VIII.

—

A detailed Account of the Making of Cheshire Cheese. By
Henry White, Land Agent and Surveyor, Warrington.

Pkize Essay.

It has sometimes been a matter of dispute amongst Englishmen
which particular county or district is the most famous for the

making of cheese. I think, if quantity is to be taken into account

as well as quality, the decision must be in favour of Cheshire, as

there cannot be less, upon a moderate calculation, than 12,000
tons made in that county annually ; a considerable portion of

which is of excellent quality.

There is reason for believing that cheese has been made in

Cheshire for at least 700 years:* and, from allusions made to

* " The fame of the cheeses of Cheshire is of very ancient date : at least

as old as the reign of Henry I. (a.d. 1100). The Countess Constance of
Chester, though the wife of Hugh Lupus, the king's first cousin, kept a
herd of kine, and made good cheeses, three of which she presented to the
Archbishop of Canterbury. Giraldus Cambrciisis bears lionourable testi-

mony to the excellence of the Cheshire cheeses of the day."' (JJel/'s Weekly
Messenger, Feb. 22, 1841.) "Poor men eat cheese for hunger, rich for

digestion. It seems that the ancieut British had no skill in the making
thereof, till taught by the Romans, and now the Romans may even learn
of us more exactness therein. The county of Chester doth aii'ord the best
for quantity and quality; and yet their cows are not (as in other shires)

housed in the winter; so that it mav seem strange, that the hardiest kine"

should yield the tenderest cheese. Some essayed in vain to make the like
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cheese and to curd in the Old Testament,* it is evident that an
article of this nature must have been known and used at a very

early period.

It is scarcely necessary to premise that milk, from which cheese

is made, consists of three distinct parts

—

cream, curd, and whey—
into which, by repose, it spontaneously separates ; but the pro-

cess of separating the whey from the other bodies may, as in

cheese-making, be accelerated by infusing a small quantity of a

simple acid extracted from cured and dried maw-skins, f which
have been previously dissolved in warm water. This infusion is

commonly called " steep," but more properly rennet.

The art of cheese-making consists in the complete extraction of

the whey and in the proper compacting and curing of the curd.

The richness of the cheese depends upon the quality of the milk,

or, in other words, on the proportion of cream which the milk con-

tains. The cheese of Cheshire is professedly made from new
milk, or milk from which no cream has been taken. It is, how-
ever, well known, that in many dairies, in the morning before

cheese-making, a small quantity of cream is skimmed off the pre-

vious evening's milk ; this cream is either churned by itself, or mixed
with whey-cream, by which there is obtained a better quality and
greater quantity of (so called) whey-butter. It may appear sin-

gular to some, that any portion of cream should be found in whey,

but such is the fact, and the means used in Cheshire for extract-

ing it are very simple (see Appendix).

Before entering into a detailed description of the mode em-
ployed in Cheshire in the making of cheese, I would remark that

this Essay is founded upon my own observations, made during a

fifteen years' residence in, and intimate connexion with, that

county ; which latter is still existing. I have long felt an interest

in the subject of cheese-making, with a desire to see it conducted

upon more scientific principles, from a conviction that, were such

the case, both the pocket of the producer and the stomach of the

consumer would often be more agreeably filled : but I do not

wish it to be supposed from this remark that I profess myself con-

versant with these principles : my information being more of a
practical nature, and as such I offer it to the Society.

in other places, though hence they fetched both their kine and daiiy-maids.

It seems they should have fetched their ground too (wherein surely some
occult excellency in this kind), or else so good cheese will not be made.
I hear not the like commendation of the butter in this county ; and per-

chance these two commodities are like stars of a different horizon, so that

the elevation of the one to eminency is the depression of the other."

{Ftiller's Wort/lies.)
* 1 Sam. xvii. 18 ; 2 Sam. xvii. 29 ; Job x. 10.

t The stomachs of suckimj calves. See the method of curing these in the
Appendix.
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Number of Cows kept, and Produce.—The number of cows kept
for the purposes of a cheese dai7-y is seldom less than 8 or 10, or

more than 70 or 80 ; and is of course regulated by the size of the

farms—these average about 90 or 100 statute acres^ upon each of

which about 15 or 1 8 cows are kept. From 18 cows, a cheese of

from 36 lbs. to 54 lbs. weight is made daily during four or five

months of the summer.* The annual produce of cheese per cow
depends both upon the quality of the animal (with the mode of

keeping her) and of the land, or rather the herlage. I have

known many farmers sustain great loss by not feeding their cattle

sufficiently well in winter. With judicious management, about

3 cwt. of cheese (of 112 lbs.) may be considered as the average

amount made per annum upon land let for 30s. a statute acre
;

but in a few instances 5 cwt. per cow, and even more, is some-
times made. This can only be from a small and choice stock.

The Season.—It is the practice amongst farmers in this county

to arrange so as to have most of their cows calving in the months
of March and April ; and so soon as the calves are fed or dis-

posed of, the cheese-making commences, and continues (excepting

in small dairies) to nearly the end of the year. In January and
February the quantity of milk obtained is often so small that the

farmer prefers selling it in the neighbouring towns or making it

into butter. There are however instances, in large dairies (of 70
or 80 cows), of cheese being made throughout the year.

Milking.—The operation commences about five o'clock in the

morning, and five or six in the evening. In this county it is the

practice for most of the servants, both men and maids, to assist,

and for the cows to be milked in the cowhouses (called here
" shippons ") all the year round. When, as is usual, there is one
milker for every six or seven cows, the milking seldom exceeds an

hour and a quarter.

The milk of new-calved cows is not mixed with the other until

about lour or five days after calving.

Offices and Utensils.—As the evening's milk is seldom made
into cheese until the following morning, and sometimes in small

dairies (where four " meals " are used) not until the second

morning, a cool " milk-house " is necessary ; on which account it

usually occupies that side of the farm-house least exposed to the

sun. The utensils in which the milk is kept are usually portable

shallow earthenware vessels called "pan-mugs," and in some

* The Marquess of Cholmondeley and Mr. ToUemache, M P., with a
laudable desire to encourage the suspension of Sunday labour, have, for

several years, offered through the South Cheshire Agricultural Society a
prize of '20/. to such farmer as shall have made the best cheese without
infringing on the Sabbath rest. Although this prize has, I believe, been
regularly claimed, yet, from a variety of causes, the practice of making
cheese on the Sabbath, as on other days, is still very general.
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dairies leaden or zinc coolers. Most of the milk-rooms have lat-

tice or wire windows for the circulation of air, and the floors are

laid in a sloping form for the free escape of the cold water with

which they are daily swilled throughout the summer months. If

precautions of this nature be not attended to. there is a risk of the

evening's milk becoming sour ; in which case, whatever quantity

of new milk be added to it in the morning, the cheese will be

sour also. I am led to believe that a temperature of as near

SO'' Fahrenheit as could be maintained, would be best for a

milk-house throughout the year. The dairy is generally situate

near the milk-house, and fitted up with two set-pans or boilers—
a large one for scalding the whey, and a smaller one for heat-

ing water. The " cheese-presses " and " screw '" are kept wiihin

this room, and the operation of cheese-making is here carried on.

Some farm-houses are not provided with a dairy, and the cheese

is then made in the kitchen—this is commonly the case on small

farms. The salting and drying house '" (often one and the same
room), if conveniently situated, adjoins the dairy. The cheese is

placed here on stone or wooden benches, salted externally , and is

afterwards left so as to dry gradually before being removed to the

cheese-room. By some dairy-maids, this external sailing is dis-

pensed with, and the room is then of course only used for drying.

These offices are all on the ground-floor. In some cases the

cheese-room is over the dairy, in others over the kitchen, or some
other room wherein a fire is usually kept, and sometimes, though

rarelv, over the coichouses or stables. Light and air are invariably

excluded, either by a curtain or shutters.* The floor is either of

plaster (gypsum) or boards, but more commonly the latter ; some
of the larger cheese-rooms are warmed by stoves, or hot air, and
occasionally, though rarely, by fire-places in the room itself. The
small cheese-rooms are seldom supplied with artificial heat, ex-

cept what is gained from the rooms below. Some cheese-rooms are

occasionally found to be in the summer time too warm, in which
case the cheese has to be removed for a time to a cooler part of

the house. This is more generally necessary where the building is

slated, and exposed to the noon-day sun ; but is seldom or never

experienced where the roof is of thatch. The size of these offices

is of course regulated by the extent of the farm ; where 30 cows
are kept I find them nearly as follows :

—

Yds. Yds. Square Yds.

Milk-house . . . 6 by 3 or about 18
Dairy . . . . 6 by 5 „ 30
Salting and drying-house . 4 by o „ 20
Cheese-room over dairy and

drying-house . . 10 by 5 (or 8 by 6) „ 50

• One reason, amongst others, assigned for this (universal) practice, is

its tendency to prevent the mischievous effects of the fly.
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The utensils, excepting those I have describedj will be noticed

hereafter.

Process of Cheese-making.—As the first process— namely,
that of extracting the whey and salting—occupies, according to

circumstances, from five to seven hours, it is found most con-

venient to commence it in the morning. This being the case, the

evening's milk has to be kept all night in the milk-house. In the

morning, the cream having been skimmed off, a portion of this

milk is warmed. This is done in a circular flat-bottomed brass or

tin pan (see a, fig. 4), floated in the boiler, the water of which
has been previously heated for that purpose : the size of this pan
is about 20 inches in diameter and 8 inches deep. The quantity

to be warmed depends upon the state of the weather ; for the first

two or three months of the season (say March, April, and May)
it is not unusual to heat as much as half the evening's milk to a

temperature of 100" Fahrenheit, and this heat is rarely exceeded,

excepting by those dairymaids who wish to save themselves trou-

ble in the after process. The " cheese-tub," which is similar to a

brewing-tub, having been placed in readiness in the dairy, the

cold milk is now put in and the warm added. Supposing the

temperature of the cold milk to be about 50°, and the warm 100°,

and they were in equal proportions, the heat after mixing would
be 75°, or something less ; but in warm weather it will be suffi-

cient if it reaches 70°. I have known instances of good cheese

being made in summer without warming any portion of the even-

ing's milk, indeed such now is becoming the general practice.

In very warm weather some dairy-maids think it necessary to

reduce even the temperature of the morning's milk. The cream,

which is diluted either in about double its quantity of warm or

new milk, or by being exposed to the heat of the boiler in the

same way as the milk, is next put in. I have before stated that

it is customary to retain a small part of the cream for butter

:

when this is the case, it is considered best to skim it off the

whole surface of the cream before diluting, as by that means
the froth and bubbles, which are supposed to be prejudicial

to the cheese, will, for the most part, be taken off. This leads

me to the conclusion that J}.red air, if it gets mixed in' the

curd, has been found to be detrimental. Since warming of fluids

has a tendency to dispel this fixed air, it is perhaps worthy of con-

sideration whether it would not be better to warm the lohole of the

evening's milk to the required temperature, rather than heating a

pai-t of it so high as i 00°. The process adopted with the even-

ing's milk, as above described, is generally finished previous to

the time of milking in the morning; but if not, the dairy-maid

stops and completes it before the new milk is brought in from the

cows. This new or morning's milk is then added by passing it
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through a sieve placed upon the " cheese-ladder " over the cheese-

tub. When the whole is thus collected, some few bubbles are

invariably found floating on the surface ; these are skimmed off

and passed through the sieve to break them.

One of the most important points now to be attended to is the

heat of the milk preparatory to coagulation, as the milk, if at a

proper temperature, should now be ready to " set together," that

is, to receive the rennet. This heat is rarely tested by any other

thermometer than that of the dairymaid's hand ; some may, and

I have no doubt do, determine it pretty correctly, but cannot

always.

In consequence of the changes in the weather it is difficult even

for an experienced dairymaid to know at all times what propor

tion of the evening's milk should be warmed ; she is therefore

cautious not to warm too much, until the morning's milk is added

and the consequent heat ascertained. If it be deemed too cool, a

little of the evening's milk which has been reserved is then warmed,

so as to produce the heat required ; but w-hen none has been re-

served, the necessary quantity taken from the tub after the admix-

ture of the two milkings is warmed for that purpose. Little is

known amongst the farmers or dairymaids as to the precise heat

which is best. I have seldom heard the subject named, except by

a vague comparison that such and such dairies were made colder or

tvarmer than others. I am acquainted with some farmers whose
wives are said to have a peculiar method of their own, and who,

I believe, obtain a high price for their cheese in the Manchester
market

;
chiefly from the tendency of the cheese to green mould.

I know little of the system which these parties adopt, but I under-

stand they make their cheese cold"—that is, set the milk toge-

ther at a low temperature ; and I am also inclined to think they

use less salt than others. I have not solicited the privilege of pry-

ing into the mysteries pursued in these dairies, nor could I expect

to have been so indulged if I had, especially if they had supposed

it was for publication. It is said these parties get a greater price

for their cheese than many of their neighbours, which I have no
reason to doubt ; and I think, from what I have seen, they make
quite as great a quantity per cow. But the real price obtained,

and the precise quantity made in any particular dairy, is seldom
known beyond the farmer's own family and the factor.

I ought, perhaps, to state that I have tasted some of these

cheeses, and find them generally very good, fair toasters, and with-

out colouring ; but in some I have detected a slight sourness : from
this cause, or, what is more probable, from too little salt being
used, the cheese will not keep long before decomposition takes

place. To the farmer this would only be of consequence in the

event of his not being able to sell the article at the time he wished.
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In the dailies where I have been permitted to take observations,

the lowest heat of setting the milk together was 77^. I am
disposed to think those who make a so-called cold cheese do not

adopt much lower temperatm-es, even in summer, than 74° or 75°;

since a much longer time would be occujHed in gathering and
compacting the curd, and considerable risk incurred of having

what is termed a sour cheese.

The evening's milk in the tub being at or about 75°, as before

stated, and the milk which is brought from the cows 90° or 95°,

the temperature of the whole is then found to be somewhere be-

tween 80° and 85°; and I am of opinion that the heat at which
milk ought to be and is commonlj coagulated ranges between
those two temperatures.*

When colouriii(j is used, which is not so extensively the case as

formerly, it is put into the milk immediately before the rennet.

The nature of the article used for this purpose I propose to inves-

tigate under a distinct head in the Appendix. The quantity of

colouring is in some degree regulated by the quality of the milk :

if a considerable portion of the cream of the evening's milk has

been taken out for making butter, a greater quantity of this colour-

ing matter will be required to give the cheese that appearance

which is found necessary to please the eye of the consumer, and
particularly of those residing in London or at a distance. Annatto
(or rather a colouring matter which goes by that name) is the

article used ; 1 lb. of it for each ton of cheese is a moderate
calculation ; this would be after the rate of half an ounce to

75 lbs. The present retail price of the " best real Spanish

annatto" is 4s. per lb. The colouring is prepared and applied

in different ways, but the most common is to take apiece of

the requisite size, to fold it in a small bit of linen, and put

it in half or a quarter of a pint of warm water the previous

night. By this means it gets sufficiently dissolved. When
the infusion is poured into the milk, the linen bag containing

it is dipped in, and rubbed betwixt the fingers until the colouring

is all discharged. The dregs, if any, remain in the bag.

The rennet, or steep as it is commonly called, is next added. I

have already stated in the introduction, that this is an infusion

made from the preserved stomach or maw of sucking calves,

* Since writing (he above I have met with a farmer in Eddisbury Hun-
dred, who says he used the thermometer during the year 1841 for the first

time, and that the heat he unil'ormly adopted was 84". I also found a

thermometer at another dairy near to this, but it was not in use. I was
allowed to test the heat of the milk with it, and found it 78° ; this was in

June. The precise heat at wliicli milk ouglit to be coagulated is a matter

of vital importance in cheese-making, and can only be ascertained by a

series of careful and judicious experiments made by scientific and practical

parties.
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thence called maw-skins or hac/sldns. A recipe for preserving the

skins will be found in the Appendix. To define the quantity of

rennet sufficient for coagulating a given quantity of milk is a very

difficult matter, as the maw-skins vary so much in quality. When
the farmer is laying in a stock for the year, he generally calculates

upon a dozen of skins to a ton of cheese, but the skins vary in

size (the price when cured is from Os. to 95. per dozen). In using

them, it is the practice often to cut two skins at once. Three

square inches taken from the bottom (or strongest part) of one,

and one or two inches from the top (or weakest part) of the other,

is generally found sufficient for sixty gallons of milk. These two

pieces of skin are put into a cup containing about half a pint of

luke-warm water, with the addition of a tea-spoonful of salt, some
part of the day previous to being used. The water thus impreg-

nated with the maw-skin is passed through the sieve into the milk,

but the skin itself is generally, though not always, kept out. The
rennet cup is well scalded before being used again. I have been
told that some farmers make a sufficiently large quantity of rennet

to last for several weeks, and find it to answer better than making
a small quantity daily. The question is, will it keep sweet ?

The colouring and rennet having been put in, the milk is well

stirred and left to coagulate. It is usual to invert the skimming-
dish on the surface of the milk—a practice of doubtful propriety,

for this reason, that the curd immediately under it does not attain

the same adhesiveness as the other, and is one of the causes of

what is commonly called slip curd. The tub is now covered up,

either with a wooden lid, or with cloths supported by the '• cheese

ladder;" these assist in preserving the heat of the milk, and pro-

tect it from dust and dirt.

The coagulation (or "coming") is generally effected in an hour
or an hour and a half. As far as my own observations extend, I

am led to think that an average of these two is sufficiently long, if

the proper means are used in effecting the formation of the curd :

for it is well known that, ceteris ])aribus, the warmer the milk is

at the time of setting together, or the stronger the rennet, the

sooner will the coagulation take place, but the curd will in con-

sequence be tougher and less in quantity ; on the contrary, the

cooler the milk, or the weaker the rennet, the longer will the curd
be in forming, and the more tender its quality, but its quantity

will be greater. By attention to these results the cheesemaker
may soon decide when too much or too little rennet has been put
in the milk, and correct the quantity the next time. It may be
proper here to state that too much rennet has a tendency to impart
an unpleasant flavour, or bitterness, to the cheese.

It may generally be expected that the heat of the curd when
formed will be four or five degrees less than the milk was when
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set together ; and it is desirable, particularly in cool weather, that

this difference should not be greater, otherwise the subsequent
labour will be more difficult. To determine exactly when the

curd is in a fit state for what is called " breaking," requires some
practical knowledge ; with attention this is soon acquired. The
point is generally determined by gently pressing the surface of the

milk with the hack of the hand, or by lifting up the skimming-
dish, beneath which the curd and whey will distinctly appear if

the coagulation is complete. Another criterion is the colour of

the whey, which should be of a pale green.

The " breaking" and " gathering" of the curd is the next

process. This used formerly to be done by means of the hands
and skimming-dish (a practice still continued in some dairies)

;

but the curd-breaker is now generally made use of for this purpose
(see Fig. 1). It is made of wire-work, in an oval form, and has

a tin rim round it about an inch and a half broad. This wire-

work cuts the curd, by being passed through it perpendicularly

very, very gently at first, and in different directions, so that the

whole mass is separated into very small portions. The length of

time required for the operation depends upon the quantity of

curd : for a 60 lb. cheese the operation often takes twenty or

twenty-five minutes. After this the curd is left for a quarter of

an hour to separate from the whey, and, if the weather be cool,

the tub is covered to retain the heat. The curd having separated,

which it does by sinking, a portion of the whey at the top is then

taken out by the portable brass or tin pan before alluded to, being

pressed into it, and emptied into the set-pan- The curd is then

gently broken by the dairy-maid and her assistant passing their

hands down to the bottom of the tub, and buoying up a portion

of the curd at each time to the surface, or by again using the

curd-breaker. The curd having been brought to the top, is

easily seized, and separated into smaller portions, and the whey
thereby released. Tliis opei'ation takes about half an hour. After

the expiration of another half hour (or so soon as the curd is con-

sidered sufficiently settled—for there is no saying to five or ten

minutes how long each particular interval of rest should be), more
whey is taken out, and the curd af terwards drawn as much< into

one half of the bottom of the tub as its loose texture will admit

of. * Upon the curd is then placed a semi-circular board adapted

* At this stage, it is the practice witli some dairy-maids, when they sup-
pose the curd is colder or more tender than it ought to be, to retiun a few
gallons of whey after it has been heated over the boiler in the brass pan
into llic tub again, to assist the discharge of the remaining whey. If, on
the contrary, the curd is found warmer than is intended or desirable, which
is sometimes the case in hot weather or during thunder, a few gallons of

cold water are applied to prevent the curd becoming tough These incon-
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to the size of the tub, with a weight of about 301b. placed upon

it. This board is perforated with holes, about half an inch in

diameter, to allow the whey to escape through. The tub is now-

set three or four inches atilt to drain the whey more readily from

the curd, and to admit of its being collected and carried off. The
skimming-dish is again required to lade out the whey. The whey,

on its way to the set-pan, is passed through a sieve, to collect any

curd which may happen to be floating in it. This curd is what is

called slip curd, which by some is not returned to the tub, for the

reason I have before stated. The weight and board are shortly

taken off, and such part of the curd as has been squeezed from

under them is again collected on one side, and a heavier weight

(say 501b. or 601b.) applied as before. As the whey escapes

from the curd it is laded out. In the course of a quarter of an

hour the board is again removed, the curd cut in intersections of

six or eight inches apart, to assist the discharge of the whey, and
the board, with additional weights (about double the last), again

applied. Some dairy-maids now add the slip curd. The weights

are again increased if it be thought necessary : observing always

to let the pressure which is applied be gradual, and regulated by the

degree of compactness of the curd, for if this is not attended to now,

as well as afterwards, a considerable portion of butyraceous matter

will be forced out and the cheese of course deteriorated.

The curd is again cut into square pieces, taken out of the cheese-

tub and broken a little by the hands as it is passed into the
" thrusting-tub" {a. Figs. 2 and 3). (In some dairies a large-sized

cheese-vat, in others a willow basket is substituted for the thrusting-

tub.) In this the extraction of the whey is afterwards continued

by the application of " the screw," of which there are two or three

kinds, but all on the same principle (see Figs. 2 and 3). The old

plan of thrusting—and from which the term is no doubt derived

—

was by means of a pole four or five yards long, fixed at one end
into an upright post, whilst at the other was seated a lusty lad or

a man, who kept regularly pressing down the pole upon the curd,

the pole acting as a lever. Both poles and men are now almost

entirely expelled from the Cheshire dairies ; and the screw is also

likely to be superseded by the " lever press" (Fig. 5). The ad-

vantages of this over the screw are, that it sinks by its own action

with the curd—aivj degree of pressure required can be applied and
gradually increased, and less attention is necessary ; whereas the

pressure from the screw is sudden and uncertain, and having no
self-action, requires the dairy-maid's assistance every five or ten

minutes to render it effectual.

The " thrusting-tub," in which the curd has now to be pressed,

veniences would, in my opinion, seldom if ever happen if a thermometer
was used at fust, and the proper heat at that time adhered to.
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is round, and is perforated with holes at the sides and bottom for

the whey to escape through (see a, Figs. 2 and 3). Before the

curd is put in, a "cheese-cloth" of the coarsest kind, about one
and a half yard long and a yard wide (or of dimensions sufficient

to contain the curd), is placed in it.* In this the curd, after being

broken, as before stated, is enveloped, and a " sinker," or strong

circular board, which fits the inside of the tub, placed on it

{h, Figs. 2 and 3). Upon this the screw (or lever press, if used)

is let down, and the power gradually applied.

To assist still further the discharge of the whey, long iron

skewers are introduced through the perforations in the tub, with

their points directed upwards, so that when the skewers are with-

drawn there is a drain made for the whey to follow. These
skewers do not remain in more than five or ten .minutes ; the

pressure is continued a little longer. The curd is now cut through,

in intersections of two or three inches apart, with a large dull

knife, so as not to injure the cheese-cloth, and the edge or corner

of the curd is cut off all round, and placed in the centre. After

this the pressure is again applied, and gradually increased, and the

skewers introduced and withdrawn as before, after the lapse of

about fifteen or twenty minutes. The curd is then taken com-
pletely out of the tub, cut into four or five pieces, and each piece

broken separately with the hands to about the size of two or three

inches square. A clean dry cloth is made use of, the curd folded

in it, and again pressed and skewered. These operations are

repeated until the whey is sufficiently extracted to admit of the

curd being salted, which is the next part of the process.

If the milk is set together at six o'clock, and the coagulation

takes place in an hour and a quarter, the breaking, gathering, and
preparation for salting is generally accomplished by eleven or

twelve o'clock.

I'his is merely mentioned as some guide to the neiu beginner,

who may not be able to judge from the state of the curd when it

is fit for salting. I may here observe that it is the practice in

some dairies to salt the curd, whilst, in my opinion, there is too

much lohey in it.

The quantity of salt used is regulated by some old custori, or

by the fancy or taste of the dairy-maid, and with about as good a

chance of correctness as that with which she regulates the tempe-

rature of the milk by the touch. That clever and experienced

persons may determine the proper quantity of salt in this way
tolerably well, I admit; but there are many others v/ho fall into

error, and all for want of some fixed rule. If there be a certain

* Checse-clotJis are linen, of a ratlier closer texture than canvas, and
made for the purpose. The coarse kind are sometimes termed scretc-

cloUis.
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proportion of salt Avhich would answer the pur])ose best, which

there doubtless is, why not .-vscertain and adopt it ?

" In all dairies" (says Mr. VVcdofe, the author of the original

'Report of the Agriculture of Cheshire,' written many years ago,

but still equally true) "the same points are admitted to be essen-

tial, but although the means of obtaining those are, upon farms

simdarly circumstanced, so far alike, as to differ materially in the

minutiic only, yet upon these minutiae much of the art of cheese-

making depends.
" That an exact uniformity does not prevail in every part of the

process, is no wonder ; for there is not any of the business which
is conducted in a dairy which tends to chemical exactness. Where
there is no precision, there can be no just comparison ; and where
no comparison can be made, there exists no foundation for an
attempt at uniformity. The degree of heat at setting the milk to-

gether is never measured, the quantity of steep is guessed at, and its

quality not exactly known; the quantity of salt necessary is unde-

fined, and the sweating or fermenting of the cheese, when made, is

accidental^

As an antiseptic, a certain quantity of salt is necessary : it is

the same in this respect with cheese as it is with butter or bacon.

There may be, and no doubt are, differences of opinion, both

amongst makers and consumers of cheese, as to the degree of

saltness which is best; and it may be necessary, in order to suit

the palates of the many, that there should be a variety. I am
willing to admit the force of the argument, so far, that thei-e might
be these shades of difference in different dairies, but think that

they ought not to exist in one and the same dairy. Each maker
strives at uniformity as regards the thickness and colour of his

cheese, and would like also to attain uniformity in flavour if he
could. Why not, therefore, measure or weigh the salt before

using; regulating the same by the quantity of milk or the weight
or quantity of curd ?* The former would easily be ascertained by
means of a gauge, or graduated rod, which any farmer might
make for himself, to suit his own cheese-tub. The way to make
it would be to pour into the tub a gallon of water, or any liquid,

and then to note its height, and mark it on the rod. This being
done, put in another gallon and again mark the height, and so on
until the tub is full; taking care afterwards to introduce the rod
into the same part of the tub, as the bottoms are not often level.

* Since writing the above I have learnt that a farmer in South Cheshire,

well known for his introduction of improvements in agriculture, has
commenced the system of weighing his curd previous to salting it, and he
says he uses salt in the proportion of 1 lb. to 42 lbs. of cuid. He also

informs me he sets his milk tou;ether by a thermometer, and at a tempera-
ture ol' 7(i^ or 77'^.—Way, 18451

vol,. VI. I
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It has generally been considered that a gallon of milk (suppos-

ing little or no cream has been taken from it) will produce upon
an average of the season lib. of saleable cheese; that is, when
the cheese is four or five months old. In autumn there is always

more curd from the same quantity of milk than at any other part

of the season.

During wet weather there will sometimes be more milk than

usual, though not a proportionately greater quantity of curd. An
experienced dairy-maid soon detects these different results, and
makes allowances accordinjjlv. I have met with no dairv-maid

who regularly weighs the salt; but a highly-respectable farmer,

whose wife mnkes a first-rate cheese, has given me the weight

used in his dairy, as near as the same can be computed. It is as

follows :

—

lb. lb. oz.

In March and April their

cheeses average about 30 and about 0 10 of salt is used.

In Mav, June, and July .70 „ 2 0 „
In August ... 60 ,, 1 12 „
In September ... 50 „ 14 „
In October and November 30 ., 0 10 „

In the above instance it will be seen that more in proportion

was used in summer than at other times, and that the average is

1 lb. of salt for 40 lbs. of dried cheese (or say forty gallons of

milk).

I was favoured with an account from another dairy in which,

to oblige me, the salt^or once was weighed. For a cheese which
weighed 46 lbs. a few days after making (say 42 lbs. at four months
old) 1 lb. 1 oz. was used. This is also after the rate of 1 lb. of salt for

40 lbs. of dried cheese, and was said to be the quantity uniformly

used throughout the year in this dairy, which consisted of about

forty cows.

A third account is from a dairy of sixteen cows : the quantity

of salt used was generally about 1 lb. for 45 lbs. of cheese; but

the dairy-maid made a trial last year with one cheese, using only

three quarters of a pound. The cheese was made at the begin-

ning of June, and when weighed in the middle of Septembty was

42 lbs. This cheese was admitted to be better than the others in

the same dairy.*

The salt termed the " middle srained'' is the kind gfenerallv

used; but some use " fine." Eefore applying it the curd is cut into

three or four equal sized pieces, and each of these is broken into

* It may not be out of place here to state that at Northwich, which is

about the centre of the county, and where the principal salt-works are

found, salt is at present bought for 8f/. per bushel of 5G lbs. In large

quantities the price is considerably lower.
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smjiUer pieces by hand, or is passed once throu<(h the curd-mill *

(Fig. 4). The salt is then scattered over it, and the " breaking"

continued either by tlie hands, the curd mill, or both, until the

salt is well intermixed and the curd perfectly crumbled. Each
portion as it is broken is put into the cheese-vat, in which has

first been placed a clean and rather finer cloth than was used for

the previous process, and the curd is compacted as much with the

hands as possible. To admit of the curd being properly pressed,

it is necessary to put it into such a vat as it will overfill by at least

two inches. It is also rounded up a little in the middle. The
clpth is then brought over it and lucked in at the edges of the vat

with a small wooden knife or other dull-edged instrument. In

order to support the outside of that part of the curd which is

above the vat, and to keep it in proper form when the press is

applied, a tin or zinc hoop or " fillet," the edges of which are

rounded off so as not to cut the cloth, and the ends lapping over

and unattached, so that the same fillet will do for different sizes of

cheese, is introduced round the inside of the top of the vat. The
" fillet" thus placed sinks with the curd, and having small per-

forations in it, the emission of the whey is effected through it as

through the perforations of the vat. Since it has become the

fashion to make Cheshire cheeses thicker than they used to be, it

is no unusual thing: to see fillets six or eijrht inches broad.

The vat is now again placed under the screw or lever press,

and the skewering is also continued. The pressure is increased

at intervals, and the skewers inserted in fresh places to accelerate

as much as possible the discharge of the remaining whey or
" thrustings,^' as it is now termed.

In the course of an hour from the time of salting the curd is

taken froin under the screw or lever press and out of the vat, for

the purpose of being turned upside down, which is done on a

table. In the first place, the angles of that side which was top-

most in the vat are cut off ; a circular piece, two or three inches

deep, is often also scooped out of the centre, and both are broken
small with the hands and rounded up in the middle. The cloth

being drawn over the curd, the vat is then turned down upon it,

and re-turning the vat with the curd in it, the olher angles and
centre part of the curd are broken in a similar manner : after

which the tin fillet is put on, and the screwing and pressing is con-

tinued as before for about half an hour or an hour. It will, pro-

bably, be two or three o'clock in the afternoon before the curd (or

* The curd-mill is of recent introduction, and it is only in a few dairies
that it is met with ; some dairy-maids highly approving, others objecting
to it. I think it will soon be more generally adopted, as it effects a saving
in time, and breaks the curd more regularlv than it can be done by hand,

I 2
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cbeese, as i: may now be termed) is got under the press ; that is,

when it is removed from the screw to the stone press : but where
the lever press is used instead of the screw, which, I think, might
always be advantageously done, all the change that will now be
required is a little more v.eight at the end of the lever.

Before turning the cheese for the purpose of placing it under
the press, it is usual to prick it perpendicularly down with a

skewer in several places, for the purpose of making drains for the
whey, after having been so turned. A clean cloth is applied, and
where the lever press is not used the cheese is put under one of the

lightest of the other kind. A pressure of six, eiarht, or ten cwt.,

according to the size of the cheese, will be sufficient. This is

generally accomplished by about two or three o'clock in the after-

noon. Smaller skewers are now used, and remain (bv removing
them occasionally into fresh places) until about four o'clock : they

are then withdrawn, but the cheese remains half an hour longer

undisturbed, to allow the whev to drain from it. It is then, or

some time in the evening, turned, a clean cloth is put over it, and
the pressing continued. If the lever press be used, the weight

may be a little increased.

On the second day the cheese is generally turned twice or three

times ; it is also skewered, and clean cloths are used each time of

turning. I would observe here, that if any of the cloths are used

again before they have been washed and dried iu the open air,

great care should be taken that thev be well scalded. The presses

used for at least the two first days, and, if possible, during the

whole process, should be situate in the dairy, kitchen, or some
other moderately tcarm place, otherv.ise the whey will be longer

in discharging, and more liable on that account, from the acidity

which it soon acquires, to injure the flavour of the cheese. Ano-
ther advantage of the lever press is that in cold weather it may be

easily moved to a sufficiently warm place, which cannot be the

case with the common presses. These common presses are

chiefly made of one square block of stone fixed in a wooilen frame,

but are also made of wooden boxes filled with sljff or other heavy

material. Thev are generally fixed bv the walls of the dairy, for

the purpose of being staved to them, and being there most out of

the way : w hen there is not room in the dairy or kitchen, they are

placed in the salting room or pantry, which latter places are often

much too cold for the purpose, as the whey seldom gets thoroughly

extracted when the presses are in cold situations.

On the third da>/, the cheese is again turned once or twice, but

ought not to require any skewering. The heaviest press is now
had recourse to, and for a cheese of 60 lbs. or 70 lbs. weight about

30 cict. will be pressure sufficient; but some dairy-maids apply as

much as two tons, their heaviest press being that weight. A cheese-
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press of this weight, made of a block of red freestone, would be

3 ft. 2 in. long, 2 ft. 8 in. wide, and 3 ft. 2 in. high.

On thefourth day, it is usual in most dairies to discontinue the

pressing, but in others it is continued for a day or two longer.

The cheese is then removed to what is called

The Saltinff and Drying Room.—Sometimes these are distinct

aparlmenis, but more generally one room suffices for both pur-

poses. The salt can now, of course, be only applied externally

:

and the good, if any, effected is to harden the coat of the

cheese. The cheese I have before alluded to, as having been
made with three-quarters of a pound of salt, and which irMS vmch
above an average in quality, was removed, as an experiment, direct

frovi the press to the cheese-room. I am inclined to think this is the

better system, or at least that a great deal of the present labour of

the salting-house might be dispensed with.

It is, however, only right to state that in most of the dairies of

this county the practice of external salting still obtains. I will

therefore describe the process usually adopted.

The cheese is taken out of the vat, and a strong bandage called

a "fillet," about 2 inches broad, and long enough to go three

times round the cheese, is used. As this bandage is put on, salt

is applied underneath it, to the coat of the cheese. The bandsige

is fastened with strong pins, the cheese placed on stone or wooden
shelves or benches, and salt spread on the top to within an inch

or two of the edges. The cheese is turned daily, and fresh salt

and a clean bandage applied. In some few dairies it is the prac-

tice, before the salting above described, to half immerse the cheese

for two or three days in strong brine kept in a shallow tub for

that purpose. The salting process above described is continued

for various periods : by some for five or six davs, by others as long

as three weeks. I will give the rule followed by the farmer who
furnished me M'ith the particulars of his salting of the curd (p. 113).

It is as follows :

—

From the beginning of the season (about March) to the time

of the cows being turned out to grass (I2th May), the cheese

remains in salt four davs ; from thence to the end of Juh , ten

days; in August, eight days; September, six days; and the rest

of the season four davs.

It is obvious, from the practice in this dairy, that it is considered

necessary for the cheese to remain in salt longer in the middle of

summer thari at other seasons.

After this salting, the cheese is well wiped or washed, has a

clean bandage put round it, and continues in the same room, or

an adjoining c-ne, on wooden shelves, for the purpose of being

dried. It is turned once a day, and remains until it is considered

sufficiently dry for being removed to the chcese-rcom. The length
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of time for keeping cheese in the " drving-house " varies from
seven to twenty davs ; and is regulated by the temperature of the

weather, or the cheese-room to which it has to be next removed.
In hot weather, and especiallv if the cheese-room is exposed to

the heat of the noon-day sun, the change from a too cold drying-

house (as many often are, except perhaps in the middle of sum-
mer) to a too hot cheese-ronm, is calculated to cause cracks in the

cheese, which said cracks have from time to time to be filled up
by the application of bacon-fat, or whev-butter, otherwise mites

would soon be generated, and the appearance of the cheese de-

tracted from. To prevent this cracking as much as possible, the

salting and drying houses have rarely if ever the windows opened,

and drafts or currents of air are therebv prevented. This pre-

caution is also adopted in the cheese-room
;
and, in addition, the

light is excluded either by a shutter or blind, as I have before

stated.

The cheese I have before alluded to as having been made with-

out any external salting, as an experiment, and which teas taken

directfrom the cheese-press to the cheese-room, was made in the be-

ginning of June, and at the end of September was ready for the

market. The quality of the cheese was better than that made in

the ordinary wav, and all the labour of the saltin? and drying:

house was saved. Mv own impression is, as I have already

hinted, that the drving-rooms are often too cold ; and that if it is

found to be desirable, as perhaps it mav be in some dairies, to

continue the use of such drj ing-rooms, the heat should be kept as

near as possible at from 50" to 55". In concluding my remarks

on this room, I must not omit to observe that it is necessary the

cheeses should remain bandaged, in order to prevent their bulijing,

and also that they should be turned over once a day. If one
cheese be made daily, one will consequently—in the course of a

certain time after the season of cheese-making commences—have

to be removed every day to the cheese-room. When taken to this

room, the situation of which I have before described, it is usual

to scrape and clean the coat of the cheese, and to place it, in the

first instance, in the coolest part of the room, often for a^few

w eeks upon shelves or benches, which are cooler than the floor,

subsequently upon the coolest part of the floor, and ultimately

upon the warmest part. It is usual to continue the bandage or

" fillet " for several weeks after the cheese gets into this room,

and indeed in some dairies until it is sold. It is also usual to

turn the cheeses, and wipe them with a cloth daily, for at least

three or four months, and every alternate day afterwards; and

when there are any symptoms of cracking, bacon-fat, hogs'-

lard, or some other fatty substance, is applied. The floor of the

cheese-room is generally covered with dried rushes, or a coarse
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grass resembling rushes, called " sniddle," or wheat-straw. The
floor should be level, otherwise the cheeses will not be kept easily

in shape ; and should be well washed with hot water and soft soap

about twice a-year. The temperature of the cheese-room should,

when attainable, range between GO" and 65°. When this is the

case, the ' fust make " will generally be ready for the factor by

September or October, and the "latter make" by December or

January ; but in consequence of many rooms being badly situated

and imperfectly healed, the farmer very often does not get his

cheese into the market until two or three months after these re-

spective ])eri()ds. The object gained in having the cheese-room

about the temperature 1 have named is three-fold : the perfect

fermentation and ripening of the cheese, the reduction of labour,

and the quicker return of -projit.

It is usual in this county to sell the cheese by what is some-
times termed the long hundred (120 lbs. to the cvvt.), but the

factors often re([uire 121 lbs. The price varies with the quality

of the article, the state of the market, and the size of the cheese,

for large cheeses always sell for more per lb. than smaller ones.

There is perhaps nothing more diilicult to ascertain than the ave-

rage price of cheese, inasmuch as both fariher and factor make
the price a secret. The highest I heard of last season (1843)
was 7'2s. per cwt. of 120 lbs., or a little more than 7d. per lb. ; the

lowest would probably be about 405. or 45s.*

Conclusion.—I am aware that a great deal might still be said

bearing on this subject. The various defects of cheese, the great

difference in the flavour, the effects of different pasturage and
food, and various other matters, might be discussed, but it is

considered this essay is already too long and tedious. 1 shall

therefore content myself by giving the following tabular state-

ment, and the information promised in the Appendix. I cannot,

however, close my remarks without expressing my admiration

of the industry, cleanliness, and frugality of the Cheshire dairy-

maids. Their labours are great indeed ; tlieir cleanlmess not

to be surpassed ; and to their good management it is, that the

landlord may often consider himself indebted for the whole of
his rent.

* There is a general wish on the part of the farmers to adopt the
standard weight of 112 lbs., but the factors have hitherto in a great
measure succeeded in purchasing according to tlie old custom of 120 lbs.

The law for regulating weiglits and measures has little or no effect in this

county, as the numerous customs at variance with that law, and still in
operation, bear testimony.
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APPENDIX.

The Scalding of the Whey, and the Making of Wliey-Butter.

This process is carried on simultaneously with the making of the cheese.

The whey which comes from the curd previous to its being salted is

called the green whey, and that whicli is extracted afterwards the

thrustings, or white whey. The latter are more or less impregnated

with salt. As soon as the principal part of the green whey is collected

in the set-pan, a fire is lighted under it of Cannel coal, crop-wood,

or olher quick burning fuel. The remainder of the green whey is added

after the tire is lighted. It is usual to skim off any small particles of

curd which float on the whey, and give them to the poultry. Whilst the

whey is heating it is necessary that it should be frequently stirred, or it

will be liable to burn to the bottom of the pan. When it has attained a

heat of about 160° or 170°, if any whey is wanted for the family it is

then taken out. When the whey has reached the heat of 180° it is in a

fit state for breaking. This may be effected by any simple acid, but it

is customary here to use sour buttermilk, and with it the thriisfings of

the previous day. The quantity of buttermilk necessary may be easily

ascertained. I have only noted what was used in one instance, which
was 1 pint of buttermilk and 2 quarts of thrustings (which had been
mixed the day previous to being used, and kept in a tolerably warm
place to increase the acidity) to 22 gallons of whey. The breaking by
this method, which is almost instantaneous, has the effect of causing

all the creamy matter to rise to the surface, from which it is regularly

skimmed off, and put into a cream-mug. The last skimmings are termed
jleetings, and are generally reserved for the use of the servants. It is

necessary, after the breakings are put in, to check or withdraw the fire,

to prevent the whey from boiling. The refuse whey, after the cream is

skimmed off, is laded out of the pan for the use of the pigs ; and it is

generally conveyed by a spout fixed above the pan, which leads to a

cistern or tub in which the pig-meat is kept.

The making of butter from ichey-cream varies very little from the

process of making butter from the cream of milk. The cream is kept for

three or four days, or until it has become clotted (provincially termed
calved). Those who make the best whey-butter have a spigot and faucet

to each of their cream-mugs to let oft' the whey, which in the course of a

few hours settles at the bottom, and which, if allowed to remain, imparts

a rank flavour to the cream, and consequently to the butter. The tem-
perature of the cream, when put into the churn, is generally ascertained

by the hand ; but if a thermometer be used, the heat which I would re-

commend is 60°, having found that the best. If it be much higher than
this, the butter may be expected not only to be soft, but inferior both in

quantity and quality j and if much lower, the operation of churning will

be prolonged, and indeed tedious. At this heat the time in churning
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will probably be about an hour and a half. It will perhaps be neces-

sary in cold weather to put hot water into the churn, and in warm
weather to put in cold water, in order to attain this desirable object as

to heat.

From 100 gallons of milk there will 'not be less than 90 of whey,
which should yield from 10 to 12 gallons of cream, or 3^ to 4 lbs. of

butter. Tiie quantity of whey-butter per cow is about half a pound per

week, taking the season through ; but with that small portion of cream

of tlie evening's milk (to which I have alluded at p. 106) added, the

farmer often churns as much as three-quarters of a pound of butter per

cow per week, or from 20 to 25 lbs. \itr annum : 1 lb. of salt is sufficient

for curing 37 lbs. of butter, if for present use.

Cheese- Colouring.

This ingredient is or should be annatto (or annotfo), the produce of

the Bioca orellana of Linnjeus. It is, I believe, chiefly imported from

the West India Islands, and used for dyeing. The colouring chiefly

used in cheese-making is prepared by manufacturers in this country for

the purpose. It gives the cheese that amber or cream-like appearance

which is imfortunately required in order to please or deceive the eye of

the London consumer. For the Manchester and Liverpool markets,

and for home consumption, the Cheshire farmer rarely uses it in his

cheese-making, as it is well known it does not improve, but if an inferior

article is bought, and especially if much be used, it may deteriorate the

flavour very much. Those who wish to be enlightened on this subject

would do well to read the ' Essay on Cheese-Colouring,' written by Mr.
Whitley of Stretton, published by Ridgway, in which it is clearly proved

that the greatest bulk of the cheese-colouring used in this country is only

an imitation of annatto, but sold by that name, and consisting of such
ingredients as turmeric powder, potash, and soft soap or train-oil, well

mi.xed to form a mass along with a little " real Spanish annatto." I

cannot, for two reasons, here resist inserting a verbatim copy of a paper
which was printed and published several years ago by a cheese-factor in

Cheshire : Jirst, because it is an acknowledgment, on his part, that

much bad colouring did then exist
;
and, secondly, becaiise it contains

' A Word of Advice to the Dairy-maid,' which shows what were con-

sidered some of the defects of the dairy system at that time, and what
in his opinion the remedies. Many dairy-maids even now would do
well to attend to this latter advice.

" LOOK YOU HERE, AND BUY 's COLOURING.

" To all that may be concerned in making coloured dairies of cheese,

begs to inform the users of annatto for the purpose of colouring,

tliat he has for the last ten years felt sorry to his heart for great numbers
of dairy-owners, to see such bad coloured dairies as lie in general has
done, and the very great loss the owners thereof have annually met with

on this account.
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" having therefore been determined, for the farmers' interest, to

use every influence possible with the manufacturers of this article to

have the same genuine, wiiich till latelj' has been to little purpose, as

one-half they have in general sent out has proved to be far short of the

colour which the market requires, he has at last gained considerable in-

formation from sundry manufacturers ; and as he has now engaged a

person that has been in the habit of making and seeing this article made

for the period of twenty years and upwards, and as is now in the

habit of seeing and hearing what other manufacturers have been and are

doing, convinces him that farmers will still find themselves but little

better off by following their old mode, he has determined to make the

article of aunatto in its genuine and original purity, and is now giving

the public a favourable opportunity of having some of this very superior

colouring, which, from its brilliant colour, will recommend to the farmer

a great variety of customers for their choicest dairies."

" A WORD OK ADVICE TO THE DAIRY-MAID.

" Let your rennet or steep be put into your milk of a temperate heat

or warmness. After the curd is formed, do not let any part of it be
starved, or get any colder than your own hand.

" All dairy-maids that would have real fine-flavoured cheese would do
well to thrust it with their hands, that there are no cold draughts from
doors upon their curd, but keep it gradually warm, but not to scald it

neitlier with water, whey, nor burning vats. Have your first press not

too heavy, and in as moderate a warm place as you can possibly place

it
;
study a warm salting-room ; use neither flags nor slates for your

cheese to lie on, but good planks
;
your drying-room to be moderately

warm, and also your cheese-room ; cold damp rooms, flags, or slates,

will spoil the handiwork of the best dairy-maids; you should never

suffer your cheese to be starved, or get into a cold damp state, as it very
materially hurts the flavour.

" Good calf skins, or calves' bags, as are invariably made use of, are

of serious consequence to the flavour and the coming of the cheese."

A Recipefor Curing the Maw- Skins.

Procure the skins fresh from the butcher the year previous to their

being wanted ; clean out the chyly matter, and every other apparent im-
purity ; the inside is then turned outward on a table, and salted ; the skins

are then laid one upon another, with a layer of salt between each, in a

deep earthenware vessel similar to a cream-mug
;

they are then covered

over with salt, and have a lid of slate or flag placed on the top. They
are taken out as wanted, about a month previous to being used, and
the brine drained from them. They are then spread on a table, and fine

salt is powdered on each side. In this state they are rolled with a paste

roller, distended with a splint of wood, and hung up to dry.





IX.— On reducing the Cost of permanent Drainage. By Josiaii

Parkes, Consulting Engineer to the Society.

To Ph. Pusey, Esq., 31.P.

My dear Sir,—You have inquired of me what may be the cost

of drainage to parties disposed to manufacture their own pipe-

tiles, and to execute the work on the most economic and effective

principles as to depth and distance.

The following Table contains particulars of the cost of very

perfect draining, performed by tenant-farmers, at various depths

and distances, who purchased their pipes at the different tileries

in their respective districts, and therefore at different prices.

But, in order to place the matter clearly under the eye of any one
disposed to erect his own tilery and drain his own estate, I have

reclamed the pipes at one common price ; viz., Gs. per thousand

and per thousand feet—a price at which, I have no doubt, they

may be manufactured, in most cases, and delivered into fields

within a compass of 3 to 5 miles from the site of the proprietor's
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own tilery. I refer to pipes of an inch bore, a size sufficiently

large for all the parallel or general drains in most descriptions of

land from which surface-water alone— that is rain-water falling

on it—has to be removed. In cases where land is wetted by

springs, the bore of the pipes used must necessarily be larger,

and adapted to the quantity of water to be conveyed away in each

particular case. This will augment the cost of drainage in soils

of certain texture, though not in all : as it may happen—and I

have met with many such instances—that a single spring, though

small in itself, has saturated a whole field ; and a single drain,

placed at sufficient depth, has laid the whole of that field dry.

There is another condition of things which materially affects

the cost of drainage : viz., the size of the fields, and the nature of

the boundary fences and outfalls. I am at present about to exe-

cute the drainage of two estates, in one of which each field,

ranging in size from about 10 to 25 acres, has a deep ditch or a

running stream at the foot of ever}- slope, so that not a single car-

rier or main drain will have to be laid down. Few other than

inch-bore pipes will there be requisite. In the other estate there

are but few read}'-made ditches, so that covered carrier-drains,

proportionate in size to the number of the parallel drains empty-

ing into them, and to the distance of the outfall, will have to be
constructed. All other circumstances, therefore, being alike, the

drainage of the latter estate will be the more costly.

These different circumstances—the ever-varying character of

soil as respects its power of transmitting water, which must govern
the judicious drainer in his choice of depth and distance—with

other conditions, such as the relativ3 hardness of the subsoils to

be excavated—necessarily render it impossible to assign one cost

as an universal rule in drainage. The instances of cost given in

the Table comprehend a variety of soils and subsoils, the texture

of which occasioned very different wages to be given for opening
out the trenches. The pickaxe had to be resorted to in Nos. 6,

7, 9 ; whereas Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, exhibit the usual charge in the

district for excavating uniform, or, as you well call them, honest

clavs at the depths cited.

I have preferred to quote instances of drainage as effected by
tenant-farmers rather than work executed under my own direction,

in the belief that more satisfactory evidence of cost will be thereby

afforded to the agriculturist ; and because it shows that what one
man has done, another may do, and that without having recourse

to professional drainers. The drainage performed by the tenant-

farmers whose names and addresses arc given cannot, as far as

I am aware, be improved upon, except that those who have drained

at 3 feet deep would now be urged, by their experience, to lay

their pipes at 4 feet deep, in preference, wherever practicable.
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Several of these farmers have under-drained lands again which
were previously shallower drained ; and they agree in stating the

beneficial result^ in every case, to have equalled their expectation,

and to have quickly repaid the cost, I would advise any farmer,

desirous of using his own eyes and understanding, in judging of

the action and effect of these small and deep pipe-drains, to make
the round of the farms quoted. He will find a set of as intelligent

agriculturists as Britain can produce, a lovely country, clay to his

liking, but no water on its surface, and no excess in it. I also

engage him to visit, in addition, Mr. Thomas Spencer, of Park
Farm, Wrotham, Kent, who will show him fields which he has

successively drained 2 feet, 3 feet, and 4 feet deep, and who will

explain to him the progressively increasing fertility which he has

found to result, in the same field, from the removal of water to a

progressively greater depth below the surface.

In addition to the facts recorded in the table touching pipe-

drainage, I have inserted two cases of the cost of stone-drainage

in Somerset ; and here again it must be remembered that the cost

of stone-draining very much depends on that of the material, and
on the distance to which it has to be drawn. I have very lately

visited Devonshire, and found that stone-drainage has cost on the

estate of Earl Fortescue from 5/. to 10/. per acre, the drains not

reaching 3 feet in depth; and I received all particulars of the

drainage of a considerable farm by a tenant of Sir T. D.Acland's,

Bart., near Exeter, which cost betneen 11/. and 12/. per acre.

In this last case the drains varied in depth from 3 feet to 3 feet

6 inches. Horse- shoe tiles were used in the bottom, costing 35s.

per thousand, and these were covered with stone, the carriage of

which alone amounted to 4/. per acre. The drains were laid 33
feet asunder. The trenching a very compact gravelly clay cost

from lOf/. to Is. per rod. The drainage of the whole of the arable

land of this farm was executed at Mr. Burdon's (the tenant) own
charges ; and 1 have thought this instance worthy of record as a

proof of the estimation in which draining is held by an admirable

farmer, undaunted by its cost, as well as an instance of enormous
waste of money.

It will be understood that the column of the table entitled

" total cost of drains per acre,^' does not give the actual cost to the

draining tenant. This has to be increased by the difference be-

tween the price he paid for his pipes and 6s. per thousand

assumed by me as their cost to a landlord making his own pipes

by the liost machine, and in a well-arranged tilery. For example,

Mr. Hammond paid 21s. per thousand for his pipes, so that their

actual cost to him, in case No. 1, was 27s. Ur/. per acre, instead of

7s. 1 \ d., malving the total cost of that drainage, to him, 21. 7s.

per acre, and No. 5 cost him 21. 4s. lid. per acre; whereas the
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same work executed by his landlord, with pipes produced by

himself, but carrying no profit, would cost, as per table, IZ. Is. 1 \d.

and IZ. \ \s. 9d. respectively. This is a naked expression of the

facts, and it may be useful as pointing out the absolute saving to

both landlord and tenant, when the landlord may be enabled,

from the magnitude of his estate, the presence of suitable clay,

&c„ to manufacture his pipes, furnish the skill, and undertake a

systematic drainage for his tenants on a good and cheap plan.

For the reasons before stated, the cost of main drains and the

opening out or deepening of ditches is not given in the Table,

which must, therefore, be regarded as representing simply the

cost of inch-pipe parallel or general drains irrespective of other

conduits.

Ever, my dear Sir, very truly yours,

JosiAH Parkes.

11, Great College Street, Westminster,

May, 1845.

X.

—

Letter on Deep Draining. By the Right Hon. C.

Arbuthnot.

To Josiah Parkes, Esq.

Dear Sir,—You desired to be informed of the particulars of the

experiment I communicated to you of laying land dry by drains

four feet deep.

I was induced to make the experiment from reading an article

written by you, and which was published in the Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, vol. v. p. 1 19.

Two paddocks of old grass land, containing together 7 acres,

the soil being a very stiong clay, and which had been attempted

to be drained, but without effect, by shallow drains, appeared to

be well calculated for the experiment. I sent directions to my
bailiff first to pare the turf of the two paddocks preparatory to

burning it ; and, this being done, to sink drains in each furrow

four feet deep, and to lay pipes at the bottom of each drain. The
shallow drains had been drawn diagonally across the land, but

the deep drains were laid down each furrow, the distance between
the furrows varying from 45 to 25 feet.

At the time that the work was in progress (commenced since

January last) there was scarcely even a single drop of rain
; but

when it was completed (about six weeks ago) there were some
very heavy showers, and it was not long before the effect of the

4-feet drains was ascertained. I ought here to mention that the

VOL. VI. K
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pipes in the furrows were IJ inch, and those in the main drains

were 3 inches in diameter.

My bailiff wrote to me, I being In London, that after the rain

the water rushed rapidly out of the new main drains, but that

none came from the old shallow drains into their main drains.

The paddocks soon became perfectly dry, which, as I have already

said, was far indeed from being the case with the shallow drains.

I am now so convinced of the efficacy of deep drainage that,

although the whole of the land I occupy has been drained—partly

with tiles and partly with stones, and, as was thought, to a tole-

rable depth— I intend to cross the old drains with deeper ones,

in order to do all in my power to free the land from excess of water.

The main drains recently made ceased to run as soon as the

land became quite dry, which shows that it was not kept wet by
springs.

Yours very sincerely,

Chas. Arbuthnot.

P.S.—Instead of using pipes of 11 inch diameter, I should

have preferred those for the furrows to have been only 1 inch,

being now convinced that inch-pipes would have answered every

desired purpose ; but inch-pipes were not, I believe, to be pro-

cured in my neighbourhood.

Although I was from home when the experiment was made,
I can answer for the correctness of my bailifTs account, as he is

always most accurate in what he states ; and as, moreover, he was
—till the trial had been made and had succeeded—rather startled

at the notion of draining at the depth of 4 feet.

The paddocks were, as I told you, old grass—originally, as it

appears, under the plough ; and laid down in such barbarous

times that the ridges were not only very high, but also very

unequal in width; some being 45 feet, and others only 25 feet

broad—which I mention to account for the irregular distances

asunder at which my bailiff was obliged to place the deep drains.

C. A.
Apsley House, April 21, 1845.

Mr. Arbuthnot has just confirmed to me, from his personal

inspection of these 7 acres, the accuracy of the foregoing state-

ment in every particular. He had the opportunity of inspecting

the condition of the land, and the action of the drains, both during

and after very heavy and continuous rains. He caused a hole to

be dug 5 feet deep about the centre of one of the ridges, and the

water was found to stand at somewhat more than 4 feet below the

surface. It appears that, at this depth, there are occasional inter-

changes in the subsoil between clay and chalk with flint ; whereas
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the shallow drains, which were 2 feet 6 inches deep, were laid in

solid clav. There can, therefore, be no difficulty in accounting

for the lower stratum bleeding the soil both more perfectly and

more quickly than the shallower drains. The deep drains were

also executed at a very moderate cost when the price of the

pipes—viz. 305. for the 1^ inch, and 40j. for the 3 inch per

thousand—is considered, as appears from the following state-

ment :

—

£. s. d.

Cutting and filling drains . . . 10 10 0
Cost of pipes . . . . .850
7 acres, at 21. \3s. "id. per acre . . £18 15 0

JOSIAH PaRKES.
May 27, 1845.

XI.

—

Ohservations on the Natural History and Economy of vari-

ous Insects affecting the Corn-Crops, including a Saw-Fly, the

Hessian Fly, the Wheat-Midge, and the Barley-Midge. By
John Curtis, F.L.S., Corresponding Member of the Imperial

and Roj'al Georgofili Society of Florence, of the Academy of

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, «Scc.

Cephus pygm^us—the Corn Saw-fly.

In continuation of this subject from the last Number, I shall pro-

ceed with the histories of those insects which infest the corn, and
amongst them is one that is very abundant in this country, and
with which I am well acquainted in its perfect state, having for

many years observed the flies in corn-fields, occasionally in great

abundance : yet I have never heard of its economy having fallen

under the observation of any English naturalist or cultivator ; and
it is to the dilig^ence and science of our continental neighbours that

we owe the knowledge we possess of the habits of this interesting

species.

It is, however, by no means a recent discovery, for in 1819
M. Dugaigneau, a skilful agriculturist of the department of the

Loire, made known the metamorphoses of this species and the

changes it produced in the wheat.* In his memoir he says, that

having pulled up a quantity of the roots of rye at harvest time, he

found some white larvae of a Sirex (pi. M., fig. 1) in the stubble.

After the severe winter of 1812-13, he wished to see if the larvae

had perished ; he therefore collected some stubble and found them

* Annales de la Soc. des Sciences, Belles-Lettres, et Arts d'Orleans, v. 1,

p. 121.

K 2
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alive : they had not at all suffered, for at the end of March a

great many were transformed into pupae, and many had hatched

the beginning of April.*
" The insect," says M. Dugaigneau, " after pairing, pierces the

stalk of the rye, below the first knot, to deposit an egg in its inte-

rior, which hatches so much the earlier, being warmed by the

sun's rays concentrated close to the earth, amongst all the straw of

the rye : the little larvae live upon the interior of the straw, which
is then very tender, and upon the nutritive juices of the sap, which
ought to form the grains in the ear ; it soon acquires sufficient

power to be able to perforate the knot in the straw ; it then passes

through and ascends to a greater or lesser height in the interior;

I have found a few which had surmounted all the knots ; the

larva afterwards descends, and arrives at the base of the straw

when it has attained its full growth ; it then cuts down the straw

level with the ground, before and even at the moment the grain is

matured : it sometimes happens that it is not entirely sawed
through at harvest time." f

It then descends into the stump of the rye, a little below the

soil, where it closes its tunnel with a stopper of sawdust and excre-

ment ; it then encloses itself with a transparent covering, a great

deal larger than itself, in which it rests eight months (fig. 3).

M. Dugaigneau has observed this larva also in the wheat-straw,

but it is rai-e there.

M. Herpin, who has likewise investigated the subject, says,| " If

you traverse a field of wheat or rye, a week or fortnight before

harvest, you may observe a greater or less considerable number of

stems, the straight and whitened ears of which elevate themselves

above the others, and appear to have attained their perfect matu-
rity. They form a striking contrast with the neighbouring plants,

which are still very green, and the heavy ears filled with grains are

inflexed and bent towards the earth, whilst the others are entirely

empty, or contain only a very small number of grains, which are

for the most part shrunk and horny.
" On carefully opening or splitting longitudinally the stubble

or the stalk bearing the erect and bleached ears, of which I have

just spoken, you will remark, first, that it contains a yellowish

powdery detritus, formed by the debris of the plant which has been

eaten internally
;
secondly, that the knots of the straw are per-

forated in the interior of the pipe of the stalk
;
thirdly, that one

finds a little above one of the knots a larva occupied in eating the

medullary partition of the plant.

• Notice sur quelques Insectes nuisibles au froment, &c., p. 34.

+ Annales d'Oileans.

I Memoire sur divers Insectes nuisibles h rAgricuUuve, par J. Cii.

Herpin.
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" This lan a, of a white colour, has six rudimentary feet (fig. 1

;

fig. 2, the same magnified) ; its length varying from three to fifteen

millimetres (viz., from aline to more than half an inch), according

to its age ; its head, rounded, hemispherical, brown, and like horn,

is armed with strong mandibles. One finds this larva at the com-

mencement of June; it is placed in the inside of the stalk, lower

down and nearer to the earth as it becomes older, and as the ma-
turity of the plant is more advanced. Finally, some days before

hanest-time, this larva retreats nearer to the roots of the plant ; it

constructs, inside of the straw, a silken transparent case (fig. 3

;

fig. 4, the same magnified), in which it shuts itself up and passes

the winter; after, however, having taken the precaution to cut the

straw circularly on the inside, about twenty-eight or fourteen milli-

metres from the earth, so that the perfect insect may find no diffi-

culty in is-suing from its prison. In consequence of this section, the

straw, having no more sustenance, breaks off at the foot and falls

to the ground when the wind becomes a little strong ; the field

then presents the same appearance as if it had been traversed in

every direction by sportsmen or by animals.

"A lonff time after harvest, and even during winter, we may
still find the larvae enclosed in the roots of the stubble; to be satis-

fied of this, it is only necessary to pull up a number of the pieces of

straw left adherini; to the roots. Those which contain a larva are

detached witli the greatest facility, because the straw is sawed cir-

cularly, as already stated. By looking with attention, one also

finds at the same period, quite close to the earth, some very short

pieces of stubble, cut very horizontally, which contain the insect.

Towards the end of Mav, or when the wheat and rye begin to ear

and before the flowering, the larvae metamorphose and give birth

to a fly (fig. 5). These flies distribute themselves over the fields

sown with wheat or rye, and deposit an egg upon the stem of the

corn immediately below the ear."

This group of insects is interesting to the naturalist, as it forms
the transition from the saw-flies to a family named Siricidee.*

Like all such insects, it belongs to the order hymenoptera, the

FAMILY tenthredinid^, and the GENUS CEPHUS of Latreille; and
the species before us was named sirex pygm.^us by Linnaeus,

from its being much smaller in size than the other individuals with
which he associated it.

1. Cephuspygmmis is of a shining black colour; the head is rather

large, with prominent eyes, and three minute ocelli on the crown

;

the antennae are inserted in front of the face; they are tolerably long

and slender, but slightly clavate and composed of twenty-one joints;

the basal-joint is ovate, the second minute, six following elon-

gated, the remainder verj- much shorter, the apex being oval : the

* Vide Curtis's Brit. ]:nt., fol. and pi. 253 and 460.
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mouth in tlie male is bright yellow, including the powerful jaws,*

on the clypeus is a spot of the same colour, and the interior mar-
gin of the eyes is likewise yellow; the thorax is oval, and not

broader than the head ; the abdomen is sessile or attached by its

entire base, rather long, slender, and slightly compressed ; at the

base is a yellow membranous spot, there are yellow spots on each

side of the first and second segments, and a dot on the back of

the latter, the third and fifth segments have broad yellow mar-
gins, the sixth has a narrow one, forming spots on the sides and
back, and the apex is yellow ; the four wings are transparent and
iridescent, there are two marginal and four submarginal cells in

the superior, the costa and stigma are yellowish brown, and all

the nervures are brown and slender; the legs are bright yellow,

including the coxae and trochanters, but they as well as the thighs

have black stripes on the outside ; the hinder tibiae have a pair of

spurs on the inside below the middle and also at the apex, they

are brown on the outside, as well as the tarsi, which are five-

jointed ; the claws are bifid at their tips, with little pulvilli be-

tween them. The female is darker, the palpi and sides of the jaws

only are yellow ; the abdomen is rather stouter and shorter, the

yellow spots on the two basal joints are either very minute or ab-

sent, and the margin of the sixth is less apparent, and the bands

are more of a sulphiir colour ; the apex is sloped off obliquely, and
encloses a black ovipositor, which is but slightly exposed ; the

wings are rather smoky ; the legs are ochreous, the coxae, tro-

chanters, and thighs black, excepting the apex of the latter above;

the hinder tibiae are brown outside, and the four posterior tarsi are

of the same colour: fig. 5, the cross lines showing the natural size.

This saw-fly is very abundant, annually, on flo.vers in corn-fields

in Jiane, also on grass in woods ; and I remember finding vast

numbers of the females upon white umbellate flowers growing by
the roadsides near Dover, the beginningr of July, but I could not

detect one male.
'1 he larva is not less interesting, in a scientific point of view, than

the imago; for, being an apode— viz., destitute of feel—it is unlike

those of the saw-flies, which, it will be remembered, have fre-

quently a great number of legs, and resemble caterpillars more
than maggots.f The following is M. Herpin's description of ilie

Larva of Cephus pygmaus : it is six lines long, a little thickened

anteriorly, nearly cylindrical, of a yellowish milky white, and
tolerably fleshy : its head is rounded, corneous, and ferruginous :

there is a minute four-jointed antenna on each side, below which

is a little round eye: the three thoracic segments have no feet,

• Vide Curtis's Brit. Ent., pi. 301.

t fide the caterpillars of the turnip saw-fly in the Rojal Agr. Journ.,

vol. ii. pi. B, fig. 2.
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but each has two nipples beneath ; the last segment is terminated

byaUttJe tubular appendage, which is capable of being protruded

like a telescope, and assists the insect in its progress within the

tube of the straw to which it is confined : fig. 1, fig. 2, magnified.

The Pupa, as represented in Guerin's plate, appears to be

cylindrical, and composed of nine segments, tapering towards the

tail and thickened at the opposite extremity : it is enclosed in a

transparent cylindrical cocoon, about five lines long, rounded at

one end and stopped irregularly at the other with an operculum

of excrement, &c. : fig. 3, fi^. 4, magnified.

In the department of the Charente, on the western coast of

France, this insect, to which the people have given the name of
" aiguillonier," * has occasioned very great ravages amongst the

standing corn, causing a considerable loss to the cultivators.

Similar losses have been sustained in Africa by the colonists, whose
corn was attacked in the same way ; and the mischief being abso-

lutely of the same nature, M. Herpin thinks it was the operation

of the same or an allied species. "The damage," he continues,

"done by the Cephus to the wheat and rye, in tlie locality f where
I have observed this insect, is serious enough, since the ears pro-

duced by the attacked stalks are generally sterile, or contain only

a very small number of grains, and I estimate the damage at

about one-sixtieth of the whole crop; but that which it caused in

Africa and the Charente appeared to be much more considerable."

To destroy this troublesome pest, M. Dugaigneau proposes

ploughing in March or the beginning of April. He thinks that the

turning over and burying the stubble in the ground would destroy

the larvae as well as the perfect insects, which would not be able

to penetrate the soil in order to get out at the period of their hatch-

ing : on the other hand, M. Herpin says the best means of de-

struction appears to be to set fire to the stubble which remains upon
the field after harvest, as the larvae are enclosed close to the roots:

he also adds, that all well-informed agriculturists know that the
burning of the straw to ashes is one of the most active and econo-

mical stimulants of vegetation, especially in strong and argillaceous

earths, which the fire dries and calcines; they are ameliorated and
improved at all times by this simple operation, which is so easy
and costs nothing to execute.!

Providence has also provided a remedy in a parasitic Ichneu-

mon (fig. 6), which is actively engaged in our corn-fields in the

destruction of the larvae of the Cephus, with which it has been

* M. Herpin suspected it was the larva of the Cephus, and his opinion has
been confirmed by M. le Comte de Tristan,

t Metz on the Moselle, in France.

X Extract from the ' Meraoires de la Soc. Royale et Centrale d'Agricul-
ture,' A.D. 1842,
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found enclosed ; and the parent-fly must be endowed with a sur-

prising intelligence, for, as M. Dagonet justly observes, the deposi-

tion of the egg " is an operation difficult enough, if one reflect that

the Ichneumon has not only, like the greater number of the Piipi-

vorae (or pupae-destroyers), to touch the skin of the larva but

lightly, on which its progeny must be supported, but it has at first

to satisfy itself of the exact spot in the stubble where the larva of

the Cephus is to be found, so that at the same time it pierces the

stalk it must reach the larva which is to receive its egg." *

This parasitic fly also belongs to the order hymenoptera, the

FAMILY iCHNEUMONiDiE, the GENUS PACHYMERUS ; and the spe-

cies is named calcitrator by Gravenhorst, in his 'Ichneumono-
logia Europaea.'

2. P. calcitrator is about the same size as the Cephus; the

male is black, shining, and pubescent ; the head is somewhat glo-

bose, but concave at the base ; the eyes are rather small and ovate,

and there are three minute ocelli on the crown ; the palpi are

tolerably long and slender
; f the antennae are inserted in front of

the face, not so long as the body, slightly thickened towards the

apex, and composed of twenty-two joints, the basal one oval, se-

cond minute, third elongated, the following decreasing in length,

each joint producing a bristle on the inside; they are brown, but

yellow beneath : the thorax is narrow and elongated, the post-

scutel is narrow and elongated : abdomen somewhat spindle-

shaped, but clavate, the apex being thickened and compressed

;

the petiole is long, narrowed, and pitchy, as well as the second

joint ; the third and fourth are reddish, edged with brown ; the re-

mainder are brown, edged with white : the wings are ample, trans-

parent, and iridescent, the stigma and nervures yellowish brown

;

superior Avithout an areolet, the stigma and marginal cell are

elongated, the upper discoidal one has a short internal branch :

legs very slender, excepting the hinder, which are long and stout

;

they are brown, the four anterior are ochreous on the inside
;
pos-

terior coxae long, their thighs are thick in both sexes ; tibia?

spurred, hinder long, stoutish, and sometimes inclining to reddish-

brown, especially at the base ; tarsi five-jointed, claws and pulvjlli

minute. The female is similar, but the antennae are shorter, and
not pubescent ; the abdomen is broader, and not compressed

;
apex

of the petiole, as well as the second, third, and fourth segments,

reddish, the second generally with a brown patch on the back, the

fifth and following segments are black distinctly edged with white

:

fig. 6, the female ; the cross lines exhibiting the natural dimensions.

I have taken the female at Coomb Wood, Surrey, and in Dorset-

shire, resting on gate-posts, in June, and both sexes in hedges, in

* Notices Entomologiques, p. 40.

t Curtis's Brit. Ent., fol. 624fl, and pi. 624.
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Norfolk and Suffolk, and also in the Isle of Wight ; the males I

have met with at Darent and Dover early in June
;
and, at the end

of July, both sexes have been abundant in the same localities, and
also in Battersea Fields, on umbellate flowers. I may here ob-

serve, that there are ten or twelve British species of the interest-

ing genus Cephns ;* and as I find one of them, named C. tabidus,

in company with C. pygmmis, it is not improbable that their eco-

nomy may be similar. I find that Latreille suspected the larvae

fed on the interior of plants, which he supposed might prove to be

the various species of grasses ;t and Messrs. Kirby and Spence
say, " that upon barley particularly you will meet with the species

of Latreille's genus Cephus.'
'l

Cecidomyia destructor, Say—the American Wheat-midge.

If Kollar be correct, there can no longer be any doubt that the
" Hessian fly " has been detected in Europe. It does not, how-
ever, appear to be known in France ; and it is now half a century

since its supposed introduction into this country caused serious

apprehensions amongst the people, and alarmed the agriculturists

of England. § As it is intimately connected with a species which
we shall next have to discuss, it may not be unadvisable to give a

sketch of its historj'.

The Americans entertain an idea that this fly was first intro-

duced into their country in straw which accompanied the Hessian
troops ; whence they have given it the appellation of " Hessian

fly." It has been occasionally a dreadful scourge in North Ame-
rica, for the larvae have committed such ravages on the wheat-

crops as to cause even famine in the land. It was not until the

autumn of 1833 that this destructive insect, or a species closely

allied to it, was observed in Hungary; whether, from its previous

rarity, it had been overlooked, or had not found its way into the

Austrian dominions, is not known. Kollar|| states that it ap-

pears, from a report transmitted to the Archduke Charles, that in

the beginning of June the ears of wheat were observed to droop
and the straw to bend, on his estates at Altenburgh, although the

crop was previously in fine condition: in a few days, patches on
the poorest soil in different parts became entangled, as if matted
together by heavy rains or high winds, which were supposed at first

* Curtis's Brit. Ent., fol. 301 ;
Guide, Genus 476.

I- Hist. Nat., vol. xiii. p. 138.

% Introduction to Entomology, vol. iv. p. 503.

§ Mr. Markwick ascertained that the insect which caused such a sensa-
tion during the period of scarcity was a Cldorops, described in Ihe Royal
Agr. .Tourn., vol. v. p. 484.

II

Naturgeschichte der Schaedlichen Insecten, p. 130; and Kollai's Trea-
tise on Insects, p. 119.
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actually to have been the cause. This soon proved to be un-

founded ; for the mischief gradually spread from the poor to the

best lands, until the whole was blighted. Two-thirds of the straw

at least was laid in less than a week, and the work of devastation

was completed by the heavy fall of rain which took place during

the latter part of June. The straw thus prostrated produced only

small abortive ears ; the few grains they contained were shrivelled,

and would scarcely ripen, and the straw was of a very bad
quality.

On examining the roots of those plants which had died off, the

soft straw where the larvae had stationed themselves in families,

within the sheath of the leaf, appeared withered, tough, and brown,

yet not wounded : at this period the larvae were transformed into

pupee, which were found in clusters inside of each leaf-sheath, at

the first joint next to the crown of the root.

On the estates of the Duke of Saxe Coburg, at Weikendorf and
in other parts of that neighbourhood, whole fields were destroyed.

The larvae were found to live in society, forming a sort of nest be-

tween the straw and the sheath. Tliey are said to penetrate into

the tube of the straw : however that maybe, they deprive the stem

of the sap, and it consequently withers and dies. The larvae are

of a pale green colour, with a minute black dot above : they do

not exceed two lines in length ; and they live from about three

weeks to a month : the pupa is brown, and enclosed in a case. It

was several weeks before the fly hatched ; it is extremely small

and delicate, scarcely so large as a common gnat ; the body is

clothed with short black hairs: the thorax is very convex, smooth,

and shining: the scutellum projects, and is rounded behind; the

breast being sometimes of a golden yellow colour, the abdomen
brownish : the wings are blackish ; the deep yellow of the base

sometimes extends to the nervures, where it is gradually softened

off: the poisers are yellowish-white; the base of the thighs is

golden yellow : female has a black streak on the abdomen.
The above descriptions do not agree with Say's;* and I see, by

a paragraph in the Entomological Transactions, Mr. Herrick, of

New Haven, North America, had informed Mr. Spence that fhe

accounts hitherto published concerning the natural history of the

Hessian fly were very erroneous : he considered it to be referable

to Meigen's genus Lasioptera ;\ and it is attacked by five parasites,

two of which belonged to the genera Eurytoma and Plati/gaster.

Mr. Spence also observed, at a previous meeting of the Entomolo-

gical Society, that Dr. Hammcrschmidl's Cecidovvjia, which is the

Hungarian one, is specifically distinct from Mr. Kirby's C- tritici;

* Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia for 1817,

vol. i. p. 45, pi. 3, fig. 1—3.

t Curtis's Guide, genus 1 147.
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and that Say's C. destructor, called the Hessian fly, is ditFerent

from either.* The female of the American species lays in the

autumn not more than eight eggs, which are introduced by her

ovipositor between the sheath and the stem, close to the base,

"where the larvae feed as soon as they hatch, and are said to live

through the winter with their heads downward ; but the mischief

they cause is not discoverable until the wheat is more advanced.

A parasite, called by Mr. Say Ceraphron destructor, but Avhich

may possibly be a Pteromclas in the opinion of Mr. Westwood,
though smaller than the Cecidornyia, proves so formidable an

enemy, by depositing its eggs in the larvae, that few of them be-

come pupae ; otherwise, Mr. Say believes that their wheat-crops

would be totally annihilated. KoUar also found the majority of

his pupae so full of a similar parasite that he felt convinced the

crops would not be attacked by the Avheat-midge the following

year; which prediction was completely veiitied. I have been led

to give a more extended sketch than I intended of the North Ame-
rican and European " Hessian flies," from my conviction that two

species at least have been confounded by Kollar and other wi iters,

owing to their similar economy ; and it will be as well to designate

our species as

The British Wheat-midge

—

Cecidomyia tritici, Kirby.

The alarm we have already alluded to in the last century pro-

duced good effects, by inducing many talented men to investigate

the subject in order to allay the public anxiety; and thus, amongst
other noxious insects, we obtained the natural history of the wheat-

midge, as it is now called, and little of importance has been added
of late regarding its transformations. It will now be my object to

lay before the Society the leading points of these contributions, so

connected as to enable the agriculturist to understand the economy
of this destructive little animal, and to supply materials for per-

fecting its history as opportunities may offer; for I am satisfied

that at a future day these are subjects which will not be found un-

interesting or unprofitable to the agriculturist.

In May, 1796, a paper was read before the Linnaean Society by
Mr. Marsham, the secretary,! in which he stated that Mr. Long,
who farmed land in Hertfordshire, had detected an insect amongst
the wheat, towards the end of July, which threatened to do much
mischief, attacking from one to several grains in an ear. It was
easily discovered from such grains appearing yellow or ripe, whilst

the unaffected grains in the same ears were perfectly green. " On
opening those grains that seemed diseased," Mr. Marsham " found

* Trans. Ent. Soc, vol. i. p. iv and v.

t Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. iii. p. 242.
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in many of them an orange-coloured powder, and in several one or

two very minute larvae, difFerincr in colour from a yellowish white

to a deep yellow. They were thick at one end, and gradually

diminished to a point at the other, where the head was situate.

They extended and contracted themselves at pleasure ; to wliich

was added a leaping motion, frequently jumping full half an inch

from the paper on which 1 examined them. The grain where these

insects had possession appeared a little shrunk." In the first week
of August, Mr. Markwick, of Catsfield, near Battle, found some
of the insects in a few ears in his fields

;
they were lodged between

the husks or outward scales of the calyx, which were discoloured,

but the grain did not appear to have received any injury. He
never met with it in the state of a small white larva, but it was
always of a bright yellow colour, and changed into an egg-shaped
chrysalis of the same colour. Subsequently he found the larvae

between the corolla and the grain, and even on the grain itself, but

he could never discover that they had eaten into any of them.

In the October following he was persuaded that his wheat had
received no damage from the presence of these minute insects

;

and he adds, that "since the harvest has been got in 1 have found

the same insect in the husks of the wild bearded oats, Avena
fatua, but have not yet seen it in its fly or perfect state." In the

summer of 1795 Mr. Kirby found citron-coloured larvae between

the corolla and the grain, in the neighbourhood of Ipswich, in

Suffolk.

Mr. Markwick again in 1797* first noticed some of the little

flies on the 12th of July; they were sitting between the husks of

the ears of wheat, the next day they were more abundant, and
then he also found a few of the small yellow larvae of the Ceci-

domyxa lying close to the stamina (fig. 10) ; he observed them in

much greater abundance later, but he thought the fly was reduced

in numbers at that time. Mr. Markwick bred the C. tritici (?)

and Platyfjaster tipida: from ears enclosed in a flower-pot, but he

says the Cecidomyia, for such it is by a figure given from one of

his specimens,! " was as minute, if not less (than the parasite),

with a yellow body, spotted and transparent wings, and long-joipted

antennae, beset with small hairs or bristles at each joint." Mr.
Marsham terms the spots on the wings " obsolete clouds." I am
particular in noticing this, because the wings of Mr. Kirby's

C tritici arc not spotted, nor are any individuals that I have seen,

and excepting the C. pictipennis, which is larger, I know of no

species ol' the genus with spotted wings.

In the same volume of the ' Linna^an Transactions' was pub-

lished Mr. Kirby's admirable paper illustrative of the history of

* Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. iv. p. 225.
•I- Ibid., pi. 19, f. 2, a, b.
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Tipula tritici and its parasite. In 1797 Mr. Kirby sa\'s, in a
letter to Mr. Marshani, he could scarcely pass through a wheat-

field in which some florets of every ear he examined were not

inhabited by the larva? of the Tipula, but very few pupae, not one

in fifty. About the beginning of September he bred one of the

flies, and describes it as well as the parasitic Idineumon. He
searched in vain for more flies in the corn-fields and barns soon

after, but could find none, from which he concluded they did not

hatch in general in a natural way until the spring, so as the female

might be " in readiness to deposit its eggs in the wheat, when it

has made so much progress in growth that the larva may be

hatched about the lime of its going into blossom ; and I am con-

firmed in this opinion by another circumstance. A few days since

(the fourth week in September) with a fine needle 1 carefully took

oflF the thin membrane from two of the pupae which I had reserved,

that I might see how near they were to a change of state; but

instead of discovering the lineaments of the future fly, the insect

was still in the form of the larva : so that probably the pupa is not

usually complete until the spring, and the insect incloses itself in

a thin membrane to protect itself from the cold of the winter."

Mr. Kirby adds, " It may be objected that this was probably the

larva of the Ichneumon, which had devoured that of the Tipula.

To this I reply, that it was in colour, form, and in every respect

so exactly similar to the latter that it could be no other."
" I have seen," continues the same learned naturalist, " more

than once, seven or eight florets in an ear inhabited by the larvae,

and sometimes so many as thirty in a single floret, seldom less

than eight or nine, and yet I have scarcely ever found more than
one pupa in an ear, and had to examine several to meet with that.

\Miat then becomes of the remainder of the larvse ? Are they
destroyed by that of the Ichneumon'? or do they become the prey
of some other insect, or do they fall to the ground when they

assume the pnpa, and remain there until the following spring ?

To give a positive answer to any one of these queries I shall not

pretend ; I will only relate circumstances, and point out from
them what appears to me to be most probable. I'he pupaj that I

have observed have generally been somewhat attached to the grain,

and, what is worthy of notice, I never found them within those

florets where the larvae had taken up their residence
;
they seem

invariably to choose for their habitation, in their intermediate state,

one where the grain is uninjured, to which they may attach them-
selves (fig. 16). A question here arises, how they contrive to get

from one floret to another, having no feet ? But as I have never

seen them do this, I will not attempt to conjecture how they do it.

In the field above mentioned, I took up many roots of stubble,

with a large lump of earth round them, to see if I could discover
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any of the pupae concealed in it ; but if they were there, they

escaped my eye, from their minuteness : yet it seems not probable,

nor analogous to the general proceedings of nature, that it should

be indifferent to them whether thev go under ground or remain in

the ear when they assume the pupa. That they are destroyed by
any other insect than the Ichneumon I have no reason to believe,

having never seen them attacked by^ axiy other; therefore it seems
to me most probable that this little friend to man is the destroyer

of by far the greatest part of them."

These unsettled points have recently attracted the notice of Pro-

fessor Henslow, but he has failed as well as myself in obtaining

satisfactory evidence towards settling these obscure traits in the

economy of the Wheat-midge ; we must therefore rely upon the

exertions of the intelligent farmer to supply the deficiencies.

Mr. Kirby is of opinion as well as Mr. Alarkwick that the larvae

" feed upon the pollen or dust of the antherae, for in those florets

in which it resides the germen never swells, and the antherae are

persisting (fig. 10, d, e) ; from which it seems evident that the

impregnation of the germen is prevented, either by the insects

using some means, perhaps a kind of gluten, to prevent the pollen

from bursting from the antherae, or vice versa, by doing something

to the stigma to prevent the fertilization of the germen. The
pollen of three antherae is a store which will maintain sometimes

thirtv of these creatures from the time that the wheat is in blossom

unlil it is nearly if not altogether ripe. I could never discover

that the grain was injured in any other way by this insect, but it

invariably produces the inanition of it in the floret which it inha-

bits. It may always be detected by the discoloured appearance of

the base of the corolla, which is its usual station."

In February, 1799, a letter from Mr. Kirby was read at a
meeting of the Linnaean Society,* which is so full of interest

that I shall be excused for drawing largely upon it in the present

instance. " It chanced that on the 3rd of June last (1798) I had
occasion to pass through a field planted with wheat, in the evening,

and to my great surprise and satisfaction my attention was imme-
diately arrested by an innumerable host of our Tipulce flying abput

in all directions (fig. 7) ; and from that day to the latter end of

the same month these insects were always to be met with in the

wheat-fields. They were seldom to be seen much before seven

o'clock ; at eight the field appeared to swarm with them, at which

hour the}'^ were all busily engaged in laying their eggs ; and about

nine they generally disappeared
;
they were indeed so extremely

numerous, that if each of them were to lay its eggs in a different

floret, and those eggs were permitted to produce larvfe, I think.

• Trans. Linn. See, vol. v. p. 97.
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upon a moderate calculation, more than half of the grain would
be destroyed. I have noticed twelve at one time depositing their

eggs in the same ear. It is remarkable that amongst the myriads

that I have seen of the female, I should not have observed one

which I could take for the male ;
indeed, towards the latter end

of the month I took two or three specimens, which, except

that they had black bodies and were smaller, appeared exactly

similar to our Tipula ; but as neither their antennae are hairy,

nor their wings spotted, as was the case with the specimen you
received from Mr. Markwick, they can scarcely be the male.

Indeed the appearance of the male, instead of being later than that

of the female, ought to be as early or earlier, in order that they

may be in readiness to perform the work of impregnation previous

to the season in which the females lay their eggs, which begins, at

least it did this year, with the month of June. Hence I suppose

that each sex is disclosed from the pupa in the genial month of

May.
" Although these insects are so numerous in the evening, yet

in the morning not a single one is to be seen upon the wing : they

do not, however, then quit the field which is the scene of their

employment; for, upon shaking the stalks of the wheat, or other-

wise disturbing them, they will fly about near the ground in great

numbers. I found their station of repose to be upon the lower

part of the culm, with their heads upwards.
" It is very entertaining to observe the method to which these

insects have recourse in order to deposit their eggs in a situation

where the larva; may soon arrive at their food : when engaged in

this employment they are not soon disturbed; which circumstance

affords the observer an excellent opportunity of examination. As
I hinted before, a number may be seen at the same time upon one
ear : they place themselves in such a position that their anus stands

nearly at right angles with the margin of the glume of that floret

which they mean to pierce. But how are they to introduce their

eggs within the floret, for they deposit them between the exterior

and interior valvules of the corolla ? To look at them when they

are not engaged in this employment, their anus appears to be
furnished with no instrument adapted to so nice an operation ; but
upon pressure it exerts a long retractile tube or vagina, which
unsheaths an aculeus (if I may so term it) as fine as a hair and
very long (fig. 8 r). This aculeus it introduces into the floret,

and there deposits its eggs, which it usually places upon the in-

terior valvule of the corolla, just above the stigmata. After she

has done laying her eggs, the insect withdraws her aculeus with

great caution and deliberation : yet it sometimes happens that she
is unable to etlect this ; in which case she is detained a prisoner

until some enemy devour her. In this situation I have found
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them more than once in my morning walks. I was very desirous

of seeing the eggs pass through the vagina, but my first attempts

were unsuccessful : at length I was gratified with this pleasing

spectacle. I gathered an ear upon which some of the Tipulce

were busy, and held it so as to let a sunbeam fall upon one of

them, examining its operations under the three glasses of a pocket

microscope : I could then very distinctly perceive the eggs passing

one after another, like minute air-bubbles, through the vagina,

the aculeus being wholly inserted into the floret. I examined this

process for full ten minutes before the patient little animal dis-

engaged itself, and at last it was through mv violence that she

discontinued her employment, and new away.
" On the 7th of June, upon opening a floret I discovered a

small patch of eggs
;
they were oblong, transparent, and of a pale

buff colour. I afterwards found several of these little patches,

containing from a single egg only to more than twenty. On the

17th I found for the first time a larva newly hatched: it adhered

to the lower end of one of the anthers (fig. 14), and was perfectly

transparent and colourless ; from which circumstance I conjecture

that it had taken no food. I afterwards detected two more in a

similar situation, one of which had become straw-coloured from
the contrary cause. In anotlier floret, upon the same day, I found

many with their heads immersed in the woolly summit of the

germen : some were in the interior valvule of the corolla; others

appeared to be busy upon the plumose stigmata, upon which I did

not observe that any pollen had been discharged from the anthers.

On the 22nd I obsen'ed that the lanae were usually in the

situation represented in the accurate drawing engraved in the

third volume of the Linnsean Society's Traasactions (fig. 10). AU
circumstances considered, it seems to me most probable that these

animals do not feed upon the pollen before it is discharged from
the anthers (except perhaps when they are newly hatched

) ; yet one

would think that in this case sufficient must escape them to fertilize

the germen. How they prevent tliis I can but conjecture ; as their

heads are often immersed in the stigmata and in the down observ-

able upon the top of the germen, it is possible they may occasion

an obstinction in those fine ducts through which the I'ertilizing

principle passes down into the grain ; or they may consume that

spermatic moisture upon the stigma, without the aid of which the

pollen cannot perform its office. On the 29th the parent Tiptilce

had all disappeared, and soon after this period my investigations

were stopped bv illness ; but as I had brought them down so far

as to connect them with those made last year, this interruption

was of less consequence."

M. Herpin is of opinion that it is an inhabitant of France. He
says, " I have also found in ears of corn at the time of flowering
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many little yellow larvae, very lively, from 2 to 3 millimetres long,

lodged between the chaff of the grain ; these larvae nibble and

destroj' the generative organs of the plant, and the germen where

they are found are steril. These larvae appear to me to have a

very great analogy with those «hich have been described in the

' Linnsean Transactions ' under the name of Tipula tritici : it is

probably a Cecidonvjia.^^ He also found in the bottles where

some diseased ears of barley and wheat were preserved many
Cecidomydes in the state of perfect insects.*

The first time I had an opportunity of observing the economy
of the Wheat-mid^e was in July and August, 1840. On the lOth

of the" latter month Mr. E. Bennet, of Rougham Old Hall, showed
me some ears of a red wheat, called " Old Kent," which had a
reddish-brown appearance, and when the culms were opened a red

powder was discoverable (fig. \\, h) : upon the backs of some of

the grains, which were more or less shrivelled, I observed a long

narrow filmy sac (fig. 11, g), on opening which a bright orange

granulated maggot came out alive (fig. 12) ; it was attenuated

before, with two minute black dots like eyes, and when shut up
in a tin box many voluntarily left their cases and wandered about,

but although I placed them in a pot with sand and earth I did

not succeed in rearing them. ITie orange dust which I took for

the excrement of the larvae at first, from constantly finding it

with them, was composed of oval granules (fig. 15), and when
highly magnified appeared to be dotted (fig. k). I suppose it was
the red-rust, Urcdo rubigo.^

1 have already alluded to Professor Henslow's papers, which
have been so recently published in this Journal, | that it will be
only necessary to re\'iew his valuable obser\ations as briefly as

possible in connection with some materials and notes transmitted

to me upon the subject. In January, 1841, he sent me a packet

of fine sifted dust from wheat, containing larvae and pupae appa-
rently in various stages of growth ; the small ones, which were of

a very bright red colour, he thought it possible would prove to be
another species, and from the quantity of minute seeds mixed with

the barn-dust I think it probable they might be attached to some
of the grasses. The larvae, he observed, were first of a lemon
colour, and some became of an orange tint after the wheat was
housed in the barn, which might arise from their dying and be-

coming dried. When perfected they were enclosed in a thin

transparent web, by which they seemed to adhere to sound grains

and to the inside of the chaff-scales (figs. 16 and 17). Whilst
most of the larvae remained secreted during the winter amongst

* Heipin's Memoir, p. 29.

t Journal of Royal Agr. Soc, vol. ii. p. 9.

VOL. VI.

% Ibid. p. 24.

L
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the chaff, many of them quitted the ears and fell to the ground,

when they buried themselves; these Professor Henslow had good
reasons to beheve were punctured by the parasitic Ichneumons* but

we both failed in proving the fact, as the whole of the larvae died.

Some of them, I believe, were alive in January ; and I entertain the

same opinion as Mr. Kirby, that they lie as larvae in the transparent

cases until the spring, when they become chrysalides, for this

power of remaining in a quiescent larva state is common to many
Orders of Insects, f and no doubt is a provision to retard their

premature appearance, and thus secure species from casualties

which miwht lead to their extinction. This, however, beinor an

important point in their economy is deserving our attention. In a
natural state the corn would generally be beaten down in the

winter; if not, the grains would fall out, get buried, and vegetate;

or they might lie in the calyx or chaff protected. May not the

attached larvae, enclosed in their cases, thus pass the winter, and

in the spring change to pupae in the earth Of course a vast

quantity would be destroyed by birds and vermin feeding on the

grain, but the housing and threshing of the corn being an artificial

system, we must look to the process the insects would be liable to

in a state of nature. If some infested corn were left to stand at

harvest and examined weekly, it would in all probability throw

considerable light upon this puzzling but important stage of their

economy. The wheat might be transplanted, and protected from

birds by netting, for tlie object would be to have the ears exposed

to the variations of the atmosphere, and the earth naturally moist

to receive the larvae, if they were disposed to leave theirfilmy cells.

It may also be asked, if the mass of the larvae are transformed to

flies during or soon after harvest, where do the parent midges come
from that deposit their eggs in the growing corn whilst in flower

the following summer? If indeed this insect will live also in the

glumes of early grasses, which is quite possible, that would solve

the difficulty; but I am of opinion that the specimens bred by

Mr. Markwick and Mr. Kirby late in the summer may be con-

sidered as exceptions to the usual economy of the insect, for at that

period of the year there is no corn in a fit state to receive the eggs

of the females.

The Wheat-midge is not confined to any particular districts

that I am aware of: it has certainly been observed in Norfolk,

* Journal of Royal Agr. Soc, vol. ii. p. 26.

f As the saw-flies or Tenthiedinidae, amongst the Hymenoptera, and
the Sphingidae and Bonibycidae, amongst the Lepidoptera, some of which
remain two years or more in their cocoons. Fi</eCurt. Brit. Ent., 2nd
edit, folio 3, p. 4.

X It is true that Mr. Kii'by bred a wheat-midge from the ears of wheat,'

but that was late in the summer, and I am not aware that any one has bred

the spring broods, which must first deposit their eggs in the growing corn.
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Suffolk, Hertfordshire, Sussex, Dorsetshire, Devonshire, Cornwall,

Shropshire, the north of Ireland and Scotland. On the 17tL

June, 1S42, I found the flies abundant near Glanville's Wootlon,

Dorset: in walking through a wheat-field, which was just coming

into ear with here and there a spike in flower, I saw the little

ochreous CecidomyifB flying about, alighting on the ears, and

getting a little between the chatT. They were all females, as far

as I could observe ; with them I also detected a few of the ^^nL-

&\i\c Platygasters. Having now detailed all that is known relative

to the economy of the British Wheat-midge, I will describe the fly.

It belongs to the order diptera, the family tipulid^, and
was formerly included by Linnaeus, Kirby, &c. in the genus
TiPULA ; but owing to its structure, and the neuration of the wings *

departing considerably from the typical species, it has very pro-

perly been separated from that immense group, and is now de-

signated by Meigen and others

3. Cecidomyia tritici : thefemale (figs. 7 ; and 8, the same mag-
nified) is pale ochreous, pubescent : eyes intensely black, and
coarsely granulated, meeting on the crown and covering nearly

the whole head ; ocelli none ; no part of the mouth is visible,

except a short bilobed pilose lip and two incurved palpi or feelers,

they are four-jointed and slightly pilose : the antennae are stretched

forward or curved upward, and inserted close together in front of

the face
;
they are as long as the body, pale brown, and clothed

with longish hairs; they are composed of thirteen sub-elliptical

joints, contracted round the middle and connected at the ends by a
single thread, like a string of beads (fig. s) : thorax ovate and
deep reddish ochre; scutellum transverse-osal : abdomen rather

short and tapering to the apex, which is furnished with an ovi-

positor nearly thrice as lon^ as the body, the sheaths at the base

stout, the oviduct exceedingly slender (fig. 8, r) : wings iiiciiml)ent

in repose, longer than the body, yellowish white, and beautifully

iridescent, pubescent, and ciliated, costal nervure surroun dng the

wing, subcostal short, second extending to the margin, third

shorter, the apex forked: two halteres or poisers large and capi-

tate : six legs, long, slender, and nearly of equal length
;
thighs

and shanks equally loner; tars: or feet five-jointed, basal joint

mintite in all, second as long as the tibiae, the remoinder decreasing

in length; claws very minute (fig. u, the articulated foot). The
male I have never seen, but no doubt the antennae are ditTerent,

being usually composed of twenty-five globose joints which are

more remotely strung than in the female,f as exhibited in fig. t.

Mr. Kirby describes the pupa or chrysalis as slender, acute at

both ends, and of a reddish colour.

* Vide Curtis s But. Ent., pi. and lol. 178, lor dissections,

t Ibid., pi. 178, fig. 3.

L 2
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In addition to what has been already said of the larvae, it may
be added that the greater number 1 have seen were of a lemon or

pale orange colour; they tapered to the head, which was pointed

when they were in motion, and the tail was rounded, the sides being

plaited or wrinkled, and forming little tubercles which assist it in

locomotion (fig. 12
; i, the same magnified) : the skin or membrane

in which they were so often enclosed, although white and perfectly

transparent, was of so close a texture that it was like a bubble of

gum, and all that I examined were impressed with the transverse

sutures corresponding exactly with the abdominal segments of the

larvae (fig. 18, p), and it is worthy of remark that all these cases

were fiactured at the head, as if an attempt had been made to

escape, which was supported by the fact that their tails did not

reach the apex of the case (fig. 18).* On taking out these larvae

in January I found thetn dead, depressed, hardened, and granu-

lated (fig. 19) ;
they were composed of ten distinct and two less

defined annulations, the penultimate one was notched beneath

(fig. q), and the intestinal canal shone through on the underside.

I have added a magnified figure from a drawing made for Sir

Joseph Banks, and published in the ' Linngean Transactions ' (fig.

13), f as it shows the papillae or nipples which assist the larva in

walking, but it does not give the character of those which I have

seen.

J

The Genus Cecidomyia is an extensive group containing nearly

thirty British species,§ and one of the most remarkable features in

their history is the great differences which exist in their economy :

a large portion of them form downy excrescences, like galls, upon
various plants, as the field wormwood, ground-ivy, a species of

speedwell, and the common campion; others inhabit the leaves of

the Scotch fir, the buds of a sallow, and the flower-buds of the

common hedge-mustard ; and there are a few which Bouche says

infest decayed tulip and hyacinth roots and half-decayed cow-

dung.
Mr. Kirby describes three minute parasitic insects which seem

to have been ordained by the Author of the Universe to limit the

dej)redations of the Wheat-midge, and they so effectually execute

their mission, that it has often happened, a year or two after the

Midges were in excess, not a specimen could be found. .As these

insects are most interesting objects, as well for their valuable ser-

* I find tfiat Mr. Gorrie has stated in the Magazine of Nat. Hist, for

1829, that all the larvae had deserted the wheat-ears and descended into

the earth by the 1st of August, about half an inch only below the surface.

t Vol. in. pi. 22, fig. 12.

% Professor Henslow is inclined to think, from differences in the larvae

he has examined from various localities, that there is more than one species

of wheat-midge. Vide his Report, vol. iii. p. 39.

§ Curtis's Guide, genus 1149.
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vices as for their curious habits of life, I shall enter with pleasure

upon their histories the first opportunity.

Notwithstanding these valuable agents, we find the amount of

damage very considerable, as will be shown by the result of Mr.
Kirby's examination in the neighbourhood of Barham, in Suffolk.

"To ascertain the quantity of mischief produced by one Tipula

within particular limits, I went to a field of fifteen acres, which was
planted partly with white and partly with red wheat. In this field

I took five stations, one on each side and one in the centre. In
each station I examined a certain n\imber of ears, grain by grain,

without selection. The result was that in thirty ears of white

wheat, seventy-three grains were destroyed by the larva, which is

at the rate of not quite two and a half grains to an ear ; and in

twenty ears of red wheat twenty-nine grains were destroyed, which
is nearly at the rate of one and a half grains to an ear. Take the

whole together, and the proportion will be about two grains in an
ear, which I suppose may be about a twentieth part of the pro-

duce, and would make a difference of at least five coomb in the

crop in this field. The white wheat in this instance was most
exposed to the attack of the insect,—whether this be generally the

case, must be determined by future experiments upon a more ex-

tensive scale. Least mischief seemed to be done on the south side

of the north hedge ; but no part escaped wholly—not an ear I
examined but what had sustained some injury. From this field

that I have been speaking of I went to another, which was sown
later in the autumn : in this I found scarcely any of the larva?."*

Mr. Markwick, who in the first instance did not consider the

wheat-midge did any serious mischief, subsequently became satisfied

that Mr. Kirby's average of two grains in each ear was not too

much to attribute to the operations of the larvae, for " he scarcely

examined any ears in which there were not more than that injured."

In the ears transmitted to Mr. Marsham, from two to six grains

were inhabited by them, and their numbers exceeded those repre-

sented in the plate (fig. 10), and in one or two he found what ap-

peared to be a pupa. Mr. Gorrie estimated the loss in the late-

sown wheats in Perthshire, in 1828, at one-third of the crop :t

and the following statement, commimicated by Mr. P. Bell, of

Mid Lioch, and dated June 24, 1830, clearly shows the apprehen-

sions occasioned in Scotland by its successive appearance. In

alluding to the wheat-crop he says, " I found dozens of the insect

busily at work depositing their eggs among the soft chaff of the

young ear. We are anxious that the present cold weather should

continue for another ten days, to prevent the eggs from hatching

until the wheat be sufficiently hardened, and beyond the state

* Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. iv. p. 237.
\- Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. ii. pp. 292 and 324.
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which affords nourishment to the maggot. Another year or two
pf the wheat-fly will make two-thirds of the farmers here bank-

rupts."*

In 1841 Professor Henslow found that every field from which

he had obtained specimens had been attacked by the midge, and
there were larvae present in almost every ear. A tall description

of Revet wheat had particularly suttijred ; in one well-grown ear

only nine sound grains remained, the lest had been rendered abor-

tive by this insect, arid the yield was calculated at one-third less

than was expected. This is not surprising when we learn that,

from the chatf" and dross collected upon barn-floors in three differ-

ent localities where the wheat was threshed and dressed. Professor

Henslow made a calculation, by which it appears that seven

bushels of the dust contained 834,952 larvae and pupae of the

wheat-midge.

f

Before entering upon the remedies suggested, it will be desira-

ble to review the economy of the Wheat-midge ; but I fear that

the ingenuity of man will never devise any method for the destruc-

tion of this little rogue in grain when it has once taken possession

of a standing crop. In June the eggs are laid in the ear whilst it

is in flower and the incipient corn is tender ; the larvae live

amongst the parts of fructification until ihey are full grown, after

which they change to pupae upon the sound grains and inner

valves, or enter the earth to undergo their transformations ; some of

the flies hatching in the summer, and the majority, it is believed,

in the following June.

I should expect that the early wheats would generally suffer the

most, but as the attacks of the Wheat-midge are irregular and un-

certain, even if the fact were established, any attempt of the farmer

to avail himself of such knowledge could not be relied upon. To
apply any remedy when the ears are once inoculated, I think im-

possible; it seems to be only in the pupa state that they can be

assailed. Professor Henslovv's suggestion therefore appears to

be the most feasible and best calculated to check their increase,

provided the larvae and pupae carried into the barn do not die from
the artificial state in which they are placed. He recommends, the

use of a sieve, sufficiently open to let the pupae and larvae pass

through with the dust, which must be removed and burnt. He
says, " It occurred to me that, if a wire-gauze sieve were placed

before the winnowing-machine in a sloping position, so as to allow

the chart' to fall upon it and then roll from it, the pupaj would
pass through, and might be caught with the dust in a tray placed

below the sieve. I have put this to the test of experiment, and
find it answer perfectly. Two pieces of wire-gauze were placed

* Gard. Mag., vol. vi. p. 495.

t Vide the Tables, &c., in Royal Agric. Journ., vol. iii. p. 38.
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together at an angle, sloping like the roof of a house, and the chaff

readily fell oil' on each side to the floor, whilst dust and pupae

passed through. If a simple contrivance of this kind foruied an
appendage to every winnowing-machine in tlie country, what
myriads on myriads of tiie jjupa; might be collected and de-

stroyed! Tlie researches which I have made on the subject since

my report was written have satisfied me that the damage done by
this minute insect is much greater than aojriculturists are at all

aware of.'
*

Sauterf gives the history of another little gnat or midge, ex-

ceedingly injurious to barley and a variety of dwarf wheat called

spelt: there is every reason to believe it is a Cecidomyia, and he
has named it

TiPULA CKREALis—the Barley-midge.

In the grand duchy of Baden, during the years 1813 and 1816,

the destruction occasioned to those crops by the larvae of this little

midge was very alarming. They are of a vermilion colour, and
from 1 line to 1^ line long: they make their appearance in May
and June, living in famihes between the leaf-sheath and the stalk,

eating the straw, which thereby becomes warty, notched and
crooked, and eventually dies.

The larva, like its allies, has no feet, and is stated to be com-
posed of nine segments, including the head and tail, both of which
it is able to retract and extend, but between each abdominal ring

on either side there are small hooks bent forward. The larvae

enter the earth to undergo their transformations when they are

full grown.

The perfect insect, like most of its congeners, is very ephemeral,
having only a few hours to accomplish its destiny, whilst the time

it is passing through its transformations occupies, it appears, from
two to three years. The perfect insect is brownish red, and the

two wings of a silvery colour ; the horns are bristle-shaped, longer

than the body, and composed of thirteen joints.

Dr. Sauter, in order to destroy this pest, proposes to mow all

the fields at the period when the development of the perfect in-

sects is completed, so that the eggs which are laid and the larvae

that are hatched may both be destroyed. This remedy may be
thought as bad as the disease

;
yet the loss might not be so great

as it would at first appear, and it nmst eflfectually prevent the re-

appearance of the barley-midges.

The oats of Styria and Carinthia received great damage, several

years since, probably from the same or a nearly allied in<eci. In
this instance the devastation of the oat-fields was repeated for

* Gardener's Chronicle, vol. i. p. .^)2.

t Germars Mag. der Entom., vol.iii. p. 3G6.
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several successive years, when they disappeared ; which is attri-

buted, by KoUar,* to the mowing down the infested oats whilst

the insects were in the larva state.

The economy of this species bears a great resemblance to the

Hessian fly, which, however, does not enter the earth to undergo
its metamorphoses ; and it is very remarkable that three species,

so closely allied to each other, should vary so considerably in their

habits. With regard to the Hessian fly, even if its presence could

be asceiiained in the early stages, it does not seem possible to de-

vise any means of destroying the eggs or young larvae, unless feed-

ing off" the blade with sheep would elFect the object : and when
their progress is detected by their mischievous works, at a more
advanced period, nothing, I apprehend, but sacrificing the crop

would arrest them. It appears, therefore, to be an evil to which
we must occasionally submit ; but to guard against its immediate
recurrence it will only be necessary to collect and bum the stubble

after the corn is reaped, by which means the larvae and pupae that

are concealed at the base of the stalk will of course be destroyed.

Kollar recommends agriculturists, as a means of prevention, to

refrain from sowing wheat the following year : but whether such

a sj'stem could be adopted in North America I am not prepared

to say.

Summary of theforegoing Report.

Larvce of a saw-fly called Cephus pygmmis destroy the rye by
injuring the straw : they live through the winter, change to pupae

in March, and the flies hatch in April.

The female fly pierces and deposits her eggs in the rye-straw,

or immediately below the ear: the larva; live in the interior,

piercing the knots, and about harvest time cut through the stem

close to the ground, descend into the remaining stubble, and
change to pupa;.

This insect is detected by the ears becoming upright and appa-
rently ripe in the infested plants, whilst the remainder of the crop

is green.

K field thus affected sometimes looks as if it had been traversed

hy sportsmen and animals.

This saw-Jiy is very abundant in cornfields, particularly

amongst barley, in June and July, in many parts of England.

It also infests the wheat-crops.

On the western coast of France this insect has caused great

ravages ; and similar losses have been sustained in Africa.

The ears, both of wheat and rye, become steril from the attacks

the Cephus.

* Nalurgeschichte der schaedlichen Insecten, p. 136.
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To plough in March, or the beginning of April, would destroy

the larvcB and prevent the escape of the flies ; but burning the

stubble is strongly recommended.
An Ichneumon, named Pachymerus calcitrator, punctures the

larvse which become the prey of the young parasitic maggots.

This Jiy is abundant, in June and July, in various parts of

England.
It is doubtful if the Hessianjly has ever been detected in Europe.

In North America it has occasioned famine by its ravages

amongst the wheat.

This fly, or an allied species, attacked the wheat-crops in Hun-
gary in 1833.

Two-thirds of the straw was laid, and produced only abortive

ears.

These larval lived in families between the sheath-leaf and the

straw, near to the crown of the root.

The larvce of ihe Hessian Jly also live between the sheath and
the stem, close to the base.

A parasitic fly, called Ceraphron destructor, keeps the Hessian
fly in check.

Larvce of the British wheat-midge detected in July, 1795,
attacking from one to several grains in an ear.

The infested grains appeared yellow, or prematurely ripe.

They contained an orange-coloured powder and minute yel-

lowish-white or deep yellow larvce.

The same larvce, Mr. Markwick says, inhabit the husks of the
" wild bearded oat," Avena fatua.
Some agriculturists in Sussex formed an idea at first that the

larvce did no mischief to the corn.

The Wheat-midge was very abundant the middle of July, 1797.

These Jlies had spotted or rather obscurely clouded wings.

The larvcB were exceedingly abundant later in the season, but
veryfew pupce were found.

One of the Jlies was bred in September, but they probably do
not generally hatch till the spring.

As many as seven or eight ^florets in an ear inhabited by the

larvce, and as many as thirty in a single floret.

The pupce never found within the Jlorets where the larvce re-

sided.

Parasitic Ichneumons destroy the greater part of the larvze.

The larvce feed upon the pollen, and the geriuen never swells.

In June, 1798, there were innumerable hosts of the female

Wheat-midge, but not any males : twelve at one time were laying

eggs in a single ear.

They begin to Jly about seven in the evening and disappear

about Jii7ie o'clock.
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They may be found in the morning by shaking the corn, and will

then fly about the jjround.

The female deposits her eqqs between the valvules of the corolla

by means of her lon<; ovipositor.

Patches of the eggs found the 7th of June ; on the 17th the

larva was newly hatched.

This or a similar species has been detected in France.

In August, 1840, I found the larvcB enclosed in their cases

upon the grain in Suffolk ; which was also affected by red-rust.

All the cases were fractured at the head, as if the larvae had

attempted but failed to make their escape.

They voluntarily left iheir cases and died.

In January, 1841, they were abundant in \he dust, after win-

nowing the wheat.

The skins or cases enclosing the larvae adhered to sound grains

and the chaff-scales.

Some quitted the ears and buried themselves : had these been

punctured by a parasitic Ichneumon'^

It seems evident that they lie in an inactive state during the

wijiter.

Very desirable to ascertain if the larvce enter the earth to he-

come pupa, and under what conditions.

Where do the parent midges come from which deposit the eggs

in the standing corn ?

It is possible the same species may inhabit both com and grasses.

The Wheat-midge has been observed in Scotland and Ireland, as

well as in a great many counties of England.

\x\June, 1842, 1 found both the Wheat-midge aud its parasite in

Dorsetshire.

Nearly thirty species of Cecidomyia have been found in this

country, and they vary greatly in their economy.

Three iW^evenX, parasites check the multiplication of the British

wheat-midge.

Five coombs calculated as the loss in a field oififteen acres.

At least two grains in each ear injured by the larvae.

In Scotland one-third of the crop was lost, and the farmery suf-

fered severely, in 1828 and three following years.

In Suffolk the yield of wheat was one-third less, in some districts,

in 1841 than was expected.

The larvcB were found in myriads in the dust from the chaff and
dross of the wheat.

Probably most readily extirpated by means of a sieve to be used
in winnowing, to separate the chaff from the pupae and dust.

Tipula cerealis injurious to barley and .sj)clt.

Tiie larvce live in families between the leaf-sheath and the

stalk.
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To destroy this species moio the fields when the perfect insects

hatch.

The cat-crops in Stgria and Carinthia were similarly attacked

for several successive years.

The mischief was at last arrested by mowing the infested oats

whilst the larvae were in them.

Possibly feeding off the wheat with sheep might save the crops

from I he Hessian jiy.

Collecting and burning the stubble would destroy the larva? and

pupae of this insect.

KoUar recommends the German farmers to abstain from wheat-

sowing for a year after the midges have been abundant.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE M.

Fig. 1. Larva or Maggot of Cephus pygmccus.

Fig. 2.* The same magnified, in a different position.

Fig. 3. Pupa or C/irysolis of Cephus pygmcEUS.

Fig. 4.* The same magnified.

a The operculum formed of excrement, &c.

Fig. 5.* Cephus pygtnceus, the female.

b The natural size.

Fig. 6.* Pachymerus calcitrator, the female.

c The natural size.

Fig. 7. Cecidomyia tritici, the female British wheat-midge.

Fig. 8.* The same magnified.

r The ovipositor.

s* Three joints of the female antenna.

t* Six of the basal joints of a male ditto.

u* Hinder tarsus or foot of the wheat-midge.

Fig. 9.* Represents the germen or young grain of wheat nearly com-
plete, with two of the valvules which enclose it.

Fig. 10.* Is a flowtr expanded from the same ear, showing the effects

of the little larvce which had taken up their residence

in the corolla.

d* The germen scarcely at all Swelled.

e* The stamina of their usual size.

/* The styles ditto.

Fig. 11. Represents a grain of wheat with the chaflF and valvules

opened.

g The larva of Cecidomyia tritici.

h The red-rust, at first taken for excrement.
Fig. 12. The larva removed.

i* The same magnified.

Fig. 13.* One of the larva; from the group in fig. 10 greatly magnified.

Fig. 14.* A newly-hatched /arm adhering to the lower end of one of
the anthers; vide fig. 10 e.

Fig. 15.* A group of the granules magnified.

k* One of tliem highly magnified.
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Fig. 16.* A sound grain of wheat with the larva attached.

I* The larva in its transparent case.

Fig. n.* A shrivelled grain of wheat with the larva attached.

m* The valvule.

n* The shrivelled grain.

0* The larva attached in its transparent case.

Fig. 18.* One of these larvce detached.

p* The apex of the transparent skin or case.

Fig. 19.* The dead larva removed from its case.

q* The toothed tail.

Obs.—Those numbers and letters with a * attached refer to the ob-

jects which are represented larger than life. All the figures are drawn

from nature, excepting Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, which are copied from

Guerin's Memoir; 9, 10, 13, and 14 from the Linnaean Transactions,

and fig. t from Meigen's Diptera.

(The Copyright of this Paper is reserved to the Writer.)

Hayes, near Uxbridge, April, 1845.

XII.—On One-Horse Carts. By Edward Bowly, Siddington,

near Cirencester.

Prize Essay.

Having had five years' practical experience in the use of wag-
gons, and nearly the same time of one-horse carts, on a farm of

170 acres of arable and 80 acres of pasture land, I have arrived

at a satisfactory conclusion as to the comparative advantages of

the latter. I will, as briefly as possible, point out what I consider

to be those advantages.

We must first consider the saving of capital in entering a farm
by employing one-horse carts instead of waggons. From the

great variety of soil it is difficult to form a just estimate of the

amount of horse-power required to cultivate a given quantity of

land. We may, however, to a certain extent do so by taking for

our purpose land of medium quality, of which description my own
farm consists. I have no light ploughing land, nor have I more
than 20 or 30 acres of very heavy land. I will, therefore, relate

my actual experience. In the employment of waggons and the

old broad-wheeled dung-carts, I required one waggon, one cart,

and three horses to every 50 acres of arable land. I also kept a
light cart for general purposes. Now that I am employing carts,

I find that I get through my work much more easily with two
horses and two carts to 50 acres. The following is a fair calcu-

lation of the first outlay under the two systems :

—
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£ s. d.

1 waggon 25 0 0
1 dung-cart 1500
3 horses 60 0 0
Extra harness 2 0 0
Proportionate cost of the light cart to 50 acres . 3 0 0

105 0 0

£ s. d.

Two 4-inch wheel one-horse carts . . . 24 0 0
Two horses 40 0 0

64 0 0
Balance in favour of carts . . . 41 0 0

105 0 0

This shows a saving of upwards of 16s. an acre, which many
young farmers would finU extremely useful to expend in stock or

implements. There is also some annual saving in the expense of

tile repairs under the cart system, as well as that of the keep of

one horse to every 50 acres. I believe there are those who think

this of little importance ; that they can keep horses at a very small

expense, say from 3s. to 5s. per week ; and that if fewer are kept,

they must be fed more highly, and therefore the cost is much the

same, forgetting that the more horses are kept the greater number
of hands are required to attend them, whose time also is wasted

if the animals are not in a state to do a good day's work ; nor is

the manure nearly so valuable as when the horses are kept in a
better state. To estimate the saving of keeping one horse less

to 50 acres, I will make my calculations from my own method of

keep. I have not for years allowed my horses any hay. In win-

ter I give them 10 lbs. of corn, 10 lbs. of carrots or swedes, and as

much straw-chaff as they will eat, per diem. The corn I value

at 6s. per week, the roots at 9rf., and the straw with expense of

cutting into chaff Is. ^d., making in the whole 8s. per week,

which, with Is. for shoeing, &c., amounts to 9s. In the sum-
mer I give them green clover or vetches, without corn, which I

value at 5s. per week, making 6s., with Is. added for shoeing,

&c. ; the average therefore for the whole year will be 7s. Q>d. each
horse. It therefore follows that if we can save one horse in the

cultivation of 50 acres, it will amount to nearly 8s. per acre.

I will now proceed to the working of the system. It is, I believe,

generally admitted that one horse attached to a given weight, will

move it more easily than two horses attached to double that

weight. This arises not only from the advantage gained by ha\ -
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ing all the power of draught close to the work, but also all the

power applied at the same moment, which is almost impossible

where two or more horses, having different wills and steps, are at-

tached lo the weight; and for the same reason one horse will travel

more quickly singly. I have often heard it remarked as teams
have passed " how well the horses pull together," when, perhaps,

they have been moving at something less than two miles an hour;

but hasten them to four miles an hour, and this steady working
team will draw very uneasily, one horse pulling to the right hand,

another to the left ; therefore a great saving of time is occasioned

in the quickness of motion with one-horse carts. When a cart is

filled there is no delay in attaching the trace-horses, during which
operation the one horse would be two hundred yards on the road.

I know this might be done more quickly by having men ready to

change the horses, as is the practice of opposition coaches, but I

am speaking of the matter-of-fact working of the system. Then
again, when the load is deposited, the one horse turns in much
less time than the two or three. These facts are too self-evident

to admit of contradiction ; indeed, I believe the economy of cart-

ing manure with one-horse carts is generally allowed, but the em-
ployment of them in harvesting is much objected to. In this

respect, however, I find them equally expeditious and economical.

My actual experience is that three carts, with the harvest frames

attached, will convey as much hay or corn in the straw as two
waggons, and that they are bound with the ropes in the same
time, therefore no time is lost in binding. They are easier to pitch

to than waggons, and not more difficult to unload ; and all the

advantages are gained of speed in travelling.

The facility with which carts are set to a rick, as compared
with wagooiis, will effect a much greater saving of time than in

working from a heap of manure; you can also draw the carts to

all sides of the rick, thereby avoiding the inconvenience of diawing

your rick aside by the great treading there generally is on the

side on which you unload the waggons, the usual practice being

to unload all on one side, from the waggon being too unwieUIy in

turning to be set at the other sides. My system in carrying a

field, what we call " double handed"—that is, with two pitchers

and tuo loaders- is to commence with one cart, havinsj one pitcher

and loader, and when that is half loaded to start another with the

other pitcher and loader. When the first is filled it goes to the

rick, and is followed by the others in succession : by commencing
in this way we keep on regularly through the day, having two

carts loadinff in the field and two unloadnis at the rick, and the

number of carts employed in going to and fro must be regulated

by the distance of the field from the rick; if very near, one will

be sufficient, and more than two are seldou) required on any farm
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of moderate dimensions. I conceive it would not be generally

useful to mention the time occupied in securing a given number
of acres of corn with carts, as so much depends on the bulk of

the crop, as well as the power of the men employed. I once

accurately remarked the time of such an operation : it was in

carrying a very heavy crop of 10 acres of mown wheat close

to the homestead, which took with five carts four hours and a

quarter from the first cart entering the field to the finishing oflf

the rick with the last. Tlie longer the distance of the field from

the rick the greater will be the advantage of carts. Supposnig

each waggon to be drawn by two horses (three are frequently em-
ployed), and that three carts will convey as much as two waggons,

which I am certain will be more than borne out in practice ; then

three horses will take as much in the carts as four in the waggons,

and they will perform the distance in little more than half the

time. It is supposed that an additional expense attends carts

in the number of boys required to go with them : this is not

the case ; the boys are younger and less expensive than those in-

trusted with waggons, and the horses do not need any boy in the

field, as when they become accustomed to their work they will

walk steadily beside the cocks without being attended. There is

an impression that carts will not answer in hilly situations ; we
find, however, they are employed, to the exclusion of waggons, in

some of the most hilly counties of England. I have certainly

nothing very steep on my farm ; but 50 acres lie nearly two
miles from the rest of my land, on which road there are two
very sharp pitches, up and down which I am constantly taking

loads, and have never found more inconvenience with carts than I

formerly did with waggons. But, to prevent any possibility of

accident, there is now to be had the self-acting drag, which re-

tards the wheels in proportion to the descent : there is also a very

simple method of moving the load forward by means of a screw
* when going up hill, and backward in descending a hill. But I

have Ibund the carts I have answer so well without these addi-

tions, that I shall not go to the expense of either of these im-
provements at present. In taking out corn in the sacks, carts

will be found far preferable to waggons, as in all the other opera-
tions carrying a greater weight with the same ease and in less

time, each cart carrying 5 quarters of wheat. Nearly the whole
of my wheat goes to a mill seven miles distant, on the road to

which there are three steep hills. I always send two carts, carry-

ing 5 quarters of wheat each, with one lad of eighteen or twentv,

going twice a-day ; and in summer, when the roads are very good,
I have put 5^ quarters behind each horse : thus two horses would
deliver 22 quarters in a day.

I have endeavoured to answer all the objections I have heard
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used ajijainst one-horse carts, objections which I once strongly

felt myself. My attention was first drawn seriously to the sub-

ject from hiring a man to draw some stones for draining. He
came with a horse only 14 hands high and a small cart, when
the work he accomplished so surprised me, that I at once de-

cided to try two light carts, which, after succeeding well in all

other operations, I employed in the harvest field ; and being fully

satisfied with them in this capacity, I soon discarded every waggon
from the farm.

I have carefully endeavoured to give a just estimate of the

saving in horses and implements by the use of carts ; since they

were first employed by me I have effected a greater reduction

in the number ot each than is here represented. When I kept
waggons I had not so much land by 20 acres in cultivation as at

present ; I then kept ten horses, four waggons, three dung carts,

and one light cart ; I now only keep six carts and six horses.

I, however, attribute a portion of the saving to the use of the

scarifier in many instances instead of the plough, and I now very

rarely put more than two horses to a plough, while at that time

I frequently had three; on the other hand, for two years past,

I have each year carted 150 loads of night-soil a distance of a

mile and a half, and 300 loads of road-scrapings, &c. half a
mile, which is two-thirds more than I did during the time I

had waggons. I have also done each year the following extra

work :—carted 30 tons of potatoes two miles, 60 tons of roots

half a mile, subsoil ploughed 6 or 7 acres, and carted stones for

15 acres of draining 30 feet distant. I have therefore taken all

these things into due consideration, and given the fairest represen-

tation in my power.

The description of carts I make use of are, five common Scotch

carts and one skeleton cart ; those of the former, with narrow

wheels, cost me 10 guineas each ; and with the 4-inch wheels

(which I recommend) 12/., with harvest-frame, &c. complete.

The skeleton with narrow wheels cost me 10/. ; it will carry more
hay or straw than the others, its loads being in proportion of four

carts to three waggons— it is more convenient for conveying poles,

hurdles, &c. ; and one on a farm nuiy be useful, but it will not

answer in dung-carting, and its advantages in harvesting are not

sufficient to remunerate for the additional outlay of a tlouble set.

In conclusion, 1 nuiy remark that the principle of one-horse carts

is quickness of motion, therefore load according to the road to be

passed over, but never reduce the ))ace of travelling ; and I can

assure those who are timid about them, that tiiey are nuich less

liable to accidents of every kind tlian waggons; and that, however

jjrejudiced the workman may be agninst their first introduction,

when he becomes acquainted with the system he will prefer it.
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Scotch Cart. Harvest Frame.

XIII.— On the Prevention of Curl and Dry-Rot in Potatoes.

By H. S. Thompson.

To Ph. Pusey, Esq.

My dear Sir,—The prevention of curl and dry-rot in potatoes

is a problem the solution of which is important to every occupier

of either farm or garden, and I therefore trust that you will not

consider any apolojry necessary when I request the insertion, in

the Journal of our Society, of the following paper, which contains

the result of my observations and experiments on this subject for

the last five years. I will first mention the result to which I have

been led, and then enumerate the facts and state the reasoning

which to my mind make such a conclusion inevitable. The re-

sult, then, at which I have arrived is, that curl and dry-rot are

caused by leaving the potatoes intended for seed in the ground
until ripe, and that, on the other hand, these diseases may be pre-

vented by taking up the seed-potatoes whilst the tubers are unripe,

and the tops still green.

1840.—In the spring of 1840 I planted 16 acres with potatoes
;

and having, for some previous seasons, had my attention strongly

VOL. VI. M
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drawn to the failures in the potato-crop which had caused so

much discussion in Scotland and elsewhere, I paid more than
ordinary attention to the selection of seed in this instance, and
made choice of two kinds of round red potatoes, both of which
were quite new to my land. One of them had been procured
from Messrs. Drummond, Stirling, in 1835 ; the other from
Messrs. Lawson, Edinburgh, in 1837; and the gentleman who
had grown them in the intervening seasons, having two farms, one
of stiff, the other of light land, had changed his sets regularly from
one to the other. He spoke highly of both kinds, and when
boiled they were mealy and good : one kind, however, more so

than the other. The land on which I planted them, a sandy loam
lying near the rock (geological formation—new red sandstone), was
in a high state of cultivation, having had a heavy crop of swedes
consumed on the land by sheep, the property of the off-going

tenant ; and my reason for planting it with potatoes was solely

because I was aware that if sown with corn it would be so lodged

as to be nearly worthless. I naturally anticipated a heavy crop.

They were planted in the last week in April, the season remark-

ably favourable ; and I was much disappointed to find that the

braird was weakly, and soon showed symptoms of curl. This in-

creased, and though few of the plants perished, nearly the whole
were unhealthy. 1 particularly noticed that the kind of potato

which had been the most mealy when boiled suffered most from
the curl ; and though, from the great richness of the land, they

grew, and gave a produce greater than could have been expected

under the circumstances, it was decidedly a failing crop. 1 was
so much surprised at the appearance of curl that 1 watched and
examined the plants at several periods of their growth, taking up
roots here and there wherever I observed one either better or worse

than its neighbours. The appearance of all those affected was
nearly the same. The set, as long as the weather was dry,

crumbled and perished—the disease seeming to proceed from
certain spots or pits as centres, and gradually destroying the

whole set. The cut sets were the worst, and the decay always

commenced from the cut side of the set, but the whole oneSsalso

suffered. As soon as the weather became wet, these appearances

changed, and the diseased portion of the set resembled a brown
sjjonge, which after a short time became black and offensive.

The effect on the plant was well marked. Wherever the disease

had made a decided impression on the set, the stalks of the plant

were marked with brown streaks and patches, and evidently

showed that the juices which they were conducting from the set

were vitiated and noxious. The part of the stalk to which 1

directed my attention was that underground, in which it was easy

to trace the progress of the disease, from tiieir being white and
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nearly transparent. Wherever the top was curled I found the

stalks unsound and the set diseased. In some cases the disease

carried the day, and the set reaching an advanced stage of decom-
position, and the stalks below-ground becoming quite brown, the

top died away. In a subsequent season (1844) most of the sets

attacked perished ; but on this occasion a very great majority of

the plants threw out strong roots, and finding an abundant supply

of food, maintained a constant struggle with the disease, and
eventually yielded a good half crop. A few green healthy plants

stocxl prominently out amongst the brown half-withered tops of

the rest ; and on examining these I found them to be plants of a

white potato (known by the name of " Cheshire white"), a few
chance sets of which had been accidentally mixed with the rest.

These white potatoes had been previously in use for the table,

but were very inferior, in point of mealiness, to the red ones se-

lected for seed. The experience of this season convinced me that

curl, dry-rot, and wet-rot, are one and the same complaint ; that

curl is a mild attack of the disease, which, when violent, destroys

the set before it can germinate; and thai it assumes the form of

dry or wet rot according to the degree of moisture of the soil or

season. I have repeatedly seen potatoes affected with dry-rot in

a few days assume the appearances by which wet-rot is usually

described ; and this change was evidently attributable to heavy

rain which had fallen in the interval. The autumn of 1840 was
remarkably fine ; and being anxious to take advantage of it I

began to take up my potatoes as early as the 2nd of October,

before they were ripe, and when, f jr the most part, they would
not bear handling without what is provincially called " slipping

their skins."

1841.—As I still considered the red potatoes above-mentioned
to be of good kinds, and that the occurrence of curl was acci-

dental, I determined to give one of them another trial ; and
accordingly, in 1841, 1 planted about an acre and a half with sets

from the crop of 1840 which had suffered so much from curl.

They were planted as late as the 8th of June, the land having
been previously sown with lucerne, which had failed ; the weather
dry and unfavourable ! yet, in spite of these disadvantages, they

came up perfectly well, grew luxuriantly, and produced an excel-

lent crop. Side by side with these potatoes two other kinds were
grown : one a black kidney, a very superior potato for the table

;

the other a cattle potato called the mangold wurzel. These were
bought sets, nor do I know how they had been previously treated.

Both, however, were failing crops. The experience of this season

is valuable, running, as it does, directly counter to what has been
so frequently asserted by the best authorities, viz., that curl is

sure to increase, and that curled sets are to be avoided like the

M 2
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plague. The explanation of the rule and of this exception to it

appears to me to be as follows:—Curled potatoes ripen early,

some weeks before the healthy plants, and consequently are almost

always too ripe when taken up to make good sets, and if so used
the disease will rapidly increase each succ essive season. In this

instance, however, the infected potatoes were taken up before they

were ripe, and proved to be as good sets as could be used. To
proceed. The potatoes above-mentioned were taken up the

second w-eek in November, 1841. Having been planted so late,

the round reds were not ripe ; the black kidneys, a much earlier

variety, were.

1842.—These potatoes were used for seed in 1842. The
unripe reds produced an excellent crop, without, as far as I am
aware, a single failing plant. The ripe black kidneys were again

a failing crop. In the middle of May of this year (1842) I

planted with these black kidneys a small piece of old grass-land,

as a preparation for forest- trees. This plot of ground had been
from time immemorial flowed over by the waste water from an

old and ill-constructed farm-yard immediately adjoining, and was
therefore as rich as could well be imagined. The potatoes had
immense tops, but very small tubers ; and, when boiled, the

favourite black kidneys seemed quite to have changed their cha-

racter. Instead of the firm mealiness for which they are remark-

able, they now bore much more resemblance to a piece of yellow

soap. They also continued growing till the frost and snow made
it dangerous to leave them any longer in the ground, and they

were taken up still thoroughly unripe. The round reds, grown
on old-going land, were taken up ordinarily ripe, and were mealy

and good.

1843.—In 1843 these two kinds were again used for seed,

and the ripe reds had numerous failures, but the unripe black

kidneys were as even and vigorous a crop as could be wished.

I had not yet learnt to attribute the failure to its right cause, and
was accordingly much puzzled to account for the curl among the

round reds, which had thriven so well the two previous seasons.

I was absent on the Continent during the autumn of 1843; »but

my bailiff informed me that, in consequence of a heavy fall of

snow in October, he took up the potatoes earlier than he intended,

and that the red potatoes were not ripe, but that the black kidneys

(a capital crop) were.

1844.—It was not till the spring of 1844 that I became con-

vinced thai the maturity of the potato intended for seed mate-

rially affected the vigour of the future j)lant ; and the crop of

that year furnished me with some facts strongly corroborative of

tliis opinion. The ripe black kidneys again failed to a great

extent : not less, I think, than half the sets perished without
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vegetating, or only showed puny curled tops, and died without

forming tubers larger than peas. The unripe reds were planted

in a particularly unfavourable place, viz , an old lane which had
been just added to an adjoining field, and was so hard and dry

that parts of it had to be broken up with pickaxes. In conse-

quence of the long drought the planting was delayed for several

weeks in hopes of rain, but as none came they were put into the

ground as dry as dust, and planted without manure : no rain, with

the exception of a slight shower, fell till the potatoes were up.

Still in the whole of the piece, rather more than an acre, I could

not discover that a single plant had failed, and the braird was
uniformly strong and healthy. It will be well to present these

results in a tabular form. I shall assume that the red potatoes

bought in 1840, and the black kidneys in 1841, had been taken

up ripe; and their mealiness will justify such an assumption, as

unripe potatoes are always watery, and unfit for the table.

Round Reds.

Year. Seed taken up. Quality of Crop. Quantity of Crop. -

1840
1841
1842
1843
1844

Ripe (supposed).

Unripe.

Unripe.

Ripe.

Unripe.

Curled.

No curl.

No curl.

Curled.
No curl.

Failing crop.

Good crop.

Good crop.

Indifferent crop.

Good crop.

Black Kidneys.

Year. Seed taken up.
.
Quality of Crop. Quantity of Crop.

1841

1842
1843
1844

Ripe (supposed).

Ripe.

Unripe.

Ripe.

Curled.

Curled.

No curl.

Much curled.

Failing crop.

Light crop.

Capital crop.

Very bad crop.

Had the above results been obtained by experiments contrived

for the purpose, they could not have borne more directly on the

point in question, as we find that in the wet summer of 1843, and
the extraordinary drought of 1844, as well as in the average

seasons of 1841 and 1842, it accidentally happened that part of

my potato crop was grown from ripe and another part from unripe

sets, and in every case with success from the (me and failure from
the other : thus showing that the seasons could not be blamed as

the cause of curl. To make these instances still more conclusive,

it also happened that each of the two very different kinds of pota-

toes named were alternately affected by or free from curl : thus
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sliowing that it was not a peculiarity belonging to a particular

kind of potato.

Thus far I have detailed my own experience only ; but when it

first occurred to me that over-ripening of the set was the cause of

curl, I naturally became anxious to compare the experience of

others with my own, and made many inquiries on the subject

from other potato-growers. The information I thus received still

more strongly confirmed me in my previous opinion, and I select

one or two of the cases which appear to me most in point. The
first I shall bring forward gives the result of two opposite methods
of treating potatoes intended for seed, as practised by two men
living in the \-illage of A-, near York. I inspected both their

crops at the time that they gave me the following statement :

—

" J. C, gardener to Admiral P., has planted the same kind of

ash-top kidney for mere than ten years. The first year or two he
took up those intended for seed at the same time as those in-

tended for consumption ; but found that they grew so much
during the winter that they were obliged to be sprouted twice,

which weakened the set so much as to injure the crop. He then

tried the effect of leaving them longer in the ground—sometimes

as much as three months after the plant was ripe. This produced

the desired effect of preventing the growth during winter ; but

after some years' continuance he found the germinating power so

much injured that they were a month or more later in coming up
than those of his neighbours, treated in the ordinary way. In fact,

he could scarcely get them to grow at all, and should be forced

to change his pfan."
" J. T., a labouring man, has grown ash-top kidneys for some

years, and finds them better and earlier than when he first got

them. Is in the habit of planting those hfi intends for sets after

taking up his crop of cabbages, which is at the end of June or

beginning of July. He also takes them up before they are ripe

;

never finds them fail
;
they grow earlier in spring than potatoes

not so treated, and make stronger and healthier plants. People

frequently come to him for sets."

The contrast between these two instances is very complete.

Two men. living not above two or three hundred yards from one

another, and whose gardens, as far as I could judge, are pre-

cisely similar in quality, grow the same kind of potato in the same
seasons. J. T.'s potatoes, being taken up unripe, improve both

in vigour and early maturity—a great merit in this variety ; whilst

C.'s, which are left in the ground till over-ripe, will scarcely

grow at all.

I will next instance the township of Sawdon, near Scarborough,

which some years ago supplied large quantities of potatoes for seed

to the warp-land districts in the neighbourhood of Selby. J.C.
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of Sawdon has been a potato-grower for more than thirty years
;

used formerly to send 500 or 600 bushels of Sawdon kidneys

annually to Selby, where they were used for seed, and the pro-

duce sent to London; used to grow as many as 200 bushels to

the acre, now considers 50 bushels a good crop ; has failed so re-

peatedly in the last five years in growing a crop that this year

(1844) he has none ; believes there is no one in the township who
continues to grow the kidneys except one old man of the name
of H. The township of Sawdon has been enclosed, planted, and
other improvements made, within his recollection. H. of Sawdon
Moor has occupied a few acres of land reclaimed from the moor
for twenty-two years, and has grown Sawdon kidneys the whole
time, and always in the same field! Only about one-third of it,

however, is in potatoes at once. My informant adds that H.
considers his potatoes are ripe when he takes them up, but he
(informant) does not consider them as ripe as his neighbours

;

and when the elevation, exposure, and cold wet nature of the soil

that he farms, are taken into account, it seems probable that his

potatoes are seldom if ever thoroughly ripened. In the case of

Sawdon we have no direct evidence that the failure of the once
famous Sawdon kidneys is to be attributed to over-ripening of
their seed-potatoes, but the probabilities are strongly in favour of

this supposition. In the first place, the potato itself, like all the

kidneys, rij)ens early ; and in ordinary situations would, if taken

up at the usual time of potato-harvest, be too ripe to make good
seed, and this is now found to be the case at Sawdon, and its

growth is abandoned ; but in former years, when the township
(which borders on the moorlands, and partly consists of what
farmers there call " wet clayey gravel," partly of black peaty soil)

was unenclosed, undrained, and without shelter, the climate was
sufficiently backward to make the "kidneys" immature when
taken up, and consequently to be held in high repute, and sent to

great distances for seed. It may be urged that the failure may
with equal probability be attributed to the gradual deterioration of
this species of potato ; and to meet such an objection I have in-

serted the case of H. mentioned above, who still grows, with

profit to himself and advantage to his neighbours, the identical

species supposed to be worn out, and moreover has grown it every

third year on the same soil for twenty-two years, and in the same
township where it had been previously grown time out of mind.

I will now state the chemical facts which appear to me to con-

firm and explain the above-mentioned results of practice. It is

notorious to potato-growers that a marked change takes place in

the quality of the tuber when the stem and leaves wither, and
that potatoes taken up when the plant is still growing are invari-

ably watery, though a portion of the same plot, if of a good sort
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and in suitable soil, taken up a few weeks later, will be found

light and mealy. This is probably owing to the deposition of

starch in the tuber by the descent of the sap when the growth of

the plant has ceased, and is apparently analogous to the very

similar process described by Professor Liebig * as taking place in

all perennial plants. " All the carbonic acid which the plants

(sjieaking of perennials only) now absorb is employed for the

production of nutritive matter for the following year. Instead of

woody fibre, starch is formed, and is diffused through every part

of the plant by the autumnal sap." To remove every doubt on
the subject, however, I took up portions of two kinds of potatoes

growing in very different situations, and sent a ripe and unripe

sample of each to Mr. Spence, analyzing chemist, York, merely

numbering the samples, and requesting to know the per centage

of starch in each. The result was as follows :

—

Remaindrr,
Water. Starch. consisting of

dry tibre, &c.

No. 1. Black kidneys, unripe . . . 68-7 17-7 13-5

No. 2. Ditto, ripe 72-0 17-9 10-0

No. 3. Round reds, unripe . . . . 69-8 15-1 15-0

No. 4. Ditto, ripe ...... 73-8 17-9 8-2

The proportion of water in the unripe samples here seems to

be about 4 per cent, less than in the ripe samples, but this was
probably owing to the unrij)e sam])les having been taken up some
weeks earlier, and kept out of the ground until the others were

considered ripe enough. If this were taken into account, the

increase of starch in the interval would be still more marked.

As it stands, however, the altered proportions of the principal con-

stituents are remarkable. Neglecting the water as unconnected

with the present inquiry, we find that the proportion of starch to

the other solid matters is as 177 : 135 in the unripe kidneys, but

as 179 : 100 in the ripe ; or reducing both to a common measure,

we have

—

Starch : other solid matters : : 131 : 100 m the unripe kidneys.

: : 119 : 100 in the ripe ditto.

In the round reds, reducing as before to a common measure—
Starch : other solid matters : : lOOf : 100 in the unripe reds.

:: 2164- : 100 i" the ripe ditto.

In each case it thus appears that the proportion of starch to the

other solid matters had increased considerably in the interval

which had elapsed between taking up the ripe and unri})e parcels.

The remark will here be probably made, that though an increase

of starch has undoubtedly taken jilace, yet the quantity present

was considerable before, why then should an addition to it injure

the germinating power of the set ? To answer this question it is

* Organic Chemistry of Agriculture, p. 124.
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necessary to state briefly the doctrine propounded by the most
eminent vegetable physiologists of the j)resent day, who affirm

that during the act of commencing germination a substance called

" diastase " is generated from the nitrogenous substances contained

in the germinating seed, which diastase assists in the conversion of

starch into the gum, sugar, &c., which are required for the

nourishment of the young shoot. The potato contains a very

small per centage of nitrogenous matter. I would, therefore,

venture the suggestion that the great addition made in the process

of ripening to the already large stock of starch contained in the

tuber may be more than can be converted into gum, sugar, &c.,

by the small quantity of diastase generated in the germinating

potato. If this be the case, then it would follow that the diastase

being mixed with too large a proportion of starch (like leaven

mixed with too large a proportion of dough) only does its work
imperfectly, and the result is a weakly shoot, whilst a portion of

the starch, failing to receive the vitalizing influence of the diastase,

undergoes the natural course of decay, and produces the symptoms
peculiar to dry-rot, wet-rot, or curl. This sup])osition is, of

course, pure theory, and must not be confounded with the facts

on which it is based. To make it quite clear where the one ends

and the other begins, I will very briefly recapitulate. Facts have

been brought forward to prove that ripe sets are subject to curl,

and vice versa, also that a large addition is made to the quantity of

starch in the potato in the process of ripening. Direct experi-

ment also j)roves that " diastase ' is required for the germination

of seeds, which diastase can only be formed from some substance

containing nitrogen : potatoes contain a very small proportion of

such substances, and therefore can have but very little diastase.

Here our facts end, but from these premises I would hazard the

deduction that if we allow our seed potatoes to ripen they acquire

more starch than can be made available to the growing shoot

;

which excess naturally decays, and then infects and injures, or

even destroys, the plant with which it is connected. A similar

effect is produced in the human subject when more food is taken

into the stomach than the gastric juice is able properly to digest.

The imperfectly converted aliment produces inconvenience of

various kinds, and, if persevered in, derangement of the whole
system, though the food itself in moderation may be perfectly

wholesome.

It would be doing injustice to the theory above stated, if it

were sent forth to the public withcmt a brief notice of some of
the objections which will at once occur to those conversant with
the subject. The first that I shall allude to is that the manage-
ment of seed potatoes during winter, the mode of planting, and
mure especially the nature of the season after planting, exercise a
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very decided influence in modifying or increasing the potato

failure
; which, at first sight, seems hardly reconcilable with the

supposition that such failure is dependent on the degree of ma-
turity of the seed potatoes when harvested. I at once admit
that if seed potatoes are kept in too large a heap and allowed to

ferment, or if kept so warm as to induce excessive growth during

winter, or in any other way are so treated as to weaken their

vitality, the sets will many of them fail, and others make weak
and unhealthy shoots, very much resembling, and possibly iden-

tical with, curl. It must be borne in mind, however, that though
I consider overripening of the seed to be the ordinary cause of

curl, I by no means assert that it is the only one. I am well

aware that deficient management will^ especially if followed by
long drought, produce failing crops, and whether such failure is

due to curl or not I can offer no opinion ; but the great puzzle to

potato-growers has been that, with the most careful management,
failures continually occur, and these failures may, I think, be
generally traced to ripe sets. That the influence of season is

great I should be the last man to deny, as in two instances where
my potato crops were affected with curl (distinctly traceable to

having used ripe sets) they continued to get worse so long as the

drought lasted, but on the occurrence of heavy rains they improved
very much ; and this is quite in keeping with my theory, as when
once the plant has a stem and leaves whereby to elaborate

nourishment from the atmosphere, and roots which purvey from
below, a large supply of moisture will give it such an abundant
flow of sap that the vitiated juices of the decaying set will both

be very much diluted and the plant will derive sufficient vigour

from external sources to outgrow a slight ailment ; whereas in a

droughty season, the plant is much more dependent on the set,

and this at such a time furnishes the poison in a concentrated form.

The next objection I shall notice is, that one of the best

ways of getting rid of curl hitherto known is to grow the potatoes

intended for seed on a piece of old meadow or other land that

has been long uncropped. This is easy of explanation. Fresh

land contains a supply of food which has been accumulating^ for

years, and accordingly produces a more luxuriant growth and
later maturity. Every one must have remarked that in a dry

season plants of all kinds are less fully developed, but ripen earlier.

This is doubtless owing to the less liberal supply of nourish-

ment which they receive ; for even where the land is abundantly

manured plants cannot avail themselves of it without moisture.

When a plant has attained a certain stage of growth, even though
considerably below its ordinary development, should its supply of

food be stinted, either in consequence of drought, or of a scarcity

of the necessary elements in the soil, it will at once proceed to
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form and mature its seed. This is readily observable in the case

of weeds. The same species of grass which is common in our

meadows will be frequently found growing by a roadside, or even

on a gravel walk, and in dry weather will flower and bear seed,

tliough so stunted and dwarfish as scarcely to be recognizable.

This will occur considerably earlier in the season than the time

of ripening of the same species of grass in an ordinary meadow,

and again the meadow-grown plant will ripen far before another

of the same species grown by a ditchside or in other moist rich

soil, and this last will as much exceed the meadow plant in size

and luxuriance as the one in the meadow did the one on the gravel

walk. The Poa annua is a species of grass which may frequently

be found in all the three situations above named. That potatoes

are not exempt from this law of nature I have had abundant

proof. On the occasion previously mentioned, where I planted

potatoes on a piece of rich old turf, soaked for years with the

drainage of a farm-yard, they never did ripen, but grew on

through the whole autumn, and were as green and vigorous in

November as they had been in July. At last a heavy fall of

snow came with a severe frost, and in forty-eight hours they were

as black as if they had been burnt, but the tubers were still

thoroughly unripe, and were the very worst on the table, and

made the best sets that I have ever possessed. In 1844 I had
also a strong instance. In reclaiming an old lane some parts had
to be lowered and some hollows to be filled up, and both being

planted with potatoes at the same time, those planted where the

old hollows had been, and which now had a considerable depth of

fresh soil, grew considerably taller and ripened some weeks later

than those on the ridges whence the soil had been taken
;
though

even in these places considerable pains were taken to retain as

much of the surface soil as possible : and as the ridges and de-

pressions ran parallel to each other for forty or fifty yards

together, the marked difference in the time of ripening caught

the eye at once. I have also frequently observed that potatoes

j)lanted near hedgerow trees (especially ash) ripen earlier than

the rest of the field. This can only arise from the abstraction of

manure by the roots of the ash, which are fibrous and run near the

surface. It thus appears, as well by the analogy of other plants

as by direct observation of the potato itself, that a deficiency of

nutriment produces early maturity, and vice versa. Fresh soil, it

will at once be admitted, contains an extra supply of food

;

potatoes, therefore, grown on such soil will be in a growing state

when those on old-going land will be quite ripe, and if harvested

together the former will be unrij)e and make good sets. It is

very probable, however, that the more abundant supply of all the
elements of nutrition to be found in fresh soil may have a con-
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siderable effect, and concur with the under-ripening of the seed

in producing: ^ healthv and vigorous plant.

The last objection is one which has already proved fatal to

several theories that have been brought forward to account for

the potato failure, and may be briefly stated as follows :—" We
planted, we manured, we harvested our potatoes fifty years ago

much as we do now, except that the whole was then done in a

more careless, haphazard way
;
yet we were then never troubled

with the complaint which is now our bane. How can this be

accounted for except by the deterioration of the plant itself?"

The causes which produce failure now, and which did not exist

formerly, may, I think, be referred— 1st, to change of climate
;

2nd, change of soil; 3rd, change of practice.— 1st. Change of

climate. The great increase of draining, enclosing, and planting

for shelter, has produced a very sensible change of climate in ex-

posed situations, which are the places most in vogue for the

supply of seed potatoes. In the case of Sawdon, mentioned

above, enclosure, &c. was at any rate contemporaneous with the

deterioration of their seed potatoes, and the marshland districts,

which were formerly supplied from Sawdon, now get their seed

from Scotland. It is indisputable that both cold and wet retard

the maturity of all plants : the improved practice of the present

day has removed the one and very much reduced the other, and
accordingly our potatoes become more thoroughly ripened and
make worse sets. To those who are inclined to attach little

importance to this reasoning, I would put the question—where
would you go for seed potatoes if you should be troubled with

curl ? I answer without fear of contradiction, that if you are

at all conversant with the subject, and have no fresh land that

you can conveniently break up, you will either send to an ex-

posed hilly district, or to a peaty moorish soil. Here, then,

we see that experience guides us to the cold, wet soils, to those

places, in short, which are highly unfavourable to early maturity,

and from which we have a good chance of obtainmg unripe seed.

—2nd. Change of soil. In spite of the numerous valuable sug-

gestions which the farmer has already received from the man
of science, agricultural chemistry is still too much in its infancy

to be able to specify the exact proportions and combinations

of the various elements of vegetable life which should exist

in a soil to enable it to bring to the greatest perfection the crop

with which it is to be sown ; and accordingly we find that no

chemical combination of manures that has yet been tried has

produced a compound in which plants grow with so much health

and vigour as they do in fresh {i. e. uncropped) soil of good .

quality. This fact is admitted on all hands ; but let us examine

it a little more in detail. To say that uncropped soil will grow
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most (if not all) plants in greater perfection than land that has

been in tillage, is tantamount to saying that in our ordinary routine

of cropping some element or elements are removed from the soil

which we do not restore to it in the manures which we apply.

Hence it follows that the longer we continue such a repetition of

crops and manures, the greater will be the deficiency of the sub-

stances which we fail to supply, until at length some one crop,

more dependent than others on those particular elements, tails to

grow with its accustomed vigour, and is attacked by diseases and

parasites previously unknow n. If all land were of similar quality,

and had been treated alike in every respect, this falling off of cer-

tain crops would have been simultaneously remarked on its first

occurrence ; but with the infinite variety of soils, mode of cropping,

and manuring which prevail on different farms, and even on dif-

ferent fields of the same farm, the question is so complicated as to

remain still doubtful. The remedy for this unavoidable (because

as vet indefinable) deterioration of soil, is to resort occasionally to

fresh land for seed, and to make use of every available variety of

manure, until the advance of science shall enable chemists to

point out the deficiency and suggest the remedy in each indi\idual

instance.—3rd. Change of practice. Another cause to which
some little weight is due is the decidedly improved practice ob-

servable amongst the farmers of the present day. They have

better teams, superior implements of husbandry, and, stimulated

by the more enterprising of their class, are less in the habit of

dawdling over their seed-time, and thinking it of little importance

whether they sow or plant a month earlier or later. It is rare

now to see a man planting potatoes in the middle or latter end
of June, though even yet I occasionally see an instance of it, and
am told that a generation back it was by no means uncommon.
Potatoes planted thus in the middle of summer on undrained,

perhaps unenclosed, land, would, in ordinary seasons, be taken up
unripe ; on the occurrence therefore of failure in the crop of a

good stirring farmer, it would be easy for him to get seed from a

neighbour whose potatoes grew well because they were late

planted and badly ripened, and thus for a time the curl would be
stopped.

The foregoing remarks will make it sufficiently plain that

the principal remedy I propose for the potato failure is the use

of unripe sets. As, however, there are two ways of procuring

unripe sets—one by planting late, the other by taking them up
early— it may be w ell to point out some reasons for preferring the

former plan. Potatoes that are taken up early have so great a

tendency to vegetate during winter, that it is scarcely possible to

prevent their being weakened by premature growth before the

time of planting arrives. By planting late we not only avoid this
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evil, but have the additional advantage that after the turnips are

sown a hand or two may easily be spared in the month of J une to

dig or fork out the sides of hedges, corners of fields, young
plantations, &c., which are frequently mere nurseries for weeds,

and by planting a few bushels of potatoes in these out of the way
places, a supply of seed of superior quality will be procured with-

out interfering with the regular crops. They should be taken up
whilst the tops ar^ still green. It is easy to see when a potato

plant has done growing, and then without any loss of time, and
before a single yellow leaf appears, the plants should be lifted.

If it should be practicable to expose them to the sun for a few

days before they are put by for the winter, they will keep better

and grow more vigorously. I am quite at a loss to explain this

fact, but I have been told by several gardeners that they have

followed the practice for years with uniform success, and it has

occurred to myself more than once to observe a particularly luxu-

riant chance plant, and on taking it up to find that it had sprung
from a green potato which had been thrown aside when the crop

was harvested. In conclusion, I would beg to remark that, should

my supposition as to the causes which make ripe potatoes bad
sets prove wholly incorrect, there is, at any rate, no doubt as to

the correctness of the facts ; and whilst the researches of philoso-

phers are slowly but surely demolishing all erroneous theories

and confirming true ones, we farmers may possibly turn to account

the practical suggestions deduced from several years' careful

observation.

After writing the foregoing paper, a friend called my attention

to a very able article on the potato failure by Mr. Stephens, in

his excellent work ' The Book of the Farm,' pp. 671-674, and to

Professor Johnston's ' Lectures,' pp. 763, 764. The latter gen-

tleman alludes but slightly to the subject, but speaks of it as

" highly deserving of further investigation." Both the passages

pointed out, however, make it clear that the notion of the curl or

potato failure being caused by overripening of the set, is by no
means new ; and my first impression after reading them was to

suppress my paper altogether. A moment's consitleration, ^how-

ever, showed me that Mr. Stephens does not acknowledge himself

a convert to the theory, though he allows it some weight, and
Professor Johnston treats it as an open question. Under these

circumstances I thought it best to leave my paper untouched,

thinking that, as the experiments and chemical reasonings are cer-

tainly new, they might be considered interesting, and, at all

events, I shall be glad to contribute my mite in support of a theory

which I undoubtedly consider to be the true one.

Kirby Hall, York, March, 1845.
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XIV.

—

Comparison of Guano with other Manures.—By David
Barclay, M.P.

To W. Miles, Esq., M.P.

My dear Sir,—The very extensive use of guano as a manure,

and the ])rospect of very large supplies from Peru and the West
Coast of Africa, induced you to recommend to the Council of our

Society, that some of its members should undertake to test the

relative value of the ditterent kinds, including Potter's artificial

guano, as compared with farm-yard manure ; and Humphrey's com-
pound was subsequently proposed to be tried at the same time.

1 undertook, for one, to make these experiments. We were in-

structed to sow Skirving's Swede, and to apply 20 tons of farm-

yard dung to the acre, 3 cwt. of guano, and such quantities of Pot-

ter's guano and Humphrey's compound as the proprietors might
desire.

The land which I selected for making these experiments is a
light flinty loam of uniform quality, with a chalk subsoil. Long
strips of an acre each were measured with exactness, and admitted

of 16 rows of plants in each strip, at the distance of 26 inches be-

tween the ridges. Four acres were drilled on the 22nd of June;
the fifth acre, with Humphrey's compound, was delayed for want
of seed till the 26th. Instead, however, of 20 tons of dung as

proposed, only 12 tons were applied ; of the African and Peruvian
guano, and of Humphrey's compound, 3 cwt. each ; and of Potter's

artificial guano 4 cwt. by his desire : all were mixed with 9 cwt. of

ashes, and drilled in with the seed on the Scotch system. The
5 acres were twice hoed. About the middle of January, 1845,

2 entire rows out of the 1 6 in each strip were raised, trimmed, and
weighed, and the weights, multiplied by 8, must have given

the weight per acre with accuracy, as, owing to the great length of

the rows, no material departure from exact results could take place.

The following table will show the cost of each manure, the pro-

duce per acre, the value estimated at 155. per ton, also the cost of

each manure, and its application per ton of roots.

The long drought which we experienced will account for the

small produce per acre, and may possibly have exercised a greater

influence on one description of manure than on another ; I can-

not, therefore, consider my experiments so decisive of the relative

value of the manures as if the season had been more propitious

:

but should the trials undertaken by others correspond in their re-

sults with mine, information will be elicited which may be useful

to the agricultural body. It was remarked that the drought ap-

peared to have the most influence on the acre manured w ith dung,

turning the leaves more yellow than on the other strips dressed
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with guano ; and until the weights comdnced us of our mistake, we
were under a strong impression that the guanos had beaten the

dung. There remains for us to learn the value of these manures
upon the succeeding crop of barley, for which purpose the 5 acres

will be carefully distinguished, and the produce of each accurately

measured.
I remain. Sir, yours, &c. &c.,

David Barclay.
Sastwick, February 12, 1845.

Account of Experiments as to the relative Value of Farm-yard Manuie, African

Guano, Peruvian Guano, Potter's Guauo, and Humphrey's Farmers' Compound,

conducted on Eastwick Farm, in the County of Surrey.

No.

Description

of

Manure.

Quantity

used

per Imperial

Acre.

Cost of Manure,

Carriage,

and Application.

Produce

of trimmed

Swedes

per Acre.

Value

of Produce

at 15s.

per Ton.

Cost of
Manure and
Application
per Ton

of Swedes.

1 Farm-yard 12 Tons At 5s. . £3 0 0
Carriage, 14 0
Spreading, 0 4 0

T. cwt. qr. lb.

9 7 3 20
£ s. d.

7 10
$. d.

9 4

4 8 0

, 2 African Guauo 3 cwt. At 6/. lOs. per ton,

0 19 6
Sowing, 0 2 0

8 2 0 0 6 1 6 2 8t

1 1 6

3 Peruvian Guano 3 cwt. At 10/. 10s.

1 11 6
Sowing, 0 2 0

8 0 0 0 6 0 0 4 2i

1 13 6

4 Potter's Guano 4 cwt. At 12/., 2 8 0
Sowing, 0 2 0

2 10 0

8 17 2 8 6 13 2 5 7+

3 Humphrey's Far-

mers' Com-
pound.

3 cw t. At 12/., 1 16 0
Sowing, 0 2 0

5 17 3 0 4 8 3J 6 6

1 18 0
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XV.— Ort the St. Johns-day Rye. By Ph. Pusey, M.P.

The late Lord Leicester advised that no fanning experiment

should be published until it had been successfully tried for three

years. But though I have not grown the St. John's-day rye as

yet even for two complete years, its promising appearance, and

the approval of neighbouring farmers, encourage me to lay a short

account of this plant before the Society. It was in 1842 that

Mr. Taunton of Ashlev, near Stockbridge, first made it known to

me in the following terms :

—

" In your digest of the progress of agricultural knowledge you say, of

early rye, that 'some farmers do not approve of it; for while young
it gives but litde food, and it shoots up rapidly to a harsh stalk, which

stock do not relish.' But this reproach does not apply to the variety of

rye which is the best worth cultivating; and, as I think, the only one

worth cultivating to any extent for the purpose of green meat—namely,

the St. John's-day rye {seigle de 9t. Jean). This plant, if sown in

proper time, and on a suitable soil, presents itself to the scythe in a state

palatable to horses for full three weeks, or more. I would sow not more
than one-fourth of the ground with common rye by the side of it, for the

common rye is a very few days earlier, and by the time when that be-

comes harsh and woody the St. John's-day rye has attained its perfec-

tion. Of this latter I have had, on a suitable soil, to the extent of 11

London loads of straw per acre when left for seed ; for it will grow from

6 to 7 feet high. The time to sow it is the 24th of June'; at all events

get it in before July. The soil for rye ought to be a siliceous soil; it

does not reject a considerable admixture of clay, but it ought to come
under the description of a sandy loam. If you want such a burthen as

I have described, of course the condition of the soil must not be poor, and
such produce will pay for good land. The soil, too, needs to be com-
pressed after sowing, if the land be at all light, by rolling or sheep-

treading ; otherwise the rye-plant is peculiarly obnoxious to the wire-

worm. The mass of foliage in October would induce you to feed it then
;

but I would recommend you to abstain : the leaf (unlike winter barley)

is very little changed by the winter, and it so cherishes the young foliage,

which shoots up in spring covered witii this dense mantle, that it will

repay your forbearance with ample interest. I have seen it in the end
of February, or beginning of March, equal, if not superior, to the best

water-meadow for ewes and lambs; for soiling in stable, the horses will

eat it when the ear is fairly developed, and it miiy perhaps be 5 feet

high (according to the soil) ; it will have tillered so much that the pro-

duce will be a very heavy one."

In June of the following year (1843) Mr. Taunton sent me
another account of his further success in the growth of the St.

Jotin's-day rye :

—

" I inclose to you a stalk of my St. John's-day rye, length 6 feet : it

has not yet flowered. I began to soil eiglit cart-horses with it on the

13th of May, then 3 feet high, and four cows a week later. Both these

VOL. VI. N
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kinds of stock still eat nearly the whole of it, with scarce any waste, so

that it has now been twenty-two days in use, and I expect that they will

eat it freely some days longer: thus, you see, extending its eatable state

nearly to a month. If I had possessed a greater breadth of this crop in

the present season, I should have begun a week earlier, not waiting till

it had attained the height of 3 feet.

" The ground which bore this had a dressing of dung just before

sowing. It succeeded wheat, cut green into stable ; but your calcareous

grit detritus is a far more favourable soil for rye than our chalk.
" This plant, and, I believe, this variety, proved fatal to hundreds of

our brave men on the sandy plains of Belgmm, two days before the battle

of AVaterloo. They marched through fields of it higher than their

heads. The glittering points of their bayonets marked the track of their

march to the enemy's artillery, which was on an eminence, while the

rye being higher than their heads they could see no enemy, and knew
not whither to direct their fire."

Mr. Taunton having presented me with some seed of this

rye, it was sown in the course of July, 1843, on some poor

moory soil without manure, was fed off in the autumn, and
again in the spring, yet produced on little more than a quarter

of an acre, 13 bushels of seed. That seed was sown again last

year in August as soon as harvested : it produced on a sandy loam
very good feed in the autumn, and in this backward spring it

realised Mr. Taunton's description, and established its character

here by covering 4 or 5 acres with a thick coat of herbage, in which
the lambs were browsing breast high, while there was little or no
other feed in the neighbourhood. I find, too, in the late Mr.
Rham's Dictionary of the Farm, a yet more favourable account

of it. Under the article Rye in that convenient little book, our
lamented colleague observes :

" There is a variety of rye mentioned
by continental authors by the name of St. John's-day rye, because

it grows so rapidly that if sown about St. John's day it will be fit

to mow green by the middle of September ; and in favourable

seasons may be fed off again in November without preventing its

giving ample feed in spring, and a good crop of grain at the

next harvest. It might be advantageous to introduce this variety

into England if it be not already known." On the other hand,

it is right to state that, when our seedsman Mr. Gibbs inquired

respecting it in its native country, he was informed that its

cultivation was not spreading in Belgium. But the reason as-

signed was its inferiority to the common rye in yield of seed

;

and this objection, though valid in countries where ryebread is

eaten, will not apply where, as in England, rye is intended
principally for green fodder. Although then, as I said, my trial

of the St. John's-day rye is incomplete, and though it has not

been sown here as yet on its peculiar day, it has evidently

two advantages over the common rye. It tillers so much as to
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produce double the quantity of herbage on the same space of

ground. Indeed in one field where the two varieties were grow-

ing together, the common rye, after twice feeding off, became
so thin that I ploughed it up ; while this new rye covers the

ground with its third crop as with its first. Besides tillering

more, it is also sweeter than the common rye when young.

Where they grow together, the hares and rabbits, while we tad
any, ate it before the other. Its principal merit, however, is its

superior sweetness in advanced growth, and the consequently

longer time during which it remains fit for use as spring feed.

Good farmers who have seen it agree with me, that this new rye

should be tried upon such light hollow soils as we sometimes find

on our southern chalk-hills. On such land, in dry seasons, farmers

often lose their turnip crop after it is singled out ; but rye is

known to bear well such looseness of soil. If it were sown in-

stead of turnips, or where the turnips had missed, on a part of the

turnip-land, even one green crop in the autumn, to say nothing

of two, and another in spring, might compensate for such a crop

of roots as this land generally yields. If it stood for seed after-

wards, it would then also take the place of the barley crop, the

turnip's natural successor ; and the rotation would remain undis-

turbed. I will only add one suggestion, or rather call attention

to a statement of Mr. Taunton's, that if the St. John's-day rye be
left uneaten in the autumn, it will aflFord feed for ewes and lambs
equal to the best water-meadow, as early as the beginning of

March or the end of February, an invaluable time for such feed.

All that is hoped of a new plant is seldom realised in practice

;

but what I have myself seen of tlie St. John's-day rye, and the

opinions of farmers who have also watched it, make me sure that

I should not be rash in advising occupiers of light lands to give it

a trial, but that unfortunate!)', as I am informed, no seed is now
to be procured abroad with a certainty of its genuineness.

Pusey, May 12, 1845.

XVI.

—

On a variety of Rye as Green Fodder. By Robert
Baker.

To Ph. Pusey, Esq., M.P.

Sir,—I read with much attention the communication made by
you to the Committee of the Royal Agricultural Society " upon
the growth of St. John's-day rye," and as I have cultivated rye

for feeding purposes for several years with great advantage, I

have much pleasure in communicating the results.

N 2
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The difference in the varieties of rye I discovered accidentally

some years since. Having obtained seed from two different seeds-

men, I found in the following spring that for the purposes of

early feed the produce from the one was a fortnight earlier, and
twice as much in produce superior to the other. Since that time

I have invariablv grown my own seed, and rarely fail in obtaining

a plant, whereas previously I hardly ever obtained one, from the

circumstance of old rye being mixed with new by persons inte-

rested ; and the old very rarely vegetating, my plants were thin,

or failed altogether.

I have, from long experience and observation, brought my
system of cultivation to such a degree of perfection that I never

fail succeeding in obtaining a plant ; and by the application of

the produce I am enabled to support all my horses and neat stock

for two or three weeks before my neighbours commence. From
the middle of April last I have thus been enabled to maintain

upwards of forty horses and colts, and fifty head of neat stock : the

former up to the present time, and the latter until the 14th of

this month, almost without the assistance of hay. The chief diflR-

culty I had to contend with was to remedy the great waste occa-

sioned by the horses and stock in foddering ; for as the rye advanced

in stem, the stock would eat only the most tender portion, and if

tares were sown in conjunction, would waste the greater j)art of

the rye in the endeavour to extract them whilst feeding. To
remedy this, I now cut the whole into chaff ; and by the addition

of a small quantity of hay, and about one-half sweet wheat or oat-

straw (which I gradually diminish as the season advances), I suc-

ceed in obtaining a description of food of which, for early use, I

know of nothing as an equivalent, whether in point of cheapness

or utility, besides the advantage of gradually adapting the change

from dry to green food without risk or inconvenience to the

animal. The number of acres consumed to the present time, of

rye alone, and in conjunction with tares, does not exceed 9 acres,

and the land upon which it is grown is already in a forward state

for turnips. I will now give a condensed statement of the pro-

cess, and advert to those points necessary to be attended to in^the

cultivation as T proceed.

To succeed to perfection, a fine tilth must be obtained, and the

land should be of a sandy or gravelly quality. The rye should

be sown when the weather is perfectly dry, and the land harrowed

previously, so that it may be covered as lightly as possible. If

sown upon a whole furrow, or during wet weather, or if put in

deep, it rarely succeeds. These are the three points that require

particular attention in its cultivation. My plan is to plough a

clean wheat eddish immediately after the wheat-crop is removed ;

and with two or three scarifyings or additional ploughings, reduce

V
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the soil to the finest possible degree of pulverization. After the

last j)loughing 1 harrow the land before depositing the seed ; and

about the middle of September or early in October, I sow 3

bushels of seed per acre, which is harrowed in lightly, and the

land left without rolling, unless with a very light roller between

the harrowings. If the rye is very forward (which, from having

a mild autumn, is sometimes the case), it will, in the event of a

heavy fall of snow succeeding, be sometimes greatly injured for

spring use ; but it must on no account be fed off with sheep, as it

never comes well to the scythe afterwards. A portion should be

manured for the first cutting, to enable its being used a week or

ten days earlier. When ready for use, which in ordinary seasons

takes place at the commencement of the month of April, it is

carefully mown, and cut by a chaff- cutting machine, with the

addition of a moiety of straw and hay, the proportion of the former

being as four to one of the latter ; and the cutting should so pro-

ceed that it may be adapted to the consumption of each day, using

it as soon after being cut as possible. The chaff-boxes used by
me are of the common sort, having an adjustment, invented by
Dyball of North Walsham, lor feeding without assistance of the

person using them. The cost of cutting is from \Ad. to 15c?. per

60 bushels, and a man cuts from 100 to 120 bushels per diem.

The horses are fed in the stable with oats, in addition, and in the

yards at night with cut chaff only. The cows and neat stock are

fed with the addition of oil-cake, broken fine, or not, as may be
requisite, and no portion whatever is allowed to be wasted ; for

by supplying it from time to time as required, every particle will

be eaten. As the rye advances into ear, less straw and hay are

then used ; and of every 100 bushels added at the present time,

56 lbs. of hay and 72 lbs. of wheat-straw are the proportion, some
lares being grown in conjunction with the rye.

I know of no other food for early spring use, as a substitute for

hay, equal to this, nor of any other system whereby so large an
amount of excellent food can be procured from a small quantity

of land ; and in point of economy, those who have not adopted
the system have not the slightest conception. During this

spring in particular I have found it of most decided advantage

;

and at the high price of hay at the present moment I estimate that

every acre of rye, thus produced, has been worth at least 8/. ; and
when it is considered that it is obtained with scarcely any injury

to the land whatever (turnips succeeding as well after it as can be
desired), I am induced to make this communication, in the hope that

through your endeavours to promote the interests of the British

agriculturist it may become known and more generally adopted
in other districts.

I shall be very glad to forward you a small quantity of my seed
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when ripe, that you may be able to compare it with the St. John's-

day rye you have referred to.

I have the honour to remain. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Robert Baker.
Writfle, Essex, May 24, 1845.

P.S.—I have since weighed a square perch, and find the

weight to be 12 stones, or 168 lbs. ; and on parts of the field it

would have weighed at least 200 lbs. Upon an experiment made,
we found the horses refused altogether to eat it if uncut ; and I am
so convinced of the economy of this mode of feeding, that I am
still cutting that of which the larger portion is tares, and shall

continue to do so until Midsummer.

iVbte.—It appears to me that Mr. Baker's variety of rye, though equally
or even more valuable, cannot be the same with the St. John's-day rye,

because it is earlier than the common rye, whereas Mr. Taunton states

that the St. John's-day rye, so far from being earlier, is a few days later.—Ph. Pusey.

XVI T.

—

An Account of Improvement of a Shaking Bog at Meare
in Somersetshire. By Erasmus Galton.

I SEND the following account of a very successful reclaiming of

wet peat bog land, in order to show that it is possible to top-

dress peat bogs (after draining them) with clay or other soil ; and
that the clay will not sink and be lost after afew years, as I have
almost invariably found farmers in this county state to be the case

when recommended to reclaim their peat lands. Now as I feel

confident that it will not be found so in practice (if the land is first

drained), I send you the following account of reclaiming wet bog
land in the large tract of flat country between Bridgewater and
Glastonbury, in the county of Somerset, which was commenced in

the year 1811, and has constantly been going on up to this time.

The bog is of so soft a nature that a person trotting his horse on

the tiu-npike road abreast of the land treated of, will see the Water

in the ditches quite ruffled by the concussion of the horse's feet on
the road.

The plans, sections, and table of expenses, are taken from the

papers of the intelligent agent (Mr. Richard Hammet, of Street,

Somerset), who was the proposer and entire manager of the im-

provements, and through whose well-directed perseverance they

liave been perfected, in spite of the ridicule and opposition that he

encountered from the resident population, who considered him en.-

gaged in a mad project, involving the waste of his employer's

capital.
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If there is anj-thing in this statement that makes it worth while

to make further inquiries, I shall have much pleasure in doing

so ; for, as a practical farmer and a near relation of the proprietor,

I have taken much interest in the improvements during the last

few years.

West Hay Moor is an extensive tract of bog land, situate in

the parish of Meare, in the county of Somerset, allotted and

awarded about fifty-five years since to sundry tenements, under

the authority of an act of parliament. A large proportion of this

bog has remained up to this time uncultivated, and of little or no

value except for peat fuel, which is dug in large quantities.

In the year 1811 it was determined by an owner of 300 acres

of this land, the late Samuel Gallon, Esq., of Duddeston, near

Birmingham, to bring it into use by draining and top-dressing

with earth, consisting of the deposit left on the banks of the river

Brue after heavy rains, which is a very rich soil.

To set about this, it was necessary, after draining the land, to dig

a canal about sixteen feet wide, and build boats, to boat the soil

from the river Brue to the spot (the nearest distance about a

mile) ; and, as the Brue is at a lower level, it was necessary also to

build a lock at a point of the canal to raise the boats. This has

all been done ; and belts of plantation made to protect the land from

the west wind, the moor being open to the sea breeze, as it is below

the level of the sea at high-water mark at spring tides, although

several miles inland.

A plan is sent at the end to refer to, and sections to show the

effect of the drains on the level of the land. And the following

table gives an account of the way in which the land has been

drained—how the peat bog has become compressed as soon as the

water drained itself off.

The land, after being formed into convenient sized fields, was

then made into bends or ridges of about 13 yards wide (see

sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). The expense appears very small, consi-

dering the work done ; but it must be remembered that the peat

cuts very easy—that the work is done in the winter, when labour

is cheap—and that in this parish low wages are given to the poor
labourer at that time of the year.
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No. of The whol e

Section

referred
A Description of each Process.—See Sections.

Expense per

Acre of each

to. process.

1. Is a cross section of a bend (as it is here called)

40 feet wide, with a 3-feet open drain on each

£. s. ft

side, cost ...... 0 10 6

2. Is a cross section of a bend, after one-third on
each side has been turned towards the middle
or centre, cost . . . , . 1 4 0

3. Is a cross section, after a lodgement or run 4
feet wide and 1 foot deep has been taken

from each side, cost .... 0 12
4. Is a cross section, after the trenches have been

deepened 2^ feet, and the sides again taken

off to bring it to a round, cost . 1 3 0
After these several operations the bends require

to be smoothed and fined over, to prepare for

0 7 0
The trenches require to be deepened annually

for at least three years, when the land be-

comes solid, the expense at 2s. per annum,
cost ....... 0 6 0

Total £4 2 6

This table shows the outlay per acre to bring the land into a fit

state for top-dressing ; and by referring to the sections 1, 2, 3, 4,

from the first column, the process by which the land was drained

will be easily understood.

The whole expense per acre in preparing the land for top-

dressing is therefore Al. '2s. 6rf.

From this time the land is not attended with more expense

than old improved land, except what is expended in top-dressing.

The land in four or five years presents the appearance of the cross

section (No. 5), being nearly flat, and compressed 3 or 4 feet' (in

same cases 5 feet) ; and is sufficiently dry and firm to bear cattle

and horses and carts at any season of the year. Some old people

complain that it is drained too much, but it is not found so in

practice.

As soon as each inclosure was drained, the ling and other boff

plants disappeared, and were succeeded by a thick natural crop

of fern. No particular means were taken to get rid of the fern;

but as soon as a top-dressing of earth was put on the land, the .

fern began to dwindle away, and after a time disappeared alto-

gether, and was immediately succeeded by the clovers, and indeed
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almost every description of meadow grass. Nature produces

everything;—no seed is ever sown—and the soil used as top-

dressing, even when dug 6 feet or more deep, produces all these

fine grasses.

The soil used is an accumulation of sediment brought down by
the river Brue, overlaying the peat to the depth of 6 feet, and is

a compound of almost every description of soil : it decomposes
the peat in a very short time. It has the appearance of clay or

marl of a rich quality.

Some of this land, of which fifty years back seven acres were

bought for ten pounds, now lets for 30s. per acre, some for 40s., as

pasture, and is constantly improving. The rents have so far in-

creased every two years. The rent for the whole is now very near

four hundred pounds

.

It has been found, contrary to the opinion of every one who
was consulted at the beginning of these improvements, that the

top-dressing does not sink and get lost ; which is, I think, easily

accounted for by the land being thoroughly drained.

The writer believes that the greater part of this land was bought
at about 5/. per acre ; now, however, that the plan of reclaiming

has been seen, it cannot be bought but at high prices.

Whole amount of money expended on the Meare Turbary, and the

number of yards of soil boated from the commencement of the im-
provements.

Yards Yards
Date. Expense. of Date. Expense. of

Soil. Soil.

£. s. d. £. $. d.

1811

1812
76
25

13

18

11

11

Brought)
forward J

1439 3 8 2026

1813 32 8 0 1827 94 17 10 323
1814 45 14 4 1828 137 12 0 1195
18151

134 11 10
1829 250 8 5 1120

1816/ 1830 204 0 11 1695
1817 19 6 4 1831 217 3 9 1401
1818 52 15 1 1832 211 17 7 2252
1819 51 7 6 1833 224 0 1 2029
1820 56 12 7 1834 252 5 7 1210
1821 60 10 5 1835 281 17 8 2352
1822
1823

62
99

8
12

1

1

90
99

18361
1837/

448 17 0 2031

1824 130 7 10 651 1838 252 6 10 1680
1825 126 6 9 632 1839 122 16 0 2270
Canal 253 8 10 1810 185 2 7 1549
1826 211 1 3 551 1841 205 8 7 1428

1842 211 13 7 2919
Carried

)

forward/
1439 3 8 2026

Total 4770 1 10 27,540
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27,540 yards of this soil weigh 33,000 tons
;
quantity of land

earthed over is 331 acres, at about 100 tons per acre. Expense

per acre about 14/. 10^.

The labour is all done by task-work, the boatmen getting 7d.

per cubic yard for the soil dug out of the ground, boating and

landing.

Whoever undertakes to improve peat bogs should pay parti-

cular attention to draining, as otherwise top-dressing and the ex-

pense of labour are money thrown away.

£. s. d.

27,540 yards of soil, at ']d. a yard 803 6 0

Draining 331 acres, at 4/. 2*. 6d. 1365 7 6

Deduct ..... 2168 12 6

From whole money expended 4770 1 10

There remains . £2601 9 4

For planting, canal-boats, carting the soil from canal side, and other

expenses.

The writer has not allowed for the interest of the money.

Loxton Manor House, near Cross, Somersetshire.

XVIII.—On the Advantage of very Shallow Cultivation upon a

light Moory Farm in Gloucestershire. By Henry Parker.

Having had considerable experience in the cultivation of moory
land, and having for several years turned my attention to the best

method of procuring early spring feed, I proceed to state my
mode of management upon a farm of 200 acres of arable land of

light, poor, thin moory soil, with a subsoil of either blue or white

clay, peat, or white gravel.

Rotation of Crops.

First year, Early turnips No. 1

Second „ Wheat „ 2
Third „ Vetches and turnips, or Swedes ... „ 3
Fourth ,, Barley „ 4
Fifth Meadow grass, Lolium perenne, var. . „ 5
Sixth „ Meadow grass, second year .... „ 6

First Year, Cultivationfor Turnips.

No. 1. This portion being always the second year's seeds of
No. 6, I breast-plough and burn, throw the ashes equally over the
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land
; breast-plough again rather deeper than before, harrow and

drill with the turnip seed (sufficiently wide to admit of the horse-

hoe) sixty bushels of artificial manure, consisting of lime, wood,
and turf ashes, in equal quantities, leaving it lightly rolled ; and
when the plant is high enough I commence using the horse and
hand hoes, which I continue to do very frequently throughout the

summer, thereby encouraging the growth of the turnips, and
enabling me to begin feeding them off in the month of August.

Second Year, Cultivation for Wheat.

No. 2. The Turnips of No. 1 being consumed, I breast-plough

to mix the sheep manure with the soil, horse-plough very lightly,

drill '2\ bushels of red lammas wheat per acre, leave it till the

spring following, and before the horse- roll can be used send
women to tread it, and, if occasion require, tread it again ; after

which I have it twice hoed. I have found more benefit from this

mode of pressing than anv other, being done at a time when
wheat, on this description of soil, requires assistance.

Third Year, Cultivationfor Turnips.

No. 3. The stubble of the wheat-crop of No. 2 being cleared,

I breast-plough, plant 2 bushels of winter vetches per acre, hoe
them the spring following ; when fit, feed them with sheep.

Breast-plough, rake up, and burn everything that would be in

the way of the drill or horse-hoe ; drill in, with the turnip seed,

1 0 bushels of bones per acre, lightly roll it, and adopt the same
management with regard to hoeing as described in the cultivation

of No. 1 . After the turnips of this field (No. 3) have been eaten,

I again use the breast-plough, and leave it till the time of planting

barley, when I

—

Fourth Year, Cultivationfor Barley.

No. 4. Breast-plough, harrow, drill 4 bushels of barley, and
sow 2 bushels of meadow-grass seed, Lolium perenne, var., and 4
pounds of red or broad clover per acre ; harrow and roll. ,The
meadow-grass being intended for early, and the clover for late

food.

Fifth Year, Meadow Grass.

No. 5. The turnip crop of No. 3 being now nearly consumed,

and the couples requiring a change of food, I am enabled, by

about the 6th of April, to place them on my early spring food,

which being eaten I leave for seed ; and when the lattermath is

fit, again hurdle it off with the ewes during the day, removing

them every night to the turnips of No. 1, which are now being

stocked to plant with wheat.
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Sixth Year, Meadovc Grass.

No. 6. This bein? a two-rears' lev. I feed it the whole year

;

the earlv part of the season allowing the sheep to remain m the

same field ; but the latter part, remo^-ing them every night as de-

scribed in No. 5.

Management of the Flock.

1 will begin with the month of Augiist, when I have commenced
feedins the turnip crop of No. 1. The flock would now consist

of 150 stock ewes. 75 ewe and 75 wether lambs : the stock ewes

going during the dav to the lattermath of Nos. 5 or 6, returning

at night to So. 1, to leave extra manure and firm the land for the

succeeding wheat crop : the lambs remaining wholly in No. 1

,

eating com, and having their turnips cut till consumed, when the

wheat is planted and the flock removed to the turnips or Swedes
of No. 3. where thev remain till about the 6th of April. The
turnip crop being now nearlv consumed, the wether tegs are sold

to the butcher, the ewe tegs left to finish the few remaining tur-

nips of No. 3. and the ewes and lambs removed from the pen used

fur yeaning to the early spring feed of No. 5, now fit to receive

them, which, fnjm not having been stocked the preceding year

after harvest, but allowed to grow, has been protected from the

frost, and is rendered more wholesome by the Vf ung and old

grass being eaten together, so that the sheep do not scour. Food
of this description at this early period of the season, upon a poor,

thin, moorv farm, without an acre of meadow land, I find of most
essential service, particularly for Ta\ ewes and lambs, having

alwavs observed that, although taken from turnips or Swedes,
sainfoin hay and a well-littered comfortable pen to lodge in at

night, they have made a decided improvement when placed on
this food. I would here remark, that on this day, the 24th of

February, while moory land ^enerallv is wearing a russet withered

appearance, this grass of No. -5 looks green and flourishing,

and appears in no wav to have suffered from the inclemency
of the weather. I have never been able to obtain keep of any
other description so early that will not scour, possessing so much
nourishment, or capable of yielding the quantity of milk, on this

description of land. I do not allow mv sheep to have their food

without being hurdled to them everv dav, thereby makin? it go
farther, and keeping the flock more in the same condition

throughout the year; and that the lambs mav go forward, have
more liberty, and pick out the shortest and sweetest of the keep,

I have " creepers" placed to enable them to do so. I have never
known this grass killed by the frost, although my wheat in the
culjoining field has ; neither have I found it possess anv evil ten-

dency to draw the soil or deteriorate the succeeding crop. About
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the 12th of May I remove the sheep from No. 5 to No. 6. 1

have always considered the crop of seed to be nearly as much,
and the quality better, than if it had not been stocked from the

manure left, and the land being firmed by the treading of the

sheep. Indeed, were this field. No. 5, to produce nothing more
than the early food spoken of, so valuable have I found it, that I

believe it already nearly to have paid its rent ; but in addition to

this it affords me a crop of seed, the straw of which is consumed
by the stock ewes during the winter when on turnips ; and from
the clover seed sown with the grass, food is obtained the same
year after the seed has been carried ; and again the following

year is fit to be stocked after the early spring feed of No. 5 has

been consumed, and upon which. No. 6, the sheep are now placed,

where they remain till the vetches of No. 3 are fit to hurdle
;

upon which, with the assistance of the lattermath of Nos. 5 and
6, I am enabled to keep them till the early turnips of No. 1 are

again fit to begin.

By this mode of management an economical system is followed

up through the whole course, by being nearly all performed by
manual labour, by which means a remunerating crop will be pro-

duced and the land always kept firm, which is the only difficulty

to be overcome on this description of soil. The farm, when first

taken by me, was wet ; as much out of condition, and as light and

weak as it well could be, parts of it being merely held together

by the roots of grass and weeds natural to moory land, but which

must be very prejudicial to the production of those crops that are

to benefit the farmer.

1 commenced by draining, and then pursued the foregoing sys-

tem of cultivation, by which my most sanguine expectations have

been realized, though I was told that the land would be too light

and too poor to plant wheat after turnips. I have never found

any ill effects from paring and burning, experience having taught

me that it produces a manure particularly beneficial to the growth

of turnips
;
thereby enabling me to firm the land by sheep ; for

were other means used to destroy the turf of the second year's

seeds, No. 6, they would seriously injure and weaken the soil, and

cause much difficulty in raising the turnip crop, which difficulty I

appear now to have overcome, although I plant them twice during

the course ; and were the turf not destroyed the effects would be

equally injurious.

1 rent another farm of 400 acres, half of which is a weak soil

upon a subsoil of gravel with veins of clay, the remaining half is

stone brash.

Fairford, Gloucestershire,

February 24, 1844.
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Note by Mr. Pusey.

This statement of a practical farmer appears to me very re-

markable, as bearing upon the supposed necessity for stirring all

soils deeplv. So far the other way does Mr. Parker's experience

point, that he actually gives his farm only one horse-ploughing,

and that a shallow one, during his six years' rotation. The breast-

plough, which he uses at other times, is the same implement as

is figured under the name of a paring spade in another part of

this number (p. 101). The workman forces it forward with his

thighs, and turns over no more of the ground than a gardener

who is taking off the turf of a pleasure-ground. Yet, excepting

one horse-ploughing, this is all the stirring which Mr. Parker

gives to his farm in six years. The breast-plough indeed is per-

severingly used by him—twice in the first year, once in the second,

no less than three times in the third year, and once again in the

fourth. Instead of loosening the soil, Mr. Parker's efforts tend to

preser\e its firmness, or restore that firmness when lost; and he states

that otherwise he could not secure even a turnip-crop. Strange

as such doctrine may sound, Mr. Parker does not stand alone

in his practice. Another farmer (Mr. Edmunds), whose family

long occupied such light moory land in the same neighbourhood,
tells me they also found that nothing but the breast-plough would
leave the ground firm enough to grow wheat. Occupying similar

land, I may add that I never plough it deeply but I repent of so

doing, and am falling more and more each year, by the advice of
neighbouring farmers, into the use of the breast-plough, instead

of the horse-plough. This manual labour is quite as cheap

;

for a good workman can pare such hollow tender land at 4s.,

or even at 3s. an acre. It is possible that the drought of our
climate in Gloucestershire and Berkshire may be one cause of

the success of this practice in those counties, and that the same
soil, if transferred to Westmoreland, would require deeper work-
ing. Therefore, without recommending shallow cultivation in

districts where deep ploughing has been hitherto practised, I

would merely warn beginners against plunging recklessly into

the subsoil.

Ph. Pusey.
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XIX.— On the Advantage of Thick Sowing.—By David
Barclay, M.P.

The following is the result of some experiments which I made
last year, in order to ascertain the relative merits of thin and thick

sowing wheat, drilling, dibbling, and by broad-cast. They were
conducted with great care upon 5 acres of level land of uniform

quality, being a good deep loam on a chalk subsoil, following a

clover ley folded by sheep. The land was ploughed about 5
inches deep, as it was not thought desirable to bury the sheep-

dressing below that depth. The seed was put into the ground
about the 7lh of December, 1843, and the wheat was hoed in the

spring of 1844, except the acre sown by broad-cast, which was
harrowed instead of being hoed. The plants in Nos. 2 and 3
(thin sowings) were by much the strongest, and looked the best

throughout the season, until the approach of harvest, when it be-

came evident that the quality of the grain and straw was inferior,

more particularly on No. 2, which appeared to have suffered a

little from mildew.

Samples of the different lots were submitted to an eminent mil-

ler, and the value of each determined by him ; the straw was
valued at the market price. (See next page.)

The results of these experiments are very remarkably in favour

of thick sowing, and particularly of the old broad-cast system; and
if not conclusive against the doctrine of thin sowing, so strongly

and, I may add, so ably advocated in the present day, should at

least induce caution on the part of farmers before they depart

from the practice of their forefathers. Indeed it is difficult to be-

lieve that so great an advantage as the saving of a bushel or a

bushel and a half of seed per acre can have been overlooked for so

many generations. It seems more reasonable to suppose, that long

practical experience has taught the farmer the more prudent
course of a liberal supply of seed. It may however be contended,

that had the ploughing been deeper and the seed put earlier into

the ground, the result would have been different : this is not> im-

probable, and it is possible the deficiencies in the quality and
quantity of thin-sown wheat and straw might have been less ob-'

servable, but the large differences which my experiment indicates

could hardly, I think, have been made up. I have this year

repeated the trial of thin-sowing, having drilled one acre on the

26th of October last (the land having been deeply ploughed) with

1 bushel of seed, the rest of the field having 2 bushels per acre.

The result I shall be happy to communicate if desired.
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XX.— On Fences. By James Grigor.

Prize Essay.

In a country like Britain, so celebrated for its advanced position

in agriculture, it appears almost anomalous that it should have so

long retained s\ich an evil as its overgrown and cumbrous hedges.

It will at any rate be admitted that no part of our rural economy
is so susceptible of improvement as the fences of England, and I

am persuaded that in no department are the exertions of the

Society now leading on tlie improvements in agriculture likely to

be of greater use than in their re-construction. Though chiefly

connected with them, the subject of this essay by no means refers in

all its important bearings to the purely rural districts of our country;

for I believe that the generality of fences are as uncouth and
cumbrous in thickly peopled districts as elsewhere. Let any one

take a ride about the outskirts of London, the seat of so much
wealth and refinement, and he will presently observe fences on the

road-side half dead, half alive, patched in many places with

brushwood, full of weeds and rubbish, and resting upon a founda-

tion at least four times wider than a rightly constructed fence re-

quires. Around provincial towns it is the same. Close to the

immediate outlets, wherein general the finest buildings are erected,

stands many an old irregular fence full of nettles, docks, and other

herbage, presenting anything but an appearance in keeping with

the trimly kept grounds of a suburban villa. I can fancy nothing

which would form such an improvement in the vicinities of our

towns as the substitution of neat, well-kept fences for those in

present use. Our roads are, in general, well kept ; and if they

were bounded by fences at all in character with them, the suburbs

of our cities and towns would assume something of the air and

neatness observable in a pleasure-ground. More of a garden-

like character would be diffused, and though the appearance thus

introduced would be perhaps less ])icturesque, it would at any rate

bespeak a more refined and careful taste. »

Perhaps some prejudice exists in favour of fences as at present

constituted, and that there really are many traits of beauty obser-

vable in the varied outline they present; filled as they are with

many of the sweetest flowers and shrubs that we have. But the

same remark is applicable to idl districts in a state of nature,

and forms no reason why a thorough change should not be ef-

fected upon them. Lovers there are of the interminable wastes

of purple heath, which yield nothing whatever to the community,

and are enjoyed only by a few as a scene of solitary beauty once

in a season. To uphold such scenes, as well as our picturesque

hedge sides, seems to be the work only of poets j whilst a growing
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population view such matters through pressing necessity, and

desire the bread-giving plants instead. It is the duty, then, as

well as the interest of all landed proprietors, and tenants of farms,

to eradicate the old wide fences, and to substitute in their room

such as will occupy only a fourth part, or, in some cases, a sixth

part of tlie space;' and in order if possible to carry conviction into

the minds of all as to the injury our present fences entail upon us,

1 shall proceed to enumerate in what respects they are hurtful to

the agriculturist.

Chap. I.

—

Evils of the present System of Hedge-fencing.

I commence by stating that they are an evil ; and in establish-

ing this important point, I do not think I can be charged with

unfairness if I look for the proof of this assertion chiefly in a dis-

trict famed for its husbandrj'—a corn and cattle district ; for it is

with reference to arable and pasture lands that the subject of

fences is at present to be treated. I take Norfolk, therefore, the

county in which hedges were first regularly introduced for the pur-

pose of enclosing ploughed fields: for the sake of the curious, I

may mention that the period of this introduction may with cer-

tainty be considered as coeval with that of Flemish husbandry, and
reckoned from the latter end of the seventeenth century. Judging
from appearances, one might suppose that our hedges retain to

this day the whole of their original character—imeven, straggling,

broad, yet incomplete in some parts, chiefly formed of whitethorn,

but the outline in a great measure made up with briars, brambles,

acers, elm suckers, docks, and nettles. It is undeniable that such

is the type of the great proportion of all the fences in England.
They are so in Middlesex, Kent, Essex, Sussex, Devon, Stafford,

Warwick, Cambridge, and Lincoln, for in those counties they have
fallen under my own personal observation.

1 . They are injurious, because they harbour and are a protection

to all sorts of weeds.— However carefully the field within them
may be kept, there are in those fences at all times a plentiful

supply of the germs of thistles, nettles, docks, dandelions, &c.,

ready to be distributed by every wind that blows ; so that it is abso-

lutely impossible, so long as those weed-magazines are kept up,

to reckon upon a time when the land in the neighbourhood shall

be completely cleared of them. For example:—Within a quarter

of a mile of the populous and wealthy city of Norwich, by the

side of the Ipswich road, is a fence occupying a site ten feet in

width. In some parts, there is a strip in front composed entirely

of nettles, two feet in breadt h ; the body of the hedge itself occu-

pying about six feet, and the remaining two feet bearing a miscei-

o 2
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laneous assemblage of rank herbage. In the parish of Lakenham,
opposite the church, also in the vicinity of Norwich, is a fence, or,

more properly speaking, an embankment (though originally made
and intended simply as the foundation for a fence) thirteen leet in

width. Dimensions: inner side, made up with rambling spray,

brambles, nettles, &c., three feet
;

outside, composed of rank

weeds, chiefly nettles and dandelions, six feet and a half ; the hedge
itself, which has been lately cut down, three feet and a half. About
two-thirds of the space is thus occupied with luxurious herbage

which has been allowed to perfect its seeds for a series of years
;

and the fact is applicable to the most of the fences throughout

England.

2. Our present fences are injurious, and that to a great extent,

inasmuch as they harbour and protect snails, slugs, Sfc.—Whole
plots of cabbages and turnips, planted alongside one of those fences,

are sometimes eaten up in the course of a night; and during the

early part of the season every species of green crop sufters by those

animals, which shelter themselves among the stones, rubbish, and
roots during the day. So soon as the sun is down, they proceed

from under the covering, and, as has been stated, devour every

green blade within several yards of the hedge line. The most
destructive enemies to crops which those fences protect during

winter, are the slugs {Limax ater and Limax agrestis), and the

common garden snail (Helix hortensis). Out of an old fence,

where stones and rubbish had been collected about the roots of

the bushes, I have dug during winter, and within the space of

a yard, a peckful of the last-mentioned species ; a pretty good
proof what an asylum those old fences are for such pests.

3. They are injurious, inasmuch as they harbour a great many
birds, and afford every encouragement to them in the building of
their nests.—No man dislikes the song of birds. Careful farmers

and naturalists are alike pleased in listening to their harmony;
and, so far as singing birds are concerned, it may be said no one

meditates any interference with them. Sparrows, however, anil

greenfinches do unquestionably congregate in large numbers
wherever there is an old fence, and the damage they do to early

barley, wheat, peas, and many other crops of the farmer, is incon-

testable. In thhi, regularly trimmed hedges, birds do not take

shelter; and though flights of them may alight upon the top of the

fence, their stay is invariably short.

4. Thefences throughout England are highly objectionable, sim-

ply on account of their size.—There is a vast length and breadth

of land occupied and overshadowed by them which might be b;iar-

ing corn and pastvu'iiig cattle ; and though it may appear some-
what startling, the tmth is, that were such as are unnecessary

cleared away, and new and proper ones substituted for the re-
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mainder, an accession of grain-bearing land would be available,

equal in extent to one of our large counties. As is proved

bv actual survey (see No. 6) the average width of the fences

throughout Norfolk is ten feet, which is about seven feet more
than is actually necessan,- (22). In some counties in England
the average is considerably more ; and in very tew is it found to

be less. In South Devonshire some of the hedges are more than a

perch in width; whilst the per centage of land occupied by them is

as much as eight or eight and a half, or one acre in every twelve.

There is no doubt but that the broad ridges of soil thus formed as

banks whereon the plants are placed are made at the exj^ense of

the surface soil on each side of the fence line, which consequently

becomes impoverished for several years afterwards : indeed it is to

be questioned whether it does not remain much longer in a thin and
hungry state.

5. Our presentfences are injurious on account oftheir number.—
The multiplicity of fences arises no doubt from an idea that they

afford considerable shelter to the crops they surround. Of the

shelter thus afforded, there can be no question ; but it is surprising

that it should not be universally admitted that such shelter is

highly injurious to all sorts of grain and green crops usually grown
in this country. ^^ hatever tends to impede the free circulation of

air to dry the stems and carry off the excrementitious moisture of

plants, will occasion the mildew or rust. The evils of numerous
hedgerows, especially if they are high, are never more apparent

than during the latter part of the summer when heavy rains are

sometimes experienced with intervals of wind and sunshine, suffi-

cient to drj- the crops were they exposed on ail sides, but which,

from their being surrounded by high fences, are thus allowed to lie

damp and wet for several days, a prey to mildew and every other

kindred disease. The best sample of wheat is not found at the

hedge side, but in those parts of the field where there is an un-

checked circulation of air; and the greatest weight of turnips,

within a given space, is also found wherever there is a free play of

the elements. " It was an opinion of the late Mr. Knight," says

Dr. Lindley in his Theory of Horticulture, " that the motion given

to plants by wind is beneficial to them, by enabling their fluids to

circulate more freely than they otherwise would do;" and the

Doctor adds that " if the effect of motion is to increase the quan-
tity of wood in a plant, it is evident that ventilation, which causes

motion, must tend to produce a healthy action in the plants exposed
to it ; and such a state must also be favourable to the develope-

ment of all those secretions upon which the organization of flowers,

the setting of fruit, and the elaboration of colour, odour, tlavour,

&c., so much depend." It follows, therefore, that the beauty,

firmness, weight and quantity of grain depend upon the measiu-e of
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light and air the crop is exposed to ; so that whatever interrupts these

agents must of course be hurtful. It must also be borne in mind
that the number of fences seriously alFects the amount of labour on
a farm. The most obvious evil is the frequent turnings they occa-

sion to the ploughman, and the time expended in cultivating the

land, difficult of access, in their immediate neighbourhood. As a

matter of course, it follows that to every enclosure there must be
an entrance, and at most of the entrances a gate, an item of ex-

pense which when taken separately appears to be but trifling, but

which in the aggregate amounts to a considerable sum ; for all

those gates have to be repaired and ultimately replaced. Another
evil consequent upon the number of hedges is an additional num-
ber of roads leading from one field to another ; but the crowning
evil, as set forth in the following section, is the site the fences

themselves occupy in conjunction with the trees which they contain.

6. The fences throughout England are injurious on account oj

their containing timber-trees.—In my estimation this is the greatest

of all the evils applicable to the hedge-fences of England. As is

shown elsewhere (46) it is impossible to have a complete fence so

long as timber-trees are allowed to rise in the hedge line ; and
even admitting that a fence containing them could be kept up so

as to be serviceable in certain situations, the shade and drip of

their branches, and the nourishment they absorb from the land on
either side, are sufficient reasons for excluding them throughout

every well-regulated farm. The most common tree found in

hedgerows throughout England is the oak ; next is the English

elm and the ash. After these follow the sycamore, the lime, the

beech, the poplar, the willow, and the alder. The oak is naturally

a wide spreader, and, so long as it is in leaf, a dense-headed tree.

In hedge-rows, however, it is in some districts severely pruned

;

but notwithstanding this it is found upon a fair average to over-

shadow a space of thirty feet in diameter. From this has to be
deducted a certain proportion for such spaces as it shades where no

crops are, such as roads, where its hurtful effects are merely con-

fined to the unwholesome stagnation of air it creates, and th^ mil-

dewing influences which inevitably follow. The English elm is

naturally a more erect grower, with a less excursive head, and
bearing pruning better than any other timber-tree in Britain. The
specimens throughout Middlesex, which are in many cases pruned
close from the bottom to the topmost twig, prove this position.

The average spread of the branches of the elm is only twenty-three

feet in diameter ; but as its roots run along the surface of the sol

to a great extent, and send up numerous suckers, the farmer con-

siders it a more determined enemy to him than the oak. The ash,

again, is the worst of all trees for crops in its vicinity: its presence

is felt throughout a wide circle around it ; and it is maintained by
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eight farmers out of ten (the writer being one of the eight) that its

injury to corn crops in its neighbourhood is equal to a total extinc-

tion of as much land as the tree, when cut down, would fall upon.

Now a prostrate ash would cover, I think, a space of twenty-five

feet in diameter. The remaining trees may be fairly set down at

twenty-two feet in diameter, nearly the same as the elm, for as

they occur but seldom, their dimensions will not affect the ave-

rages in any important degree. Now, in four different arable

districts of the county of Norfolk, I have measured respectively

one square mile, or 640 acres, and the result is as detailed in

the table below. This table, as will be seen, is founded on the

acknowledged fact that a space of land equal to that shaded by a

tree is as completely lost to the farmer as if it were actually occu-

pied by a fence;* or, in the words of one of the gentlemen whose

testimony I have already embodied in this essay, that " the utter

extinction of the land overshadowed by trees would be gladly sub-

mitted to by every farmer, provided the trees were to be annihilated

at the same time, and this without any sought-for deduction of rent."

Section I.

—

^Trees. Section II.

—

Fences.

Name

of

Fariih.

Number
of

Hedgerow
Trees per

Square Mile.

Average
Space over-
spread by
each Tree,

iodependenr
of Fence, in

Square Mile.

Total Space
covered
bjr Trees

Square Mile.

Length
of Fence

per
Square Mile.

Average
width

of Fence
in

Square Mile.

Space
occupied
by Fence

Square Mile.

ToUl Space
occupfed
by Trees

and Hedges
per

Square Mile

Per Centage
occupied
by Hcdj^es

and
Hedge Trees.

Bixley, Arming-

1

hallj&adioin- >

iug parishes, . )

Divide by 4 )

3,664

2,048

3,084

4,004

So. Ft.

451

361

602

586

A. B. P.

37 3 29

16 3 35

42 2 19

53 3 18

M. Fur.

28 0 0

19 2 7

26 4 0

27 2 0

Feet.

8i

IH

12

8*

A. R. P.

28 3 15

26 3 18

38 2 7

28 0 12

A. R. P.

66 3 4

43 3 13

81 0 26

81 3 30

lot

12*

12*

12,800 2,000 151 1 21 101 0 7 40i 122 1 12 273 2 33

3,200 500 37 3 15 25 2 1 10 30 2 13 68 1 28 10*

* It is not the mere surface of land shaded by trees or occupied by
fences which is the measure of deduction from the crop. The relative

mass requiring nourishment must be taken into calculation. The carbonic
acid and ammonia derived from the atmosphere, and which form the
woody fibre and albumen, in fact the chief proportion of the substance of
the former, would, in their absence, become so much starch and gluten in
the latter. Take away your trees and hedges, and you gain every year a
quantity of nutritious food equal to the annual increase of their substance.
It is a remarkable provision that the industry of an increasing population
which extracts iron from the interior of the earth, permanently to supersede
timber, at the same time leaves those elements otherwise required for the
growth of trees at liberty to form food for the support of our increasing
numbers.—W. H. Hyett.
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The inference to be drawn from this table is, that if these four

separate districts give a fair average of the county, then in every

hundred acres of land throughout Norfolk, ten acres are occupied

with hedges and hedgerow trees. Again, reckoning this county to

contain, independent of gentlemen's seats, 1400 square miles of

arable and pasture lands, an estimate which is considerably under
that of Mr. Arthur Young, who wrote in 1801, it would follow that

upwards of 94,000 acres of the best of its soil are occupied with

fences and hedgerow trees. Applying these figures to the forty

divisions of England, which are in general more thickly intersected

with fences, &c., than Norfolk, the result would be an area equal

to two of the largest counties in Britain. There are those, how-
ever, who wish to uphold the characteristic feature of England

—

its hedgerow trees—and I may state that apart from them altoge-

ther, the land occupied by the fences throughout Norfolk is about

43,000 acres, which, after deducting one-fourth for the necessary

space required for hedges, would leave 32,000 acres disposable for

corn and pasture lands. This amount multiplied by forty would
indicate the extent that might be saved by reconstructing the

fences alone throughout England, at 1,280,000 acres of good
land. Norfolk, however, is one of the largest of the counties of

England ; slill it is also true that it ranks amongst those which are

distinguished for large and open inclosures, so that an equal por-

tion of land might be saved in a county of little more than ihe half

in extent. But, as already hinted, the evil of trees in hedgerows

is not merely confined to the space occupied by them : it extends

to the great stagnation of air created, which of course is much
greater than where a fence only runs between the fields. On this

subject the opinion of Mr. Marshall in his ' Minutes on Agri-

culture in Southern Counties,' is so much in point that I beg leave

to transcribe it. " The corn," he says, " of narrow close fields,

and everywhere under high trees, is, by the many heavy rains, veiy

much lodged ; and in some places, grown through, by weeds

:

while in large open fields, or where the hedges are low, very little

damage is done. But, at present, I feel their inconveniency still

more sensibly. We carried the middle of H. I (whgat) the' day
before yesterday (August 15) in good order; but about a load

under a high quick hedge was still damp, and was obliged to be

left in the field yesterday ; some of the sheaves were opened to give

them air ;—a heavy squall came on before they could be reset up,

and they are now growing into mats as they lie on the ground.

Had it not been for the high hedge it would have been all safe in

the bam. I would not wish to see the fence of an arable field

above four feet high. Perhaps a good ditch, with a pruned quick

hedge about that height, is preferable to any other fence. The
oats of A, under a high thick hedge, are mere dung j under one
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which was cut clown last year to about four feet high, they are very

little the worse for the weather."—Vol. I., p. 332.

7. Our present fences are injurious on account of their shade.—
The shade of fences is a point not often insisted upon, but I consider

its importance entitles it to be reckoned as one of the chief evils of

the present system of hedging. High screens set around a corn

field must have a very hurtful tendency both in spring time and

during the season of ripening. In spring the range of the sun is

low, and consequently the shade of fences and trees is extended a

considerable distance over the fields which they surround. Towards
autumn, again, when his influences are most wanted, and at a

time, too, when he declines so rapidly from his vertical course, the

interruption of the sun's rays by high trees and hedges must be

very injurious. The quantity of secretion in a plant is exactly in

proportion to its exposure to the light and air, for if a plant be

grown where there is no light, it ceases in every constitutional

respect to be any longer a type of the species. Plants which are

naturally poisonous are in the absence of light and air no longer

hurtfijl; and it is equally true that a potato grown without sun-

shine is void of flavour, and almost void of amylaceous or nutritive

matter. Of course, no hedgerow screens can shut out all, or even

any great proportion of the sun's rays, but that they do so to a
certain extent is abundantly proved by the meagre returns obtained

from land in their immediate neighbourhood.

8. Ourfences are injurious on account of the great exhaling sur-

face they present.—The effect of so many hedgerows upon our

climate is a consideration which should not be passed over in an
essay of this description. From the large space of vegetable sur-

face exposed to the heavens, humid exhalations arise which go in

a certain measure to cause the cold and vaporous atmosphere ex-

perienced throughout England. From its having few or no hedge-
rows or trees intersecting its fields, France has a much less exhaling

surface, and many have thought, and (1 doubt not) correctly, that

its drier atmosphere is partly consequent upon that fact. It is, at

any rate, clear that in open countries, svich as France, or in similar

districts throughout England, those diseases in corn known by the

names of blight, smut, rust, and mildew, are not so prevalent as in

those places where a calm close atmosphere is produced by artifi-

cial shelter. 1 have ascertained that during spring-time the leaf

of the common elm sends oft' vapour at the rate of three grains

daily ; that of a beech tree two grains ; an oak two and a half

grains; a hawthorn, which is a very small leaf, one grain; a sprig

of Scotch pine scarcely any thing, and a sprig of holly, yew, and
laurel about a third of a grain each. The hawthorn, therefore,

exhales more than any other tree of a similar-sized leaf, so that it

is evident, where practicable, that the holly hedge should be pre-
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ferred ; for compared with the other, it sends off Uttle or no evapo-
ration. The holly, however, is as yet a high-priced plant, and this

alone deters many persons from adopting it in preference to the

hawthorn. In order to avoid this inconvenience, farmers are re-

commended to raise the plants for themselves ; and with this view
they are requested to refer to the mode of rearing the holly as de-
tailed (35).

Chap. II.— Varieties of Hedge Fences recommended; with refer-

ence to soils and situations best suited for tlvem ; tfie moile and
expense offorming them ; and after treatment.

9. Many varieties of trees and shiubs have been recommended
for hedge fencing, all of which are no doubt more or less suited for

the purposes of inclosure ; but as there are some kinds so eminently

adapted beyond others to be used in the dividing of fields, it be-

comes necessary to distinguish which they are, and to insist upon
their being adopted accordingly. Their adoption, howevei', must
depend upon certain circumstances, viz., the character and situa-

tion of the soil ; and it is on this head the wTiter hopes he will be

allowed humbly to state that the most of planters ha\ e erred. As
in all other things. Nature has observed a beautiful adaptation

amongst trees and shrubs with reference to the food they imbibe,

and the peculiar habitation they affect ; and it really requires no
great discernment to follow her correctly throughout this interest-

ing distribiition. For the sake of clearness, I shall divide the plants

suitable for hedges into three classes, viz., I. Hedges for the gene-

rality of arable and pasture districts. II. Hedgesfor exposed situa-

tions where the soil is poor. III. Hedges for situations where the

soil is wet and boggy. Under these heads I shall treat of every-

thing connected with their formation and after-treatment.

Sect. I.

—

Hedgesfor the generality of arable and pasture
districts.

10. In this section is comprehended the great proportion of all

the arable and pasture lands in England, excluding such, oh the

one hand, as are in elevated situations, affected by a rigorous cli-

mate ; and on the other, all such as are in very low situations,

overcharged with moisture, or of a loose boggy description. The
plants applicable either to arable or pasture lands will be pointed

out in treating of the different varieties recommended, and their

qualifications for either state, or both, enforced according to their

merits. It may be as well to observe here that the following

directions are strictly practical, based as they are upon extensive

experience botli in Scotland and England for the last twenty-five

years. Whoever follows them is earnestly entreated by the writer
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to do so completely ; for what use is there, for instance, in care-

fully enriching a bed for the plants if they are afterwards to be

abandoned to the care of some slovenly person who has no idea of

good order, and who allows the weeds to rise and choke them as

they may? It often happens, too, even after a fence has been

brought to maturity, that it is allowed for several years together to

grow out on either side irregularly until it becomes so open that

when trimmed it is almost useless as a shelter. The first tree

which claims our attention is

The Hawthorn

—

Cratcegus Oxyacantha.

11. Of all the trees and shrubs suited to the climate of Britain,

none has been found so eligible for hedge fences as the common
whitethorn. It is true that in mountainous and exposed situa-

tions, where a combination of circumstances operate against vege-

tation, it refuses to grow with that vigour which characterizes it

throughout the plains and cultivated uplands of England. Its

province, however, might be easily extended beyond its present

limits by using as its forerunner lines or strips of Scotch pine

(Pinus sylvestris) planted on each side of the site intended for the

hawthorn hedge, but not too near to rob the part to be sheltered

of its nourishment (39). The hawthorn, when properly treated, is

a very fast grower, and, under the most of circumstances, is consi-

dered very ornamental. As a fence, it is smooth, stubborn, and
long-lived. It is easily reared ; and in this respect, at least, it has

the advantage over either the holly, crab, or sloe. As is well

known, it is a deciduous tree, shedding its leaves in winter, and
therefore better suited to protect crops than to shelter cattle,

though in this last respect it is by no means to be rejected ; for

though it is not equal to the beech in warmth, it has a decided

advantage over that tree, as a fence, in becoming an impenetrable

barrier to all sorts of cattle. It should not be intermixed with

other sorts of trees, for though growing tolerably well with the

holly and beech in some soils, the treatment in an essential point,

viz., trimming, which is insisted upon in its proper place, is not

applicable to all.

12. Soil and situation.—The soil it delights in most is a hazelly

loam, or, if not too retentive of water, a good clay bottom. At
the same time, it will grow well on sand, if free from iron, and on
almost every other description of land except chalk and pure gra-

vel. Even on these, artificial means will enable it to grow freely.

By displacing the gravel and chalk, and filling up the trench to

the depth of three feet with loam, I have found that such subsoils

will not hinder it from reaching to the height of five feet in six

years. On wet soil it is soon covered with lichen^ a sure indication

that it is not in a thriving state.
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1 3. The preparation of the soil is perhaps the most important pro-

cess connected with hedge fencing, though it is one which is the least

of all attended to. Nothing can repay the planter more satisfactorily

than the previous management of the land, and I have adopted
it as a rule whenever called upon to form a fence, if the proprie-

tor should object to go to the expense of having the land trenched

at least to the depth of two feet, and well manured, to decline the

undertaking altogether. Tliis trenching and manuring I hold to

be neces-;ary under all circumstances, whether the " hedge and
ditch" form be adopted or the sets planted on the level surface of

the ground, or on a slope. If practicable, the land should be

trenched several months before the time of planting, and immedi-
ately manured, so that the manure and the soil may be completely

incorporated when the trench is opened up for the reception of the

plants. The trench should be at least two feet and a half in width.

It is delightful to witness the vigour and rapidity of growth which
a hedge will assume after the soil is prepared in this way, the

plants generally maintaining an uniformity of action such as an

iinprepared bed never displays. It is the grossest thoughtlessness

to suppose that the hawthorn, any more than wheat or turnips, will

rise luxuriantly unless excited by the richness of the soil, either

naturally, or by the application of artificial means. Amongst other

advantages, I may mention that well-prepared soil, compared with

that which has not been manured, will save all the expense of

protecting the fence for about two years, an item which must be

very heavy in districts where young fir poles are scarce. Hence
the necessity of commencing the work in a proper and reasonable

way.
14. The construction of the bed where the plants are placed is of

essential importance, and ought to be regulated by local circum-

stances. If, for instance, the soil be dry, a ditch will not be re-

quired to drain the land ; but if wood to protect the fence cannot

be had, of course a ditch becomes necessary. If the soil, again,

has too much moisture, a ditch is to be preferred even in cases

where wood is plentiful. The mode in which the sites for hedges

are formed at present throughout England is in many cases highly

objectionable. What is called the " hedge and ditch plan" is one
of the best, though in many cases imperfectly executed. It is

effected by digging out a ditch parallel to the line on which it is

intended to place the fence, five feet in width at top, three feet in

depth, and one foot wide at bottom : the soil out of this channel is

thrown upon that side where the hedge is to be planted, thus form-

ing a sort of ridge for the plants to grow on. Now, with regard

to this plan it is to be observed that it is advantageous only either

in soils which have too nmch moisture, or wherever wood for

paling to protect the hedge cannot be procured conveniently. This
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should be invariably borne in mind, and I repeat it now, because

it has become common to proceed with a ditch under all circum-

stances. If posts and rails can be had, it is very plain that there

can be no propriety in forming a ditch where tliere is no super-

fluous moisture to draw off. And again, if formed only for a

fence to the hedge, there can be no necessity for keeping it open
for an indefinite time after the hedge heis arrived at maturity. In

wet soils, as already observed, such a ditch is indispensable ; but

wherever the soil is favourable, it is rather a hindrance to the growth
of the hedge, which it must of course limit to draw its nourish-

ment from one side only, as well as drain off a part of the moisture

from its already contracted resources. It follows, therefore, that at

the end of three or four years, when the hedge will require no fur-

ther protection, the ditch should be filled, and the land brought

into cultivation. I have already described the usual way of form-

ing a hedge and ditch ; but the plan is susceptible of a great im-
provement, which is as follows :—Suppose a plane surfiace : after

the preparation of the soil, described elsewhere, insert the plants

in an upright position with the roots inclining to the field side : at

twelve inches behind the line thus formed by the plants, com-
mences the side of the ditch, the mould from which should be
thrown over the line of plants, in order to form a bank lo protect

the fence on the inner, or field side. At this rate, you have a ditch

on the outer, and a bank of earth on the inner side, which latter,

if topped with small branches or brushwood, will form a protection

lo the hedge as long as necessary. One of the common plans is

to insert the thorns on the brink of the ditch, which is often washed
in w ith rain ; and again, the plants are not unfrequently placed

on the top of the mound, instead of the surface, level with the ad-
joining land. It is moreover to be observed that the ridge or bank
on the inner side nuist not be put close upon the roots, for access

to air is indispensable to the proper performance of their functions.

This is no doubt the reason why hedges buried under a high
mound of earth succeed so indifferently. The accompanying
sketch will perhaps give a better idea of what is meant. No. i

represents the plane surface of the ground ; 2, the bank of earth

raised as a protection on one side to the hedge; 3, the hedge itself;

and 4, the ditch as a protection on the other side of the newly

2
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planted fence. It is necessary that the ditch should be made
narrow at bottom, as it prevents cattle from walking in it, otherwise

they are very apt to get into it for the purpose of cropping the

young shoots. Hawthorn spray laid into the ditch will generally

deter cattle from getting into it, and this precaution, as well as the

narrow bottom, should be adopted. The plan pursued throughout

the most parts of England, of forming a ridge or bank of soil, and
planting the quicks on the top of it, is so thoroughly absurd, that

one wonders how men conversant with the usual operation of the

elements should have ever thought of it. No hedge can prosper

if planted in this way. The rain comes, but it washes down the

sides of the bank only ; the sim shines upon it, but as there is no
moisture in the ridge, his influences tend rather in this case to

hinder vegetation : frosts loosen the surface, and the soil moulders
away from the roots, which in the course of time are exposed for

the searching winds to operate upon. Hence it is that throughout

England there is not a single good close fence founded on this

plan; the result being that, even after ten or sometimes fifteen

years' nursing, the hedge has to be patched and mended with dead
branches. In fact, if such a fence were to be kept clean, as all

fences should be, this necessary operation would in the course of a

year or two cause it to fall to pieces; for the roots of rank herb-

age, brambles, &c., which surround it, bind the bank together, so

that the weeds and rubbish may be truly said toform apart of the

system. Added to this is the great width of the bank, raised, too,

by impoverishing the soil on each side, which are in themselves

sufficient reasons for rejecting this injurious though common mode
of preparing sites for fences. The object of every planter and
improver is to form at once an immediate and durable fence, and
for this purpose there ought to be a more liberal provision made
for the necessary expenses at its first formation. That there will

be an ultimate saving, even in the space of five or six year?, no one

can doubt who studies the table (No. 20). Under all ordinary

circumstances, where the soil is not too damp, my plan has been,

after trenching and manuring (13), to plant on the plane surface of

the ground, in which case the roots have the full benefit of the soil

on both sides, the full benefit of the rains from heaven, and, instead

of being baked by his rays, the full benefit of the sun also. In

four years such a fence is strong and impenetrable, req\iiring no
protection, and, if assisted by manuring its weak parts during its

progress to maturity, presenting a beautiful, regular, and complete
appearance.

15. Timefor planting.—The best season for planting is imme-
diately after the fall of the leaf in autumn ; for at that juncture a

tree is at complete rest, and has not commenced to prepare the
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necessary secretion for its support during the following spring and
summer. Let it prepare it therefore in its new station. There is

a slight perspiratory action going on from the bark of trees even in

winter, so that the more humid the atmosphere is the less will a

plant suffer by being removed. Autumn, then, is on this account

also the more ehgible season. It is not to be denied that many
hedges are planted and succeed tolerably in the months of Febru-

ary and March ; but it is equally certain that in many seasons

during these months the atmosphere is so cold and dry as mate-
rially to affect vegetation. I am confident the latter part of Oc-
tober and the commencement of November is the best time both

for the hawthorns themselves, and for getting the best plants to be

had at the nurseries.

16. The choice ofplants is a subject on which a variety of opi-

nion prevails, some maintaining that it is better even to sow the

haws in the line where they are to remain. This mode, as also

the planting of one or two years' seedlings, can never find general

favour with planters, on account of the length of time exhausted in

protecting the fence and consequent expense of cleaning j for a
hedge which grows but slowly requires a great deal more attention

than a strong one, w hich rapidly covers the soil and gets the mas-
tery over the weeds. Generally, the age of plants used for fences

is four years, either one-year seedlings, which, after being trans-

planted, have stood three years in hues, or two years' seedlings,

which have stood two years in the nursery lines. The size, how-
ever, is of more importance than the age, and the thickness of the

stem is to be looked to, and not the height of the plant. Those of

the thickness of a man's finger, or such as are an inch and a half

in circumference, are to be preferred to any other ; and the oftener

they have undergone the process of transplantation in the nursery

the better will they be furnished with fibrous roots, a consideration

which should be always borne in mind. There is a plan, not often

practised by respectable nurserymen, but very common with

market gardeners, of lifting a large quantity of the whitethorn at a
certain time and binding them in bundles about the size of a sheaf

of corn. Those bundles are taken to market w ith their roots ex-

posed to the sun and wind at certain periods for a whole day, and
if left unsold are taken home to undergo the same treatment till

disposed of Such plants are said to have " stood the market,"
and are quite worthless. Akin to this process is the nurseryman's

practice of counting up several thousands of hawthorn plants,

binding them in hundreds or in parcels of two or three hundreds
each, and laying them so bound into the soil to await a customer,

it may be, for several months. A great proportion of the plants

so treated must die, because in covering them up the soil does not
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get to the centre of the bundle, which usually falls a prey to the

searching winds of spring. Plants which are so lifted before they

are actually required should have the full benefit of the soil by
being laid in thinly, so that the roots may not in any case touch or

rest against each other. Of course, plants which have been lifted

carefully, with few of their roots injured, are to be preferred to

those which are in other respects better suited. A small plant,

with its root uninjured, is better than a strong plant, as to size,

with an indifferent root. Ignorant labourers and thoughtless gar-

deners pay little attention to the offices of roots, and h^nce it is

that so many of the spongioles or extremities, by which alone the

plant derives its nourishment, are barbarously detached through

sheer carelessness. In selecting plants, therefore, the roots should

be particularly examined.

17. The preparation of the plants consists in cutting off the

tops to within "2 inches of the ground mark, so that when set they

will appear this length above the surface of the soil. This is the

only operation connected with hedge-fencing which I cannot exactly

reconcile with physiological principles. Experience has always

convinced me that the plants thrive better when so treated, though

it is generally thought that the branches and leaves are required

to assist in renovating the roots which suffer by transplantation.*

Be this as it may, it is unquestionable that plants which are

headed-down in the way recommended, shoot out much more vi-

gorously than those which are planted with their tops on. Tlie

roots should not be touched with the pruning-knife at all, for the

removal of every healthy root, and especially the spongioles, which

are most apt to be removed, is the loss of as many hfe agents.

Plants, indeed, under favourable circumstances, have the power
of forming new spongioles, but this is by no means a reason

* About eight years ago I saw both methods pursued in adjoining fields

by two different parties, and have since watched the result with some
interest. By the one, a resident proprietor, who superintended the work
himself, fine strong plants were put in with much care, but cut down. By
the other, an absentee landlord, inferior plants were put in carelessly by
contract, but uncut. In each case in the spring, but No. 2 rather later,

with a dry succeeding summer, so that it had by no means as fair a chance
as No. 1. In the winter following. No. 2 was cut down, and in about four

years, notwithstanding the above and other disadvantages, it was nearly, if

not quite, as goodafence as No. 1. It is true that neither was the treatment

sufficiently similar in other respects, nor the result sufficiently decided to

justify a positive preference, but it left a strong impression on my mind
that if the trial had been perfectly ccBteris paribus, the plants not cut till

the subsequent winter would have carried the day. At all events the

point should not be taken as decided till such trial has been made.—W.
H. HVETT.
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why those roots which are already formed should be displaced.

It is also important that, previous to planting, the quicks should

be sorted, as near as possible, to an uniform size ; so that no plant

may have the advantage over another in rising exuberantly to the

detriment of its weaker neighbours, as is always the case when
different sizes are used. Nurserymen in general make it a point

to assort the plants in the proper method ; but it is as well that

planters should know the importance of getting them as near as

possible of an equal size and description.

18. In plaiUing a hedge, the first thing to be done is to stretch

a line, so that it may run along the centre of the prepared ground.

Close to this line, which will form one side of it, a perpendicular

trench is to be opened with tL3 spade, sufficiently deep and roomy
to hold all the roots of the plants, which are to be placed 6 inches

apart from each other, and as deep as they had been in the nur-

sery lines. In cases where the plants are very strong, the space

between fach plant should be 8 inches. Over the roots a sufficient

portion of mould is to be placed with the hand in order to keep

them firm in their places, when an additional quantity is to be
filled in with the spade. The line of plants is then to be trod

gently, yet firmly, with the foot, when the remainder of the soil

may be levelled in about the stems of the plants, and the surface

finally smoothened with a garden-rake. The plan of planting

with the dibble is highly improper, because it necessarily gathers

all the roots together into a small compass ; indeed, careless la-

bourers will cut off the roots rather than take the trouble to put
them all into the hole formed with the dibble. The opening of a
trench with the plough is also to be condemned on account of its

forming a firm smooth surface at bottom, through which the

roots can with difficulty penetrate. It is, besides, impossible to

do the work with any degree of neatness where the plough is in-

troduced ; but the chief consideration is, that where it is used the

hedge will not grow so well as in those cases where the spade is

adopted.

19. Protection should follow as a matter of course, Many a
well-formed and carefully planted hedge is ruined for want of

being guarded from the attacks of cattle browsing upon them ; and
many more are retarded by the fences set around them being

either incomplete, or allowed, after any accidental inroad upon
them, to remain without being mended. The nature of the pro-

tection will depend entirely on local circumstances. In all cases

where wood is plentiful, posts and rails are to be adopted. The
posts should be 4^ feet in length, pointed or sharpened at the end
with an axe, and driven into the ground with a mallet at the dis^

tance of 4^ feet from each other, and to the depth of 15 inches,

VOL. VI. p
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This will leave the posts 3 feet 3 inches Fig. i.

high. In cases where cattle only are to , . --y , . j

be kept otf, 2 lines of rails will be sufh- -J—— *' , 1

cient (fig. I) ; but in order to guard the .J, .L . . |n- ^ ^1
hedge from the attacks of sheep as well -

Mms. nr

as cattle, 3 horizontal rails should be used (fig. 2), the first one

placed at 1 foot from the surface of the

ground, the next at 2 feet from the

ground, and the remaining one on the

top of the posts. Various other contri-

vances have been adopted with wood, in

order to protect hedges, but in no form
has this material been used to such advantage as in the shape of

posts and rails. Common hurdles, indeed, have in some instances

been known to protect a hedge until it has arrived at maturity,

but in general they are deficient in strength and firmness, while

their cost is not less than that of the other. Mere brushwood,

loppings of trees or old hedges, and all sorts of wattled works,

however perfect in themselves, are not suited to resist cattle unless

placed on the top of a bank, and this bank should be only adopted

in conjunction with a ditch, as I shall notice presently. With the

exception, then, of the posts and rails, and the various modifica-

tions of this kind of hedge-fencing, 1 do not hesitate to pronounce
all other sorts of protection to a hedge, when used on the plane sur-

face of a field, as inefficient, and a source only of continual trouble

and expense. The other kind of protection to a newly planted

hedge has been already adverted to (14), and consists of a ditch

dug out on one side, and a bank formed on the other with the soil

taken out of the ditch. This bank should be topped with any
sort of strong underwood most convenient to be had, but the most
effectual resistance to cattle is formed of the loppings of old haw-
thorn hedges, blackthorn, or sloe.

20. Expense.—This item will of course vary according to local

circumstances, for in the neighbourhood of common pine and larch

plantations, thinnings, or weedings, as tliey are termed in some
counties, may be had at the rate of ?>d. or Ad. per tree. In 6ther

districts as much as \0d. per tree is paid; and in some parts even

a higher price is exacted. 'J he cost of a perch of hedging com-
plete, with protection on both sides, in the north of England, and
throughout Scotland, does not exceed 3^. 2)d , the difference, as re-

gards England generally, arising chiefly in the items of labour,

wood to protect the fence, and the price of the plants. In the

annexed tables a medium price is stated, which, though varying

from the charge made in several localities, will be found to be, in

the average of cases, correct.
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Table I.

—

For Cattle.

Cost per perch of 6 yards, on level surface, with posts a7id rails.

Trenching the soil 2^ feet wide and 2^ feet deep 0^. 2d.

Manure ....... 0

Plants at 15*. per 1000 (6 plants per yard) . 0

Planting the same . . . . .0
Protection.

4 posts 4^ feet in length

12 vards of rail .

Nails

Labour
Carriage of posts and rails

2

H
-Is. Od.

0
10

1

2

21
2 3L

Cost with single feuce complete per perch

Add
3 3i
2 3i

Cost with double fence complete per perch . 5 7

Table IL—For Sheep.

Trenching, manure, plants, and planting, as de-

tailed. Table 1 10
4 posts 4^^ feet in length . . . .10
18 vards of rail . . . . . .13
Xai'ls 0 H
Labour 0 2^
Carriage of posts and rails . . . .0 2^

Cost with single fence complete . 3 9^
Add 2 9^-

Cost with double fence complete . 6 7

N.B.—From this and the foregoing estimate may be fairly deducted

one-third of the expense for posts and rails, as many of them will serve

for another hedge ; thus reducing the cost of planting the hedge and
protecting it from cattle to 3^. 9c?. per perch, and that for planting and
protecting it from sheep to 45. ad.

Table IIL

Ditch and Sank Fence, ivhere wood is scarce and high priced.

Preparing the soil, manure, plants, and planting as above . Is. Od.

Casting a ditch on one side, 5 feet wide at top, 1 foot at bottom,

and 3 feet in depth, and forming a bank on other side with

the soil out of the ditch . . . . . .26
Loss by additional space of land occupied by this method, com-

pared with Tables I. and H. (average) . . . .04
Topping the bank with brushwood or loppings (average) . 0 7

4 5

p2
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The foregoing will be found to be applicable to the generality

of situations throughout the country; but in districts where game
is plentiful it is necessary to protect with wattled, or what are

usually termed wicker hurdles, which are closely woven with

branches, and are sold in most cases for 8s. per dozen. Hares
and rabbits are very destructive to young hedges, and where they

abound the precaution recommended should be at once adopted.

In the course of two years those hurdles may be removed, and if

cattle are to be pastured near to the hedge, a more durable fence

substituted. Those hurdles are made about 6 feet long, so that

for a double fence six of them will be required in a perch. As
already observed, they are closely woven, and quite sufficient to

protect a hedge from all descriptions of game ; but in inserting

them many workmen thoughtlessly force their feet between the

weft or horizontal branches of the hurdle, in order that by their

weight they may the more readily force it into the ground. The
open space thus left by the action of the feet is sufficient to admit
hares and rabbits, so that the practice is on this account highly

objectionable. A mallet applied to the upright parts of the hurdle

is sufficient to fix it without any other means. The expense per

perch with this sort of protection will be :

—

Trenching, &c. as before . . .1*. Od.

6 hurdles . . . . . .40
Labour in setting them up . . .02

5 2

21. Cleaning.—When ahedge is planted, it should have the full

benefit of the soil, and no weeds should be allowed to grow.

Weeds rob the soil of its nourishment, choke the young plants,

and prevent the rains from getting at their roots. The bottom of

the hedge should be regvilarly hoed with a common hoe (for slo-

venly gardeners with a Dutch hoe leave half of the weeds around

the stems of the plants), and the weeds raked off as soon as the

hoeing is completed. There is no operation performed so abo-

minably throughout England as that of hoeing. Whether it be

turnips, cabbages, or hedge-bottoms, the same slovenly uniformity

is observable throughout ; and I almost despair of ever seeing this

necessary work executed so well as it ought to be. The Scotch,

who rather excel in forming hedge-fences, very much neglect the

cleaning department. The English, again, clean not at all ; for as

already stated (14), the weeds and herbage, according to the

present system, form a part of the hedge, and if they were regu-

larly removed, the fence would be in danger of falling to pieces;

It is impossible to lay down rules as to the periods when the

hoeing and raking should be performed : it may be mentioned,
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however, that so soon as the weeds appear they should be de-

stroyed, and the timely execution of this work will save a great

deal of expense and trouble. Nothing in the whole circle of gar-

dening or agriciJture has a better appearance than neatly kept

hedje-bottoms, and nothing more bespeaks prevailing order

throughout a garden, a farm, or an estate. Ivy and honeysuckle

are to be treated in this case as weeds, and should be wholly era-

dicated. They overcome, and ultimately smother, all hedge-plants

within their reach.

'22. Pruning or trimming.—A hedge should not be pruned till

the end of the third year, when it will require to be shaped and
moulded to a certain degree of uniformity. The branches and
leaves should be left untouched for this period, in order to

strengthen the stems. Xo hedge can have strong stems unless

the branches from those stems are allowed to grow^ and the leaves

on those branches to elaborate the sap fit for the support of the

plant. This assertion is abundantly proved by every plant in a

hedge which is allowed to shoot up into a tree ; such plants in the

course of a few years having stems many times thicker than any
of the others which are reoTilarly shorn of their foliage. In trim-

ming the hawthorn, the hedge-shears should be discarded alto-

gether, for they do not make a clean cut, and it is besides a

tedious, and consequently an expensive method. The only im-
plement which expert hedgers use is the hedge-bill, of which there

are several varieties ; and it is astonishing what beautiful work a

dexterous hand executes with this tool. I annex a complete set

of hedging-bills, or hooks, two of which are required in those cases

only where the fence is allowed to fall into disorder, or wherever an
old fence, as at present constituted, has to be remodelled so as to

resemble as much as possible the modern improved fence. Xo.
1 represents a powerful tool used generally in cutting roots or

strong stems near to the surface of the soil. No. 2 is also used
for cutting strong branches in an upright direction. No. 3 is of a
lighter description, and is emploved in switching, brushing, or

cutting off branches which have been allowed to remain on the

hedge for two or more years. No. 4 is a powerful tool used for

similar purposes as I and 2, and merely preferred by some work-
men to those with longer handles. No. 5 is the stout reap hook
extensively used by the farmers of Norfolk for topping and trim-
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ming fences where one and two years' spray has to be cut. The
labourers throughout Norfolk use this hook with considerable dex-

terity, and effect very neat workmanship with it. It is well

adapted for trimming the most improved sort of hedge-fences,

and will no doubt become much more generally used than it has

hitherto been. No. 6 is the implement I always use for trimming
hedges, and it is the favourite with all hedgers throughout Eng-
land and Scotland. It is extremely light, and may be easily

worked with one hand. It is adapted only for one year's growth,

and when kept sharp, which is done with a scythe-stone, it may
be made to cut as smoothly as when hedge-shears are used, and
much more rapidly. The time at which the dressing should be

performed depends entirely upon circumstances. If a hedge is

not vigorous, and an increase of strength be desirable, pruning

should be performed during tlie latter part of October, because

the sap and sustenance which the roots attract from the earth

during winter will go then to the remaining branches, causing

them to push next spring with unusual vigour. On the other

hand, if vigour in a hedge is to be discouraged, the rule is to defer

pruning till spring, when the food which the plant has been accu-

mulating during winter will be removed in a certain proportion

along with the branches then displaced ; or the same end will be

accomplished if the hedge is pruned in September, before the de-

scent of the sap has taken place. Unprincipled men are very

fond of dressing the hedges at the wrong season, on account of its

being much easier to do so when the branches are full of sap, than

in the winter time when they are hard and dry. The shape to.

which fences should be pruned is universally admitted to be that

represented by a narrow letter A, broad at bottom, and gradually

tapering to the top, or as represented in the annexed section :

—
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The Scotch call it the wedge shape. Five feet is the height to

which a hedge should be kept throughout all arable lands ; for if

allowed to become higher, it is unmanageable, and a source of

great expense to keep in order. The width of a hedge should

not in general exceed 3 feet at bottom, and in many cases 2 feet

or 2J feet will be sufficient. In certain meadow grounds, where it

is desirable that the hedge should afford continvial shelter to cattle

pasturing, 6 or 7 feet in height may be allowable, as also an
additional half foot, or even a foot in width.

The Sloe

—

Prunus spinosa.

23. This plant is by some called the Spring Plum
; by others,

the Sloe Thorn ; but most generally it goes under the name of the

Sloe, or Blackthorn. In situations where the soil is loamy and not

overcharged with moisture, this shrub is found to answer very well

for the purpose of fences. It grows rapidly, has formidable spines,

and is very lasting. It has no claim tipon our attention, however,

beyond the hawthorn, whilst it falls ' ery short of having all the

recommendations applicable to that tree. The great fault of the

sloe is its suckers, which it sends up in such profusion as to

threaten the usurpation of whole fields in its neighbourhood. The
plants should be invariably grown from seeds, in which case few or

no suckers will rise from the roots. The fruit are ripe in October,

when they should be gathered and laid in a heap, mixed with
sand, in the open air, and turned over several times during vvinter

until the pulp is decomposed. Advantage should be taken of open
weather during January for the purpose of sowing them, Avhich

should be done in beds, with a covering of an inch and a quarter
in depth. When two years old they should be transplanted into

rows to remain for one year, when they will be fit to be removed
into hedge-lines as recommended for the hawthorn, to which refer-

ence is made for all necessary instructions. The sloe being deci-

duous, it is to be planted chiefly to divide arable fields.

The Crab, or Wild Apple

—

Pyrus malus.

24. When strong plants of this tree are used, they will form a
fence even in a shorter time than the hawthorn. They should be
selected of six or seven years' age, the tops cut off to withiq four
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or five inches of the root, and planted at a foot apart. In rich^

well-prepared soil, a bush of shoots will rise from each stool, many
of which will measure three feet in length and be robust in pro-

portion ; but it has one great disqualification which alone prevents

it from being in general use—its liability to be attacked by cater-

pillars. So fond are these insects of fastening upon this tree that

1 have often seen the leaves for hundreds of yards completely eaten

off by them ; and when this takes place before the hedge has

arrived at maturity, the damage is almost irreparable. It often

happens that for several years a fence of this description may remain
unattacked ; and on the other hand it as frequently occurs that for

two or three years successively they become a prey to those insects.

In planting a hedge of this description it is very important to as-

certain that the plants used have been raised from the true wild

crab ; for such as are raised from the seeds of cultivated apples,

and even cultivated wildlings, are found to be almost thornless, and
consequently unfit for the purposes of defence. Reckoning the

cost of the plants at \d. each, a price at which they may be had at

any nursery, the expense of forming the hedge complete, without,

fencing, would be Is. 10c?. per perch, being lOc?. more than the

cost of a hawthorn fence for the same space. For the information

of those who are desirous of raising the plants, I annex the pro-

cess :—When the crabs are gathei ed, which will be in October,

they should be carried to a rot-heap in the open air and mixed
with mould to hasten decomposition. If turned several times during

winter, the pulp will be so completely rotten that the seeds will be

found detached from it sufficiently to ensure germination when
sown, which should be attended to during open weather in the

month of March. They should be covered to the depth of an inch,

and when two years old transplanted into nursery lines, there to

remain for a similar time, when they should undergo another trans-

plantation for one year previous to their being planted finally out.

Thus they will be five years old. At the end of three years, the

hedge formed of such plants should be pruned or switched with a

hedge-bill into a regular form, as recommended for the hawthorn,

and at four years old it will be strong enough to stand unprotected

as a fence. In grounds near to dwellings, or of an ornamental

character, unfrequented by passengers, it would confer great

beauty if a strong plant was left every twenty yards to shoot up

into a tree, to be grafted with one or other of the ornamental Sibe-

rian crabs, or some of the smaller cider apples which have little or

no shade.

The Holly

—

Ilex aquifolium.

25. For home districts, and especially for grazing grounds, no

tree presents so many qualifications for a hedge as the holly.
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Being a close-growing shrub, and an evergreen, it forms a most

desirable shelter for cattle pasturing in fields surrounded by it

;

and as it grows much better than the hawthorn under hedge-row

trees (which are absolutely necessary around grazing lands), it

ought in every case to be adopted in enclosing meadows and pas-

tures not overcharged with moisture. It is, besides, a much more
beautiful object than the hawthorn ; and being recommended near

to dwellings, it is important to recollect that it is a tree which does

not exhale any perceptible vapour. Added to these are the follow-

ing important considerations :— 1st, its keeping itself almost free

from weeds, for from the closeness of its branches at bottom it

excludes the air so effectually that none can grow
;

2dly, its not

being liable to the attacks of any insects; and 3dly, its not being

resorted to by birds. The reasons why it has not been so generally

adopted as it deserves are, 1st, a prevalent idea that it is a slow

grower; and 2dly, the high price of the plants. A strict com-
pliance with the rules laid down for the preparation of the soil

(27) and for the choice of plants (30) will obviate the first objec-

tion ; and the other may be modified considerably by every one
raising the plants for himself, agreeably to the instructions de-

tailed (35).

26. Soil and situation.—Let no one be deterred from planting

the holly from an idea that the soil is not suitable for it, providing

it is not bog land, or soil absolutely saturated with wet. It cer-

tainly triumphs over more varied localities than the hawthorn : it

is found flourishing on dry gravelly land as well as on strong claj'.

Sand, and sandy loam, are the soils it delights in most, and when
it meets with these it shoots up luxuriantly.

27. Preparation of the soil.—As in the case of the hawthorn
and all other hedge trees, the site intended for the holly should be
trenched and manured several months before the time of planting.

The trench in this case I would recommend to be a yard in width,

and at least a yard in depth. It matters not what sort of manure
be used, for by the time the soil is turned up all sorts will bs pretty

well reduced to a certain quality. The chief thing is to have the

soil loose and fertile, and to accomplish the latter nothing can be
better than well-rotted farm-yard manure. By the deep trenching

recommended, the soil will be raised about half a foot higher than

it was before, but it will afterwards sink down, so that none of it

should be removed.

28. Site for the plants.—ITie plane surface, with a fence on
either side, is best ; but where the materials for fencing cannot be
procured, cast a ditch on one side and raise a mound on the other

with the soil taken out of the ditch, and if the soil should be insuf-

ficient for that purpose, top it with dead branches such as can be

got in the neighbourhood. The bank raised must not be imme-
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diately over the roots of the plants, for a certain degree of air is

necessary to their free development : the side of it, therefore, should

be fifteen inches away from the plants.

29. Time for planting.—The best season for planting is from
November till March ; for though the holly and all evergreens

are often removed during summer, the most eligible season must
be that in which there is I he least chance of their being affected by
evaporation. The particular day to be chosen is when the atmo-
sphere is humid, and the elements still ; for though some may
tliink these unnecessary precautions, they will assuredly tell well on
the first year's growth of the plants. It must be remembered that

the holly is rather a shy plant to remove ; hence the necessity of

choosing the cloudiest weather for the purpose.

30. Choice of plants.—No plants should be used unless those

which had been transplanted the previous year, in which case every

plant will be furnished with an abundance of fibrous roots ; and
though they may not look so well as those which had stood in one

place for two or three years, yet their certainty of growing over-

balances every other consideration. Plants of six to ten years of

age should be preferred to younger ones, for young plants are pro-

verbial for the slowness of their growth; but when they get to

about eight years of age they commence to grow rapidly. They
require no preparation either by pruning the root or the top.

Where the distance is not great, balls of earth may be carried with

the plants, and this precaution will still further ensure their vigo-

rous growth even the first season.

31. Planting the holly.—This is accomplished by setting the

line, and opening a straight trench or furrow with the spade, as

recommended for the hawthorn. In this trench the plants should

be set upright and close to ihe side of the trench, so that a straight

line may be formed by them. The distance between the plants

should be at least a foot, and in cases where they are very bushy
fifteen inches apart will be close enough. They should be planted

about half an inch deeper than they stood before, and the soil,

laid immediately to their roots, should if possible be pulverized.

In order that they may stand firm and upright they should be trod

gently immediately after the roots are covered ; and during this

operation the best opportunity presents itself for adjusting such of

the plants as do not fall in exactly to the straight line. By taking

hold of the top and treading the root at the same time any plant

may be easily made to assume its proper position.

32. Pruning and after-management.—For the first two seasons

the hedge will require no pruning, but after the third year sucli.

parts of the sides as become broad and irregular had bettor be

clipped into uniformity. 1 say clipped, meaning by the hedge

shears, for the holly is too thick, and its leaves too numerous, to
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allow of its being trimmed with a hedge-bill. I have been long

anxious for such an opportunity as the present to enforce the neces-

sity of taking the management of fences out of the hands of igno-

rant though well-meaning labourers, who have little idea of beauty

and order, and who are very unfit to perform the nice operation of

managing hedges. But the question is, who eLse are to look after

them ? Gardeners are not always on the spot, and even if they

were, a great many of them are void of education on this head, and

I may add, as careless as labourers. I have no doubt that the im-

pulse gi\en to a better system of hedge-fencing by the Koyal
Agricidtural Society, will in the course of a few years lead to the

introduction all over the country of regularly trained hedgers,

whose sole business will be to manage the fences upon an estate.

In Berwickshire this class of men is as well known as that of gar-

deners ; and throughout many parts of Scotland, even as far north

as Moray and Inverness, the office of a hedger is quite common.
I do not mean to say that every farmer should have a man set

apart to take charge of the fences upon his land ; but it is quite

clear that if they were kept on all large estates, the influence of

example, seen in well-kept fences, would soon beget a desire in

others to imitate such patterns. A holly hedge is considered at

maturity when it reaches the height of six feet, beyond wliich it

should not be allowed to grow, unless in special cases ; for if

higher the expense of clipping is very much increased. It should

be perfectly straight, broad at bottom, and gradually tapering to

the top, somewhat in the shape of a nrrrow letter A. The time
for clipping is October, and it is not necessary that this should be
performed oftener than once every year.

33. Cleaning.—This is all-important in hedge fencing, as it is in

every other department of agriculture. Hedge fences are too

often nurseries for weeds, which are allowed to ripen their seeds,

ready at all seasons to be disseminated throughout the adjacent
fields. I need scarcely add that the soil, of itself, will no more
produce weeds than it will in like way produce foreign timber
trees, so that, if every one would be careful to cut them off before

they got to maturity, we should have much less labour and trouble

in cleaning. Not one man in twenty understands what it is to hoe
and rake the ground in perfection, for, according to the present

practice of those who presumptuously call themselves gardeners,

at least one fourth part of the weeds are allowed to remain un-
touched, and very generally to ripen and disseminate their seeds.

Holly hedges are much easier to keep free from weeds than any
other sort of fence, on account of the plants growing so close to the
surface of the soil, and thus choking the herbage. Few or no
weeds will be found under the hedge, but the outsides should of

course be kept as clean as that which is shaded by the branches.
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Under ordinary circumstances, the hoeing and raking would not

be required ot'tener than three times during a season, viz., in May,
July, and September : but during wet summers, favourable to the

growth of weeds, an additional cleaning would be required.

34. Expense.—This will vary a little according to circum-

stances, but the following may be taken as the average per perch

of six yards :

—

I-
d.

Trenching 3 feet wide and 3 feet deep . 0 3
^Manure . . . . . .03
Plants 18 inches high, 8 years old, at 6O5.

per 1000, 12 to 15 inches apart . .10
Planting the same . . . .02 s. d.

1 8
Fence on each side to protect the hedge as detailed (20) 4 7

Cost of hedge with double fence complete, per perch 6 3

Plants from nine to twelve inches high are sold in the nurseries at

30s. per 1000; but as those would prolong the expense of fencing

for several years, it is considered better to plant such as are eighteen

inches high and of a greater age. As already observed, the latter,

when once established in their final situation, w'ill shoot up more
vigorously even than the hawthorn or any other fence plant.

No. II. .

s. d.

Expense of hedge as above . . . . .18
Digging out ditch on one side and forming bank on

other, with the soil dug out . . . .38
5 4

Here there is an apparent saving of \ \d. per perch ; but it is to

be reckoned that the space occupied by the ditch, added to that

taken up by the bank, is much greater than would be required for

a fence of wood on each side. There is also a difference in favour

of the first plan with regard to the growth of the hedge, it being

universally admitted that in the generality of soils the plane sur-

face is to be preferred to any other site.

35. Mode of grotoing the young plants.— I annex the nursery

culture of this tree on account of its being comparatively an ex-

pensive plant to procure of nurserymen. I do this in order that

every person may rear the plants for himself, and thus save one of

the chief items in the foregoing tables. It is known to every one

that the holly is a most plentiful bearer of seed, being in most

seasons literally clad with beautiful scarlet berries which, with the

branch, are generally called " Christmas." Those berries are
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perfectly ripe in November and December, when they should be

gathered, and after being mixed with sand, laid in a pit in the

open ground till the December following ; that is, for twelve

months, when they should be sown during open weather. When in

the pit, they should be turned over frequently so as to hasten the

rotting of the pulp in which they are encased. The soil in which

ihey are sown should be free sandy loam, shaded if possible from

the south, so that the sun may not dry up the beds. For the sake

of weeding them conveniently, those beds should not be more than

four feet or four feet and a half wide, the soil should be made soft

and tine by raking it, and the depth to which they should be co-

vered is from a quarter to half an inch. I do not approve of sowing

the seeds immediately after their being gathered, because, 1st, there

is the loss for one year of the soil which they occupy
;
2nd, there is

the cleaning of the space for a like period ; and 3rdly, the soil

lying undisturbed so long gets so firm as to materially hinder the

growth of the tender plants when they do appear. The young
plants will begin to spring in May and June, and should be kept

perfectly free from weeds. At the end of the second season, during

the months of November and December, the plants should be re-

moved into lines about a foot distant from each other, and the

plants placed about four inches apart. Here they should remain

for two years, when they should be again removed into lines eighteen

inches apart, and the plants placed about six inches from each other:

in those lines they are to remain for a similar period. The plants

will now be six years old, and if they have grown freely, they will

be fit in another year to take their place as fence plants. With
this view, therefore, they should be again removed into lines twenty

inches or two feet apart, and placed in those lines about a foot

distant from each other, here to remain, as stated, for one year.

When lifted, such plants will have large bushy roots, and nothing

but the grossest carelessness will prevent them from forming in a
short time a beautiful and durable fence.

The Beech

—

Fagus sylvatica.

36. This tree grows rapidly on all prepared soils, and forms a

very beautiful fence. In rich soil, it retains a great proportion of

its leaves in a withered state during winter; and is on this account

excellent for nursing early grass on such lands as are set apart

for feeding and fattening different kinds of live stock. Its only

defect is a want of that rigidity so striking in the whitethorn and
crab ; hence it cannot in all cases be safely trusted where cattle are

grazing, unless it be protected by a ditch next to the field where
they usually are. This circumstance, however, is capable of

being turned to good account in soils naturally too damp for it,

where a ditch would be required as well for the draining of the
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land as for a protection to the hedge. In fencing such land, then,

let a ditch be dug out on the field side as already detailed (14),

5 feet in width at top, 3 feet in depth, and 1 foot wide at bottom:
the soil from the ditch is to be thrown over the line intended for

the hedge (not as a bank on which to plant it, as is usually done,

but for a fence to it), and the hedge itself is to be planted parallel

with the ditch at about 9 inches from the edge of it. With regard

to this tree, it may be stated that in tlie colder and more exposed

tracts of arable and pasture lands, as well as on those which are

loo damp for the hawthorn, it is better adapted than any other

tree. Thus it becomes on the one hand a link between the haw-
thorn and the furze, and on the other between the hawthorn and
the willow, poplar, &c. In order to give a higher degree of

rigidity to a beech fence I have in several instances planted a
double line of plants, and I have no doubt that this plan will

obviate the defect alluded to, but as yet my hedges have not been

long enough planted to prove this position. Between the parallel

lines I leave a space of 18 inches, so that the stems of the plants

when grown up form a sort of strong framework on either side,

which I am persuaded no description of cattle will be able to

break through. Between each plant in the lines a space of 15

inches should be left ; and, as pointed out with regard to every

other tree, no weeds should be allowed to rise amongst the plants

or near to them. The time to clip is the month of October, and
the form to which hedges of this description should be moulded is

the same as that recommended in the case of the hawthorn. From
the facility with which it may be reared, its quickness of growth,

and the valuable protection it aftbrds to cattle in pasture lands,

this tree certainly deserves to be planted more universally than it

has hitbeito been. From the nature of the young shoots the

hedge-bill cannot be advantageously employed in trimming the

beech
;
yet it may be remarked that no tree so well repays the

expense of clipping, for during summer time it is of all others the

most ornamental.

The Hornbeam

—

Carpinns betulus. *

The Elm— Ulmiis campestris.

37- These trees are sometimes used for fences ; but neither of

them has anything to recommend them in preference to the beech.

Indeed, the hornbeam is in many respects so like the beech that

at a distance it is often mistaken for it. One consideration in

favour of the beech over both these trees is, that nurserymen sell

the plants at a few shillings less per thousand than they charge

for hornbeam, and at a considerable price less than what is de-

manded for elm. Like the beech, these trees are chiefly valuable

in forming fences around pasture lands.
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Sect. II.

—

Hedgesfor exposed situations where the soil is poor, yet

capable of improvement.

38. There are few plants suited to withstand the rigour of se-

vere winters sufficiently to form fences in high situations ; and

those which are adapted for this purpose are to be considered

chiefly as the forerunners of the beech and whitethorn. There

are indeed certain situations, though few, where it would be an

act of folly to be at the expense of planting any fences with the

view of sheltering and ultimately reclaiming the land for cultiva-

tion. Rocky surfaces, such as cannot be subjected to the plough,

belong simply to the province of the planter. Thin gravelly dis-

tricts, where herbage refuses to take root, are also to be left to be

covered with ligneous vegetation, as are all those lands lying on
rock, or which otherwise have such a retentive subsoil that the

water stagnates upon them. At the same time, the mere altitude

of lands ousfht to form no barrier to the introduction of hedge

plants, so long as we have a few prepared to take their station in

the shape of fences in any situation : the chief thing to be consi-

dered being whether or not the soil purposed to be enclosed is

likely to become fit for tillage.

The Scotch Pine

—

Pinus sylvestris.

39. Of all the trees suited to the climate of Britain, this tree is

perhaps the most serviceable. If the cold and wintry uplands of

the North are to be brought into cultivation, it will be by the aid

of this tree, either in hedges or strips, or in larger masses as

nurses to other trees. In no soil does it refuse to grow. In peat,

sand, gravel, granite, and all thin soils, it rises rapidly, and forms

a strong rough fence in the course of six or seven years. In the

neighbourhood of Thetfoid and Newmarket, in Suffolk, where
the soil is miserable, it is quite common as a hedge tree ; but in

those places it is pruned in the same way as the whitethorn,

which is certainly disadvantageous ; it being well known that of

all trees the pine is the most impatient of the knife. It is only

where a better tree, as a fence, will not grow, that I am led to

recommend the Scotch pine, and this I do, as already stated, be-

cause it is admirably adapted for ameliorating the climate in

exposed situations previous to the introduction of others. My
plan with this tree is as follows :—The soil requires no prepara-
tion whatever. The plants to be used should be 4 years old, and
they can be had of nurserymen for 4s. or 5s. per 1000. Those
plants I insert in a straight line at 2 feet apart from each other,

so that when they get up, the stems may form the chief part of
the fence. Planted at this distance, there will be very little room
for branches between the trees in the lines, but they will push
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out luxuriously on each side and produce sufiBcient spray to keep
the plants in a healthy state. The tips of the strongest side

branches should be cat off, so as to induce smaller ones to break
forth, but no regular system of pruning should be adopted. An-
other parallel line is to be formed and planted in like manner,
about 6 yards distant from the other : this distance 1 adopt, so

that the roots of the trees may not impoverish or reach the soil in

the centre, which at the proper season should be planted with the

whitethorn or beech after the ground is trenched in the usual wav.

Between the parallel lines, at considerable distances, there should

be cross lines planted so as to break any currents of wind, which
are oftentimes hurtful in open avenues of this description. If the

soil is tolerable, and the climate permit, the whitethorn-hedge

may be introduced 3 years after the planting of the pines ; but in

the more exposed places, it should be deferred for a year or two

longer, when the screen on either side will be in a more complete

state to protect it. At the end of the three years, the beech may
with every prospect of success be introduced.

The Furze— Ulex Huroptea.

40. In very cold elevated districts, where others will not thrive,

this shrub makes a beautiful and useful fence—beautiful from its

having such a profusion of bloom, and useful because it is cropped

in winter by sheep, and the clippings eaten by cattle and horses.

It is short-lived, however, and is subject to be killed down during

severe winters. It is apt, also, to become bare and unsightly at

bottom. In forming a hedge of this shrub, the plan pursued at

present throughout most parts of England with regard to the

whitethorn is to be adopted. A bank of earth is to be raised

5 feet wide at bottom, 3^ feet high, and 20 inches wide at top.

At the proper season, which is in March, a drill is to be drawn on

the top alon^ the middle of the bank, and the seeds sown therein,

and covered to the depth of 1 inch. In the course of two years

the plants will begin to grow luxuriantly, spreading downwards

on each side over the bank, so as almost to cover the whole of its

surface. This fence should be regularly clipped once a-year,

between November and March, and of course the particular time

will be regulated by the demand for the cUppings as fodder.

Sect. III.

—

Hedges for situations where the soil is damp and

41. For this section nature seems to have given us no trees or

shrubs remarkable for their stability or rigidity. They are all

soft-wooded, without prickles, open growers, but compensating for

those deficiencies in the quickness of their growth. With such
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materials, it is clear that an open ditch is an important and indis-

pensable accompaniment.

The Elder

—

Samhucus nigra.

42. This tree is remarkable for the ease with which it may be

cultivated, its rapidity of growth, and the cheapness attending its

formation into a fence. Trenching the ground in this case may
be dispensed with, for if the soil is dug over one foot deep the

roots will find their way into any damp soil. Even rooted plants

need not be used, but cuttings or truncheons inserted instead of

them. A ditch should be cast as a fence on one side, and the

soil taken out of the ditch shoidd form a bank on the other. This

hedge should be trimmed with a hedge-bill at the end of the first

year, and every subsequent year, as recommended for the others.

In such parts as have failed, fresh plants with roots shovdd be in-

serted in the ensuing autumn, and at the end of 3 years the bank
may be removed.

The Lombavdy Poplar

—

Populusfastigiata.
The Black Italian Poplar

—

Populus monilifera.

43. Both these trees are admirably fitted as fences in moist soils.

Plants one year old, which are generally about 4 feet in height,

may be had at the nurseries at \d. each, and those will form a

tolerable hed^e the first year. If the soil is duer over and nia-

luued several months previous to planting, strong cuttings may be

inserted about a foot apart, and these will make shoots varying

from 3 to 5 feet in height during the first season. At the end
of the second year, during the month of November, the top of

the fence shoidd be regularly reduced with a hedge-bill to the

height of 5 feet. This will strengthen the sides of the fence, and
consequently increase the stability of the stems. A very good
plan is to tie rods of wood to the young trees at 2 or 3 feet from
the ground, until they have become sufficiently strong of them-
selves to resist the pressure of cattle. When properly attended

to, by keeping them free from weeds, and trimming them regu-

larly every autumn, those fences become highly useful and orna-

mental, and are at once amongst the cheapest and readiest of any
that can be raised. Tlie form of the hedge should be the same
as that of the hawthorn, only a little wider at bottom, and trimmed
up in a wedge-like shape as already explained.

The Alder

—

Ahius glutinosa.

44. As a hedge plant, the alder is not so good as the poplar;
but as it is the most aquatic British tree that we have, it is woithy
of being mentioned here as suitable to a class of soils and situa-

tions in which the poplar will not grow freely. It delights in wet
swampy lands, and will grow tolerably even in the water. The

VOL. VI. Q
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plants for fences should be 4 years old, not more, because when
older fhey are generally devoid of branches at bottom. They
may be set at a foot apart, and treated in every respect like the

poplar, trimming the fence with a hedge-bill, and keeping it at

the height of 5 feet. The alder will make a strong branchy fence,

though not very close, and if pruned regularly as directed, it is

susceptible of a neatness in appearance much beyond what is ge-

nerally believed of it. Few have the conrage to keep it in sub-

jection, being a tree of extraordinary exuberance, and striving for

the first few years to put forth a leader, or in other words, to

assume its tree-like shape. Afterwards, however, it seems to get

reconciled to the form of the fence, which is to be accounted for

by its producing, after repeated prunings, smaller spray or brandies

which are more equally supported with nourishment and become
luxuriant all over.

The Goat Willow

—

Salix caprea.

45. As every one knows, the willow generally is a quick grower,

and delights in moist land ; but it by no means follows that every

willow is alike suited for fences, for very few of them are rigid

enough to resist any pressure. I have therefore selected the

species which possesses the requisite quality in the highest degree

;

and as it is not always known by the name of the " Goat Willow,"

I may mention that it is called the Black Sallow, and in the north

of England, the Saugh. In spring it puts forth beautiful yellow

catkins or blossoms before the leaves appear; those flowers are ga-

thered by children on Easter Sunday, under the name of " Palms ;"

and it may help some persons to the right species, when I inform

them that the first time bees are seen abroad in the spring is when
on their way to the flowering branches of this tree. The best and
cheapest way to form a fence of this tree is to procure a number of

straight shoots 2 or .3 years old, about G feet in length, and insert

them in the soil to the depth of 15 inches, and at the distance of

18 inches Irom each other, crossing the rods at right angles, thus:

—

This will form a pretty good hedge even the first year; and by

irimminff it with the hedge-bill as recommended for the others, it

will be strongf enouorh at the end of the second season to be left

unprotected as a fence.
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Chap. III.— Tree culture apartfrom Hedf/c-roics, and the necessity

ofplantinf/fence-icood, ^r.

46. It is unquestionable tliat herbage succeeds best in close situ-

ations : corn thrives best and yields most in open, unsheltered places,

wh'.M'e there is a free ventilation. Again: the air may pass too

freely or rapidly over the coinitry for the rearing and fattening of

animals, which, it is found, thrive best when sheltered during the

cold months and shaded during the summer time. Hence it is

that for this purpose graziers consider fifty acres divided into five

inclosures equal to sixty acres in one inclosure. In short, I believe

it to be beyond controversy that permanent pastures and meadow
lands shoidd have trees about them ; and that corn lands should,

if possible, be without them. It remains for me, therefore, to urge

the necessity of forming the hedge-line aroinid pastures entirely of

hedge plants, and placing the trees, wherever practicable, at about

two feet behind the hedge. On road-sides the trees will have to

be planted within the hedge, but in whichever case it may
happen it is absolutely necessary to diverge from the hedge-

line so far as that the trunk of the tree when grown up shall not in-

terfere with the outline of the fence. Were it not considered

indispensable to maintain in some measure that characteristic fea-

ture of English scenerj'—its hedge-row trees—I should be inclined

to recommend, instead of them, strips of close plantations altoge-

ther apart and away from the fence, so that the hedge might escape

their drip and shade; but as it would be in vain to attempt such

an innovation, I am content to recommend that the trees planted

as hedge-row timber should not interfere so closely as they do at

present with the form of the hedge.

Witli corn-lands it is quite another matter. Except in extreme
oases, such as where the lands are high and very much exposed,

it is my firm conviction that they should not be planted ; and as it

will be asked, no dovibt, how I should dispose of them, or where I

should plant the trees, I would earnestly recommend that they

should be for the future cultivated more extensively on our waste
lands, bi/ themselves, in woods, in strips, in circles where the fences

intersect each other, or in such other way as local circumstances

might suggest, so as not to interfere with the growth of green

crops. In itself, the disposition of our hedge-row trees is without

much beauty ; and our attachment to a form so regular and mo-
notonous is chiefly to be attributed, I think, to old custom

;
though

it must be confessed that their beingr cast about a field so univer-

sally gives the country a somewhat rich and sheltered appearance.

However, it is not to be doubted that those wlio shall have the

courage to throw their corn-fields open to the influences of an

Q 2
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abundance of light and air will reap their reward in more bountiful

crops.

I shall be here allowed, I trust, to urge upon landed proprietors,

and planters in general, the necessity of growing for themselves

larch and Scotch pine trees wherever they have a waste piece of

groiuid. The crreat want of wood for fencint; vouncr hedges is the

chief cause of our fields beins intersected with those clumsy mili-

tary-like fortifications which absorb so much of the best land in

England. From the days of Johnson to the present time, it has

been the reproach of Scotland that it is without timber-trees : this

is so far correct, yet it is equally true that the Scotch people have

planted trees to supply their more urgent wants, whilst England,

though reposing all over under a broad umbrageous canopy, is not

in reality in possession of the timber slie is most in want of. If

even an outhouse has to be built, the poor cannot do it, for deal

wood is either not to be had or it is held at such a high price thai

they are unable to purchase it. If a young hedge has to be fenced,

the same reasons inteqiose to prevent its being done, and hence the

rude banks which are thrown up to divide fields between man and

man. It is not to be expected that in this essay the details of

planting the trees should be entered upon ; but it may be men-
tioned that, in order to be serviceable for the purpose alluded to,

they should stand very close to each othei", so that they may be

drawn up to a considerable length without great thickness. The
larch and Scotch pine will grow on any sort of land, not absolutely

saturated with moisture, and in any situation except close to the

sea. For these trees no land is too poor, for even in beds of gravel

they will reach a timber-like size in the course of fifteen years.

The old Scotch pine, or Highland pine, as it is called (Pinus syl-

vestris horizontalis) should be preferred to the common tree (^Finux

sylvestris), the wood of the latter being soft and porous, whilst

that of the other, to use' the words of Loudon, " remains fresh, em-
balmed in its own turpentine."

In reconstructing the fences throughout England, the advantage
of retaining some of those at present in use as a protection to those

founded upon a better plan, is too obvious to require being en-

forced ; and the only precaution which it seems necessary to allude

to, is, that the new hedges should not be planted so near to the

others as to be injured by the shade of their overhanging branches.

Norwich.
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XXI.

—

Report to the Honourable Robert Hcnrij Clive of his Poles

Farm Improvements, effected by Thorough Draining. Con-
tinued from Journal, vol. iv., p. 177.

Sir,— Since my report to you in March, 1843, I now bej; leave

to state what further improvements have taken place, and I think

I cannot do better than continue the plan upon which I com-

menced, viz., by bringing forward the abstract quantity of thorough

draining and subsoil ploughing to that period, and adding thereto

in detail what has been effected subsequently, together with an
account of the success obtained, and other matters connected with

the improvements; and in doing so I will endeavour to make the

statement and report clear, beginning with the quantities done
since my report in JMarch, 1843, which I will add to the former

quantities and expense, showing the full amount of expenditure
;

but I beg leave here to state the quantity of acres the farm con-

tains in arable, meadow, and pasture, viz.

—

A. R. p.

Arable 125 3 16
Meadow 45 0 29
Old pasture 50 0 29
One and two year old leys for permanent

pasture .
' 21 3 24

Farm-house, fold, stackyard, cottages, &c. 2 3 17

Total . . . . 245 3 33

No. 13, 14a. 2r. Op.—9038 yards. This field was an old coarse

sward, with a very uneven surface. The surface and subsoil vary

much; part of it is a tolerable loam, part a stifl' clay substratum, with

very large pebbles imbedded, which the subsoil-plough turned out lo

some extent, and a small part shelly sandstone. The drains are 18
feet and 24 feet apart; drained in 1842; a great part of the stone got

in the field and wheeled to the drains.

Getting the stone, wheeling to drains, cutting drains open,

breaking the stone, putting it in, and filling up drains,

1 129f roods (of 8 yards per rood) at lOrf. per rood . £47 1 5

Getting 160 yards of stone, at 5f/. per yard . . .368
Four horses 4^ days carrying the above stone to drains, at

12* 2 14 0
Subsoil ploughing 14i acres, at 2 15. . . . . 15 4 6

£68 6 7

Cost per acre . . . . . . £4 14 3
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No. 14.

—

3a. 2r. 8p.—1764 yards. This field is an orchard iu

grass, which has been planted a good many years ; some of the trees

are dead, I think a good deal owing to the cold substratum, which is a

stiff clay. The drains are put in the centre between each row of trees,

which are 30 feet a])art ; most of the drains were opened to the depth

of 15 inches with drain-plough, afterwards cutting a further depth of

15 inches, the other drains 30 inches and 36 inches, at 6f/., 8</
,

and lOrf., breaking the stone, putting in drains and filling

in £6 13 0
Getting 100 yards of stone, at 5</. . . . .218
Four horses carting stone to drains 2^ days, at 12.N. . . 110 0

Six ditto opening drains with plough half a day, at IBs. . 0 9 0

£10 13 8

Cost per acre £3 0 10

No. 15.

—

11a. 2r. 12p.—9696 yards. This field is an old coarse

pasture, varying much in surface, and substratum very cold. The drains

are 16 feet apart; the greatest part of the stone got in the field, and
wheeled to the drains.

Getting stone, cutting drains, breaking stone, wheeling to

drains, laying and filling in 1212 roods, at \\d. (of 8
yards) ........ £55 II 0

Gathering and carrying 22 loads of stone from adjoining

field, at l5. . ' 12 0

£.')6 13 0

Cost per acre . . . . . .4186

No. 16.

—

6a. Or. 4p.—3536 yards. This field is an old coarse turf,

varying in quality, but, being near the homestead, it is intended to im-
prove the surface by top-dressing, and it continues in permanent pasture.

The drains are 21 feet and 24 feet apart: 442 roods (or 3536 vards).

Cutting open, breaking stone, laying drains, and filling in,

at Id. per rood £I2 17 10
Seven roods of open ditch-laying, at l.v. . . .070
Getting 200 yards of stone, at hd. . . . .434
Four horses carrying stone to drains 3 days, at 12*. . 116 0

Filling 200 yards of stonq into carts, at If/. . . . 0 16 8

£20 0 10

Co^t per acre 3 6 9
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No. n.

—

4a. 3r. 25r.—2956 yards. This is a rough piece of

ground, with a very uneven surface, substratum chiefly clay loam ; it is

a question at present wliether it will be continued in permanent grass

or undergo a course or two of tillage to improve the surface. The drains

are 24 feet apart : 369^ roods (or 2965 yards) of drains.

Cutting open, breaking stone, laying drains, and filling in,

at 7 </. per rood ....... £10 15 6
Getting 155 yards of stone, at 5c/. . . . .347
Carting and wheeling stone to drains, 4 horses 3i days,

at 126-. . . . . . .
~. .249

Filling stone into carts . . . . , . 0 10 0

£16 14 10

Cost per acre . . . . . .3100

No. 18.

—

6a. 2r. Op.—3024 yards. This is a rough, coarse herbage,

and should undergo a course of tillage to improve and make the surface

more even. It is chiefly a clay loam, and the drains vary from 24 feet

and upwards apart.

Cvitting open, breaking stones, laying drains, and filling in

378 roods (of 8 yards per rood), at 7'/. . . . £ll 0 6

Getting and wheeling stone to 300 roods, at 3r/. . . 3 15 0
Thirty yards of stone, at bd. . . . . .076
Laying water-course and levelling 18^ roods, at 2.«. . . 117 0
Two horses one day carting 30 yards of stone to drains . 0 6 0

£17 6 0

Cost per acre £2 13 0

No. 19.

—

5a. 1r. IOp.—2221 yards. This is old meadow land ; has

a good surface
;
previous to draining was very wet, and of little value :

the substratum varies, some part clay loam, and other parts clay mixed
with stone. The drains are 30 feet apart.

Cutting open, breaking stones, laying drains, filling 2221
yards, at Irf. • . . . . . . £9 5 I

Getting 138 yards of stone, at 5c/. . . . . 2 17 6
Four horses 3 days carrying stone to drains, at l'2.f. . 1 16 0

Filling into carts, at Hrf. per yard , . . . 0 14 6

£14 13 1

Cost per acre £2 16 0
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Xo. 20.—5a. Or. 26r.—2632 yards. The surface of this field is

pretty even ; it is old meadow, and varies much in the substratum.

The surface was very wet previous to draining ; now very much im-

proved. The drains are 24 feet apart.

Cutting open, breaking stones, laving drains, filling in, at

per yard £10 19 4
Getting 160 yards of stone, at 5rf. . . . ..368
Four horses 3 days carrying stone to drains, at \2s. . . 1 16 0
Filling 160 j'ards of stone into carts, at . . . 0 16 8

£16 18 8

Cost per acre 3 7 8

Soughs laid in various ditches to convey water under, varying from
6 to 12 inches square:

—

222 yards, or 27-^ roods, at 3s. per rood, for opening,

walling, and filling iu ..... . £4 3 3

496 vards, or 62 roods, at 2a'. 6</., as before . . . 7 15 6
832 ditto, 104 ditto 2* 10 4 0
270 ditto of stone for the above, at b(f. . . . . 5 12 6
Four horses 9 days carrying stone to the soughs, at 12s. . 5 8 0
Filling 270 yards of stone, at l;^r/. . '. . .18 0

£34 11 3

ABSTRACT.

To No. 12, inclusive

13, .

J4, .

15,

,,16,

,,18,
,,19,
,, 20, .

To soughs, drains, &c

Totals .

A. n. p. VAHDS. £. s. (/.

113 3 10 83,0'jO 718 4 11

14 2 0 y , 038 68 6 7
3 2 8 l,7tj4 10 13 8

11 2 12 9,696 56 13 0
G 0 4 3,536 20 0 10

4 3 25 2,956 16 14 10

6 2 0 3,024 17 6 0
5 1 10 2,221 14 13 0
5 0 20 2,632 16 18 8

1 ,550 34 11 3

171 1 53 119,507 974 2 9

Abstract of the separate Expenses.

171a. 1r. 15p. drained and getting the stone— 119,507
yards, or 68 miles 3 furlongs and 9 yards

Average expense per acre 4/. 4s. 2d.

128a. 1r. IOp., part of the above, subsoil-plouglicd

Carting Stones to Drains ......
Avercge of tlic whole per acre, nearly, 5/. 14s.

£.

720

1.34

119

7 3

97 1 2 9
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The expenditure upon the farm since the occupation is as

shown in the following table ; but the charge for subsoil plough-

ing and carting stone to drains ought not to be added to the

expenditure, as stated above, because that expense is included in

the working of the farm, and all team labour hired for lugging

lime and working land is charged in the farm expenses.

Statement of Expenditure upon the Poi.es Farm, from Lady-day, 1836, to

31st October, 1843.

Hcjds of

Expenditure.
1S36. 1S37. 1P38. 18S9. 1840. 1811. 1842 1813.

£. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d.

Labourers' wages 77 1 8 144 3 0 m 19 5 219 0 5 204 3 9 238 11 8 257 3 1 219 13 10

Manure, 1 me, &
56 13bones .... 63 14 0 103 4 6 77 7 C 42 1 0 87 16 24 8 0 210 16 2 6

Seed wheat, bar-

ley, und turnip
30 17 10 0 22 10 016 0 0 5 5 0 21 0 0 32 15 6 14 11 6 0 0

Clover seeds . • 19 7 9 25 0 0 13 8 0 17 13 14 17 8 23 5 5 23 16 8 28 8

Repairs to imple-
15 18ments .... 3 15 10 20 9 5 5 12 9 3 11 10 4 2 9 43 2 8 10 18 1 9

Hh'.cksmith . . . 10 10 1 18 2 5 19 4 9 13 3 17 14 9 27 1 1 18 14 19 3 9

Sa.Mler . . . . 11 13 s 11 4 3 10 6 2 5 2 10 17 S 9 3 7 1 4 10 I 12 U
Itii^ating mea-

18 19 10 17 0 10 r> 0 15 9 0 20 10 0 1 4 8

ll.uiling limeand
leam labour . 97 10 0 57 6 0 27 14 6 9 4 8 1 0 51 1 3

I'oor and church
17 14 2 21 3 10 5 0 13 7 C 15 7 6 15 7 6 17 18 7 12 16 3

I 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 3 2 5 12 8 6 8

31
'7

0 31 0 31 7 0 31 0 32 7 0 32 7 0 32 7 0 32 7 0

Malt and hops . . 21 3 4 23 13 6 10 2 4 13 2 4

Sundries .... 4
*4

0 1 14 6 2 'e 0 11 14 3 14
*2

7 7 18 8 10 16 0 1 1 0

255 7 7 505 7 11 444 0 7 454 10 0 448 8 5 490 5 9 648 16 8 484 2 6

Having shown the expenditure, I shall now give you an account

of the produce in imperial bushels in the years 1822, 1825, and
1828. The quantities I have taken from the tithe, having been
employed to value them in those years. Subsequently, from
1836 to 1843, the number of bushels per acre (both those years

inclusive) has been taken from actual ])roduce, which shows a

Description Number of Bushels per Acre, Imperial Measure.

of

Crop. 1822. 1825. 1828. 1836. 1837. 1838. 1839. 1840. 1841. 1842. 1813

Wheat • . 12^ 17 20i 1 20i 26i 2Ri 21

Harley . . Hi none 12i none 31^ 33i
26i 33 42i 38

Oats . . . 19 22^ 1(5J 21i 29 33 41 41 42A 44 53
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.

I am anxious to give a statement of the profit and loss upon the

whole farm, but I find it a difficult matter, owing to the constant

change of stock between the farm and demesne
;
however, I have

made the following statement to the best of my judgment, taking

the average upon the whole for the five preceding years to 31st

of October, 1843 ;

—

Dr., the Farm.

31st October, 1843. £. s. d.

To one year's Rent of Farm . . . ,212 0 0

To Expenditure for Wages, Tithe, Manure, and all

other disbursements for one year . . . 503 12 4
To Oats for 8 Horses, 30 weeks, 1 bushel each per

week, at 3.v. Qd 42 0 0

To one year's Interest upon 720/., expended in

draining . . . . . . . 36 0 0

To ditto on Capital of 900/ 45 0 0

To Seed-grain, not included in the expenditure . 30 10 6

869 2 10

By balance 18 9 8

887 12 6

6V., tlie Farm.
£. s. d.

By value of Wheat, Barley, and Oats, one year . 367 2 6

By keep of 40 head of Cattle in pasture, turnips, hay,

and straw, one year, at 2s. (yd. a-hcad per week . 260 0 0
By keep of 220 Sheep upon clover and turnips, one

year, at 3(/. per liead . . . . .143 0 0
By Wool from 220 Sheep, at 2s. 6c/. . . . 27 10 0

By Breeding and Rearing 20 Pigs . . . 30 0 0

By 12 tons of Bones on hand, cliarged in 1842 in the

gross at 5/. per ton . . , . . 60 0 0

887 12 ^ 6

Having given an account in detail of the quantity of draining

done up to this time, 1 beg leave to state that the system set out

upcm has been strictly adhered to in the execution of the drains,

of which I gave a section in my first report to you (vol. i. p. 34).

The only variation is, that where there is a strong clay 1 prefer

ramming it upon the stones to any other material, as no water

should be sufiered to go from the top of a drain. There are

many opinions as to the mode and kind of drains, as well as the

material to be used; but having suitable stone upon the farm, I

think no better drain can be })ut in : it is effectual and perma-

nent ; the same parallel lines arc kept in putting out the drains,
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as well as the distance apart, suitable to the nature and kind of

strata, as the variety of soil requires.

All ditches are now soughed, and there is no loss of ground
;

and to the extent now completed there is no failure.

The subsoil plough has been worked with great care to its

full depth of 1 5 inches, over all the arable land that has hiiherto

come in course. From the commencement of the subsoil plough-

ing, and after one course of tillage, deep ploughing has followed

—the first time from 9 to 12 inches ; and the land now in turnips,

being the second course, was ploughed last January from 14 to

15 inches, so that the full depth of soil is brought gradually into

action, with the most beneficial result, not only as to great in-

creased produce, but eradicating all weeds : of this I can speak

with great satisfaction ; remarks to this effect have been particu-

larly made by gentlemen visiting the farm. The increased pro-

duce will show the good effect of such cultivation—the whole of

the arable land is now cultivated for turnips in the four and five

course system. Previous to your taking the farm in hand, little

clover or turnips were grown, and nearly all the arable land

summer-fallowed in the course. The turnips and clover have

been very successful, and the whole is now cultivated upon a flat

surface, without furrow or gutter. Great advantage is obtained

by the deep ploughing succeeding the subsoil plough
;
by doing

it gradually it gives a depth of soil for the crop to work in. The
produce of turnips and clover has been the means of maintaining

a large flock of sheep, which has very much aided the improve-
ment of the arable land, as from one-half to two-thirds of the

turnips are consumed on the ground. The sheep have done
exceedingly well, and not an instance of one rotten. The other,

part of the turnips are consumed in the fold-yard and stalls to

feed cattle and young stock.

The manure hitherto made use of has been 1 hogshead of Poit-
levin's disinfected, bones, street-sweepings from Ludlow, lime,

and fold-yard manure : the above manures were used in an expe-
riment for turnips and barley, 1841 and 1842 (see Journal, vol.

iv. p. 117) ;
clover, 1843, which was mown, produce estimated

at 30 cwt. per acre ; there was not the least difference visible in

the crop. Tlie field was sown with red clover, G lbs. to the acre

;

white Dutch, 8 lbs. ; and 1 peck of rye-grass. The red clover
failed throughout the field, the white Dutch and rye-grass were
very good, and the different manures did not make any variation.

Bones are continued to be used for turnips, at the rate of half a
ton to an acre upon part of the turnip crop, and the effect has
been very satisfactory throughout the course.

The crops this year (1844J are light, owing to the long drought,
the wheat short in the straw, but will yield well; some of the
barley did not vegetate till the rain we had the beginning of July;
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the turnips also lay dormant, and when they did come the progress

v as slow for some time, and in consequence arc small, with some
failure from wireworm, slug, iScc.

Having now gone through the detail of the arable land, I have
a few observations to make upon the old coarse, uneven pasture ;

nz., to break up nearly the whole, thorough drain, subsoil

plough, and take such course of tillage as mav be deemed most
applicable for restoring: such fields again to permanent grass.

I will commence with Xo. 13, Lime has been liberally applied

upon the turf, after draining, during the summer previous to

breaking up, and a strong crop of oats has been obtained : it will

be desirable to get this field to permanent grass a^ain as soon as

possible, being so near to the homestead ; and I intend taking

such crops as may be most suitable to effect that object. Xo. 15,

now oats, has been treated in the same manner, and is also in-

tended for permanent pasture : considering the droughty sum-
mer, the oats are good ; I estimate the quantity at 30 bushels per
acre. There are other pastures which are intended to undergo a

similar process for their improvement. The meadows which have

been irrigated are much improved, although the command of

water is confined to flushes during a wet season ; to the other mea-
dows, considerable advantage has been derived from draining and
lop-dressing : altogether, the meadow-land has a good even sur-

face, and, when all the draining is completed, the produce will

be abundant. A pool by the fold is frequently loosed to go over

a meadow below, through which all the soakings of the whole
homestead are conveyed over ; but at all other times the soakings

are collected outside the fold, and put on soil brought together

from A arious parts of the farm, which is added as occasion may
require, making a quantity of rich compost. The soil is first put

in an oblong heap of such dimensions as mav be necessarv, and
the soakings of the homestead put over it, adding soil as it may
be required, keeping the middle lowest ; a tank is about being

made for this purpose.

The fences have been straightened, and new lines made ; there

is yet a good deal to be done in making further new lines with

quick.

The roads through the farm are made vcrv good, which eases

the hauling of grain and manure ; the latter is now carted out

with single horses, A\here three were formerly used.

I have the honour to be.

Sir,

Your faithful and humble servant,

Richard Wimtk.
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MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS AND NOTICES.

I.

—

Stall Feeding.—Some Experiments carried on in the Farm-
Yard at Belmont, in Cheshire, in the Winter 1844- 1 845. By
James H. Lkigh.

At the request of several of mj- friends I have been induced to send the

following experiments to the Jounial of the Royal Agricultural Society,

not as containing anything new, but in the hopes of giving some encou-

ragement to my brother farmers to try fresh experiments, and to show

that stall-feeding may be carried on at a much lighter expense tlian is

usuallv supposed. No credit is due to me for the selection of the beasts

—many were turned off dairy cows, which, not being in calf, were use-

less there ; the Scots were the remainder of a lot from which I had been

killing all the summer and autumn ; and the Welsh bullocks I bought

when shooting in Wales early in September last. The Durham bullocks

were a very fine set of beasts, four and five years old, and purchased in

May; but I had scarcely got ihem home before they were attacked with

the murrain, which they got w ell through, although it impeded their pro-

gress at grass. They would have paid me well to have kept two or three

weeks longer, but the case of pleuropneumonia occurring, frightened me,
and I sold as soon as I could get the requisite notices prepared. The
butchers were satisfied with their bargains; and, to use their own ex-

pressions, they said " they died well." The cows would have consumed
much more hay if it had been given to them ; but I do not think it would
have been of advantage, as they would have left their cut stuff, or only

picked the oil-cake out of it. The bullocks were perfectly satisfied, and
upon the whole did well, the last lot particularly, as well as the heifers

—the only complaint being that the butchers said they had given full Qd.

a pound.

On the 11th of November, 1844, I commenced feeding the first lot of

beasts in the stalls regularly, having had them put up at night for ten

or twelve days previously
; they consisted of eighteen Durham bullocks

four and five years old, and ten cows of the short-horn breed which were
barren and turned off from my dairy stock. I had them weighed on the
above-mentioned dav, and each succeeding ^londav, until the day of
sale. (See Table, No. 1.)

They were fed four times in a day in the manner following :—The
first thing in a morning cut oat-straw, with oil-cake and barley-meal

;

and again at noon w rth the same food ; at two o'clock 20 lbs. of Swedish
turnips

; and at night the morning feed was repeated, and about 2 lbs.

of hay in the rack. They were turned out to water every morning about
eleven o'clock. I purchased the oil-cake in Liverpool at 8/. the ton.

The barley-meal cost me as near as possible, with expenses, Id. per lb.

The turnips, hay, and oat-straw were grown on my own farm ; I there-
fore estimate the cost at the average selling price in the neighbourhood.

II
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The following table shows the quantity of lood given daily to each beast,

and the weekly cost :

—

5. (I.

4 lbs. of oil-cake each per clay, at 8/. per ton . 2 0

4 lbs. of barley-meal \m- ilay, at 1//. per lb. . 2 4

10 lbs. of cut oat-straw per day, at 2s. the cwt. . 1 3

20 lbs. of turnips, at 20s. the ton . . .13
2 lbs. of hay at night, at 4/. the ton . . .06

Weekly cost . . 7 4

I continued this manner and quantity of feeding until the IGth of De-

cember, when I found they were not increasing so much in weight as

they had done ; I therefore ordered a bushel and a half of potatoes, or

135 lbs., to be steamed and given amongst the cut stuff daily to the

twenty-eight beasts, as well as a pound of Indian corn ground fine for

each of the beasts, making it into a thick gruel, and given with the po-

tatoes, oil-cake, and cut stuff. The price of the potatoes was 1*. 0x1. for

90 lbs., consequently the extra weekly cost of each beast would be, for

potatoes Id., and the Indian corn at \d. per lb. "id. also, making the

weekly cost 8.*. Gd. each, until the last week, when they had 2 lbs. each

of oil-cake more daily, which increased the cost \s. a-week—in the whole

9*. Qd.

It will be observed by reference to the Table of Weights, that No. 12

does not appear in the list after the 30th of December—he had been

going on remarkably well, and gained more in weight the last week than

anv except 2 or 3. On the 3 1st of December, however, he refused his

food ; I had him removed from the stock and bled, and immediately sent

for the veterinary surgeon, who at once pronounced it pleuropneumonia,

and applied the usual remedies, but without success ; it rallied so far as

to feed a little, but died on the 2nd of January. I had the feeding houses

sprinkled twice a-day with the chloride of lime, and very fortunately had
no other cases, although some of the cattle remained with me after the

17th of January, the day of my first sale. The average weight gained

by the twenty-seven beasts in nine weeks was 200 lbs. and \ at a cost

of 3/. 1 \s. 8d.—being five weeks at 75. three weeks at Ss. 6d., and
one week 9*. 6d. I ought to mention that they had the last three weeks
bean instead of barley-meal.

When the several butchers had removed their purchases, I had all the

buildings whitewashed and plentifully sprinkled w ith chloride of lime and
water before putting up another lot of beasts, consisting of 16 Scots and
Welsh bullocks, 1 Durham ox, 1 long-horn heifer of Lord Bagofs cele-

brated breed, which was barren, and 12 cows and heifers. The bullocks

had been kept in the fields with a shed to go in, and were supplied with

oat-straw and a few turnips ; the cows were with my dairy stock, and
had little more than oat-straw. The regular feeding was commenced
on the 3id of Februar}% but in consequence of the severe frost the yard
was too slippery to weigh the cattle for the first time before (he .5th of
February; they were not weighed again until the 17th, and afterwards

on each succeeding Monday, until the day of sale. (See Table, No. 2.)
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They were fed four times a-day in a similar manner to the last lot,

but there was some difference in the price of oil cake and oat-straw, con-

sequently the weekly cost varied a little, as appears by the following

account :

—

s. d.

4 lbs. of oil-cake each daily, at 9/. per ton . . 2 3

4 lbs. of bean-meal each daily, at \d. per lb. . 2 4
10 lbs. of cut oat-straw, at 2*. 6f/. the csvt. . . 1 5^
20 lbs. of turnips or beet, at 205. per ton . . 13

Weekly cost for each . . 7 3^

On the nth of February they had 2 lbs. of hay for each beast in the

rack at night, which added 6f/. to the weekly expense. I continued this

kind and quantity of food until March 10th, when they commenced with

1 lb. of Indian corn each, made into gruel and mixed with the cut stuflF.

Having finished my bean-meal on the 24th of March, and the duty

being lowered on sugar, I purchased some a little damaged at 2d. the

lb., and treacle at the same price—the latter I preferred, being easily

dissolved in water and mixed with the cut stuff. Red wheat was only

selling here, good samples, at 6^. the TO lbs. ; I had some of mine there-

fore only once winnowed and crushed, and gave 4 lbs. to each beast in-

stead of the bean-meal, and ^ of a lb. of treacle to each daily cost ?>\d.

weekly. On the 14th of April I discontinued the treacle and sugar, and
gave 1 lb. of oil-cake and 1 lb. of crushed wheat extra to each beast. On
the 21st of April they were weighed for the last time, when it appears

from reference to Tables 3 and 4, that the average gain of each beast

was 3031-^ lbs., at a cost of M. %s. l^rf. each in ten weeks and five days.

Table, No. 3. £ ^

12 days, at Is. 2,\d. the week . . 0 12 6
3 weeks, at 75. ^\d. „ . . , 1 3 4^
2 weeks, at 8*. A^d. „ . . . 0 16 9
3 weeks, at Bs. Qd. „ . . . 16 0
1 week, at 9*. 9J(/. „ . . . 0 9 6

Total . . £4 8 H
Table, No. 4.

Thirty beasts gained from Feb. 5 to Feb. 17, 12 davs . 2184 lbs.

„ „ Feb. 1 7 to Feb. 24, 7 days , 1531

„ „ Feb. 24 to March 3, 7 days . 1036

„ March 3 to March 10, 7 days 811

„ „ March 10 to March 17, 7 days 648

„ „ March 17 to March 24, 7 days 603

„ „ March 24 to March 31, 7 days 554

„ „ March 31 to April 7, 7 days ' , 539

„ April 7 to April 14, 7 days . 527

„ „ April 14 to April 21, 7 days . 566

Total . . . 9111 lbs.
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They had mangold-wurzel the last month ; and I think it would have
been of advantage, had my turnip crops not failed or nearly so, if I couid

have given 40 lbs. daily, instead of 20 lbs. I tried at one time crushed

linseed for gruel instead of Indian corn, but with oil-cake it acted too

much as an aperient. They had a lump of rock-salt in their manger to

lick when they pleased, and I occasionally had their food sprinkled with

common salt.

Mr. C. Hillyard, in his valuable work on practical farming and graz-

ing, says :
—" Beasts should increase in the first month, 64 lbs. ; second

month, 80 lbs. ; and the last fortnight, 48 lbs. ; in the ten weeks,

192 lbs." Mine did more; I therefore presume they did well, but I

confess I was rather disappointed at the effect of the sugar and wheat.

Belmont, May 21, 1845.

II.

—

Experiments on the Shed Feedinc/ of Sheep. By the Rev.
A. HUXTABLE.

To J. W. Childers, Esq., M.P.

Dear Sir,— I beg at length to submit to you the details of my e.xperi-

ments in shed feeding sheep, which were suggested by your own, as

described in the early numbers of the Society's Journal. The parti-

cular measures which I adopted were designed to remedy the serious

inconvenience of foot-lameness in the sheep, which was found to arise

from confining the animal to one small spot.

Having observed that sheep in wet weather on our downs always

select the most beaten roads for their bed, it occurred to me that not

only when under sheds should they lie on boards, according to your own
experiment, but also that the courts to which they have daily access

whilst their houses are being cleaned should be covered, not with soft

litter, but with hard chalk or sand, or other materials to form a solid

bottom. My little yards attached to the sheds are floored with a sort

of asphalt made of chalk beaten small, covered with gas-tar and sand.

In constructing sheds for my sheep I have kept in view the strictest

economy ; and I venture to send these minute details, which I hope will

serve to prove that the protection of sheep from the inclemency of the

weather is within the reach of every tenant farmer. Each of these sheds

contains about 50 sheep. They are erected on a very simple plan:—

A

couple of fir poles, 12 feet long, are nailed together at the top ; their

extremities, at a distance of 15 feet, are driven into the ground; another

couple, 10 feet distant, are united with this, and held firm by a ridge-

pole nailed into and lying between the tops of the fir poles. Side pieces

are nailed parallel to the ridge-j)ole, and small hazel-wood is interlaced so

as to suj)port the thatch, which a labourer ties on with tar-twine. The
thatch in front and behind reaches to about 3 feet from the ground

;

behind, a bank of turf is raised to meet the thatch ; the front is guarded

by a hurdle, moveable at pleasure, to allow the sheep to go into the court,
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which is of the same size as the shed. It is important that both ends

of the shed should be protected with bavins only, which will secuie a

free ventilation, yet keep out rain. My sheds, about 50 feet long (not

charging the straw), cost about 4 1*, each.

These sheds are covered with 1-inch boards, separated (each strip

from the other) by |-inch intervals. The cost of the timber and mode
of preparing the floor were as follows:—White pine timber was used

for its cheapness, being \s. 3d. the cube foot, which would therefore

give eleven 1-inch boards. On account of the particular width of the

logs which I bought, the board w as sawn into pieces 1 inches broad and

1 inch thick. Tliese, for economy, are hand-sawn into three parts, and

are nailed upon joints at a distance of |-inch. By this plan nearly one-

third of timber is saved : so that each sheep, requiring 9 feet of space,

lies actually on 6 feet of 1-inch board. The cost of timber for joists,

nails, and carpenters' work, raises the total expense of placing the sheep

on boards to \s. 4d. per head. Instead of sleepers I used small blocks,

6 inches thick, to keep the rafters from direct contact with the manure.

The boards are put together into frames about 10 feet by 4, so that they

may easily be taken up by one man. Beneath the boards the floor, ex-

cavated 8 or 9 inches, is puddled and made water-tight, and covered

with 6 inches of sawdust, burnt clay, or good dry mould. This receives

and absorbs the manure which falls, or is swept below twice a-daj'.

The boards, after sweeping, are watered with a solution of 3 lbs. of

sulphate of iron, which instantaneouslv removes the odour not only of

the ammonia, but of the more offensive sulphuretted hydrogen. The
boards should be laid perfectly flat, to prevent the sheep slipping about.

The sheep are fed under the sheds, not in the courts. The results of

this arrangement have been most successful, both in the health and tcell-

daing of the sheep.

It is true that I have lost four head, which seem to have died from
apoplexy ; but I lost the same number in the flock which were at large,

and treated in the usual manner. Though I have had more than 300
Southdowns so shedded, some of them longer than five months, yet I

have never seen any instance of lameness, even in the least dcKree.

Their food consists of turnips, for the last fortnight only of swedes;
half a pint per day (never more) of oats or pea? ; with straw cut into

chafl', over which ground linseed has been poured, mixed with boiling

water.

I regret that I cannot send the important statistics of weight and im-

provement under this regimen. During one month the sheep were
weighed, and found to have increased about 3 lbs. per week on an aver-

age ; that is, ten were selected and weighed which seemed fairly to

represent the flock, and thev had made this improvement. The illness

of my bailiff' stopped these calculations; but the general issue will be
allowed to be satisfactory, as more than half have been sold which in

twelve weeks have paid 13*. a-head.

Leaving cut of the account both the injurv which in bad seasons my
elay -lands would have sustained by the treading of the sheep, and the

Talue of the rich manure saved under shelter (its gases fixed by the

R 2
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sulphate of iron and gypsum strewed daily over the boards), I consider

that the whole expense of boards and sheds was saved in the first month.

The same boards will last at least one season more, and if better timber

had been used, for a much longer period.

I am, dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

A. HUXTABLE.
Sutton Waldron Rectory, Shaftesbury,

March 11, 1845.

III.— On the Use of Sulphuric Acid with Bones as Compost.

Bj P. Davis.

With reference to Mr. Pusey's suggestion as to the propriety of

using bone-dust (dissolved in sulphuric acid) along with compost instead

of water for turnips, I can confirm his idea from practice, having last

year manured 5 acres with only 13 bushels of bone-dust dissolved in

270 lbs. of sulphuric acid and 150 gallons of water. After standing

twenty-four hours, the liquid was mixed with 3 cart-loads of coal-ashes,

and left to remain for a week, during which time it was turned over two
or three times. Tlie mixture was then drilled along with the seed, and
tlie result w as a fair crop of common turnips, off a ])iece of poor land,

without other manure, and at the cost of only 12s'. 9(/. per acre.

Milton House, near Penhridge, Herefordshire,

April 25, 1845.

IV.— Trials of Sulphuric Acid and Bonesfor Turnips.

By R. W. PuRCHAS. 1845.

T. cwt. lbs.

Field No. 1.— Soil, sandy loam upon old red sandstone,

so completely worn out by the late tenant that a part *

without any manure, lying between the acre with acid

and bones and the acre with dung, produced only,

per acre . , . . . . . 0 5 20
One acre, manured with 160 bushels of turf-ashes wetted

with water . . . . . . . 8 14 32
One acre, manured with 160 bushels of turf-ashes, 2

bushels of fine bone-dust, and 80 lbs. of brown acid

(oil of vitriol), costing \ 2s. ; the bones and acid dis-

solved and treated as below . . . . 14 5 68"

One acre, manured with 20 yards of dung . . . 14 11 68
This field was limed with 108 bushels of lime per acre in 1842.
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Field No. 2.—Soil, stone brash upon old red sandstone, limed in 1841.

T. cwt. lbs.

One acre, manured with 15 bushels of coal-ashes and 15

bushels of charcoal-dust, drilled in with the seed,

produced . . . . . . . 4 8 64
One acre, manured with 80 lbs. of brown acid and 2

bushels of fine bone-dust dissolved, mixed with 500
gallons of water, and sprinkled with a water-cart over

the land before ridging up; and 15 bushels of coal-

ashes, and 15 bushels of charcoal-dust, drilled in with

the seed 12 11 48

The swedes (Skirving's) were planted on the ridge, the first and second

weeks in July, at 24 inches; the plants thinned to 9 inches; horse

and hand hoed three times.

Pulled, topped, tailed, and weighed, 14th January, 1845.

I had the brown sulphuric acid, strength 1 • 750, at \d. per lb., from
that highly respectable manufacturer Mr. James Gibbs, Bristol ; and
the fine bone-dust, of excellent quality, from Messrs. H. and T. Proctor,

Bristol, at 26j. per quarter.

The acid and bones for field No. 1 were treated as follows:—for 1 acre,

an empty hogshead of about 100 gallons, with one head out, was used :

2 bushels (or 16 gallons) of bone-dust was put into the cask or tub,

then 80 lbs. (or about 4i gallons) of acid, the mass being well stirred

;

to this was added 24 gallons of ioi7?«^ water ; the mixtuie being well

stirred the whole time the water was being put in, to keep down the

violent ebullition that ensued. In a few minutes the bone-dust was per-

fectly dissolved, and fit for use. The mixture was then taken in the

tub into the field, put by the heap of turf-ashes, which being very dry,

about 500 gallons of water were gradually added to the mixture, and
thrown over the ashes ;

which, being well mixed, were then put into

carts and distributed with a shovel into the drills, the ground ridged up,
and immediately sown.

I put in about 3 acres per day, using three old hogsheads or tubs

i (worth about 5^. each) ; and, when taken to the field, two lots were put

I
together, the empty tub being used to mix the proper 'quantity of

1 water before throwing over the ashes.

A neighbouring farmer had one carboy of acid last year ; he used
dried mud from a horse-pond to mix with the acid and bones : and he
is so satisfied with the result that he has ordered 10 carboys of acid this

year. My friend says the acid and bones beat every other manure
(guano, dung, &c.) ; and are the cheapest and best of all manures for

growing turnips. The soil, a poor sand, was limed with 108 bushels
per acre, immediately before the mixture was put on.

I am convinced that, without lime in the soil, acid and bones will not
act ; this I witnessed in a neighbour's field last year—the field six years

ago was part of a common, it was then bioken up, and part limed the

following year. Last year the whole field was planted with turnips

—

using 2 bushels of bone-dust and 80 lbs. of acid per acre ; put on as on
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my field No. 2 : the result was, the part limed produced a good crop for

the season, beating 15 loads of dung; but the turnips on the part not

limed, although coming up well, very soon died away, and in less than a

month not a single plant was to be seen.

In the field No. 2, the acid and bones were treated as No. 1 ; when
taken to the field in a water-cask holdmg 2.50 gallons of water (twice

filled), was used with half the quantity of the mixture, and sprinkled

over the land before being ridged up ; the ashes were then drilled in with

the seed.

His Grace the Duke of Richmond's plan of running the mixture and

water along the drills, after ridging, is a much better plan than the

above ; and which, for the future, I shall adopt when using the mixture

in a liquid state.

In every trial of acid and bones the turnij;s came into rough leaf a

week before those planted the same day with other manures.

Pilstone, near Chepstow,

May 21, 1S45.

V.

—

-Addition to Paper on Hedges, in the last Number. By
JoHiN Grant, Surveyor and Land Agent.

No man can be called a good husbandman who can quietly pass his

lifetime cultivating land of which one acre in ten, or oue in eight, is lost

to himself and the community by hedges and waste. The following

calculations of an estate in this neighbourhood prove that the loss by
hedges stated in the table given in the last volume of the Journal was
anything but exaggerated. Many other instances might be given, as

imfortunately it is but the type ot a very large class in the West of Eng-
land, and there is an equally great loss over the whole parish in which
this is situated. This estate contains 25Ta. 3r. 21p., of which only

220a. 2r. are cultivated as arable, pasture, and orchard ; the remaining

37a. Ir. 15p. consisting of 9a. 8r. 18p. of roads, buildings, and planta-

tions, 'and 28a. Or. ST p. of hedges and waste. The hedges in and
bounding the estate aie 14 miles long, and cover 11 percent, of the

whole; and there is rather more than 1 acre of hedge for every 8 acres

of cultivated land. There are 97 numbers in the reference to the map,
from which the size of the enclosures, after making allowance for houses

and gardens, may be conceived. Among other evils attendant upon
such small enclosures is the greater number of gates which are required.

On this estate there are 120, to keep up and renew which, every farmer

must know to be no small matter. The number of trees, chiefly ash

and elm, is very great : they grow so closely together that not above one

in ten can ever be expected to make a good tree. The hedge on the

south side of the estate is for some distance more than 2 perches wide,

whilst the parish roads in general do not average 1 perch. Of the

28a. Or. 37p. occupied by hedges, at least 20 might be saved, besides

3^ acres occupied by hedges which bound the estate, but do not belong
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to it. Those who have ever had occasion to purchase a portion of land

to add to their estates, can best conceive what would probablj- have to be
given by the proprietor of this, if he wished to purchase 20 acres from
an adjoining estate to add to this

;
probably not less than 2000/.

But the loss in space is not the only, nor even the greatest loss sus-

tained in this case. There are 6 acres of meadow lying conveniently

for drainage and irrigation, over which a person could not walk dry-

shod in summer, saturated as they are with red and green stagnant

water, and covered with cart-loads of rushes and other weeds. There
are 50 acres more, which by being drained might be made to produce
at least double what they do at present ; and over a great part of the

rest of the estate, by a moderate outlay, there would be an immense in-

crease in the returns. The estate lies upon the red sandstone, and is in

general of fair, some of it of superior quality; it has a good aspect, and
lies well for being drained.

VI.

—

Drain Level.

The idea of a " Drain LeveV having suggested itself to me, which for

efficacy and simplicity is worthy the attention of drainers generally, I

have taken the liberty of enclosing a rough sketch, with a description of

the implement, which consists of an upright leg, a cross piece con-
nected to the upright at its centre, a screw-joint, a vernier-scale fixed

to the cross piece and running in a slide on the upright, a sight

attached to each extremity of and under the cross piece, and a plumb-
line.

Tlie instrument would be stuck in the ground, and a stick of the
same height placed where the drain is required, the two sights would
be brought to bear on the top of the stick, and the instrument locked in
that position by the screw-joint, the scale would mark the inches of
fall per yard.
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A

By reversing the instrument, still locked, the workmen would use

it in the bottom of the drain. When not in use the cross piece would

be detached, and the whole carried about as easily as a shovel or other

working tool.

Saml. H. C. Payne.

Llanelly House, Carmarthenshire^

January 2, 1845.

VII.— On an Improvement in the Mode of Attaching Horses to

Waggons. By J. H. Grieve.

Having observed amongst the topics proposed by the Society as sub-

jects for prize essays, that of the use of one-horse carts, I thought it

might be agreeable to j-ou to receive some remarks relative to different

modes of traction which have been suggested to me by actual observa-

tion, and which, so far as my knowledge extends, have as yet passed

almost without notice.

There is no mechanical reason why a single-horse cart should possess

any advantage over a four-wheeled waggon; and if that opinion has

gained ground in this country, it is wholly to be attributed to the de-

fective manner of application of horse-power.

In one-horse carts a part of the load weighs upon the saddle placed

behind the shoulders of the horse ; and as the principal fulcrum upon
which he acts is concentrated in his hind-feet, it may at first sight

appear that the load upon the back would assist in the effort of traction,

and I have no doubt that it does so to a certain degree ; but this small

advantage is only gained at the expense of the muscular power of the

animal, and has a natural tendency to exhaust and fatigue him.

If the use of waggons has hitherto proved unsatisfactory, the cause is

merely that no sufficient care has been taken to ensure the simultatieota

effort of the horses, so that a great part of their power becomes in-

efficient.
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Nothing indeed can be more opposed to reason and good sense than

the manner of yoking several horses in tandem that is usually practised

both for carts and waggons, particularly in the south of England.

In the first place the shafts are often too much elevated, and then the

shaft-horse is borne to the ground by the efforts of those that precede

him, or he is made to swerve from side to side by the alternate jolting of

the wheels, or by the leaders varying from the straight line of traction.

In the case of four-wheeled waggons with horses yoked abreast, the

traces of each horse are always fixed to the splmter-bar ; it is more

than difScult for the driver to ascertain if all his horses are exerting

their strength together, and it is almost impossible for him, even with

the utmost care, to force them to do so.

A much better method of yoking has been applied for ages past to the

plough, viz., that of the swing-bar ; but, strange to say, this system has

not been adopted for carriages, with the exception of the leaders of stage-

coaches ; and this only proves that convenience, or we may say neces-

sity, has been the primary cause of its being adopted at all, and not any
sense of the superior mechanical arrangement of the system.

A little reflection will however show that this arrangement is better

adapted than any other to produce simultaneous action, each horse being

so placed respectively to his neighbour as to operate on a balance-beam,

and it is self-evident that neither can draw unless the other acts as a

,
counterpoise : the result is that the full and united force of the team is

I

obtained for the purposes of traction.

For centuries past this system has been successfully applied in Bel-

gium to the yoking of horses to four-wheeled waggons ; and I could cite

I

various instances of great loads conveyed in that manner, but will only

I mention a single instance of a load of goods which I myself saw weighed,
and which was brought from Antwerp to the neighbourhood of Mons, a
distance of about 72 miles. The waggon was a very heavy one, with
the wheel-tires 8 inches in breadth, and was drawn by five horses, and
the load weighed fully 14 tons. Now when we take into consideration
that several considerable acclivities had to be surmounted, at only two
of which spare horses had been used, this example alone is sufBcient to

demonstrate the evident superiority of this system of traction. Doubt-
less the paved roads offer less friction than our usual macadamized
ones, but this advantage will not account for the marked superiority of
this load, which amounts, including the weight of the waggon, to about

3^ tons per horse.

I may observe that in Belgium the load is strictly linuted by law in

jiroportion to the breadth of the tires, and that a greater load tlian that
above cited could not be conveyed during fresh weather; but instances
have occurred of much heavier weights being drawn by the same
number of horses, during hard frosts, when no injury can be done to the
roads.

The horses usually employed on the road are of the old Flanders
breed, the same as the common dray-horse in London, but evidently in-

ferior to them in strength and weight.

Waggons of tlie same nature, but of a lighter construction, are also
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generally employed for farm purposes, and are found convenient and
effective.

The Belgian Government have applied the same principle to the

yoking of the artillery-trains ; and it is certain that no guns of the same
weight, and drawn by the same number of horses, would otherwise be
able to traverse rough and uneven ground with the same facility.

It may be remarked that provision is made to adjust the leverage to

the power of each horse, so that the pairs may be always equally

rarttched, if not in strength, at least in their effective efforts. To explain

this more clearly, I liave subjoined a diagram representing the fore-train

of a waggon adapted for five horses. It will be observed that spare

holes are provided in the swing-bars to change the leverage.

N.B. It is curious, but ncvcrlheless the case, that the whole team ol

five horses is guided by a single small line tied to the middle of thf

bridle-reins of the off-hand leader.

3, King's Road, May 12, 1845.

»
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XXII.— On the Farming of Kent. By George Buckland,
Land-Agent.

Prize Report.

The county of Kent occupies the south-east corner of England,

and is admirably situated, in consequence of its maritime position,

for the transit of its numerous productions—the Thames forming

its northern boundary; the English Channel washing the whole

line of its eastern shore ; while the Medway and the Rother, the

Stour and the Swale, aflford excellent water communication to

very extensive and fertile districts. The London and Dover Rail-

Avay, passing down the valley lying beneath the green sandstone

ridge, supplies a cheap and expeditious transit to those parts of

the county which are far removed from water communication; and
other lines, either projected or actually commenced, will open up
every section of this important county to the agency of steam. It

is upwards of 60 miles in length, and nearly 40 in breadth, con-

taining about 900,000 statute acres.

Climate.—The climate is generally mild and salubrious, al-

though the north-eastern portion is much exposed to the keen and
chilHng winds of northern Europe, unmodified, in any material

degree, by the influence of a wide expanse of water. Hence in

winter and early spring, a north-east wind frequently prevails for

many weeks, attended with severe cold, sometimes doing much
injury, particularly when accompanied by heavy rains, to fruit

blossoms, and the tender shoots of grass and coi n. The southern

portion of the county, situated below the range of chalk hills, is

considerably sheltered from this source of cold ; and may be said

to have a warmer and more equable climate, particularly where
the land has been extensively cleared of wood and thoroughly

drained.

Divisions.—There is perhaps no county in England whose
physical and agricultural characters are more distinctly marked,
and whose productions are therefore more varied, than those of

Kent. Any one altogether unacquainted with the science of agri-

culture or geology, in crossing this county from north to south,

cannot fail to be struck with the very manifest diversities of soil,

varying physical features of the surface, different modes of culture,

and the almost ceaseless variety of agricultural produce that would
come under his observation. For the purposes of this Essay,

therefore, we shall divide the county into three great sections, in

accordance with its geological character, and shall treat of the
agriculture of each formation in the descending order.

I. The Chalk, having resting upon it detached portions of the
London clay, and immediately beneath it the Gault, a narrow belt

of exceedingly tenacious and heavy soil.

VOL. VI. T
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II. The Green Sand (provincially iermedi Kentish rag), forming

a prominent feature, and running parallel with the chalk through
the entire length of the county from east to west.

III. The Wealden, comprising the valley of the Weald clay,

strictly so called, and the Iron or Hastings Sand ; together witli

the extensive alluvium of Romney Marsh.

I shall state the principal varieties of soil, the prevalent

modes of cultivation, and the average produce of each of these

divisions ; notice the chief improvements that have been effected

within the last half century, and occasionally throw out such hints

for a still further advancement as may appear to be necessary and
practicable. Such I conceive to be the principal objects sought

to be attained by these Essays.

I.— The Chalk.

This formation occupies a very large portion of the county,

through the whole extent of its northern boundary, running in a

direction nearly east and west from Folkstone to Westerham.
The escarpment of the chalk on the south presents a considerable

elevation, in many places quite abrupt, in which are dug deep pits

for supplying the adjacent lime-kilns with materials. This lime

has been very extensively used for agricultural purposes, more
particularly on the heavier soils in the lower parts of the county,

where little or no limestone is to be found. Along the whole
northern portion of the county, from Greenwich to the Isle of

Thanet, the chalk is overlaid, at different places, with extensive

and deep portions of London clay, alluvium, and brick earth—the

latter varying much in its texture, from a light sharp sand (in

some places abounding in small gravel and coarse pebbles) to a

heavy and tenacious clay—generally, however, productive, and in

many instances highly so, affording the richest arable land in the

county. The alluvium of the chalk formation is found chiefly in

the valley of the Thames, where it forms rich and extensive

marshes, particularly between the Medvvay and the Thames,
below Gravesend. A large number of cattle and sheep are fed on

these flats, and disposed of principally at Smithfield. The greater

part of the Isle of Sheppy consists of marsh, while an alluvium

may be traced all along the course of the Stour, widening as it

proceeds from Ashford, through Canterbury, till the river reaches

the sea below Sandwich. Tiie Stour is navigable for barges to

within a short distance of Canterbury, and is consequently of some
importance to that portion of the county. A considerable breadth

of marsh land stretches from Sarre towards Reculver, wliich,

when sound and dry, forms a rich pasture : in many places, how-

ever, it requires draining. The London clay is found in patches,

generally of small extent. The greatest development occurs along
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the Thames and the coast of Sheppy. It again appears near

Whitstable, and passes beyond Reculver. The cHffs along tliis

coast vary much in height, sometimes attaining ninety feet ; and
the destructive effects of the sea are everywhere apparent. On
the coast of Sheppy, indeed, and also at Reculver, the washing

away of the land is alarmingly rapid, the sea having in some
places obtained immense conquests within the historic period,

and the work of destruction is incessantly going on. These cliffs

abound in copperas and cement stones, which are picked up on
the shore, antl afford a source of revenue to the owners of the

adjacent lands, otherwise greater exertions would most probably

be made to check the devastating influence of the waves. The
London clay appears again near Stourmouth, stretching to the

sea below Sandwich, varying from two to four miles in width. At
Allhallows this formation occurs again, stretching towards Merston,

from one to two miles wide. This occupies a part of the rich

district lying between the Thames and Medway, below Chatham.
There are likewise patches of London clay about Erith, Wickham,
and Shooter's Hill, but not of anj' great extent.

Those portions of the county that rest immediately on the

London clay, are, with few exceptions, exceedingly heavy and
tenacious, difficult and expensive to work, but when well managed,
iu good seasons produce heavy crops of wheat, beans, and clover.

A large proportion, however, is in pasture, some of it of excellent

quality. A remarkable feature of some of these pastures is the

great number of ant-liills, particularly m the marshes of Sheppy,
on parts of which they almost cover the surface. The mounds
formed by these little creatures consist of an adhesive clay, and
appear very unsightly. When pared and taken ofif, they occur
again as bad as ever in a few years. This soil is generally too

wet and heavy for turnips and barley, and requires, under the
ordinary system of management, fallowing every few years. Even
here, however, the introduction of drill inof and the horse-hoe has
m great measure superseded the necessity of a whole year's fallow,

as formerly practised. The recent extension of the culture of

tares has likewise contributed to this desirable end, the crop
coming off in sufficient time to clean and prepare the ground for

wheat. As most of this land lies conveniently situated for ob-
taining London manure by water-carriage, its application, espe-

cially when under-drained, has astonishingly improved the fertility

and mechanical texture of the soil.

In order to give a correct general view of the agriculture of this

very diversified portion of England, I can think of no better plan
than to describe, as fully as is compatible with my restricted

limits, the farming practices of certain districts which occur on
each of the formations into which I have divided the .county.

T 2
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I will commence by taking the district lying between Heine-
hill and Reciilver, including the parishes of Seasalter, Blean,

Whitstable, Heme, and their vicinities. The soil may be described

as generally stiff, resting upon a heavy clay subsoil. The vege-

table mould varies from 6 to 10 inches deep : in the lower grounds,

however, it is considerably thicker. Nearly the whole of this dis-

trict, like other portions of the London clay, requires draining,

which has hitherto been but very partially effected. In the few

cases where thorough-draining has been done, cultivation has in

consequence been rendered much easier and cheaper, and the

crops greatly increased
;

ridges have been dispensed with, and
but few furrows needed. Depth of drains from 2 to 3 feet, and
from 20 to 35 feet asimder. It is difficult, in many places, to get

a sufficient outfall without incurring a heavy expense, otherwise

the draining might with very great advantage be made deeper.

Rotation.—The following is the more usual course of cropping,

although no system of rotation, here or in any other part of the

county, is strictly adhered to:— 1. Tares; 2. Barley or canary

;

3. Beans; 4. Wlieat; 5. Clover; 6. Wheat. Tares are usually

made into hay, or cut green for soiling horses and cattle. They
are sown broad-cast, 2^ to 3 bushels per acre. The process of

making tares into hay is very similar to that of clover. The time

for cutting them is when they are in full bloom ; and care must
be taken to shake them about as little as possible, lest the leaf fall

off. Being very succulent, the finest weather is required to make
them into good hay. I have known excellent hay made of

tares by merel}^ turning them in swathes, or allowing them to

remain spread abroad tor a few days, and afterwards put into

large cocks till they are ready for the stack. All kinds of stock

are fond of tare-hay; and it is particularly adapted to horses and
sheep—better perhaps than to milch-cows. It ought always to be

cut before being given to cattle. Barley is not extensively grown,

but is of good quality, averaging about 5 quarters per acre.

Canary, which is cultivated for its seed for feeding cage-birds,

large quantities of it being exported, is drilled in the month of

March or April, with 6 gallons of seed per acre. This plant

requires a rather close soil, as it is liable, on rich light land, to

become root-fallen. It grows nearly as high as wheat ; and
coming late to harvest, in September or October, the straw is fre-

quently injured by exposure and rain, and used chiefly for litter,

although the chafl' and offal are excellent food for horses. The
crop is very uncertain, averaging perhaps 3 or 4 quarters per acre,

while the price varies from SOs. to IOO5. per quarter, according to

the amount of the crop. A considerable quantity of canary is

grown all along this coast to the Isle of Thanet ; but its cultivation

is considered to be on the decline, and to be an exhausting crop to
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the land. Caraways and coriander, formerly cultivated to a

small extent, have of late become almost extinct. The whole of

this district is admirably adapted for beans. They are either

drilled or dibbled, the old broad-cast system being completely ex-

ploded. By the former method 3 or 4 bushels of seed are used

per acre. Dibbling is performed by hand, 1^ bushel to the acre,

at a cost of Is. 6rf., in rows from 18 to 22 inches apart, and the

beans 4 or 5 inches asunder. Average produce, 4^ quartez-s per

acre. The sorts generally cultivated are mazagans and ticks.

The horse-hoe is universally employed among the row-crops, and
considerable manual labour is frequently required to keep the

land clean. This soil is also peculiarly adapted to the growth of

wheat of the finest quality. The sort most cultivated is the
" hoary white," much approved of by the millers, and yielding a
large amount of excellent flour. Wheat is almost invariably sown
broadcast, from 2 to 3 bushels per acre, the soil generally being

too wet and adhesive for drilling ; but when thoroughly drained

and subsoiled, the drill might be, in ordinary seasons, beneficially

employed, thereby saving a considerable amount of both labour

and seed. Wheat is generally mown or bagged. The mower
has a cradle fixed to a scythe, and strikes in towards the standing

corn, which, when cut, is bound into sheaves, and the ground
raked, an operation chiefly performed by hand.* Bagging is

performed with a stout hook without teeth, of the form of a sickle.

The workman strikes the instrument towards the standing corn,

as near to the ground as possible. The cost of these operations

varies from 1 Is. to 14s. an acre, according to the state of the crop.

Reaping here, as elsewhere, is fast growing obsolete. The wheat
harvest in this district is early, generally commencing the latter

end of July, which is the case throughout the north and north-

eastern portions of the county, except on the stiff and elevated

ridge of the chalk, where it is a fortnight or three weeks later, or

even more in wet seasons. Turnips and root-crops are but very

partially cultivated. Mangold-wurzel has been tried on dry
ground with considerable success. With the thorough drainage,

however, of this district, it would be difficult to fix limits either to

the kinds of crops that might be cultivated, or their amount.
This part of the county, lying close to the sea, is peculiarly well

situated for obtaining manures, particularly fish. Sprats, muscles,

and five-fingers are commonly put into mixens with earthy and
vegetable matters, forming an exceedingly rich and fertilising

compost. The cost of sprats is usually about lOc?. a bushel: 50
or 60 bushels, when used alone as a dressing for wheat, &c., are

* See Mr. Boys's paper on the Kentish Corn Scythe and Binding Rake
in the Society's Journal, Vol. I., p. 444.
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applied per acre. Five-fingers 4c?, a bushel ; 120 bushels to the

acre. Muscles are generally bought by the waggon-load for

about 2O5., and 150 bushels applied per acre. Chalk is exten-

sively used on heavy soils, particularly on pastures, and is attended

with very beneficial results. Frost and rain soon render it friable,

when it easily works into the soil. 16 or 17 tons are commonly
put upon an acre ; but it will not require repeating for upwards of

twenty years, and then in smaller quantities. Artificial manures
are but very little used.

The implements of this district are those common to the

county. The Kentish turn-wrist plough is in universal use here,

as it is throughout nearly the whole of the county north of the

Weald. Four horses are almost invariably employed, driven in

pairs abreast in summer; but in winter, when irreparable injury

would be done by poaching the ground, they are driven singly in

the furrow. Two-horse ploughs have been tried, but not found
generally to answer. The average depth of ploughing is about

6 inches.

There are scarcely any cattle bred in this district : what few

are fatted are of various breeds, but the Welsh predominate.

The prevailing breed of sheep are the " improved Kents," either

pure or crossed, and are highly approved. Hirings are generally

yearly. Rents vary from 30a-. to 50s. per acre, not including

wood-land, which is much lower, and difficult to state. Parochial

rates, 45. to 5s. ; tithes, about lis. for arable, and 4s. Q)d. pasture,

per acre. These charges, however, vary considerably in different

parishes ; our statements respecting them cannot therefore be
rigidly exact. Size of farms vary from 100 to 500 or 600 acres.

Farm-buildings are generally not convenient, many of them being

of old construction, and having no adequate provision for econo-

mising manure. Horses are generally soiled in yards during

summer, a practice that is gradually spreading over other parts

of the county. About Whitstable land-springs abound so much
that, in consequence, few houses have cellars. The water is

hard, and strongly impregnated with iron. Boring for water is

common, and very successful. Considerable improvements ^have

been effected of late years by the removal of hedge-row timber,

straightening fences, making larger enclosures, and the introduc-

tion of draining, in all of which departments very much yet

remains to be done throughout this district.*

I come now to describe the farming of an isolated portion of

this county, in which tlie London clay is extensively developed—

a

district which occupies a prominent and interesting space in the

* I am indebted to Mr. F. Murton, of Whitstable, for much information

relative to this diitriot.
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annals of British history—the Isle of Sheppy. In addition to a

personal examination of this island, I have been favoured with

an account of its husbandry by a gentleman eminently qualified,

from his long residence there, and extensive experience as a prac-

tical agriculturist :
*

—

" The principal entrance to the Isle of Sheppy is by the King's

Ferry, which crosses the Swale nearlwade. It contains seven parishes,

upwards of 20,000 acres, and a population of nearly 11,000. Sheppy
has been famed from time immemorial for its breed of sheep, and the

exquisite flavour of its mutton ; and the epicure of the present day

feasts on a Sheppy haunch with the same zest and satisfaction as did

his Saxon forefathers. It may be divided, for our purpose, into two
parts—arable and pasture land : the latter principally marsh ; the whole

lying on a clay subsoil of various qualities, but not a good brick earth.

The upland or cliff district, commencing near Sheerness, and extending

to Warden Point, is nearly all under culture, with a stone-shattery and
friable soil, open to the sea. The lower district, adjoining the marsh
land which abuts on the river Swale, is favourable for wheat, beans,

and canary, but disposed to exuberance of wheat-straw. Farms vary in

size from 150 to 500 acres. A prejudice formerly existed against

draining, but the march of intelligence is dispelling rapidly the ab-

surdity, and draining is now engaging much attention. The farms,

however, being chiefly held by yearly tenure, and the cost of tile-draining

being about 1/. per acre, no general adoption of this fundamental im-
provement can be expected until the landlords grant long leases, or

provide the capital at a per centage. Matthew Bell, Esq., an extensive

proprietor, has commenced the latter system.
" The tillage has been usually six-course, viz. :— 1. Summer fallow,

with dung, chalk, or lime ; 2. Beans ; 3. Wheat ; 4. Beans and clover
;

5. Wheat; 6. Oats. But this exensive system is yielding to the farmer's

necessities; and tares, potatoes, mangold-wurzel, carrots, rape, &c.,

supersede the summer fallow"; and drilled crops of canary-seed, peas,

&c., are now common instead of the above rotation. Average produce :

—

Wheat, 4 quarters ; beans, 4 quarters ; peas, quarters ; canary, 3i
quarters; oats, 7 quarters; clover, \\ load per acre. The wheat is

generally heavy, but inclined to break strong and flinty, yet it is bought
by the London millers to give strength of flour by mixing with weaker
samples—the whole produce, except local consumption, going to Mark
Lane.

" Turnips are not general, the soil being injured by folding, which
thorough-draining would remedy. From this discouraging circumstance,

the sheep-breeder is compelled, at weaning-time, to send his sheep away
to turnip soils—some thousands annually—to be returned in the spring,

often a distance of 30 or 40 miles, when, according as they have been
well or ill done by, depends their future value both in carcass and wool.

" The quantity of seed sown is generally large. Wheat, 3 bushels;

beans, &c., 4 bushels per acre. I have not for many years sown more

• Mr. G. B. Chambers, Holm Place, Queenborough.
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than to 2 bushels of wheat with successful results, and this practice

is extending slowly.
'•' The marsh land is chiefly stocked with sheep and Welsh cattle. It

would be difficult to trace satisfactorily the breeds of sheep, but they

were extensively crossed a few years since by Mr. R. Goord's celebrated

improved Kent rams, and thereby obtained many good and desirable

points. Of late years, Mr. ISIatson, a resident tup-breeder, has been

crossing with the Cotswold and new Oxford rams, with a success that

encourages future perseverance. Fat wethers are usually sold at two

years old, weighing from 10 to 12 stone, and are chiefly sent to Smith-

field. The Sheppv wool is in great favour with the French manufac-

turers, and is chiefly bought for exportation. It possesses great strength,

with length and fineness.

" Of implements but little notice is requisite. The old Kentish turn-

wrist plough, with four and often five horses, is in general use— Smart's

improved Kent, the Suifolk wheel, the Scotch and Lincoln swing-ploughs,

having been all successively tried, and thrown aside. Threshing-

machines, both by horse and hand power, are in use, but not general.

Crosskill's clod-crusher has been introduced by Mr. Fight ;
Finlayson's

harrow by Mr. ISIatson, and Garrett's Sufi"olk drill by Mr. Shrubsole ;

and are all approved. Pearson's draining-plough by Messrs. Hilton &
Co., and the mole-draining-plough by Mr. Noakes, have been exten-

sively tried, but not with the success anticipated.
" Rents average about 25*. per acre ; tithe for arable, 105. ;

pasture,

35. Qtd. per acre; labour generally high; common labourers from 12*.

to 13*. Grf. a week ; best workmen, such as threshers, &c.. earn from

155. to 185. per week. It is a misfortune that the landlords and their

agents are generally non-resident; for, independent of the money thus

annually drained from the district, it snaps asunder the golden link

of sympathy and example by which society is healthfully cemented

together.
" The Cliff subsoil is very rich in fossil remains, cement-stone, and

copperas, and is a favourite resort to the geologist. The sea is making

great inroads, and large breadths of land are annually lost. Although

a source of present wealth, yet in time Sheppy may be overflowed like

the Goodwin Sands, and become a memento of man's cupidity and

neglect."

Liquid manure is here, as in most other districts, too much
neglected. Mr. Chambers has a tank to catch the drainage of

his yards, with fixed pump, &c. He has applied the liquid

manure to pastures, potatoes, mangold-wurzel, and cabbages with

great success. Formerly Sheppy was very unhealthy as a place

of residence—the inhabitants being subject to ague and bilious

and inflammatory complaints. The marshes, too, were often

deficient of water for stock : but in consequence of improved cul-

tivation, draining, and efficient sewerage, the climate has nnich

improved, and good fresh water lias been obtained by boring, with

a permanent supply. The well at Minster, about the highest

point of the island, is upwards of 600 feet deep.
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The Isle of Tlianet, which, strictly speaking, is not now an

island, it being connected with the mainland of the county by
bridges over a small stream or sewer, has been celebrated from

time immemorial for the excellence of its agriculture. The soil

in many parts, particularly on the eastward, bordering on the sea,

is by no means rich, consisting of a thin lightish layer of mould
not more than a few inches in thickness, resting immediately on a

pebbled chalk, which at 4 or 5 feet deep becomes a hard rock : to

the westward the soil is both richer and deeper ; while that porliou

of the elevated or arable land which adjoins the marsh constitutes

a belt of soil unsurpassed in fertility perhaps by any in the king-

dom. This land is of a heavier texture, although not difficult to

work, than the thinner and lighter soils above, and is excellent for

wheat, beans, canary^ and clover ; indeed for any crop whatever.

A peculiar feature of Thanet, with a coasiderable portion of the

eastern part of Kent, is the almost total absence of hedges or

fences. There are scarcely any trees, except around the home-
stead, consequently the country is exposed to all the fury of the

winds ; which circumstance, connected with the peculiar character

of the soil, render the climate cold and dry, and the ground can

be worked at all seasons. What little shelter in the form of

trees and hedges that existed a few years since have been of late

removed in order to make every foot of ground available for cul-

tivation. The openness of the country has, for an arable district,

many advantages; but it is not unattendetl by some drawbacks,

such as beating out the ripe corn by high winds, and injurious

exposure of sheep in folds during rough and inclement weather.

Large thatched hurdles placed on the windward side would tend
materially to shelter and promote the comfort of the animals.

Even along the highways there are generally no fences, and farms
are frequently dinded only by stones as landmarks.

Although the soil is generally so light and dry as not to re-

quire, except in verj- rare instances, any furrows, ditches, or under-

drains, yet the old heavy turn-wrist plough, with four horses

working in pairs, is universally prevalent. Other ploughs of a
lighter and different construction have been repeatedly tried and
thrown aside; or at best but very partially employed. It must
be confessed that this plough, which appears indigenous to this

county, makes very superior work, thoroughly moving and turning

over every particle of the soil ; but in a district like this I cannot

help thinking that ploughs of a lighter kind, drawn by two horses

abreast, might, with painstaking and perseverance, in some
measure supersede the necessity of the heavier implement; par-

ticularly in summer working the land : yet it is urged against

this view by practical men, that as their soil is peculiarly liable

to be overrun with weeds, they require a share from 6 to 10 inches
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wide, in order to cut asunder their roots, and such a construction

of the mould-board as to turn the furrow completely over, so that

more power and a heavier implement are rendered necessary

;

besides, the treading of the horses out of the furrow is often bene-

ficial in this dry light soil
;
yet the ploughing is not deep, generally

from 4 to 6 inches ; in some situations below that depth the chalk

is approached. Ransome's scarifier is used, and much approved.

The horse-hoe is universal, and incessantly employed. The cul-

ture of the district is highly creditable to the farmers; it may be
said to be on the whole thorough and clean. Threshing is still

done in most cases by the flail.

The greatest improvement effected within the last twenty years

is the general practice of what is provincially termed 'spuddling,''

that is broad-sharing, which is done by a share 20 inches wide
on the stubbles after harvest, thus eradicating the weeds, the great

pest of cultivation in this district.

Rotation.—The general mode of cropping is the four-field

course: 1. Wheat; 2. Peas and Turnips; 3. Barley; 4. Clover

and Beans
;
varying the half-tilths in the next course. The

smaller farmers, however, frequently take the following course

:

1. Wheat; 2. Barley; 3. Clover; 4. Wheat; 5. Barley; 6. Beans.

This course is an exhausting one, and can only be sustained by
frequent manuring ; and in the average of years is not so pro-

ductive as the four-course.

This district is well adapted to the growth of peas and a fine

malting-barley, the Chevalier. The quality of its wheat, how-
ever, is not superior, much below that for example of Whitstable

and Reculver. The prevailing varieties are the " Golden-drop "

and " Seer," both very prolific ; the former has a stifi" straw,

and has become smoother in the bran than when first introduced.

The average of wheat is about 4 qrs.
;

barley, 5 qrs. ; oats (of

which few are grown), 6 qrs.
;
beans, 34qrs.

;
peas, 4 qrs. per acre.

Sainfoin is cultivated to a considerable extent ; it requires a rich

calcareous soil to produce heavily, and makes excellent hay. It

is usually sown among barley at the rate of 6 bushels of seed

per acre
;

price about 40s. per qr. : when made into hay it >is

usually shipped for the London market. It is a great error, fre-

quently committed in the island, to keep up this plant too long;

thereby exhausting the land, and encouraging the growth of

weeds, particularly couch and wire-grass, so that a year's fallow

and a suitable summer are required to get it clean. The best

farmers say that sainfoin ought not to be allowed to stand more
than four years. In the first year after that of sowing, if the

ground be well manured and the season favourable, the produce

may amount to 30 cwt. of hay per acre. The second and third

years, under favourable circumstances, from 40 to 50 cwt. ; while
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in the fourth and fifth years it will begin rapidly to fail, and couch

grass and other weeds commence displacing it ; and frequently all

will be weeds and the sainfoin choked, and a year's fallow re-

quired. Italian rye-grass and trifolium incarnatum have been

tried, but their culture does not appear to be established. As to

common rye-grass, that is considered a weed, and poisonous to the

soil almost everywhere in the county but the Weald.
Wheat is generally bagged or mowed at from 8s. to 10s. an

acre
;
wages \2s. a week: at piece-work higher wages are earned.

Cottages are generally comfortable, with small gardens, at rents

from 4/. lo 5/. a-year.

Very few cattle are bred in the district. A cross-breed of cows
is kept for domestic purposes and the supply of the neighbouring

towns. Short-horns have been partially introduced, as have also

Alderneysfor the improvement of the dairy. The Romney Marsh
breed of sheep is universal, and attains to great perfection both as

to carcass and wool. Swine appear to be neglected and inferior

to most other parts of the county
;
they are generally white, and

frequently coarse, although not so coarse as formerly.

With regard to manures, Thanet possesses some peculiar advan-

tages. A strong north-east wind brings to its shores large quan-
tities of sea-weed, which, when properly managed, possesses high

fertilising qualities. After a heavy sea a great number of carts

and waggons may be seen along the coast carrying away the

weed. It is sometimes applied to the ground in a green state ; but

the most general and approved plan is to put it into mixens with

other vegetable and animal matters. This easy and cheap mode
of obtaining manure, together with a system of clean culture, the

absence of hedges and trees, and the dry and calcareous nature of

the soil, will account for the high degree of fertility observable

throughout this celebrated spot. Farm-yard manure is generally

ploughed in for turnips; but some farmers prefer using it as a top

rlressing to corn, considering that method more economical and
equally effective. Bone-dust has been applied to turnips with
great success ; but other artificial manures are little known.
Drilling is universal for all crops. Canary is still cultivated to a
considerable extent, but its culture is diminishing ; while coriander

and caraways have almost become extinct. Mr. Cramp, of

Margate, to whom I am indebted for much of my information

respecting Tlianet, is the principal, if not the only cultivator to

any extent of the latter, but its management is exceedingly diffi-

cult, and the crop as uncertain. Radish-seed is raised in some
places in considerable quantities for the London seedsmen, and in

good seasons pays well.

The size of farms is small, very few exceed 200 acres
;
many of

them are occupied by their owners. Rents for arable farms irom
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30s. to 45s. ;
parochial rates about 4s. 6c?. ; tithes 12s. arable

;

2s. Q>d. to 4s. for marsh land per acre. The rents for pasture
land are much higher.

This angle of the county lies peculiarly favourable for the ship-

ment of its agricultural produce for the London market ; while it

contains several towns celebrated as watering-places, where good
markets are obtained for all kinds of vegetables, poultry, milk,

and butter.

A large portion of country east of Canterbury is in great

measure, as before observed, uninclosed and entirely arable, except

the marshes on the south of Thanet and the alluvium formerly

left by the sea in the neighbourhood of Sandwich. From behind
Deal and Sandwich, including the parishes of Worth, Ash,
Wingham, Preston, and their vicinities, to Canterbury, Favers-
ham, and Sittingbourne, the soil mostly consists of a deep rich

loam, of a free texture, consequently easily worked, abounding in

organic matter, and 'so happily blended as regards mineral and
chemical composition as to be capable of producing, under ordi-

nary management, the largest crops, and of the finest quality,

A rich mould is frequently found, which is from IJ to 2 feet

deep. It should be observed, however, that in so extensive a
district as that now under review, a diversity of soil obtains, from
a sandy loam through every intermediate degree of texture to a
stiff clay within 8 or 9 inches of the surface. The richest land

occurs in the neighbourhoods of Deal, Sandwich, Canterbury, and
particularly Faversham, where the surface is generally level or

slightly undulating, easily cultivated at all seasons of the year,

and requires but few if any furrows. Patches, however, are to

be found resting on a heavy clay substratum, which are subject to

springs where draining is highly advantageous. The course of

cropping varies considerably; large breadths of turnips being

sown and folded with sheep. In the country around Sandwich
and Deal the following is the usual rotation:— 1. Wheat;
2. Barley; 3. Clover; 4. Wheat; 5. Barley or Oats; 6. Beans;
when the course with slight variation occurs again. And such is

the inherent strength of the soil that, with clean culture and
judicious manuring, this course can be indefinitely sustained.

In the vicinity of Canterbury a considerable plantation of hops

has been kept up for a great number of years. The sorts usually

cultivated are the " Canterbury grape" and " Goldings," a small,

rich, heavy hop; but the crop is not commonly large as compared
with other parts of the county, and is frequently subject to blights.

These hops, however, when grown free from disease, are of the

first quality and command the highest prices. In addition to

farm-yard dung, woollen rags and sprats, the latter often applied

roiuul the hills, are used as manures for hops. The ground is
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cultivated with the greatest care by horse and manual labour at a

very heavy expense.

From Canterbury to Kochester there is a belt of country con-

sisting of an inferior chalky soil, in some places abounding in flints

and interspei*sed with extensive woods. This wood-land has of

late years become of great value, especially in the vicinity of the

hop districts, where an increasing demand exists for poles. Im-
provements, more or less, have been going on for several years in

the wood-lands of this part of the county by grubbing up old and

unproductive stubs, and replacing them either with ash or chesnut.

Capital judiciously expended in this way returns iti a few years a

good interest. A considerable portion of wood-land is leased of the

Dean and Chapter of Canterbury, under a tenure which prevents

improvement to any large extent ; and this remark will apply to

the arable land belonging to that property.

Very large portions of this part of the county require little or

no underdraining. But there are considerable patches of land,

more particularly along the valleys of the Medway and the Swale,

that are of a more adhesive nature, resting on a clay or stiff' gra-

velly loam, which are immensely benefited by thorough draining.

Mr. Fullagar, of Colshall farm, near Milton, who occupies under
Lord Harris, has drained extensively for many years with the

most satisfactory results : depth of drains from 2 feet to 3^ feet,

with tiles or stones. It was on this farm that the celebrated breed

of sheep denominated the " New" or " Improved Kents" was
commenced, and has been successfully carried on for the last fifty

years. A few words relative to the origin and history of this breed
will not be deemed irrelevant to the purposes of this essay. Mr.
Richard Goord, who is still living, a hale old Kentish yeoman in

his eighty-fourth year, commenced his improvements on the

Kentish sheep in 1795. He selected nine ewes and one ram from
Romney Marsh ; these ten sheep, with a few rams afterwards ob-
tained from the late celebrated Mr. Wall, were the original stock

from which many thousands have sprung. The principle of

breeding in and in Mr. Goord has strictly adhered to through the

long period of half a century, and his present flock shows the

result. This breed come early to maturity, have a large carcass,

broad on the back, short on the legs, the breast deep and pro-

jecting, and have a strong tendency to fatten. Their wool is very

superior, being both long and fine. We should observe, however,
that there exists among the graziers of Romney Marsh generally

a strong feeling in favour of their own breeds ; their principal

objection to the " Improved Kents" is that they are too delicate

and tender for so exposed a situation as the marsh. We may
instance the following facts, showing their tendency to fatten. A
wether, twenty months old, fed on grass only by Mr. C. Cheese-
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man, of Fairlight, near Hastings, weighed 152 lbs. dead weight.

Mr. Smart, of Rainham, had three wethers twenty months old fatted

on grass and turnips only, that gained the prize at the Canterbury
Show in 1831, whose average weight was 20 stone 6J lbs. each.

JNIr. Oakley, of Darlands, had a twenty months' wether thoroughly
fatted that weighed 24^ stone. Mr. FuUager is Mr. Goord's
successor, and is in the practice of letting annually a large num-
ber of rams. His flock will average 5^ lbs. a fleece.

It is difficult to state the modes of cropping in this district, as

they very much differ according to soil and other circumstances.

The following is extensively practised, but with many partial

variations :— 1. Fallow for turnips, mangold-wurzel, &c., manured
with dung, bone-dust, or fish; 2. Barley or oats; 3. Beans or

peas; 4. Wheat ; 5. Clover ; 6. Wheat
;
turnips and other root crops

are almost universally drilled and horse-hoed : Matson"s and
Skirving's swede, and the white and red rounds, are the principal

sorts. The white carrot has been partially tried and approved.

Tares are not much cultivated, but would be found beneficial on
the heavier soils. Trifolium has been partially introduced, and is

much liked as food for sheep. Large quantities of swedes, man-
gold-wurzel, and potatoes are sent to the London market from
those parts of this district that are contiguous to water-carriage,

and manure is received in return. Much Iruit is also grown, there

being extensive orchards of apples, pears, and cherries, to which
the soil and climate are very congenial.

]\Iany varieties of wheat have of late been introduced ; the pre-

vailing are the golden drop, " Seer," " Britannia," and " Hoary
White." On the light calcareous lands an excellent barley is

cultivated, and is highly productive. Beans are chiefly the Ma-
zagan and small tick. The blue pea is the most prevalent. Of
oats the black tartar for horses is highly productive. The average

of wheat may be stated at 4 quarters
;
barley, 6 quarters; oats,

8 quarters ; beans and peas, 4 quarters ; swedes, 18 tons
;
mangold,

20 tons per acre. On some of the richer soils near Faversham

and other parts of the district the produce generally is considerably

higher. But few hops are cultivated, and but little sainfoin or

canary. Threshing is performed principally by the flail. Mea-
dows are usually fed by sheep till May; an average crop of hay

may be called a ton per acre. As in other parts of East Kent, but

few cattle are bred. Short-horns as yet have not found their waj^

here in any quantity. Alderneys are commonly kept for the

dairy. Of swine there is a great variety ; but a breed dcnomincited
" Maylams," after the name of its introducer, more generally

prevails. They are black, of a hardy nature, grow fast, with a

good tendency to fatten.

Chalk is pretty extensively employed both on light and heavy
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soils ; but lime is rarely used. Artificial manures are not much
known. Guano and bone-dust, however, are highly approved,

particularly for turnips.

Many farmers use their own property ; others have short leases

with liberal covenants, but the majority who occupy under large

holders are tenants-at-will. Rents from 30s. to 40s. ;
parochial

rates, about 5s. ;
tithes, Us. on arable and 3s. Q)d. on pasture per

acre. Day labourers, 12s. a week. Threshers earn from 13s. to

15s. a week. Cottages are tolerably comfortable, with small

gardens, generally at rents at about bl. per annum.

There is some excellent arable land lying between the Medway
and the Thames, and a considerable extent of pasture and marsh,

including the hundred of Hoo and the Isle of Grain. The subsoil

is various, in some places a light gravel, in others a good brick

earth or stiff clay. Much of this district requires draining, an

operation that well repays the cost wherever it has been done with

judgment. Drains are usually made from 2 to 2J feet deep, filled

with shells, stones, or tiles, at a cost of Is. to Is. 3rf. a rod. The
most connnon rotation of cropping is the six-field shift :— 1. Tur-

nips, manured with dung and folded ; 2. Barley, beans, or peas
;

3. Wheat ; 4. Clover; 5. Wheat; 6. Oats. Averages:—wheat,

beans, and peas, 3^ to 4 qrs.
;

barley, 6 qrs.
;

oats, about 7 qrs.

per acre. Leases of seven to twenty-one years prevail. Rents,

about 30s.; tithes, 10s. to 12s. arable, pasture 4s.; rates, 3s.

per acre. Wages, 15s. a week. Cottage rents, with small gar-

dens, from 41. to 6/. a year.

A belt of country, about 4 or 5 miles wide, between Gravesend
and Dartford, consisting of a light, fertile soil, is in a high state of

cultivation, producing large quantities of cinquefoil, early peas,

turnips, &c., for the London market. During the "podding
season " numbers of women and children are employed from Lon-
don, Deptford, and other populous towns.

On the top of the chalk range the soil is generally poor and
stiff, and in places literally covered with flints and stones. As
localities the parts about Cudham, Kingsdown, Stanstead, and
Wrotham may be instanced

;
although different modifications of

the same soil occur more or less throughout the higher portions

of the chalk formation. It is a soil most difficult and expensive

to manage, sometimes requiring six or eight horses to plough it,

and in dry summers its cultivation is almost impracticable.

Where this land has been drained, and the hedges kept low, the

crops are not only more certain but of much larger amount and
come earlier to maturity. The largest flints are taken off for the

repair of the roads, but it is considered injurious to remove the
smaller ones, since in dry weather they retain a large quantity of

moisture to nourish the growing crop. The rotation on the poor
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chalky soils may, with some variations, be stated as follows :— 1.

Turnips ; 2. Barley ; 3. \ clover and i peas with rape ; 4. J wheat,

and 1 oats or wheat. Rents vary from 65. to IO5. ;
tithes, 4s. to

6s. ; rates, Is. 6f?. to 2s. per acre. There is much wood-land in

some parts of this district, generally of slow growth, and producing
excellent and durable hop-poles. The beech and yew flourish on
these soils, the former attaining considerable size.

That interesting and important portion of the county occupying
its north-western angle contiguous to the metropolis I shall

describe in the words of a highly valued correspondent,* a prac-

tical farmer, residing in and possessing an extensive knowledge of

the district.

" The district to which my communication will apply may be called

the north-western corner of the county (my farm is on the border),

comprising the parishes of Greenwich, Woolwich, Deptford, Lewisham,
Lee-, Beckenham, Bromley, Chiselhurst, Eltham, Plumstead, and their

vicinities. The prevailing soil is a strong loam varying from 5 inclies

to 25 in thickness, and depending in its tenacity and fertility partly on
the subsoil on which it rests, and partly on the means employed in its

cultivation. It is for the most part what farmers call ' good holding

land.' Its adhesiveness is considerably ameliorated by the frequent

application of London manure, of which its proximity to the metropolis

affords advantages of frequent and heavy dressings. The colour of the

soil also is somewhat altered, from the frequent admixture of manure,

and the constant supply of soot wafted in small particles through the

air, the effects of which are visible for six or eight miles out of town. It

may be seen on the snow in winter, on linen hung out to dry, and in

the colour of the sheep grazed in the neighbourhood. This constant

supply of soot is supposed to account for the fact that a dressing of that

substance applied in the usual way as manure, and which is found so

efficacious in many situations, has no visible effect here. It is a difficult

soil to cultivate; depending so much on the seasons, it requires a great

proportion of strength to get through the labour while it is in a good

humour; poaching it with horses when wet is most injurious. Give it

plenty of those essentials to fertility, sun and air, and keep off as much
as possible the superabundant water by thorough under-draining and

water-furrowing, and you may expect good crops. But on the contrary,

if you farm it ever so well, make the best summer fallow possible (and

the finer the tilth the worse), and allow the water to remain on it till it

squashes under your feet in walking over it, and j'ou will grow nothing

but weeds. Summer fallows, however, are now but seldom made, unless

in very unfavourable seasons.

" The subsoil of the centre and level part of this district is a yellow

clay, varying in its composition from a mild loam, or brick earth, to a

strong adhesive tile clay, with here and there an admixture of sand.

" The ordinary mode of farming is to lay the ground in ridges, called

' half-rod lands,' or oftener ' five-bout lands,' with a round or swing-

* Mr. George Colgate, Brockley Green Farm, Lewisham.
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plough. Tlie turn-wrist plough is but seldom used. These implements

are known as the patent cutting-ploughs, made chiefly of cast iron;

the beam and handles generally of wood. They are somewhat heavier

than the Scotch plougii, being long in the handles and short in the

beam. They were introduced into this part of the country about twenty-

five years ago by Mr. Cooke, the patentee, and have been found so well

adapted to the soil that they have entirely superseded the old wooden
swing-plough in general jise before that time, and continue to e.xcel all

other descriptions that have been brought into competition with them.*

The process of harrowing is generally accomplished on the five-bout

work with a gang of three harrows of four trams each, coupled to each

other by short chains and hooks, and are just wide enough to cover the

ridge
; they are drawn by two horses, one in each furrow, attached

to each end of a whipple-pole 9 feet long. Drilling is commonly prac-

tised with the horses walking in the furrow. The fields in this district

are of moderate size, averaging about 8 to 10 acres; they are not much
encumbered with timber, and the sooner they can be well rid of what
they have the better for their owners. It has been too much the practice,

both as regards timber and game, for landlords to let their land and
stock it themselves.

" The northern part of this district, which lies contiguous to and is

bounded by the Thames, comprising the parishes of Deptford, Green-
wich, Charlton, Woolwich, Plumstead, &c., is chiefly cultivated as mar-
ket-gardens, excepting a portion of marsh land immediately adjoining

the river, which is used as meadow, producing large crops of grass,

but of a coarse quality when made into h;iy. This tract of land, how-
ever, is excellent for grazing and fattening purposes.

" The market-garden land rests on a drier subsoil, which consists

principally of gravel, sand, or chalk. It is cultivated partly with the

plough and partly with the spade. The subsoil-plough has recently

been used with great advantage. The high state of cultivation in

which this land is kept, and the gi'eat perfection attained in the quality

and quantity of the vegetables produced, are evidences of the elastic

productive capability of the soil, and of the intelligence and industry of

those engaged in its cultivation. It is but justice to notice here the

great improvement effected in the growth of several kinds of fruit and
vegetables by Mr. Myatt of Deptford ; who has likew ise been eminently

successful in growing mangold-wurzel, having obtained from 50 to 60
tons of the root, exclusive of leaves, per acre ! These extraordinary

crops, however, can only be obtained by a large outlay in manure and
labour. It is no uncommon thing for these market gardeners to lay on
100 or 120 tons per acre of the very best London dung, which is gene-

rally brought on in large carts containing from 2 to 3 tons ; each cart-

load costs on an average Is. Mr. Mjatt pays 500/. a-year for dung
brought from London by the cow-keepers, carmen, and others, inde-

pendent of what his own teams bring home, for less than 100 acres of

land ! The rent of this market-garden land ranges from 3/. to 5/. per

* Messrs. T. and D. Mack, agricultural implement makers, Greenwich,
continue to make these ploughs.

VOL. VI. U
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acre; rates from &5. to \0s. ; ti;hes 10*. to 12s. per acre. Here is no
summer fallowing; for no sooner is one crop ofiF than in goes another

of perhaps plants which have already attained part of their giowth.

The expenditure in manual labour is also very great. This is for the

most part done by piece-work, at rates which enable a good workman
to earn 3s. or 3s. 6</. a day the year round. A great number of women
(chiefly Irish and Wehh) are also employed, who get about I«. to Is. &d.

a day.

In this district, lying within 10 or 15 mifesof the metropolis, it is

usual to sell tbe greatest part of the wheat-=traw, and as much hay as

can be spared, and to purchase manure in return, at a cost of 10^. or

12s. a waggon, or 4s. to 6s. a cart-load. It is found that very few of the

light manures answer so well here as on some other soUs. Gypsum,
bone-dust, guano, &c., are not to be depended upon, and salt has been
found to render this land more stiff and less productive, perhaps from
destroying too many of those industrious underdrainers—the worms,
and also by causing the laud, already inclined to wetness, to imbibe and
retain a greater portion of moisture.

" Farmers are becoming more and more alive to the importance of

liquid manure. I have been induced to make several tanks of brick-

work lined witb cement, for catching the drainage of my cow-house,

stables, yards, &c. The expense, I believe, was repaid the first year,

and the manure is incomparably before guano or any light dressings.

^Manure from fellmongers and tanners' pits, consisting of lime-washings

and the fleshy refuse of hides, &c., is considerably used, but it is various

in its qualities and effects. Sugar-scum is employed as a fertilizer in

the neighbourhood of Cudham, Shoreham. Farniogham, &c., principally

for turnips, at the rate of 4 or 5 tons per acre ; costs in Ix)ndon 10s. to

15s. a ton. Some of the best and most experienced farmers have con-

tinued to use it for many years with satisfactory results, but of late there

have been complaints of its being adulterated. Among those who have
had much experience of this manure may be named Mr. Mosam of

Cudiiam, Mr. Waring of Cbelsfield, Mr. Tonge of Cherening, Messrs.

Love, Brookers, and Spain, of Shoreham, &c.

The neighbourhood of Cudham, Famborough, Chelsfield, and Or-
pington, lies between Bromley and Holmesdale ; it is hilly, verging on
chalk, consisting of turnip, barley, and sainifoin land, not very rich,

but when straw can be got, yielding well in grain. The common turn-

wrist wheel-plough is used almost exclusively, and the land ploughed

plain. There is but very little meadow-land, consequently but few

cattle are bred ; but large numbers of sheep, chiefly Southdowns and
half-breds, yielding good mutton and excellent wool. The usual course

of crops are— 1. Turnips; 2. Barley; 3. Clover; 4. Wheat, and some-
times oats, with occasional substitutions of pea;, tares, beans, &c. The
part here described forms a connecting link Lctween what may be called

the Lewisham level and
" Jlie Holmesdale Valley, which is one of the most fertile as well

as delightful valleys in the delightful county of Kent, comj)rising the

parishes of Westerham, Brasted, Sandwich. Chevening, Sevenoaks,

Oiford, Shoreham. Kemsiug, Seal, Eynsford, Farningham, Horton
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Kirbv, Dartfortl, &c., lying on the sunny side of the chalk hill, like a

forward border under the lee of a garden-wall. Its centre is watered

by the Darwent, which rises near Westerham, and driving in its delight-

ful course several mills, falls in with ' Old Father Thames' at Darlford.

The soil is much diversified, and consequently the system of farming.

Immediately at the foot of the chalk ridge is a tract of dry fertile land

easily tilled and kept clean, and of sufficient staple to produce excellent

crops ; it is somewhat intermixed with small stones (stone shattery),

which in a great measure modifies its otherwise adhesive disposition.

Next occurs a belt of land denominated ' black ground '
( Gault), and

surly ill-tempered stuff to be sure it is to move, frequently requiring six

horses to get a ])lough through it, and from its adhesiveness the furrow

is so muddled about that it is difficult to discover which way the plough

has gone. When it is in a state between wet and dry the ploughman
may do a day's work and never be able to see either share or chep ; and
yet this land produces generally very good crops of wheat, beans, cloverr,

tares, and oats. This soil ought to be worked with the patent cutting-

plough and laid in ridges, instead of being, as it generally is, plougiied

with the turn-wrist plough, and laid jjlain. It is far mure aifficult

than a strong clay to work, and often suffers much from the treading of

horses.

" Hops are grown but rather partially all through the valley ; and with

the increased attention paid of late to the cultivation, picking, and
management, the growth of this district stands in rather high estimation

in the Borough Market. The sorts mostly cultivated are, the 'Goldings,'
' Grape,' ' Jones's,' ' Waring's Imperial Green,' raised by Mr. Waring
of Shoreham nearly a century back, and the ' Colgate,' raised by my
father, Mr. David Colgate of Chevening about forty years ago, from a

single jjlant, probably a seedling which he found growing wild; and
which are now extensively cultivated 'a, many parts of Kent and Sussex.

They are found to be very productive, and to retain their colour and
condition for late picking better than other sorts.

' It has been found that the ' seed,' or male plant, increases the

growth of the hops, and also the quantity or ' condition,' and conse-

quently the weight of the crop ; a circumstance nut so generally attended

to as it ought.
" The north-western district has no great reputation for the breeding

of cattle ; and the working of bullocks has almost entirely ceased. The
Greenwich, Woolwich, Plumsted, and Erith marshes, are the only

tract of land where grazing to any considerable extent is practised,

and this chiefly for fattening, to which much of it is well adapted. The
meadow -land which is interspersed in other parts is not famous for the

growth and thrift of cattle. Those brought here from the breeding
counties of Northamptonshire, Leicestershire, &c., are sure to deteriorate

in their condition. Within 10 or 12 miles of London many milch cows
are kept, chiefly short-horns. The milk is sent into ' town' by the

farmer, or fetched from the 'barn' by the retail dealer, who usually

assists the farmer or cowman in milking, thereby having an opportunity

of seeing that the neat cattle yield neat milk, reserving to himself (if he
should find it expedient) the business of rectification. The cows are

u2
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(a thing not usual with the London cow-keepers) calved in as long as

their age and constitution admit, and are afterwards fattened. They are

kept at grass during summer, and on roots, hay, and grains from the

breweries and distilleries in the winter. It is foimd that the quantity of

milk is much increased by keeping the cows in a warm sheltered shed,

instead of being exposed, as is too much the case in some districts, in

open yards. By keeping them warm they do better on less food. Fur-

tiier from London the milk is made into butter, or is used in fattening

calves for the London market."

The rate of wages in the Holniesdale district is usually 12.9. a

week; bj' piece work, however, the labourer gets more, I4s. to \Q>s.

In the Lewisham level, 1 5s. a week for good workmen is common

;

and for piece-work the average earnings may be stated at 18*.

These prices have varied but little for the last quarter of a century.

Threshing is generally done by the flail, and paid for by the

quarter, sometimes by the truss of straw produced. For wheat,

from 5s. to 6s. a quarter, including the binding of the straw,

which is done in the most neat and workmanlike manner for the

London market. For Lent corn, from 2s. 6(7. to 3s. 6(/. a quarter

;

when done by the truss, as is the case in threshing rye, and some-
times wheat, from 2d. to 2^(?. per truss is about the usual price.

The old custom of giv ing labourers beer has here, as in most
other parts of the county, been generally discontinued, except per-

haps during hay-making and harvest.

IL

—

The Green-sand Formation—(provincially, Kentish Rag.)

This formation occupies a central position, and runs through

the county parallel with the chalk-hill, in a direction nearly east

and west. It varies much in breadth, from 3 to 6 or 7 miles; its

greatest development being between Peckham and Snodland. Like

that of the chalk, its southern slope is the steepest, overlooking

the valleys formed by the Medway (in part), the Eden, and the

Beult. The soil on this formation, of course, varies; but it may
be said generally to be of an open friable character, containing

much calcareous matter; in some places abounding in small stones

formed by the abrasion of the subjacent rock : it is easily culti-

vated, requiring in most places little or no underdraining, and is

highly productive in corn, vegetables, hops, and fruit.

There is a narrow belt of land lying between the green-sand

and the chalk, already briefly adverted to, which seems to require

a more distinct notice, since its agricultural character and manage-
ment are widely different from either—the Gault.

It consists of a dark-bluish clay, exceedingly heavy and adhesive,

its particles being of an impalpable nature. A favourable section

of this formation may be seen in the cliff facing the sea at Folkes-

stone—a spot celebrated for the beauty and perfection of its fossils.
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Although a heavy and stubborn soil, yet when judiciously managed
and in good seasons, this land produces large crops of wheat,

beans, clover, and oats. On both of its sides, however, imme-
diately adjoining, may be found the materials for ameliorating its

texture, and permanently raising the standard of its fertility—the

chalk and the green-sand. With a proper admixture of these

materials, in connexion with under-draining and strict attention to

ditches and water-courses, this belt of land might be rendered far

more productive. At present it consists mostly of pasture.

We now come to describe the agriculture on the green-sand, or

Kentish-rag. The etistern portion of this district varies consider-

ably in the nature and composition of the soil. About Sandgaie,

Cheriton, Hythe, Saltwood, &c., much of the land is of a very

light texture, exceedingly well adapted for turnips and barley,

large breadths of which are cultivated, and great numbers of sheep

are bred and fattened. This soil is benefited by the treading of

animals, particularly for wheat ; hence the sheep-fold is universal.

There are portions of land, however, of a heavier texture, abound-
ing in springs, where underdraining would be highly beneficial.

In the neighbourhood of Ashford this certain means of agricultural

improvement has been increasingly applied within the last ten

years upon gravels resting on a substratum of clay ; the depths of

drains varying from 3 to 6 feet, made either with tiles or stones.

On the lighter soils of good quality the seven-field course is fre-

quently adopted, not however without many variations.

1. Fallow for turnips, manured generally with dung ; 2. Barley
;

3. Beans, with a dressing of dung ; 4. Wheat; 5. Clover ; 6. Wheat,
manured; 7. Oats.

This rotation is foimd to answer \\e\\ on the farm of Mr. Walter
Murton, East Stour, Ashford. Average of wheat about 4 qrs.

;

barley, 5 qrs. ; beans and peas, 4 qrs.
;

oats, 6 or 7 qrs,
; Swedes,

300 to 500 bushels per acre. Farms vary from 100 to 250 acres
;

generally yearly hirings. Rents about 305. ; tithes, 6s. ;
rates, 3.y.

per acre.

The district known as Mid-Kent, in which is situated the county
town of Maidstone, presents several interesting and remarkable
features. Taking its agricultural resources altogether, the range

and variety of its produce, there cannot be found any spot to com-
pare with it in the United Kingdom. It has been truly desig-

nated "the garden of England.^' I have been favoured with
much interesting and vahiable matter from practical farmers

residing in this district, of which 1 propose maUing a free use.

One of my correspondents, a gentleman long acquainted with the

district now under review, writes as follow :
*

—

* Mr. Robert Golding, Hunton.
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" The soil of Mid- Kent varies materially ; though perhaps it may he
classified, if not among the light, yet certainly among those which are

free-working and friable. Upon the rag-stone ' rock the soil is gene-

rally of a very productive and valuable kind, largely occupied by hops
and fruit ; and w ithin a semicircle of a few miles' radius south of Maid-
stone, occurs the chief plantations of Kentish filberts. These are care-

fully cultivated and pruned back, not allowed to exceed 5 or 6 feet in

height, and are kept of a basin-like shape. The crop is uncertain,

sometimes realizing a large sum per acre, and is sent principally to the

London market. The land lying upon this formation is mostly sound
and dry, the porous nature of the rocky subsoil freely admitting the

escape of water. A large proportion of the hops grown in this district

are of the far-famed ' Golding ' variety ; and in consequence of their

strength and aromatic richness, command high prices in the market.

Upon heavier and wetter soils a less precarious kind of hop is cultivated ;

such as the ' Grape,' ' Jones,' and other hardy varieties. From the

well known superiority of the Mid-Kent hops they are much sought after

by the great London brewers, and are very generally packed in bags.

The great drawback to the planters' success in this district is the greater

liability of the finer sorts of hops to blights, particularly the mould;
for while the coarser and more hardy kinds in the Weald are frequently

free, this disease for several successive seasons blights more or less the

fairest prospects.
" There is nothing like a general rotation of crops in this district.

Some manage to get good crops of wheat (from 4 to 5 quarters per acre

and upwards) in each alternate year, by the intermediation of green

crops—chiefly clover and tares. These last are frequently carted home
for soiling : the land, after being well cultivated and manured either

with dung, rape-dust, guano, &c., is often sown with turnips, the arti-

ficial manures being generally drilled with the seed. A good crop of

turnips—not unfrequently swedes—is thus procured after tares. Tur-
nips, being fed by sheep, wiih oil-cake, the land is again in condition

for wheat, sown usually about November or December, or later. I have
known this year upwards of 5 quarters of wheat per acre grow n u])on

rather an inferior soil thus treated. While a large portion of the swedes
are consumed by sheep on the ground, the remainder are eaten by cattle

in yards. Gardner's turnip-cutter has become an almost universal

appendage to the sheep-fold. One fact should be observed in relation

to our position ; viz., our southerti situation. While in the north

swedes must be sown early in May, in Norfolk before its end, but with

us we frequently sow late in June; and even the last year, in many
respects so unfavourable to vegetation, I knew a good crop of swedes

and the yellow-hybrid turnip (the latter obtained the prize at the last

Maidstone show) that were not sown till the 2nd of July. I mention
this merely to show what the double-crop system will do.

" Of course great improvements have taken place in this county since

Boys's survey ; but were I to state that, like the greater part of England,
more has been done to increase the fertility of the soil within these last

ten years than in the other thirty, I should probably be not far wide of

the mark : the wet soils, of course, are those evincing the greatest im-
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provement. Draining has done, and is doing everything for them.

The land in this district has been extensively cleared of its hedges and
thrown open. Some of the great proprietors, it is true, continue to hold

a large proportion of the land in their own hands through iheir agents,

the timber trees ; while the occupying proprietors of small estates,

knowing that timber can be grown on land not one-third the value of

their own, suffer not a stick to stand, save either on grass or wood-land.

The advantages of air, light, and deep culture are beginning to be appre-

ciated, and their effects shown, by the far heavier crops of the present

day.
" On well managed estates every yard of wood-land, and nooks and

corners of fields, are tilled up and planted with wood, the hop-grounds
rendering the growth of poles a prime consideration. Many of the

sterile soils on the top of the chalk range of hills grow the very best poles

;

and instances are frequent where plantations have been made and
attended to, that a fall of ten or twelve years' growth has realized more
than double the value of the fee-simple of the land under other cir-

cumstances. The favourite kinds of wood are ash, chesnut, and red

willow.
" There are some localities in this county in which a large proportion

of the tillers of the soil are also its owners. This parish (Hunton), for

instance, affords an illustration of this independent rate, ' the sturdy

yeomanry.' Of seventeen occupiers of land, twelve or thitteen are its

proprietors. Farm buildings are in general pretty convenient ; while we
have many instances of very superior homesteads belonging to the occupy-
ing proprietors. Cottages are very generally roomy and comfortable, with

gardens attached. I have no hesitation in stating that in no district of

England is the agricultural labourer better, if so well, paid as in the hop
districts of Mid-Kent. Twelve shillings a-week for day-work even in

winter; while the greater part of the rest of the year he has well-paid

piece-work, which with his double harvests for himself, v.ife, and chil-

dren, render his lot, with sol)riety and good conduct, one of comparative
comfort and happiness."

In this district the centre of hop and fruit growing, an enor-

mous expenditure takes place for manures. Hops are great

exhausters of the soil, and require, and generally receive, a very

expensive cultivation. Fattening cattle with corn and oil-cake is

very generally practised to a large extent in all the hop districts,

which nothing but the all-receiving and freqr.ently all-paying

hop-garden would justify. I have not been able to obtain a
correct statistical return of the cost of oil-cake and artificial

manures, but I should think that it would amount to nearly half

the rental of the whole county, which cannot be far short of a
million per annum. In the hop districts I know of several in-

stances where the cost of oil-cake and artificial manures consider-

ably exceeds the rental. Woollen rass and Yorkshire mill-

waste are commonly applied at the rate of a ton or upwards per

acre. The price of the former usually ranges between 5/. and 71.,

and the latter 3/. to bl. a ton. Sprats for hops, corn, and turnips,
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have been in pretty general use for the last 1 5 or 20 years. The
cost is from \Qd. to \s. 2d. a bushel, according to the supply and
the point of the Medway where they are unshipped ; from 50 to

70 bushels are applied per acre for hops, and about a third less

for corn and turnips. Rape-dust has been for some time in use

for the same purposes, but generally in summer culture ; while

guano and bone-dust have been used with general satisfaction.

Irrigation is not carried out systematically to any considerable

extent in this county, although it is practised in some places. Its

adoption might be extended to many localities with great advan-
tage; care being taken not to flow the land in summer where
sheep are kept, as they would be exposed to that fatal malady the

rot. About Edenbridge and other western parts of the county

there are many instances to be seen of conducting water over

grass land by " catch work/' or a few simple cuttings. The waters
of the Darwent are frequently employed for the purpose of irriga-

tion in various places along its course. Lord Torrington has very

satisfactorily introduced the system on the land in his own occupa-
tion. Mr. Gokling, of Hunton, has been at considerable pains and
expense in conducting a small stream over his meadows with most
satisfactory results. I may also mention Leeds Abbey farm,

where irrigation has been beneficially carried on from time imme-
morial

;
perhaps from the time when the land was held by the

monks, who, it is pretty certain, despite of all the abuse that has
been heaped upon their memory, were the great agricultural im-
provers of their age. The Kentish irrigators might learn some
useful lessons by an inspection of the water-meadows in our
western counties.

Of the breeds of cattle in Mid-Kent but very little can be said;

they are a most heterogeneous mixture of various kinds : some
adhere to the Sussex breed. Mr. E. Beard, of Broughton Mon-
chelsea, and Mr. T. Martin, of East Peckham, may be mentioned
as producing very fine animals. Lord Torrington, Mr. Tassell,

of Mailing, and Mr. Golding-, have of late introduced some excel-

lent animals of the pure short-horn—an example, it is much to,be
desired, that will spread. Of sheep, this district has two kinds,

Kents and South- Downs. The former consist principally of

Mr. Goord's variety, and carry off the palm. The Downs are,

however, in many respects well adapted to the district, being better

to work in the fold than the Kents, and produce a very fine wool
and exquisitely flavoured mutton. The breeds of swine have very

much improved of late years, Mr. Beard, of Boughton, having

some very fine specimens.

Among the enterprising cultivators of Mid-Kent we may in-

stance Lord Torrington, of Votes Court, Mereworth, who has

within a few years done nmch to improve both the agriculture
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and stock of this important section of the county. When his

Lordship's farm fell into his own hands, some half dozen years

ago, it was in a bad, exhausted condition. By grubbing trees and

hedcres, and thorough draining wherever required, in connexion

with a system of deep and clean culture, maknig a large amount

of manure by keeping an increased immber of cattle, folding a

large flock of sheep on turnips, clover, tares, &c., %vith a liberal

allowance of corn and oil-cake, an astonishing change has been

effected; and heavy crops are now obtained of every species of

production belonging to this highly cultivated district. His Lord-

ship's farm consists of 500 acres—divided as follows ;
—

Acres.

62 Hops.
20 Fruit.

182 Meadow.
236 Arable.

Arable land, as cropped in 1845 :

—

Acres. Acres.

Wheat . . 82 Peas . 31

Barley . . 27 Lucerne . . 9

Seeds . 15 Roots . 55

Beans . 14 Rape , 3

Course of cropping :— 1 . Turnips, folded oflF, preceded by rye

or tares; 2. Barley; 3. Seeds, second cut folded; 4. Wheat ; 5.

Beans or peas, manured ; 6. Wheat. The cost of oil-cake and
coin for the consumption of cattle and sheep on the farm exceeds

lOOOZ. annually. The soil is various
;
generally light and stone-

shattery, resting on the green sand-stone : in some places the rock

crops out. I was surprised to see such splendid turnips on this

thin soil after the parching summer of 1844. This and the grain

crops were proofs of what high farming will do. And after all

that can be said, this kind of farming is the cheapest, and, in the

end, the most profitable.

Lord Torrington has likewise recently erected a very capacious,

convenient, and elegant homestead, which is certainly without a
parallel in the county ; and is calculated to effect a much-needed
reform in this very important branch of niral economj'. The ac-

companying ground-plan of the new homestead at West Peckham,
with the few words I shall offer in explanation, will enable the

reader to form an idea of the disposition of the buildings; and,

for full particulars, he is referred to his lordship's recent publica-

tion, which will be found well worth a careful perusal.*

It appears to have been the chief object of Lord Torrington's

* ' On Farm Buildings, witti a few Observations on the State of Agri-
culture in the County of Kent, by Viscount Torrington.'—London, Ridg-
way, 1845,
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102.6

PLAN OF THE HOMSTE.\D AT WEST PECKHAM, &o.

House.
Cattle Lodge.
Boiling House.
Turnip House, with Cake

Room above.
Hay and Chaff Room, with

Granary above.
Straw Barn.

7. Corn Barn.
8. Byres.
9. Byres.

10. Piggery.
11. \\ orkshop.
12. Stables.

13. Waggon Lodge.

14. Cart Lodge, with Stowage
above.

15. Hop Kilns.
16. Cottages.

17. Stable and Chaise House.
18. Horse Power.
19. Privy.
20. 'I'ool House.

design to erect a farmery on strictly systematic principles, so that

there should exist a mutual connexion between all its various de-

partments. Accordingly, we find in this homestead all the offii;es

requisite on a farm placed together, and with every attention to

their relative disposition and convenience. All, therefore, that

relates to the threshing and cleaning of corn— tlie preparation of

food for animals, with their general management— the econo-

mizing and mixing of manures, with all the numerous details be-

longing to the homestead of a farm—are at once brought under

the eye of the owner, or his superintendent, with the least loss of

time and personal inconvenience.

The cattle-lodge (No. 2) is a capacious and noble building,

capable of holding fifty-three head of cattle and nine calves, allow-
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ing them ample room and perfect ventilation. The height of the

walls is 11 feet, and to the top of the roof, which consists of only

one span, 26 feet. The length of the lodge is 90 feet in the clear,

by 54 feet wide. It contains six rows of mangers, to which the

animals are tied ; each being provided with a separate trongli and

cistern, so as to prevent any interference with one another. In

this building it is comparatively easy, at all seasons of the year, so

to regulate the temperature as to promote the health, comfort,

and well-doing of the stock.

Connected with the large cattle-lodge are, the boiling-house for

steaming food, the turnip-house and cake-room, the hay and chaff

room, with granary above, and also the straw-barn. The ma-
chinery, placed in their different offices, for cutting hay, straw,

turnips, oil-cake, &c., is connected with the horse-power by an

underground shaft.

Among the novel features of this homestead is the compara-

tively small size of the barn (No. 7), which is 60 feet long and
21 feet wide, built entirely of wood upon stone quoins. Each
head will hold 30 or 40 quarters of unthreshed wheat, while the

others will take a portion of the straw. The threshing-machine is

placed on an upper floor in the centre of the building, 6^ feet

above the cleaning- floor. The whole operation of threshing and pre-

paring corn for market is performed by one power, and at one time.

There can be no doubt that the practice so common in this

country of having two or more barns, of large dimensions, and
sometimes widely separated from each other, even on moderately

sized farms, is wholly unnecessary
;

involving a heavy expense

upon the landlord, without affording any corresponding benefit to

the tenant. Corn carefully secured in stacks keeps much better

than when placed in barns. Lord Torrington's principle involves

also another great advantage, which is not sufficiently appreciated

in many parts of this country, viz., threshing by machinery. It is

obvious at once, that whatever amount of manual labour is ex-

pended in threshing, &c., after the crop is gathered in, will not

increase it a single grain. Whereas, if that extra, and therefore

profitless, labour were judiciously directed to draining and a higher

cultivation, more abundant harvests would be reaped.

The vast stable, implement-lodge, and piggery, together with

a number of smaller offices, as shown in the plan, are all con-

veniently constructed with a view to economic labour and syste-

matic details. There are likewise admirable arrangements for

carrying off whatever amount of water may come from the roofs

of the various buildings, by cast-iron gutterings ; while the whole
of the liquid excrements of the cattle is conveyed into a capacious

tank.

The buildings (with the exception of the barn) are of stone, dug
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on the farm, with slated roofs. The doors and gates are not hung
upon hinges, but shde upon wheels on an iron rail.

The total cost of the homestead, which is throughout of a most
substantial character, and does great credit to the builder, Mr.
William Mair, of West Mailing, was 2270^. There are always

several expenses incidental to the carrying out of a new design,

which subsequent experience would obviate. The same accom-
modation might be provided for a smaller sum by adopting a less

expensive styJe of finish, that would be equally well suited to the

wants of a tenant.

I ougiit not to conclude this brief and imperfect description

without a distinct allusion to Lord Torrington's zeal and liberality

in promoting agricultural improvement. The completion of the

homestead was celebrated by a splendid entertainment, such as I

could wish to see more common in England; his lordship invited

upwards of five hundred farmers of the county, besides some dis-

tinguished agriculturists from different parts of tlie kingdom, to

inspect the buildings. Such an occasion I regard as furnishing

an interesting and hopeful page in the agricultural history of

Kent.

The district of Mid-Kent supplies Covent-garden market with

probably near two-thirds of home-grown fruit,—a few miles

south of Maidstone, comprising the parishes of Barming, the Far-

leighs, the Suttons, Loose, Boughton, Linton, Ike , being the best

adapted localities. It is a frequent practice to raise a hop, apple,

and filbert plantation simultaneously on the same ground. The
soil is frequently trenched 18 inches deep; sixty apple trees are

usually planted on an acre, fdled up widi hops and filberts. The
hops are beneficial to the young fruit trees by the shelter they

afford, and with the thorough cultivation and manuring which

the ground receives, tend to bring the trees to early maturity.

The hops usually stand about 14 years, when they are taken up
to allow more room for the trees; the filberts in general will

require to be removed in about 25 years, when the fruit-trees will

need the whole of the ground. Tiie favourite sorts of apples are

the Rihstone Pij}pin, Nonpareil, King's Pippin, Quarrentine

(Red), Winter Queening, Goff (great and sure bearers). Golden

Nobs, Wellington, Rayners, Farleigh Pippin, Gooseberry Pippin
(an excellent late apple). Silver Russett, Golden Pi]jpi7i, Five

Crowns, Blenheim Oratige, &c.

Pears require the land tilled whilst young, but when arrived at

maturity they bear and do well in pasture. I will mention the

plan of the late well-known J, Braddick, Esq., of Boughton
Mount, who was celebrated for his knowledge of fruit, particularly

pears. His son, the present J. W. Braddick, Esq., scarcely ever

fails to obtain the prizes at the horticultural show for pears, which
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are of the very finest qualily. His best sorts were planted in

trenched ground, and trained to the very extensive walls of the

farm buildings ; and in many instances from 20 to 50 sorts were

even worked on the same tree ! Tiie choice sorts are the Maria
Louisa, Williams, Bon Chretien, Charmontelle, &c.*

Beside the three crops already mentioned growing on the same
ground, several others are sometimes seen ; as gooseberries,

raspberries, white and black currants, &c.; every inch of soil

being turned to some profitable account. The fences of this dis-

trict are commonly quickset and very ornamental
;
they are neatly

trained, and around hops and fruit are allowed to attain a great

height to afford shelter from high winds. The height of quick-

hedges varies from 5 to 16 feet, or upwards, being kept within a

width of 2 or 3 feet. This part of the county stands unrivalled

for hedge management. In short, the beauty and immense pro-

ductiveness of this district must be seen before it can be fully un-

derstood.

The slope of the rag-stone hill, looking over the Weald, is the

most favoured spot of this most-favoured locality. It abounds in

hop gardens and fruit plantations of the most fertile character,

and is peculiarly adapted to the filbert. There is a very narrow
belt of land running along the escarpment of the rag-stone, pro-

vincially called Coomb (the debris of the Green-sand, connecting it

with the Weald clay below), which, although of a very heavy and
adhesive texture, is astonishingly productive in hops, fruit, and
grain. This land is sometimes so wet and stiff as to set the opera-

tion of ploughing at defiance; draining it, however, will mate-
rially alter its character, and this method of improvement is being

extensively practised. The natural fertility of this soil is owing
to its happy mineral composition and the large amount of calca-

reous matter it contains. It is worthj' of remark in reference to

fruit, that mowing the grass in cherry orchards is a most injuri-

ous practice, causing the fruit to fall before it attains maurity, by
suddenly exposing the surface of the ground to the action of a
powerful sun. The most common sorts of cherries are Adam's
Crown Hart, May Dukes, Black Hart, English, Flemish Bige-

roon, &c.
In the hop districts of Mid-Kent no set system of rotation can

be said to obtain
; comparatively speaking, but little corn is grown,

the main staples being fruit and hops. All the operations of the

farmer have, more or less, a reference to these principal crops.

Farms are generally small, from 20 to 100 acres. Rents will

vary from 30s. to 41., according to the quality of the land and the

amount of hops and fruit. The usual course of cropping among

• Mr. Thomas Kemp, Loose.
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the larger farmers is,— 1. Swedes, well manured and fed off with

sheep (Downs principally) upon oil-cake ; 2. Barley or oats
;

3. Clover; 4. Wheat; 5. Peas or beans; 6. Wheat. Dung is

generally used as a dressing for wheat, beans, and peas. Some
substitute in the third year beans for clover, and in the fifth year

clover for peas and beans.

On land of second-rate quality the five-field course is common:— 1. Turnips on fallow; 2. Barley; 3. Clover or trefoil; 4.

Wheat ; 5. Oats. This is found to bring the clover tilth too

often ; to remedy which the following is sometimes adopted :

—

1. Turnips; 2. Barley; 3. Half clover, half peas or tares;

4. Half wheat, half oats ; 5. Half oats, half peas. This brings

the clover round only once in 10 years, when the crop becomes
much more certain. The average amount of produce—for wheat,

about 4 qrs ; oats, 6 or 7 qrs.
;

barley, 5 qrs. ; beans and peas,

3^ or 4 qrs. Upon the inferior soils of the district the averages

are considerably lower ; and in superior soils, with high farming,

they are consequently greater.

But little can be said respecting the implements of this district

in addition to what has been already observed in reference to other

parts of the county. The one-horse single drill is much employed
on the arable lands of the fruit district, and is well adapted to the

soil, which for wheat requires treading, and in wet seasons it is

desirable to sow up to the plough every day. Garrett's subsoil-

plough is much approved ; its work is considered superior to

trenching by hand, inasmuch as the infei-ior soil is not brought up
TO the surface— a practice not generally to be recommended, exce])t

for orchards and plantations. A lighter kind of the Kentish

Turn-wribt plough, drawn by two horses, is sometimes used in

summer working—an instrument that might be very advan-

tageously employed on the freer soils throughout the county.

The cultivation of Mid-Kent may be described as being deep and
clean : ploughing is thoroughly done from 7 to 9 inches in depth,

and in high situations sometimes reaching the hard rock. The
Kentish five-share drill is in general use, and is preferred to the

Suffolk drill for its greater simplicity of construction; it is fre-

quently used with three shares for drilling peas and beans, ge\ie-

rally about 20 inclies apart.

I'he planting of wood and the improvement of natural woods
have been extensively gone into. Mr. Lewis, of Farleigh, has
some prime plantations ; as has also Mr. Rider, of Boughton-place.

The favorite sorts are chesnut, ash, larch, willow (the plum-tree
variety). These plantations will sell for 50Z. or GO/, an acre

every 10 or 12 years, when properly managed. The charac-

teristic timber trees of the rag-stone are elm, which prefers a dry

calcareous soil ; but on the narrow formation of the Gaiilt, lying
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as already stated between the rag-stone and the chalk, which is

of a stiff" adhesive texture, the oak abounds.

in.— The Weald.

This extensive district occupies the southern portion of the

county, lying immediately under the Rag-stone-hill. It may be

divided geologically into two parts, the Weald clay and the

Hastings sand : the former is a low, level tract, resting on a gravel,

or, more generally, strong yellow clay subsoil ; its natural drain-

age being the Eden, the Beiilt, and the Medway. It varies in

width from 3 to 6 or 7 miles ; and like all the other formations of

this county, runs in the direction of east and west. The latter, or

Hastings sand, consists of a series of alternations of sand, gravel,

and clay, the surface being beautifully diversified and undulating.

It occupies in this county about the same area as the Weald-clay
valley, having the greatest width between Sandhurst and Bidden

-

den. The whole of this district is densely wooded, and produces

oak timber of large dimensions and of the best quality. This
portion of the county was, no doubt, the last that was settled, it

being originally, as its name denotes, a forest.

The soil in the Weald valley is pretty generally of a uniform

quality, heavy and adhesive, except along the margin of streams,

where a deeper soil obtains, resting frequently on gravel. The
whole of this district would be immensely benefited by draining

;

but certain parts are so flat that a sufficient outfall cannot in some
instances be obtained. Ttie drainage of many portions of this

level tract might be very much facilitated by improving the river

Beult, by which an extensive area of country would be highly

benefited. Hence the desirableness that the landowners of a
whole district should unite for the promotion of a common object.

That portion of the county resting on the Hastings-sand forma-
tion presents few difficulties of this nature, the surface being
generally much broken and undulating.

One of the greatest improvements effected of late years through-
out the Weald has been the making of better roads. Forty years

ago a larg& portion of this entire district was destitute of hard
roads; and, indeed, at a period much more recent the leading

thoroughfares in many parishes were not passable but with the

greatest difficulty, during one-half of the year. The old roads, a
few of which yet remain, and serve as mementos of a by-gone age,

were frequently of enormous widths, from 80 to 15U feet, and in

wet weather they were made into a complete puddle by the poach-
ing and cutting up of the clay by horses and waggons. A narrow
path was usually made, and protected by stumps on one side,

paved with stones or filled with sea-beach, for the accommodation
of pedestiians and "pack-horses," upon whose backs alone agri-
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cultural produce could be got to market during the winter montlis.

An astonishing change, however^ has been effected of late years

;

so that there are but few parts of England which now possess better

roads than some portions of the Weald of Kent : and the same
observation applies to the adjoining and analogous district of

Sussex. These improvements have not been made without a very-

great outlay, the district being generally but sparingly supplied

by nature with a good road material. Sea-beach is extensively

employed within a distance of 8 or 10 miles of the Rother, where
it is brought in barges from the coast. Other portions, lying

nearer the Rag-stone-hill, have obtained an excellent road mate-

rial from ihence. Great exertions have been made of late years

in parishes remote from either source of supply to obtain stone in

their own localities, and in several instances with tolerable success.

In speaking of roads we may further observe, that in those parts

of the county already described, both the parish highways and
turnpikes have generally been in excellent condition for a great

number of years. The South-Eastern Railway, which runs

through the Weald, has already conferred many advantages on
this part of the county.

It is quite impracticable to give a correct general statement of

the mode of cropping and cultivation that would apply to the

whole of this district. It cannot be said that anything like system

in these respects exists. The old practice, even now in some parts

too much followed, was— 1. A year's fallow; 2. Wheat, manured
with lime; 3. Oats, or a little barley; 4. Seeds (clover, trefoil,

and rye-grass). The seed ley was usually fed off" one or perhaps

two years, then a naked fallow, and the course returned. The
introduction of late years of tares—now very extensively cultivated

—swedes, turnips, mangold, and, within the last year or two, the

white carrot, have made large inroads on the old system. About
a century back marl was extensively and repeatedly applied as a

manure for corn : hence it is common to observe large un^iglitly

pits, now partially overrun with bushes and wood, in the middle

of fields; some spirited farmers have been at great expense in

filling them up of late. The heavy and repeated marling which

this already adhesive soil formerly received, has, in some situatiolis,

injured its mechanical properties for ever. The marl of this dis-

trict frequently contains so much alumina and so little lime, as to

be utterly worthless as a fertiliser. Chalk-Ume succeeded marl

for a considerable period, but of late years lime has been much
more sparingly used ; it was found not to repay the cost on stale

arable land that had been repeatedly dressed with it; consequently

other kinds of manures have been sought after.

The only stone found in the Weald containing a sufficient per

centage of lime to pay for burning occurs principally at Bethersden

;
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it consists of an accumulation of fresh-water shells—chiefly of the

genus Paludina—with Cypris Faha^ and admits of a fine polish. It

is sometimes used for ornamental purposes, such as chinmey-pieces,

&c. The whole of this district is supposed by geologists to have
once fo^me^l the bed of an extensive lake, or the estuary of a mighty
river. The Bethersden lime is now but rarely if at all employed :

it being of a heavy nature, its application was less beneficial on

clay land than chalk lime.

Amongst improvers of Weald-clay land, Mr. Schreiber, of

Henhurst Lodge, may be honourably mentioned. The estate,

when he took it into his own hands, nearly twenty years ago, was
in the worst possible condition, yielding scarcely any rent. But by
making larger enclosures, tliinning hedges, removing trees, together

with thorough draining, an extraordinary change both in the ap-

pearance and productive powers of the land has been produced

—

an example of what capital, skill, and enterprise may achieve on
the stubborn and unproductive soils of the country. Such improve-
ments, too, when sustained with energy, are fraught with benefits not

only to the country generally but especially to the neighbourhoods
in which they are conducted, by aff'ording increased employment
to the labouring poor. The subsoil on Mr. Schreiber's estate,

like that of a considerable portion of the Weald, is a stiff yellow

clay, frequently approaching to within five or six inches of tlie

surface. The draining has been accomplished on Pearson's system
;

all three furrows, to the depth of 22 inches, were thrown out by
the plough, and the clay rammed down on a moveable slide

formed the drain.*

The course of cropping on Air. Schreiber's farms is mostly

—

1 . Clean fallow ; 2. Wheat ; 3. Oats ; 4. Seeds ; 5. Seed-ley, fed

otFby cattle or sheep; 6. Beans or peas; 7. Tares; turnips, &c.,

as preparatory for wheat again. Averages :—wheat, 3^ qrs. (of

excellent quality)
;

oats, 5 to 6 qrs. ;
beans, 4^ qrs.

; peas, 3^- qrs.

per acre. It is important to mention here that when Mr. Schreiber

commenced his improvements he brought with him most of the

approved modern implements of the eastern counties, which, after

repeated trials and untiring perseverance, he has by degrees

almost abandoned, and has adopted the implements and modes of

culture common to the district. This fact leads us to remark,

whatever theorists may say to the contrary, how important it is

that a man should practically understand the nature of his soil

* See a pamphlet entitled ' The Uses and Advantages of Pearson's Drain-
ing Piou°h,' by T. L. Hodges, Esq., London, Ridgway. This mode of
draining is best adapted to large fields, and upon uniform clays only. It

is best performed in the wettest weather in winter when upon such soils

there is little or no employment for teams, and the expense, 24 inches
deep, for manual labour only, does not exceed \d. per rod.

VOL. VI. X
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before he steps very far out of the beaten path of cultivation. It

is generally found that those who have been brought up to farming

in the Weald succeed much better than strangers. Ransome's

Essex swing-plough, however, drawn by two horses abreast, is

sometimes employed on the heavy soils of this district for sum-
mer working : and in favourable seasons might, I think, be gene-

rally adopted with advantage in most parts of the county.

In speaking of agricultural improvement, it is but right to men-
tion Mr. Thomas Paine Hilder, of Kingsworth, who occupies a

farm consisting of upwards of 500 acres, belonging to the Haber-
dashers' Company. The soQ is superior to the Weald clay,

occupying the margin of that and the green-sand formation. The
debris, or admixture of two formations, may be observed in many
localities of this county as forming the most productive soils for

general purposes ; and this circumstance will in some measure

account for the peculiar fertility and range of crops of Mid-Kent.
Mr. Hilder's farm lies mostly on low ground adjacent to the

eastern branch of the Stour. W hen he took possession of it about

twelve years since much of it had been subjected to inundation

during the winter; it consisted of small enclosures, with wide

bush hedges (called m county outruitnings), unsightly pollards,

and "was comparatively worthless. By grubbing old hedges and
pollards, and by cutting sewers and drains, the land has been

changed from a wilderness into a highly valuable and productive

farm. From a literal swamp, draining has brought it to a state of

perfect dryness, even to bear the tread of cattle without injury in

winter. Upwards of three miles of open water-course have been
cut from 9 to 20 feet wide and 5 to 6 feet deep, for out-fall. Most
of the land has been drained with tiles 3^ feet deep, and from 2^
to 3 rods asunder. Upwards of 20 acres occupied by hedges have

been grubbed, deep ditches everywhere cut, with fields averaging

20 acres each—formerly only 6 or 7. There is a prime plantation

of hops, comprising 60 acres, on land a few years since almost

worthless. There are at least 2000 acres adjoining of excellent

soil, which admit of equal improvement by the same means. The
soil, when dry, is a loose and poroiis mould, from 1 to feet

deep, below which a stiff' substratum is readied. The rotation

which Mr. Hilder adopts is the four-field cotirse,— 1. Tares;

2. Wheat; 3. Clover; 4. Oats. In the next rotation half after

oats is devoted to beans and peas, instead of tares, as preparatory

for wheat: a portion of turnips is likewise introduced. Rents of

the district, about 20*. ; rates, 2*. 6c?.
; tithes, 5s. per acre, ex-

clusive of hops, which are 15.9.

W'ithin the last few years the management and cropping of land-

in the Weald have undergone a material change, ])artly in consc-

qu(!ncc of the general extension of draining, wliich, with the
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culture of crops in rows, has in great measure obviated the neces-

sity of naked fallows. On the better lands Ij'ing in the valley of

the Beult tlie following course is frequent, but with numerous
variations, according to difference of soils, seasons, &c. :— 1. Beans
or peas; 2. Wheat; 3. Oats; 4. Tares; 5. Wheat; G. Clover.

Wheat is generally manured with lime, rags, or artificials. Mr.
Barnes of Staplehurst has employed guano and the nitrates of

potash and soda with marked success as dressings for corn-crops.

The average of this district may be called—wheat, 3 to 3^ qrs.

;

beans, 4 qrs.
;
peas, 3 qrs. ; oats, 5 to 6 qrs. The most approved

varieties of wheat are the Chevalier, Golden Drop, Duke William,

Peacock White ; of oats, the Poland, with the black and white

Tartar; beans, the Middle Tick, generally drilled or dibbled.

The soil is not adapted for the growth of mailing barley.

In some localities on the Hastings sand formation wheat is

brought round more frequently—in some few cases every alternate

year. We think, however, that this practice cannot be long main-

tained in soils not naturally rich without an extraordinary and
frequently unprofitable application of manure. W^hen tares alter-

nate with wheat, folded with sheep, and the ground is kept clean,

its fertility may remain for a time unimpaired. On the second-rate

soils especially, experience has decided an extended rotation to be
preferable. Mr. Francis Ayerst of Hawkhurst has adopted for

many years the undermentioned course, which seems well adapted

to the district :— 1. Fallow; 2. Wheat; 3. Beans, peas, or turnips
;

4. Oats; 5. Tares; 6. Wheat; 7. Seeds; 8. Oats. In this course

the naked fallow occurs only once in eight years, and if the land

is clean, early turnips, &c., might be substhuted. Clover coming
round at longr intervals has been found not to fail. On some of

the turnip soils in the county, that valuable root, in consequence

of its long cultivation and frequent repetition, is found not so pro-

ductive as formerly. Chemistry may ultimately find a remedy
for this phenomenon ; but with our present imperfect knowledge
it is safer to keep as close as possible to the paths of extended

observation and experience. The observance of this simple rule

in farming would frequently prevent many a disappointment and
failure.

Hops are extensi\ely cultivated in the Weald, particularly in

the iron-sand district. In the clay valley their culture has of late

years much extended, owing no doubt to the better drainage of

the land. The two principal varieties are the " Grape'' and
" Jones's,'' but " Colgate's " have of late increased. The two latter

are considered hardy sorts, and when allowed to get perfectly ripe

before they are picked, a matter not always sufficiently regarded,

ihey make an excellent sample. Hops are planted in hills from

6 to 7 feet asunder, either square or triangular ; the latter form
X 2
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more freely admits of cultivation, light, and air—essential con-

dition? of healthy vegetation. From ten to twelve hundred hills

will stand on an acre. Poles varv in length from 10 to 16 feet,

according to the soil, age of the plant, and variety of hop. In

Mid-Kent poles of still greater lengths are sometimes employed.

Two, three, and sometimes four poles are put to a hill—three

being the most general, in a triangular form. The price of hop-

poles varies considerably, according to situation and kinds of wood.

Chestnut, ash, and larch are the most esteemed sorts, particularly

the foi-mer. Beech, birch, and alder are the worst. The mean
price may be somewhat as under :—Poles 10 and 1 1 feet long, 8s.

;

12 feet, 13s.; 14 feet, 21s.; 16 feet, 30s. to 35s. per hundred.

I saw last spring a hop-garden in Mid- Kent poled with three

new 16-feet chestnut poles to the hill, at a cost of 42s. per

hundred, exclusive of ten miles' land carriage. The first cost for

poles only would therefore amount to upwards of €0/. an acre !

As soon as the young bines attain a su8icie;it length they are tied

to the poles with rushes, an operation performed by women and
children. The very strong and forward bines are usually rejected,

not being considered fruitful. The cultivation of the ground,

both bv horse and hand labour, is almost incessant during the

period of growth. Horse-hoes (provincially called iiidgetts or

shims), with from 7 to 12 long iron tines, are drawn by one or

two horses up and down the alleys" in each direction. Tlie deep
and frequent moving of the earth by these means, and by chop-
ping round the hills with hoes, not only prevents the growth of

annual weeds, but by opening the soil to the influence of heat,

air, and moisture, the manure is reduced into a soluble state and
brought into contact with the expanding fibres of the roots. A
well managed hop-ground presents nothing short of perfect garden
culture. Tliis crop is peculiarly subject to blights, arising from
extreme seasons, or more commonly from insects, particularly

aphides, which sometimes increase in such prodigious numbers on
the leaves of the plant as to exhaust all its vegetable juices and
blast the brightest hopes and prospects of the cultivator. The
" mould ' is a disease of the nature of a fungus or parasite, dnd
is more common to the finer varieties cultivated in ^lid-Kent: of

its causes and nature very little is known with certaintv, and the

means of prevention is a matter involved in even greater obscurity.

Its destruction of the crop, however, is frequently complete, pre-

venting the development of the hops, which are of the size and
hardness of peas, devoid of all aroma, or "condition," whatever.

The expense of cultivating hops varies very considerably, but

in all cases it must amount to a larjie sum. It should be observed

that the amount of produce does not invariably depend on the

state of cultivation, since it frequently happens, in blighting years,
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that the best manured and cultivated grounds fare the worst.

The plants being more vigorous, and having a continued supply

of nourishment, are enabled to sustain till a late period of the

season a series of new and increasing generations of insects,

whereas on more feeble plants, when early attacked, the insects

die off soon in consequence of an exhaustion of food, and then,

should the weather prove favourable, such plants may recover

and produce a small crop. I have submitted to several ex-

perienced planters the following estimate of the cost of raising

and cultivating an acre of hops in the Weald of Kent, presuming
the plantation to be in its full vigour, and the cultivation liberal.

1. Raising the plantation :

—

Ploughing and subsoiling

Harrowing ....
Manure—50 loads of dung, at 2s.

Setting out hills

Digging holes, and filling up will

riants, 5000 at 6f/. per hundred
Plantiiio; ....

£. s. d. £.

1 10 0
0 5 0
5 0 0
0 2 6

manure . 1 5 0
1 5 0
0 8 0

9 15 6

1 5 0

Expenses of planting

Shimming, or horse-hoeing, 5 times .

Four-ieet poles, one to each hill, and labour 0 5 0
Chopping round the hills, at 8(/. per hundred 0 6 8
Striking furrows and shovelling . .034
Draining, 240 rods, at 9f/. . . .900
Rent, taxes, and tithe . . . .200

Total expense, first year . . 22 15 6

2. Cost of cultivation from the second to the sixth year, both
inclusive :

—

Striking up and furrowing ,

Stripping and stacking poles

Digging, at 21c/. per hundred .

Manure, carting on, &c.

Dressing (prunnig), at (id. per hundred
Sharpening poles and poling, l,v. Qd. per

hundred ......
Tying, at \0d. per hundred
Ladder tying .....
Chopping, at 9d. per hundred .

Shimming (horse-hoeing) 5 times, rolling, &c.
Hilling, at Zd. per hundred
Setting up poles, and incidental expenses .

Poles, carting on, &c. ....
Rent and repairs to oast

Rent, rates, and tithe ....
Interest on capital, 30^. per acre

Cost of cultivation per annum . . 26 13 4

0 5 0
0 6 6
0 n 6
8 0 0
0 5 0

0 15 0
0 8 4
0 3 0
0 7 6
1 5 0
0 2 6

0 3 0
8 10 0
1 5 0

2 10 0
1 10 0
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£. s. d. £. s. d.

Cost of cultivation per annum . . 26 13 4

Estimated growth, 10 cwt. per acre.

Picking 5 0 0
Drying, packing, &c. . . . . 3 10 0

Duty 8 14 6

n 4 6

Total cost per annum . . . £43 17 10

The above calculation will probably somewhat exceed the

actual cost per acre of an entire plantation, consisting of several

gardens of different ages and strength, as in such case the poles

would be thoroughly worn out, and a few other expenses dimi-

nished. It must nevertheless be considered as a fair average of

the class of hops to which it relates. In Mid-Kent the cost per acre

is several pounds higher. The Mid-Kent hops, however, consist

mostly of the finer sorts, and will command from 15 to 25 per

cent, higher prices than those of the Weald; the duty in each

case being precisely the same. It must be observed that there is

no crop the first year, and that the second is generally but trifling.

I have added nothing^ for interest on the original cost of rearingrO DO
the plantation, since draining is a permanent improvement, and
hop-gardens when grubbed are in a much improved condition for

every purpose of cultivation.

The following is a summary of the produce, &c., of a hop-

plantation in the Weald of Kent for ten years. The plantation

may be considered quite an average for the district, either as it

relates to the suitabihty of the soil, the state of cultivation, or the

prices obtained.

Years. Acres. Growtli. Sold for. Average per Acre.

Cwts. qis. U)s. £. s. (/. Cwfs. qrs. lbs.

18.15 27^ 315 0 0 *1,148 5 0 11 1 23
30 245 0 0 801 11 2 8 0 18

lb37 28 207 0 0 727 10 0 7 1 16

ls38 254 298 2 0 1,202 0 3 11 2 23
1R39 2U 329 0 4 939 IG 0 15 1 C
18-10 22^ 14 1 17 /9 3 6 0 2 15
1841 22i 223 0 11 1,31G 0 7 9 3 18

*

1842 22i 228 3 C 9fi2 14 6 10 0 19
1813 25i 274 0 0 1,523 3 3 10 3 0

1844 25^ 78 2 23 549 9 Q
%J 3 0 9

2,213 2 5 9,249 13 6 8 3 7

Average value per acre for 10 years . . £30 17 0
Average value per cwt., after deducting expenses

of carriage and connnission . . . .430
Tlie price per cwt. ranged between 485. and 150s. in the above case

during the ten years.
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In this statement neither the duty nor the expenses of picking,

drying, &c., have been charged—a sum usually computed at 35/.

a ton, or \l. ISs. per cut.

Tlie duty on hops has been IBs. 8rf. per cwt., to which an
additional 5 per cent, was recently added. 'I'he number of acres

cultivated for hops in the county of Kent in 1844 was 22,475,

being one-half of the entire plantation of the kingdom. From
the expensive cultivation, the piecariousness of the crop, and the

low prices which have ruled of late years, the business of hop-

growing affords upon the whole no profit adequate to the risk,

and it is attended in not a few instances with positive loss. Hop
growing, however, is a speculation in which a few occasionally

realise immense profits, the hope of obtaining which induces the

many to persevere. It is indeed a lottery, in which the blanks are

too commonly found disproportionate to the prizes. Hops are

unlike every other species of" agricultural produce, in that tiiere is

sometimes a danger of growing too vmch. In years of very great

abundance the price is so low as scarcely to meet the duty and the

expense of picking and drying. The chief hope of the planter's

obtaining a remunerating price is the chance that the crop in

some other cUstricts save that of his own may more or less fail.

It should also be observed that the cultivation of hops too fre-

quently receives such exclusive attention as to act most injuriously

on all the other crops. It is no uncommon tiling to see—particu-

larly on the smaller farms of the Weald—the small portion de-

voted to the growth of hops highly manured and cultivated, while

the rest of tlie land is suff'ered, year alter year, to remain in a foul

and exhausted condition. No wonder that, under such manage-
ment, both corn and cattle should deteriorate. I need not say
that such is not the case upon all hop-farms

;
many of which, as

regards skilful and liberal cultivation, leave little or nothing to be
desired. But I think that the sooner that hop-culture is allowed

to occupy only a subordinate place in the extended husbandry of

Kent, the better will it be for the advancement of its agriculture

and general prosperity. It should be borne in mind, however,

that on a hop farm a large fixed capital exists in buildings and
underwood, which, in case hop-culture were abandoned, would be-

come almost valueless.

Hops are dried and prepared for market in buildings erected

for the purpose, called " Oasts,'' It would require an independent

treatise to go into full descriptions and specifications of " oasts,"

and the particidars of hop-drying; in this place, therefore, a few
general remarks must suffice. Many changes of late years have
been made in the construction of these buildings. Mr. John
Read, the inventor of the stomach-pump, was among the
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first to apply scientific principles to the art of hop-drying.

The principal object to be aimed at is to procure and apply

heat in the readiest and most economical manner. The most

general and approved form of "oasts" now in use is the "cone,''

that is, a circular kiln of brickwork, from 15 to 18 feet dia-

meter, with rafters 24 to 27 feet long, leaving a round opening

in the apex of the roof, surmounted by a moveable " cowl" the

object of which is to allow the vapour arising from the drying

hops freely to escape. The drying-Hoor should be at least 10

or 12 feet from the fires: it is usually made of stout laths of fir,

about 2 inches apart, covered with a horse-hair cloth, upon which

the hops are evenly spread. The improved modern practice con-

sists in having one or more large fires and openings to one kiln,

and to admit plenty of cool air from without, the draft being

regulated by means of flues and sliding doors. The fuel used in

dr3'ing hops is in all cases charcoal or coke, with some anthracite

(Welsh) coal. In cockle " oasts, however, common bituminous

coal is employed, since the furnace is connected with a chimney

for the escape of smoke. Mr. S. J. Knight, of the Waterside

Foundry, Maidstone, has recently introduced some important

changes in the mode of drying hops, by means of heated air

tubes, &c. His " Patent Hop and Malt Kiln " is a powerful

apparatus, and from the success which has attended its partial

introduction, and the attention which Mr. Knight continues to

bestow on its further improvement, there is reason to hope that

this invention will ultimately be found of general benefit and ap-

plication. The recent introduction of the packing-machine, by
means of which hops can with facility be packed warm, will be
of advantage in superseding the necessity of large cooling rooms.

The greatest possible care is required both in the picking and
curing of hops ; the least neglect in the latter department fre-

quently occasions serious loss. The whole process of drying,

pticking, &c., is under the strictest superintendence of the Excise.

In consequence of the constant and increasing demand for hop-
poles and fire-wood generallj% the management of wood-land
forms an important feature in the rural economy of this countj^,

more particiilai-ly in the hop districts. Increasing attention is

accordingly paid to this department, and there are but few estates,

great or small, on which tlie wood-land is not now more productive

than formerly, although very mucli yet remains to be accom-
plished. On the Hemsted estate particularly, the property of

Mr. Hodges, the improvement of wood-lands has been very ex-

tensively and successfully carried on for the last thirty years.

Within that period, some woods I remember on that estate

which were not worth a rent of 5.y. an acre will now realise at
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every felling of ten years' growth from 40/. to 45/. per acre

!

Much migb.t be said on this important svibject ; but I shall in-

troduce some valuable remaiks and calculations with which I

have been favoured by a gentleman of long and extensive expe-

rience in the management of estates in this county, and who was
among the first to form larch plantations on exhausted arable

land in this district, for the double purpose of growing hop-poles

and renovating the soil :*

—

" The woodlands in this county have, generally speaking, been very

much improved within the last 30 years by draining and planting,

particularly in and near the hop-growing districts. The system pur-

sued on some estates, after sufficiently draining the surface by open

ditches, is to fill up all vacancies in old wood-lands with chesuut or ash

plants, according to the nature of the soil, at distances of not less than

6 feet from each other, but at considerably less than that from old and
inferior stubs or stools. This planting is done in the course of the

autumn or whiter next succeeding the season of felling. At the follow-

ing felling of the wood, say in 10 years, the young plants are cut otf at

least 6 inches from the surface of the ground ; some of the most
inferior and least productive of the old stubs of beech, birch, &c., are

then grubbed up to give room for tlie young plants, and the vacancies

occasioned thereby are filled up as before. At the next felling of the

underwood, at the end of 8 or 9 years, the remainder of the old stubs

are grubbed, and the ground filled up with plants as before, taking care

to have all the plants at least 6 feet apart. I know of wood-land
treated in this way that has improved in value from six to tenfold

within 25 years.

" It is a great and fatal mistake which almost all young and inex-

perienced planters make, to plant too thickly, and not unfrequently to

put in ash or willow on a soil suitable only for cbesnut. Willow, if

planted at all, should only be put in very sparingly, ash being so much
more durable and valuable.

" The advantage of this method of gradually improving wood-land is,

the expense is not very serious, and the produce is not at any one time
diminished, as of course it would be if all the old stubs were eradicated

at once and the ground entirely replanted. The value of the stubs pavs
the expense of grubbing.

" New plantations to some considerable extent have during the last

20 years been made of chesnul at 6 feet distance, with larch in the

intervals at 2 feet distant each way. Some of the larch are large

enough for hop-poles in 9 or 10 years from the time of planting, and
should then be taken up to make room for the smaller plants. The
whole of the larch cannot be taken down with advantage till the 7 or 8
succeeding years, when the chesnut are left as a permanent plantation.

" The following is an estimate of the cost per acre of making a

plantation of chesnut and larch, viz.:

—

* I\Ir. Thomas Neve, Piillington, Benenden, whose larch plantations

are in a flourishing condition, having supplied the neighbourhood with
many thousand hop-poles annually for a considerable period.
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£. s. d.
" Trenching 2 spits deep . . . . .600
1200 chesnut plants 4 4 0
12,000 larch plants 5 0 0
Labour of planting . . . . .2100
Some plants are generally destroyed by drought, or

hares and rabbits : replacing them, say for the

first 3 years . . , . ' . .200
Hoeing and cultivation for 3 years . . .300

" To these items must be added rent, taxes, and interest on capital,

which in 10 years will bring the expenses up to at least 50/. per acre,

and in some instances to considerably more. The produce, however,
generally well repays this outlay.

" On stiff clay soils suitable for tlie growth of ash, it is not advisable

to plant larch. The ground should be trenched, and, after being

planted, should be kept perfectly clean by digging, horse-hoeing, &c.,

until it can be covered with hop-bines, which promote the growth of

the plants in an extraordinary degree. It is fovmd to be very lieneficial

to lightly dig old plantations the same winter the wood is felled ; by
that means the grass and weeds which would otherwise spring up are

checked, until the young shoots overspread the ground and smother the

weeds."

The breeds of cattle in the Weald are various, but the "Sussex"
predominate; a considerable number of which are annually reared.

Tiiis breed is of a red colour, frequently a dark red, of a hardy

constitution, and when well kept arrives at a large size. Sufficient

pains and attention have not been generally bestowed on the

breeding of this variety of stock; where that has been done, very

superior animals have been reared; and with moderate keeping

and feeding they have evinced a tendency to early growth and
maturity, together with an improved symmetry of form. Mr. S.

Selmcs, of Beckley, Sussex, stands highly distinguished for his

superior stock, having devoted an untiring attention to that object

through a long life. Mr. R. Turley, of Rolvenden, in this county,

may also be instanced as a successful improver of this breed.

They are excellent workers, and are still employed in many places

for that purpose in the Wealds of Kent and Sussex. Steers ar,e

generally fatted at .3 years old with oil-cake, turnips, and hay,

either put into small yards, or tied up in pens or sheds ; when well

fed they will weigh from 95 to 120 stone. The chief recom-

mendation of the Sussex breed is that they possess a hardy con-

stitution, arc good workers, and when well fed are much liked by

the butcher, aflbrding a large quantity of fat and excellent meat.

As to early maturity and other important points, they are decidedly

inferior to the improved modern breeds; a fact sufficiently indi-

cated by their having been confined so many years within a very

narrow district. So valuable is fatting yard manure that hop-
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planters are induced to fatten for the sake of the dung, when
perhaps there is no prospect of a profit on the cattle being

realised.

The implements employed in this district have undergone in

some instances considerable improvement of late years ; and a

few new ones have been introduced. The Kentish turn-wrist

wheel-plough is frequently used for summer working ; but the

implement generally employed, especially for winter ploughing, is

the Sussex turn-wrist foot-plough, an instrument upon the whole

the best adapted to this locality. Wheat land is usually laid ujj in

ten or twelve furrow ridges of a convex form ; and the double

furrow-plough, drawn by ibur horses singly, is sometimes employed
for this purpose, and in favourable seasons it succeeds well. The
" Cultivator," consisting of a straight, stout iron tram, into which
are fitted seven loner tines, the whole connected with tlie axle of a

pair of cart wheels, is a very powerful instrument, requiring five

or six strong horses, and sometimes more, thoroughly moving the

ground to the depth of 10 or 12 inches, and bringing to the sur-

face the roots of all weeds, has of late years been extensively em-
ployed. It is frequently used with a set of broad-shaie tines on
the stubbles in autumn, a modern practice highly beneficial, and
forms an excellent tilth for winter tares. I consider this in-

strument to have some mechanical disadvantages, and upon the

whole to be much inferior to the Uley cultivator or Finlayson's

harrow. Drilling is gradually extending, as is also the cultivation

of swedes, turnips, mangold, and carrots, heavy crops of which are

frequently grown.

Draining is the foundation of all agricultural improvement on
the wet heavy lands of the Weald ; indeed, even the lighter

sandy soils of this district are frequently wet and springy, and are

im.mensely benefited by draining. Hitherto the cost of this opera-

tion has prevented its general adoption. This district affording no
stone, wood and bushes have been frequently employed as materials

for draining, but being of so perishable a nature a permanent
material at a moderate cost was the sreat desideratum. Mecha-
nical science has, however, recently come to the aid of the farmer,

and by means of improved machinery these important agents of

ameliorating the land have been very much reduced in price. One
of the latest, and I think upon the whole the most valuable im-

provement, originated and has been successfully applied in this

district, I refer to " Hatcher s Benenden Tile Machine,'^ an

instrument of simple construction, therefore not liable to get out

of order, easily movable from one place to another, and with a
small amount of manual labour possessing a great power of pro-

duction. The public is deeply indebted to Mr. Hodges, of

Hemsted Place, for his liberality and indefatigable exertions in
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assisting^ the inventor to mature his discoverv and brin^ it inio

practical operation.* It would appear that on any estate requir-

ing draining and possessing a suitable clav for makirg tiles or

pipes, a temporary tilery might be erected adequate to all common
wants, including the purchase of machine, pug-mill, &c., for the

small sum of fifty pounds ! The discovery of so cheap and expedi-

tious a means of manufacturing tliat upon which the further ad-

vancement of agriculture in tlie cold clay districts of Britain

essentially depends, cannot fail to confer upon this nation unspeak-

able advantages.

Before, however, draining can be successfully carried out in the

Weald and other enclosed portions of the county, the small fields

must be enlarged by grubbing hedges and felling trees. Xot less,

perhaps, than an eighth of the entire area of the arable land of

this extensive district is occupied by hedges and trees, taking into

calculation the ground that is injured by their roots and shade.

Many of the fields consist ofoaly three or four acres: the mere mecha-
nical disadvantages, therefore, of cultivation are obvious, especially

when it is considered that upon this heavy soil four horses are

usually worked at length in ploughing. I'he corn too near the

hedges is always of a verj' inferior quality as well as deficient in

quantity, being much injured by birds and lodged by wind. In
s.howery harvests it is always sure to be damaged by sprouting,

and is frequently worthless. In small fields a large proportion of

the gromid consists of headlands, which on an adhesive soil in wet

seasons are made into a perfect puddle bj- the turning of the

horses employed in the various processes of cultivation, the ground
thus becoming useless. " Lost falloicsj" as they are aptly

termed, not uufrequently occur in wet autumns in small enclosed

fields, where light and air are in a measure shut out, and the

impoitant process of evaporation is as a consequence greatly

impeded. Thus nearly a whole year's expenses, and perhaps a
dressing of manure, are almost lost. There are many thousands

of acres in the Weald of Kent which cannot under existing circum-

stances be cultivated without a positive loss, that might be made
to vield of most kinds of corn a full average of the kingdom. It

is a mistake to suppose that this portion of the county is in itself

so much inferior to the rest in the natural productiveness of its soil.

Its stately timber trees and productive wood-lands afford demon-
strative proof of the capabilities of the soil. All that is required is

to allow free access of light and air, in connexion with an efi'ective

system of cultivation and drainage. Enough has already been

• For particulars, see Mr. Hod^es's paper " On the cheapest method of
Making and Burning Draining Tiirs," in the current number ot the Society's

Journal, vol. v., p. 551. 1 regret to add, that since that paper was
written the inventor of the machine is no more.
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done within the last dozen years to place beyond doubt that the

Weald of Kent is susceptible of an immense and profitable im-
provement.

It must not, however, be supposed that this portion of the

county can ever be made a strictly open district, since nature has

designed it otherwise. There are extensive woods and narrow ravines

running in all directions, where coppice and timber ought to be
preserved. Here the oak frequently attains a great size, owing to

its sheltered situation ; and a large produce is every ten or twelve

years yielded of hop-poles, faggots, &c., in such spots as are free

from timber. The fatal mistake characteristic of the district is to

allow high icood and trees to grow in the hedges of arable land in

small enclosures. Besides, hedge-row timber, from its exposed
situation, is generally short and of stunted growth, consisting

principally of boughs, and therefore of but little value in the market.

It is common to see very inferior trees do more injury in three or

four years to the crops than the whole value of the trees will amount
to after continuing the mischief for half a century !

The produce of the hedge-rows consisting of timber and roots,

would, after |)aying the expenses of grubbing, leveUing, &c., go a
great way in defraying the cost of thoroughly draining the whole
of the Weald. In some situations it would be more than ade-

quate. The district therefore possesses within itself the means of
its own amelioration. All that is required is to go about the

business in a judicious manner. The Weald of Kent cannot be
cleared up and drained in a year. Even if it could it would not

be desirable. Haste is not always sound progress. There is

now a dense population in this district owhig to the increasing

hop-culture, a large portion of whom were in former years fre-

quently thrown upon the rates in the winter months. By following

out a comprehensive system of progressive improvement.^ every

hand in the district for an indefinite time to come might be
profitably employed throughout the year. The cheapest and most
effective way of carrying o\it this great object would be for the

owners of land to commence their operations systematically , and
to do nothing by piece-meal. Whatever is done should be done
thoroughly, and not interfere with any improvement to be sub-

sequently effected. It would be well for eveiy estate to be
annually looked over with great care, with reference to permanent
improvement, and to commence with what is most needed. The
best way, perhaps, would be for the landlord to pay the whole
expense of the draining, conducting it under his own superintend-

ence, and to charge a fair per cantage on the rental. A judicious

outlay might be made to yield in many parts of this county five

or six per cent, with a very great advantage to the occupying

tenant.
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Draining has been more or less carried on in this district for

the last thirty years, particularly in hop grounds; and there is no

part of the kingdom in which better workmen can be found in this

very important department of rural labour than in the Weald of

Kent. The great error liitherto has been not laying the drains

sufficiently deep, and constructing them of a perishable material.

There is now an increasing disposition to drain deeper, and tiles

or pipes, in consequence of their reduced price, are generally

employed. On stiff clays drains should be laid from 3 to 4 feet

deep, and varying in distance, according to circumstances, from 20
to 30 feet. For hops on such soils, drains ought not to be more
than 12 or at most 18 feet asunder. In soils alternating with clay,

sand, gravel, &c., which is the case with a large portion of the

Hastings sand formation, draining cannot well be done too deep,

and I prefer taking the drains directly up the slope of the field,

thereby cutting through all the imderlying strata. From 100 to

200 rods of drain per acre would, if properly executed, be found

sufficient. The cost of labour woidd of course greatly vary accord-

ing to soil and depth. In soils free from, stones, drains might be

made from 3 to 4 feet deep for Ad. to Qid. a rod, to which the price

of pipes, of 1 to 2 inches diameter, being added, would make the

cost vary from 7d. to lOrZ. per rod. This calculation, however,

supposes tliat all circumstances are favourable. In manj' situa-

tions draining must be more expensive; in all it must be a costly

operation. From the laborious and unpleasant nature of the work
and the season when it is generally performed, a good workman
ought to earn at the least half-a-crown a day. It should be remem-
bered that by exposure to wet and cold during the severest

weather of winter he runs a great risk of illness ; and I have

known many instances of chronic complaints being induced by this

exposure. I have often thought that some suitable waterproof

garment might be manufactured to meet the peculiar wants of the

drainer.

Farms in the Weald of Kent are commonly small, as compared
w ith other parts of the county

;
many holdings not exceeding 50

acres, and several much less. Some of the smallest lots have

within tlie last forty years been added to larger farms adjoining,

1 lie expenses of keeping up separate buildings being too dispropor-

tionate to the rent. Rents vary from 8s. to I85. per acre; but on

small estates they are generally higher. Kates, from 5s. to Gs.

;

tithes, from 3s. to 7s. per acre. Wood-land in the Weald is tithe

free. In those j)arishes which were not luider a modus, there is

an extraordinary tithe on hops of about 20s. per acre. In this

part of the county there is still a large nimiber of small freeholds

occupied by their owners; but the majority of tenants hold on

yearly tenures. Yet on many of the large estates particularly, we
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find farms descendinof from father to son, and in some cases

through several generations : permanent and expensive improve-

ments made, at the occupier's cost, affording a pleasing ilhistration

of the existence of mutual respect and confidence between landlord

and tenant. I am not aware that there exists in the county any

strong general desire for leases. Yet it must be acknowledged

that an improving tenant ought to have secured to him the benefits

of his improvements. The best guarantee, perhaps, of such

security is a moral bond, formed by the cultivation of mutual
good-will between a just landlord and an enterprising tenant. It

is not meant here to insinuate that a legal document is not needed

in certain cases, particularly where farms are held under small

owners or land speculators. In such cases a tenant who under-

takes expensive improvements ought to be protected by a long

lease. But I fear there is a tendency in the present day to look

for too much from mere legal arrangements, apart from those

higher considerations of a moral nature so essential to social wel-

fare and progression.

On the eastern side of the Weald, bounded by the English

Channel, occurs the rich and extensive grazing district of Romney
Marsh. This is a level tract of land, originally reclaimed from
the sea, and still protected from the inroads of the waves by an

artificial embankment, upwards of 3 miles in length, between New
Romney and Hythe. 'I'he annual expense of keeping in repair

this "wall" is very great, and is defrayed by rates termed " Scots,"

levied upon all land in the marsh. These charges, however, have

of late years been considerably diminished, while the drainage

has been greatly improved, and the " wall," by employing stones

instead of faggots, has a much stronger and more durable cha-

racter. Walland and Denge Marsh, belonging to the same level,

are not subject to the charge of keeping up Dymchurch ^Vall,

each paying its own expense for its respective drainage. The
whole of this marsh situated in Kent is nearly 12 miles long and
about 8 in its greatest width, containing 44,000 acres.

The soil is far from being uniform, either as regards its mecha-
nical composition or its powers of fertility. A large portion of the

border adjoining the uplands is stiff and heavy, and frequently

wet ; while the parts adjacent to the coast are commonly light

and sandy—often poor, and the pasture liable to burn during the

drought of summer. There are many hundred acres on the coast

consisting principally of beach and sand that are almost worth-

less. A pretty considerable portion of land in certain parts of

the marsh has been for many years in arable culture ; and there

is reason to expect, when the commutation for tithes shall be
finally settled, and should corn continue to maintain a tolerable

price, that a large breadth of land at present in the state of poor
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and comparatively unproductive pasture will be broken up. The
principal portion of the arable land lies nearly central in and
about Ivychurch and Newchurch. Here also the soil is very

various, changing within small distances from a heavy clay to a
sand or gravel. The mould, however, is in general happily

constituted for the purposes of culture, to a depth of from one to

upwards of two feet. The subsoil frequently consists of alternating

strata of clay, sand, and gravel. Springs of pretty good water at

moderate depths occur in some parts ; but as a whole the marsh
must be considered deficient in this first essential element of life.

Most of the stifFland, both arable and pasture, would be improved by
draining. Where this means of improvement has been employed
the drains have been usually made 3 feet deep on arable, and
from 20 to 30 inches on pasture land ; in the latter case the sod

has been commonly used, and has been found to be efficient for at

least a dozen years. In clay subsoils on arable land, straw, wood,

and bushes have been employed, but these materials are necessarily

perishable ; and tiles, since they have been lowered in cost, have

been pretty generally introduced. The general price for laboiu*

only in making drains of 3 feet depth is Ad. a rod. A large

portion of the marsh does not require this mode of improvement.

The implements in general use are those common to the county,

and heretofore described. Much of the land being of heavy cul-

tivation, 4 horses are usually employed in ploughing, depth from
G to 7 inches, and three-quarters of an acre in winter is considered

a good day's work. Drilling and hand-hoeing are universal; still

the ground is peculiarly liable to the growth of weeds, the great

pest of marsh husbandry. On some farms cropping has been
incessant for many years, the straw sold ofiF, and little or no ma-
nure applied. This system cannot be carried on for a series of

years without lowering the standard of fertility even of the richest

alluvial soils, and accordingly this result is to be seen in those

lands that have been subjected to such treatment in Romney
Marsh.
The system of cropping is beans or peas and wheat every alter-

nate year, substituting occasionally oats and turnips. The latt>cr

are generally drawn and carted off the field, either for the con-

sumption of cattle in yards or sold off, tlie soil not being generally

adapted for folding. The most commonly approved varieties of

wheat are the Salmon and Rattling Jacli as red wheats, while

for white there are the New Hoary and Spencer, with several

other sorts more or less cultivated. Wheat produces on this soil

straw disproportionate to grain, which is not of the best quality :

average, from 4 to 5 qrs. per acre. Of barley very little is grown,

and not many oats. The most common and productive sorts of

the latter are the Poland, Potato, and the Scotch : average 7 or
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8 qrs. per acre. Beans, chiefly Mazagans, drilled in rows from

20 to 22 inches apart, will average 4 to 5 qrs. per acre. Large
quantities of turnip-seed are raised : the crop, though very preca-

rious—from 2 to G qrs. per acre—will sometimes yield a large

profit. Mangold and radish seeds are grown to some extent,

which, with turnip-seed, are generally sold by contract to London
seedsmen.

Romney Marsh stands celebrated for the immense number of

sheep which are bred and fattened there. The pasture-land

likewise differs exceedingly in point of quality and productiveness.

It may be divided into two kinds, breeding and fattening land.

I'he former will keep, according to its condition, from 2 to 3 ewes
per acre during winter, and about twice that number in summer.
The fattening land is very various in its quality, but a fair average

may be said to carry and fatten 4 or 5 sheep per acre, although

there are instances of much greater numbers being kept. There
is some rich soil, denominated " quick land," from the very rapid

growth of the grass in favourable weather in summer. This land

requires careful watching, lest the grass grow away too fast from
the sheep, a circumstance injurious to the pastiire. In such case

the usual practice is either to buy in a sufficient quantity of cattle,

or to take whatever can be got to keep on hire. But very few

cattle are bred in the marsh, and they occupy in all respects a very

subordinate place to sheep in its management. Large numbers,
however, are sent down every summer by breeders from the Weald,
either to be kept in a thriving condition as lean stock, or to be
fattened. Although the breed of sheep in this marsh falls very

short of perfection, and in some important points may fairly be
considered inferior to the improved Leicesters and Oxfords, yet

they possess a hardy constitution, well suited to their exposed
situation, and under good management attain a large size, and
jjroduce a heavy fleece of long fine wool of the first combing
quality. It should be observed, that they are fed upon grass

only ; a few turnips or a little hay being given but in the severest

weather.

The greatest disadvantage which the flock-masters of Romney
Marsh experience is the necessity of sending their lambs long

distances up the country to keep during winter. The period

extends from September lo the beginning of April (30 weeks),

and the price commonly paid is 5/. or 6/. a score. The young
sheep are thus placed beyond the control and care of the graziers

during a large portion of that most important period in the life

of an animal—the first year—a period on which will depend,
according to the treatment it has received, its entire future con-

dition. Vast numbers of " tegs " (as the young sheep are termed)

return to the marsh in the spring in a half-starved condition, and
VOL. VI. Y
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so debilitated are they that many die soon after they are put upon
richer pasture. It is this unfavourable circumstance—and the

same cause (bad l<eepino;) appUes equally to the Sussex breed of

stock—that prevents the live stock of Kent from fairly attaining

their full development. I cannot help thinking but that some-
thing mi^ht be done to remedy, or at least to mitiorate, this evil.

By having large yards and sheds, in connexion with a more ex-

tended cultivation of root crops, a great many of the lambs bred in

the marsh might be kept there. Thus a less number would have

to be sent away, which would stand a chance to fare better. The
grand defect in this county in rearing young animals is not giving

them sufficient food and attention ; and sufficient care and jndg-
vient are not exerted in selecting them for breeding, otherwise Kent
might not rank second to any county in the kingdom.

I would likewise suggest the expediency of planting trees in

the more exposed situations of the marsh, which would in some
degree modify die rigour of the climate in winter; and while they

aflbrd shelter in the storm, they would offer what is of equal

advantage to animals—a coolinsr shade during the heats of sum-
mer. Could not quick-set hedges be substituted for post and rail

fence with advantage in many situations They would be quite

ornamental, and in the end more economical, beside the shade
and shelter they would afford. Elm and wliite poplar, and
other kinds of wood, would grow well here, and would in great

measure change the appearance and climate of the district.

Formerly the marsh was extremely unhealthy—agues and fevers

prevailing alarmingly ; but in consequence of draining and better

sewerage the salubrity of the climate has of late years very much
improved.

Rents vary much in the marsh, according to the situation and
quality of the land, from 30*. to 6O5. per acre, and in some in-

stances considerably higher. Tithes, \s. for pasture, \2s. for

arable; in some parishes the tithe commutation is not yet settled.

The other chief expenses are the " scots," for protection from the

ravages of the sea, and sewerage. Poor-rates are almost nominal,

the population being very small, and labour well remunerated.

Roads have of late years very much improved, being made and
kept in repair with sea-baach at a moderate cost. Yet, what with

the ungenial character of several seasons for grazing purposes, and
other causes, grazing in Romney Marsh has been for some years

past but an indifierent business.

The principal improvements in the agriculture of the county,

since the elaborate report of Mr. Boys in 1805, consist in a

cheaper, wider, and more efficient system of draining, the culture

of root and green crops, and the larger number of cattle and slieep

that are reared and fattened, and the consequent increase in agri-
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cultural produce generally. The amount of waste land enclosed

since that period has been considerable. Numerous small patches

along the sides of wide roads have been taken in. The principal

enclosures made have been Cox Heath, near Maidstone, consist-

ing of about 1300 acres : this was done in 1815. A large portion

of this heath is now in fruit, hops, and arable culture ; but the

poorer pastures are better fitted for the growth of chesnut for

hop-poles—the most profitable culture to which the light stone-

shattery soil can be devoted. I may also mention Sydenham
and Bromley commons, also Bexley Heath, each consisting,

]jerhaps, of about 400 to 600 acres. These being within a short

distance of the metropolis, have been more or less built upon, and

considerable improvements made in the appearance and cultivation

of the land. There is now but little, if any, waste ground in the

county that at present prices would pay for enclosing and culti-

vating for corn ; small portions might perhaps be profitably de-

voted to the growth of underwood, where a demand for hop-poles

exists.

The Commutation of Tithes and the Poor Law Amendment
Acts have each operated beneficially on the agriculture of the

county. Since the former act passed, more permanent and ex-

pensive improvements have been already gone into ; a great deal

of poor unproductive pasture has been broken up—a practice,

there is reason to hope, that will progressively spread :
* while the

latter has not only reduced the formerly fearful amount of poor's

rates, which in many parishes had swollen to an oppressive sum,
but has tended to keep up a higher scale of wages, thereby render-

ing labourers more independent, and promoting a better social

feeling between them and their employers. The cottage allotment

system is gradually spreading in tlie county ; Sir Edmund Fiimer,

Bart., jM.P., has adopted it, upon rather an extensive scale,

on his estate at East Sutton, with very satisfactory results. Tlie

condition of the labourer—whether viewed physically, intellec-

tually, or morally—has claims of paramount importance on public

consideration. His interests, and those of the art he practises, are

inseparable.

The further improvement of the agriculture of this county

must, in great measure, depend on carrying out fully the means
already commenced—thorough draining, deep and clean culture,

and the economising liquid manure, which is now so generally

suffered to run to waste. It is a fact deeply to be regretted, that

in all our large towns so many fertilizing agents are suffered by

* "A fair commutation for tithe is the measure best calculated for the

improvement of this county."

—

Boys's Report on the Agriculture of Kent.
Fii-st Edition, 1796.

Y 2
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their accumulation and fermentation to vitiate the air and injure

the health of the inhabitants, which, with systematic arrange-

ments, might be easily collected and most beneficially applied to

agricultural purposes, thereby increasing the fertihty of our native

soil. In some parts of this cotinty the operation of draining

should be accompanied by making larger enclosures, thinning

and keeping down hedges, and removing pollards and trees, by
which means the cultivation would be rendered both easier and
cheaper, and by the free access of air, light, and heat, the crops

would be materially increased. I look upon Agricultvu-al As-
sociations and Farmers' Clubs, which have of late years been
established in different parts of the county, as among the best

and most efficient means of advancing the agfricultural art, and
deserving of all encouragement and support. I think, too, that a

better school system is peculiarly needed, such as would ensure

more suitable instruction to the children of farmers and their

work-people—a system that sliould embrace all those subjects

which would render a country life more attractive and rational,

and the pursuit of agriculture more intelligible. The time is no
doubt approaching when the agricultural population will feel

more deeply and generally the want of a higher knowledge suited

to their calling ; which, while it tended to advance the most

important of the arts—that upon which millions depend for their

daily bread—would render its cultivators more useful, contented,

and happy,

I cannot conclude without expressing my grateful acknow-
ledgments and deep obligations to those gentlemen who so readily

and kindly afforded me information and assistance whilst going

over the county, and for the many valuable contributions with

which I have since been favoured.

Fcbruari/28th, 1845.
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XXIII.

—

Report on the Exhibition of Implements at the Shi-eivs-

bury Meeting in 1845. Bj Josiah Parkes, Consulting Engineer

to the Society.

A FACT of interest to notice in the record of this meeting is, that

the exhibition of implements was equal to the very best which had
preceded it. It was feared by many persons that the Shrewsbury

meeting—isolated as that town is with respect to railway convey-

ance and communication, and lying so distant from the eastern

and southern parts of England, where many implement-makers re-

side—might not attract so large an assemblage of mechanical exhi-

bitors as to render the show subservient to the extended objects of

the Society, and correspondent to the wishes of its ardent friends.

The writer, however, cannot call to mind the absence of a single

known meritorious implement ; whilst he speaks the sentiments

of the oldest appointed judges, and of many constant visitors of

the Society's shows, in observing that no previous show-yard has

been richer in inventions of. promise ; and that no one has con-

tained a greater variety of well-manufactured implements. The
stands of the exhibitors were perhaps not stocked with such num-
bers of similar articles as on some other occasions ; but this is a

desideratum, not an evil. The exhibitors can gain little or

nothing by the display of a number of implements of the same
kind and make ; these, indeed, serve only to encumber the

ground, increase the area, and augment the cost of the show-yard,

without contributing to its intrinsic value as an exhibition of prac-

tical mechanical science, adapted to agriculture, which is the

object sought by the Society.

The following are the lists of prizes offered by the Society, and
of the awards made by the judges. Under the head Miscellaneous

in the list of awards are comprised all those implements which
received premiums from the judges out of the fund of 100/. put
at their disposition by the Council, over and above the sum
allotted for special prizes nominated by the Council.

For the Plough best adapted to heavy land . . Ten Sovereigns.

For the Plough best adapted to light laud . . Ten Sovereigns.

For the best One-way Plough Five Sovereigns.

For the best Skim or Paring Plough .... Five Sovereigns.

For the best Subsoil Pulverizer Ten Sovereigns.

For the best Clod-Crusher Ten Sovereigns.

For the best Scarifier Ten Sovereigns.

For the best Harrow Five Sovereigns.
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Fifteen Sovereigns.

Ten Sovereigns.

Ten Sovereigns.

For the best Drill for general purposes, which

shall possess the most approved method of

distributing Compost or other Manures in a

moist or dry state, quantity being especially

considered » .

N.B.—Other qualities being equal, the preference will be given to

the Drill which may be best adapted to cover the manure with soil

before the seed is deposited.

For the best Turnip Drill on the flat, which shall

possess the most approved method of Distri-

buting Compost or other manures in a moist or

dry state, quantity being especially considered

N.B.—Other qualities being equal, the preference will be given to

the Drill which may be best adapted to cover the manure with soil

before the seed is deposited.

For the best Turnip Drill on the ridge, which

shall possess the most approved method of

distributing Compost or other Manures in a ^

moist or dry state, quantity being especially

considered

N.B.—Other qualities being equal, the preference will be given to

the Drill which may be best adapted to cover the manure with soil before

the seed is deposited.

For the best Drill Presser depositing Manure and) rr o
gggji ^ I

Ten Sovereigns.

For the best Horse-Seed-Dibbler Fifteen Sovereigns.

For the best Hand-Seed-Dibbler Five Sovereigns.

For the best ChafF-Cutter Ten Sovereigns.

For the best Linseed-Crusher Ten Sovereigns.

For the best moveable Sheep-fold .... Ten Sovereigns.

For the best Steaming Apparatus for Roots . . Five Sovereigns.

For the best Weighing Machine, for Live Cattle! rr

and Farm Produce generally i
Sovereigns.

For the best Churn Five Sovereigns.
'

For the best Machine for making Draining Tiles\

or Pipes for agricultural iiurposes. Spt'cimcns
of tlic Tiles or Pipes to be shown in the Yard :

the price at which they have been sold to be
taken into consideration, and proof of tlie

working of the Machine to be given to the

satisfaction of the Judges

\ Twenty Sovereigns.
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AWAKD OF PREMIUMS.
Reference to Catalogue.

Prize.

Slaiid. Article. Price.

1. Ploughs.

To Rlessvs. Howard and Co., of Bedford, for

their Plough for light laud ; their own in-

vention ......
To Henry Lowcock, of Westerland, Mai-ldon,"j

Devon, for his One-way Plough ; his own in- r

vention . . . . .
-

To John Bruce, of Tiddington, near Stratford i

on Avon, Warwickshire, for his Skim or I

Paring Plough ; his own invention . . J

2. Subsoil Pui.vEBizER.s.

To John Read, of 35, Regent's Circus, Picca-

dilly, London, for his Subsoil Pulverizer,

with iron beam and handles ; his own inven-

tion; manufactured by R. Stratton, of Bristol

3. Clod-Crusuers.

To William Crosskill, of Beverley, Yorkshire,

for his Clod-Crusher and Roller; his own
invention ......

4. Scarifiers.

To the Earl of Ducie, of Tortworth Court, near.

Wootton-under-Edge, for his Scarifier, or

Uley Cultivator; invented by John Morton,

'

manufactured by Richard Clyhurn, of Uley,
|

near Dursley ......... J

5. Harrows.

To Messrs. Sanders, Williams, and Taylor, of
Bedford, for their diagonal iron Harrows;
invented by Samuel Taylor, of Bedford

6. Drills.

To Richard Hornsby, of Spittlegate, Grantham,
for his Corn and Manure Drill for general

purposes; liis own invention . .

To Richard Hornsby, of Spittlegate, Grantham,
for his Turnip and Manure Drill for flat

work ; his own invention ....
To Richard Hornsby, of Spittlegate, Grantham,

for his Turnip and Manure Drill for ridge,

work; his own invention . . . .J

£10

£5

£5

£10

£10

£10

£15

£10

£10

51

62

21

81

17

45

G9

46

40

46

14

3

and
4
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AWARD OF PREMIUMS.

7. Drill-Pbessebs.

To Hichanl Horusby, of Sjiittle^ate, Grantham,
1

for his Two-Row Drill Presser and Manure /

Depositor : his owii invention . •
.'

S. Horse Seed-Dibblebs.

To James AVilmot Newberrv, of Honk Norton,

near Chipping Norton, Oxou, for bis Five-

Row Seed Dibbling Machine ; invented by
Saunders and Newberry ....

9. CUAFF CVTTEES.

To John Comes, of Barbridge, near Nantwich,'^

Cheshire, for liis Chaff Cutter; improved i'

and manufactured by himself . . .

10. LiKSEED CRCSHEKS.

To Alexander Dean, of Birmingham, for his

Machine for crushing Linseed, Rape, and
other seeds of an oily nature ; improved and
manufactured by himself . . .

11. Steaming Apparatls.

To James Richmond, of Sal ford, Manchester,

for his Steaming Apparatus for Roots, &c.

;

his own invention .....
12. Weighing Machines.

To H. G. James, of 4*, Fish Street Hill,

Loudon, for his Weighing Machine for live

Cattle and Farm Produce ; his own in-

vention ......
13. CUCRNS.

To James Richmond, of Salford, Manchester,!

for his Churn ; inventefl by himself . ./

14, Drain-Tile or Pipe Machines.

To Thomas Scragg, of Calveley, near Tarpor--|

lev, Cheshire, for his Machine fur making!
Draining Tiles and Pipes for agricultural i

purposes ; bis own invention . . .J

MiSCELLANEOCS.

To George Edward Frere, F.R.S., of Edin-

burgh, for a Harrow called the Norwegian,

being imported from Norway, and manufac-

tured bv Richard Stratton of Bristol .

£10

£15

£10

£10

£5

£10

£5

£-'0

£10

Rofcrence to Cavaloguc.

Stand. Anicle. Price.

46 : 8

35

59

67

ro

1-2

07 3

60

15

40 2

f 5 10

I 10 0

£ 1. (i.

14 10 0

CO 0 0

5 10 0

0

6 15 0

9 0 0

18 0 0

5 0 0

j 23 0

^ 26 0

23 0 0

0

( 10 0 0

\ to

W4 0 0
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AWARD OF PREMIUMS.

To William Edward Vingoe, nf Penzance,]

Cornwall, for his Seed-depositing or Planting ;

Machine ; his own invention . • ,]

To Sirs. Mary Cartmell, of 34, London Road,
Liverpool, for a Weighing Machine
vented by James Herriot, of Glasgow .

I'rlzc.

To the Earl of Ducie, of Tortworth Court, near

Wootton-under-Edge, for his Corn Crusher;
invented by George Parsons and Richard
Clyburn, of Uley, near Duisley

To the Earl of Ducie, of Tortworth Court, near
Wootton-under-Edge, for liis Richmond
Cart for general purposes

;
adapted also as a

Harvest and Liquid Manure Cart ; invented
by Richard Clyburn, Uley . .

To William Crosskill, of Beverley, for an im-
proved One-horse Cart, witli self-acting

Tail-board; manufactured by himself

To David Harkes, of Mere, near Knutsford,i
Cheshire, for his improved Parallel Expand-

\
ing Horse-lioe; his own invention .

To Thomas Dickon, of Thoresway, near Cais-'l

for, for an Iron Horse-hoe ; invented by B. \

Dawson, of Caistor . . .
'

.

)

To Richard Hornsby, Spittlegate, Grantham,]
for a Double Oil-cake Breaker; his own i

invention . . . , . .
'

j

To Messrs. Cliarles Phillips and Co., of Bristol,!
j

for their improved Turnip-cutting Machine; \\

manufactured by themselves . . . '
i

To Messrs. Wedlake and Thompson, of Horn-
church, Essex, for their Haymaking or
Tedding Machine: invented by Robert
AVedlake , . . . .

To the Earl of Ducie, of Tortworth Court, near"!

Wootton-under-Edge, for his combined I

Threshing and Dressing Machine ; invented
|by George Parsons and Richard Clyburn J

To William Sanday, of Holme-Pierrepoint,^
Nottiiigliam, for his Winnowing Machine;!
manufactured by Samuel Wheatley, ofi"

Holme Lane . . , , .

'

To James Spencer, of Hopton, near Works-
worth, Derbyshire, for his large Chatf Cutter,
his own invention .....

To James Richmond, of Salford, Manchester,,
for his Macliiiie for Washing Potatoes and!
other Vegetables; his own invention . .1

£10

£2

£2

£5

£2

£2

Silver Medal.

£3

£5

£3

£10

£10

£3

Silver Medal.

Reference to Catalogue.

Stanil. Article

50

45

45

17

31

30

46

GS

48

45

43

74

10

10

19

10 0

c to

I 2G 10 0

^10 10 0

I 13

to

10 0

3 10 0

14
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AWARD OF PEKMirSiS. Prii*.

Reference to Catalogue.

S'.and, Article. Price.

To Alexander Dean, of Birmingham, for his

Portable or Travelling Steam-Engine, called >

four-horse power : his own inreution . . 1

£10 59 1

£ t. ,1.

loO 0 0

To W. C. Csmbridge, of Market Lavingtoii,A

Wilts, for his Portable or Travelling Steam-

1

Engine, called four-horse power : his owd )

invention .... . j

£5 53 1 150 0 0

To Lieutenant James Vibart, of Chilleswood-.

House, near Taucton, Somerset, for his Com-

1

pound Hand-lever Power : his own invention; r

manufactured by Richards, of TauntonJ

£5 12 3 21 0 0

To Evan Thomas, of Keel Meifod, near Welch-I
pool, for the Lever Power applied to his>

Scarifier ; his own invention . . .J

Silver Medal. 21 2

To John Read, of 35, Regent's Circus, Picca-l

dilly, London, for his Single and Double >

Actijn F.re-Engine; his own invention .J

£5 81

6
and
7

1
IS 18 0

I 85 0 0

To Edward Hill, of Brierley-hUl Iron-works,j

near Dudley, for his Iron Granary or Store ;

Room, Craae and Winch ; his own inventionj

£2 47 18 6 0 0

To Edward HUl, of Brierley-hill Iron-works,^

near Dudley, for his general exhibition ofl

Iron Gates, Hurdles, Cribs, &c. &c. : his own
j

saver MedaL 47
19
to

56
Tarioos.

To Edward Hammond Bentall, of Heybridge,'!

near Maldon, Essex, for his Hand Seed-)
Depositor ; his own invention . . . J

Silver MedaL 9 4 0 7 0

XoTE.—Tiie prices affixed comprehend the range of the cost according to the various

sizes, fittings, materials, &c. of the implement.

It had been resolved by the Council that, on this occasion, the

judgment on ploughs, drills, and tile-machines should not be
declared until a second trial of them had taken place at a later

period of the year. These deferred trials were accordingly made
on the 23rd and 24th of October, on the estate of Mr. Pusey,

M.P., at Pusey, in Berkshire. They were conducted under

the management of the stewards; all the judges and the re-

spective exhibitors attending. The competing implements con-

sisted of sis ploughs, five drills, and three tile-machines, which

had been selected by the judges from those put to trial at

Shrewsbury
;
including also the plough and drill which had

received the Society's prizes in 1S44, at the Southampton meeting.

The tile-machine to which the prize of 1844 was awarded did

not appear either in the show-yard or at Pusey, to compete with

the machines of this vear.
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The private trials by the judges were conducted both in the

field and in the enclosure attached to the show-yard at Shrews-

bury, with satisfaction to themselves, and to the exhibitors. This

arrangement was first essayed at Southampton, and its advantages,

as stated in the Report of that meeting, were fully confirmed at

Shrewsburv. This mode of conducting implement-trials may
now be considered as incorporated with the system of manage-
ment to be pursued by the Society at future shows. It was wisely

planned, and has been successfullv carried out; and with one

day added to the terra allotted to the judges for inspection and
trial, it will rarely occur that any trial need be deferred to a later,

or to any other, period of the vear than that chosen by the Society

for its annual countrv meeting. Delay in giving judgment is

alike injurious to the interests of the exhibitors and of the

Society, and it is at the express desire of all the judges that the

writer declares their sentiments to the Council in this Report.

Ploughs.—A large number of ploughs were set to work at

Shrewsbury on the splendid pieces of land assigned for the trial-

grounds by Mr. Isaac Taylor, of Monkmoor. The soil was in

admirable temper for the occasion, and the judges had little diffi-

culty in selecting the implements which they deemed most worthy
of being submitted to the final trial subsequently made at Pusey.

These consisted of

Swing ploughs—By David Harkes, of Mere, near Knutsford;

bv William Wood, of Knutsford.

Two-wheel ploughs—By Messrs. Howard and Co., of Bed-
ford

;
by ^Messrs. Mapplebeck and Lowe, of Birmingham (manu-

factured by Messrs. Ransome)
;
by Messrs. Sanders, Williams,

and Taylor, of Bedford ; by Edward Hammond Bentall, of

Heybridge, near Maldon, Essex.

The light land at Pusey was precisely of the quality answering
to that designation, and after a series of trials of all the ploughs,
three ot them were culled for the finishing combat. These were
respectively made by Messrs. Howard and Co., Messrs. Sanders,

W illiams, and Taylor, and Messrs. Ransome ; and it is worthy
of remark that the implements of these three manufacturers had
before frequently come into close competition at the Society's

shows with varying success. These three excellent ploughs, each
being held by the maker's own chosen ploughman, were finally

set to work by the stewards, in the judges' absence, to complete a
land each. Their performance was then inspected by the judges,
and the prize for the light-land plough was awarded to Messrs.
Howard and Co. The dynamometers of Mr. Clvburn and of
Mr. Bentall were applied, and it appeared from both of them
that Messrs. Howard's implement touk the least draught, as well
as made the best work—a result quite consistent mih the experi-
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ments previously made at the Society's trials. The judges con-

sidered the second-best work to have been done by Messrs.

Sanders, Williams, and Taylor; their remark on Messrs. Ran-
some's performance being that their ploughman was considered

to have taken too wide a slice for the depth, which gave his work
a less perfect and a less satisfactory finish.

The six ploughs, with Messrs. Ransome's prize-plough of last

year, were then transferred to a piece of land on Mr. Pusey's

farm at Longworth, consisting of strong Oxford clay— a clay of

that tenacious, unmised, and decidedly " 7i07?e5i ' nature, which
also characterises (though belonging to another geological stratum)

the Wealds of Kent and Sussex. In this field was working the

antiquated wooden Berkshire plough, with its high wheels and
gallowses, drawn cleverly by three strong oxen. On putting the se-

lected iron ploughs into this soil, the swings were quickly doomed
as incapable of work. The wheel-ploughs struggled for a while

with four horses to each, but no one of them succeeded in turning

a satisfactory furrow 7 inches in depth
;
they laboured, indeed,

on the points of their shares only, their hinder parts being nearly

level with the top of the furrow-slice, and the team of four being

evidently distressed. Though the land had been underdrained at

20 feet apart, and 34 inches in depth, ploughing it with two
horses, with any plough, would evidently be impracticable. The
judges were of opinion that Messrs. Ransome's prize-plough of

last year performed somewhat better than the others, but that

none of them were fitted to cope with this peculiarly heavy land.

The Society's prize " for the plough best adapted for heavy land"

was therefore withheld, on the ground of insufficient merit.

It has been suggested in former Reports that one cast of plough

and one form of mould-board and share cannot be etjually correct

and suitable for all soils; and a useful moral may be drawn by

the mechanic from the result of the trials at Pusey, viz., that all

that is ancient in agriculture is not, therefore, to be despised : and

that there may be very sufficient cause for the dogged preference

given by the Berkshire, Kent, and Sussex clay-larmcrs to their

old accustomed implements. It is the business of the plou^li-

vvriglit to discover wherein lies the secret of this excellence, and

to apply it, if he can, to the composition of a less cumbersome,
more sightly, and still more efficient machine.

One- Way, or Turn-iorcst Ploughs.—After trial in competition

with other ploughs of this kind produced by Mr. Comins, Mr.
Read, and others, the Society's prize of 5/. was awarded to Mr.
Henry Lowcock, of Westerland, Marldon, Devon. This plough,

which received a premium at Southampton, was found improved

on the present occasion, being less tickle, and more comfortable

in the handling; but the judges entertain the opinion that it is
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more suitable to hilly than flat districts. It is described fully in

the last Report.

Skim or Paring Ploughs.—The Society's prize for this class of

implement was accorded to Mr. John Bruce, of Tiddington, near

Stratford on Avon, who also received a premium from the judges

at Southampton on its first introduction, and an account of which

appeared in that report. Extended experience of its use has

fully justified the good opinion then given of it.

Subsoil Pulverizers.—Nine subsoil pulverizers were tested by
the judges, and their merits carefully examined ; the result of the

trial being that the Society's prize was adjudged to that produced
by Mr. John Read, of 35, Regent Circus, Piccadilly, London;
thereby confirming the judgment of the previous year. The
writer refers to the Southampton Report for a full description of

the nature and action of this simple implement, its efliciency

having been proved bv most extensive practice. The one tried

at Shrewsbury was entirely composed of iron, the beam being

formed of a double flitch of light but very strong hollow iron, the

invention of Benjamin Stratton of Bristol, which renders the im-

plement particularlv well adapted for use in tropical climates,

where it is already advantageously known.
Clod- Crushers.—Mr. Crosskill's well known crusher and roller

again proved itself to be superior to all competitors, and received

the Society's prize. It was tried against one produced by Mr.
Garrett and another by Mr. Cambridge. The judges observe

that by reason of every rolling rim being separate and all re-

volving on a round axle, Mr. Crosskill's implement possessed de-

cided advantages over Mr. Garrett's; whdst Mr. Cambridge's
might be considered as a fair I'oller, but was not entitled to bear

the name of a clod-crusher.

Scarifiers.—Eleven of these important implements were put to

work, the Earl of Ducie's Uley cultivator obtaining the judges'

preference, who once more awarded to it the Society's offered

prize. The judges deemed the variety of work to which this

scarifier is adapted to be one of its greatest advantages, and par-

ticularly notice the precision with which it acts as a skim or

paring-plough. They consider it, however, questionable whether
it may not yet be improved by adapting a method of moie in-

stantaneously raising the tines out of the ground.
A scarifier was produced by Mr. Evan Thomas, of Keel

Meiford, near Welchpool, which possessed a novel, simple, and
powerlul leverage, and quickly adjustable ; for which leverage

the judges awarded a premium of 2/. This scarifier acted well

both in the ground and as a skim ; but its length was thought to be
much too great, and therefore that it was not well fitted to work
ridged lands.
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Harroics.—Of the iron harrows produced bj Messrs. Sanders,

Williams, and Tavlor, of Bedford, ii suffices to sav that no farmer

would use wooden ones if he saw these work. The Societv s

prize was ag:ain awarded for them, as unquestionably the best in

the show-vard.

A harrow of an entirely novel construction and of great pro-

mise, in the estimation of the judges, was exhibited bv Mr. George
Edward Frere, F.R.S. of Edinburgh, and attracted much atten-

tion in the field. It is called the Norwegian Harrow or Clod-
crusher, and was originally imported from Sorwav bv Mr. Frere:

the one under notice having been constructed, with some changes,

by Mr. Richard Stratton, of Bristol. The acting part of this imple-

ment consists of a frame containing four horizontal spindles, on
each of which is fixed a set of cast-iron bosses, with teeth pro-

jecting from them like the rowels of a spur. These teeth revolve

with the spindles, those on one spindle inter-working with the

others, so that they severally clear and clean each other. The
effect produced is a remarkable bruising, crumbling, or disinte-

gration of the soil, without any clogging of the spikes, or possible

derangement of the working parts. The weight suffices to cause

the spikes to penetrate to the required depth, which is also

governed b}' an adjustment of the wheels applied for travelling

the implement, and for taking it out of work when turning—but

it acted quite as well when divested of the wheels and of other

paraphernalia, which tended rather to embarrass than assist its

good action. Neither stones nor sods appear in any way to

obstruct the working of this eminently simple machine, the stones

being pushed aside, and the sods torn to pieces. The force was
thought to be less than that required to work a common set of

harrows going equal depth, and the effect in pulverization much
greater. It was tried on two different kinds of soil immediately

after ploughing with similarly good results. To what extent this

implement may act as a clod- crusher the judges cannot say, as

thev had no means of trying it—but this distinction may be

drawn between it and such an implement as Mr. Crosskill's, viz.,

that the Norwegian harrow leaves the land perfectly light and
loose, whilst the clod-crushing roller gives to it firmness and con-

sistence.

The judges awarded to Mr. Frere a premium of 10/., and Mr.
Stratton obtained many useful hints from this first trial of the

implement for its future improvement.

Drills.—A variety of drills ha\-ing been tried at Shrewsbury, a

selection was made of those which seemed most likely to realise

the conditions attached to the respective prizes offered by the So-

ciety. These were transferred to Pusey, and there put to the

final test. Thev consisted of

—
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A Com and Manure Drill for general purposes, by Mr. Hornsby, of

Grantham.

Ditto uicto by Mr. Garrett, of

Leiston

(being the drill which obtained the prize at Soutliampton).

A Turnip and Manure Drill for flat work ... by Mr. Hornsby.

Ditto for ridge work ditto.

Ditto ditto by Mr. Garrett.

Ditto for ridge or flat work by Mr. James
Sm\th of Peasen-

hali.

These were severally and carefully worked both with dry and

moist manures, and the Society's prize for each class of drill was

adjudged to Mr. Hornsby, the judges' opinion being that his

drdls were more open and simple, and more completely accom-

plished the desired purposes than those produced by any other

exhibitor.

The drill may now be esteemed to be capable of putting into

the ground with certainty and despatch a much greater quantity of

manure than can be required for any given crop, and of well

covering it before the seed is deposited : but, though surpassing

in power of delivery the amount of manure which a good farmer

may at any time have occasion to employ, it will be understood

that the apparatus of the manure-box is adjustable to the dis-

charge of the smallest desired quantity, and of whatever nature

the manure may be. The same means also which have gradually

been adopted by drillmakers to secure the delivery of an extreme

quantity of rough and damp manures, prevent the necessity of so

carefully screening out stones as was requisite presnously to the

improved forms of boxes and stirrers. There are points m drills,

however, which the judges still regard as short of perfection, and
to which they desire to call the attention of their constructors,

viz. the form of rollers best adapted for turnip ridge-work on soils

of difiFerent texture, and the arrangement of the self-acting lateral

motion given both to the rollers and coulters.

A premium of 10/. was awarded to Mr. William Edward
Vingoe, of Penzance, Cornwall, for an implement entered as a

seed-depositing, or planting machine, but which may be properly

treated under the class of drills. This implement, then a recent

invention, was first brought to the notice of the Society at South-

ampton, reappearing at Shrewsbury with several important addi-

tions and improvements. It there enlisted the judges' earnest

attention, and received their unqualified admiration fiom the sim-

plicity of its acting parts, the accuracy of its deposition of seed,

and the mechanically good adaptation of means to ends. Although
simple, it is difficult to describe. It travels on three wheels, the
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leading pair being attached to the shafts, from which pair is

derived the small power required to effect the measurement and
deposition of the seed. The machine exhibited was capable of

sowing six rows of corn or other seed at a time. The apparatus

for forming the drills consists of six pressing-wheels, immediately

followed by as many narrow hollow boxes or shares, which maintain

the little trenches clean and open, and each trench perfectly dis-

tinct, until the seed falls into them. Through these shares the

seed is conducted by small tubes from the seed-box, or hopper,

above them ; and immediately behind the shares is placed a pe-

culiarly simple and effective kind of hoe for covering the seed.

The seed is received upon sliders resting on the bottom of the

hopper, and furnished with proper recipient holes, the size of

which determines the number of seeds desired to be planted.

Means are provided for striking off excess, and it was found, on
repeated trials, that no greater difference took place in the number
of seeds deposited than was fairly attributable to the difference in

magnitude of the corns. The entire apparatus is readily raised

out of the ground at headlands, or when turning.

This machine is especially recommended by the judges to the

notice of those agriculturists who have the means and wish to

assist in developing and proving the merits of new inventions. If

the preparation of a firm seed-bed be a good principle, this

machine effects it as well as any presser—pressing and drilling

six rows at once, with an adjustment for shifting the widths of the

rows from 5 to any other number of inches apart desirable for

grain ; and it either distributes the seed in a train, or drops it with-

in a small compass.

Drill Pressers.—After a minute inspection and trial of several

pressers the Society's prize was bestowed on Mr. Hornsby, of

Grantham, for his two-row drill-presser. Some good practical

improvements in the manure-apparatus of this implement have

been made since it commanded the preference at Southampton
{sec last Report). In the event of a stoppage in the descent of

the manure the attendant had, previously, to mount the box and
push the manure down with a stick. This defect is now remfedicd

by means of a moveable breast-board applied to the box, having a

long iron handle attached to it, which enables the attendant to

pull down the manure when necessary direct upon the coulters,

so that he has no need to quit his place at the hind part of the

drill.

Dibbling Machines.—The prize offered for the best horse seed-

dibl)ler was awarded to Mr. Newberry for his ingenious and now
well-known machine. Its great weight is found fault with by

some, but that is precisely the quality sought for and approved

by other farmers in an implement of tliis kind. Its greatest pre-
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sent defect is not a mechanical, but, nevertheless, a real one, viz.,

its price ; and if it were possible to diminish that, it is probable

that many criticisms on the completeness of its performance

would vanish. The judges made experiments on the droppings

of a five-row and single-row dibbler, which are subjoined ;

—

Number of corns of wlieat dropped by the five-row machine:

—

3 5 6 4 2

5 3 6 7 5

7 3 5 1 3
4 5 8 3 5
0 3 1 5 2
3 5 4 2 4
3 3 5 4 7

3 3 5 4 2
3 5 1 5 4
4 3 5 5 4

10 droppings—35 38 4G 40 38

Ten droppings of the single-row machine charged with beans,

tried three times over, gave respectively 25, 39, 28 ; the number
dropped at any one time varying from 1 to 6.

The accuracy of this important function of the machine was
certainly not so satisfactory to the judges as they could desire;

but they had cause to believe that it arose, in a degree, from the

haste with which the machines had been finished. They also

remark that they think the steerage may be improved.

The prize offered for " the best hand seed-dibbler " was with-

held. There was no competitor with Mr. Smith, of Droitwich,

whose implement was fully descril^ed in the Southampton report,

and tried on this occasion ; but though improved and much com-
mended, the judges did not consider its performance to warr<ant

their bestowing the prize upon it. Its defect lies in its inabiHty to

get through a sufficiency of work, not in the apparatus, which is

correct and particularly suitable for gardeners' use.

A silver medal was awarded to Mr. Rental), of Ileybridge,

Essex, for a seed-dropping instrument, which was considered to

be well worthy of extended practical trial.

The foliowmg statement given to the writer by one of the judges
at Shrewsbury (Mr. Burness, Park Farm, Woburn), may serve

to assist the mechanic in his estimate of what the farmer requires

as to speed and cost in dibbling :
—" I have this year employed

boys, and dibbled 100 acres, the cost amounting to something less

than 3a'. per acre. The holes arc made 3 inches asunder in the

row, the distance between the rows being 9 inches, and the num-
ber of dibs per acre amounting to 232,320. The boys earn 3.y.

VOL. VI. Z
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per week. I have boys who will, for a short time, make 151

holes per minute, but, of course, they cannot long continue such

a rate."

Chaff-cutters.—The number of chaff-cutters exhibited was
beyond all precedent. The judges selected twelve machines from
different manufactories ; the same man provided by the stewards

being employed to turn all of them, and the owner himself, or his

man, feeding. The rule of length to be cut was half an inch, the

substance straw, from the same heap; and the judges report the

condition of length to have been so nearly alike that the results

could not, in any material degree, have been affected by its

variation.

The time given for estimating the quantity cut by each machine
W'as three minutes, after getting into work—the turning man ex-

erting himself to the utmost on each occasion, under the eyes of

the judges and stewards. The chaff was measured in a standard

bushel. The following were the results, arranged in the order in

which the machines came indiscriminately to trial :

—

F rice Work clone.

£. s. d. Bushels. Exhibitors' Names.
13 0 0 . . 3'- .... Messrs. H. Smith and Co., Stam-

ford.

7 0 0 . . 41 .... Messrs. Sanders, Williams, and

Taylor, Bedford.

8 10 0 . . 4;i .... ]Mr. James llichmoml, Salford.

14
8

0
8

0
0

. . 4 and a fraction Earl of Ducie, Tortworth Court.

^Mr. Richard Garrett, Leiston.

8 8 0 ! ! si Messrs. Barrett, Exall, and An-
drews, Reading.

8 8 0 . . 4|. .... Messrs. Col bourne and Ward,
Stratford-on-Avon.

11 0 0 Lieutenant Vibart, Chilleswood,

near Taunton.

8 8 0 . .
4J and a fraction Mrs. Mary Cartmell, Liverpool.

8 8 0 . . 3 .... Mr. Gillett, of Brailes, near Ship-

ston-on-Stour, Guillotine-engine,

by Messrs. Ward and Colbourne.

7 0 0 Mr. S. Beardmore, Leek.

10 0 0 '.

g\ Mr. Cornes, Barbridge, near Nant-
wich.

10 0 0 . . 5J .... Mr. James Spencer, Hopton, near

Worksworth.
NoTF,.—The machines to which quantities are not assigned were con-

sidered as producing too insignificant a result to be worth measuring or

recording.

After this thorough riddling, there could be no hesitation in"

the minds of discerning men to whom the prize oflered ])y the
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Society should be awarded, and it was accordingly given to Mr.
Comes ; and never was a prize more fairly won, nor more correctly

bestowed. In addition to this due regard to quantity of work
done, and power employed, the judges put Mr. Corncs's imple-

ment to the severest tests in respect of its liability to foul or choke,

and it appeared that in whatever manner the straw was crammed
into it, whether straight, or however knotted and entangled, the

result was equally good as regards clearance. Smaller machines

than the one submitted to this trial, and at less cost, are constructed

by the same maker on similar principles.

A premium of 5/. was awarded to Mr. Spencer of Hopton, for

his very admirable chaff-cutter, which, though not equalling the

foregoing in capability of work, is so excellent a machine, so well

made, and so well adapted to real business—like all implements
of his construction— that the Judges unanimously lesolved to

confer upon it this stamp of merit and recommendation.

Linseed Crusliers.—This was the first occasion on which the

Society had offered a distinct prize for the best machine to crush

linseed. It was awarded to Mr. Dean of Birmingham, after

comparing the quality and quantity of work done by many other

crushers in the yard. His machine bruised well 5 pecks per

hour, and can be safely recommended as in every respect fitted

for farm service ; it also bruised barley with linseed better than

any of the other machines.

The Earl of Ducie's oat and bean crusher, on the V principle,

formerly prized and noticed, stands yet pre-eminent, in the opi-

nion of the Judges, for work of that kind, but was thought not to

be fully equal to Mr. Dean's, when crushing linseed alone, or

linseed with barley. Mr. Cartwright of Shrewsbury, Mr. Rich-
mond of Salford, and Mr. Spencer of Hopton, severally produced
oat and bean crushers deserving high commendation and confi-

dence.

Steaminff Apparatus.—Four sets- of steamers for roots, &c.,

were carefully tried, and their merits examined, the Society's

])rize being awarded to Mr. Richmond of Salford, for his very

neat and compactly arranged furnace, boiler, and steaming-

vessel ; Mr. Richmond undertaking to render the water-feed

self-acting ; without which provision, and that made quite effi-

cient, no steamer can be considered to be safe against explosion.

Weir/hing-macldnes.—A multitude of implements, denominated
by the exhibitors weicjhing machines, appeared to contest for the

Society's prize ; but by far the greater number proved, on testing

them, to be unworthy the appellation. This prize was adjudged
to Mr. Janios, of London, whose machine is, as has been observed

in former Reports, perfectly correct in principle, and practically

z 2
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good. The Judges, however, still consider that a greater degree
of portability is desirable than has yet been accomplished by Mr.
James, or other makers, in order to realize all that is wished for

by the Society and farmers generally.

The Judges awarded a premium of 2Z. to Mrs. Mary Cartmell,

of Liverpool, for a simple, cheap, and true machine for weighing
sacks and light objects, which is worthy of confidence, and deserves

commendation
Churns.—Mr. Richmond, of Salford, received the Society's

prize for a very effective, upright, double-piston churn, which has

the further recommendation of being easily worked.

Drain-Tiles or Pipe-Machines.— Eleven different makers com-
peted at Shrewsbury in this class, exhibiting 14 machines of

various contrivance. The business of the Judges being to select

those for subsequent trial which they might deem to possess the

greatest merit, each machine underwent the necessary examination

and tests, with clay furnished by the Stewards, and many of them
with clay as prepared by the exhibitor. The selection fell on
machines respectively made and exhibited by Mr. Clayton, of

London; Mr. Beart, of Godmanchester ; and Mr. Scragg, of

Calveley, Cheshire. The final trial of these was made at Pusey,

and the Society's prize then adjudged to Mr. Scragg.

There is so great an interest and importance attached at the

present time to machinery for preparing the materials of drainage,

that little less than a volume would suffice to satisfy the public

a])petite for knowledge on the subject. But neither treatise nor

manual can make a pipe or tile manufacturer ; nor can this Re-
port be extended beyond an explanation of the principal reasons

which guided the judges, appointed by the Society, in the appli-

cation of the prizes placed at their disposal ; with the mention of

such matter as may be incidental to the particular subject.

JNIr. Beart's machine was found to be inferior to both the others

—first, in the faculty of freeing the clay from stones
;
secondly,

in the quantily of work done in a given time.

Both Mr. Clayton's and Mr. Scragg's are excellent machines,

and they are both practically adapted for the sei-vice of the ^tile-

yard. They are, however, constructed on entirely different plans.

Mr. Clayton's is a perpendicular and fixed, Mr. Scragg's a hori-

zontal and locomotive, machine. The judges preferred the latter

principle, as more convenient, as economising labour, and as

saving valuable space in the management of the goods in the

drying-shed. The method of cutting off the pipes or tiles to de-

terminate lengths is im])erfect in Mr. Clayton's; it is mathe-

matically correct in Mr. Scragg's machine ; and this is a matter

-

of no alight importance in stacking the pipes or tiles in the kdn.
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The screening, or freeino; the clay from stones, roots, or other

extraneous matter, is performed with less labour by Mr. Scragg

than by Mr. Clayton ; but the judges think it possible that cases

may occur in which Mr. Clayton's perforated screen may prove

to be superior to Mr. Scragg's barred screen, as exhibited at

Shrewsbury.

The cost of INIr. Scragg's machine is considerably less than

Mr. Clayton's, the dies included; and Mr. Scragg's dies arc

made on a principle which is considered to be far superior, in the

important points of accuracy and simplicity, to those of any other

maker of pipe-machines.

Finally, Mr. Scragg's machine was proved to produce a greater

number of articles in a given time than Mr. Clayton's, and the

latter than Mr. Beart's.

The judges have thought it right to adduce the foregoing close

contrast between the merits of JNIr. Clayton's and Mr. Scragg's

machines, because they considered both of them to possess qualifi-

cations of a high order, and far superior to those of any other

machines exhibited ; and because the reputation of Mr. Clayton's

machine has been well merited, and notoriously well established.

They do not think they would be doing their duty to the Society

without reporting, thus succinctly, the motives of their judgment.
Mr. Scragg's machine is equally well adapted to the manufac-

ture of the horse-shoe tiles as of pipes, and of most other descrip-

tions and forms of articles commonly manufactured in tileries, or

required in drainage. The writer has one of them in use, made
since the show at Shrewsbury, which produces nearly double the

quantity of the machine shown there. It is equivalent to the easy

manufacture of more than 20,000 pipes, of an inch bore, per day
of 10 hours, and so on in proportion for other sizes ; it is also

worked at a less cost of labour, and with greater ease to the

workmen, than any other machine with which he is acquainted.

This machine is new to the Society, but not so in reality, as a

model of it was shown to the writer immediately after the Derby
show by Mr. Davenport, of Capesthorne, Cheshire (Mr. Scragg's

employer), who also informed him that it was at work on his own
premises, as then constructed with two distinct dies for making
horse-shoe tiles. This was set to work in August, 1842, and was,

as the writer thought till very recently, the earliest invented ma-
chine for producing more than one stream of ware of any kind
at a time. It seems, however, that all these inventions—and par-

ticularly those for the manufacture of pipes— were long since

anticipated by a machine in use at the pottery of Mr. John Watts,
of Coleford, Gloucestershire. This gentleman informs the writer

that his father purchased a machine for making pipes, and the
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exclusive right of using it, forty-four years ago, of a mon named
Richard Glover, living near Ludlow, in Shropshire. It has been
in use, with some improvements, at these works ever since, and
fully exposed to public view. It is a screw-press, making 3 pipes

at once of 3 inches' bore, 4 pipes of 2 inches' bore, and 6 pipes

of 1 5 inch bore, of about 28 inches in length each. This date

carries us farther back than Mr. Read's invention of pipes in

Kent by hand ; but it is proper to observe that Mr. Watts's ma-
chuie has been only employed to manufacture pipes for the con-

veyance of water for domestic purposes, &c. ; and that Mr. Read
still retains the presumptive right to be considered the earliest

manufacturer and applier of pipes to land- drainage.

Until the appearance of IMr. Scragg's machine, which is now
making for the writer 1 1 pipes, of 1 inch bore, at a time, the

meed of precedence in respect of number of articles produced at

once, as well as of originality in the invention of pipe machinery,

must be accorded to Richard Glover, the inventor of Mr. Watts's

machine ; and the birth of this invention must have been, by
many years, anterior to that of the little single pipe-machine used
in Kent and other southern counties, the latter being consequent

to the successful use of pipes by Mr. Read.

Moveable Sheep Fold.—The prize offered by the Society for

this article was awarded by the judges to Mr. Edward Hill, of

Brierly Hill Iron-works, near Dudley ; but it was subsequently

withdraM'n by an order of the Council at Shrewsbury, in conse-

quence of Mr. Hill s refusal to sell the implement at the price

declared by him in the Catalogue, he thereby infringing a rule of

the Society.

The fold, however, was of a construction which elicited much
approbation, being moveable on wheels, furnished with cribs,

and admitting of a lot of sheep to be covered whilst feeding, with

a run out in an enclosed space at will.

Miscellaneous :
—

Carts.—The only carts in the stands of the various exhibitors

which were thought to possess superior and novel merit were two
;

the one invented and manufactured by Mr. Clyburn, at Earl

Ducies Works; the other by Mr. Crosskill of Beverley.

The first is called a " Richmond Cart," which received a

medal at Soulhanqiton, in consequence of its having an easy

method of adjusting the load on descending hills, and its generally

good and durable fittings. It was, on this occasion, so arranged

as to receive a wrought-iron tank for liquid manure, made to fit.

into the chest or body, the shipping and unshipping of which was
perfectly manageable by one person. This combination ap-
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peared tj the jodg^es to be one of thijse prac:itai amd useful

arrans'einents which would be suitable to macv farmers,, and they

therefore awarded to Mr. ClTbum a premium of 5/.

Mr. Crosskill's is a thoroughlr well made and cheap one-horse

cart, having a particalarlj simple and safe tipping contriranoe.

The especial reason for awarding to it a premium of 2/. was the

introduction of a self-acting tail-board, which opens and shuts as

the bodj is tipped, or broc^ht home, so that no time is lost by
having to imsh^p and ship a tail-board, whether the contents of

the cart hare to be discharged at once or at interrals.

Horse-hoet.—!Mr. Garrett's often prized and excellent imple-

ment for hoeing after drilled corn aixi seeds had no competitors.

The ju - - e a premium of 2.1. to ilr. Harkes for his parallel

expan . n-hoe, formerly prized and noticed, and which was
remlereu a.... more steady and efiFectire by the application of

coulters before the shares. This may be considered to be the

lost perfect tnmip-hoe e.\tant, price 3/. 10«. But there was
another turnip horse-hoe produced by Mr. Dickon, of Caistor,

price 1/. 10^., which was so good and so suitable for small

farmers that the jiKiges thought fit to award a silver medal to

Mr. Dickon.

Cake Crushers.—The show-yard contained,, as usttal, a large

assortment of these useful implements ; and, after a careful trial

of them, the judges again considered Mr. Homsby, of Grantham,
to have produced the best machine of the kind, and accordingly

awarded him a premium of 3/.

Tundp Cutters.—Mr. Gardner, of Banbory, has at length met
with formidable rivals in Messrs. C. Pfciilips and Co., of Bristol,

whose machine, on this occasion, was considered to excel that of

Mr. Gardner, and to whom a premium of bl. was adjudged.

Hcopmaking or Tedding JUachines.—The show-yard contained

only two of these machines, and, after trial, a premicun of 3/. was
again awarded to Messrs. Wediake and Thompson fur their well-

known aod very excellent implement.

Threshing ^lachiiies.—Several threshing machines were set to

work, but the judges are compelled to rep«jrt the whole of those

tried to be much below par, and imfit for go:>d bam service. It

will be wise for exhibitors to look to the condition of these

machines before bringing them to future meetings,, as they will

doubtless be subjected to still more rigorous tests than on this

occasiiw.

The only machine to which the judges deem it necessary to

advert as possessing merit or novelty, in this class, is the one
produced by Elari Ducie, the invention of Messrs. Parsons and
Clybum. It threshes, cleans, and finally sacks the grain. It
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was driven by Mr, Dean's steam-engine, nntl so far gave satisfac-

tion to the judges that they awarded for it a premium of 10/. It

is a powerful machine; and although, possibly, adapted to the

very large rather than to the moderate-sized farm, it was con-

sidered to merit high commendation and encouragement.

WiJinoioing Machiiics.— It will have been observed from pre-

vious reports, and more particularly from that of 1844, that the

judges were dissatisfied with the state of invention in respect of

winnowing or corn-cleaning machines. IMuch attention was
given to those produced this year, and three machines came par-

ticularly to the test of trial. Of these, which were severally

exhibited by Mr. Hornsby, of Grantham ; Mr. Cooch, of

Harleston ; and Mr.Sanday, of Holme Pierrepoint, Nottingham;
the judges have no hesitation in declaring the last-nnmed to be
decidedly the best. They report it as producing a better and
cleaner sample of grain when passed once through it from the

rough, than most machines can effect after three or even four opera-

tions; the sample being much superior to that generally shown in

markets. They, consequently, decided in favour of Mr. Sanday,

and stamped their opinion of the merit of his implement by
awarding for it a premium of 10/.

Potato Washer.—A medal was again given to Mr. Richmond,
of Salford, for his very simple and effective potato and general

vegetable washer. This little machine requires only to be known
to be universally approved.

Granary Crane, Field Gates, Hurdles, Cribs, S^x.—Two pre-

miums were awarded in this extensive department, and both to

Mr. Hill, of Brierly Hill Iron-works, near Dudley. A medal
was bestowed for his general good assortment and construction of

iron, sheep, and cattle hurdles, pens, racks, »Scc., and 2/. for a
granary, barn, or store-room, crane and winch, well fitted, and
furnished with a jib for turning the goods in or out of the build-

ing. Mr. Hill supplies this useful article, with 30 feet of chain

included, for the price of GZ., deliverable 100 miles distant from
his works on any railway. ^

Garden and Fire Evf/ines.— Mr. John Read, of 35, Regent
Circus, Piccadilly, continues without a rival in this department,

and the judges awarded to him a premium of 5/. for his excellent

inventions, of which full mention is made in former reports.

Hand Lever Power.—An award of 5/. was made to Lieutenant -

James Vibart for a newly arranged hand-cngir.c or power appli-

cable as the prime mover of chaff"- cutters, threshing, or other
machines. An advantage did appear to the judges on trial, and
to the writer, to be gained by this engine, and to arise chiefly out
of the great weight of the fly-wheel running very lightly on fric-
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tion-roUcrs. The momentum of such a fly-wheel serves to store

up, rcjrulate, and equalize the force of the man or men when
applied to give motion to machinery like chaff-cutters, threshinfr-

machines, and the like; the resistance of which is perpetually

varying^. In giving this premium the judges desire it to be dis-

tinctly understood that it applies to the power only, and not to

the machines moved by it, as neither the threshing-machine nor

the chaff- cutter produced by the same exhibitor, and tried with it,

were considered to possess merit.

Stcam-E)iqiiics.—Two steam-engines were exhibited and tried,

both of which gave much more satisfaction than those which
appeared at Southampton. The one produced by Mr. Dean, of

Birmingham, nominally of four-horse power, was certainly

equivalent to the effective delivery of a much higher power than

that cited by the maker, and Vi hen using a safe pressure of steam.

The arrangement of the boiler for generating steam quickly, and
arresting the passage of sparks, also appeared to the writer

efficient and suitable for farm use. The engine, mounted on four

wheels, was finished in a workmanlike manner, and obtained from
the judges a well-deserved premium of 10/.

Air. Cambridge's engine was improved since its previous exhi-

bition, and though not equal in point of power to the foregoing,

it was deemed worthy of encouragement, and received an award
of 5/.

Harness.—The makers of agricultural harness and gear do not

appear to have felt that necessity for its improvement which has

often been indicated as an object of importance by the Council.

The only article worthy of note in the exhibition was a saddle

with a moveable pannel, and a bit for bridles, by Air. Thomas
Taylor, of Banbury, which were much commended by several of

the judges.

JOSIAH PaRKES.

Judges.

William Bennett, Lewsey, Bedfordshire.

Charles Burness, Woburn, Bedfordshire.

Albert Edmonds, Longworth, near Faringdon, Beikshire.

"William Heseltine, Worlaby House, Barton. Lincolnshire.

Thomas P. Oltiiwaite, Bainesse, Cattcrick, Yorkshire.

JosiAH Parkes, C.E., II, Great College Street, Westminster.
William Shaw, jun.. Far Cotton, Northampton.
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XXI V^.— On Siipcri)liosj>hate of Lime. By Pii. Pusey. INI. P.

Dr. Liebig's great discovery of dissolving bones in sulphuric

acid for the purposes of manure, has been so clearly established

by the experiments as well of the Duke of Richmond as of other

farmers, and so fully investigated by Mr. Hannam, that nothing

seems now to be wanted but some plan for bringing it within the

ordinary routine of farming. Though the mixtures hitherto pre-

pared have answered perfectly, they have mostly been supplied to

the turnip-crop in the shape of liquid manure. This mode, how-
ever, requires either tedious labour by hand, or an expensive

watcrcart made for the purpose ; and in neither way would be

adapted, I think, to the hurry which generally accompanies

turnip-sowing on a large farm, where on a favourable turn of

weather a hundred acres perhaps require to be finished while the

soil retains the suitable temper.

It is to the drill, therefore, I have always thought we must
look for this object; but before stating the simple plan of mixing

and drilling which has answered with me in practice, I Avill ven-

ture to say a few words on the theory of Dr. Liebig's discovery.

Bones, it is well known, have been long used in England for

the turnip crop ; still though their success on some soils was cer-

tain, the cause of that success was by no means so clear : for fresh

bones are made up of oil, of jelly or gelatine, and of Phosphorus

united with lime. But when the oil was boiled out of the bones

they still acted, and when the jelly was burnt out of them they

still acted even more rapidly : so that without at all saying that

either the oil did nothing or the jelly did nothing, it became clear

that the peculiar active principle of lioncs is the Phosphorus com-
bined with liine ;

and, as the quantity of lime is insignificant, that

it is the Phosphorus—a pale substance like wax, which has the

singular property of giving a faint blue light when in the dark.

This curious substance, it appears, which may be bought for a

few pence at any chemist s, is one of the main elements with

which nature works in compounding seeds and roots serving (or

the food of man and of beast.

In bones, however, the Phosphorus, in an acid state, is com-
pounded with lime in such a jnoportion as to form a salt called

phosphate of lime, which water does not dissolve, and which
therefore acts slowly upon the roots of crops to which it is applied

as manure. Dr. Liebig knew that oil of vitriol {sulplmric acid),

if mixed with bones, would take to itself a part of this lime,

leaving behind a new salt containing at least a double portion of

phosphorus, and therefore called .??/y;(?rphosphate of lime, which

salt being readily dissolved by water, he hoped would afford a

more digestible food for the young turnip, and the result has
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answeretl his expectations. Such is the simple liistory of this

great discovery.

Hitherto, as I said, the mi.\ture has been applied as a liquid

manure, diffused soinetmies in fifty times its bulk of water; and
it has been prepared in vessels troublesome to procure and liable

to be injured by the acid. Availing myself, however, of a sug-

gestion for dispensing even with these, I formed a flat heap of

dry mould about ten feet across, the surface of which was scooped

into a hollow basin, capable of holding 20 bushels of ground
fresh bones. A little water was poured on, but I have since

omitted the water. Sulphuric acid, to the amount of about half

the weight of the bones, was gradually poured into this basin.

They soon begin to heat, seething violently, and sending out a

great deal of sti^am, with a peculiarly offensive stench
;
presently

the whole mixture wears the appearance of boiling blood, and
swells so much from the escape of gas, that the \vorkmen stirring

it with their hoes must take great care to prevent it from bursting

over the sides of the earthen basin. In a short time, however,

the cauldron becomes quiet ; and the bones disappear altogether,

except a few fragments : so that the heap may be shovelled

together, and might be drilled on the same day, but this would
not be advisable, as some small lumps still half liquid remain in

the compost. On the first occasion the earth and dissolved bones

were left mixed together ; and though perfectly cool when so left,

I learned, on returning, alter si's v. eeks' absence, that a second heat-

ing had soon taken place, and found that the heap was hot still.

The ofiensive smell was gone, aud was replaced by the musky
odour of rotten dung. I mention this cir cumstance because 1 am
anxious to draw" to it the attention of chemists. This second fer-

mentation may be that of the animal matter contained in the

bones, and may bring out its ammonia ; if so, it will be a question

whether it be desirable thus to give time for the formation of

ammonia before the manure is applied ; or whether it be better

to drill the compost at once, allowing the ammonia to be pro-

duced under ground, and so be supplied to the young plant more
gradually.

The compost thus made was tried in July on some light land
very much exhausted, and naturally unkind for the growth of
turnips. The trial ground was about 2 acres. On one part the

compost of bones and acid was drilled at the rate of 4^ bushels
of bones to the acre ; on another part, bones at the raie of 20
bushels an acre ; and I added, on a third part, a manure (pur-

chased from Mr. Fothergill, under the name of Superphosphate
of lime) at the rate of 2 cwt.

The bones and acid took the lead of the bones, arid kept it

throughout. I am bound to add that the superphosphate prepared
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by Mr. Fothersill not only surpassed the bones, but also that which
I had manufactured myself. Possibly the quantity of Mr. Fother-

giU'smay have been too large for comparison ; but though I think

my own method of preparing superphosphate a convenient one,

v hen the bones are at hand, it appears also that if we can ensure

the delivery of a genuine article, it will be still better to buy
this manuie ready made. In this trial there could be no doubt

that all the three forms of bones acted strongly, for the crop
grew vigorouslv where they w ere used, while on spots where they

w ere purposely omitted it could scarcely be said to grow at all

;

and though, from late sowing, and from being left too thick, the

turnips had not time to come to maturity, the result was quite

decisive for our present comparison. About a fifth of an acre

was weighed on each piece^ with the following results :

—

Stanure per Acre. Cost, Yield of Turnips.

1. 20 bushels of bones . . . 55s. . . . 44^ cwt.

2. 4+ bushels of bones with

100 Ihs. sulphuric acid . . 2.2*. . . . 49+cwt.
3. 2 cwt. :Mi-. Fothergill's su-

perphosphate 14^.. . .53 cwt.

present price . . 1 7^.

The saving of imm.ediate expense by Dr. Liebig's discovery is

certainlv very great, if we take it only as from bbs. to 225. per

acre on the turnip land, which should be one quarter of the

whole acreage of a light arable farm. The trouble of prepara-

tion is slight, and of its application next to nothing : for ISIr.

Hornsby inform.s me that his turnip-drill w ill distribute equally

as small a quantity as 15 bushels over an acre: as then the 4^
bushels of dissolved bones do not require to be mixed with more
than ten or fifteen bushels of earth, and his drill holds 2-5 bushels,

the use of this compost would not rec^uire more than one stoppage

for filling the drill on each acre.

Mr. Fothergill's preparation, if the quantity assumed be correct,

was still more successful, and having tried it elsewhere I am enabled

to speak most highly of it. A neighbour, to whom I supplied

some, found that 2 cwt. of this Superphosphate, costing then \ 4s.,

answered better on his land for turnips than 21 cwt. of the best

Peruvian guano, for which he had paid 32.9.

It is a srey damp substance, partly a powder, partly in tough

lumps like dry dough. 7 he same lumps are found in the compost

as 1 prepare it myself. It would evidently be a great waste of

manure to drill these lumps into the land without reducing them

to powder ; but this is rot easily done, for they are so tough that

no pounding will crush them. As the point is one of importance,

I may mention the method we at last hit upon. The whole mass,

mixed with ashes, should be passed through a large coarse wire
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sieve, and the lumps then be spread about two inches thick on a

hard floor. A small garden roller should then be drawn over

them backwards and forwards unlil they are flattened to a uniform

cake. If the workmen now work this cake with a fine garden

rake, thev will find \hat the tough mass will crumble be:ween its

teeih. I dwell upon this, because I think we ought to make it a

rule in the use of all artificial manures, by bringing them into a

state of powder, and mixing them thoroughly with dry mould or

ashes, to spread them so uniformly in the soil that each rootlet of

the future crop shall have as fair a chance of finding its portion of

food as if liquid manure had been used.

Havina: tried the method described above, I venture to recom-

mend it to farmers ; but I consider it by no means a perfect pre-

scription. It is not clear whether the second fermentation

should be allowed to take place or not. It is by no means clear

that the proportion of acid (one-half the weight of the bones)

might nut be diminished. It is doubtful whether the amount of

bones, 4^ bushels, be the right dose per acre. It is very likely

that Phosphorus should not be administered singly, but should

be combined with potash, as Dr. Liebig advises. These are

points which I beg to recommend to our members for their future

inquiry.

Before concluding, I must mention a process long known in

this neighbourhood, which seems curiously to agree with Dr. Lie-

big s treatment of bone-manure. Mr. Brooks, of Hatford, has for

many vears assured me that he could make four bushels of bones

go as far as twentv bushels by mixing them first with peat-ashes.

It occurred to me that since many peat-ashes contain sulphate of

lune, this practice might be a self-taught form of the recent

scientific discovery. Following his instructions, I mixed eight

bushels of crushed bones with sixteen bushels of our brick-

coloured peat-ashes, and the mixture was thrown up in a heap.

In a few days they began to heat violently, and the heat lasted

for about ten days, at the end of which time on opening the heap
scarcely a particle of bone could be detected. The whole was
reduced to a fine reddish grey powder. The fragments of bone
which still showed themselves were exactly like those which sul-

phuric acid has acted op. On tr\'ing this compost bv the side of

Superphosphate with a crop of turnips the efiect was precisely ihe

same. W hether the cause be the same, one cannot of course be
certain, until a chemical analysis has been made. The ashes

cost only Ad. for two bushels, the acid would have cost five times

as much. The trial, therefore, will be worth making for those

who have bog-peat at hand
;
though peat varies so much in its

elements that there can be no certainty of success. If it fail,

there v,ill be nothing lost; if it answer, it may be useful, in Ire-
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land especially. The ashes must be moderately damp, for dry

ashes, 1 found, do not exert any action upon the bones.

Such are the assured advantaees to be derived to the turnip

crop by the solution of bones, but we may further hope to see

the use of Superphosphate extended even to corn crops. Theory
certainly requires it, for, according to Boussineault, a crop of four

quarters of wheat to the acre draws from that acre of ground at

least 30 lbs. of phosphoric acid. Experience countenances it, for

though bone-manure is usually applied to the turnip crop, its

effects, as is well known, are seen in the following corn crops.

But further, a direct experiment, too, has proved its success.

This was made by Mr. Pemberton Leigh upcm wheat, and pub-
lished in our Journal* last year, but is so much in point that I

must give it shortly again :

—

One Acre.

No manure
Rape-dust, 5 r;wt. .

Urate, 6 cwt. .

Dung, 30 loads .

Guano, 3J cwt.

Superphosphate, 6

The increase of 24 bushels, that is three quarters of wheat per

acre, by the use of Superphosphate, is enormous, equal, in fact,

to the whole average yield of many farms, and could hardly be
expected again ; but though we must not hope for so large a return

in money as eight pounds for two, this manure is so cheap that a

much smaller increase in the wheat crop would pav for its use.

I have drilled it in this year with wheat, but Air. Leigh's plan

of using it as a top-dressing in March may be a better one, be-

cause it is not wanted sooner, being chiefly required for forming

the grain, and if applied in the autumn is liable to be washed
down during winter. I think that it desenes trial on wheat, and
I am sure that we ought now to give great attention to the cheap-

enins; of artificial manures. We have succeeded in reducing the

expense of draining to one-third of its former cost, and I do not

despair that, by equal perseverance, we may, in three or four

years, bring down the cost of manures in equal proportion. I

believe that all bones should now be sold to the farmer in the

cheaper and readier form of manufactured Superphosphate ; and
that of all compound manures, though potash and ammonia may be

required in them, a main ingredient must be Phosphorus.
Pusey, December 29, 1845.

Yield of WTieat Increase

Cost. per acre. per acre.

£ s. d.

. 29 bushels.

1 12 6 . . 38 do. 9 bushels.

1 12 6 . . 38 do. . 9 do.

4 10 0 . . 40 do. . ,. 11 do.

2 4 0 . . 40 do. , 11 do.

2 4 9 . . 53 do. . 24 do.

See account given by Mr. Strouts, vol. v. p. GO.*i.
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X\ V.

—

On the Use of the Spanish Phosphorite as a Manure.
By Dr. Daubkny.

In the Memoir " On the Occurrence of Phosphorite in Estre-

madura," by Captain Widdrington and myself, which was read

before t!ie (jieological Society, and afterwards pubhshed in the

"Journal of the Koyal AgricuUnral Society of Ensjland," it was
pointed out as desirable, that experiments should be undertaken

with the view of determining, whether this mineral would serve as

a substitute for bones in agriculture, provided a sufficient supply

of it should hereafter be obtained at a moderate expense.

I have therefore been induced to make trial of the above sub-

stance in the neighbourhood of Oxford, both during the past and
the present year : on the former occasion, on some land placed at

my disposal by INIr. Druce of Ensham ; on the latter, on my own
premises in the Botanic Garden at Oxford.

The former set of trials, I am sorry to say, led to no result,

owing to the drj^ness of the season, which caused, not only this,

but all the other manures which were employed at the same time,

to prove inefficient; but the experiments undertaken in the Botanic
Garden, during the present year, appear to lead to more satis-

factory results.

In this latter case a selection was made of thirteen different

plots of ground, all of which might be regarded as in a great
degree exhausted, having been cropped for ten or eleven successive

years, without the application of any kind of manure, being the
same upon which the experiments detailed in my jNIemoir " On
the Rotation of Crops," published in the last Number of the
" Philosophical Transactions," had been instituted. The kind
and quantity of the several mamu'es employed are stated below,
showing that, whilst in every instance a considerable increase of
crop was obtained by the addition of these fertilisers, the Spanish
Phosphorite, especially when its action was quickened by the

addition of sulphuric acid, proved nearly as efficacious as
bones themselves, unless indeed when the latter were very finely

powdered.

Now, as die Spanish Phosphorite, which appears to act so

beneficially, is wholly destitute of organic matter, it seems to follow

that the more valuable portion at least of what is applied to the
land, when bones are scattered over it, is the phosphate of lime,

and not, as some have supposed, the oil or the gelatine.

These experiments also may serve to illustrate the distinction,

which I have pointed out in the Memoir referred to, between the
active and the dormant ingredients of a soil. In the case of that

experimented on in the Botanic Garden, it has been shown in

page 243 of my Memoir, that the amount of potass, of soda, and
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of phosphoric acid continued to the last amply sufficient for many
successive crops of the most exhausting kinds of plants.

Yet, notwithstanding this latent wealth, it will be seen by the

following Table that a considerable increase of crop was obtained,

either by adding manures which contained the same ingredients in

a more soluble form, such as bones, guano, stable dung, and

phosphorite, or by substances, like nitrate of soda and sulphate of

ammonia, the addition of which to the soil miglit favour the

development of the organization of tlie plant, and thus enable it

to extract more nourishment from soil of a certain composition

than it could otherwise do.

It remains only to be seen, by carrying on the experiment, as

I hope to do, for some time longer, whetlier the influence of the

former class of manures will not continue to be felt, whilst that of

the latter ceases after the year of its application.

Turiiips.

Produce per Acre.

Roots.
Tops, including all the
parts above ground.

Keraarks.

1.

14,298 lbs. 30,591 lbs. Decaying. 2 lbs. dried liy

a water-bath weighed
looOgr. : burnt, 101-5gr.

Manured with Gain. Gain. Loss.

2.

Sliavings of Bones, 10

cwt. to tile Acre*

lbs.

19,239
lbs.

4,941

lbs.

33,210
lbs.

4,029
lbs.

Decaying and small.

3.

Chemical Manure

—

Company's Guano,
200 lbs. to the Acre.

20,008 11,700 28,300 2,291 Soiind and tolerably

equal, but smaller than
those from Nos. 2, 6,

and 7.

4.

Nitrate of Soila, li cwt.

to the Acre.
28,459 14,101 45,302 14,711 Sound, but rather small.

2 lbs. dried by a water-
bath weighed 996 gr.

;

burnt, 124-5 gr.

5.

Spanish Phosphorite,
applied alone, I2cwl.
to the Acre.

6.

Spanisli Phosphorite,
witli Sulphuric Acid,

12 cwt. to the Acre.

28,039

30,8(;»

14,341

16,071

42,010

34,470

11,425

3,879

Sound and tolerably ecjual.

2 lbs. dried as above
weighed 996 gr.; burnt,
103 gr.

Sound aud tolerably equal.

South American Guano,
2C0 lbs. to the Acre.

31,111 16,816 47,000 16,409 Sound and tolerably equal,
2 lbs. dried as aboie
weighed 1226 gr. ; burnt,
95 5 gr.

• Till." small incroasc of produce in this instance may peiliaps be explaiHctl by the ])osition of the

bed, wliich wus less lavumably circuiUiUnced with reference to £uu uud air tlua the reniaimler<
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Turnips— (continued)

.
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Produce per Acre.

Roots. Tups, including all the
parts above ground.

Manured with Gain. Gain. Loss. Remarks.

8.

llontfS^ witli Sulpliiiric

Acid, 11 cut. to the

Acre.

lbs.

31,898
lbs.

17,600
lbs.

44,421
lbs.

13,830
lbs.

Souud and tolerably equal.

9.

Graham's Animal Com-
post, 260 lbs. to the
Acre.

32,109 17,811 33,G03 3,013 •• Sound and tolerably equal.

10.

Sulphate of .Ammonia,
1 cu t. to the Acre.

32,670 18,372 46,464 15,873 Sound, but of unequal size.

11,

Bones finely powdered,
12c\vt. ti) the Acre.

12.

Putter's Guano. 260 lbs.

to the Acre.

13.

Stable Duns', 22 tons
to the Acre.

|

36,18S 21,887 45,446 14,855 Sound and tolerably equal.
Tubers ralhcr larger than
those from Nos. 5 and 6.

37,201

39,476*

22,903

25,178

42,564

49,912

11,973

19,321

Sound and tolerably equal.
2 lbs. dried as above,
weighed 955 gr. ; burnt,
96*5.

Sound, but unequal. 2 lbs.
dried as above weighed
1010 gr. : burnt, 102gr.

* The average of 10 years' successive crops of turnips on the same plot of ground I find to have
been about 1 6 tons to the acre. In my Memoir on the Rotation of Crops it is stated somewhat higher,
owing to a mistake in the measurement of this plot, which I have discovered since the Paper went
to press.

Oxford, December 8, 1845.

XXVI.

—

On the Spanish Phosphorite and other Manures. By
Sir H. Verne Bart.

To Mr. Pusey.

My dear Pusey,—Dr. Daubeny requests that I will communi-
cate to you the result of the second year of an experiment, which
I have made by his direction, on a field of heavy sandy loam,

resting on a clayey subsoil.

During the spring of 1844 the field, which was wheat-stubble,

was prepared for a green crop, and the portion set apart for the

experiment, consisting of 20 poles in separate plots of a pole

each, was manured and planted with mangold wurzel on May
20th, in the manner described by the following plan :

—

VOL. VI, 2 A
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-

1

5^ yards
square.

Guano,
South

American.

Ol

2 3

Bones
unbumt.

4

2 feet.

5 6

Bones
burnt.

7 8

Guano,
Potter's.

9

IMgeons'
Dung.

10 11

Spanish
Pliosphorite

with
Sulphnrie

Acid.

12

13
r

14

Spanish
Phosphorite.

15
r

16

Guano,
Graham's.

17

Superphosphate
of Lime.

r

18 19

stable
Dung.

1

20

We bad little or no rain after Easter of last year during the

whole summer, and in consequence of that remarkable drought
there was not a sufficiency of moisture in the soil either to make
the seeds germinate, or to enable the artificial manures to> act

with any effect. A portion only of the seeds came up, at least in

time to be of any avail for a crop. Tliose that first started,

whether on the manured or the unmanured land, were ultimately

the best roots, so that it was found impossible to arrive at anv-

thing like a correct estimate of the comparative value of Any of

the manures tried on the first crop. I therefore resolved to watch
the result of the experiment on the second crop.

In the course of last winter the plots were carefully diig. No.
part of one plot was allowed to be mi.xed with another, and the

2 feet wide paths between the plots, which were not dug, kept
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the crops sufficiently apart while growing. Chevalier barley was

planted in April, at the rate of 1^ bushel per acre, and I send

you the result :

—

No.

3.

6.

7.

8.

9.

11.

Manure per Acre.

Tons. cwt. qrs.

Unburnt Bones
Burnt Bones
Nothing
Potter's Guano
Pigeons' Dung
Spanish Phosphorite and Sul-

phuric Acid

14. Spanish Phosphorite

16. Graham's Guano
n. Superphosphate of Lirae

19. Stable-vard Duns;

1 7 0
0 18 0

0 U 0

0 3 0
0 18 0

0 18 0
0 18 0
0 3 0
1 3

20 0 0

Produce.
Qrs. bsh. pks.

5 0 0

3

3 6

3 2

3 2
5 2

6 3
2 0

The produce of the South American Guano is not given in con-

sequence of an accident in carting it away, which left the true

result doubtful ; but I may remark that it appeared as good as

any of the plots, and was much laid while growing.

The plots are now in seeds—a mixture of five different grasses.

The result will be carefully attended to.

Yours very faithfully,

Harrv' Verney.

Claydon House, Bucks,
December 19, 184.7.

XXV II.

—

On the Advantage of reducing the Size and Number of
Hedges. By W. Cambridge.

Amongst the various subjects connected with farm-husbandry, as

much risk is incurred and equal care required in departing from
old practices and customs as in adopting others which have not

been tested by trial, nor had the sanction of experience.

I have been induced by the success which has for upwards of

forty years attended the method of rearing and maintaining hedges,

which I have during that period pursued upon the farm which I

still hold, to write a few practical directions on that subject, trust-

ing that from long experience there may be no presumption in

my endeavouring to contribute in some measure to effect an im-

provement, which Is much needed, in the various plans of fencing

most commonly practised.

Until underdraining began to be practised, ditches were Indis-

pensable not only as a protection against cattle, and for separal-

2 .K 2
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ing fields, but also for carrying off the water. A neat and strong

white-thorn fence answers effectually both the former ends, whilst

the use of draining tiles entirely supersedes the necessity for

ditches for the latter, and they are therefore no longer required

as part of a permanent fence.

Ditches, when made on high land, very generally remain dry,

and are in all cases admirably adapted for raising docks and all

kinds of weeds, the seeds of which, when the ditches are scoured,

and the scourings used as they usually are for the bottom of

dung-heaps, are unwittingly carried and spread on the land, to

the great annoyance and disadvantage of the farmer. Their only

use is in raising a thorn hedge, and acting as a guard on one side

against injury to the quick by cattle and sheep, and that of course

no longer than until the young fence is sufficiently strong, which
will be in about four years on good land, and five or six on poor

land, to resist their attacks, when the ditch becomes altogether

useless.

In some parts of Cambridgeshire ditches are not used even in

raising a fence, a double row of quick being planted upon a raised

bank of about 18 inches in height, and guarded on each side with

posts and triple rails. The bank is entirely composed of sur-

face soil, which causes the hedge to grow most luxuriantly. This
is a good plan, but it is expensive, the cost for the whole, includ-

ing the quick, sawing, &c., is 55. a rod, or perhaps more ; but

as foreign as well as English fir is now much clieaper than for-

merly, and will most probably be even more so, I have no doubt
this method will become more general.

Another plan in Cambridgeshire is to raise a table, as it is

there called, with a liack ditch on each side, the width altogether

occupying about 1 1 feet. A double row of white-thorn quick is

planted on the centre of the table, and a guard is added on each

side composed of posts and triple rails. The heiglit of the bank
varies from 2 to 3 feet. This method is rather more expensive

than the last, the contract price being at this time from 22s. to

25.V. per chain.

The double hedges of the north of England, as well as Ihe

huge bank and ditch so prevalent in the south, are equally objec-

tionable by reason of the quantity of land they cover. Some of

the bank and ditch fences, especially old ones, including the

border which must necessarily be left on each side (and which
are generally much wider than needful), are 10 or 15 feet wide.

This is a great waste of land, more especially where the fields are

small, which must considerably diminish the produce, and conse

quenlly the profits, and of course be severely felt l)y the small

farmer.

Other points to be considered are the respective merits of high
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and low fences. In my opinion, fences, when kept by clipping to

a heia:ht not exceeding 3 feet, answer every useful purpose.

Being thick at the bottom (whilst high fences arc always thin),

thev elTectuallv prevent ihe passage of sheep, and are sufficiently

high to confine all cattle,, and they do not, like the high fences,

exclude the air from arable lands. The ill effects of high fences

upon the corn crops cannot but be obvious to every practical

farmer. In harvest time, if a little rain should fall in the night,

they cause a delay of some hours each day in carting the corn

Iving near them, and when in a wooded country, in the opinion

of some, cause blight and mildew. A labourer may indeed once

in a period varying from ten to twenty years, when they are cut

down, reap a share of faggot-wood, but even then very often the

greatest part of the cuttings is used as a guard whilst the fence

is growing again. Corn crops when growing near high fences

are, from the eddy in the wind which they occasion, more liable

to be thrown down and injured by storms beating upon them,

than when growing by low ones. Another objection too, and
that not inconsiderable, is the shelter and encouragement given

by fences when high, to vermin, sparrows, and other small birds.

The larger the fields, of course the less the injury from high fences,

but they are always useless, and generally speaking, injurious.

The plan which I have pursued for so long a space of time,

and which I will now describe, I have found to combine all ad-

vantages which are to be derived from the various methixls of fenc-

ing. The land intended to be taken for a new fence should be
well tempered and cleaned, as well for the riddance of weeds, as

for the advantage of the roots of the quick. A ditch is then to

be set out 4 feet wide, part of the top soil being carefully placed

as a bed for the young layer or quick. This bed will raise the

quick about 8 inches from the surface soil ; the layer is then to

be placed on the bed in an inclined position, as represented in

fig. I (a) ; the remainder of the top soil is then to be carefully

laid on the roots of the quick. The rest of the earth being thrown
on will complete the bank on which is to be placed a dead thorn
hedge {b), as a protection on that side, and the ditch when
finished will be about 3 feet deep. The layer is to be cut off so

as to stand out about '1 inches from the bank. A single row of

nine sets in the yard is sufficient. I have found ^the first winter

quarter to be the best time for planting, and the layer should be
lour years old, having been transplanted at two years' growth from
the seed-bed. The dead fence will last two years, but may be
made to last longer, if at the end of the first year a light single

rail and post of English fir is added, as shown in tig. 1 (c). This
will generally last till the fence is fit to be thrown open to cattle.
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The cost of making a fence of this kind is from 25. to 25. 6d.

a rod.

Little will be required the first year besides cleaning, which

should be done by hand, as the hoe or spade wounds the plants,

and draws the mould off the banks. If grass or weeds are suf-

fered to grow, the layer will fail in producing a sufficient number
of shoots. At the Michaelmas after planting, the young shoots

being then of one summer's growth, should be clipped to a

uniform height.

Great attention must be given the first two years in clipping off

lateral or side- shoots close, as this renders the fence impene-

trable at the bottom. Perhaps it may be more prudent to clip

young fences for the first year or two, after the leaf is off and

the sap is down, although 1 have never observed any ill effects

from summer clipping. If the young fence is allowed to grow
up too fast at first, the result is sure to be a thin fence below,

and it is better to reduce the length of the shoots often, than to

cut off the young layer close, after it has been planted two years,

a plan pursued^ by many persons in order that more numerous
and vigorous shoots may be thrown out.

As soon as the fence is sufficiently grown to withstand cattle,

which as before stated will be in about four years on good land,

and five or six on poor land, the dead fence may be removed, and
part of the bank may either be carted away or returned to the

ditch, which, being now useless, can be levelled down with the
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plough, laving in draining-tiles where required. You will then

lose only the space covered by the fence, and gain what would

otherwise be waste land. A section of the fence when clipped

to the form in which I clip mine, would appear as in fig. 2.

Where water is conveyed to the ditch (the ditch having been made
the principal outlets of under-drains), care should be taken to

lay down draining-tiles suited to the quantity of water that may
have to pass through, increasing them in size as you approach the

outlet.

The great difference between the plan which I have so long

pursued and that of most others, lies in my fences being clipped

twice a year with garden- shears. Shears are preferable to the

bill-hook or scimitar, as it is difficult to keep fences within bounds
by either of the latter implements. I clip near 12 miles, exclu-

sive of plantation -fences, twice in every year, viz. June and Oc-
tober, at the cost of 10s. per mile or thereabouts, the fences being

from 2^ to 3 feet high, and about 1 foot in width. At the end of

the fourth or fifth year from planting, a fence should not be more
than 2^. or at most 3 feet high, and this added to the height of

the bank, which will be about a foot, will be sufficiently high for

all useful purposes. The form in which they are clipped is not

material. I have always clipped mine square at the top, as shotvn

in fig. 2.

It is scarcely possible to say how long a fence under this ma-
nagement will last good. I planted a fence thirty-eight years

since on a poor soil, laying a bed of clay beneath the young quick,

and cut it quite down at eighteen years ; about sixteen years after,

making thirty-four from raising, I split it down the middle with a
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sharp bill-hook, cutting a foot off the top. It is now an excellent

fence.

The plan of cutting or splitting a fence in half, to which I

have just alluded, answers better on arable than pasture-land, and

is performed by cutting off all the shoots on one side close to the

main stem, which will reduce the thickness of the hedge nearly

one-half. Where the fence separates arable from pasture, it is

better to cut on the arable side, but the plan itself is only a

saving of expense, or else a substitute for a better plan of renew-

ing the fence when it has become too large. This latter method
is by cutting the whole of the fence down, the strong stems being

cut down close, and the weaker ones left of different lengths,

according to their strength, as recommended by Mr. Blaikie in

his treatise on the management of hedges. Care should be taken

to follow the advice there given of cutting upwards. Where the

fence cut down divides arable and pasture, the clipped hedge cut

off will form an excellent protection on the pasture side, where

the most care is required to guard against cattle. In doing this

a grip is made 3 feet behind the hedge on the grass side, 1 foot

deep and 2 feet wide, by cutting out two sods. One sod is placed

upon the edge of the grip next the fence, for the dead hedge to

rest upon obliquely, the other sod is then placed on the stem

ends, and is sufficient to hold them down, as shown in fig. 3.

This operation costs, cutting and placing, 4.d. per rod. At the

end of the second or third year the dead fence will scarcely be a

sufficient guard against heavy cattle, and a fresh one should be
substituted, which can generally be obtained from the arable

lands, as in cutting down a fence which divides arable only, it is

seldom any protection is required. If, however, another dead
fence cannot be obtained, j)osts and rails must be substituted.

The fence as it grows again will not require so much trouble and
attention as in raising a new one, as the old stubs will send forth

a great number of strong and vigorous shoots. These must, as

before directed, be regularly clipped, the shoots at the lower part

being cut off pretty close, in order to niiike the renewed hedge

thick and close at the bottom, and it should not be allowed to
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increase in height too quickly. A fence, when renewed in this

manner, will be, when properly clipped, I think, if possible, closer

and e%'en more matted together than one fresh raised from voung
layer. Their neatness, when either fresh raised or renewed, can
scarcely be appreciated but by those who have seen them. In
form they almost resemble a brick wall, and are so firmlv en-
tangled that I have had some trouble in preventing my farming-
b<ns from amusing themselves by walking on the top.

I have carted clay over these fences by bending down towards
the lowest side of the fence a sufficient portion of it to allow a
cart to pass, having first separated it from the rest of the hedge
by cutting from top to bottom with a bill-hook. The part bent
down is confined by a board constructed for the purpose. Lcs
of wood are placed under the b<iard, as well for the purpose of
strengthening it, as for preventing the portion of the fence bent
down from being injured. I have carted heavv loads over a
bridge thus constructed for upwards fjf three months at a time, at

the end of which time the hedge has been returned to its proper
position, and the place in the fence could scarcely be seen. I

have endeavoured to represent this by fig. 4.

It may not be out of place here to give a sketch, fig. 5, of
another portable bridge which I had constructed for the conve-
nience of driving sheep to and from fold over the fence, in any
direction required :

—

Fig. h.
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Length of each half of the bridge . . - 10 feet.

Width of ditto . , . . . . 4^
Length of stay-brace which regulates the bridge according to

the height of the fence . . . . 13 „

In forming a fence to divide a plantation from pasture, the best

plan to be pursued is to make a small ditch on the side next the

plantation about 3 feet wide and 2 feet deep. The sods to be
taken out of this ditch are to be placed carefully with their grass

sides outwards, in order to form a bank next the pasture. They
are to be so placed as to leave a small space in the middle of the

bank, to be filled up with the remainder of the earth to be taken

out in forming the ditch. A fence of posts, to be placed 5 to 7
feet from each other, with triple rails, both p*osts and rails being

of fir, is then to be placed on the bank. The quick should be
planted perpendicularly on the edge of the ditch next the planta-

tion. A double row of sets planted about 5 inches from each

other in this form answers best. The young fence, as

to clipping, &c., is to be managed as before described. In about

four years the bank may be thrown into the ditch, and all will

then remain as level as before. This mode of fencing is shown
in fig. 6. A dead thorn fence will of course answer the same

Fig. G.

If

i

purpose as the posts and rails in protecting the young quick, but

it would have to be renewed at the end of the second year, and is

not always to be procured.

In taking away the banks which have been raised in forming

fences, where the soil is poor, a dressing of rotten manure (flagged

over with grass sods, wliere the fence is next a road), adds much
to the growth and security of the roots; and where failures have
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been found from the bite of hares, or otherw ise, in its early growth,

which cannot always be prevented, privet, briar, or holly will grow,

if laid in with a little good earth, with a few posts and rails at the

back to guard it. But with common care, on good soil, failures

will seldom if ever occur.

I have raised a new fence with elder plants only (although not

handsome, a live one) on an old bank, parting the bounds of pro-

perty, where the site could not be altered, and on the north side

of a wood. The elder slips were about a foot and a half long, set

one year in a piece of garden-ground before removed to the bank,

and almost every cutting grew.

In endeavouring to impi'ove old fences, I have never succeeded

in rendering them either uniform or sale, and should recommend,
where a good fence is required, levelling the old and raising a new
one. Young layer will not grow upon an old bank, at least I have

never been able to rear it ; and \\ hen an old bank is levelled down,
it should be left till the next year, if it can possibly be allowed lo

do so before a new fence is set out in its place.

At the enclosure, in 1816, of the parish in which my farm is

situate, 80 acres of rabbit-warren were brought into cultivation,

and the banks, where they have not been carted away or thrown
over, now remain covered with furze, as all the common was at

the time of the enclosure. Upon this soil, which was of the worst

description, being chiefly black sand, upwards of 200C rods of

fencing was made at that time. In raising these fences the treat-

ment only differed from that before described, in placing a bed
of clay beneath the young layer. This I should always recom-
mend if the soil is poor, and if manure is added with the clay the

better, but a thin covering of earth should be placed over the roots

of the young layer before the manure is applied.

The modes of fencing which I have described will, if carefully

practised, produce all that can be required for strength, durability,

and neatness, occupying as little space as possible, and are equally

applicable to all kinds of well-drained land, as well arable as

grazing ground ; but it cannot be expected that a tenant-at-will,

or even with a short lease, can be at the expense of raising good
fences on all situations, and on all soils, when it takes more than

the length of his lease to bring them to perfection ; nor is it pos-

sible to rear them under or near large trees, which tend as much
to the deterioration of the fences as of the corn and other crops

growing near them.

White-thorn will not grow if overshadowed, and a perfect fence

cannot be made where the line is broken bv hedsrerow timber.

Few are aware of the actual amount of injury to the farmer caused
by trees in the hedges, nor can it with any certainty be ascer-

tained. Their roots extend on all sides, extracting the nourish-

ment from the soil, and robbing both the fence and the corn.
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The roots of the common ash extend further than those of most

other trees. I have taken one up which measured in length 95
feet.* Besides the injury caused by the roots, when planted

thickly in the hedges, they prevent in a great measure the free

access of air to the enclosures surrounded by them, and though,

perhaps, vegetation in the grass fields, when sheltered by them,

may commence earlier in the spring, yet grass when shaded from
the sun is always of an inferior quality.

As far as regards their appearance, which is of so much consi-

deration to many landowners, they are generally stunted and not

unfrequently distorted, and, being planted at regular distances,

are excessively formal, and, I think, with the careful hand of the

landlord, their numbers might be considerably reduced to the im-
provement of the landscape and the great advantage of the tenant.

A few fine trees scattered in pastures look well, and will answer

as well there as anywhere else as a shade for cattle in summer.
The question as to the benefit (if any) derived by the landlord,

from timber being grown in the hedges for repairs, and various

other purposes connected with farming, is foreign to the subject of

this paper ; and there are various spots and corners on most farms,

which, from their position, are inconvenient to cultivate, and which
are frequently seen lying waste, well adapted for planting with

trees, by which the landlord would, at any rate, derive much be-

nefit (as the timber raised would be much better in quality and
quicker in growth), and which, as far as appearance is concerned,

would be much more ornamental than when trees are planted in

hedgerows.

There are few tenants, at least in my neighbourhood, who would
not more willingly give up small pieces of land for planting with-

out having any allowance made in their rents than have trees in

their hedges.

Admitting, as I freely do, a strong predilection for living fences

on farms, I am far from contending or expecting that a quickset

hedge, without a ditch, or upon a floor bank, as it is in some places

termed, should, or ever will, under all circumstances, be the fejice

universally adopted throughout a country varying in resources, and
in which very opposite and long-rooted habits and usages prevail,

but I am nevertheless of opinion, that wherever the living fence is

preferred, the landlord and tenant will equally find their advan-

tage in clipped thorn hedges, such as I have endeavoured to de-

scribe, and in the rearing and maintaining of which, I am not

without a hope that the foregoing hints may be found useful.

* This root I caused to be laid by the turnpike side for public inspec-

tion, with the words " Ash 95 I'eet" painted upon it.

South J{uncl07i, Doumham Marhci.
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XXV III.— On the Disease in Potatoes. By the President, Lord
PORTM A\.

To Mr. Pusey.

My dear Pusey—I send you the observations which I have made
upon the crops of potatoes grown in my garden and in my fields

this season, which you asked me to send you for publication in

our Journal. As soon as 1 had observed that the potatoes in

my Gardou were diseased, I had the whole crop dug up, and found

a great quantity so much affected as to appear to me to be useless.

Or the worst tubers I selected a dozen from each plot of ground and
placed them on the earth under two hand-lights, and constantly

observed the progress of the disease. For three weeks it advanced

rapidly, and the stench was dreadfully offensive, but at the end of

a month no smell remained; and in six weeks I found that they

were in the following state under each glass:—Some were quite

dry, and crumbled to dust; some were extremely wet, and had
the appearance of an ulcer in a state of viscous matter ; and the

rest had put forth shoots more or less healthy. Of these last a

few eyes had shot a length of half an inch and died, and the whole

tuber had become wet—ulcered. The others were so vigorous

that I cut away the sound parts with the eyes and planted them in

pots, placing them in my hot-house. Parts of each of the pota-

toes that grew were in the wet-ulcer state.

These plants are now growing well, and are 18 inches above

the pot— healthy vigorous plants; and the pots are as full of

fibrous roots as possible : some small tubers are already formed.

While the potatoes were under the hand-lights, there was a good
deal of sunshine and very little rain; and 1 think that the warmth
materially hastened the progress of the disease. Of the remainder
of the garden crop part were stored in very shallow heaps, and
part were spread on a dry floor ; and by carefully picking out

all that exhibited any signs of disease, I have a good stock in a
sound state. I found that in each of the first three weeks a few

diseased tubers were picked out of each store, and I ordered

a quantity of slaked lime to be shaken over the tubers, and since

that I have found no increase of the disease. The eyes of the

tubers are springing veiy freely, and I have planted for the crop

for 1846 all tliose that exhibited that tendency to premature
growth ; as I think it important for a crop to have the advantage
of all the vegetative power of each set. The ground was dug in

November for the winter fallow, and several potatoes were found
in it which had not been picked up when the crop was taken off:

none of those which were so found had decayed, though some were
slightly diseased.
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The potatoes iii the Field had been planted in Northumberland
ridges at the usual planting time' and were well dunged with

farm-yard manure. They did not come up very kindly nor regu-

larly, but soon made a great show ot" vigour. Nothing more than

common appeared till towards the end of August, when the foliage

appeared to be touched with frost or scorched, and the smell from

them was somewhat oftensive, though not very strong. About a
week after the appearance of the decay the stalks were all cut off

close to the earth, and most of them taken off. The potatoes

were taken up about Michaelmas in dry weather
;
they were re-

markably clean and nice looking. The diseased potatoes were
picked out and soon after steamed for the pigs, and given to them
in the usual way without any injurious results; the sound potatoes

were piled away in a long heap at the end of a barn which is dry,

cool, and airy ; after they had been there about a month they were

turned over and the diseased potatoes were picked out and steamed

as before: the sound tubers were stored buck with lime in a long

heap— 1 bushel of lime, which was verj/ mild and powdered, to 1

sack of potatoes ; the small tubers were picked out and placed by
themselves without lime. Both lieaps have now been turned back,

and none are diseased. When first taken up, some of the potatoes

were cooked : they were not good, but waxy and soapy
;

they

have gradually improved, and are now mealy and fine flavourccL

The tops were cut off before the potatoes were ripe, which perhaps

caused them to be waxy and soapy when dressed. Their recent

treatment has tended to improve them ; and a similar plan of

treatment would probably do so in all seasons. There were two
sorts of potatoes in the field—a round red potato, and the salmon
kidney ; the latter were the most affected by the disease. The
land on which they were grown is light and dry, on a chalk sub -

soil, the aspect north-west. The crop for 1846 I commenced
planting in November ; the sets were small and sound, planted

whole and well rolled in lime. Some were planted under the

dung, others over the dung, and some without any manure at all,

being intended for a top-dressing in the spring. A good many of

the sets have been examined since, and all continue good as when
they were first [)ut in. It is difiicult to persuade persons to plant

potatoes now ; their great objection is that their manure is not

ready.

I have ordered that no potato shall be consumed in my house or

on luy farm until the eyes have been taken out, as advised by
Dr. Lyon Playfair in his admirable lecture ; and I have appointed

some careful labovn-ers to take out, week by week, the eyes of the

potatoes required for a week's consumption ; and I have arranged

to store the eyes in wood ashes, charcoal, and other dry materials.

If this plan is as successful as I anticipate, it will be good for all
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years, and will supply abundance of sets, and not perf'eptibly

diminish the food of the populcFtion.

I have also heard of great success having attended the follow-

ing experiment, which I am about to try :—Place the tubers in a

moist, dark place, at a temperature varying from 50° to 60° Fah-

renheit. Here they will push out shoots which will grow to 8 or

10 inches, and then throw out fibrous roots at the lower points.

These should be taken oft" without being bruised, and immediately

planted in a hot-bed, with the tops just above the ground. Tlie

parent tubers will throw out a second similar set of shoots which

may be similarly treated, and the tubers may then be planted at

the usual time. Thus from one tuber three sets for a crop may be

obtained. This plan is not likely to succeed with all sorts of

potatoes, and probably not with the ash-leaved kidneys and others

of a like nature ; but it is worth trying where it is possible when

seed is scarce. I will report to you in the month of March the

progress of my experiments.

Yours truly,

PORTMAN.
Bnjanston, December 18, 1845.

XXIX.

—

On the Cultivation of the Potato. By Hknry Cox.

[This paper was sent in before the new disease of (he potato had become known.]

Though much has been said and written on the cultivati(m of

the potato, room is still, I think, left for a few practical remarks.

The exact date of the introduction of this valuable article of

food is not known. In England it made but little progress till

within the last sixty years, before which time the common mode
of cultivating them was to strew a little litter over the ground
where ihey were planted, and to dig a few as they were wanted.

About that time my grandfather planted towards three-quarters

of an acre in a field now occupied by my father at Avening in

Gloucestershire, which so astonished the inhabitants, that it be-

came matter of discussion what he intended to do with such a

quantity of potatoes ; and the old inhabitants remember even

now how people thronged from the neighbouring villages to see

so many potatoes growing together.

Since that time they have become of so much importance that a

failure for one year in the potato crop would be a great national

calamity, as many of the labouring population depend upon their

crop of potatoes for their chief subsistence
;
they are also become

of much importance in the feeding of cattle ; so that I think no
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farmer should be without a considerable stock of potatoes. I

have for several years been tryin* experiments in the cultivation

and preservation of potatoes, the results of which have led to a

somewhat different course from that pursued by many cultivators

of this valuable root. I am aware that many will say it is too

troublesome ; but this is a mistake too often indulged in ; for if we
take 55. worth of trouble more than ordinary, and we get for that

5.9. expended 1.5s. worth more crop than if that 5?. are not ex-

pended, all will agree with me that it is a fallacious objection.

Many writers have asserted that the potato should be per-

fectly ripe before it is taken up to be stored away for seed ; but

this certainly does not agree with my own practice. Mj' atten-

tion was first led to this point merely by accident : for having to

dig some early potatoes every day in the fore part of the summer
for the use of a family, some that were greened before digging,

and some that perhaps were not large enough for cooking, were
from time to time cast to one side of the bed : these having lain

in the sun some time and become quite green, I selected the best

of them to put away for seed, and the pigs had the others. The
chief part of my seed-potatoes were however left in the ground to

get quite ripe. The next season I was surprised to find a very

much better crop from those which had been accidentally dug
before they were ripe than from the main crop ; still I was not

satisfied that it was the seed which made the difference. The
same summer, however, I dug half my seed-bed about three weeks
before the potatoes were ripe, and left them on the ground until

the other half was ripe also, when both were stored in the same
quarters. In April following I took some from each heap, and
planted them alternately row by row ; of those taken up before

they were ripe, not one failed ; but of those left in the ground

until they were quite ripe, about one in twenty-five failed or

went blind. About the middle of July the crop was taken up

and carefully weighed : two rows of those grown from seed dug
before it was quite ripe weighed 69 pounds, while the two rows

from the seed left in the ground until quite ripe only weighed 57

pounds. The sort was the early ash-leaf kidneys, the land strong

loamy soil.

Tliis led me to conclude that the seed-potato, or, more pro-

perly speaking, the potato intended for sets, should always be

taken up about three weeks before it is ripe, because it is my
opinion that the unripe potato decays more readily, and so is more
easily worked upon by the young stems before they can fix their

roots firm enough in the soil to support themselves independently,

than when it has been left to get perfectly ripe before taking up.

Every cultivator of the potato knows that if the tuber that was

planted for seed is not decayed, the produce is but small and few.
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Secondly, if the potato is left in the ground until it is perfectly

ripe, or till the haulm is quite ctead, the eye becomes quite formed,

which may become suddenly checked, or sometimes bruised, when
a kind of mould almost imperceptible fixes sometimes on the eye,

and, if it does not quite kill the embryo bud, lays the founda-

tion for the curl, &c. ; or the bud, if it chance to escape either,

is generally weak and unproductive.

It has been frequently asserted, that cutting potatoes before

planting is the cause of failure in the produce: this I am fully

convinced is a fallacy, for it is my invariable practice to cut a

small portion of the potato off before planting for the purpose

above mentioned, of causing it to decompose ; even when the

tuber is not large enough to make two sets, it has been the prac-

tice of mvself, my father, and my grandfather, to cut our potatoes

for planting, and we have never yet found it to produce a failure
;

but on the contrary, when properly cut and laid thin on the barn-

floor, or some other dry place a fortnight before planting, the

very best results have occurred from the practice. We always

find middle-sized tubers cut in two (taking care to divide the

number and strength of the eyes equally) to be the best for seed
;

care should also be taken not to rub oft the bud, or if the shoot

be by accident allowed to get too long, it should be rubbed off and
laid in some dry place until the bud is formed at the eye again,

for if planted just as the spire is rubbed oft", and wet follow, they

are very apt to go blind, and not shoot at all.

Time of Planting.

The time of planting potatoes must depend on sorts, soil, and
weather ; but as a fair medium I should say for early crops and
sorts, March ; for second early, April ; and for late. May ; if

planted earlier they are liable to many accidents ; some soil be-
comes close with the rain, and consequently the tuber cannot
swell, neither can it receive the air as freely as it requires. It

sometimes happens that we have a very fine March or April, and
a very cold May. When this occurs, potatoes that have been a
long time in the ground, and are just ready to burst forth, receive

a great check, especially in wet or adhesive soil, there being a
constant struggle between the tuber to push forth its spire and
the atmosphere to keep it back, until a substance is formed in

the spire which actually becomes a tuber, and other stems or

branches form in the same manner, till we find a quantity of small
tubers formed instead of a plant of green and healthy foliage.

This is what country people call Bobbing Joans. My opinion
is that it is not an inherent disease of the seed-potato, but is occa-

sioned by— first, early planting
; secondly, planting in wet weather

and in adhesive soil ; and, thirdly, by planting after the stem and
VOT-. VI. 2 n
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roots are emitted some distance from the potato. Several experi-

ments seem to confirm me in my opinion. In, I think, 1834, I

planted some ash-leaf kidney potatoes the last week in January,

in a border, covered with litter at the foot of a south brick-wall :

now two out of seven of those planted at this time produced
Bobbing Joans ; that is, they produced small tubers under
ground, but never produced stems or branches above ground.

The last week in March I planted in the adjoining portion of the

border some more potatoes from the selfsame heap, and without

any more attention, and among nearly 500 sets not more than two
produced Bobbing Joans. The fact is, the ground was in better

order for receiving the tubers in March, because it was drier and
warmer, better capable of being properly pulverised, and not

liable to be beaten hard with the rains before the growth took

place. I have frequently noticed of late years that there is n sort

of fungus which attaches itself to the potato, particularly on light

land with a clay subsoil ; this makes its appearance when the

potato is quite ripe, in the shape of an almost imperceptible

pinkish network, which completely envelopes the tuber. These
should be carefully looked after and used at once, for if suffered

to get into a heap of seed-potatoes, the chance is ten to one if it

do not make half of them blind.

All potatoes intended for seed should be sound ; that is, should

not have that hollow coie in the middle which is frequently

found in large-sized tubers, and should be free from mildew or

fungi of any kind ; the eye should be as shallow as possible, and
all that seem to be running wild or degenerating from their true

sort or character, should be rejected ; a change of soil, too, and
situation, is particularly necessary.

We now come to planting. VVe very often see persons planting

potatoes with a dibbling-pin, just as we set beans. This must
be decidedly wrong, because the tuber cannot swell in so confined

a space, and the pin often renders the ground so hard around
the side of the hole, that it is impossible for the tuber to strike

out of it. The peculiar construction of the potato-plant seems to

prove that the breast or hand-plough is the best instrument for

planting potatoes; the root seems to delight in rather a firm soil,

while the tuber is best and will thrive best in a very light and

hollow soil. Now by the use of the hand-plough, the plant is

so far accommodated, as the man using the plough, and likewise

the boy who lays down the sets, tread in the bottom of the furrow,

and thereby render it somewhat firmer than the top, which is not

trodden upon at all ; there is likewise a sort of parting in the soil,

which the tuber striking out horizontally from the bottom of the.

stem delights to run in : these desirable objects cannot be attained

either by the horse-plough or the furrowing hoe or plough.
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There is another point in planting not properly attended to,

and by some studiously avoided ; that is, the placing the eye of

the set nearest the bottom of the furrow ; the roots of the potato

shoot forth from the same eye as the stem, or rather at the base

of the stem ; now if the eye is placed nearest the bottom soil the

roots strike into the soil, and begin to perform their functions at

once ; but if the tail, or that part of the tuber that has no eyes,

be placed on the soil, the roots have very frequently to run an
inch or two round or down the side of the set before they reach the

soil at the bottom. If the soil is rough or cloddy, it often hap-

pens that it docs not close in round the set ; even if it do, and a

few very hot and dry east winds should follow the planting, the

roots just emitted, being so tender, must inevitably suffer mate-

rially. Besides, when a large set is put in the ground with the

eye nearest the surface, when the set decays there is left a large

hollow space just at the base of the stem, which often causes the

roots to break off at the union of the root and stem.

But lest I should be thought too theoretical, I will give a few

experiments made in the years 1839-40-41-42, and 43, The
sorts used were in 1839 the Ash-leaf kidney ; in 1840, the Noblow

;

in 1841, the Common Purple ; in 1842, the Prolific ; and in 1843,

the Red Kidney : the depth of the furrow 5 inches :

—

Produce per Square Rod.

1839. 1840. 1841.
Com-

1842. 1843.

Ash-leaf No- mon Red
Kid- blows. Purple Prolific. Kid-
neys. Red. neys.

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

No. 1.—Potatoes taken from the regular heap,

without any preparing;, planted 2 feet from
row to row, and 9 inches from set to set, the

furrow drawn witli the hoe, and manure put
in the furrow, on the sets, the eye of the

70 lie G8 90 103
No. 2.—Tlie potatoes taken from same Iieap as

No. 1, the sets put down the same, but the

furrow made and the covering performed with

70 128 lOG 101 112
No. 3.— Planted precisely the same as No. 1,

but prepared by being taken up before they
were quite ripe, and exposed to the sun three

85 143 109 114 119
No. 4.—Prepared as No. 3, but planted with the

eye nearest the bottom of the furrow, which
was made with the breast-plough . . . 113 159 130 132 149

A regular increase is shown by this table, and that with five

distinct kinds of potatoes, and in five different seasons, according
as I applied more of the rules which I have recommended
above.,

2 B 2
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In Xo. 2, the substitution of the breast-plough for the hoe, by
giving a firm bed to the potatoes, produces an increased yield of

each kind in each year. In Xo. 3, the use of unripe seed gives

a further increase throughout upon Xo. 2. Again, Xo. 4 sur-

passes Xo. 3 each vear, all other things remaining the same, but

the eye being turned to the bottom of the furrow. This steady

increase in yield, progressing in accordance with the rules laid

down above, gives me great confidence in proposing their adoption.

These e.\periments were made on a piece of poor sandy soil, very

apt to run together and get baked on the top after heavv rains.

The Ash-leaves were each year planted the last week in March,
the Prolifics the third week in April, and the other sorts the

second week in !May.

Hoeing is a thing that is not in general done as it ought to

be. We very often see two horses with a plough between rows
of potatoes not more than 2 feet apart : sometimes the horses

tread on the plant, sometimes the plough slips aside
;
and when

this is not the case, if you walk along behind the plough you
may see large masses of the fibrous roots of the potato exposed

to the scorching sun, and often torn off. Xow nature teaches

us, and experience teaches us, that this cannot be right, when
we might get them hoed in the very best manner for 18a\ per

acre, that is, Qis. each time of hoeing ; and I can with confidence

assert, that if manual labour was substituted for horse-labour

in this particular, the remuneration would be full 30 per cent,

above that of horse-labour. Our own practice is to hoe them
slightly as soon as we can see the rows of plants above ground,

and again in about eight or ten days. If the planting is performed

with the breast-plough and in dry weather, there is no occasion

for the hoe to go more than an inch and a half deep, just to loosen

the surface and to destroy weeds. The third hoeing or earthing

is performed in about the same time after the second as the second

is after the first. The plan of earthing potatoes 6 or 7 inches

high is bad, because the fibrous roots of the potato extend them-

selves a great ^istance from the set, and by drawing the ijiould

from between the rows to earth up the stems, a great number
must be cut off or exposed to the sun. The only real benefit

derived from earthing up potatoes is, first, to keep the wind from

breaking them down, and thus hold the stems erect
;
secondly, to

keep the tuber from being exposed to the influence of the wea-

ther. When it is approaching a state of maturity 2 inches are

quite sufficient for those purposes, but the wider the bank extends

the better.

Hoeing potatoes is a very great help to their vegetative }X)wers,

especially on those soils that are apt to cake on the top after rain ;

whether from admitting air to their roots, or from allowing the
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evaporation * eniitted from the soil to unite with the atmospLeie
about the plants, I cannot positively say, but I strongly sus-

pect the latter is the cause of such a difference being effected

in so short a time by the operation. However this may be, it is

quite certain from experiments that I have made, that there is no
operation that is practised in culiivating the soil v.hich better re-

pays the cultivator than judicious hoeing; and yet there is scarce

anything so much neglected !

The best soil for potatoes is a rich light mellow sand or brash,

enriched with manure. But if we have none of these at our com-
mand, we must endeavour by artificial means to render what we
have as similar as we can. Some few years ago, when in Chelten-
ham, a gentleman laid me a wager that I did not grow 9 pecks of
potatoes from 9 rods of ground, and that what I did grow would not
be eatable. The land was a complete clay-marl, having had all

the top loam taken off^ two or three years previous. The gentle-

man had planted potatoes on it once in the usual way, and met
with a complete failure. I proceeded in a manner not known in

that neighbourhood, and was laughed at for my experiment.
About the beginning of March I got a good cart-load of un-
fermented horse-dung, which cost 7s. : this I had well dug in

among the soil, and left the lop as rough as possible, for the sun
and air to pulverize it. I left it in this state until the second
week in April, which happened to be very fine ; 1 then levelled

the surface, and marked it out in beds 6 feet wide ; down
the beds I put two rows of potatoes about 3 feet apart and 6
inches in the row ; between the beds I dug out trenches, the

same as for celery, and covered the sets about 4\ inches deep;
they were kept well hoed, and what was the result? Why, in-

stead of 9 pecks of useless potatoes, I had 7h sacks of most
excellent ones ; the sorts were the ash-leaf kidney, the prolific,

and the gold-pine. I got the crop off" in August, and immedi-
ately sowed store-turnips on one half, and planted the other with
kail, and in November I had the satisfaction to see a most excel-

lent crop of turnips and kail on the same piece of ground, being
the second crop the same season on the land that I had been told

in the spring would produce nothing ; and I am quite certain

there are thousands of acres now pronounced valueless, that might
be turned to good account in the same manner with little expense
beyond what would be repaid the first year or two.

Whatever may be said against unfermented manure by theorists,

* I have always found that a lew handfuls of maiden loam strewed
among plants that are sickly and their foliage turned yellow, will in an
almost incredible short time restore to them their dark green healthy
appearance ; neither have I ever found any other substance that works the
same effect in so short time, not even charcoal itself.
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I am quite convinced from practice that there is nothing better to

bring heavy tenacious soils to a proper state of friabihty than

to apply manure or farm-yard dung in as fresh a state as possible,

because, while in a state of fermentation in the soil, it keeps the

pores open, and the soil in a state of activity. On the contrary,

manure cannot be too rotten to be applied to brashy land for

potatoes. Peat or turf ashes are an excellent manure for potatoes
;

spent hops, too, scattered on the sets at planting have been found

to be a great stimulant, and to produce large crops.

It would be a difficult task to point out the best sorts of pota-

toes for all soils and situations, and palates ; but as a fair criterion

I should say, the qualities most necessary to constitute a good
potato are first, a mellow mealiness, not having a hard core in

the middle when cooked
;
secondly, a fine rich flavour

;
thirdly,

fineness of texture
;

lastly, good croppers. There are but few to

be found possessing all these qualities : the first three are pos-

sessed by the China- Orange potato, but it requires very good soil

to make it a good cropper ; the first and the last are possessed

by the Noblow, but it is deficient in the second and third : it is,

however, a most excellent potato for poor brashy land : people here

prefer them to the Purple or the Red-nosed kidney for general use.

The best sorts that I have found are for early ones Ash-leaf Kid-

neys, and for seedlings : those are in good eating from June till

September
;

secondly, Early Prolific, Goldfinders, and China-

Oranges,—those are in good eating from August till December

;

late, Devonshire Reds, York Reds, Round Black and Purple, and
Noblow,—those are in good eating from November till April

;

very late, French Magpie, Red Kidney, and Red-nosed Kidney,

—

these are in good eating from April till August; there is also a

kidney potato called Chapman's Early, which, if planted in June
and taken up in October and stored in mould, will equal the

best new potatoes from October till May, in flavour and appear-

ance. There are innumerable other varieties : but having tried

somp hundreds, I can find none to surpass those 1 have enume--

rated.

There are four or five sorts of potatoes commonly grown to

feed cattle, which are called the Purple-cut, the White- blossomed,
the Mangold-wurzel potato, and the Prince de Rohan. Now the

Noblow is a better cropper than either of the first two, and a better

potato than the last two. Some one will say, perhaps, All we
want is the best croppers for feeding cattle ; but this is a mistake.

The wholesomeness of the potato depends on its mealiness ; for

whatever may be the component parts, easiness of digestion is the

great requisite of the potato ; for instance, in a chemical exami-

nation two varieties of potato shall possess the same quantity of

mucilaginous or nutritive matter; one will fall to pieces when
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boiled, and the other will cut like a piece of soap ; that one which
falls to pieces is to all intents and purposes more wholesome than

the other both for man and beast, because its nutritious matter is

more readilv imparted.

An experiment that I made some time ago proved to me the

correctness of this opinion. A large hog, fed on 3 bushels of Xo-
blow potatoes mixed with 1 bushel of barley-meal, improved in

weight in fourteen days 29 lbs. ; the next fourteen days it was fed

on the same quantity of Mangold-wurzel potatoes with 1 bushel of

barley-meal, and only improved 21 lbs. ; on being allowed Xoblow
potatoes in the same proportion the next fourteen days, it improved
in weight 34 lbs. ; it was weighed each time before breakfast on
the fourteenth dav ; other experiments made proved the decided

superiority of the mealy potato. The Mangold-wurzel potato is

an immense cropper on very rich soil, but when brought on poor
brashy soil the Noblow yields a far greater weight.

So much for sorts and quantities. We come now to preserving

them for use in the winter and earlv summer months.

There is a very great mistake in the common way of preserving

potatoes for use. W e very often see potatoes dug in wet weather,

thrown into a waggon or cart, and thence into a heap, as if

they were so many stones. This is a great mistake. Potatoes

ought to be handled as tenderly as eggs, if possible ; for when
thrown heavily about just when fresh taken up, it bruises them so

that thev are not fit to be eaten or seen. Then we see people
• laying a great quantity of straw next the potatoes, and afterwards

covering them up with a large quantity of mould, which they beat as

if they were puddling a pool : this, too, is wrong. It is well known
that potatoes heat if laid in a heap as soon as thev are taken
up : the steam is kept in, the straw becomes wet, and very likely

mildew or some other species of fungus follows, and the destruc-

tion of many of the tubers is inevitable. I have seen hundreds of

such cases in which the potatoes have been more or less afifected,

some to the extent of nine-tenths of the whole heap quite spoiled.

I beg, then, to suggest a simple method which we have practised

many years, and by following which all these bad consequences
may be averted.

Never raise your potatoes in v,et weather, but alwavs choose a
dry time for the purpose ; let them be perfectly ripe if intended
for eating ; handle them as gently as possible ; choose a dry situa-

tion for the heap
;
lay ihem long and narrow, not allowing the

bottom of the heap to be more than 4 feet wide ; lay the tubers
in ridge-ways as neat as possible ; then cover with fine mould, but
do not on 'any account put straw next the tubers, nor beat the

mould hard, but let it lie as light and hollow as possible. By
this means the rank steam is allowed to pass ofi., and the air to
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purify the atmosphere within the heap. A trench should be dug
round the outside of the heap at least 6 inches deeper than the

bottom of the heap, which will drain it in case of wet
;
nothing is

more injurious than the water Iving about the bottom of the heap.

A sort of thatch should be put on the outside of the mould about

the beginning of December to keep out the frost, but should be

removed quite as soon as the beginning of Alarch. Late potatoes

may be kept fresh as when dug till the beginning of May by this

practice, when they may be taken away, and put into any dark and
cool place till used.

I should not have troubled the Society with this short Essay
but for the complaints which are so very common about curl.

Bobbing Joans, rot, &c. I do say, and it cannot be too strongly

urged, that half the failures in the potato crop might be avoided

if proper care was taken in cultivation, preservation, and selection

for seed.

How common it is to see a field of potatoes, in a wet situation,

just put in with the horse-plough, wuthout any regard to the selec-

tion or the manner of planting, without stopping to inquire whether

the plant requires a light soil or a heavy one, a dry situation or a

wet one, whether the soil should be liollow or close,—there they are

planted ! If a failure ensue, it is imputed to a bad season or bad
soil, or the disease called the curl is said to be in the ground; but

there is no glance at the real cause—bad cultivation.

I can assure my friends in the low counties that if they would
take a little more pains to ridge their wet and adhesive soil, so

that the potatoes may stand out of the water, to use the best means
of making the soil light and friable by turning it in dry and frosty

weather, and by mixing with it unfermented manure ; if they were
a little more particular in choosing their seed; if they were a little

more particular in choosing a dry time for their operations; if

they were more particular in choosing a good dry situation for

preserving them in ; I can tell them, from practical experience,

that we should not hear one quarter so much about failures, curl,

rot, or anything of this sort ; and I can say, from practical experi-

ence, that their additional trouble would be repaid 100 per cerlt.

Much has been said and written about picking off the blossoms

from potatoes, but a question arises, whether it will pay ? I can

positively say it will not.

I have no doubt that if v, e could manage to get the blossoms

picked off without deranging the foliage, or otherwise disturbing

the plant, it might make a sliglit difference in the crop. But if

we come to consider that at the time when the blossom is formed the

plant nearly covers the ground, we shall find that we cannot send

boys or women amongst them to gather the blossoms without very

much injuring the foliage and otherwise deranging the plant.
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Thus much for opinion, but practice is real evidence. I have

very frecjuentlv tried the experiment on one half of a bed, leaving

the other half not picked off, and could never find any difference

in the produce, the injury done in picking off the blossoms Cjuite

balancing the good that the tuber derives from the absence of

blossoms.

The cost of planting an acre of potatoes properly " itli the breast-

plough, 2 furrows deep, is about 25s. 6f?. : three times hoeing at Gj.

each time, ISs.
;
taking up and securing in ordinary soils, 25s.

The quantitv of tubers required to plant an acre, if middle-sized,

about ]2i cwt. ; if large, 14 cwt.

If manure is used it should be spread equally over the ground :

the extremities of the fibre reach a long way from the set, and it is

these that take up the food. When the manure is put in the row
on the sets, as is usually done, if it is pretty well charged with am-
monia, it burns the young fibres just as they are emitted, and con-

sequently they are of no use in taking up food for the plant. I

have examined hundreds of sets that have been spoiled in this w ay.

In low, cold, v. et, and adhesive soils, where it is necessary to use

unfermented manure, and to cast the land into ridges, it is best to

dig or plough it in previous to planting, and at planting time to

level the ground. Plant in rows on the surface, and cover with

the soil that is taken out of the trenches ; the e.vpense is about

the same as breast-ploughing, or but a trifle more.

It has been recommended to plant potatoes on liillocks in

preference to this mode : I cannot discover the advantage by expe-

riments that 1 have made, but havp always found the diflerence ia

favour of the rows.

The mode of cooking potatoes bv steam is, I think, the best

;

but if this convenience is not attainable, the water should be drawn
off a minute or two before they are soft, and a little salt strewed

over them, and covered close a few minutes, which will greatly

improve the flavour and the wholesomeness of the potato.

In the modes of cultivation which I now recommend, I have
adduced nothing but what I have proved by praciical experience;

neither have I recommended anything that is unattainable or ex-

pensive, beyond the reach of the smallest means.

Lonijfords House, JMinchinhainpton, Gloucestershit e.

XXX.— Experiment in raising a Crop of Siccdes upon ban-en

Land icith artificial Manure. By the Rev. A. Hcxt.\ble.

To Lord Portman.

My dear Lord,— I have not failed to bear in mind the wish
which you did me the honour to express that I should send to the

Royal Agricultural Society an account of my attempt, which has
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proved so successful, to raise a crop of swedes upon land of cer-

tainly most unpromising character. Although I cannot feel any
confidence that the statement of my plan and its calculations will

be deemed worthy of insertion in the pages of the Society's

Journal, yet I venture to submit all the particulars, that the ex-

periment may, in the event of its being published, be intelligible to

all readers, even to those, if such there be, who have not yet given

their attention to ' Chemistry in its Application to Agriculture.'

The problem which I sought to solve is contained in the

question— Can we by supplying to the soil the constituents (so

far as at present known) of a plant, cultivate that plant on any

land, however in itself sterile ?
"

The portion of ground chosen for the testing of the principle

here implied was, as your Lordship will recollect, situated in the

parish of Sutton Waldron, in Cranbourn Chase, very steep, ex-

posed to the south, but sheltered in some degree by the hills of

which it forms a part, almost covered with white rubble, forming

a portion of the upper chalk." This precise spot, consisting of

five acres, was selected because it appeared the most barren and
" unlikely" of any in the immediate neighbourhood. In truth,

the endeavour to grow swedes on such land appeared to all

observers an expcrimentum crucis. So long as it lay in down,
scarcely any herbage whatever covered this hill -side. On the

failure of the hay- crop in 1844, a party of poor men from
Shaftesbury came to me soliciting employment. They were set

to dig this piece of land, but the soil proved too thin and stub-

born for the spade
;
they therefore, in their own phrase, knocked

it over with the pickaxe. Twice in the season afterwards it was
sown with rape, but the produce was nothing. A soil of this

constitution seemed a fair field for the experiment on a pretty

large scale and in a. popular way—I say "in a popular way,"

because, to satisfy the requirements of rigid science, a strict

analysis both of the soil and manure would be asked for, before

any inference would be permitted to be drawn from the result.

Yet for practical purposes it may seem enough to show that, on
land growing nothing, a large crop can be raised by adding cer-

tain ingredients which the chemist tells us are necessary for the

fruitful cultivation of that crop. Accordingly in the latter part of

April, 1845, I determined on this hill, as above described, to see

whether it were possible to produce a crop of swedes weighing

20 tons per acre. To effect this object, chemical analysis, as

given in Professor Johnston's Lectures, acquaints us that there

would be required for the bulbs and tops of such a return {i.

for 20 tons of bulbs and tons of tops) inorganic matter weigh-

ing more than 500 lbs.
;

consisting of about 14G lbs. of potash,

70 lbs. of soda, 69 lbs. of sulphuric acid, 30 lbs. of phosphoric

acid, 103 lbs. of lime, 22 lbs. of magnesia, 23 lbs. of chlorine.
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23 lbs. of silica, as well as a certain proportion of organic matters

in the form of ammonia and carbonic acid. It was expected that

if these were sufficiently supplied to the plant in its early stages,

the remainder of the carbonic acid and ammonia necessary to the

perfect swede would be furnished, whether, as Mulder affirms,

from the decaying matter in the soil (especially the sawdust men-
tioned afterwards), or from the ammonia brought down by the

rains according to Liebig. The quantities of inorganic substances

above enumerated are not constant, but vary, as is well known,
within certain limits, according to the soil : they must be con-

sidered as only an approximation to the quantities and proportions

required.

Now as potash and soda may to a great extent replace each

other, I calculated that 30 bushels of woodashes would give those

alkalis in sufficient measure. I made no provision for the alkaline

earths, for the chalk soil would plainly yield lime enough; to this

1 trusted to replace the minute dose of magnesia demanded. The
phosphoric and sulphuric acids would be found amply in the

2 cwt. of Ichaboe guano, 50 lbs. of burnt bones treated with

25 lbs. of sulphuric acid in addition to the sulphates and phos-

phates contained in the woodashes. The guano would also yield

sufficient ammonia to the youmj swede-plant ; whilst two pot-

load of sawdust already in a rotten state, having been fermented
by pigs' manure and salt, would give out a constant supply of

carbonic, as well as conduce, according to Mulder, to the constant

formation of ammonia in the soil. The great affinity of decaying

sawdust for moisture would prevent the effects of drought so for-

midable to turnips on our higti chalk-lands. The opposite

danger of excessive rains washing the manure away from the

growing plants was guarded against by pouring over the guano
and ashes employed 10 lbs. of sulphuric acid in a diluted form,

thereby converting the highly soluble carbonates into the com-
paratively insoluble sulphates of ammonia and potash.

In order that every portion of the manure thus calculated

might, as far as possible, be duly apportioned to each plant, it

was determined to bury both the seed and manure in holes at

measured distances; but the looseness of the soil, filling up each
hole as soon as made, defeated this expedient. The labourers

were then instructed to begin at the highest point, and working
down hill to strike out with their hoes small drills 2 feet apart.

The manure having been previously hauled to the summit, a
large wheelbarrow, loaded with a sufficient quantity for two
drills, was wheeled down the interval between the two drills ; and
a handful of the contents placed at distances of one foot in each
drill. Children followed dropping upon each deposit of manure
three fingers-full of seed mixed with fine soil, which served to

prevent the manure from burning the seed. In descending the
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hill they trod on their work, and so buried both the manure end
seed together. This operation completed the process : the only

subsequent cultivation consisted in the singling by children of the

swedes as they came up in bunches.

The issue of this experiment has exceeded iny most sanguine

expectations. Forty perches of the best part of the crop yielded

of clean roots after the rate of 23^ tons per acre, whilst 40 perches
of the poorest gave 19 tons. On comparing the relative quan-
tities of the heaviest and lightest produce, competent persons have
estimated the crop at 21 tons per acre of clean roots, the samples
of which were weighed in dry weather. Some of these when
topped and tailed weighed 14 lbs., measuring severally 29 and
30 inches—many hundred of them exceed 10 lbs. in weight.

One remarkable circumstance presented itself to the observer.

Between swedes of 8 lbs. and V) lbs. weight would be seen every

now and then a starveling plant in bulb not bigger than a marble.

This arose from the carelessness of the children, who occasionally

dropped the seed at a distance from its appointed food. But the

accident served to prove beyond all doubt at once the efBciencv

of the manure and the intrinsic poverty of the ground.

When I began this experiment the jnen employed on it and
every eyewitness who passed by smiled incredulously at what
appeared at the time an act of well-meant folly—but note the

success can/no longer be denied, and the last refuge of scepticism

betrays itself in the question so often put to me—" But what was

the cost ? You may buy gold too dear.''—Of course this is a

most important part of the subject, and I rejoice, for tlie sake of

the labourer begging for work and the nation for food, that I can

answer the inquiry most satisfactorily. Thus stands the cost per

acj-e

:

—
30 bushels of woodashcs at 6(/. . .

2 cwt. of Ichaboe g,uaiio at Tf. Gd. .

59 Ujs. of burnt bones and 22 llis. of sulphuric acid

30 bushels of sawdust .....
Labour account * in hoeing, drill, dropping seed (die

surface of the land being otherwise initouciied).

10 lbs. of sulphuric acid poured over ashes .

Rent hs. ;
rates, &c., 2*. ....

Seed, 5 lbs. per acre, 1*-, ....
A pair of horses liauling the artilkial manure to

the summit of the hill ....

£. s. d.

0 15 0
0 15 0
0 7 0
0 2 6

0 19 G
0 1 3
0 7 0
0 3 6

0 7 0

£.3 17 9

The expense of prcpaiing the ground is certainly part of the cost

:

though it had been pieparcd previously, it had not borne any crop. This

would ad(i considerably, but most properly, to the expense. For an acre

pecked u)) at (id. per rod, besides hairowings, &c., 'Ms. per acre would be

the probable expense.—T. KuiuiiKLEV.
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It will be observed that no charge is made for pulling the swedes,

because 4 or 5 tons per acre of green food (though some of the

leaves were in a state of d(!cav), which have with the addition of a

little straw maintained a flock of 120 ewes for five days, must
far outweigh that expense, and in truth ought to convey a con-

siderable sum to the credit side of the account. I have thus

given every item of cost that can be laid against 21 tons of

swedes per acre. The precise value of this root is, I am aware,

hitherto an undecided question. In this neighbourhood I can sell

them at the rate of 1/. per ton; but experiments made last year

and others still in progress lead me to value them at 9(/. per cwt.,

at the very loicest—or 1 5.?. per ton when employed in fatting

sheep in sheds on boards; nnd this exclusive of the value of the

dung made by the sheep under cover. Therefore I do not hesi-

tate to express an opinion that to persons w ho know how to use

swedes they are worth ISs. a ton—an estimate which makes the

crop worth 15/. 155. per acre, at a cost of 3/. \7s. 9d., giving a

return of more than 300 per cent, for the outlay.

I hope that it will not be thought an instance of too rapid a

generalization when I draw from this experience the inference

that with a skilful employment of labour, reliance on the prin-

ciples of chemistry, and adequate capital, there is no soil, however
poor, which will not abundantly repay the costs of cultivation.

I am well aware that the estimate of " iQs. a ton, or of 1 .5.v. at

the very outside," is that given in many books. Nor would I

presume to express my own higher sense of their worth, but that

continued experiments made by myself have left me no doubt on
the subject. Will you permit me to observe that the want of
accurate weights and measurements, and therewith of just valua-

tion, is the great opprobrium of English agriculture. In this

respect it is far less scientific than either the French or German.
J have never yet met with a farmer who could tell me with any
degree of exactness how much of food per day, an animal, whether
sheep, or pig, or ox, will eat, under given circumstances of age,

breed, condition, and shelter; and how much flesh he will put on
by the consumption of so much food. Therefore 1 have deter-

mined to seek out the information for myself ; and am prepared
to prove, by repeated weighings of the food, that a full-mouthed

south-down wether or ewe will, when confined to a shed upon
boards, as in Journal V. Part i., eat on an average from 16 to

18 lbs. a day of cut swedes, with 1 pint of oats and ^ lb. of

barley-straw cut into chaff and salted, and that upon this Ibod the

animal will increase 3 lbs. in live weight per week. Now I

assume that this live incrkask (in a full-grown animal) is to the

dead-weight : : 4 ; 3, because skin, head, bones, and entrails will

be nearly a constant quantity

—
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s. d.

. • . Dead weight = f of 3 lbs. = 2 lbs. 4 oz. at Id. . . 1 3f
Deducting 7 pints of oats at 3fd., attendance id. . 0 4^

0 Hi

This ll^d. will represent the value of the swedes consumed per

week, that is 7 X 17 = 119 lbs.

.
•

. If 119 lbs. = Ud.
112 lbs. = lOid.

or a ton is worth 1 7s. 6d. exclusive of the manure.
Nor^ my Lord, is this estimate unsupported by scientific authority.

I beg to refer to an experiment detailed by Professor Playfair,

Agricultural Gazette, p. 59, 1844—where it is shown that under
certain conditions 100 lbs. of swedes gave 3 lbs. of live weight.

Also to the ver\' interesting experiments of Mr. Curwen, in his

' Agricultural Hints/ showing that Mason's Leicesters, fed on
turnips, would make the crop worth 30/. per acre, meat being at

that time Q>d. per lb. in the year 1808.

I confidently hope that you will excuse the length of this letter,

as I am most anxious to secure the attention of the great agri-

culturists to this question—" What is the value of the swede
crop under given conditions ?

''

I am, my dear Lord,

Your faithful servant,

A. HUXTABLE.
Sutton Waldron, Shaftesbury,

November Wth, 1845.

To determine the value of the dung resultingfrom the consumption of
a ton of swedes by sheep under cover, eating a pint of oats to every

17 lbs. weight of turnips ;—

The ash contained in one ton of swedes . . 17 lbs.

The ash in ihe'oats is in weight about one-fortieth

part of the grain, and as 75 lbs. of oats will be

eaten with the ton of swedes . . . 2 lbs. nearly

The ash will amount to 19 lbs.

Now the whole weight of dung from swedes will

be about one-tenth of weight of roots . . 224 lbs.

Weight of dung from corn is nearly one-half;

therefore, from the oats there will be . .37 lbs.

or 261 lbs.
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s. d.

The Nitrogen in this manure, according to Bous-
singault, ' Economic Rurale,' tome ii. p. 148, is 1

and one-tenth per cent, nearh', or in the above 261
lbs. will amount to 2j lbs. nearly, which, at Id. per

lb. (its value when bought in good guano or sulphate

of ammonia) . . . . . . . 1 71

The ash, considering how large a proportion consists

of potash and soda, &c., may fairly be estimated at

Urf. per lb., or 19 lbs. .
'

. . .2 4^
Nitrogen, as above . . . . . . \ 1\

3 111

This being added to 1 7s. 6d. per ton as the value of the bulbs esti-

mated by the amount of mutton they will produce, gives 1/. Is. 3|rf. as

the whole value of a ton of swedes consimied in the manner and under
the conditions of the experiment.

XXXI.—On the Breeding, Feeding, and General Management

of Sheep. By T. E. Pawlett.

It is not my intention, Jn offering the following pages to the notice of

your Society, to enter into a lengthened discussion derived from
a speculative knowledge of the subject in question, but I shall en-

deavour to confine myself chiefly to the relation of experiments

which have been made and tested by myself, offering at the same
time such remarks and observations as may have occurred to me
whilst they were in progress : and here I may observe, that the trial

of any of them was not left to the care of another person, but all were
begun and carried on under my own eye, as far as circumstances

would allow. It has been my practice for more than twenty years

to weigh some of mv sheep monthly, almost all the year round, to

try various kinds of food and methods of management, and always

in the most accurate manner, bv using dead weights, and not upon
the steelyard principle, which, by weighing anything alive, is liable

to great variation. For instance : if I were to weigh a lot of lambs
alive, which I frequently have done with the common steelyard,

by taking two saddle-girths, and placing them under the belly of

the animal, one as near the hind legs as possible, and the other

immediately behind the fore legs, and so when the steelyards were
attached to the girths, suspending the lambs from a pole rest-

ing upon the slioulders of two men, I have invariably found that

they would weigh by this method from 3 lbs. to 4 lbs. each more
than they afterwards have done (on the same day) by scales and
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weights. I have also endeavoured to weigh my sheep as nearly at

the same time of the day as I possibly could. I believe in all

trials of animals a number should be taken for the experiment, and
never less than six or eight. I generally, in the following ac-

counts, have selected eight lambs, as it is the average of the lot

that must be looked at, and not the individual increase of any one
of them. It is astonishing sometimes to find so much variation as

I have seen among a lot without any apparent cause ; some may
not have been in good health when the weighing day came, have
had a little scour upon them, and others may not have taken so

much food as usual. The sheep with which the following expe-

riments were made were all of the Leicester breed, and bred by
myself. Being a ram breeder, perhaps it will be received with

some suspicion when I state, that it is of the greatest'possible ad-

vantage, in order to get a good breed of sheep, that the very best

rams should be procured; nevertheless it is true, for I have had
abundant proofs that the produce inherit considerably more of the

qualities of the male (whether good or bad) than they do from the

female; indeed, I consider the male almost everything in getting

a good animal : I do not, however, wish to be understood that the

properties of the female are quite inactive in the process of gene-

ration, and that the produce does not in a measure partake of her

qualities. 1 would recommend that the greatest care should be

taken in drawing the ewes for the rams, so that \\ henever there is

a defect in the one, it may be counteracted by the others possessing

good points in that particular. Great difference of opinion exists

whether it is right or not to cross animals in breeding. By
crossing: I do not mean mixing two distinct breeds, but chan'rina'

from one flock to another of the same breed
;
many are the

advocates for it, whilst a few persons contend for breeding in and
in. From a long experience and close attention to the subject for

more than twenty years, my mind seems more disposed to favour

the latter than the former. I do not, however, recommend that

animals closely allied by blood should be put together generally;

yet I have known very good sheep, for instance, produced by put-

ting the son of a ram called A to a daughter of A, in cases where

their points would suit each other ; and I should never hesitate in

doing so. I cannot see tlie utility of crossing for the sake of cross-

ing or changing, unless I can perceive superior qualities in another

person's flock which mine do not possess ; even in that case if

my neighbour's flock were not quite so well bred as my own, I should

long hesitate before I had anything to do with It, as the more I see

of breeding the more I am convinced of the advantnges to be de-

rived from using well-bred, indeed the best-bred animals.

In the breeding of sheep there Is much to be attended to—size,

wool, constitution, quality of mutton, form, &c.
;
yet I think pro-
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pensity to fatten of paramount importance. Having drawn the
ewes for the rams, the next point to be considered is, which is the
best method—To turn the rams loose amongst the ewes in the com-
mon way, or put them in stocks for the rams. I invariably adopt
the latter, as I get far fe.ver " guest " or barren ewes bv this than I

should by the former practice. It very frequently happens that

rams are put loose with the ewes when they are much too fat

;

many are therefore very idle, and will not tup an ewe unless under
favourable circumstances ; thev may sers e some ; and jump others,

and if they cannot succeed after two or three trials, will leave the

ewe entirely and go to another; she misses this time, and perhaps
also when she returns again. When ewes are served in stocks, the

shepherd of course sees that all is done right. The general opinion

is, that once ser^'ing an ewe is sufficient for her to be inlambed : ex-

perience has convinced me that twice is much more safe, and I will

adduce an instance of it, which led me to the custom v.hich I

always adopt, of having all my ewes served at least twice by the

rams. On the 17ih of October, 1S35, I put 31 ewes to a diffe-

rent rams ; '22 of them were tupped twice each, a few hours

elapsing between, and at the usual time when they would have
returned, had they not been inlambed, only one did return. The
remaining 9 ewes were tupped by the same rams onlv once each,

and 5 of them returned or went over again. From this it would
appear, that out of 100 ewes serv ed t\\"ice, 95 v. ould be inlambed

;

while out of 100 served only once, 45 only would be inlambed;
showing a decided preference for stocking the ewes, and ha^-ing

them tupped twice. I have been accustomed for manv years to

set down dailv everv ev.-e that went to the ram, and find that thev

return, if not inlambed, at from fourteen to eighteen days after-

wards
;
scarcely any come again before fourteen davs, and very

rarely any later than eighteen days. I found by observations made
in the lambing seasons of 1831 and 1832, that my ewes went with

lamb as follows, and I was enabled to come to a certainty upon
this point, as I always number mv ewes, also my voung lambs,

and set down every day the ewes as they take the ram :

—

Weel;s. Days.

The longest time any ewe went with a ram lamb was 22 4

The shortest time
'

. . . . 210
The longest time any one went with an ewe lamb was 22 2
The shortest time • . . . . 20 4

This proves the general opinion to be correct, that animals go with

young longer with males than females, but the difference is very

trillin sr.

It is the custom in manv parts of the country to dross ewes with

mercurial ointment in the autumn, whether they are affected with

VOL. VI. 2 c
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the scab or not ; and a question often arises in the minds of some
persons how late in the season, when the ewes are perhaps heavily

inlambed, such operation may safely be performed without any in-

jury arising to the young lamb within. In the autumn of 1834
my ewes were lined or dressed with ointment in the usual way;
but in consequence of some apprehensions that they had caught

the scab some time after they were dressed, or might break out

with it in the spring, I determined upon giving them a second

dressing, which was performed on the 9th and lOlh of January,

the ewes being considerably more than half their time gone with

lamb. They were turned upon their sides as usual to be dressed,

but no lines were put down the belly of the ewes. I found that

no injury arose from the dressing, as they lambed quite as well,

and the lambs were as healthy as usual. I had one ewe lined a

third time, to try whether the ointment would affect her, being

inlambed, which was done on the 10th of February. She yeaned

a lamb quite healthy on the 23rd of IMarch. I believe dressing

with ointment does not affect old sheep so much as lambs. A few

years since I sustained two or three great losses from my lambs
having been dressed with mercurial ointment. The weather set-

ting in very hot some days afterwards, the greatest part of them
were attacked with inflammation, and many died ; in one case

they were lined with ointment about the 1 1 th of October, and in

the other about the middle of February.

When ewes are with lamb they are very susceptible of taking

cold, and due attention should be paid to them that their lair is

clean and dry, particularly a few weeks before the lambing season

commences. If they are allowed to remain in wet weather on the

turnip land when it is very dirty, in many cases the loss will be

great, which I have proved from experience. In the winter of

1832 all my ewes were put to turnips, and remained upon them
until the 1st of February. Having bought this year a quantity of

high-priced ewes, I drew from the flock 21 of them, and kept them
on grass land, and they were fed daily with turnips from the 1st of

February ; the remaining part of the high-priced lot of 35 were
left with the flock upon the turnip land, and fed in the common
manner, the land being exceedingly wet and dirty nearly alb the

month of February. About the end of that month those on the

turnip land began to cast their lambs before the proper time, and
those ewes which went their full time, many of them brought dead
lambs, and of those that came alive many died a day or two after-

wards; whilst those 21 ewes which were kept on grass were
healthy and went on well : 18 of them lambed by the 1st of April

and had IG lambs alive. From the 35 ewes ke])t on the wet land

5 were guest, 30 had lambs, and only 1 1 lambs were alive from
them on the 1st of April.
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It is also highly necessary to keep the ewes well, and they

should have some dry food, either corn, hay, or clover chaff, at

least three weeks or a month before lambing, to force their milk

and keep them in a healthy state, or there will in many cases be
much loss with the young lambs. Before I kept my ewes well I

lost many lambs when young, it being my usual custom to keep
them on Swede turnips, A few years ago I determined to keep
them better, by giving them with the turnips plenty of good hay
every day for three or four weeks before they lambed. I tried

this plan with the first 1 00 ewes that were to lamb, and I scarcely

lost a lamb out of the 100 ewes. The next lot of 100 ewes weie
kept on Swedes, which had been eaten off to pecking during a

snow by other sheep, the ewes eating the part pecked up without

any other food, and the consequence was that a great many of the

lambs died. They generally came alive, but died in two or three

days afterwards, being weak and unhealthy in their appearance.

I lost as many as five or six lambs a-day sometimes, and I believe

from no other cause than not keeping their dams well before lamb-
ing ; those lambs which lived did not thrive well being short of

milk : it is of little use to keep them well after lambing if the milk

is not forced before. When a lamb dies, and another is intended to

replace it, I let the dead lamb remain with the ewe for about a day
before it is removed ; it is then skinned, and the skin is fastened

on the lamb which is intended to be put to the ewe, which may
be fitted very well if the skin is taken off the lamb by a skilful

hand. The lamb being then put to the ewe, she will generally

take to it in a few hours if confined in a small space.

Dipping lambs in the summer in a composition of arsenic and
soft soap is become very general, and I believe is very advantageous to

the lambs' progress ; this should be done early in May, as the lambs
will suffer much from the ticks if delayed until they are weaned,
which often is not before July. Care should be taken to have the

mixture from a druggist. I have known much loss from dipping

where people have mixed the composition themselves. As the ex-

pense is trifling, I would recommend that the lambs should be
dipped a second time when they are taken from the ewes, so that

they may be clean from ticks during the winter. I never found it

to be the least injurious to my lambs, but think they appear to

thrive much better after it.

Much difference of opinion exists as to the proper time for

weaning lambs. No Inconvenience would arise from weaning
early in the season, provided the lambs have good, proper, and
sufficient keep ; this I proved in the year 18-37. I weaned a few
lambs on the 10th of June, weighed them, and after they had re-

mained a few days on the land they were accustomed to, I took

them to a pasture of sainfoin ; some green tares and water were
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given to tliein
;
they were weighed again on the 10th of Juh, and

I found they had increased in weight IGjlbs. each. Another lot

of lambs were weighed on the 10th of June, and continued with

the ewes on good white clover ; the lambs had, apart from the

ewes, in a ])en, tares and water given to them : these were also

weighed again on the 10th of July, and gained only Ti^^lbs. each,

shou-ing a difference for early weaning, of 3| lbs. each lamb on the

average ; the weather was very hot and dry all the time. After

this trial they were put together, and continued to be fed the same
through the winter. Both lots were weighed again in the Febru-
arv following, when I found that those weaned early gained in

weight 5^ lbs. each more than the other lot, which proves that

lambs weaned earlv winter the best.

The weaning of lambs properly, and their subsequent treat-

ment, is one of the most important branches in the management
of sheep. If they are not attended to at this critical period very

frequently they will soon go wrong, and the loss be very great

;

they will have a fever upon them
;
many will die, and those that

survive will not get over it for manv months. I have found the

follov.ing recipe (extracted from an old book on farming) of great

benefit to lambs when they scour, and I am never without it:

—

Epsom salts 6 ounces.

Kitre, in powder .... 4 ,,

Boiling water 3 pints.

Pour the water hot upon the salts and nitre ; with new milk
(warm) add spirit of turpentine, 4 ounces ; bol ammoniac in

powder, ^ an ounce ; mix and shake them well together. If

necessary repeat the drink every day or two. About 3 or 4

table spoonfuls may be given to a sheep for a dose, and lambs
in proportion to their size.

I would recommend the manner which I adopt with my lambs
when they are weaned, which is always to leave the lambs in the

pasture that they are accustomed to for a few days, and take away
the ewes to another and a distant close, that the lambs may not hear

them bawl ; if this be attended to they will lie quiet, and scarcely

trouble themselves about their dams, but will disperse themselves

over the pasture ; whereas in the common way, by taking away' the

lambs to a pasture they have not been used to, they will lie at the

gate they are put in at, fret and bawl, eat scarcely anything, and if

the weather be unfavomable, and the pasture not suited to them, will

frequently go the wrong wav. I prefer old keep, which has been
eaten in the spring, whether sainfoin, red clover, or grass, to any
of these that has previously been mown ; but I believe no food so

injurious to young lambs at this time as old white clover stubble,

which is generally in a dry state in the month of July, and will •

very often cause them to scour very much, and consequently be in
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a feverish state. Water should be given to them if the weather

be hot. Those who wish to get a few lambs very forward for any

particular purpose, may give them some early cabbage or green

tares upon the clovers, or indeed it would pay in a general way
to keep the wether lambs well, if it is intended to get them fat for

the butcher the following spring
;
they will get very fat if mannged

in this way. It is also very advisable to shift lambs about (I am now
alluding to the general flock) from one pasture to another, and

not let them remain for more than a week or ten days at a time

in any one place
;
by so doing they keep more healthy, and are

less liable to scour.

It is a great advantage to the joung lambs to get them to either

cabbages or turnips early in the autumn, as they will winter much
better by getting used to their food before the wet cold weather

sets in, and some dry food should always be given to them at this

time, until at least they have sufficiently taken to the food upon
which they are to remain for some time. jNIalt-comb, or clover

hay cut into chaff are excellent for the purpose, and much better,

I think, than corn so early in the season, as the roots early in the

autumn are in a succulent state and very feeding. If corn and
cake are intended to be used for the lambs, they ought not to be

given to them until after Christmas. Cabbages planted out in

April or INIay are the best food to make lambs fat that I ever met
with: but they are an expensive root, and would scarcely pay any-

one to grow for sheep in a general way, to give them any quantity

of them, or to be penned upon them (it would answer, as before

observed, to have a small quantity to throw to them on the clover

leys), unless the land is adapted to their growth, as they exhaust

it very much.
where cabbages are not used, I consider white turnips the best

food for lambs in the months of September and October, provided

they are not too old, and much preferable to Swedes, which I

think too strong at this season of the year for the delicate consti-

tution of the young lamb. The white turnips should be cut, as

the expense is but trifling over the old method. Now that we
have in general use Gardner's excellent machine, the work, if

done by boys, would not exceed the common expense of pecking,

nor be more than about one halfpenny per head per week. In

the year 1834, being Sesirous to test the equalities of the while

turnips with the Swede, I selected a lot of lambs, weighed them
on the 11th of October, and put part of them in a pen, and fed

them with cut white turnips in troughs : the otheis were penned,

and had cut swedes given to them. They were weighed again

on the 8th of ^"Jovember, and the result was found to be as

follows :

—
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Experiment, No. 2.

Lot of lambs fed on white turnips I Lot of lambs fed on swedes gained

gained in a month each on the in a month each on the average

average lOf lbs.
| 4| lbs.

being a difference of 6 lbs. each lamb in favour of cut white tur-

nips in the month of October. I continued the experiment for

some weeks by weighing the lambs occasionally, and found, as the

cold and wet weather came on, that the white turnips became less

feeding. In order to prove the feeding quality of the white turnip

still further, as experience has taught me not to rest upon a single

experiment, whether it relates to sheep or to different kinds of

management for corn-crops, since in the one case the health or

constitutions of the animals may be peculiar, and as regards corn

or grain, the influence of this variable climate may operate dif-

ferently in some seasons upon one sort, or method of manage-
ment, than another, I therefore resolved to try the white turnips

against cabbage, and selected on the 1st of October, 1835, some
lambs ; which were weighed. One lot was put on cabbage, with

a few white turnips cut in troughs daily, with clover chaff ; the

other lot was fed on white turnips cut and clover chaff only. They
were weighed again, October 30, and the difference was found to

be as under :

—

Experiment, No. 3.

Lambs fed on white turnips gained

in the same time each iHIbs.
Lambs fed on cabbage and white

turnips gained each on the aver-

age in twenty-nine days 12ilbs.

This experiment shows but little in favour of cabbage (a known
good food), but it will be observed that some white turnips were
given with them.

Again, in the same month of October, 1835, two lots of lambs
were weighed ; and one lot was penned and fed on cut white tur-

nips and clover chaff, the other was fed on cut Swedes and clover

chaff and a few white turnips. At the end of a month they were
weighed again, and the result was :

—

Experiment, No. 4.

Lot on white turnips and chaff

only, gained each in a month
8 lbs.

Lot on swedes and white turnips

and ohafF, gained in the same
time each 5 lbs.

Difference in favour of using white turnips only 3 lbs. each lamb
per month.

Since these experiments I have invariably used white turnips

for lambs in the autumn, and find they are an excellent food, if not

sown too early in the season, and preferable to Swedes during the

"
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months of September and October, equal to them in November
or until the latter part of that month, and very inferior to swedes

in December, or when the weather becomes cold and frosty.

Lambs are not naturally fond of white turnips, and will take to

swedes much sooner ; and I generally give them a few swedes

first for a few days : and when my flock of lambs (viz. my ewe
lambs) are intended to be penned upon white turnips without cut-

ting, which is sometimes the case, I give them a few swedes first,

upon which they continue about two days
;
they are then let out

upon the stubbles for two or three days more, when they are again

taken to the pen of swedes, which they will eat more freely ; after

which I put them on white turnips, and have no further trouble

with them.

Experiment, No. 5.

October 7, 1840, some lambs were selected from the flock and
weighed : one lot was penned on cabbage, with red carrots given

them in troughs ; the other lot was also penned on cabbage, with

swedes given to them cut; both lots had clover chaff. They were
weighed again on the 3rd of November, when those on

Cabbage and carrots gained each I Cabbage and swedes gained in a

in a month O^-lbs.
|

month each lOflbs.

Being a difference of 1;^ lb. each lamb against the use of carrots.

Experiment, No. 6.

Again, on the 28th of November, 16 lambs were weighed : 8
put to cut swedes only, and 8 fed on red carrots and cut swedes.
They were weighed again February 22, the result of which trial

was, those

Lambs fed on red carrots and
swedes gained each 16 lbs.

Both lots increased in weight but little, but the difference was
asrainst carrots.

Experiment, No. 7.

Being another trial of carrots against swedes. On October 12,
1841, some lambs were weighed: one lot was fed on cut swedes
only ; the other lot was fed on red carrots and cut swedes. Were
weighed again November 23 ; those fed on

L imbs fed on swedes only gained

each 18 lbs.

Red carrots and swedes gained in

weiprht each lamb 141b.

Swedes only gained in weight each

lamb on an average 1 7 lbs.

Against the use of carrots 3 lb. each.

Experiment, No. 8.

The Belgian or white carrot in trial against swede turnips.

December 22, 12 lambs were put to keeping : 6 of them to swedes
cut and clover chaff only, and 6 of them to the Belgian or white
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carrots, with some swedes daily and clover chaff. At the expi-

ration of the trial I found that those kept on

Swedes and chaff gained each on White carrots and swedes and
an average 19ilbs. chaflt" gained each 15.'j lbs.

Being an increase of 4 lbs. each lamb in favour of using all swedes.

Having proved, by repeated experiments, and quite to my satis-

faction, the inutility of using carrots for feeding sheep, I have

discontinued growing them
;
they are an expensive root to grow,

and must injure the soil for some time afterwards if it is not well

adapted for their growth.

Experiment, No. 9.

Between cabbages and swedes. In the jear 1836 I drew two

lo's of lambs, 8 in number for each lot
;
they were weighed ; and

one lot was put upon cabbages with some clover chaff only; the

other was fed with cut swedes and chaff only. After they had

been kept in this manner a month, they were weighed again, and

the result was found to be as follows :

—

8 lambs fed with swedes and chaff

gained each 8j lbs.

The increase of weight being in favour of the cabbages 2j lbs. each

lamb per month.

Being aware that it was the custom with some sheep-breeders

to wash the food—such as turnips, carrots, and other roots—for

their sheep, I was induced also to try the system
;
and, as I usually

act cautiously in adopting any new scheme, generally bringing it

down to the true standard of experience, I selected for the trial

two lots of lambs—one lot was fed in the usual manner on carrots

and swedes unwashed ; the other lot was fed exactly on the same
kinds of food, but the carrots and swedes were wasJied very clean

every day : they Vi cre weighed before trial on the 2nd of Decem-
ber, 1835, and again on the 30th of December.

Experimeyit, No. 10.

8 lambs on cabbages and clover

chafl' gained each 11 lbs.

Lambs fed with food unwashed,

gained each 1J lbs.

Lambs fed with food washed clean,

gained each in same time 4| lbs.

Which shows that those lambs which were fed in the usual way,
without having their food washed, gained the most weight in a

month by 2| lbs. each lamb. There appears to me to be no ad-

vantage in this method of management : indeed, animals are fond

of licking the earth, particularly if fresh turned up ; and a little

of it taken into the stomach with the food must be conducive to

their health, or nature would not lead thoin to take it.

Much having l)ecn said and written by high authorities upon
the decided advantage to be derived from folding or feeding shecj)

in the yard during the winter months, I was consequently induced
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to try it, as my object has always been to adopt the very best sys-

tem of management I was acquainted with for my sheep, and not

to be bigoted to any opinion of my own unless founded upon
actual experience; neither, on the other hand, do I adopt the

recommendations of others upon a large scale at first. I selected,

therefore, only 8 lambs for trial of this highly-recommended me-
thod of yard-feeding, which were weighed on the 7th of Decem-
ber, 1839, and put into a yard made in the following manner.

A small plot of ground sufficient in size for 8 lambs, contiguous

to my turnip-field where my other lambs were feeding, was en-

closed around with hurdles, or trays set double and stuffed with

straw between, not only to shelter them from the winds, but also

to prevent the lambs from seeing any object that would disturb

them. On the north side of the yard I had a shed built, opening

towards the south and enclosed on the other three sides, for them
to go under in wet and cold weather ; it M as kept perfectly dry,

being well secured with thatch. I procured some deal boards, which
were nailed to ledges about 4 or 5 inches deep to keep the boards

from the ground, and sufficient space (about | of an inch) left be-

tween them, so that the wet from the lambs might drain through
;

these were well swept clean daily, and the yard kept sufficiently

littered. The lambs were fed as usual, three times a day with

swedes, cut carrots, and clover-chaff. Another lot of 8 lambs, of

the same breed and about the same weight, were weighed on the

same day as those put in the yard—viz., on the 7th of December
—and penned in the field adjoining, which was stubble-land, and
were fed with the same food exactly, and by the same person as

thosg in the yard
;
being exposed to the weather as sheep gene-

rally are, except having two or three stuffed hurdles to shelter

them from the winds. On the 11th of February following both
lots were weighed again, after being at trial 9 weeks and 3 days,

the result of which was as follows.

Experiment, No. 11.

8 lambs fed in the yard gained 8 laaibs in the open field gained

each on the average 19ilbs. each on the average 20^ lbs.

This experiment proving nearly equal, I gave it up for this

season ; but, wishing not to be prejudiced against the practice of

yard-feeding after having seen so much testimony in its favour, I

tried it again the next autumn and winter, and made and enclosed

a yard as nearly as possible like the one I have described, and
treated the lambs just in the same manner, putting in another

lot of eight lambs on the 28th of November, 1840, at the same
time that they were weighed ; as also penning eight more lambs,
which were upon the stubble-land adjoining. Both lots had the

same kind of food—swedes, carrots, and chaff
;
they were attended
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by tlie same person, and managed alike, and were weighed again

on the 22nd of February following, when I found the result to

be as under.

Experiment, No. 12.

S lambs in the 5"ard gained each 8 lambs kept in the open field

on the average in 12 weeks gained each on the average in

32 lbs. 12 weeks 28 lbs.

Showing in favour of yard-feeding 4 lbs. each lamb during 12
w^eeks. This difference is very trifling, and not in the least suf-

ficient to compensate anyone for the extra trouble and expense
which must necessarily be incurred by making yards, building

sheds, taking the straw to a part of the farm where perhaps the

manure is not wanted, and by the heavy carriage of the turnips,

which even for a short distance, is costly.*

I think another obj ection arises to the plan, and that is, if the

sheep fed in yards during the winter are not made fat enough for

the butcher in the spring, and have to be turned again to pasture,

they will suffer much more from the cold winds, having been con-

fined and kept warm in the winter, than those sheep wintered in

the usual manner in the fields. It is my opinion also, but I con-

fess I have no means of ascertaining the fact by way of experi-

ment, that the wool may be injured by yard-feeding ; for the

lambs kept in that way have a more unfavourable and unhealthy

appearance than those fed in the common manner. After these

trials, and finding no adequate advantage in the practice, I have

given up the system of feeding sheep in yards.

The advocates of yard-feeding sheep allege that they eat^less

food if kept in that way than others do which are fed in the open
field. During the trial of these experiments no difference was
observed as to the quantity of food consumed by each lot

;
they

ate as near alike as possible, the food being carried to them in

scuttles. If one lot of sheep eat less food than another, it is a

proof with me that they thrive in a less degree—of course I allude

to sheep of the same size and breed—as I find by weighing my
sheep monthly which are kept in small lots, that those lots wliicli

eat less food (and this is often the case without any apparent

cause, as they are kept in the same way), generally gain less in

weight than the other lots which feed well.

Some years ago I made many experiments between feeding

sheep on grass-land in winter ; viz., by dividing a close of land

* Haying formerly recommended the trial of shed-feeding, I am bound
to state that in an experiment like Mr. Pawlett's, I kept ten Dowti lambs

in a shed and ten out of doors, weighing each lot regularly; but that I

found the gain of weight rather on the side of the lambs fed out of doors.

—Ph. Pusey.
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into pens of about half an acre each, into which were put about

10 lambs, and taking the turnips and other food to them ; and
feeding other lambs in the field, in the usual manner, where the

turnips grew. It would take up too much space to enumerate

them, and as the system cannot be reduced to general practice on

account of the many disadvantages arising from it and from the

extra expense, I see no advantage in relating them. The result

of my experience is, that sheep will thrive a little faster if fed on

grass-land in winter, as described, than they will if kept on the

turnip-land, but the increase of weight is of inferior importance to

the extra trouble and expense incurred.

It has been my custom for some years to sow a field with tares

immediately after harvest for early spring feed, upon which I

usually put those lamb-hogs which I wish to get the most forward

in condition as eaily in the spring as the season will allow me.
My land being adapted to the growth of tares, particularly the

farm I have latelv left, by sowing them early they grew a good
deal before the winter set in. so that I often have had my lambs out

upon the tares as early as the middle or end of February ; but I

always gave them swedes or carrots with the tares, as much as

they would eat, and have found them go on, managed m this way,

better than in any other system of management.
In the year 1S33 I made an experiment of the feeding quali-

ties of the red or broad clover against the white or Dutch clover;

both sorts were well planted, and the white clover grew very

strong. I drew two lots of lambs on the 15th of April, and
weighed them ; one lot was penned upon the red clover, and the

other lot was penned upon the white clover, both pens being
nearly equal in size

;
they were weighed again on the I4th of June

following, and I found they had increased in weight as follows.

Experiment, i\'o. 13.

Lot of lambs fed on white clover Lot of lambs fed on red clover

gained each on the average gained each on the average

3Qi lbs.
" 35^ lbs.

From this it appears that there is scarcely any difference in the
feeding qualities of either sort.

The custom of early shearing sheep is becoming more general
than it was a lew years ago, and there is a great advantage in

doing so, as I am convinced the sheep thrive much faster during
the summer if their wool is taken off on the 1st day of May than
if it were to be left on until the first or second week in June, as
the flics will not trouble them so much upon their breasts and
flanks. In some districts or situations much inconvenience as
loss arises from the annoyance of these insects; and I do not
know of any dressing that will keep them off, except for about
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two or three hours, ahhough I have tried many of what are

called preventatives. Some persons are of opinion that the wool
from the sheep never weighs better than if taken off in April, as

soon as they leave the turnip-field ; but I cannot see how this can

be proved, as no experiment, I think, can reach it. There does

not appear to me to be any advantage in keeping the ewe-flock in

their wool longer in the season than the beginning of May ; if

they are shorn yearly at this time there is still a twelvemonth's

wool upon them ; if the wool is left upon them until the hot wea-
ther they often lose much of it from their necks and underneath,

whilst some will peel entirely.

It is not my intention to treat upon the diseases of sheep gene-
rally, neither to offer any remedies (save one or two), for this

simple reason, that I know of no other specifics that I can confi-

dently recommend ; therefore I consider it much better to sup -

press them. It is unfortunately true that sheep are not often

found to be ill until the disease has taken too deep a root to be
eradicated. Various are the remedies for the very prevalent dis-

ease the foot-halt. I have tried verdigris, butyr of antimony,

vitriol, and other caustics, with success ; but what will effect a

cure in one sheep, in a dressing or two, will not always do so in

others ; when that is the case, I would recommend another of the

specifics described to be applied, which will, if properly attended

to, remove the complaint in a few days, in most cases. Shepherds
generally are afraid to probe the part affected deep enough, which
ought always to be done. Whenever a sheep falls lame in a

flock it should immediately be taken from the others, or more
will fall, as there can be no doubt but the foot-halt is contagious.

With respect to the recent epidemic, I am persuaded that it

also is contagious, which I had sufficient proof of last season.

My rams were perfectly healthy until June, when I took two of

them to a certain agricultural show to compete for prizes. One
of the competitors showed a sheep in the same class with one of

mine, labouring at the time with the disease in question. With
my ram it was turned out of the pen by the judges for their inspec-

tion, and both were some time together ; the consequence was,

that in about three days after mine got home he fell ill with the

complaint ; all my other sheep being quite free from it that

were at pasture in the same field ; indeed none of the sheep on
the farm had it. In a day or two afterwards another in the same
lot fell ill, and in the course of a few days about half the lot be-

came more or less affected. About six weeks after this I had my
regular show for letting rams, and had then nearly got rid of the

disease, having only one sheep lame with it, for I always took one

away from the others as soon as I perceived that it liad got the

disease. It being necessary at this time to put my sheep toge-
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ther, I incauliously let the infected sheep go with the others the

day after the show : the rams which had been let were put into

two lots ; into one of them was put the lame sheep, and in a few

days several more fell ill with this much to be dreaded com-
plaint ; the other lot and those unlet continued healthy.

I have given no account of expenses incurred in the trial of

these experiments : I do not see how it can be done faithfully in

reference to those I have given, as many were tried years ago

;

indeed, I cannot see how it can be ascertained what a bushel of

turnips, carrots, or cabbages can be produced at, as much will

depend upon the season and nature of the soil upon which they

are grown. I am confident it may happen that one season I

might produce, for instance, a ton of swedes at a less price than

a ton of carrots, and the next year I could produce the carrots at

the least price per ton ; as the season and soil might vary, and
the swedes be attacked with flies, grubs, or grape, or the carrots

with what is termed here the " iron-mould." With these facts in

view, I have not attempted to detail the expenses, for if they are

not Gfiven accurately, thev had better be left out altogether.

I believe I have stated all that is required (as far as my ex-

perience has led me) in the management of sheep, and as faith-

fully as I can do. I might have entered more into detail, but

1 thought it would be tedious and unnecessary.

Beeston, Biggleswade.

XXXII.

—

An Essay on the Advantages of One-Horse Carts.—
By Jesse French.

Some few years since, while discussing the subject of agricul-

tural economy with my late father, I remarked to him that farmers

generally incur unnecessary expense in the number of agricultural

carriages they purchase ; that the occupier of a farm of from
fourscore to a hundred and fifty acres must have four or five ma-
nure carts, and two or three waggons, for carrying hay and corn, seve-

ral of which are of no use during nine-tenths of the year, but stand

about to rot ; are sent to be repaired, or occupy a shed that must
also be occasionally repaired; and that I thought we ought to

make the same carriages carry the hay and corn that carry the

dung. But at that time I was dissuaded from making the attempt

;

and till the year 1842 continued to carry my corn upon two wag-
gons ; and then finding one of them not worth repairing, had almost

given the final order for a nev/ one at the cost of 45Z., when I read

in a newspaper Mr. Pusey's recommendation of the one-horse cart

system as worthy of a trial. Accordingly, I proceeded to fit up
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four dung-carts for carrying corn^ at a very few shillings' expense,

and after the following manner. Two poles, each the length of

the axletree, were placed across the cart, one before and the other

behind ; each of these was made fast bv two wooden pins passing

through the pole into staples in the sides of the cart. Two other

poles were placed lengthways, one over each wheel, forming lades.

Nest, by placing a sheep-gate with the points uppermost upon the

shafts, immediately before the body of the cart, a high front was
formed to keep the load from coming in contact with the horse

;

or rather a fore-ladder, made after the fashion of a sheep-gate,

the rails extending high enough to prevent the sheaves, when
thrust forward in loading, from resting on'the horse's back. This
w as secured, leaning a little forward, hy a rope or chain, with each

end fixed to the fore corners of the cart. A tail-ladder of similar

construction was fastened in the same way behind.

W ith three such carts I proceeded to carry wheat, and in four

hours, with one man to pitch, picked up about 3000 sheaves,

having half a mile to carrv them. Whoever, then, might ridicule

my novel mode of proceeding, was welcome to pick up more in the

same time, and with the same number of hands, with as many wag-
gons and horses as he pleased.

Having pursued this plan of carrving corn and hay for two

^•ears, and one of my neighbours having followed my example last

year, I draw the following conclusions from the observations I

have made :—That in carrying bound corn, the one-horse cart

system has several advantages over that of waggons : and in carry-

ing loose corn or hay, though the loader and he that throws it off

may complain, and strong prejudices, the effect of habit, may pos-

sess the minds of all the hands emploved, there is upon the whole

no disadvantage. Three carts will generally be suthcient where
the distance does not exceed half a mile, for one cart to be always

loading ; and for every additional half mile one additional cart will

be about sufficient ; but this will depend in a great measure upon
the road.

In carrying hay, the small farmer, with his three horses and one

waggon, is desirous to get it into large rows, that with a longjork

he may get up a big load in a short time; and, having done so,

several hands must accompany the waggon to unload: thus time is

wasted by the men in passing from the field to the stack, and much
labour is spent in getting it into large rows, which more than neu-

tralizes the advantage of getting it up in big pitches. If two wag-

gons are used, at least four or five horses are neccssarv to keep

each wasson movinsf so soon as disengaged from loading or unload-

ing; and the hands engaged in stacking often have to wait when
one waggon is empty before the other arrives. If three waggons

arc used, all may go on with perfect regularity, but from six to
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nine horses are requisite ; and, provided you work single-handed,

that is, with one to pitch, one to load, and one to throw off, those

hands could do quite as much work with three or four one-horse

carts (as the distance might require) as they would with three wag-

gons, let them have as many horses as they may ; for a man can

always pitch as much hay or corn in the same time upon carts as

waggons : and with this additional advantage, with his one-horse

cart he has but one horse to manage, while with two or three horses

the leader will be apt to turn round and trample on the corn, or

get into some mischief while the man is at work, unless he have

a boy to mind them, who might perhaps be employed to advan-

tage some other way.

But, upon large farms, it is usual to work double-handed, that

is, with two to pitch, two to load, two to throw off, a man to drive

between the field and the stack, and a boy to set forward in the

field : and before such a well-appointed band one would think

that all the corn in a parish must soon disappear. But, as an
example of the relative advantages of this double- hand system with

three waggons, and the single-hand system with one-horse carts,

I mention the following facts :—The harvest, last year, being hin-

dered by unfavourable weather till Monday, August 19, on that

day wheat-carrying generally commenced full drive, and more corn

was got up in a few days than usual. On Thursday evening, mu-
tual inquiries being made, it was found that ^Ir. Q , with

three waggons upon the double-hand system, had got up about

40 acres of wheat in the preceding four days; but that in the

same four days, with four dung-carts, with one horse in each, and
working upon the sinyle-hand system, Mr. Y had got up 26
acres of wheat, and seven acres of peas. And I may add, at the

same time, in something less than three days, with three one-horse

carts and one man to pitch, I had got up all my wheat—16 acres,

and 5 acres of clover hay.

When working upon the double-hand system, the waggon must
be set, as well as may be, to accommodate Ijoth pitchers ; and if the

man on one side has the wind, or the liigher ground, in his favour,

the man on the other side must have a corresponding disadvan-

tage ; but the single man pitching upon a cart may turn it about
as may be most convenient to himself, taking the benefit of the

wind or the higher ground as he pleases. Hence, the large

farmer, who works upon the double-hand system with waggons,
might gain advantage by dividing his party into two, eacli party

working with three carts or four, as the distance might require

;

or might get in a large quantity of corn with one team while the

other might be at plough : and the small farmer, whether he has

been accustomed to use two waggons or but one, might benefit by
working his horses in carts, inasmuch as there would be no loss of
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time by the men passing from the field to the stack, first to load,

and then to unload, nor any waiting for the carriages loaded or

empty.

Tliere certainly are various things which a farmer may have to

carry, for which one-horse carts are not adapted, as timber and
hop-poles, which in Kent and Sussex are often carried a long dis-

tance. In the same district many farmers bring their hay from

the marshes, a distance of from three to eight miles ; for this pur-

pose small carts are not so convenient ; but for carrying hay, and
particularly where it has to be carried a considerable distance,

a small cart may be enlarged by this expedient. The draught

staples being generally about a foot from the ends of the shafts, by

attaching rings to their extreme ends for the horse to draw by, the

wheels will be thrown a foot further behind the horse, conse-

quently the fore-ladder may be fixed a foot forwarder on the shafts.

This will allow for the tail-ladder to lean further back, so as the

load may balance. By thus lengthening the load, and keeping it

a good width, as much hay may be loaded as a horse will be well

able to draw.

It is generally supposed that the nearer the wheels are o the

horse the lighter will be the draught ; but it is important to bear

in mind, that the weiglit on the horse's back will be less in descend-

ing a hill, and the strain upon the belly-girth less in ascending, the

further the horse is from the axletree. Hence it will be advis-

able, when new carts are to be constructed, to make the shaft a

good length, that the horse may be placed forward or backward,
according to the kind of load he may have to draw. The shafts,

terminating in an iron clasp or socket with a ring at the end, will

not only serve for the horse to draw by when occasion may re-

quire, but preserve them from decay when resting on the ground.

It may not be amiss to remark, that a good belly-girth buckled

tight is important; that a fore-ladder and tail-ladder to fasten by

chains are preferable to fixed standards, as they may be adjusted

to suit the balance of the cart or the height of the horse ; and that

lor sheaves to ride safe without a rope, a right method in loading

should be observed : the sheaves being laid in rings should ^itch

to the centre, and nearly stand on their heads in the top.

Looking at my carts fitted up in the rude manner they are, much
improvement may be made in the construction of carts to suit the

general purposes of agriculture ; and there are many persons who
will not adopt the one-horse cart system, whatever be its advantages,

till a cart of more sightly appearance is presented to their view.

On the other hand, should the present low prices of produce con-

tinue, if no advantage is to be gained beyond the saving of the ex-

])ense of a new waggon when one of the old ones is worn out,

there are many persons who will adopt it as an acceptable alternativCj
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sosDon as the practicability of their doing so without tlisadvantage

is made plain to their understandings." And although one good
four-horse waggon mav, for many purposes, be very useful ujion a

farm, carts constructed to contain about 13 bushels, and to discharge

the load by shelving, with moveable side and foreboards, to make
them capable of containing about double the quantitv, when rough
dung, &c., are to be carried, and upon each of which, at other

times, when hay or corn is to be gathered in, may be fixed a

frame as wide as the wheels, or as much wider as may be thought

fit, and which also may be of any useful length, provided the

shafts are proporlionably long, wdl answer all the purposes pro-

posed so well, as to render upon a great majority of farms several

waggons for carrying hay and corn an unnecessary incumbrance.

Rolvenden, Kent, February 26, 18 io.

XXXIII.— Essay on Gorse. By Owen Owen Roberts, of

Bangor. To which Lord Kenyon's Prize was awarded.

Gorse, Whins, or Furze.—Throughout the length and breadth

of the United Kingdom there are few localities in which this

prickly evergreen is not to be ft)und.

In the northern districts of the principality of Wales, and more
especially in the counties of Carnarvon, Anglesey, and Denbigh,
it has, time immemorial, been in general use as food for horses.

It has also, occasionally, and when other provender was scarce,

been employed as food for horned cattle. VVhere, either by itself

or in conjunction with other provender, it has been used as food

for milch-cows, the results have been highly satisfactory. It has
given to the milk and butter a fine colour and a rich flavour.

Those who have applied it to this purpose are of opinion that

cows yield a better profit than when they are fed v, iih the best

hay, or even with turnips. The butter is in all respects of an
improved quality (see Appendix, 1, 2, 9).

Analysis fully substantiates the correctness of this opinion

(App. 13). The results, as to the quantity as well as to the
quality of the nutritive matter contained in this plant, will bear a
favourable comparison with any of those vegetable substances

which are noticed in Sir H. Davy's Agricultural Chemistry

(p. 142), and which are most highly and most universally appre-
ciated as provender.

The experience of its utilitv as food for sheep has hitherto

been very limited. This has chiefly arisen from the little atten-

tion bestowed by Welsh farmers upon the feeding of that class of
live stock. Where, however, the experiment has been made, in

VOL. VI. 2 D
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conjunction with turnips, sheep ate it freely, and improved rapidly

in condition.

It is in feeding horses, however, that gorse has hitherto most
generally and most advantageously been employed. It is because

this plant grows so abundantly in all parts of the Principality,

and because it is so much employed in the keeping of horses,

that in many seasons the less wealthy classes of Welsh farmers

may congratulate themselves on their escape from ruin. Without
this plant, even in ordinary years, the grass-produce of many of

the smaller farms, as they are at present cultivated, would barely

suffice as keep for the horses employed upon them. In such

seasons as that which is now passing away (March, 1845), had it

not been for the extent to which gorse is used as food for horses

and cattle, there were many farmers so scantily supplied with

hay and straw that no inconsiderable part of their live stock must
inevitably have perished (^Afp. 5 and 9).

It may be safely asserted, that in the counties of Carnarvon
and Anglesey, and in a portion of the county of Denbigh, four-

fifths of the farmers, innkeepers, public carriers, and others who
keep horses, are in the habit of using gorse as provender to a

great extent, and with signal advantage {App. 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9).

Notwithstanding the indisputable advantages which the use

of this plant confers upon the farmers, still the cultivation of it as

a permanent crop of green succulent food for horses and other

stock has been but of limited extent, in comparison with the

benefits which are always to be derived from such a source.

This improvidence and this want of forethought are to be
ascribed to indolence and apathy on the part of those whose in-

terest it is to keep as large a stock as they can, and to have that

stock in the best possible condition. The negligence com-
plained of is, no doubt, partly owing to the abundance in which
the gorse plant is almost everywhere to be met with, in its

wild or natural state, throughout a hilly and rugged country

such as Wales. The commonness of the plant, notwithstanding

its intrinsic and acknowledged value, has had the effect of leading

not a few to neglect the cultivation of it. Some have thought it

undeserving of their notice, and others beneath their dignity
;

for there are those who are silly enough to imagine that nothing

can be good but what is fetched from a distance, and purchased

at a high price.

The cultivation and the nursing, however, of this evergreen,

common though it be, are deserving of the greatest attention. It

presents to all classes of farmers advantages which it is difficult

to enumerate. It will grow luxuriantly on the thinnest, the

coldest, and apparently the most sterile soils. It is capable of

being used, as circumstances may require, at one year's growth.
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as well as at two. With moderate attention to its culture, and by

keeping it from being injured by sheep and cattle, it will produce,

if it be cut every year, at the rate of from 8 to 14 tons per acre,

of good succulent provender ; if it be cut every second year, it

will yield at the rate of from 12 to 24 tons per acre.

It is difficult to estimate the benefits which a few acres, in pro-

portion to the size of the farm, under this crop, and where the

land is thinnest and poorest, would confer upon the farmer.

Taking into consideration the relative value of land required,

and the difference in the expense of tillage, the gorse crop might

be as important an item in the farmer's balance-sheet as a crop

of turnips.

It is not however intended, by challenging this comparison, to

inculcate a notion that the nursing of gorse should supersede the

culture of turnips and of other green crops. Quite the contrary.

The object is to show that an immense extra quantity of green

succulent provender, as a cheap and valuable substitute for hay,

may be always secured—and that independently of dry seasons

—

at what is really a trifling expense, and from lands that, as to their

present produce, are absolutely of no value. This fact is very

clearly exemplified in localities in which some attention has been
paid to the cultivation of gorse.

Instances have occurred of farmers having been known to pay
at the rate of 15/., 20/., 30/., aye, 40/. per acre for gorse, to those

who had bestowed some little care in the cultivation of it, and that

upon land immediately contiguous to that which they themselves

occupied (App. 4). Scores of acres of the land so held, though
capable, with the slightest attention, of yielding luxuriant crops

of gorse, are suffered to be of no value. Nay, such farmers allow

whole districts to remain unproductive. Their own grass crops,

from want of activity and forethought, are almost worthless ; and
they purchase in the immediate neighbourhood, at a high rate, of

more intelligent and industrious individuals, that very provender
in the form of gorse which land in their own hands, if judiciously

managed, is capable of furnishing in abundance, and in return

for the most trifling outlay.

The correctness of this observation will not be questioned by a

single unbiassed agriculturist who is familiar with the counties

of Carnarvon, Anglesey, and Denbigh. No practical man, who
takes an interest in agricultural concerns, can pass through these

counties without being struck in some localities with the extra-

ordinary luxuriance which the gorse crops present on banks and
cuttings adjoining to public roads, and upon ditch-banks, fence-

mounds, declivities, and steep side-lands, as well as in all other

places where that plant had been sown, and where it had been
assiduously nursed and protected.

2 D 2
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The cultivation of this plant upon the thinner and the poorer
soils will enable the farmer, supposing him to be so inclined, to

improve those parts of his farm in which the soil is of a deeper
and a better quality, and to raise heavy crops upon them. Tlie
green provender which the cultivated gorse would secure to him,
from localities that would otherwise have yielded him scarcely

anything, would allow him more time and freer scope to bring
the rest of his land into profitable tilth.

Perhaps nothing had a more direct tendency to check the ad-

vance of good husbandry than the failures which farmers so fre-

quently, nay, indeed which they generally experience, when
attempting to cultivate the artificial grasses. In nine cases out of

ten these failures may be traced to two causes : one of these

causes is, that in the tillage sufficient care is not taken to clear

the land of the roots of couch-grass and other indigenous weeds.

When these roots are left in the ground the application of manure
stimulates them into such luxuriance as to overpower, and ulti-

mately to destroy, all the artificial grasses. These grasses are

always more delicate feeders than the couch and other perennial

indigenous grasses. The other cause of the failures which farmers

so often experience with the artificial grasses, after having be-

stowed the greatest care on cleaning the land, is in a great mea-
sure attributable to the seeds of couch-grass and of other jierennial

weeds, which are conveyed to the land in the dung used to ma-
nure it. The vegetative powers of such seeds is not at all im-
paired by their passing through the stomach and bowels of the

animals fed with the grasses that produced them. The farmer,

every time he manures his land, conveys into it in the dung a full

supply of the seed of the very weeds, upon the removal of which,

as roots, he had bestowed so much trouble and expense.

Independently, therefore, of the extra quantity of provender
which such land would produce under gorse, the absence of the

seed of couch grass, &c., from the dung of the stock fed with

gorse, is a matter of importance to the farmer ; and deserves the

consideration of every agriculturist who intends to bring his land

into proper tillage, and to manage it with advantage.
^

By thoroughly clearing off land the roots of weeds, and by keep-

ing it free from their seed, the cereal and artificial grasses have all

the benefit of whatever manures may be intended for them. To
carry good manure into foul and dirty land, or foul manure into

that which has been well cleaned, is to expend capital and labour

in encouraging weeds to vegetate with luxuriance, and endlessly

to perpetuate their species.

In stating that gorse will grow luxuriantly upon the thinnest,

the coldest, and apparently tlie most sterile soils, it is not meant

to convey the idea that it will not grow more luxuriantly, and
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produce much heavier crops, in some aspects and upon some
soils than others. It dehghts in a warm aspect. In those parts

of Anglesey and Carnarvonshire, where the country is bleak, and

the fences are constructed with sods and earth, the gorse sown or

planted on the southern side of the fences presents a far more
generous appearance than that on the northern side.

The natural and most deadly enemy to gorse, and, indeed, to

every crop that the agriculturist has to cultivate, is couch-grass.

If the land be ever so poor, provided it be tolerably dry, and free

from couch grass, it will always produce, under proper manage-
ment, a good crop of gorse. *

On both sides of the vale of Conway, patches of fine healthy-

looking gorse are to be met with on almost every farm, the soil

being generally what is called sharp barley land. Throughout
Anglesey, on the most bleak spots, and on every variety of soil,

the gorse plant is to be seen in luxuriance. The same may be
said of many parts of Flintshire and Merionethshire as to the

general prevalence and the flourishing appearance of the plant.

It is an undoubted fact, that in VVirrall and in other parts of

Cheshire the cultivation of the gorse plant by farmers, as proven-

der, would be attended with most profitable results. U here are

hundreds, if not thousands, of acres, in the counties of Chester

and Salop, now, comparatively speaking, worthless, which might,

with a trifling outlay, be made to produce to the farmer heavy and
valuable crops of gorse.

The earth carried from excavations and cuttings connected with

the numerous railways in progress throughout every part of the

kingdom, and the slopes on the sides of those railways, may be re-

garded as furnishing the means of introducing, and of extending,

the cultivation of the gorse plant as provender, at an expense that

would barely amount to more than doubl ethe cost of the seed

The chief point in the raising of gorse is to clear the land from
couch-grass, and to make it tolerably dry. To attain the former
object, the best plan, if the soil be tolerably deep, will be to carry

off a spit deep of the surface. The value of the soil in forming a
compost with lime, sand, clay, &c., will amply repay the expense.

After repeated failures, by removing the active soil which abounded
with roots, and exposing the yellow rammel, comprising the sub-
soil, farmers have succeeded in producing heavy crops of gorse.

Mr. Hugh Roberts, of Rhosmeulan, adopted this plan, and sold

the first cutting at the rate of 30Z. an acre. Where soil is thin

and the surface is foul and loaded with couch-roots, it should be
pared with a breast plough and burnt. Where the land is com-
posed of cold, stiff, retentive clay, the best expedient will be,

should the surface be loaded with couch-grass loois, &.C., to take
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off a thin paring, and to burn it. The land afterwards, in order

to preserve the plants from the bad effects of water, should be
put into ridges, similar to those prepared for the reception of

turnip-seed.

The sort of gorse cultivated for provender is known by the name
of French gorse (TEithin Ffrengig). The best time to sow the

seed is in March or April. If sown broadcast, about 5 or 6 lbs.,

or if drilled, 2 or 3 lbs. per acre will be the quantity of seed re-

quired. When the plant is to be in rows, and where the ground
is very steep, as on the sides of hills, road-cuttings, the sides of

mbankments, &c., the direction of the rows should be oblique,

and not directly up and down. The distance between the rows

should be from 1.5 to 18 inches.

Where the plant is to be raised on level ground, 18 or 24 inches

should, at the least, be allowed between the rows, so as to afford

to the plants the full benefit of the sun and the air. Light, and
the warmth of the sun's rays, and the free circulation of air, are

all indispensably requisite to promote luxuriant vegetation.

The seedling plants of gorse are far more delicate and suscep-

tible of injury than they are generally considered to be. It is,

therefore, of the utmost importance that they should not be smo-
thered with couch-grass and other weeds, and that they should be

carefully protected from sheep and cattle. Inattention to these

points will generally render the cultivation of gorse a failure.

To reclaim old gorse covers, such as are to be met with in

Cheshire and in Shropshire, and in most fox-hunting counties, and
to make them a source of profit to the farmer, the plan is, during

the winter, or early in spring, to cut the woody plant as close to

the ground as possible
;
afterwards, with mattocks, to stir up the

soil in the spaces between the stumps, and to divide the roots of the

plant freely. After this has been done, an abundance of young
shoots will be thrown out, which will afford a rich supply of pro-

vender, to be available either at one year's growth or two, as the

demand for it may require.

Seedling gorse should not be cut for use until it is two years

old ; but after the first cutting, it may be cut every year, should

there be need of it. It will, however, generally be found to pro-

duce a heavier crop and yield a more profitable return, in some
localities, by allowing two years instead of one to intervene be-

tween each cutting {Appendix 10).

When the plant is raised in rows, it will always be found ad-

vantageous, alter the first cutting, to take for use, every year, alter-

nate rows. By adopting this method, there will be secured a con-

stant succession of two-year old gorse. This plan w ill also secure

to the lower branches of the ])lant a free exposure to the influences

of light and air, and so prevent a great portion from becoming
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brown, dry, and withered, as two-year old gorse will when the

crop is thick and close upon the ground.

Various kinds of dressings have, from time to time, been sug-

gested as proper and necessary for the sustentation of the plant.

Sand, lime, coal-ashes, cinders, &c., have each of them had their

strenuous advocates and partisans. Experience has fully proved,

that heavy crops may be had from the same land, for any number
of years in succession, without any manure whatever. But for this

purpose the land must be kept sufficiently free from water, care

must be taken that the seedlings are not smothered by couch-grass

before the plants have become strong and vigorous, and the young
shoots must not be exposed to the browsing of cattle or sheep.

The injury done to gorse by cattle, sheep, horses, and asses, is

not confined to the mere browsing. By nibbling and jagging the

young shoots, they check the growth of the plant ; and this, con-

jointly with the tracks which they form in walking about, gives to

the couch-grass the advantages of a start, which it could not have

had if the growth of the gorse-shoots had not been checked, and if

no tracks had been made.
In many parts of the country gorse is cultivated on the sides of

turf fences, and at the foot of stone walls, as well with a view to

protect and to strengthen the fences as for the feeding of cattle.

In some places the enclosures are made and the land is divided

by fences made partly of stones, and partly of sods, the middle of

the fence being filled up with earth. In other places the sides of

the fences are entirely composed of turfs or sods, and the middle
is filled with earth. In both cases, the turfs or sods, and the earth

•to fill up, are taken out of a ditch made for the purpose on both
sides of the fence. A section of one of these fences would pre-

sent something like the following appearance :

—

When these mounds or fences have been made, the gorse-seed

is sown in drills, lengthways, on their tops, generally in two rows

;

and on both their sides in two drills, made with the corner of a

spade or with some other suitable instrument ; one a few inches

from the ground, and the other about midway between that and
the top.

The crops produced by pursuing this course are almost always

heavy and luxuriant.
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If the fences of iLc enclosures arcmatle with stone, the cultiva-

tion of the gorse on each side of the walling, where the situation

is raw, bleak, and exposed, and the land is cold and poor, will

prove serviceable in other respects besides being a source of

profit. The ditches on either side of the wall, and the gorse

growing between the inner edge of the ditch and the foundation,

will protect the wall against being injured by cattle.

This latter mode of raising gorse as food for numerous teams,

and also as a safeguard to stone fences, has been adopted for

many years with eminent advantage by Mr. Hughes of Madyn,
in the neighbourhood of Amlwch, in the county of Anglesey.

The former method is very common throughout the counties of

Carnarvon and Anglesey.
On a small property in the county of Anglesey the owner,

Mr. Williams, of Fron goch, constructs his fences by forming an

inclined plane of earth up to the top of the walls.

A row of quicks is planted close to the top of the wall, and
even with it. The rest of the elevated earth is sown with gorse,

and the plant thrives to admiration.

To cut gorse some persons have recommended the use of a

strong short scythe. This instrument answers very well where
the land is even, and when the gorse is to be cut at one year's

growth.

The most effective implements, however, are a hook in the

shape of a reaping-hook, but stronger, and a stick about 2 feet

long, and of the thickness of a common walking-stick with a fork

at the end, —

<

"With these simple tools a man will cut with case, accor<ling to

the nature of the ground and the state of the crop, frona one to two

cart-loads in a day.
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The expense of cutting and gathering the gorsc will, of course,

depend upon the state of the crop and the nature of the ground.

Any one who takes these circumstances into account will be able

to form his calculation without difficulty. If it be an average

crop, a man may cut in 3 hours enough to serve seven horses

for a week (G, 5, App.)- In 4 hours a man ought to cut a

cart-load of gdrse, containing 10 bundles ; each bundle w hen

mixed w ith chaff being amply sufficient to supply two horses with

food for 24 hours.

The modes of preparing the gorse-plant for provender have

been various. In former periods the gorse mill and the chopping

block were the two contrivances by means of which this operation

was always performed. Of late years these instruments have, in

most localities, been superseded by machines such as are now
used for cutting hay and straw into chaff.

A gorse-mill for crushing, or blocks and mallets for chopping

and bruising gorse were, forty 3'ears ago, appendages to almost

every farm-house in the counties of Carnarvon and Anglesey, as

well as in a great part of the county of Denbigh.

In the construction of a gorse-mill three or four rows of strong

angular pieces of wrought iron are firmly fixed in the shaft of a

water-wheel. The length of each row, as well as of the teeth, is

regulated by the power of the wheel. The rows are generally

from 2 2 feet to 3 in length. The teeth in the rows are about 6
inches long, clear of the shaft, that is, exclusively of the shank,

which is driven into the wood constituting the shaft. The shaft

so armed is placed to turn in the inside of a strong wooden box,

having three wooden beams, each with a row of iron teeth, fastened

within it, similar to those with which the shaft is armed (see

Appendix).

The gorse is thrown in at the top, and when the wheel is in

motion the teeth on the shaft in passing between those which are

on the beams inside the box effectually crush the gorse. As
soon as the gorse is deemed to have been sufficiently crushed it

is taken out from the opening at the bottom by the person who
attends to the mill (see App.). A mill upon this principle

crushes the gorse, including most part of its woody fibre, into a
kind of pulp suitable for horned cattle and for sheep as well as

for horses.

Gorse thus prepared should be used as soon as possible after it

is taken from the mill, for if it be kept more than a few hours it

will ferment, heat, become sour, and be unfit for provender.
The chopping-block and mallets, once so generally emj)loyed,

are very simple, though efficient contrivances. In the absence of
better they answer the purpose remarkaljly well.

The block is formed of the but or root part of a large tree.
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This is set up in a perpendicular position, A strong wooden
hoop is firmly fixed as a rim around two-thirds of the circum-

ference of its top above the surface of the block, to prevent the

gorse as it is chopped from falling off. The part not protected

by the hoop is left open in order to facilitate tGe removal of the

gorse when it has been rendered fit for use.

The mallets are composed of round pieces of wood about 8 or

9 inches long and about 4^ inches in diameter. They have

wooden handles of suitable lengths to work them with. One end
/"^v of these mallets is secured by an iron hoop and armed

with two strong knives intersecting each other. These

\^ ^ \ knives are firmly fixed in the mallet with a shank,

) and the knife or cutting part rises about 3 inches

\—^ above the wood.
The gorse when it is intended for cows is again, after being

chopped with these knives, put on the block and bruised with

another heavy mallet, which has its ends thicklv studded with

nails such as are employed to secure the tires of cart-

wheels. This renders the surface of the mallet
knobbed and uneven, and well calculated by bruising
the chopped gorse entirely to destroy its prickly
quality.

The method, as before obsened, now in general use for pre-
panng the gorse and rendering it fit to be given as provender is

by means of an engine or machine well known to all who are in
the habit of reducing hav and straw into chaff.

If this machine be worked by manual labour, two men and a
boy will, in twenty minutes, grind a sufficient quantity to keep
four horses for 24 hours {App. 5). If it be worked by a
single horse, one man in 1 1 hour, or at furthest in 2 hours,
will prepare a sufficient quantity to keep 10 horses for 24 hours
{App. 7).

Of course, when these engines are worked by a water power, a
great saving is effected.

An ingenious Anglesey blacksmith has constructed a small
steam power, the cost of which is under 20/. It requires on|y 4
bushels a day of Berw coal-slack to work it. The cost, therefore,

of the fuel consumed does not exceed 9d. a day. One of these

engines, the property of Mr. John Williams, of Fron goch,
is now undergoing an alteration in its arrangements, at an expense
of from 8/. to 10/. Hereafter it is to work a threshing-mill, as

well as a gor.se and straw-cutling machine, a churn, &c.
Before engines came into general use the price paid for

chopping gorse was '2d. a quarter, or one farthing a bushel

{App. 6;.

A bushel of gorse when prepared with a cutting-machine
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weighs, according to the quality and the state it is in, from 12 to

1 5 pounds. When chopped or when prepared by the old-fashioned

mill it will be something beyond that weight.

In feeding stock gorse should always be considered as an im-

portant and a highly economical substitute for hay. The quan-

tity required, if used alone, to keep a farm-horse of moderate size

is about 40 lbs. every 24 hours. The quantity is, of course, to

be diminished in the proportion in which other kinds of provender

are used conjointly with it.

Two parts of gorse with one of cut hay and one of cut straw

will keep horses in far better condition than hay alone. With a

moderate addition of corn and a proportionate diminution of the

hay and straw a horse will be fit for any work to which a farmer

or a common carrier may wish to put him.

A moderate portion of gorse substituted for hay with a full

allowance of corn is a highly beneficial modification of provender

for coach-horses and posters.

It must be borne in mind that it is what is called a very heating

food, an<l, therefore, horses largely fed on it should have occa-

sionally a liltle sulphur and nitre, with a bran-mash, given to

them ; or a portion of their food should consist of potatoes, Swedish
turnips, carrots, or parsnips.

Mr. Ed. Jones, of Ffriddoedd, a farmer in the parish of Bangor,

is in the habit of preparing food for two teams of horses and a

galloway, by pouring every night over the gorse and chaff on which
he feeds them, about half a bushel of boiled Swedish turnips, as

well as the water in which they have been boiled. The horses

thus kept are sleek-coated, in high condition, and fully up to

their work.

The use of gorse as food for cattle has not been so general as

it has been for horses. In numerous well-authenticated cases the

use of the gorse plant for that purpose has been marked with the

most advantageous results, even when that has been the only food

supplied to them. They eat it freely. In general it is given to

milch cows in conjunction with other provender.

Cottagers who keep one cow, and a large class of small farmers
who keep two or three, feed them with a mixed kind of food,

composed, in addition to gorse, of mashes, ground oat-shellings,

the chaff of different kinds of grain, potato-parings, together

with a little hay. Cows thus fed, especially if the gorse be of

good quality, will yield a profit that would excite the astonish-

ment of the proprietor of many a large dairy.

The quantity that a horned beast will consume will be, as to

weight, if the quality be good, much upon a jmr with what it

would consume of hay and straw.

Turnip-fed milch cows are wont to have their milk and butter
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tainted with an unpalatable flavour. The substitution of a por-

tion of gorse for their food ^Yill effectually prevent this result.

Mr. H. Bicknell, of the Penrhyn Arms, Bangor, the owner ofan
extensive dairy, kept his milch cows one winter exclusively upon
gorse. His dairy, as to the quantity, became less productive; but

the quality both of the milk and butter was greatly improved.
The milk was rich, and the butter excellent in colour and flavour.

Before the month of May, however, he found that every one of

his cows had lost all the hair off its skin. This is to be attri-

buted to the cows not having had any allov,ance of cooling food,

such as turnips, potatoes, or bran-mashes ; as well as to the dry
shrivelled state of the gorse during part of the time that the cows
were fed with it. The store and barren cattle that were out and
had it given to them on the field did remarkably well.

Mr. Bicknell keeps a great number of horses for coaching and
posting, as well as for farm purposes ; and has for m.any years

been in the habit of using gorse, in some instances partially, and in

others wholly, as a substitute for hay.

It is the great diflTerence in the cost of production, as well as in

the amount produced per acre, that gives to a gorse crop so de-

cided and so overwhelming an advantage as to profit over a crop

of hay. A single cutting of gorse was last winter worth 16/. an
acre, and many acres were sold at that rate. The gorse grew on
land not otherwise worth, at the highest estimate, m.ore than 7^.

or 8.9. the acre.

The cultivation of this plant even in Wales, where its use has

been known time immemorial, is as yet in its infancy.

It is to be hoped, however, that so rich a source of profit will

no longer be overlooked by the occupiers of land in similar dis-

tricts. If they will but avail themselves of the benefit which the

cultivation of this common plant presents to them, they may keep
a larger stock than they have at present, and that in good con-

dition, may save tanks of urine from their sheds, increase the size

of their dung-heaps, and so raise heavier crops of potatoes and
turnips.

APPENDIX.
No. ].

Thcnias Williams, of PenJicu ar, in (he parish of Sanger.

I AM 14 years of age. As a farmer and a cowleech, I have been prac-

tically acquainted with tlie use of gorse as food for cattle since I was a

hoy. When niilcli cows are fed whh gorse the produce in milk and
butter is always better than when they arc kept on hay. My father
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died about 63 3'ears ago, and my mother was left in tlie occupation of a

small fiirai called Cilmelyn, in the parish of Bangor, with myself, then
11 years ol.l, and two younger brothers. Tiie rent of that place, thougli

now 12/. \2s., was only 1/. 5s.

There was no winter fodder whatever for the three cows that my mother
had, and hay was at that time sold at 2*. 6(/. tlie cwt. My mother set

me and my two younger brothers to gather and to chop gorse, promising
to each of us a new pair of shoes on May-day if we did our work well.

We gathered the gorse on the borders of a common ; and with two
mallets and an axe, which I fancy I see before me now, we chopped
and bruised what was required to keep the three cows up to May-day.
We received the promised new shoes ; and the cows, when turned out

to grass, were in a far better condition than when they used to be fed

with hay. My mother always afterwards used to say that her cows
never yielded such good profit as they did the winter they were fed with
gorse by her boys.

No. 2.

William Owen^ of Nantporth, in the parish of Bangor.

I HAVE used gorse, when I could get it, during the last twenty-eight or

thirty years as food for milch cows. It is the best food that can be

given to them. I invariably found, after all the gorse had been con-

sumed and the cows put upon other food, that the quantity of milk and
butter would greatly diminish. Gorse decidedly beats both turnips and
swedes ; it produces richer milk and better flavoured butter. When-
ever I can get gorse, I prefer it to any other winter food for my cows;
when it is scarce, for the purpose of making it go further, I mix or give

at the same time with it according to circumstances, chaff, turnips,

swedes, cut-straw, and hay. I prepare the gorse, after being chopped
or ground, by bruising it with a wooden mallet on a large flat stone.

No. 3.

At Cefn y Coed, in the county of Denbigh, in the late Mr. Roberts's*

time and afterwards, gorse was used in conjunction with hay, and now
and then a few potatoes as winter provender fur the cart-horses as well

as for the saddle-horses. A gorse and malt mill, worked by water, had
been an appendage to the property time immemorial. ]\Ir. Roberts's

horses were always in excellent condition. The gorse was luxuriant,

and was generally cut at two years old.

The side-land on which it grew had no manure placed on it within

the recollection of any one acquainted with the locality. Tliere are in

the same district many similar instances. That part of the country

which is hilly abounds with thickly wooded and deep glens
; sheep are

not so generally kept as they are in those that are more level and less

wooded. Mr. Roberts, however, had a small lot of South-downs, and,

what was rather rare in those days, forty or fifty years ago, he used to

grow a few acres of turnips and cabbages for the use of his stock. One

* The father of the iVuthcr of this Essay.
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very hard winter he fed sheep with gorse in conjunction with some
sliced turnips. They ate it freely and fattened rapidly.

No. 4.

This occurred in the parishes of Llauwndaf and Llandwiog. A
single cutting of two-year old gorse on the banks of the Nantlle Rail-

way has been sold at the rate of 20/. and even 30/. an acre. Mr.
Hugh Roberts, of Rhosmeulan, sold some at the same rate ; and the

late Captain Jones, of Dinas, near Carnarvon, sold a crop at the

enormous rate of 40/. per acre.

No. 5.

From Mr. Edwards, a Farmer and an extensive Land Valuer.

Fronerch, April I8th, 1845.

A GOOD two-year old crop of gorse is worth 9/. or 10/. with us in this

country. I myself have paid for the last two years at the rate of 8/.

per acre, and from which I got 36 two-horse cart-loads ; and I consi-

dered I had a bargain. This gorse grew on land which I had valued

at 9s. per acre ; and it was and is so let now. The tenant considered

he was doing me a favour by letting me have the gorse so low. I was
last autumn travelling with Mr. Aneurun Owen, and passing extensive

patches of gorse growing on side-land (sandy), worth Is. per acre. He
asked me what such a crop of gorse was worth with us ; and 1 told him
what I paid ; but those that we were then seeing were inferior to what

I bought. He said that he had bought an acre in his neighbourhood just

such as those we were looking at, and for which he paid 7/. Horses

thrive better when they get gorse and hay than on hay alone. Our men
are always grumbling and in bad temper if they have not plenty of

gorse to feed their horses. They will ask you, when you hire them, if

)ou have plenty of gorse for your horses; and they will tell you that

they would sooner take charge of a team of horses to feed with gorse

alo?ie than with hay alone. In point of cheapness, I should say that

the cost offeeding with gorse is not more than one-third of what it is

with hay. I have never given them to cows ; but this winter they have
been given very extensively even by large farmers. Mr. John Hughes,
of Tydd}Ti Cae, a large farmer, was telling me last week that his cattle

did remarkably well on them, and that they did not leave any behind in

their mangers. ]\Ir. Hughes prepared the gorse with a common cutting-

machine for his cattle, the same as for his horses ; some of his cattle

had a few Swedish turnips with the gorse, but many were fed on gorse

with a little hay, without any turnips. The fact is, that if it had not

been for gorse, one half of the live stock in this part of the country
would have been starved the last winter. Small farmers in Llanengan
generally feed their cows with gorse and straw, as most of them have
but little hay, and many none.

A man will cut a load of gorse in four hours, such load to contain ten

bundles. A bundle is what we call Baich Gwr. Two men and a boy
will grind in a gorse-mill a bundle in twenty minutes. A bundle so
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ground, mixed with chaff, is sufficient food for two horses for twenty-
four hours, with a very little hay put in their rack at night.

No. 6.

From Mr. T. Williams, Occupier of a large Farm and a Breeder'of
Stock i?i Anglesey.

Llanfawr, 2\st April, 184.5.

In the spring of 1843, I prepared a field of 4 acres for gorse ; 2 1

planted in February with plants from small beds sowed in July, 1842,
in a corner of the field ; the remainder was sowed broadcast (as clover)

with barley very thinly sowed. 4 lbs. of seed I put in the beds

;

20 lbs. sowed broadcast in the other part : it took four men six days to

transplant. This season I sold about 3 acres of this field to different

parties for 24/. ; it would not fetch more than 16/. another year, fodder

being this season very high ; 50*. worth of what I sold would keep a

horse for six months. From 1st of November to the end of May, last

year, about 2 acres of gorse kept my 7 horses ; this year it took about

3 acres, the crop being lighter. I always cut at two years old. I give

them besides a little Swedish turnips in winter ; about half a bushel of

potatoes daily in spring, between the seven, and 4 bushels of oats

weekly. I think I can challenge any farmer in the county for the good
condition of my horses. About 8 kibbins (48 lbs.) will serve a horse

for twenty-four hours. Some horses eat more than others ; all eat more
in winter than in spring; lean horses eat more than fat ones. I never
prepared any gorse but for horses, owing to the want of a proper
machine to prepare it fine enough for cattle. A man may cut in the

field in three hours enough for seven horses for a week
;
they used to

pay 2c?. per quarter for chopping before cutters were used. I consider
the saving 60 per cent, to a farmer in feeding horses with gorse instead
of hay.

As for gorse for cattle, about 305. worth served each cow from my
field this season ; and they are in much better condition than those fed
with hay—the gorse was chopped ; the butter and milk is better, but it

is great labour to prepare it fine enough.

No. 7.

From Mr. J. Atkinson.

Mona House, 20th April, 1845.
In reply to your note respecting gorse as food for horses, I beg leave to

inform you that never have its beneficial properties as fodder been more
clearly proved than in this year of scarcity. We have had ten working
horses kept entirely upon it from the lOth of November to the 1st of

March, without a grain of oats or one blade of hay ; and the average

consumption being, as near as I could calculate, from a number of trials,

from 38 lbs. to 42 lbs. of gorse per horse, per diem. The food was
always portioned out to them by measure ; and the difference in the

weights will arise from the greater or lesser quantity of succulent matter
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contained in the gorse of different localities on the farm.* During the

whole of this period their work was exceedingly heavy ;
principally

employed in plDUghing for eight hours each day ; notwithstanding wliich,

they kept in as good condition as is requisite for a fami horse ; and in

fact in much better condiiion than what I have seen horses kept upon
much more expensive provender. From the lOih of March to the

present time (in consequence of a deficiency of this valuable plant) we
have been obliged to curtail the allowance of each horse one-third, and to

give in its stead 5 lbs. of oats mixed up with about the same weight of

cut straw each day.

One man only was employed to cut the gorse, and another was
engaged part of each day in fetching it from the collector, and cutting it

with the engine. The person employed to collect the gorse was a very

old man, and past hard labour, therefore, of course, he would take

double the time to collect a given quantity that a younger and stronger

man would.

The quantity consumed by the ten horses was generally converted into

food, strippivig of stalks and everything included, in about the space of

one hour and a half, or at the furthest two hours. Our engine is driven

by one horse, and requires no driver or any other attendant besides the

man who feeds the engine. The diameter of the gin-race or horse

course is eighteen fcct, and the number of cuts the engine makes, for

one revolution of the horse, is 104. It therefore follows, that in the space

of one hour, the horse walking 2J miles in that time, the engine will have
made 12,662 revolutions; and, during each revolution (having four

knives), will have made four cuts, each cut exhibiting a sectional area of

22j square inches. The length of the cut I cannot give you, as that

depends upon the way the engine is set to work
; many of the newest

construction cutting it at two or three ditTerent lengths.

There is hardly a farmer in Anglesey but will (this year especialh)

speak loudly in praise of gorse ; but, as you are well aware, its culture

is exceedingly neglected. Very few persons in the island have ever

directed iheir attention to the proper cultivation of it, but have been
content to derive their supplies from the spontaneous production of tlie

rocks and other waste places, and what little they may have sown upon
the tops of their fences.

I am clearly of opinion that, as food for working horses, it is the most
valuable substitute we have for that expensive article hay, and with a
little modification in the preparation of it to suit the natures of cattle

and sheep, may with equal success be used as the chief artiple of

provender for them also.

No. 8.

Prom Mr. Edwards, the occupier of a large Farm and an extensive

Coach and Horse Proprietor i/i Carnarvon.

Uxlridge Arms Hotel, 22nd April, 1845.
The result of my experience of gorse as food for horses is, that I Iiavc

fed fifty horses upon it, mixed with hay and straw, for tlic greater pait
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of tlie last winter, and have found them look quite as well, if not better,

than when fed upon hay alone.

I use it with hay and straw, mixed in proportions of half gorse, the

remainder hay and straw, and find the saving in expense to be at least

one-half. My mode of preparing it is by cutting it with an engine, and
mixing it as it is cut. I remember a large number of horses fed at an
establishment that I am acquainted with, for a great portion of the

year, and though they did fast work as some of mine do, I think I

never remember them looking better, nor indeed doing their work better,

if so well.

I am of opinion that if the value of gorse was better known, it would
become almost universally used as food for horses and cattle.

No. 9.

From Mr. W. Elias, the occupier of an extensive farm, a land-valuer,

and agent to the Right Honourable Lord Neicborough.

The old gorse-mill at the Abbey was worn out a few years, and got me
into the hobble of setting another up in the midst of the outbuildings

that were erected here a few years ago. The water-wheel now drives a

pair of stones for grinding corn, a churn, and a straw cutter, in the

stable loft, and a set of teeth for crushing the gorse, doing all very satis-

factorily. But I at some times question whether I had not better have
had the knives instead of the teeth, as 1 see very many who had an old

teeth-gorse mill, throwing it aside and adopting the common engine,

which cuts the stalks and all clean through, dispensing with the c/-«^/»'«(7

part of tlie preparation. In favour of this, nevertheless. I still have my
])redilections : I cannot fancy the short cuts of the stalks as either palat-

able or digestible for beasts, to say nothing of the prickles left entire by
the knives. The old teeth render the prickles harmless, while most of

the wood italks are drawn through the teeth, or broken so large that

we generally find them in the manger after what is eatable has dis-

appeared.

With respect to the utility of gorse for horses, it is so well known and
universally admitted as a cheap and useful food, that it is needless to say

anything to a Cyniro about it. At this moment many thousands of

animals—horn and hoof

—

tcould, if they could, testify tliat gorse had
saved their lives to hear the present cuckoo. Where has it not been
used from the Ffrengig to the squattest* Marlais If I had a field of

fine JEithin ffrengig free from the nuisance of having a layer of fallen

dead oak leaves—which it is my sad misfortune to have, and very often in

this country it is so with others, I do not think I should have so valuable

a field on my farm. But I think hard-working horses may have too

much of gorse alone, and that it should be mixed with cut straw,

barley-chaff soaked, &c. Indeed towards spring I think a few ])Otatoes

very necessary with it. For idle running colts it is a capital feed. For
cows, with wheat, barley, or oat-chafF and turnips, or potatoes if you

* Tbe Ffrengig is the French gorse in common use. The Marlaij or Merlas is a
dwaiGsh sort of a browner colour, less succulent and not in demand unless when pro-
vender is extremily scarce.—O. O. H.
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please, I would always secure to myself a beautiful and plentiful supply

of yellow and sweet milk, and butter, just as in summer. From the

kind of ground it grows on, and the never-failing nature of the crop, I

always think it is an invaluable article, in seasons like this, and in a

country where the other crops are liable to failures, as has been the case

with hay and corn, in a great part of these upper lands, during the late

seasons.

A boy with my gorse-mill will have crushed a supper for a dozen

horses in about an hour. By this, I imagine, I must have tired you

with a long reading of w^hat you know better than I do ; but it is all the

answer that I can make to your note.

No. 10.

From Mr. Owen Jones, an experienced land agent, and the oivncr of
the Gorse on the banks of the Nantlle Railway.

Carnarvon, 19fh April, 1845.

I HAVE cut ihe gorse on the ?nade banks every year for five years run-

ning, and as they fall off I allow them to run into two years. On the

slopes, where there is a hard natural subsoil, or inclined to wet, I cut

them generally at two years old ; but I beg to observe, that this I do for

my own interest, as the two years old will sell for generally more than

double they would at one year, and those on the hard subsoil would die

by being cut every year. It is my opinion that the purchasers are quite

mistaken, as there is more food in a square yard of one year old than in

a square yard of the under decayed, long-shank, two years old. By niy

annual cutting, and the grass smothering them, they get into patches,

which I get pricked and re -sowed about every three years.

No. 11.

From Mr. Johnston, a large farmer, and an extensive coach a?id post-

Jiorse keeper.

Victoria Hotel, Llanheris, 23rrf April, 184.5.

In answer to your inquiries, I beg to inform you that, in the year 1842,
I sowed nearly two acres of land on my farm at Cefn-tre-seiont, near

Carnarvon, with gorse, employing 52 lbs. of seed. The plants were
luxuriant, and the gorse Avas cut this last winter. I used it a third of

gorse, a third of hay, and a third of straw, as fodder for nine horses, and
my horses never were in such excellent condition.

I consider gorse invaluable. I wish I had ten acres of it instead of

tw^o. I would much rather have ten acres of gorse than ten acres of the

best wheat that I ever saw in my life.

No. 12.

A FARMER in the county of Carnarvon has of late years adopted this plan

of forming fences, and has cultivated gorse upon them. His is a well-

stocked upland farm of about 200 acres. By having paid some attention

to the cultivation of gorse, he has been enabled this year to keep his stock

in good condition, notwithstanding the scarcity of provender, and to sell

upwards of 601. worth of hay, instead of buying, as was tlie case wit4i

many farmers in the district.
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Analijsis of Gorsc by Mr. D. Waldie, of Liverpool.

Apothecaries'' Hall, 23rd April, 1845.

Clilorophylle or green colouring matter . . 2*8

Saccharine matter and extract of a slightly bitter

taste 15-7

Gum and mucilage . . . . .
5

" 1

Glutinous extract, nearly tasteless, by boiling

water . . . . . . .
5'5

Vegetable albumen . . . . . I " 1

Lignin, or woody fibre . . . . .51*1
Water 16-2

Loss . . . • . . . 2*5

100-

Afiiount of Ash left by burning 21 '8 in 1000 parts.

Analysis of the Ash.

Potash

Soda
Lime
Magnesia .

Sulphuric acid

Chlorine

Phosphoric acid .

Persulphate of iron

Silica

Carbonic acid

Charcoal and sand

Loss

26

23
4
8

3
2
4

3

17

2
9

70
•22

37
31
84
83
87
•22

77
60
22
05

Proportions, deducting
the three last constituents.

. 34-4
•3

. 29-9
5-5

. 11-2
4-9

. 3-6

. 5-4

. 4-8

100-

100-
Water Wheel.

Section of a Gorse Mill—the box made of iron.

2 E 2
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XXXI V.

—

An Essaij on the Advantages derivedfrom the Use of
One-Horse Carts. By E. Loomes.

Tiiic advantages derived from the use of one-horse carts I shall

here point out in the order in which thej were brought under

my notice on my own farm, and which are of course to be realized

on all farms in proportion to their size.

Tiie first advantage I derived was in stocking my farm, which
contains about 230 acres, all arable, and would, under the waffiron

S3Stein, have required four waggons and four carts, which, if

purchased new, would have cost as follows:—
£. 5. d.

2 waggon?, at 30/. . . 60 0 0

2 harvest ditto, at 15/. . . 30 0 0
4 carts, at 12/. . . . 48 0 0

Total . £138 0 0

But by using onc-horsc carts, with fittings for harvest-work, my
outlay was

—

£. s. d.

4 carts complete, at 13/. . 52 0 0

In order to prove, however, that there was a saving of 8G^, as

appears here, it will be necessary to show that 1 am in no way
inconvenienced by the entire substitution of one-horse carts for

waggons and carts of a larger description. In the first place,

there is no farming purpose to which waggons or large carts are

applied for which one-horse carts are not also adapted, and it

will be seen in the following table (which I have laid down from

a careful ol)servation of the capabilities of one-horse carts and
waggons) that one horse in a cart is capable of conveying much
more than half what can be carried on a wag;2:on with two horses.

ONE-HORSE CARTS.

Wheat-sheaves . 172
Corn, c.ike, &c. . 25 cwt.

Bones . . . QJ bush.

TWO-IIORSE WAGGONS.
Wheat-sheaves . . 207
Corn, cake, &c. . 45 cwt.

Bones . . . 100 bush.

The difference in the quantity of sheaf-corn carrried by each,

though small, may by some be considered a great disadvantage;

l)ut I think it matters not so much how many sheaves are car-

ried at a time, as that the stacker should be kept well employed
;

and the little time that may be taken up in the extra tying on of

the load is amply regained by the additional number of bottoms

of loads the pitcher has to put up. Thus, for harvest-work, four

carts with four horses are equal to four w.aggons with eight horses.

And again, for manure carting, lour one-horse carts are equal

to four two-horse carts, with these advantages, that being more
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lightly built, and carrying somewhat less loads, they are not so

liable to poach the land when wet; and the labour of the four

hors3s thus saved not only enables me to get more forward with

jny work, but also to obtain more fully the advantage generally

admitted of ploughing down the manure as soon as laid upon the

land.

Though it requires one person to every 25 cwt., and with a

waggon only one to every 45 cwt., it is not less economical, as I

find a boy 14 years old, at Sd. a day, as capable of managing one

horse in a cart as a man is of driving two in a waggon.

1 think I have now clearly shown that a farmer is in no way
inconvenienced by using onl}' one-horse carts, and consequently

86^. may be saved by their use in stocking a farm of 230 acres.

The next advantage I derived was in building a hovel to shelter

my farming carriages, which cost 35/. : had I used waggons and
carts, a hovel to shelter all would have cost upwards of 70/.

The advantage derived from their use in summer is very appa-

rent, when, having fallow's to work and clover to carry, 1 do not

materially retard the operation of fallowing by taking three horses

to carry my clover.

In harvest four of my older horses carry all my corn; and
the four younger being severely worked on the fallows, are

rested to prepare them for wheat seeding and other autumnal
work. There being seldom other work during harvest for horses

than carrying corn, it may be considered no advantage to use only

half of them, but it gives the farmer the opportunity of changing

horses during a long day's work ; and if any should be prevented

from working, by accident or illness, he is not obliged to stop a

team, which lie must do did he employ all hiS horses in waggons.
Carts are less destructive to the roads than waggons, because
carrying more upon four wheels than waggons they consequently

occasion less wear— but especially in a hdly country, where it is

necessary to lock the wheels. It is there also that one-horse

carts arc much less dangerous than larger carts, because the shaft-

horse having to regulate the pace down hill, can more easily do
so with a one-horse load than with a two-horse load behind him.

A horse is more able to recover himself, and consequently less

liable to injury from falling, when drawing by himself than when
another horse is pullmg before him. The next ach antage, though
small, deserves attention, as it tends in some degree to lessen the

annual expenses of the farmer, viz., carts being more easily turned
and guided than waggons, the drivers are not so liable to knock
down gate-posts or the corners of buildings. One-horse carts

are indisjiensable on a farm, some parts of which require, on
account of their distance from the farm-yard, more carriages for

the conveyance of corn or manure to and fro than the number of
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horses requisite for the working of the farm would be sufficient

to draw if worked in double harness.

I do not consider that there is any saving of manual labour in

the use of one-horse carts; and if the distance is so great from
one place to another that a continued chain of carts cannot be

kept up, the advantage gained is only the difference between two
one-horse cart loads and one two-horse waggon load. But should

both ends be kept employed in all our most busy times, such

as bean-sowing, potato-setting, oat-sowing, turnip-sowing, hay-

harvest, corn-harvest, wheat- seeding, and whenever other work is

in hand besides carting, the farmer can gain or save the labour of

as many horses as the number of the one-horse carts he employs
amounts to.

The most economical application of horse-labour should be

the study of all farmers.

Whittlesea, Peterborough.

XXXV.

—

On the Farming of Cornwall. By VV. F. Karkeek.

Introduction.

1. It is scarcely more than a century since the "mine" and

the "seine" almost exclusively engaged the attention of the

greater part of the inhabitants of Cornwall, and, as implied in

our county toast, " Fish, tin, and copper,'' were considered the

principal means to be relied on as sources of wealth and
maintenance for its numerous population, \\hilst agriculture was
neglected and supposed to be a secondary object. Only within

the last fifty years has any claim been made by the county to

be considered as an agricultural one ; but great and permanent
advances in the path of improvement have been made during

that period, and examples of skilful cultivation may now be

found dispersed over its surface which v.ould not disgrace the

best cultivated district in England. These, however, even were
they more numerous, are not calculated to produce such an effect

on the mind of a stranger coming from a better and more richly

cultivated district, as cases of gross mismanagement ; and hence,

unfortunately, the latter occupy such a ])rominent feature that

the whole of the farming of Cornwall is frequently supposed to

be considerably worse than it really is. To use the words of a re-

spected correspondent, an extensive landed proprietor, " we are im-

proving, I hope ; but we are in a transition state, passino^ from a very

slovenly course of husbandry, by very unequal and incomplete de-

grees, to a better." It will be seen m the course of the ' Report

'

that our natural advantages as an agricultural county are far from
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contemptible ; and at the present time there appears a felicitous

concurrence of opinions and circumstances that favours the in-

vention and acceptance of improved methods of husbandry ; and
I confidently hope that this anxiety for improvement will at no
very distant period be abundantly successful.

" It is an easy thing to praise or blame;

The hard task, and the virtue to do both."

This I shall attempt by fairly placing before my readers the

practices pursued—by giving; praise where it is due—and, where
any defects exist, by showing by example the superior advantages

of a belter plan of proceeding. To no class of men will this

method of reasoning be better applied than to Cornish farmers

;

for, generally speaking, there is not found among them such a

host of prejudices, and such a strict adherence to old-fashioned

customs, as many parties, who know them less, give them credit

for.

Geographical Position, Extent, Agricultural Population, Size of
Farms, Sfc.

2. Cornwall forms the south-west extremity of Britain ; the

only county with which it is conterminous is Devonshire, which
bounds it on the east-north-east. On all other sides it is sur-

rounded by the ocean ; it therefore contains in proportion to its area

a greater extent of sea-coast than any other county. It consists

of 851,200 statute acres, about 200,000 of which are waste land.

The estimated annual value of the several estates and farm-

buildings, according to the last return made to the Clerk of the

Peace in 1842, is 629,656/. It is divided into 9 hundreds, con-

taining 27 market towns, 206 parishes, 13,000 villages, and
34 1,279 inhabitants. Of this population, 30,325 belong to the

agricultural department, but not more than 25,800 are actually

engaged in its employment. These are

—

F.armers.

Farmers
under

21 years old.

Male
Labourers

above 21 years

old.

Male
Labourers

under 21 vears
old.'

Female
A<;ricultuial

Labourers.

Female
AjTicultural
Labourers

under 21 years
old.

Total
Persons
actually

engaged.

7,6G8 128 14,279 2,752 705 25,799

The whole of the agricultural population being to the total popu-

lation 7-9 per cent. The proportion of farmers to the number
of cultivated acres is exceedingly high—which arises from an im-

mense number of small occupiers performing all the labour on

the farms by themselves or families. According to ' Marshall's
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Dijrcsl,' in 1831 we had 3613 persons of this description, and
4608 farmers who employed labourers.

3. The inHuence which this numerous body of small farmers

exercises on the rental of farms in some locali'.ies is very con-

siderable. Estates varying from 20 to 50 acres let at full 20
per cent. hig:her than those of 200 acres and upwards. But
notwithstanding this, it is a question for veiy serious considera-

tion, whether in many instances it would not be good policy on

the part of the landlords, as those small farms fall in haml, to

join three or four into one; for if we were to deduct from Cornish
agriculture rJl the farms where the most approved systems of

farming are pursued, we shall have left just the management of

small farms. I do not mean by this that good management
exists on all large farms— for, from the want of sufficient capital,

a great many large ones are very badly cultivated ; but it is a

very rare case to witness anything approaching to good husbandry

on very small ones. The improved and skilful management
carried on upon farms of 150 and 200 acres occasions the pro-

duction of a considerably greater quantity of acreable produce

—

in addition to which there would be a far greater certainty of the

landlords obtaining their rents, although there might not appear

so large a sum on their " rent-rolls."

Proc/ress of Improvement since Worgan's Survey in 1810-1 1.

4. A brief description of the farming at the time of this survey
will be sufficient to show the very considerable improvement since

that period. The acreable extent of corn crops was probably
as great as at the present time, which arose from the excessively

high prices of wheat, averaging from 96s. to 112s. per quarter.

Corn followed corn crop, until complete exhaustion threw the land
out of production, and it was not a very uncommoncase after a piece

of ground had been completely exhausted by frequent tillage in

this manner, to take a farewell crop of grain called " mida arena'
—a kind of naked oat, used chiefly for the feeding of pigs. The
breadth too of green crops cultivated was very insignificant. This
was the greatest defect in the husbandry of that period. Worgan
mentions vetches as having been tried without success

;
carrots,

too, had met with a similar failure; sainfoin and lucerne had
been cultivated but by a few gentlemen by way of experiment;
swedes had not long been introduced

; and white turnips was the
principal crop to be depended on. This crop was very indiffer-

ently cultivated ; the drill system of husbandry had been prac-
tised by very few; hoeing was very imperfectly performed, and in

many districts turnips were not hoed at all.

5. The greater extension of turnip culture which commenced
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nboiit 1815, and a better system of cultivation, soon produced a

wonderful revolution in Cornish agriculture, more particularly

after bone-dust became introduced in 1835, the effect of which on

our light soils was an immense addititm to the food consumed by

cattle, which in their turn, producing a considerable increase of

manure for enriching the soil, made an incalculable addition to the

acreable produce. These are the results which the better know-
ledge of the improving age has already produced, and yet, great

as they may appear to be, the means by which they have been

eflectcd have been only jmrtially introduced in any parish of the

county. The following table, exhibiting the proportions of white

and green crops grown to the acreage of arable land in three

different parishes, will prove this :

—

r^risiics.

o .

li

3i

£C
rt
Q.-

<!

Arable

Land.

aT ^

«

3

1 i Is
a;

?
Barley.

Oats.

'a

1
Potatoes.

j
Rape.

Vetch.

a
XI
.2

O
^

Carrots.

|
2
~S
tc
a
ti

1391 8513 6514 1599 j91i 903 232i 487 76 ia3i 34 10 li 3*

2, Ruanlanjhorn . 444 2250 1826 424 228 340 98 109 133 3i

3. Pcrranarworllial 1755 1713 1237 476 170 1G9 53 49 121 1

In Probus we have just 26^ per cent, of corn crops, and nearly

,1
1 2 per cent, of green crops, including about 1 per cent, of

potatoes. In Ruanlanyhorn we have rather more than 36.j per

cent, of corn crops, and 13^ of gieen crops, including 7A- nearly

of potatoes. And in Perranarworthal we have nearly 14 per
cent, of green crops, of which more than 9 per cent, are potatoes.

The first of these parishes is generally considered the best culti-

vated in the county—the second may be considered as a fair ex-

ample of ordinary farming, where the potato culture prevails

—

and the last parish is situated near a mining district, where almost

every cottager has his pig and plot of potatoes. I have selected

these parishes purposely to show that even in Pi'obus, which is

considered to be the best cultivated parish, the quantity of green
crops is not so great as might be imagined from merely surveying

a few of the principal estates, where the proportion of green crop

to white crop is more equal. This will be clearly exhibited as

w e proceed in our survey of the different districts.

The Varieties of Soils, their estimated Value, Acreable Produce,
and Courses of Croppiny.

G. The investigations of science have proved that there is a

natural relation between the Cornish soils and the rocks beneath,

which may be said to consist of four distinctformations—each of
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which by decomposition gives origin to a peculiar soil, distinct in

its nature and character, and requiring in some instances an ap-

propriate system of cultivation—these are

—

(1.) Granite, giving origin to the " groican soil.'' *

(2.) Serpentine, belonging almost exclusively to the Lizard dis-

trict.

(3.) Schist or clay slate, forming the largest proportion of land

in the county.

(4 ) Carbonaceous deposits.

Besides which, dykes of porphyry, beds of greenstone, hornblende,

and other trappean rocks, and veins of quartz and limestone will

claim a portion of our attention as they effect an influence upon
the soils beneath which they occur.

Granite.

7 . The fertility of the soil on this formation depends greatly on

the degree of its elevation and exposure. This is beautifully illus-

trated by comparing the Roughtor and Brownwilly district with

that of the Land's-End, the former being 1296 and 1368 feet above

the level of the sea—a greater part of which exhibits scarcely any-

thing else but sterility and desolation, on which fogs are frequent

and snow often falls before it is seen in the lower grounds, whilst

the height of the latter district rarely exceeds 300 feet, and snow
is seldom seen. Dr. Paris has observed that the relative fertility

of this soil depends also upon its mineral structure. Granite is

composed essentially of three minerals

—

quartz, mica, audifelspar

—its fertility chiefly depends, and is in proportion to the predo-

minancy of felspar, due allowance being made for the varied

conditions of weather to which it is exposed. Sometimes the

quartz predominates, so as to constitute two-thirds or three-fourths

of the whole rock—which difference, although overlooked by the

geologist, produces important differences in the agricultural cha-

racter of the soils, derived from their crumbling substances—the

disintegration of which depends chiefly on the deconipositioi\ of

the felspar. The felspar consists chiefly of a silicate of alumina

in combination with a silicate of potash—the alkali forming the

chief fertilizing ingredient ; and hence soils of this character arc

celebrated for their abundant crops of grass. When this sub-

stance is exposed to the action of the water charged with carbonic

acid, it slowly suffers decomposition, in such a manner that on

the sides and slopes of hills the greater part of its alkali is re-

moved altogether, and hence the hill sides on this formation are

invariably barren, the clay being washed away, and nothing left

* Growan is the Cornish name lor gravel.
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but siliceous sand and gravel. The following are two analyses of

granite,* assuming No. 1 to be composed of | felspar, | quartz,

mica ; No. 2 of | quartz, ^ mica, | felspar :

—

No. 1. No. 2.

Silica . . . 13-04 74-84

Alumina . . . 18-83 12-80

Potash . . . 8-51 '7-48

Magnesia . . . O'SS 0-99

Lime . . . 0-44 0-37

Oxide of Iron . . 1-73 1-93

0.xiile of Manganese . 'O-IO 0 12

Fluoric Acid "
. . 0-18 0 21

The presence of iron also exerts a considerable influence on
the " growan " soils, tending to their improvement, whilst schorl,

which pervades a great manv of the granites, tends when in excess to

impair them. In the hollows or levels where natural drainage does

not exist, stiff clay-soils prevail, which are often cold and unfruit-

ful, but are capable of amelioration where the depth of surface-

soil is sufficient, bv draining and proper cultivation. The growan
soil is black, and the subsoil frequently of great depth and of a

yellowish colour.

8. Commencing our survey of the granite soils at the eastern

extremity, being the entrance to the county from the Devonshire
side, the reader will be conveyed ideally over a ridge of bare and
rugged rocks, running through the whole length of the county,

from Launceston to the Land's End : the commencement exhibiting

the appearance of a dreary waste, and forming by far the most
uninviting part of the journey. In the map.f four insulated

''outbursts" will be seen, coloured red, which form this central

ridge.

9. The Roughtor district 1^. is about 10 miles in length and
6 or 7 in breadth—8794 acres of which are uncultivated waste.

The cultivated portion, where the natural drainage is good, is

parcelled out in small farms, let from 10s. to 15s. per acre. In
the parish of Advent some are let as high as 20s. There is also

a great breadth of land enclosed, forming rough pasture, let from
2s. to 3s. 6rf. per acre. Oats and wheat are chiefly grown, aver-

* Sir H .T. De la Beche, F.R.S., &c., p. 449, ' Manual of Geology.'
;• The map which accompanies this Report is a fac-simile of Sir H. T.

De la Beche's index-map to the geological survey of Cornwall. It may
be regarded as a true map of the soil, since there is no county in England
where there is a gieater relation between the soils and the subjacent rocks.
The sections will also convey to the mind of a stranger the mode in which
the various strata intersect each other.

% Ascertained by Mr. Stephens of Hengar, St. Tudy, for the purpose of
this Report.
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nging 25 per cent, on the acreage, producinjj from 20 to 27
bushels of the former, and 15 to J 8 bushels of the latter. The
land is seldom broken oftener than once in four or five years.

The breadth of green crops averages from 5 to 10 per cent.

;

one-half or more is potatoes, the other turnips. The cattle average

full 20 per cent, on the acreage—the farmers generally keeping

as many as can be maintained alive during the winter. They
consist generally of the common Devon kind ; the cows averaging

from 4 to 5 cwt., and a lew oxen from b\ to 7 cwt. In the sum-
mer thev have the entire range of the " moors * but their pro-

gress in growth is verv inconsiderable. There are but a few

sheep kept, and those are of a very indifferent character.

10. The Ilensborouf/h district.—The soil on this ' outburst" is

of a better character; the farms average from 40 to 70 acres,

with many above and below that range. The rental varies from
10s. to 355. per acre. The ordinary cropping is to break three-

years-old pasture for wheat, barley, and grass-seeds, with a vari-

able proportion of swedes and potatoes preceding the wheat-crop.

On the better cultivated farms a proportion of rape or pasture

turnips, which is consumed on the land by sheep (not folded),

precedes the wheat. The acreable produce varies from 20 to 24
bushels of wheat, from 28 to 38 of barley, from 36 to 48 of oats,

and from 25 cwt. to 40 cwt. of hay.

f

11. The third "outburst" includes the parishes between the

towns of Penrvn, Helston, Redruth, and Camborne, besides which

there is a small outburst in the parishes of Germoe, Sithney, and
Breage. The soil varies considerably. The ordinary cropping

is to break four or five years old pasture for oats, barley, and
grass-seeds, or oats and grass-seeds, preceded by variable })ropor-

lions of potatoes and turnips. 1 be acreable produce varies

from 20 to 50 bushels of oats, from 20 to 30 bushels of barley.

The cultivation of wheat is exceedingly limited except in Breage,

Germoe, and in the vicinity of Penryn, where a fair breadth of

turnips is also grown. In the two former parishes the cropping is

A^lieat, then oats—without manuring—the potato and turnip 4vith

manure, after which barley and seeds. The average in these

places is from 40 to 55 bushels of oats, and from 20 to 30 bushels

of red wheat jier acre.

12. The last "outburst" includes the Land s End district and
round by the west to St. Ives, forming a vast granitic surface,

* Great numbers of cattle are sent from other districts for summer pas-
turage on enclosed portions oflhe moors in the neisrhliourliood of Hawkes
Tor, Bultei-s Tor, &c. ; but the benefit of this practice is very qucstional)le.

+ In this and every other instance where the value of the land and the

acreage produce is mentioned, the amounts have been obtained from
resident practical farmere, whose statements may be safely relied on.
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and bidding defiance as it were to the northern Atlantic. This
is a busy, active neighbourhood, the inhabitants being engaged in

fishins. navigating, mining, or farming. The soil is exceedingly

good, and notwithstanding its exposure to the sea, good crops of

corn are grown on the verge of the cliffs 300 feet above the wave.

The farms vary from 10 to 200 acres, few exceeding 100 or 150

acres. The rental averages from 30*. to GO*, per acre—a large

proportion at 40.y. The land in this neighbourhood lets exceed-

ingly high from the peculiar character of the small farmers*—

a

hardworking race of men, who keep a number of milch cows,

breed an immense number of pigs, and grow large quantities of

potatoes. The ordinary course of cropping is to break three-

years-old pasture for potatoes and turnips, followed by wheat,

then barley or oats, and grass-seeds. On the better cultivate<l

farms the rotation is generally turnips, wheat, potatoes, barley,

and seeds; the breadth of green crops averaging from 20 to 25
per cent. The difference in the two systems is as follows :

—

Under Ordinary Management. Improved System.

100 Acres.

Produce per Acre. Produce per Acre.

Potatoes . .

Turnips . .

Wheat . . .

Barley . . .

Oats ....
Hay ... .

From S to 12 tons

18 to 20 tons

21 bushels

30 bushels

40 to 45 bushels

1 ton to 1^ ton

10 to 16 tons.

20 to 30 tons.

27 to 30 bushels.

30 to 36 bushels.

45 to 50 bushels,

ij ton to 2 tons.

Very few sheep are bred in this district, the farmers purchasing

• These farmers live chiefly on barley bread, fish, pork, and potatoes;

the butter, and a large quantity of pork and potatoes, being taken
to Penzance market, which is the cheapest pork-mcarket in England.
During the season, 300 head—about 170 dead and 130 alive—of swine are

sent to this market once a week. The larger farmers keep a number of

tiie old black dairy cows, supposed to be the aboriginal breed of the

county. i\Iany of "these are rented by dairymen at 8/. per annum per
cow. for which sum they have a quarter of an acre of potato-ground, 2 loads

of turnips, 9 cwt. of straw, 72 fagots of furze, 100 tuif, and If acre of land

for the keep of the cow. A renter of five cows has a dwelling-liouse,

pig-houses, and potato-houses provided in addition. The calves belong
to the dairymen. Numbers of these cottagers are sometimes located near
or on a farm, forming a curious scene, the homestead being crowded with
cow?', pigs, men, women, and children,

—

" Ignemque, laremque,
Et pccus, et dominos communi clauderet usubra."
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store ewes ia lamb at the autumnal sheep-fairs* in the eastern

parts of the county, which are fattened and sold the following

year. Few oxen are kept—but chiefly cows—a great many of

the old Cornish black breed, averaging from 18 to 25 per cent,

on the acreage, being preserved here for their milking properties.

The pigs are exceedingly good and plentiful, averaging from 35
to 40 per cent, on the acreage.

13. The Scilly Islands should properly be considered here.

The soil is of the "growan" kind, commonly black peat, mingled

with granitic particles, and frequently blown sea-sand ; in many
places it bears fair crops of potatoes, barley, and sometimes

wheat. The chief manure is sea-weed. The cattle, horses, and

sheep are exceedingly small, being part of the native breeds of

Britain preserved here in aboriginal purity. The pigs are nu-

merous, and generally of a good description. This finishes our

survey of the granite districts.

Grautcacke Group.

14. The country lying on the slate rocks is widely contrasted

with that on the granite. The hills are smooth as if by art, and
are so irregularly disposed, that they have not unaptly been com-
pared to the waves of the sea, from their undulating character

(33). Under the term "slate" we include all kinds of rocks,

commonly so called, that are composed of sedimentary deposits,

varying from the roofing slate even to a loose brown rubble, or

becoming hardened, and so forming pudding-stones of great size.

The colours are various—light grey, bluish grey, brown, whitish

yellow, red and variegated—the red and variegated being gene-

rally considered the most productive. Within these argillaceous

masses are discovered products of fire in various places. In

districts adjoining the granite, felspar porphyritic rocks (pro-

vinciallv termed Ehans) traverse the slates in the form of dykes,

varying from a few to 400 feet in breadth. The land where these

elvans prevail is frequently covered by a thin layer of quartzfrag-
ments (provincially called spar), which abundantly traverse the

slates in these districts. In other parts of the area we have igneous

products which may properly be termed sedimentary, since "they
appear to have been deposited in beds among the slates during

their formation by the agency of water, after being ejected from

fissures or craters in the shape of ashes or cinders, precisely as we
might expect would happen at the present day with ashes or

cinders discharged from insular and littoral volcanoes into the

* T?ie principal she^p-iVns in Cornwall are held in the autumn, at Sum-,
nieicouit, jMichell, and St. Lawrence ; at C'amelfoid, for early lambs, in

July. T/ie large cattk-tiurs are held at Bodmin, Grampound, Probus, St.

Lawrence, and Launceston.
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sea.'"* These accumulations are termed sedimentary ash (pro-

vincially dun stone; or when blisterj', honeycomb dun). Their
j)resence amonsf the slates is a certain evidence of the fertility of

the soil. In districts where these al)ound are discovered beds of

f/reenstone and other solid trapjjean rocks, " which seem to have
formed sheets or streams of melted roclv.f amid the mud, silt,

sand, or gravel then in the course of accumulation, and which now
constitute associated beds of slate, sandstone, and conglomerates."];

Wherever these products of fire are discovered, the soil proves

exceedingly productive. Again, in other portions of the slates we
have accumulations of calcareous matters, and although never in

sufficient breadth to give a character to the soil, yet they also are

certain evidences of fertility. It is also observed, that the cha-

racter of the soil on the slates is affected by their inclination or

dip. Where the underlie is considerable and the subsoil shallow,

the surface-soil is light and hungry, the soluble manures passing

rapidly through the slaty fissures : and even where the stoes lie

horizontally, and are of an indurated character, with the soil of

little depth, such land will scorch or burn readily in the summer.
We have a great deal of cliff-land of this description (26).

§

15. With these preliminary remarks I commence my survey

of the soils on the slate district, which will be found to vary very

considerably as respects their depth, texture, and fertility, these

depending on the degree of mechanical division of the rocks, and
their relative chemical elements, allowance being made always for

the varied meteorological conditions to which they are exposed.

This must not be lost sight of ; tlie central granite ridge of hills,

which has been already described, exercises a very considerable

influence on the meteorological conditions of the different parts of

the county. On the northern side of the ridge, at the eastern ex-

tremity, the effect of the winds from the Atlantic is very perceptible

in the few trees which are exposed to their fui'y, and which grow
with an inclination towards the opposite direction ; whilst on the

south-east side the climate is as mild as the south coast of Devon,
of which it is a continuation, and with a difference of latitude not

* De la Beche.
+ The intrusion of dykes and irregular beds of volcanic matter into the

slate rock in the form of greenstone, serpentine, porphyry, and granite,

is plainly seen throughout the whole of the county.

% De'la Beche.

§ It is generally considered that at the junction of the granite and
slates the soil is improved by the niixtuie. This is no doubt true as far as

Penzance and a few other places are concerned, where the greenstones
prevail ; but instead of its being a general case, we have more commonly
found quite the contrary effect produced from the indurated and altered

state of the different slates at the line of junction, pioducin<r frequently
a sterile effect.
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very material. This part of the coast Is beautifully wooded, and
rich in pasturas^e, while in the vallevs the most delicate plants

will bloom. But where the granite range decreases in elevation

to the westward, this difference in temperature is not so per-

ceptible, for there the ocean-winds sweep across the narrower
part of the peninsula without any interruption.

16. Penzance district. —Commencing the survey of the "slate

formation " at Penzance, joining the granite of the Land's End
which we have just described, we have a beautiful example of

fertility of soil proceeding from its mineral composition in con-

junction with a genial climate. The soil is formed from a mix-

ture of trappean rocks, chiefly greenstones w ith argillaceous slates.

Greenstone consists of a mixture more or less intimate of horn-

blende and felspar, and is distinguished from the granite which
it frequently joins by the absence of mica and quartz. The pro-

portion of felspar varies, so that sometimes the greenstones become
nearly felspar rock, while in other cases they are loaded with

hornblende, the relative proportion of the latter causing a very

material difference in the value of the soils produced from their

decomposition. The following analyses show the chemical con-

stituents of each :

—

Hornblende. Felsp.ir.

Silica . . . 47-21 65-21
Alumina . . 12-18 18-13
Potash 16-06
Lime . . .12-73
Magnesia . .21-86
Proto-oxide of iron . 2-28
Fluoric acid . . 1-50

This soil is an exceedingly rich and friable loam, oftentimes

deep, and, as we may judge from the minerals which enter into

its structure, is theoretically—as it is known to be practically

—

perfect. As an example of this, there are occasionally produced

on it what cannot be realized in any other district in Britain—
two crops of potatoes in one year— one acre yielding 300 imperial

bushels of early spring potatoes (see No. 4"2), planted in No-
vember, and dug up in May and June—a portion of the same
fetching 'iOs. per imperial bushel in the London market ; and
after this a crop of late potatoes, planted in .June, and yielding

400 Imperial bushels per acre. The usual method is first a crop

of early spring potatoes, after which a crop of turnips. Tlic

method of cropping in other respects is the same as has been
already described on the contiguous granite.

17. From Ilayle to Perranzahuloe, ifc.—Our route avIU now
extend up the north coast. The soil in this extensive run of

country is widely contrasted with that which we Lave left, being
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in most instances exceeclin;Tly poor, partly clayey and partly loamy,

resting on coarse argillaceous slates, abounding in quartz frag-

ments, Laving various porphyritic and felspatliic rocks (elvans)

traversing them in every direction ; and where the surface has not

much declivity, there is generally found a clayey subsoil. We
have a great breadth of this description of soil throughout the

county, prevailing chiefly in the neighbourhood of the granite " out-

bursts.'' {See anali/scs, No. 7'2.) In the parishes of St. Erth and
Gwinear some greenstone rocks are found, and in the neighbour-

hood of Camborne there is a deep marly subsoil, portions of

which have been extensively used as a " marl " for manuring the

poorer kinds of lands in its vicinity (61). This cannot be con-

sidered as much of an agricultural district; a great breadth of the

land is taken up by mines ; and though the soil may be poor and
rarely of great value for agricultural purposes, yet the minei'al

treasures beneath the surface far more than make up for this

deficiency.* There is also a great breadth of "wastes" in this

district, which forms the character of a great deal of the lands

lying upon the slate formation (72). The farms vary in size

very considerably ; we have a few large ones running from 200 to

300 acres, but by far the greater number average from 20 to 70
acres, besides an immense breadth of land parcelled out in small

tenements belonging to working miners and cottagers which have

been reclaimed from the wastes by those industrious individuals.

The system of crop})ing, with the exception of a few farms in the

neighbourhood of St. Erth, Gwinear, Camborne, and Illogan, is

wheat, barley, and grass-seeds, with a small proportion of potatoes

and turnips preceding the wheat. There are, however, excellent

examples of good farming to be met with in this run of country.

In Illogan parish, particularly, a better system has been intro-

duced,—that of growing a fair proportion of swedes between the

white crops. Lady Basset has been greatly instrumental in im-
proving the farming of this parish.

18. Travelling onwards from Perranzabuloe to Mawgan by the

coast, including portions of Newlyn, St. Enoder, and St. Columb
Major, situated more inland in our route, we meet with another

* The minei are the great support of Cornwall : they afford trade to
the merchant, profits to the adventurer, and employment to a most intel-

ligent and a most moral class of workmen, through whom collectively the
agriculturists find a ready sale for their produce. The direct value of the
produce of our mines is 1^ million annually, of which about two-thirds
is paid for native labour. They are highly valuable in a national point
of view, inasmuch as they have led to engineering improvements which
have doubled the power of the steam-engine and kept foreigners in a
great measure dependent upon us for the valuable metals they alt'ord.

VOL. VI. 2 F
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kind of soil consisting of a good, and in many instances deep
loam, lying on a deep subsoil, formed from the gradual decay of
the more sandy slates. In some parts of this district, calcareous
beds and trap are found. The farms average from 70 to 120
acres, and there are a few exceeding 300 and 400 acres. The
rental varies from 17s. to 30,s. per acre; a large portion let at

23s. The system of cropping is to break three years' old pasture
(occasionally two years') for wheat, followed by barley and seeds.

On the better cultivated farms, from a tenth to a fifteenth of the
wheat arishes * is put to turnips. This is considered the best wheat
and barley district in the county ; two-fifths are in constant tillage,

averaging from 20 to 32 bushels of wheat, from 24 to 36 bushels
of barley, per acre. The live stock average from 16 to 20 head
of cattle, old and young ; 25 to 30 breeding ewes ; and from 5 to

10 pigs, on 100 acres.

19. Extending our route on the north coast from Mawgan to

Padstow, we observe that the soils are not so deep, and that they
partake more of a clayey character, except in the vicinity of
Padstow, where beds of lime and greenstone are found, and the

soils are more loamy. The land lets from 15s. to 30s. per acre;

the largest portion at 20s. The system of cropping is to break
three years' old pasture for wheat, followed by barley or oats, and
seeds, with about 4 or 5 per cent, of turnips tilled on the lay

ground previous to the barley, in which case wheat is not sown.

A few farmers only grow their turnips on the wheaten arishes.

The crops average from 18 to 24 bushels of wheat; from 24 to

27 bushels of barley ; and from 35 to 40 bushels of oats, per acre.

Live stock averages from 15 to 18 head of cattle, 20 to 25 breed-

ing ewes on 100 acres.

20. Still pursuing the coast line, we arrive at a very important

district, embracing a great many parishes, lying chiefly on red
and variegated slates, interspersed with numerous bands of green-

stone and " dun-stone " rocks, which are largely distributed in the

vicinity of St. Endellion, extending onwards to Port Isaac. The
dun-stone is of the blistery kind, the blisters being filled jvith

carbonate of lime—an interesting fact in an agricultural point of

view—showing that calcareous matter is disseminated through the

accompanying slates. Where this kind of soil is found, it proves

exceedingly valuable, averaging 38s. per acre ; whilst other land

in this district lets at only 18s. per acre. The following table

will show the value of the soils, average rental per acre, and the

per centage of stock kept and fed on 100 acres, in seven different

parishes :

—

* Stubbles are called " arishes " in Devonshire and Cornwall.
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Sheep,

ParUhes. Character of Soils. Rental.
Breeding
Ewes.

Sheep
Fed.

Weight
per

Quarter.

Cattle
Fed.

s. lbs.

Egloshayle Loamy and sbelfy • 30 33 30 18 3

St. Minver . .

St. Michael . jClayey, sbelfy, light. 20 25 15 16 1

St. Enodock .

St. Endellion .
f
LoamV, shel fy , and 1

( calcareous . . . I

38 45 45 21 4

St. Kew . . Clayey and sbelfy . 28 35 20 18 2
.St. Mabyu . . Friable loam and sbelfy 35 40 35 20 4
St. Tudv , , Loamy .... 30 30 20 18 3
St. Teatii . . Sbelfy and felspathic 18 20 10 17

The ordinary system of cropping is to break two years' old

pasture for wheat, barley, and seeds, and occasionally 4 to 5 per

cent, of potatoes preceding the wheat. On the better cultivated

farms the practice is to break three years' old pasture for wheat,

barley, and seeds, with a sprinkling of swedes and white turnips

introduced between these two corn crops. Here and there a fair

breadth of swedes is sown, but the average of the whole district

will scarcely exceed 4 or 5 per cent, of turnips. The average

proportion of corn grown varies from

20 to 25 acres of wheat, yielding from 18 to 30 bushels per acre.

16 to 20 ditto barley, ' ditto 30 to 43 ditto.

4 to 5 ditto oats, ditto 36 to 48 ditto.

The greatest breadth of corn and the smallest yield per acre being
produced on the worst cultivated farms.

21. Extending our survey still further on the north coast from
Boscastle to Morwenstow, we arrive at the most northern point

of the county. We find here quite a different geological forma-
tion from any other, constituting a part of the carbonaceous

deposits" of Devon and Cornwall. (6.) This district embraces
a great many parishes, and can easily be defined on the map.
Confining our attention to the " Stratton hundred " as an example,

we find about three quarters of the country resting on beds of stiff

yellow clay, " being the common product of the decomposed
shales and sandstones," and affording a very unproductive soil,

the greatest part of which requires thorough draining. On the

northern part adjoining the sea coast, there is a thin stony soil

occasionally intermixed with beds of clay, better adapted for sheep
land than any other in the district ; for from the shallowness of

the soil, and the lands being much exposed, the winds careering

without a single obstruction over the immense surface of the At-
lantic, the crops are exceedingly variable. We have splendid coast

scenery here 3 but to the eye of a farmer the very heath seems
2 F 2
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poorer than in other places. The farms average from 50 to

150 acres, a few however running from 300 to 500 acres. The
rental varies from 10s. to 25s. The methods of cropping are

various. The land is generally broken at the end of three years

for wheat, followed by barley or oats, and seeds ; the large farmers

taking a few acres of potatoes and turnips previous to the wheat,

and a class of small farmers resident on the "moors" taking

three corn crops in succession ; the land in this instance is left

free from tillage for a great many years to recruit itself. The
average yield of corn is from 15 to "20 bushels of wheat, from

21 to 24 bushels of barley, and about 30 bushels of oats. There
are only a few farmers * who pursue a different svstem, which is

considered an improvement—wheat, barley, turnips and potatoes,

barley, seeds. The yield on this system of farming is greater by
20 per cent. Owing to the cold, clayev, undrained character of

this soil, the harvests are exceedingly late, and very few turnips

are grown, not exceeding 1 per cent, of swedes, and 1^ per cent,

of white or yellow turnips in the twelve parishes. The cattle

average 15 per cent, on the acreage—few bemg fattened, the rest

sold in store condition.

22. Our sui-vey will now extend to the borders of the " Car-

bonaceous series'' on the schist formation, extending across the

county from Lesnewihto Callington. The slale rocks are inter-

spersed with beds of volcanic ash (dun-stonej, sometimes blistery

(honey-comb dun), graduating into greenstone and other traj)pean

rocks. These form beds of great thickness in the direction of

Davidstow, St. Clether, and Alternun, the run of which may
be easily traced on the map. A band of limestone is found in

Lezant and South Petherwyn, but not of sufficient breadth to

give a character to the soil. The parish of Lewannick is much
intersected with trappean blistery beds—the Barton of Trelaske
lies upon this kind of rock—and they often occur in their line of

strike, in a portion of a field only—the soil being valuable accord-

ing to their tendency to decompose. In other places, layers of

clay and shale predominate; these portions belong to the "^ar-

honaceous deposits.'" A large portion of Lezant lies on this

formation; and where the soil is badly cultivated, the "colts-fool"

abounds and attains an extraordinary size. Again some of the

slaty bods, particularly those adjoining the granite, are exceed-

ingly hard and gritty, having a coarse siliceous character, and con-

taining in their line of fracture abundance of spar. Lewannick,

Lemollar, and Linkinghorn "downs" are strewed over with these

sparry fragments, forming the character of the soils on the wastes.

* In the parishes of Marhamchurch, Stratton, Pougliill, and part of
Launcells, the best cultivated part of the hundred is found. Some of it is

really fertile, the rental averaging 25*. per acre.
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of the districtj which let at from 2s. 6c?. to 4s. per acre. The soils

on this very extensive area vary, as may be supposed from their

different mineralo^ical characters—that on the dun-stone, green-

stone, and other trappean rocks being exceedingly fertile—loamy,

free, but not light, letting on the average at 24s. per acre ; the

rental ranging from 13s. to 70s. per acre ; whilst others, being

clayey and more or less loamy, vary from 5s. to 20s. per acre.

The average rental of the parishes of Lewanniclc, Lezant, South
Petherwvn, South Hill, Linkinghorn, Stoke Climsland, and part

of Callington, has been ascertained for the purpose of this survey

to be about 18s. 6(Z. per acre.* The ordinary course of cropping

is wheat, barley, turnips or potatoes, barley or oats, and grass-

seeds laid down for two years ; the breadth of green crops on
this rotation not exceeding 8 to 12 per cent. The corn crops

yield about 16 bushels of wheat, 22 bushels of barley, and
28 bushels of oats per acre. On the better cultivated farms the

rotation is different, being wheat or oats, turnips and potatoes,

barley, and seeds for two years, yielding from 20 to 24 bushels

of wheat, 30 bushels of barley, 36 bushels of oats, and from
27 cwt. to 30 cwt. of hay. The live stock in the district average

from 20 to 35 breeding ewes, from 15 to 30 head of cattle, and
10 pigs on 100 acres.

23. We are now arrived at the banks of the South Channel and
the borders of the Tamar, where we have a district of very con-
siderable importance—from Calstock to the Rame by the Tamar
on the east, from Calstock to Liskeard on the north, to the Looes
on the south, bounded by the English Channel. The soil is

generally light, free working and loamy, resting on red, grey, and
variegated argillaceous slates, which are occasionally intermixed
with sandy beds and with trappean rocks of "'dun-stones" and
compact greenstones. Where the trappean rocks abound, the

land is let from 30s. to 32s. per acre. A great breadth of this

formation is found at Liskeard, striking through Menheniot, to

the south of Quethiock, Landrake, St. Germans, and St. Stephens
by Saltash. Immediately on the banks of the Tamar, in the

parishes of Calstock, St. Dominick, Pillaton, and Landulph,
there is not much depth of soil, and it is of a clayey character,

abounding frecpiently in bands of clay, which intersect the slates,

making the land wet and springy m the winter. The farms
vary from 50 to 300 acres; the majority under 100 acres. The

* We are indebted for much valuable information in this district to

Edward Archer, Esq., Trelaske. He says the farms vary from 20 to 200
acres—averaging about 100 acres. The enclosures are exceedingly small
—in Lewannick, for example, consisting of 3.500 acres, there are no less

than 1400 enclosures. This is a very common case in a great many other
parishes.
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course of cropping is to break three years' old pasture for wheat,

then barley or oats, followed by turnips or potatoes, concluded

by barley and seeds. The breadth of green crops averages 15

per cent., and very frequently a few acres of rape and potatoes

grown antecedent to the wheat crop, and a few acres of vetches

between the wheat and barley crops. On the best cultivated

farms, the barley or oats after the wheat is frequently omitted

;

and there appears a disposition to adopt this course by the best

farmers. On the immediate banks of the Taraar, owing to the

facilities which this river affords for supplying the metropolis of

the district—Plymouth and Devonport—with vegetables and

fruit of all kinds, the farmer is induced to grow a large breadth

of potatoes, which in this locality precede and prepare the land

for the wheat crop. The corn crops average 18 bushels of wheat,

28 bushels of barley, and 42 bushels of oats per acre. Where
the "dun-stone " rocks prevail, ^/te yield is full one-third moi'e.

Permanent pasture in this district averages from 8 to 10 per cent.,

and hay varies from I ton to l^ton per acre. Cattle average from

15 to 20 on 100 acres, from 5 to 10 in the year being fattened

;

breeding ewes from 30 to 40, fattening from 25 to 30 sheep on

100 acres.

24. The next district on the south coast is bounded by Liskeard

and the Looes on the east, by the Fowey river on the north-west,

and the British Channel on the south. The intermixture of

trappean rocks with the slates which characterized the last dis-

trict is absent here. On the higher banks of the Fowey, the soils

are partly clayey and partly loamy, resting upon a subsoil of deep

rubble, consisting of clay slate, quartz, and loose yellow clay.

This kind of soil extends to the elevated country inland, both

north and south of the Fowey, particularly in the parishes of

St. Winnow, Braddock, St. Pinnock, and in parts of Boconnoc,

St. Sampson's and Lanreath, and is a very discouraging one to the

agriculturist. Further south, in the parishes of St. Keyne, Duloe,

Talland, Pelynt and Lansallos, St. Veep and Lanteglos, the soil

partakes more of the loamy character, resting upon more compact

subsoils, and this character may be applied to a very considera\)le

portion of Boconnoc, St. Winnow, and Lanreath. The cliff lands

are generally thin, producing scanty herbage, but owing to the

extreme mildness of the coast district, sheep and other stock may
frequently be seen grazing on the southern slopes, when snow and

the severity of winter has covered and closed up districts further

inland. There is a great quantity of woodland in this district ; the

Cornish elm, beech, and sycamore arc found exposed in very high

situations. The farms vary from 60 to 150 acres, and in price

from 6j. to 25s. per acre. The usual method of cropping is to

break three years' old pasture for wheat, barley or oats, and seeds,
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with about 8 to 10 per cent, of potatoes and turnips antecedent to

the wheat crop. The corn crops average from 16 to 20 bushels

of wheat, about 24 to 40 bushels of barley, and from 32 to

40 bushels of oats per acre. On the better managed farms, where
a greater breadth of green crops, particularly of turnips, is grown,

the yield is full one-quarter more. The cattle average from 16

to 20 per cent, and breeding ewes from 25 to 30 per cent, on the

acreage.

25. Still continuing our route on the coast line, we have a fair,

fertile district, embracing the parishes of Mevagissey, St. Ewe,
St. Michael Carhayes, and Gorran. The soil is of a loamy
character, frequently inclining to the clayey, resting on brown,

grey, and variegated slates. Limestone, associated with slate

rocks of a semiporphyritic character, is found leading from Gorran
Haven to Veryan Bay. At Gorran Haven we have masses of

quartz rocks," a vein of which runs through the parish. Where
these intermingle with the slates, they form a tough, clayey soil,

intermixed with pudding-stones of a " slag " like appearance.

Land in immediate connexion with these quartz rocks is wet,

cold, and unproductive. The farms vary from 20 to 580 acres

;

one of the largest (Bodrigan) in the county being situated here.

The rental averages from 20s. to 25s. per acre. The ordinary

cropping is to break three years' old pasture for wheat, followed

by barley or oats, and seeds, with about 6 or 8 per cent, of

potatoes and turnips previous to the wheat crop. On the better

cultivated farms the method adopted is to put lialf of the old

pastures into rape and pasture turnips—the former eaten off the

land by sheep—which is put into wheat, after which barley or

oats and seeds ; the other half is put into turnips and potatoes,

followed by barley or oats, and seeded out. The cropping on a

few farms is wheat, turnips, barley, seeds, with a fair proportion

of rape preceding the wheat. The corn crops average from 16
to 24 bushels of wheat, from 28 to 36 bushels of barley, and from
36 to 42 bushels of oats. On the better cultivated farms the

average is full one fourth more. Hay averages about IJ ton

per acre. Live stock averages from 18 to 20 cattle, chiefly cows;
and from 25 to 35 breeding ewes on 100 acres.

26. The next district on our route embraces several parishes

called " Roseland." The soils are of a more loamy character

than the last described. Limestones are mingled with the slates

in Veryan, and a small patch of serpentine and diallage at the

Nare Head, but neither of sufficient breadth to give a character

to the soils. On the cliff lands the soils are light, lying with very

little subsoil on the slates, and burning exceedingly in dry

weather (14). The farms vary from 50 to 200 acres, and are

let from 20s. to 40s. per acre. A great many cliff estates, from
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the advantages they have of procuring sea-weed, let on an average

at from 28s. to 32s. per acre. The svstem of cropping generally

pursued, is to break three years' old pasture for either potatoes,

turnips, or rape, after which wheat, followed bv barley and grass

seeds. The crops average about 30 bushels of wheat, and from
36 to 45 bushels of barley ; cattle average about 15, and from 30
to 35 breeding ewes, fattening and selling about the same number
of sheep, on 1 00 acres.

27. Extending our survey further inland we find an exceed-

ingly Avell cultivated district, embracing the parishes of Creed,
Probus, Merther, Lamorran, Cuby, Cornelly, St. Michael Pen-
kivell, and a portion of Ladotk and St. Erme. The soil is of a

light loamy character, resting on grey, brown, and variegated are-

naceous slates. The farms vary from 50 to 350 acres ; the rental

from 15s. to 30s. per acre. The system of cropping formerly

pursued was to break three years' old pasture for wheat, followed

by barley, or oats and seeds, with 4 or 5 acres of turnips taken

previous to the wheat ; but a better system is getting very generally

adopted, viz., wheat, turnips, barley, seeds, with a very lair pro-

portion of rape grown previous to the wheat, as a preparation for

that crop (44). The cattle average from 15 to 30; of which
6 or 8 are fattened and sold ; from 25 to 35 breeding ewes—the

produce of which are fattened and sold—besides others purchased

at the fairs, on 100 acres. The corn crops average from 24 to 36
bushels of wheat, and from 30 to 45 bushels of barley per acre.

Although the soils in many parts of the south coast are not so

good as those on the northern parts of the county, yet from a

better svstem of farming generally adopted, and from the mildness

of the climate, a greater produce is frequently obtained. Tiie

expenses incurred by the northern farmers in manures are exceed-

ingly small ; the principal expense being the carriage of sand,

whilst many on the south pay nearly one-half of the amount of
the rental \n lime, bone, and guano.

28. Still continuing the coast-line, we include in our survey

all that tract of country situate between Penryn, Falmouth, and

Helford. The sod is of a light loamy character, resting on grey

and brown argillaceous slates, and lets on the average at 30,v,

per acre. In some places the slates are intermixed with trappean

rocks of greenstone and hornblende. The soil in these localities

is exceedingly good, letting at 70s. per acre, and is occupied by

dairymen chieflv. On the same character of soil contiguous to

Falmouth the rental varies from 4/. to G/. per acre. The system

of cropping generally pursued is, to break three years' pasture

for a green crop—potatoes and turnips—followed by wheat

—

barley, and seeds. The exception to this rule is—wheat or oats,

turnips, barley, and seeds. Where the greenstones prevail, the
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corn crops average 36 bushels of wheat, and from 48 to 60 bushels

of barley ; on the ordinary land 20 bushels of wheat, 34 bushels

of barley, and 45 bushels of oats, per acre. There are only a

few flocks of sheep kept ; the fanners purchasing the ewes in

lamb in the autumn, and selling them fat the following spring

and summer.
29. The next district, usually called the Meneacje, will finish

our survey of the county. It comprehends 58 square miles,

25 miles of which are occupied by the serpentine formation, 25 by
the slates, and the remainder is divided by diallage, hornblende,

and greenstone-rocks. The southern portion of this district is

known by the name of the Lizard Point, and forms at the same
time the most southern promontory of Britain.

Serpentine.—The greater part of this formation offers a most
marked example of barrenness : it is a flat table-land, retaining

the water on its surface in every direction. It is characterized

by producing a most beautiful heath—the " erica vagans." Its

unproductiveness is generally attributed to the large per centage

of magnesia which it contains, forming with silica a silicate of

magnesia, and having little or no lime or alumina entering into

its composition.* It occasionally happens that veins of diallage

and hornblende run through the serpentine, which intermixture

adds considerably to its fertility : where this occurs, the land is

rented from 18s. to 245. per acre; but the general character in

other respects is barren and unfruitful. The system adopted to

cultivate the soil, in lieu of draining, is to plough deep water-

furrows along and across the fields. Nothing, however, but tho-

rough draining would avail here. The cropping is wheat, bar-

ley or oats, and seeds, with one or two per cent, of potatoes

preceding the wheat crop. The wheat averages from 12 to 16

bushels, barley from 17 to 24 bushels, and oats from 28 to 36
bushels per acre.

30. Hornblende.—The contrast between this soil and the ser-

pentine, which it adjoins, is the exact difference between an ex-

tremely fertile and a very indifferent one. Its surface is beau-

tifully undulated, presenting a remarkable contrast to the flat,

monotonous aspect of the serpentine (see section). Land on this

* Analysis of the Serpentine Rock.

Magnesia .... 36 G8 40 G4
Silica .... 42 50 41 95
Alumina .... 1 00 0 37
Lime .... 0- 25 0 00
Oxide of Iron 1 50 2 12

Oxide of Manganese . 0 62 0 00
Oxide of Chrome 0 25 0 00
Water .... 15 20 11 C8
Carbonic Acid and Bitumen 0 00 3 42
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formation will let at 40^. to 45y. per acre. The farmers de-

signate it by the name of " Marie-soil," arising from their using

as a manure this rock in a decomposed state, in which state it is

found to a very great depth. The system of cropping is wheat,

oats, turnips or potatoes, barley and seeds, laid down for three

years. The wheat averages 34 bushels, barley from 40 to 48
bushels, oats from 80 to 96 bushels, and potatoes from 250 to

300 bushels per acre. {See analyses of this soil— 16.) I would
recommend the farmers in this locality to grow the early spring

potatoes, which produce such a profitable return in the London
market. The soil is similar to that of Penzance, with a climate

in most places near the sea equally mild. On Trevean estate, in

St. Keverne, this has been practised successfully.

31. Diallage Soil.—The rocks of this formation are chiefly

confined to the borders of Crousa Downs (see section). They
are massive and crystalline, projecting at the brow of the hills in

immense blocks piled one over the other, and strewed on the

sloping ground beneath, giving to the whole scene an extremely

wild and rugged appearance. The rock is of a very Protean

character, by some called syenite, and said to be composed of a

coarse mixture of felspar, hornblende, and diallage. Sir H. T.
De la Beche is of opinion that only a portion of this formation

can be so considered, whilst the greater part is a true diallage.

Of course the relative fertility of this soil will chiefly depend on
the proportion of hornblende which enters into its composition.*

Some of the land is let at 28s. per acre. The system of cropping
is similar to that on the hornblende, but the yield is not so great.

Wheat averages 24 bushels, barley 36 bushels, oats 70 bushels,

potatoes from 200 to 250 bushels per acre. Farmers in the

Meneagc district breed few cattle or sheep, purchasing their stock

at the eastern fairs and fattening for the butcher. Pigs are reared

in immense quantities, averaging from 25 to 30 per cent, on the

acreage. The remainder of the Meneage district lying on the

slate formation is of the ordinary character, everywhere improved

by the masses of greenstone which it intersects.

32. I have included in this survey every description of soil,

and with the exception of some coarse land situate on the slates

round or near the granite outbursts, almost every parish in the

county. Those situate in the parishes of Germoe, Breage, and

* Mr. Whitley, in his ' Agricultural Geology,' gives the following ana-

lysis of this rock, when it is composed of two-thirds felspar and one-third-

hornblende :

—

Silica 56-0

Akimina
Magnesia
Potash and Soda
Lime
Oxide of Iron .

17-0

(iO
120
40
50
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Sithney, and those in the western parts of Mylor, Kenwyn, and

Kea, are of the same character as those already described, as

resting on coarse argillaceous slates abounding in porphyritic and
felspathic rocks (72). Those lying on the slates in the parishes

of St. Withiel, St. Wenn, and Lanivet, are of a similar character,

and likewise the soils in the eastern parts of Ladock, and western

parts of St. Stephen's (68), and the slate soils of Warleggan,

St. Neot, and St. Cleer (68). Most of those soils are siliceous,

existing in the soils and clays in the form of quartz fragments,

which intersect the slate rocks. The whole of these soils have

been classed by Dr. Boase, in his contributions towards a know-
ledge of the geology of Cornwall, as belonging to the porphyritic

series, in contradistinction to those abounding in trappean rocks

of greenstone, &c., which he has named calcareous. But this

distinction is by no means clearly defined, and is neither geologi-

cally nor chemically correct.

Drainage, Sfc.

33. We have in Cornwall two great systems of valleys, accord-

ing to Dr. Boase's survey, " one running parallel with the central

granite range, and the other intersecting the longitudinal valleys

at right angles ;" and as all the intermediate hills are m.ore or

less rounded, the country exhibits an undulating surface, which

has already been compared to the waves of the ocean. Through
these two great systems of valleys the fresh-water rivers flow,

seeking outlets into the sea by the nearest continuous descent

;

receiving tributary streams from the lateral valleys which they

intersect. On the granite districts the drainage is occasionally

obstructed, so as to produce accumulations of clayey matters from
the washing of the hills; and sedgy pools, and occasionally mo-
rasses or bogs are formed : these may be regarded as '•' alluvial

deposits " of the modern kind. Very little in the way of drainage

has been done towards reclaiming this kind of land ; the prin-

cipal operations being confined to the slate formation, which,

from the peculiar formation of the hills, the eminences sometimes
closely approximating, furnishing narrow passages for the rivulets,

as well as from the porous nature of the rocks, affords no sites for

the accumulation of water by broad expanse of hollow land.

Here and there, where the breadth between the hills may be from
100 to 150 yards or more, marshy or moor land is found.

There is seldom much difficulty experienced in obtaining a

proper inclination for the discharge of water by drains in these

cases ; and when properly executed, an exceedingly rich and vege-

table mould is formed, making the richest and most valuable

meadow-land in the county. The drains in these cases vary from
3 to 6 feet in depth, and from 18 inches to 2 feet wide at the top,

according to the depth, and from 16 to 18 inches at the bottom.
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They are made of stone, having gutters, and filled above with
small stones from 2 to 4 feet high.*

34. Draining is frequently required on our slate-hills, in conse-

quence of the outbursting of springs, which break forth with great

freedom in the winter months. The principle on which their

drainage is effected is first to find the origin of the spring ; and
one single drain sunk into the water-bearing stratum, varjang
from 4 to 8 feet in depth, will lay a great extent of land dry.

Should it happen that the water has soaked and become diffused

throusrh the soil, branches or small drains are necessarv, which
are so constructed as to fall into the main drain. These varv in

depth from 18 inches to 2^ feet, and are generally filled with

small stones, without gutters, although in some cases these become
requisite. We have very little tile-draining in Cornwall; stones

are easilv and cheaplv obtained, except on the " carbonaceous

soils"! (21).

35. Improvement of the Soils hy subsoil plouf/hiiif/.—This is an
operation that has occasioned some little agitation of late. It has

been practised in a variety of instances on different kinds of soils

;

on some with great success, and in others it has completely failed.

Its advocates strongly recommend its adoption as a means of

increasing the depth of all our soils ; whilst its opponents main-
tain, that to augment a shallow soil by bringing to the surface an

inferior subsoil, renders what was previously of some little value

comparatively worthless. I believe that both parlies are fre-

quently wrong in their conclusions. This operation should never

be resorted to unless the land has been either drained, or was com-
pletely dry ; and in instances where the subsoil consists chiefly

of siliceous and aluminous matters, it certainly is not likely to

benefit a thin meagre soil. \S hen potash and lime are present in

the subsoils i (61 J, it will certainly prove advantageous. Sub-

* Some of these levels require drains to the depth of 15 feet. The
operator stands in the drain, cutting out before liira, making the drain,

and filling up behind him.
••• Lady Basset has successfully thorough drained by the use of tiles

about 60 acres on this formation at Whitstone farm, near Stratton. ^The
whole of this kind of soil is beset with springs lising to the surface from
clayey beds beneath. From the diflBculty of obtaining itones, bush drain-

ing' had been extensively practised previous to the introduction of " tiles,"

the latter being more efficient and durable.

X The ' Cornwall Agricultural Association " in 1842 offered a premium
for the best ' Report of Experiments on Subsoil Ploughing.' Detached
information on this subject having been published from time to time as

the result of experiments in other counties, on soils different from our

own, it was considered advisable that experiments should be made on the

different geological strata in our own county. This produced a paper

containing a series of experiments by Mr. Peters of Tehidy, on this sub-

ject, in 1843, which being unpublished, I insert by permission the three

following experiments :

—

Exjuriment 1. On Slo/e ^'oi7«-.—In a field of 3 acres lying upon a slope
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soiling is exceedingly beneficial in retentive clayey soils having a

porous stratum beneath, for by breaking through the clayey bed
the excess of moisture rapidly sinks, and the land is then ren-

dered dry and healthy. On the granite, too, where drainage is

not required, or has been successfully done, subsoil-ploughing is

very successful. Its mode of action consists, in this case, of bring-

ing up portions of the decom])osed felspar (7) in the form of

clay, which becomes mixed with the peat, the union producing

an ameliorating influence on the "grovvan" soil. The application

of the clay from the decomposed slate very considerably improves

the growan soils, and again, the mixing of the decomposed fel-

spar of the granite is found to be a valuable addition to the slate

soils.

General Culture.

36. The crops most generally cultivated are wheat, barley,

oats, hay, turnips, potatoes, and vetches ; within the last tweniy

years, rape, cabbage, mangold, and carrots have been partially

introduced on a great many of the best managed farms.

37. iVlieat.—The process of preparing the land for this grain

varies in the different parts of the county. When not pre-

ceded by a green crop, the grass-land is "ploughed to rot," or

of a clayey, shelly slate, the upper half had so little soil upon it that its

general character was "poor"—thin and dry—witli scarcely enough earth

to cover a ploughshare. (See analysis of this description of subsoils

(72) containing lime and potash.) Early in the spring of 1841 the half

of this field was ploughed to a depth of 7 inches with a strong iron

plough, and afterwards worked, manured, and cropped the same as the
other portion of the field, by potatoes and mangold, crossing it at right

angles, and the crop was nearly as good upon the upper half as the
lower, where the soil was originally deep. In 1842 the tield was sown to

barley, and it proved a uniform crop, and not the least affected by the
summer drought, as was previously the case. In 1843, and at the present
time, it is grass, and a fair crop all over.

Experiment 2.—A piece of dry land of sevei'al acres, of a similar

character to the last, lying on a sparry, clayey soil, was broken from grass

in 1841, the worst part subsoiled, and the whole sown to turnips. The
crop was an average one on the field generally ; one-half was consumed
by folding sheep on every alternate row, and the following year sown to

spiing wheat. In the winters of 1842 and 1843 the whole field was sub-
soiled right across the former subsoiling. In 1843 it was put into potatoes

and mangold, both being a good crop, and beyond any expectation, con-
sidering the previous state of the ground—the benefit evidently being
attributable to the subsoiling. About 200 cart-loads of spar stones were
raised and removed in this operation, much of which was so near the sur-

face as to intercept the ploughing even at 3 inches deep.
Experiment 3. On the Growan Soil.—A portion of a field situated in a

hollow, genei-ally wet with the water standing on the surface in the winter,

having a crust, or " moorland pan," that prevented its escape. This was
broken by the subsoil plough in 1841. The crop on this part of the field

was equal to the dry portion, which was never the case before. In 1843
a fair crop of oats was taken, and the grass is at the present period ex-
eeedingly good, and the water has never lodged there since.
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skimmed with a skimming-plough in July, soon after which it is

worked with the harrow, and the roots, such as couch and weeds,

collected, and generally burned, and the ashes spread. In some
districts, lime is applied previous to the second ploughing, at the

rate of 100 or 150 bushels per acre. In other districts a mix-
ture of dung, earth, and sand, from 70 to 80 loads mixed, is used.

The second ploughing takes place in October, when the seed is

applied. On some parts of the south coast, on the cliff-lands,

where a large proportion of the wheat follows potatoes or turnips,

the tillage does not take place until after Christmas. The varie-

ties of wheat are continually changing ; but those most in use

are distinguished by the provincial terms of Old Cornish White,

and Red Wheats. Both of these are adapted to exposed situ-

ations. The former kind is used chiefly on the slate soils, and is

supposed to "tiller" (branch) in the spring better than other

varieties. This wheat weighs from 60 to 63 lbs. per bushel. The
Red Cornish Wheat is cultivated chiefly on the granite soils; it is

of a coarse quality, weighing from 61 to 65 lbs. per bushel, but

not worth so much per bushel as the other to the miller. The
seed is chiefly sown broad-cast ; the drilling of wheat is only par-

tiallv introduced, and dibblingf is scareelv known. The cost of

cultivating an acre of wheat in two different districts, the one
bordering on the north coast, where sea-sand is easily obtained,

and the other on the south coast, is as follows :

—

SOITH COAST DISTRICT.

£. s. d.

1 PlougUing " combing ' * . 0 7 6

Harrowing, bumiug, and
spreading ashes 0 10 6

100 bushels of lime . 2 15 0

Carriage of ditto, 4 miles

Carriage of '25 loads of earth.

0 12 0

and mixing with lime and
0 9 0

Second ploughing 0 7 0
0 3 0

Seeds, 18 gallons 0 16 8

0 0 4

6 1 0

NORTH COAST DISTRICT.

£. t. d.

0 7 6
Harrowing, burning, and

spreading ashes

Carriage of 10 loads of sand,

0 10 6

0 17 6
Carriage of 50 loads of ditch-

0 10 6
10 loads of farm-yard dung,

at Is. 6d. per loadf . . 1 5 0
Mixing and spreading the

sand, earth, and dung .

Second Ploughing . .

0 5 0
0 7 0

Harrowing and sowing 0 3 4

0 16 S

5 3 0

' * This is accomplished by ploughing the land in such a manner—from
2 to 24 inches deep—that one-half of the turf is laid on the other half.

At the end of 5 or 6 weeks this is well worked out, and the land is

sometimes ploughed across, which is provincially termed " thwarting."

t The dung which is used in this district may be termed "straw dung."
From the small proportion of turnips grown, lew cattle are fattened, and
hence the greater part of the dung is of a very iudilferent character.
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38. Barley.—This crop in Cornwall usually follows wheat.

The usual method of cultivation is to plough the wheat stubble

across the ridges (termed thwarting) in October and November
;

it is then harrowed down and cleaned, and the stroil, roots, and
weeds are collected and burned ; the ashes spread previous to the

second ploughing in February, and after harrowing and rolling

until a tilth is obtained, the seed is sown, burying it 2 or 3 inches

in the soil with the cultivator, and finishing with the harrow and
roller. But this practice is an exceedingly bad one, being found
to produce the very reverse of a good tilth ; for the soil which has

been acted upon by the winter frosts is actually turned down bv the

second ploughing, and a new surface exposed that has undergone no
amelioration. The best of those farmers who persist in growing two
white crops in succession, plough up the arishes deeply after har-

vest, and by ridging up the land before Christmas, all spring-

ploughing is avoided, and the seed is sown in a better bed, and
earlier than by the usual method. About 24 to 36 gallons of

barley are used as seed per acre, and the grass seeds sown at the

time. The cost of cultivating an acre of barley and grass-seeds

is as follows :

—

s. d.

One ploughing—wheat stubble . . .60
One harrowing . , . . . .30
Second ploughing . , . . . .70
Second harrowing, sowing, tillage, &c. . . 10 0
Seed—barley " 12 0

6 lbs. ^Vhite and red clover . . 4*. 4c?.

2 lbs. Trefoil 0 8
6 to 8 Gallons rye-grass seed . .40 9 0

£2 7 0

39. Oats, which also generally follow the wheat crop, are put

in with the grass seeds in one ploughing; sometimes the seeds

are harrowed and rolled in after the oats are above the surface.

We have an excellent variety of small black oats, weighing 40 lbs.

per bushel.

40. Hay.—Having scarcely any permanent pasture, nearly all

our hay is made from the first and second year's pasture in the

rotation. Of late an improvement has been effected by intro-

ducing a portion of Italian rye-grass with the common kind. Mr.
Corbett of Pencarrow, who has paid more attention to the

growth of grasses than any other person in Cornwall, strongly

recommends the farmers to use the following seeds for one acre^

when the land is not much exposed and is intended to lie two or

three years in grass :

—
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7 Gallons rye-grass (half Italian, half Pacey's).

4 ditto Cocksfoot.

3 lbs. Roughed stalked meadow.
8 lbs. Red clover.

And where the land is intended to remain for four or five years

in pasture (not permanent), he recommends white clover and
trefoil to be added; and if the land be poor, a larger proportion

of the cocksfoot, and less of the rough- stalked meadow. The
consequence of sowing so large a quantity of common rye-grass,

frequently as much as 12 gallons ])er acre, is to stifle every other

kind of seed. Hay in Cornwall, with a few exceptions, is seldom
cut until it is perfectly ripe, which not only depreciates the hay,

but the pasturage afterwards. In the blades and stems of the

young grasses there is much saccharine matter, which, as they

grow up, is gradually changed, first into starch, and then into

woody fibre ; and the more completely the latter change is effected,

the riper the plant becomes, and the less soluble are the substances

it contains." * Thus the ripening of grass-seeds not only seri-

ously injures the hay, but in every instance takes away a very

considerable portion of the decomposable matters in the soil, the

exhausting effect of which on poor land is very considerable.

Hence, both theory and practice indicate to the Cornish farmers

the necessity of cutting their hay before it has attained its full

stage of ripeness. Another error they commit is, that during the

saving of the hay they expose it too long at one time to the rays

of the sun, roasting it first on one side, and then on the other;

after which it is carried to the rick. It is probable that the drying

of hay in this manner occasions, to a certain extent, the change
from starch to woody fibre after it is cut. Hence, the more
quickly the drying is effected, the less extensively will changes
of this kind take place ; and this teaches the Cornish farmers

another lesson :— the necessity of the hay being frequently turned

and rapidly dried during the ''saving." The crops of hay in

Cornwall, and the grasses which follow, are miserable in the

extreme, which proceeds partly from the method of " making,"
and partly from the system usually adopted of taking two wliite

crops in succession, and laying the grass seeds down with the

last one. This part of the subject will be considered at greater

length (51).

41. Turnips.—The introduction of artificial manures, and of the

manure seed-drill, has effected an important change in the culti-

vation of this invaluable root. Swedes should properly succeed

the wheat, or lay oats ; and when this takes place the land is

* See Karkeek's 'Essay on Fat and jNIuscle.' Jour. Roy. Agr. Soc,
vol. v., part i.
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ploughed as soon after harvest as possible. When grown on a
grass-lay the first ploughing seldom takes place until Lady-Day,
and the ground is worked sufficiently to cleanse it of weeds, as

shortly after May as possible. In .June it receives the seed-furrow,
and the dung when applied is covered in by that ploughing. The
seed is usually drilled on the flat surface, at 18 inches apart, with
a machine that deposits the manure at the same time, which is

generally bone or guano ; and when dung is applied, either a
smaller quantity of tliose manures or ashes of some kind are com-
monly drilled in witli the seed. On many of the cliff-lands on
the south coast, sea-weed is e.vtensively employed for this crop,
})loughed under the furrow with the first ploughing, in most in-

stances producing a crop of white turnips ; but generally, dung,
bone, or ashes are employed also, in order to secure a good crop
of swedes. The cost of producing an acre of swedes, grown after

wheat, is thus estimated by two farmers:—

•

3 Ploughings, at 6s. .

4 Harrowings, rolling aiul)

cultivating, &c. . I

0 18

0 15

3 Cwt. Peruvian guaiio* . 110

Seed 0 2

Drilling 0 1

2 Hjeings and singling . 0 10

4 2 6

"i £. s. d.

First ploughing ...076
Second cross- ploughing .060
Harrowing and rolling .070
2i)Loadsot'dung, at2s. 6(/.i- 2 10 0

Carting and spreading .040
Third ploughing ... 0 0 0
Harrowing and rolling once)

Q ^ q
over J

12 Bushels of bone-dust, s^tl
j jg q

20.?. per quarter . . J

Drilling 0 10
2 Hoeings and singling . 0 10 6

6 7 6

In the turnip prizes that have been obtained for the last five

years at the winter meetings of the " Cornwall Agricultural

Association" the swedes average 25 tons per acre, and 198 roots

to the perch. The usual time of sowing white and yellows is

from the 24th June to the 25th July. For swedes, from the latter

part of May to the middle of June.|

* From 2J to 3 cwt. of guano are used per acre. The Ichaboe was tried

last season, and answered exceedingly well. I have witnessed some ex-
ceedingly good crops produced by 2^ cwt. of Ichaboe guano per acre.

t 2*. (id. per load is considered to be full value for farm-yard manure,
such as is generally made in CornwaiL

t " Storing of Turnips." The Cornish farmers have a dislike to the loss

of the tops of the swede turnips, and a very common plan of " storing " is

to cart the swedes in their entire state to some convenient meadow near the
farm-yard, and there place them close to each other on the surface of the
land, just in the .same slate as when growing—this is called " pitching."
Others pile them up indiscriminately, without any protection from the
weather, after having lopped off the " tops and tails." Others store them

VOL. VI. 2 G
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42. Potatoes.—The cultivation of this root forms a very con-

siderable part of the business of farmers in some districts, parti-

cularly those residing at Penzance, the Lizard, and on the banks

of the Looe and Tamar.* The soil and climate of Cornwall are

peculiarly adapted to the growth of the potato, the land being

generally dry, light, and friable, and the climate moist and m'lld.

An old lay pasture is preferred, which is well reduced by plough-

ing, tormenting, harrowing, and rolling, until it is brought to a

fine tilth ; it is then manured with dung or sea-weed, and latterly

guano. This crop being generally considered to be a fallow-

crop, most farmers pay considerable attention to the weeding,

in caves, and a few carefully pile and thatch them, to preserve them
against the winter frosts. See the ])est mode of storing turnips in Cornwall

in Jour. Roy. Agr. See, vol. ii., p. 225. Prize Essay, by Mr. W. E. Geach,
of Cornwall.

* In the parishes bordering on the Looe, great quantities of potatoes are

grown for the London market. In some of the parishes which adjoin the

cliffs and the river, where sea-weed can be obtained at a small expense,

the greater portion of the land intended for a wheat crop is first planted

to potatoes (23). The preparation for the last-named crop commences
in the months of January and February, by carting out the accumulated
soil from the hedges into small heaps ; if this should not prove sufficient,

furrows are ploughed up across the field, and the soil also added to that

which the hedge-grips produced. On these "bottoms" of earth, dung
from the farm-yard, sea-weed, and sand are deposited and mixed together.

The quantity of dung and weed amounts generally to about 25 cart-loads

per acre ; sand from 12 to 14 loads. The lay is then partly skimmed, the

one portion being turned over on that which remains, and is called
" turning to rot." Alter it has been " to rot " for two or three months, it

is harrowed down fine, and if any couch appears, it is burned, but burning
is not generally liked for potatoes, it being considered that the ashes

cause the potato to be of a soapy, close nature. The manure is spread as

the potatoes are planted, which is done by ploughing a furrow, into which
the sets are dropped by women and children. A man follows and pushes
in the manure on the sets with the back of a rake ; the plough returns

and covers the whole with another furrow ; two small furrows are then
ploughed without any sets, which gives place sufficient between the rows
of potatoes. When the field, or a given portion thereof, is planted, the
land is harrowed down fine, which completes the work. The potatoes are

taken up as soon as they are ripe by men, women, and boys, with aft im-
plement called the " digger," having three prongs, like a dung-fork, only
turned downwards instead of looking forward, as those of that implement.
The price for "digging"' the potatoes varies from 15.s. to 20.9. per acre

;

the produce averaging from 240 to 300 Winchester bushels of 8 gallons

per acre, which in the season will fetch at the ship's side from 18/. to 20/.

per acre. As soon as the land is clean of potatoes, the wheat is sown,-

after which a barley crop too often follows, without any other manure
being applied to the land than that for the potato crop. The potato
tillage is an enticing one at first view, promising as it does a fair profit

;

but since no manure is made by the crop, no portion of it being consunied-
onthe farm, there is no provision made for another year's cropping beyond
the sea-weed occasionally to be obtained at the sea-side."

—

Ck>mmwncation

from Mr. W. E. Geach, Author of the Prize Essay on Storimj of lurnips.
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hoeing, and banking. The kinds of potatoes are numerous, but
their names being provincial, would not be known in other locali-

ties. We have, however, two kinds which are known in the

London market by the names of the " Cornish Reds," and the

"early kidney."* The cultivation of the last kind is exclusively

confined to the Penzance district, and they are raised sufficiently

early to compete with the forced potatoes of the London market.f
From 12,000 to 15,000 bushels of the early kidneys are sent

annually to the eastern markets.

43. Failure of the Potato Crop.—The potato growers in

Cornwall have met with considerable disappointment within the

last few years from an unnatural or morbid growth of the plant.

Sir C. Lemon has paid much attention to it, and an interesting

paper on the subject having recently appeared from him in this

Journal,;}; embracing all that is known at the present time, I refer

my readers to the paper itself, merely adding that the "sets"

sprout in a natural manner, but are stopped short before they

reach the surface, and no leaves are formed. Large patches in

the field are thus left bare, and when the ridges are dug up, it

is found that these abortive sets have formed each a little button,

about 2 inches from the surface, and, as it were, gone to rest

after the effort. The country people give the name of Bobbin
Joans to these abortive sets. It is very evident that we cannot

consider this phenomenon as a disease, as we have seen some of

the produce from those Bobbin Joans, that have been planted in

Carclew gardens, which produced an abundant crop. Nume-

* We are indebted to J. Paynter, Esq., Boskenna, for the following
account of the culture of the " early kidney potato :"

—

" The planting commences the latter end of October, and continues
until Christmas. Lay is best adapted for the purpose, which is turned
down in a peculiar manner by hand labour, and a good tilth obtained on
the surface by the dexterous hand of the workman. The manure used is

generally sea-weed. The 'sets' are placed in the drill, a little earth

thrown on them, and the sea-weed placed over the whole. A better plan
is to place a little rotten stable-dung between the earth and sea-weed.
The early potatoes are not banked up, but merely hoed, and this not after

the middle of March. They are grown on the growan soils, but the most
extensive breadth is on the greenstone rocks where they intersect the
slate (16), in the fine sheltered districts near Penzance, ' 1000 acres of

which,' it is said, yield a rental of 10,000/.

"A few of the potatoes are taken up early in April, and these are worth
Is. 3rf. per lb. on the ^pot (occasionally 2s. 6c?. per lb.). These are not
obtained by digging up the entire plant, but by carefully examining the

root with the hand, and pulling off such tubers as may be sufficiently

large. The root is then covered up again. The potatoes are full grown
about the middle of May."

t The price of the spring potatoes sent to London per steam-vessel is

about 3^ guineas per cwt. The export continues till the price falls to 15s.

and 10s. per cwt.

X See Jour. Roy. Agr. Soc, vol. iv. part ii. p. 431.

2 G 2
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rous experiments have been made to ascertain the cause of this

failure, but without success. Those most liable to the failure

are of the most valuable kind, containing the largest proportion

of starch, and it has been observed that seed obtained from the

coarse growan soils is less liable to failure than when taken from

rich arable land on the slate formation; hence the common
practice of potato growers has been, for a long while, to obtain

their seed from the granite districts.

These hints, if carefully followed, may lead to some practical

results, as the proportion of starch varies considerably in differ-

ent varieties.

44. Rape.—The culture of rape has been partially introduced

with success as a preparation for the wheat crop, and food for

sheep.* The method of cultivation, where the pasture is coarse,

is to plough the grass deeply at Christmas, and, after it has been
cultivated and well worked, lime or sand and dung are applied,

but now more frequently guano or bone dust, which are drilled in

with the seed, after the second ploughing in April. But when
the land is free from stroil and weeds, only one ploughing is

required, which is done in March or April, with a " tiirn-iorest

plough," having a skim coulter attached, by which the rim of the

soil is turned completely under the furrow.f This has been suc-

* The following experiment on the use of rape as food for sheep was
made on Barteliver farm, where the practice has been to commence
sowing in April, and continue until the latter part of July :—

5 acres, sown 13th and 14th of May, stocked to the 2nd of .July.

3 acres, ditto 21st of June, ditto 2nd of August.
6 acres, ditto 10th of July, ditto 21st of August.

These 14 acres kept (folded) from 68 to 110 sheep to the 2nd of No-
vember, averaging 80 in number during that period. On the 10th of
August, 10 wether hogs were weighed that were feeding on the rape, and'
again on the 21st of September : the increase of weight is as follows :

—

Average Weight of each Average Weight of each Average Increase of Average Profit of each
Sheep, loth August. Sheep, 21st September. Weight in Six Weeks. Slu'ep at tid. per lb.

146 lbs. IGGlbs. 20 lbs.

The difference between this system of farming and that of grazino-
the sheep on the thin pastures is very considerable. Suppose the gain
on the whole flock to average only 12 lbs. of mutton, or Gs. each sheep,
it would pay Gd. per week each for the keep, whilst the grass that would
have grown on the 14 acres would be trifling compared with the profit
from feeding on rape. The expenses, too, of the wheat crop which
follows are greatly reduced, since the manure left after the folding of tiie

sheep is far more valuable on light soils, than any lime which may be
applied.

•|- It must be observed that in using this plough, the land must be clean
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ressfully practised for many years in Probus, on Trewithen^ Barle-

liver, and other farms. Mr. Tremayne, of Heligan, Las written

a very interesting paper on the cultivation of rape in Cornwall, in

this Journal. He imagines, and very justly too, that a great

part of the expenses of the wheat crop may be saved—particu-

larly the lime hill—by the growing of rape and feeding of sheep.

The cost of growing an acre of rape and wheat as practised on a

coarse piece of land mny be thus stated :

—

£. s. (1.

1st. Deep ploughing . . . .080
Cultivating and harrowing . .076

2ud. Ploughing . . . .060
Harrowing and rolling . .070
2^ cwt. Ichaboe guano, at Ss. percw t. 10 0
Seed from 6 to 8 lbs. . , .028
Expenses of sowing, drilling, &c. . 0 1

Expenses of producing a crop of wheat after

rape :

—

1st. Ploughing . . . .080
Harrowing . . . .030

2 11 8

Seed and sowing . . .0170
1 8 0

£3 19 8

The cultivation of the wheat ci'op by the old method, in the

cheapest manner, can never be done much under 5/., and when

Olid hi good condition. The ploughing need not take place until March or

April, which may be accomplished in wet weather when ijo other field

work can be pertoimed. The expenses of cultivating a crop of rape by
this method are as follow :

—

£. s. d.

Skim-coulter ploughing . . 0 10 0
Harrowing
Guano
Seed
Sowing and Drilling

0 3 0
1 0 0
0 2 8
0 1 0

£1 16 8

The skim-coulter may be screwed at any fixed height, so that in its

progress through the ground it pares ofl' the surface at the requisite depth,

turns it over, and the slice thus cut olf is buried by the common share

of the plough beneath the soil. ' It is easily worked by two good horses,

the draught not being more than 4 cwt. Another advantage in the use of

this plough is, that in addition to the saving of labour, the land may be
pastured up to the time of sowing. Very little harrowing is required, and
the soil is in a better state to receive the seed than can be possibly ob-

tained by any other method. I have seen wheat, barley, oats, turnips,

and potatoes also, cultivated in this manner.
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lime is applied, it will generally amount to 6Z. per acre, thus making
a clear profit of 40s., besides the gain on the feeding of the sheep.

45. Cabbage.—The large drumhead cabbage has been partially

cultivated as food for cattle and sheep ; the produce varying from

20 to 30 tons per acre. The crops for which prizes have been
awarded in 1842 and 1843 by the " Cornwall Agricultural

Association" average 41 plants to the perch, and 27 tons to the

acre.

46. Mangold.—The long and globe red and yellow varieties of

this root have also been partially introduced. They are cultivated

with great success both on the granite soils and slaty loams, vary-

ing from 25 to 35 tons per acre. The average weight per acre

of those crops that have obtained the prizes for 1842 and 1843 of

the " Cornwall Agricultural Association" is 28 tons, with 101

roots to the perch. The culture is very similar to that of the

turnip, except that the land is ploughed deeper, and the supply

of manure more liberal.

47. Carrot.—The large " Altringham '' and " White Belgium"
varieties of this root have been cultivated very successfully as

food for stock on our deep loams, which require to be subsoil-

ploughed for the purpose. The average weight per acre of the

crops that have successfully competed for the prizes offered by the

Cornwall Agricultural Association for the last three years is 27^
tons, and 303 roots to the perch.

48. The Tare has been cultivated for a great many years, both
the winter and spring varieties : used as food for sheep, cattle,

and horses.

49. Thefollowing crops have been very rarely grown

:

—
The Bean has been tried by Mr. Enys, of Enys, but with

only partial success. "I have obtained,'' he says, " in most in-

stances a full crop of stalks and flowers, varying from 4 to 5
feet high, but the flowers did not form pods due to the general
appearance of the crop, and on the whole the yield was below
the general average of the kingdom."

The Pea is more frequently grown, and with more success.

Hye is seldom grown except with tares.

Buck Wheat only as food for pheasants ; but it deserves atten-

tion as a green crop, to be ploughed into the land as a prepara-
tion for the wheat crop.

Sainfoin and Lucerne have been grown by a few country gentle-

men.
The Hop is not cultivated now, having been tried some 30 years

since without success, our climate being too moist, and our soils

not rich and loamy enough for its general growth.
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50. The Apple.—Nearly all varieties of this fruit are grown,
but we have one kind deserving of notice, the Jelly Flower, which
is believed to be found only in Cornwall. It is a winter fruit,

and one of great value. The orchards are generally much
neglected : those situated on the south-east coast are the largest
and best cultivated. Mr. Elliott of Landulph has been one of
the most successful cultivators, and his system consists in keeping
a nursery of young trees, which he never grafts until the}^ have
borne fruit, when, if not good, they are grafted with the best kinds.
Mr. E. has 35 acres of orchard ground. His plan for renovating
old orchards is to open the ground well, trenching it as deep as

the soil will admit, and manuring it well with lime. The grass
is consumed by pigs and sheep ; and to renovate the old trees he
scrapes them clean from moss and lichen, and washes them with
gas lime, mixed with urine.

Croppinff and Culture revieioed.

51. Having surveyed the various soils, the different systems of

cropping, and the culture pursued, it will be requisite to briefly

review them in a general way. In appreciating the merits of any
system of cropping, we should correctly understand the object

towards which the principles of good husbandr}' must be directed.

This consists in extracting from the soil, at the least possible ex-

pense, the greatest amount of produce, increasing at the same time

the permanent fertility of the land. Now it must be very evident

that this can never be obtained by the general mode of cropping
jmrsued in the county of Cornwall, which consists, with very few
exceptions, of growing ttco lohite crop)S in succession. We have

occasional glimpses ot a different mode in the course of our sur-

vey, and one which I am happy to say is getting into fashion,

—

viz., wheat, turnips, or other green crops
, followed by barley or oats,

and laid down to pasture for two or three years. This has been
named the convertible system offarming, from its combining stock

farming with tillage, and is certainly a good one to delay exhaus-

tion of the soil, which I fear is rapidly going on. In most of the

rotations, the two white crops and the pasture that follows (gene-

rally once mown for ha}', sometimes twice) are taken with one
miserable manuring of sand, road- scrapings, and a few loads of

farm-yard manure. The consequence of which is, that our pas-

tures are very little better than half weeds, which accumulate
during the three years thev remam in grass, and to eradicate which,

before a corn crop can be grown, the pernicious practice of
*' burning''* is really necessary. An idea of our three years' old

* The practice of burning (stifle-burning) has a most pernicious effect

pn the land, tor in all cases a very large per centage of the principal
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2>asfjiTCS, as lliey arc generally seen, may be gained from the fol-

lowing anecdote :
—" An eminent London sur\ eyor having occasion

to value an estate in this county, on coming to one of those fields,

denounced the land as extremely poor and of very little value.

The next field he examined was in a state of tillage, ' and I have

reason,' says my informant, ' to know that he put more than

double the value upon it than on the lay fields although there was
no difference whatever in the character of the soils.'

"

52, There is only one rotation to which it is worth while to

allude by way of argument, because it is one that is pursued by

many respectable farmers, viz.: 1st. Wheat; 2nd. Barley; 3rd.

Turnips ; 4th. Barley or oats ; and 5th. Grass seeds for three

years. Generally speaking, the proportion of green crops is

nearly equal to the barley crop in this case, which is one redeem-
ing quality: besides, the grass seeds are laid down in good
condition after the green crop, which is another redeeming quality

;

and it is true that very good farming may be witnessed on this

rotation. The farmers manure the land well for the wheat and
turnip crop ; and on the whole are successful cultivators. Some
of them, too, take a fair proportion of rape or pasture turnips

previous to the wheat crop, which are consumed by sheep folded

on the land. All this is very well as far as it goes, and on very

good land it may and does succeed : and those who advocate this

system point to the best managed farms on this rotation as ex-

amples of good farming; but unfortunately for the example, there

are by far a greater number of badly cultivated farms than good
ones ; and on the generality of our light soils, one breadth of green

crops is not sufficient to counteract the exhausting effect of three

corn crops.

53. Conditions as to Management.—Much of the bad methods
of farming in Cornwall is attributable to the " conditions of
management " commonly expressed in the leases. I give two or

three as examples :

—

" On every breach of tillage, to take only two corn crops* (the last

element of woody fibre, corhon, is wasted. The carbon uniting.with "the

oxygen of the air forms carbonic acid gas, which flies off in the atmos-
pheie from whence it was originally derived, instead of being slowly

decomposed and given off in the soil as food lor the plants. Woody fibre

in a state of decay is the substance called " hmims" the accumulation of

which in a soil is incompatible with the continual burning which is so

generally practised in Cornwall. The ashes which were originally derived

irom the soil are useful to vegetation according to the saline substances

which they contain, but the amount of these may be ascertained from the
simple fact that 100 lbs. of whcatcn straw, stroil, or weeds, leaves not
more than 7 or 8 lbs. of ashes after being burnt.

* " A lease was drawn which came under my knowledge a short time
since, binding the tenant not to take more than three corn crops \n i-wc-

cession."

—

Part of a CorresjwiidenccJ'rom Edward ArcliCr, Esq., Trckishc.
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crop (o be barley or oats, and laid down -nitli grass seeds), and to dress

(manure) the same with lOObutl loads of mixings,* consisting of farm-

yard manure, the scrapings of roads and ditches, and sea-sand.

" Or SO bushels of -well-burnt lime, mixed with a proper quantity of

earth, on each and every acre so broken as aforesaid.

" Or not to lime oftener than once in nine years,t as a substitute for

other manures."

That restrictions as to management of an estate are necessary

no one can deny, but they should be so framed that, while the

tenant is prevented from doing injury, he should not be so fettered

as to prevent improvement, which is actually the case in the

clauses we have mentioned. For hence arises the miserable

system of breaking and burning the land, and taking two white

crops in succession, with the latter of which it is sown down again

with common rye-grass and clover, producing a " lay," poor in

the extreme—half-pasture, half-weeds ; and in v\ hich state it is

compelled to remain by the lease (one-fifth of the land only

being permitted to be broken once in three years), to the detri-

ment of the farmer, the landlord, and the country at large.

Again, what can be more ridiculous than compelling a tenant to

take so many loads of ditch earth, or sand, or lime, under all

circumstances ? This part of the business should be left to the

farmer, who, instead of paying 1007. per annum for lime, or 20/.

per annum for the carriage of sea-sand, might prefer investing his

money in dung, bone, or guano.

54. The whole range of the British proverbs—those axiomis of

the concentrated wisdom of a nation—does not include one more
profoundly true than this :— What should be everybody's busi-

ness is nobody's;" and this will apply justly to those who are

deeply interested in the improvement of the Cornish soils—the

lords of the soil— who frequently suffer their estates to be
managed in a most injurious manner; and instead of making an
attempt to prevent it, actually perpetuate this svstem by indenture.

'I'here is a remedy for the evil ; one that I do not propose in a

hasty reliance on my own judgment, but after observation, reflec-

tion, and communication with some of the ablest farmers and
of the principal landlords in the county

—

that a tenant should, in

every instance, unless icith pej-mission, be restricted from taking two
corn crops in succession, whilst in every other respect, and w here it

can be effected without injury to the rights of the landlord, I would
recommend the carrying out of the system as much as possible

* Ten loads of farm-yard dung, 8 ditto of the scrapings of roads, or any
other heavy stuff, 10 or 12 loads of sea sand, ditch earth, q. s. to make
CO or 80 loads per acre.

t Some of our landlords are of opinion (and very justly too) that lime
is too often applied instead of other manures.
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unfettered
;
remembering that it Is the interest of all parties, and

more particularly the farmer, who has a fair term in the estate,* to

raise the greatest possible produce from the land, without affect-

ing its permanent fertility, by the most economical means.

55. It is imagined by many that the obstacles to a more rapid

diffusion of agricultural improvement will be gradually overcome

by the application of the sciences to its various practices. There
are a few persons who entertain a higher opinion as to the bene-

ficial effect with which chemical science and mechanical ingenuity

may be profitably applied, in increasing and varying the produc-

* Farms are generally let for terms of 7, 14, and 21 years. The first is

objectionable in every respect, and is a very great defect in the Cornish

system of husbandry, which, combined as it was formerly, and is now
occasionally practised, with the system of letting estates by " tender " to the

highest bidder, forms the very acme of folly. The effect of this system is

to introduce a class of tenantry on estates without either skill or capital,

such persons being always ready to enter on a farm at an extravagant

rental, and " contriving to shufHe through their term," by racking the

estates in every possible way.

The "term" commences at Michaelmas, when the farm changes hands
from the old tenant to the new one.

The landlord preserves a right to enter on the estate the last year of the

term, and takes the ground next in turn for tillage, and prepares the same
for wheat, turnips, and grass seeds, the tenant being paid reasonable

compensation for the same.

The old tenant has the use of the barn and mowhay a sufficient time to

enable him to dispose of his corn
;
the live stock and implements being

generally sold by auction ; the straw and dung belonging to the landlord.

There is a something wrong in this system : the tenant should be so

situated that he could employ his capital to the best advantage up to

the termination of his lease, for few farmers care about putting anything

into the estate during the last 2 or 3 years of the term, but contrive to get

all they can out of it. It has been recommended that where a lease of

21 years is given, there should be a renewal clause at the end of 14 years;

or in a lease of 14 years, the clause should come into operation at the end
of 7 years. Where there is a fair understanding between landlord and
tenant, and which we are happy to say is more frequent than otherwise,

this method would remedy a deal of the mischief complained of, for the

farmer, let him be ever so rich, will be certain to proportion his expendi-

ture to his interest in the land ; for when he feels assured that he Itas a

life interest in his farm, he will cast his whole lot in i1, and will be certain

to employ all his capital and skill in cultivating it to the highest point to

which the improving state of agricultural science can direct him. Tenants

in (Cornwall pay generally tithes, land-tax, and all county and parochial

assessments. Hy the leases they are bound to keep everything in repair

except the walls and roofs. They also pay the expense of the leases.

The average rate of poor-rates is estimated at about 2s. in the pound
on the rental. This rate presses, however, very unequally throughout the

county. In the agricultural parishes it varies from M. to Ia". (id., whilst

on the same description of laud, where the mines prevail to any extent,

it amounts to 2s. 6d. and 4s. ; the wear and tear of roads in tiie mining

jiarishes being very considerable. The highway-rate also varies in the

same ratio.
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tive powers of the soil ; but I should anticipate a hundred- fold

greater improvements in Cornwall within the next fourteen years,

if the landlords, " one and all," would adopt a better system in

their leases. This was the practice of Mr. Coke, of Norfolk,

afterwards Lord Leicester, who found, when he came into the

possession of his property, that none of his lands would grow
wheat ; and some of it was refused at 5s. per acre. The Nor-
folk system at that time was to take two, and in some cases three,

corn-crops in succession. After several years he succeeded in

overcoming the prejudices of the farmers, and in introducing the

white and green crop system, now called the " Norfolk system of

husbandry ;" and he lived to see those same lands, by good
management, average from 32 to 40 bushels of wheat per acre.

At the present time the larger portion of the estates in Norfolk

are let for 21 years, and the term of the lease generally binds

the tenant to follow the " four-course system ;
" no material

variation being made without permission.

56. The Norfolk system of husbandly might be successfully

introduced on most of our best farms where capital is not wanting;

but the want of this essential requisite would prove an insur-

mountable obstacle to its general .adoption in Cornwall : in addi-

tion to which there is not one-twentieth of farm buildings adapted
to the carrying out such a rotation. A greater breadth of green-

crops would be cultivated than is now grown on any farm in the

county, a greater number of cattle would be kept to consume
them, and suitable buildings would be required to feed them :

and as the food increases, so would the farm -yard manure, which
also would require receptacles to be preserved in. The green
crop must, therefore, be proportionate to the white crop, and the

cattle to the green crop.

.57. The convertible systern of hiisbaiidry is the one which will

best suit the Cornish farmers, and their means, at the present time.

In this system, the ground, after being laid down to grass for two,

three, or more years, is broken up and sown with different species

of corn, intermixed with green crops, after which it is again laid

down to grass. The custom of allowing the land to remain three

years in grass, need not be pursued under this method of hus-

bandry, as it might be safely broken the second year.

I could adduce the names of some of the best farmers in

the county who pursue this rotation ; and, indeed, the landlords

themselves, who farm any part of their estates, nearly all of them
practise this method of farinmg, and these are the farms which were
alluded to at the commencement of this ' Rejiort,' as being " ex-

amples of skilful cultivation, which may be seen dispersed over

the surface of the county, that would not disgrace the best cul-

tivated district in Britain." A great deal of bad farming in
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Cornwall proceeds from the want of sufficient capital. The tur-

nip husbandry is the onlj true system of improving the soil and
increasing the profits on the farm ; but a larger capital would be
requisite than is now commonly employed where so large a por-

tion of the land is brought round to the reproduction of corn by
means of rest instead of green crops. In these cases it would be

well if the farmer would consider the means at his disposal pre-

vious to entering on an estate, and not occupy more land than

he can successfully cultivate. There is no mistake m.ore common
or more injurious than the supposition, that the more land a man
occupies the greater must be his profits. The profit does not

arise from the land itself, but from the mode of cultivation ; and
we could adduce many instances around us to prove that farmers

properly managing small holdings are improving the soil and
realizing fair profits ; whilst others, on the contrary, on large

farms, by bad management, are ruining their farms and them-

selves at the same time.

Manures.

58. It Is an ascertained fact, that the food of vegetables consists

of the materials of which they art;composed. These are of two kinds—inorganic and organic. The first are silica, perhaps ahimina, pot-

ash, soda, magnesia, lime, iron, sulphuric acid, phosjihoric acid and

chlorine. The organic are oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and a little

nitrogen. Our inquiry will not extend any further into the phi-

losophy of the food of plants than to ascertain what sources Corn-

wall has in her own domain to furnish those materials.

59. Silica.—All our rocks have a large per centage of silica.

The granite contains 70 per cent., the slates from 70 to 80 per
cent., and the serpentine 45 per cent., which uniting with the

basis of potash, soda, lime, and magnesia, form silicates, in which
state of combination it exists in the substances of all livinjj vese-

tables, particularly in the grasses, and in the outer part of the

leaves and stalks.

GO. Alumina.—This mineral is the principal ingredient of all

clayey soils, which increase in tenacity in proportion to the q*uan-

tily they contain. Its average proportion in the clay-slate rocks

varies from 4 to IG per cent., and in the granite from 15 to 20
per cent.

61. Potash and Soda.—Professor Liebig stated at the meeting

of the British Association at York, " that he invariably found a

large proportion of soda in vegetables growing near the sea coast

;

proving that plants could substitute soda for potash without

injury to their growth." " No plants," he also said, " were found-

in w hich there was no potash, l)ut there were very many which

contained no soda." The salt of the ocean (chloride of soda) can
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be detected by the taste, on the Ijladcs of grass on the northern

parts of the county, full ten miles from the sea shore. The ap-

plication of sea-salt is found to act beneficially on soils in souk?

inland counties, but it is seldom found of any service on those of

Cornwall. Tiiis seeming anomaly is thus accounted for. There
cannot be a doubt that most of our plants in Cornwall get quite

enough of this substance without applying it in the shape of a

manure ; for when the ocean dashes with violence against the

rocks, and the crests of the waves are white with foam, the winds

carry away the spray, drifting it along in clouds and sprinkling it

over the surface of the land. Potash, on the contrary, is found
to be a valuable ingredient: it is contained in the granite rocks,

averaging from 8 to 12 per cent. ; in the felspar, from 15 to 18

per cent; in the diallage rock, from 6 to 9 per cent. ; in the clay

slate, from 2-75 and 3 31 per cent. ; in some of our marls, from
3 to 9 per cent.

The following analyses of some of them, made by Mr. Hunt,
Curator of the Museum of Economic Geology, show this, besides

a large proportion of lime :

—

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Silica .... 60-9 63- 72-20 68-05

Alumina 19-10 13-10 14-00 15-00

Lime (carbonate) .
6-15 15-20 1-00 3'15

Magnesia .
1-11 1-0 0-50 0-25

Potash .... 9-35 2-23 1-05 0-75

Oxide of iron .
4-0 3-35 lO'O 1105

Manganese. a trace

Sulphuric acid .
•20 2-12

Sulphate of lime . 1-25 i-75

No. I is a marl found near Falmouth, used by the proprietor,

INIr. Thomas Harvey, as a manure. No. 2 is a china stone, found

on the same spot ; Nos. 3 and 4 are specimens of the Camborne
marls (17), which have been very extensively used as a manure
for very many years. Potash is also found in our sea-weed, ac-

cording to Professor G. Forchhammer, ' in the proportion of from

5 to 8 per cent., which is used very extensively for manuring the

land in Cornwall.

* Potash is not contained to any great degree in the sea—perhaps not
beyond one grain in 1000. Professor G. Forchhammer stated at the

meeting of the " British A.ssociatioa " at York, " it was his opinion that

it is derived from the rocks, being washed into the ocean by the violence

of rains, and thus, in the case of sea-weed as a manure, we are only
restoring to the land that of which it had been deprived."
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62. Magnesia, in combination with silica, forms nearly the

entire mass of the serpentine rock (29). It is also found averag-

ing 21 per cent, in hornblende, and 6 per cent, in the diallage;

and in small proportions in the granite and clay-slate rocks

;

united with phosphoric acid, it forms the most valuable mineral

manure,—the ashes of all descriptions of grain containing it, par-

ticularly the wheat plant, which cannot be grown without it.

63. Lime is found largely in the hornblende rocks, which con-

tain from 10 to 13 per cent. ; it is also contained in the dunstone,

in nearlv all our trappean rocks, and in a great many of the asso-

ciated slates. We have a very great proportion of lime in our sea

sands, the feriilizing properties of which are valued according to

their contents of comminuted shell ; the amount of carbonate of

lime being a correct index of the quantity of shell, and of the

feriilizing power in a given specimen. The following are the

proportions of lime found in the sands from 14 different districts,

by different chemists :

—

1. Gwithian and Phillack 70 per cent, of carbonate of lime.

2. Gannel (near the mouth) 83^ 5 »

3. Forth Towan 50
5 >

4. Portreath .... 2.5*
> >

5. Perranzabuloe . 70
> 5

6. St. Mawes 64 3 3

7. Falmouth Harbour . 80

1

> 3

8. Padstow sand . 86ii 3 3

9. Harlyn Bay 94
3 3

10. Trevose Bay 911
3 3

11. Blown saud from Bude . 68 3 3

12. Beach sand do. 40
3 >

13. Stanbury Mouth 52
3 3

14. Widemouth 44
3 3

Besides carbonate of lime, these sands contain silica, alumina, and traces

of oxide of iron. The shell also contains traces of" phosphoric acid. In

Worgan's time the carriage of sea-sand was estimated at 32,000/. per

annum.

§

* A large stream of water from the mines falls into the sea at Portreath,

which has carried down in the course of ages the excess of worthless

matters found in this sand.

I- This is chiefly all coralline deposit, found in the bottom of Falmouth
Harbour.

j; It is calculated from fair data that 100,000 tons are annually removed
from Padstow Harbour only, and over the whole county no less than
7,000,000 cubic feet are disturbed.

§ In Worgan's time the expense for land carriage only wis estimated at

32.000/. ; it is probably much greater now. Within the last two years a

patent has been obtained for the purpose of calcining the north coast

sand, this operation rendering it more soluble, and its action on the soil is

thereby more quickly produced.
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64. Limestone.—The supplies of limestone in Cornwall are

verv inconsiderable, and of an inferior description. The farmers

are chiefly supplied with it from the coast of Devon. About
five years since it was ascertained that 30 vessels were regularly

emploved in carrying limestone from Plymouth to Cornwall,

and every harbour, nook^ or creek, from the Kame-head to the

Land's End has had lime-kilns for the purpose of burning it

;

but the consumption of late has not been so great. The quantity

of lime used in Cornwall in 1843 was calculated, for the purpose

of this Report, to be about

—

1,280,000 bushels from Plymouth,

200,000 bushels raised in Cornwall.

1,480,000

Lime is seldom applied in a caustic state except on peaty soils, but

generally after exposure for several weeks to the air. There is no
substance the application of which has been so much misunder-

stood as this. Its effect on our soils is, Jirst, to supply a valuable

constituent when icanting, it being almost entirely absent from a large

proportion of our clay-slate rocks ; and next, to liberate tlie silica,

the potash, and the phosphates* besides the carbonaceous matters

produced from the decomposition of weeds, roots, &c., to be admi-

nistered to the wants of vegetation. But by this last operation no
equivalent was furnished to the land for that removed by the crop

;

and hence the continuance of the system of liming has been
proved to be nothing else than a ray)id method of removing those

ingredients, and thereby of exhausting the soil. Thus, where a

farmer breaks up an old pasture for wheat, and after burning

(which is another means of exhaustion), applies from 100 to 150
bushels of lime per acre, the crop is considerably benefited by
the lime rendering soluble the nutritive ingredients in the soil

—

not always the supplying of materials which the soil might re-

quire. For very many years, this has been the custom in Corn-

wall in preparing for the wheat tillage; and for several years it

was observed that those who carried the most lime on their estates

raised the greatest crops, but now those same parties complain

of the impurity of the lime, because it does not produce the same
effect as formerly—not understanding the simple fact, that its

repeated application has exhausted the soil of those constituents

on which it formerly acted.

65. Iron.—This mineral is found abundantly in the form of proto

and peroxides in a great many soils. The sulphurets and proto-

sulphates are also occasionally present. The rapid disintegration

• See Professors Brand and Playfair's lectures, delivered before the
members of the Royal Agricultural Society in 1843 and 1844.
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of the gr.mite, diallage, and greenstone rocks is partly owing to

the presence of iron—the proto-oxide becoming a peroxide. The
red and variegated colours of our slates (14) are owing to the pro-

portion of iron contained in them.
66. The organic Elemmts of Plants.—According to Boussin-

gault and other French authorities, the relative efficacy of all

manures depends upon the proportions of nitrogen they severally

contain—the farmer's principal source for which is farm-yard
manure—consisting of the mixed droppings and litter of cattle,

6cc. ; a large portion of the carbonaceous matters, too, is derived

from the same source, which contributes its aid in increasing the

produce of the soil by supplying a portion of the necessary food

of plants. There \s, we are sorry to say, no department of

Cornish farming in which greater negligence is exhibited than in

the jireservation of mr.nures. The farmers appear not to under-

stand the simple fact, that all the better part of their manures—the

liquid portions—will either run away or fly away. The first are

seen in the fluids that drain from the dung-hills into the water-

courses;—and the second may be detected by the sense of smell

—the offensive exhalations of the manure heaps being the nitro-

genised substances flying away into the air, and at the same time

tainting it v.ith effluvia. All animal and vegetable matters, or the

remains of such, whatever purposes they may have served, or how-
ever valueless they may be esteemed, are fertilizers in some degree,

if properly applied to the soil, and are in fact the manures which
are suffered to run to waste more or less in almost every farm-yard

in the county.*

* Many scientific gentlemen have endeavoured to enforce the necessity

of the preservation of manures on the Cornish farmers, and amoni^ them
we ought not to omit the exertions of Mr. Prideaux, an analytical chemist,

who has repeatedly brought the subject before them. The following

analyses of guano and of the solid matters of urine by this gentleman
will show the farmers the necessity and the value of preserving the raw
inatcriul ofguano in their ownfarm-yards

:

—

Abridged .Analysis of Guano.

Guano. Solid Matters of Urin^e.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. liuman

.

Cow's. Mixed.

Ammoiiiacal salts, organic nialttrs . 62 3 C6-2 44-C 790 70-0 •75

Phosphates 23 7 29-2 41-2 8-0 2-3 •5

9 3 4-6 14-2 12-9 27-7 •20

4 7 Mostly Potass.

These analyses are abridged from analyses of good samples, the con-

densed statement of their composition giving a more practical view of it

than the detailed analyses. It should be observed that alkaline sulphates
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G7. Preservation of Manures.—In order to prevent this ex-

cessive waste of valuable fertilizers, I recommend th;it liquid

manure tanks should be constructed on the farm-jards—which
can be done at a very trifling expense. We have very excellent

tanks made in Cornwall of the large Delabole slabs of slate— the

price of one holding 500 gallons being only bl., and so in propor-

tion to 2000 gallons. And to prevent the escape of the gaseous

portions of the manure, I recommend the mixing of it with

gypsum, or, what I have found cheaper and even more valuable,

the refuse of our alkali works, which is a double sulphate of lime

and soda, 10 lbs. of which will be sufficient to fix the ammonia of

100 lbs. of urine. The dried peat from our granite wastes will

be found an excellent absorbent for liquid manure,
68. Artificial Manures of all kinds have been used in Corn-

wall within the last five or six years. Bones, which were intro-

duced in 1835, may be regarded .as one of the most successful

agricultural aids of modern days, as it has certainly been one
great means of reclaiming our waste lands, and considerably im-
proving the cultivated ones ;—increasing the production of cattle,

sheep, and corn, and thereby adding to the national resources

required for an annually increasing population. I merely re-

late one experiment out of many,* to show the efficiency and
permanent effect of this manure in reclaiming some waste lands

adjoining Trelyon Commons, in the parish of St. Stephen s, the

property of Mr. Hawkins, of Trewithen, under the superintendence
of his agent, Mr. Trethewy.
A piece of several acres was enclosed in 1835 and put into tur-

nips ; one portion of it was manured with bone at the rate of 24
bushels per acre—the other portion of the field was simply ma-
nured with the ashes obtained from the breakin<r and burnine: of
the land. In the years 1836 and 1837 it was successively ciopped
with oats, and then laid down to permanent pasture. At the

present time, nearly ten years since it was first broken from the

contain more or less phosphates, chlorides, and carbonates. Human urine

contains about 1 lb. of solid matters in 15 lbs., whilst tliat of cows and pigs
is stronger. Three gallons mixed will yield about 2 lbs. and 2^ lbs. of
dry solid matters by evaporation ; hence we see that the solid matters of
urme are much richer in ammoniacal and organic matters than guano,
and the cow's urine contains much potass. On the other hand, the guano
contains a large per centage of the phosphates, important both for corn
and turnips. About two hogsheads of urine are equal to 1 cwt. of best
guano, and may be improved by the addition of half cwt. of fine bone-
dust and some gypsum.

* It would be needless to discuss the various experiments made with
this and other artificial manures, they having been aheady published by
the author of this Report in a cheap form, and generally circulated
throughout the county.

VOL. VI. 2 II
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waste, which was nothing hut heath and furze, the effect of the

bones can be plainly distinguished as far as the eye can reach—as

if a line of demarcation had been drawn between a rich grass sward
and poor and scanty pasture. This and a dozen other experiments

of the same kind have attracted the attention of a great many per-

sons interested in agriculture : and the " Probus Farmers' Club,"
with a \ iew of ascertaining whether the presence of bone could be
detected by analysis, as it could assuredly be by the appearance
of the pasture, sent samples of the soils—one from each part of

the field—to Mr. Hunt, for this purpose; and with a view of

testing that gentleman's analytical abilities, he was kept en-

y ignorant of the object of the Club.

It:—
Th8 following is the

No 1. No 2.

Water evaporated by stove drying . . 14 06 14 18
Vegetable and animal matters burnt 12 01 12 05
Silica and siliceous grit . 49 54 49 50
Oxide of iron ..... 7 30 7 •00

Carbonate of lime .... 1 05 1 •06

Carbonate of magnesia . . . 0 25 0 •35

Sulphate of lime .... 1 05 i •04

Muriates ..... 0 54 0 •54

Alumina ...... 7 10 6 04
Phosphate of lime .... 0 10 0 75

Phosphate of magnesia 0-0 t 05
Potash ...... 1- 00 1 27
Humus soluble in alkalies . . . 6 00 6- 17

Thus it is proved that bone-dust remains in the land, and con-

tinues to act as a manure, for so long a period as ten years.

Waste Lands.

69. The object of the Royal Agricultural Society being

not only to show what improvements may be effected by better

farming on land already cultivated, but also by taking new land

into cultivation, I shall proceed to show by what means a very

considerable tract of waste land has been successfully reclaimed,

as an example for those who may be pursuing the same laudable

object. The wastes of the county have been estimated at about

200,000 acres ; a large part of this extensive waste lies on the

central ridge of the county, and there is a very large quantity

between Launceston and the Indian Queen.
The greater part of these wastes is held in common—the farmers

occupying the cultivated ground adjoining having right of pastur-

age (9). Extending over the central ridge we find other tracts

of wastes, but I have no example to offer until wc arrive at
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tbe Land's End district, a large part of which is waste land,

and would pay an almost immediate profit to the cultivator (70).

As a proof of this, I have only to state that a very consider-

able extent has been, and is now in progress of reclaiming

by cottagers, who obtain small plots of waste, on leases of three

lives, which they cultivate, and build cottages on them. Land of

this description, when not very rocky or boggy, may be reclaimed

at 5/. to 6^. per, acre—fencing not included, which varies ac-

cording to circumstances. The fences in this district are built

of granite; and the price for making a piece 18 feet long

and 5 feet high (double granite wall) varies from 3s. 4f/. to 5s.

On taking land of this description into cultivation for the first

time, the cottager does not attempt to grow wheat, but potatoes

and oats ; in the course of five or six years he introduces barley ;

and in ten or twelve years, wheat. This practice confirms the

opinions of Liebig, that wheat will not grow on some soils, how-
ever rich in " humus : '' the strength of the stalk is due to silicate

of potash, which is found readily in a granite soil, but the seed

requires phosphate of magnesia, which is nearly altogether absent

;

and hence the plant becomes a herb, but it does not bear fruit.

70. It frequently happens that the first crop of potatoes raised

on this reclaimed land will more than repay the expenses. I

witnessed i3 acres of this description of land at Colonel Scobell's

farm—Botrea—worth from 16Z. to '20Z. per acre. This gentleman
has been actively engaged for the last 45 years in reclaiming

these granite wastes. It happened in the year 1804, that a tenant

on " Leha estate,"—240 acres—was unable to pay the rent

—

90/. per annum. The Colonel commenced cultivating it him-
self. In 1806 he added 60 acres from the adjoining wastes to

the estate, and in 1816, when the value of all agricultural pro-

duce was so considerably reduced from the war prices, he let the

whole at 420Z. per annum. This was accomplished at an expen-
diture of 3000Z. Since that period he has reclaimed 150 acres

more, forming Botrea estate." Let the reader imagine a piece

of waste, strewed over with granite blocks, some of immense size,

with heath and furze shooting up between the interstices, at an
elevation of 600 feet above the sea level, and notwithstanding

these natural obstacles, I witnessed a short time since on this

estate of only 150 acres (not many years since reclaimed from
the Sancreed wastes) 130 head of cattle, Devons and short-horns,

100 pigs, and 35 horses and colts. The average produce is from
45 to 60 bushels of oats, from 18 to 21 bushels of wheat—not

much grown—300 bushels of potatoes, and from 18 to 25 tons

of turnips. I merely mention these circumstances to show what
skill, enterprise, and capital will do, on some of the most exposed

2 H 2
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parts of the western wastes, in reclaiming them with profit and
success.

71. We had also an immense breadth of waste on the slate

formation, which has been reclaimed by cottagers,* chiefly miners.

The soil is exceedingly thin, resting on red or yellow gritty clay

and coarse slates, abounding in quartz fragments, and traversed by
mineral lodes and elvan rocks in every direction. The late Earl

of Falmouth and Lord de Dunstanville gave a great impetus

towards the reclaiming of this coarse kind of ^and, by granting

pieces from 3 to 5 acres to cottagers on leases of three lives,

at a small conventionary rent of from 25. 6(f. to bs. per acre, on
condition of their building cottages on the holding. The parish

value of those plots " 358 in number on Illogan and Nancekuke
Downs" now averages from 10s. to 20s. per acre. The Earl of

Falmouth has nearly 2000 tenements of this description, which

have increased in value since 1815 from 20 to 25 per cent. Other

landowners have followed this example ; and to give an idea of the

extent of wastes which has been reclaimed in this manner,—the

number of working miners is about 27,000 ; and it has been as-

certained that out of 685 miners of whom the question was asked,

161 were possessed of cottages of this character.

72. The Messrs. S. and R. Davey, of Redruth, have broken

about 1 00 acres of this kind of land from the wastes of St. Agnes
Common since 1839. The cost of enclosing and cultivating,

including the expense of the first crop, varied from 10/. to II/,

per acre. At the commencement of their undertaking, the land

was manured with bone-dust and lime for wheat,—but the pro-

duce was only fil for pigs and poultry. The present method of

cropping is swedes or pasture turnips followed by oats and seeds.

The crops will average from 60 to 70 bushels of oats, and from
18 to 25 tons of swedes per acre. This has been effected en-

tirely by the use of bone and guano. It has been correctly ascer-

tained for this Report, that in the parishes of Perranzabuloe and
St. Agnes there are 7037 acres of the same kind of waste, .5000

of which would pay handsomely for reclaiming. There is also a

great quantity of the same kind in the parishes of St. Alfen,

Kenwyn, Kea, Feock, and Mylor, and in various other parts of the

county (17). Analyses of the soils of some of them have been made
by Mr. Huiit, at the request of Sir Charles Lemon, with a view

of ascertaining the qualities of the raw material out of which im-

provements have been wrought, and in the hope that such know-
ledge may be available for future improvements.

* This bears a close resemblance to the allotment system. We have .

very lew allotments in the county. Mr. Tremayne, of Heligan, has esta-

blished some in his neighbourhood, which work exceedingly well.
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Olit'iuicAl Ingredients

of the

Soil and Sub-soil.

Surface Soil

Pl.-mtation of
Sir C. lemon's,

Bart., on
Mylor Downsi

Sub-soil

18 Inches

below the

Surface Soil.

Clay

from the same
spot below

the

Surface Soil.

Surface Soil

from a

Piece of Waste

Havlc.

SlliCfl 311(1 silic60US StllJll • • 83' 25 76-50 72-5 C3.2C6
4- 10 10- 10 12'

8

1 0 • 0 1

3

0^11)01)3.(6 of lime . • • . 1 '0 1 "20 1 0 3- 000
Carbonate of magnesia • • O'lo 0-25 1" 15 0'C66
Sulphate of lime • • • 0-75 1-25 1-0 1 • 320
Per and proto-oxides of iron . 4-50 5 - 10 5 '75 10-310

Deuto-oxide of iron • • . 2-nio
2-25 3-0 4-25 1-000
2-0 1 • 15 0*75 3 OCO

Insoluble vegetable matters 1'58 0-30 1-50 5 030
0-42 0-75 0-47

Pliospliate of lime 0-25 0*010

Phosphate of magnesia . • 0-15

a trace 0 ( 05
0-010

a trace

1-000

]Mr. Collins, of Truthan, lias also reclaimed about 120 acres of

the wastes in the parish of St. Erme, worth now 20s. per acre,

which would not let at 2s. 6c?. per acre previously. His system

is to manure the land well with bone for turnips, one-half of

which is eaten on the land by sheep folded on it—after this, bar-

ley, seeded out for 2 years, at the end of which time he breaks

for rape, which is also eaten by sheep, and followed by wheat,

turnips, barley, &c. Mr. Hawkins, too, of Trewithen, has re-

claimed about 120 acres of the wastes bordering on Trelyon Com-
mon, in the parish of St. Stephen (68), chiefly through the agency
of bone-dust. His system is to break the wastes for turnips,

manured with bone-dust ; after which oats, and then grass-seeds

laid down for permanent pasture. One-half of the turnips are

consumed by sheep folded on the land—and by these means he

has brought land which would not fetch 2s. per acre, into a rich

cultivated soil. There are a great many thousands of acres of

wastes of this character of land in this district. (^See anali/sisGS.)

We have other descriptions of wastes in different parts of the

county.*

* On the serpentine formation we have an immense tract of waste.
This is decidedly the most unproductive soil in the county, and I should
hesitate in advising its being cultivated, except in a few places where
it is intersected by greenstone rocks (29). The whole of this land must
be thoroughly drained, and would require an immense quantity of lime.

The disintegrated greenstone and hornblende rocks have been employed
as a fertilizing mixture for this kind of soil. The difference between this

and the remains of decayed granite is that the potash of the felspar in the
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Breeds of Sheep, Cattle, Horses, and Pigs.

73. Sheep.—In very few counties has so complete an altera-

tion taken place in the character of sheep as in Cornwall within

the last fifty years. The table of Mr. Luccock, in 1800, assigns

to Cornwall 203,000 short-rvoolled sheep, producing 3382 packs

of wool; while that of Mr. Hulabard, in 1828, makes no mention
of the number of sheep, but of 5920 packs of long wool being

yielded by the Cornish flocks. The county attributes this im-

provement chiefly to the exertions of Mr. Peters, who com-
menced as a flock-master in 1 790, when he introduced, to use his

own expression, " a waggon load of ewes and a ram " of the im-

proved Leicesters, and continued crossing this blood with the native

breed up to the period of Worgan's survey in 1810. The Rev. R.

Walker and Mr.Rodd also introduced some rams of this blood about

this time (the produce being sold to the farmers for the improve-

ment of their flocks), the effect of which may be imagined from
]Mr. Worgan's description—" that we had as fine a breed of

sheep as any county in England." About this period (1810)
Mr. Peters introduced two rams from a Mr. Kimber's flock, in

the north of Gloucester, who was a pupil of Mr. Bakewell, and
who had, by mixing the new Leicester blood with the Cotswolds,

become eminent as a breeder in that neighbourhood. These
rams w-ere crossed with Mr. Peters's flock generally, until the

year 1814, when he again introduced the new Leicesters from

latter is washed out by the rains ; but when trap decays, the lime by which
it is characterized is not readily dissolved, so that the marl which is pro-
duced is not only fertile in itself, but is capable of being employed as a
manure for other soils. On the ecu bonaceotts deposits'' {21) there is also

a great breadth of waste, the whole of which would require thorough
draining. I would recommend the enclosed land on this formation to

be first drained and thickly planted, ere any attempt be made on the un-
enclosed portions.

The old tithe law was a great barrier to the cultivation of our waste
lands. Mr. Wills of South Petherwyn, who has been employed in appor-
tioning the rent-charges in lieu of tithes in a great many parishes, says,
" Happily the question is amicably settled ; the apportionments in the
county are with a single exception confirmed, and I am decidedly of
opinion that after a few years we shall one and all find it an improve-
ment on the old system ; for while it gives to the tithe-owner a better
security, it holds out to the cultivator of the soil a great inducement to

increase its produce, the good effect of which will be felt by the commu-
nity at large. I conceive too that the settlement of this question will calf
the attention of the owners of the waste lands in the county to their culti-

vation and improvement (they being now tithe free), so many thousands
of acres of whuh hold out to the capitalist a safe and profitable invest-

ment, offering labour to a vast number of the unemployed poor, besides

.

incixasing the production of food required for an annually increasing
population."
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Mr. CresswcU's flock in Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Mr. Peters's sys-

tem of breeding appears to have been a continual changing of

blood, for either in 1816 or 1818 he again crossed his flock with
the Gloucester variety, the effect of which was far from being

satisfactory to the farmers, or probably to himself, for we find,

from the documents furnished us, that in the course of three or

four years afterwards he again introduced the improved Leicesters

from Mr. Champion's flock, of Nottingham. This last cross

proved to be the most successful one he ever made. PVom this

time, down to the period of his sale in 1841, he twice introduced

fresh blood from the Dishley stock, and once from the Gloucester

variety, without any improvement. When we consider that during
this time Mr. Peters was the only person who held public

sales for the letting and selling of rams in the county, we may
safely conclude that the Cornish flock at the present time pos-

sesses more or less of the Cotswpld blood. Other farmers have
introduced the pure Leicester blood within the last ten years

from Devonshire, and from both Mr. Buckley's and Mr. Bur-
gess's flocks, with considerable success. Among these we should

mention Mr. George Bullmore of Newlyn, Mr. Doble of Pro-
bus, and Mr. Hodge of Perranzabuloe—the last two individuals

being the principal stock breeders in the county-

74. The saving in the cost of production through the early

maturity, improvement of fleece, and of form generally, is more
than 50 per cent. The old breed were kept from two years to

two years and a half before sold, and the best of them did not

exceed from 10 lbs. to 12 lbs, per quarter. They are now sold

at one year and one year and a half old, averaging from 18 to

24 lbs. per quarter. We have a few flocks of South Downs
kept on some gentlemen's parks ; and between the rivers Fowey
and Tamar there is a breed found with tawny faces and legs

—

evidently of the South Hams variety ; but these last have under-

gone great improvement by crossing with the Leicester blood, as

they will fatten at one year and a quarter old to 20 lbs. per

Cjuarter. The Cornish farmers pay great attention to the wool,

preferring breeding from the heaviest fleece, which affords a very

desirable protection to their sheep on our exposed districts. The
average weight of fleece is fi'om 7\ to 9 lbs.* To encourage a

good fleece, and of sound staple, sheep require to be kept well in

* The wool in Cornwall is never washed on the sheep's back previous
to clipping, but invariably sold in the yolk. This makes a difference in

the price of wool, where washing is practised, of 25 per cent., the adding
of which to the Cornish prices will make the rateable value of the washed
wools of other counties.

We have been furnished with a list of prices of Cornish wool between
the years 1830 and 1844—the average is 9|<f. per lb. during that time.
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the spring: season ; but it sometimes happens, from the scarcity

of food—the general consequence of bad farming or overstocking

—that this is not attended to ; and the difference produced in the

Aveight of wool only—on sheep of the same breed kept in diffe-

rent ways—is as much as 25 per cent.* The principal disease

to which our sheep are liable is scouring, which is referable to

deficiency of food at one time, and excess of it at another.

75. Cattle.—The breeding and rearing of cattle forms no in-

considerable item in the agricultural economy of the county. A
rough estimate of the number bred annually has been made by

Sir Charles Lemon, by calculating the number of hides tanned

in 1839, and the number exported and imported, which the

writer is permitted to make use of. The result is as follows :

—

Store cattle, sold to the eastern dealers, £.

averaging from 5j to 6 cwt. each . 3,500 at 10/. . 35,000
Fat cattle

'
ditto ditto . . 1,200 at 15/. . 18,000

Cattle killed in the county . . . . 15,950 at 15/. . 239,250
Calves ditto ditto. . . . 11,550 at 25*. . 14,437

32,200 head . . 306,687
There are also some fat cows and a bull

occasionally imported, which may be

estimated a't 900 bead . . 10,800

31 ,300 head . . £295,887

The original breed are of a black colour, but few only of these

are found at present : the Devons are now the prevailing breed.

' Sheep are \ery rarely turned on the turnips without being hurdled

;

the general practice is to cart the roots on the arishes or pastures intended

to be broken next in rotation for turnips, besides which, a little hay, and
sometimes barley and oats, is afiForded them during the severe weather by
the best farmers. We are aware of but two instances of feeding sheep
under sheds, practised by Mr. Snell of Wayton, Landulph, and by Mr.
Lawry of Tregarton, Gorran.
Mr. Snell s shed is 70 feet long, 12 feet wide, having a yard attached

about 50 feet by 20 feet. This will contain 50 sheep. They are fed three

times a day with sliced turnips, in a manger placed against the inner w'all

the whole length of the shed. The yard and shed are prepared by laying

down during the summer 6 inches of earth (sand is used by Mr. Lawrj ),

and upon that are placed hedge parings (which are cut, ricked', and thatched
for the purpose) and stubble, so that when the sheep are first introduced,

there is a bed about 1 foot in depth, and upon which is afterwards daily

laid straw or hedge parings from the rick. When the bed becomes incon-
veniently high for the manger, it is removed, and a fresh one applied. Mr.
Snell adds, " I have not found my sheep kept in this manner more liable

to disease than others, except \he foot-rot, which was easily prevented by
carting a quantity of earth in the form of a mound in the centre of the

yard, upon which were occasionally strewed small quantities of slaked

lime, and this simple remedy has ever since entirely prevented the disease."
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The purest stock of the new kind are found at Trebartha, Avhere

they have been bred mth the greatest care for the last forty

years,—the late Mr. Rodd having obtained the best of the kind

from the neighbourhoods of North and South Molton ; but not-

withstanding the care and attention that have been paid to ob-

taining the purest Devon stock, by him and other breeders, the

cattle reared in the north of Devon are still superior to our own,

having generally richer coats, and more correct symmetry. This

degeneracy has been attributed partly to the herbage and partly

to the climate of Cornwall.

76. Short- Horns.—Within the last 22 years, short-horns have

been introduced on many farms through the exertions of Mr. Peters,

who first purchased some cows from Mr. Wilkinson's stock, of Pen-

ton, Nottingham, and a bull* of Mr. Smith of Dishley. Other

heifers followed from Mr. White of Leicestershire, and again

from Mr. Wilkinson's stock.f Some years after, he introduced a

buU,^ which was purchased for him at Mr. ^Mason's sale by the

Earl Spencer. These laid the foundation of the short-horned

breed in Cornwall. A few others have been lately introduced

by Messrs. Hendy, Tilly, and Scobell ; but the greatest portion

of the present breed is derived from Mr. Peters's stock. Much
discussion has taken place from time to time as to the com-
parative merits of the Devons and Short-horns, The advocates

of the former contend that the natural and artificial productions

of Cornwall are unsuited to maintain such a breed of large

cattle as the Short-horns, and that the Devons are a hardier

race, and better adapted to our changeable clime. The advo-

cates of the Short-horns maintain, on the contrary, that theirs are

more certain breeders, better milkers and graziers than any
other kind. This is an interesting question. In the rural eco-

nomy of a district, a high degree of importance is to be ascribed

to a knowledge of the distinctive characters of the domesticated

animals, since much of the profit derived from them will depend
upon adapting the breed to the circumstances in which it may be
placed ; and there cannot be a question that on most of our hilly

farms, with a short bite of grass, the Devons are preferable ; but

wherever there is a fair proportion of food, the Short-horns are by
far the most profitable.

77. Crosses.—It has been a common practice of late to cross

the common Devon cow with the short-horned bull,§ which

* Alfred, 24. Red roan, calved July 20th, 1820, got by R. Col]ings"s
Lancaster. Dam, red roan, by Alfred

;
grand dam by Windsor,

t Lady, Peta, Alexandria.

% Mercury. 119, Coates"s Herd Book.
§ The writer is furnished with a document from J. H. Tremayne, Esq.

of Heligan, proving that crosses with the Devon and the Teeswater breeds
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generally proves successful,—the stock being full one year in

advance, in both weight and early maturity, compared with the

common average of the Devons. The consequence of this cross-

ing will, however, soon prove injurious, unless care be alwavs

taken that pure blood be on one side—the male generally ; for

where both sire and dam are only half bred, which is sometimes
the case with us, the third cross proves a most mongrel stock

indeed. Crosses with the Hereford bull have also been success-

fully made in the south-eastern parts of the county, particularly

in the neighbourhood of St. Germans, where this breed has been
carefully preserved by the late Earl of St. Germans for the last

twenty years.

78. Feeding of Cattle.—The usual time to take the cattle into

the houses to feed is about the months of October and Novem-
ber, when they are fed on white and yellow turnips, straw and
hay, until March : after this on swedes, straw, and hay to the

fattening in June. Others feed on straw and turnips until

February ; and hay, straw, and swedes until May, and finish on
grass afterwards. Others, we are sorry to say, rear a greater

number of cattle than they can properly feed, which are kept in

a half-starved condition, either in the yards or lanes in the winter,

and turned out on the fields in the spring, and on the rough

pastures, or commons, in the summer. Cattle thus kept are

sold from four to six years old, varying from 10/. to 14/. each,

and driven by the eastern jobbers up into the pasture lands of

other counties to be fed. Some of our best farmers give small

quantities of barley during the fattening. Oil-cake is seldom if

ever used, and has scarcely been seen by one farmer in a thou-

sand. The common Devon ox, fed in the general way, and with

ordinary care, averages 7J cwt. ; cows 5 cwt. ; and very many
oxen will reach 1000 lbs. weight. Good shelter, warm litter,

wholesome and abundant fodder, arc the necessaries which fortify

our stock against the attacks of winter ; and through these, sleek-

ness and good condition—which are the only signs of health and

prosperity in the animal—are preserved. There should be no
cessation in the rearing and feeding of cattle: those that ^ are

stulTed and starved by turns are certain to prove unprofitable to

the feeder in every way ; for here it is that the inroads of disease

are first to be apprehended, and here its attacks will be certain

to prove formidable and fatal. The diseases of cattle are neither

numerous nor very fatal. The " pleuro-pneumonia " has lately

occasioned the death of thousands in other counties, but has

were made a great many years since in Cornwall, some of that blood .

having been introduced by the grandfather of the present Earl of Fal-

mouth, at Tregothnan, in ITW.
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never visited us ; and the " vesicular epizootic," which was pre-

valent here as elsewhere in 1840, did not prove dangerous. The
most formidable diseases are diarrhoea, dysentery, constipation,

and red water, which are too frequently occasioned by injudicious

feeding, and the want of proper care and treatment.

79. Horses.—There is no subject connected with Cornish

farming in which greater neglect is exhibited than in the breed-

ing and rearing of horses. Our stock is generally bad, which is

partly attributable to the mares, partly to the stallions, and partly

to the method of rearing. The brood mares are not of a very

superior description, many of them showing the bone and muscle

in the wrong places—too much in their heads and necks, and
too little in their limbs; but a great many are strong, active ani-

mals, varying from 14 to 15 hands high. These do not cross

well with the thorough-bred stallions,* the produce being a

weedy, trashy race, too light for the general purposes of riding or

driving. The majority of the stallions that have been introduced

have been unfortunately either broken down by premature labour,

or having exercised their vocations, and been condemned as breed-

ing stallions in other places, have been sent into Cornwall by way
of a finish. A correspondent,! who has bred from some twenty-

five mares of good figure and size with the blood-horses, says,

" that he is correct in stating that not one colt in the whole lot

turned out well." The farmers, seeing the effect of breeding in

this manner, have for several years encouraged half-bred stallions

of size and power, and in cases where they have possessed suffi-

cient action, the produce have answered extremely well
; for,

where they have not succeeded as gig or saddle horses, they
generally make strong and useful labour ones on the farms.

But where, from want of proper selection, the males have been
wanting in that necessary quality (action), and more particularly

when this is absent also on the dam's side,—which is frequently

the case,—the produce proves of very inferior character indeed.

Our soils being generally light, our horses also are of a light

description. The greatest part of the heavy draught breed are

supplied from North and South Wales, and Shrewsbury; their

prices varying from 151. to "25/. each, at three years old. These

* Some years since, with a view of introducing a stallion for the purpose
of improving the breed of saddle-horses in Cornwall, I consulted with
Mr. Youatt on the subject, and he recommended an Arab stallion. With
many of our mares, such as those possessing heavy heads and necks, and
thick, upright shoulders, the cross would do a deal of good, and could not
possibly do any harm. The principal object is to obtain a compact frame
and vigour, and we possess these qualifications in an eminent degree in

the Arab ; after which, if size and power were required, the female pro-
geny might be crossed with an active " Cleveland bay."

t Mr. Trethewy of Trewithen, Probus.
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were introduced as the fashion prevailed for better appointed
horse-teams, and the working of horses instead of oxen.

80. Rearincj of Horses.—A great deal of mismanagement
occurs in this department also, for it frequently happens that the

young animal is introduced tolerably perfect into the world, but
is rendered useless by our system of rearing. This proceeds
from a mistaken economy on the part of the farmers, many of

whom consider any keep good enough for this description of

* stock, and they are consequently often left to struggle through a

winter as well as they can, unhoused, unsheltered, and with no
food but what they can grub up from the frozen ground—except-

ing when the herbage is buried in snow, and then a small quan-
tity of hay or straw and a few turnips are afforded them. " The
Cornwall Agricultural Association" has endeavoured to correct

this short-sighted and miscalculating system of privation, by offer-

ing premiums for yearling colts and fillies, while at the same
time they have enforced on the breeders the necessity of affording

shelter and a more liberal supply of food, especially during the

first two winters. Daily experience fully proves the impolicy of

neglecting young stock of any kind, but such neglect is especially

impolitic and injurious in the case of those animals whose value

depends on their size, strength, and powers of endurance—quali-

fications mainly promoted by liberal feeding and careful treat-

ment.

81. Feeding of Horses.—Tliis is a very important subject, in-

asmuch as the maintenance of horses forms a considerable item

of the farmer's expenditure. The general mode is grazing, or

soiling, in the summer, and hay, straw, and oats in the winter.

The soiling of horses in the summer is getting into practice, it

being found the most economical mode ; for one acre of grass or

clover mowed, and given to the horses in the stable, will go
f urther than double the quantity fed off, independently of its pro-

ducing an excellent manure.* Tares with i-ye, sown early in the

* Soiling to a considerable extent has been pursued by Mr. J. Roskrugc
of Roskrugc, St. Anthony West. He says :

" 1 kept from the third week
in April to tlie same time in August (1842) (i horses, 1 colt, 1 bull, 4 work-
ing oxen (4 others had their dinneis), and 13 pigs, on 4^ acres of Italian

rye grass and red clover, and three quarters of an acre of vetches. In 1843

1 kept from the 1st of May to the 1st of June 40 head of cattle and horses

and 20 pigs, when, from the want of sufficient accommodation, I was
obliged to turn part of my stock out ; but I continued keeping 7 horses,

2 colls, 6 working oxen, 1 bull, and 20 pigs, until the 2nd of August, on
4 acres of red clover.

" In 1844 I kept from the last week in April to the third week in

August, 9 horses, 2 colts, 28 head of cattle, pigs (the youngsters had in

addition the wash from the house), on 8J acres of Italian rye-grass and
red clover.

" The cjLiantity of manure I can make by this method of feeding stock is
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autumn, produce a large quantity of spring feed, and are culti-

vated chiefly for this purpose on a great many farms. The
introduction of the chaff-cutter has considerably reduced the

expense of horse-keep in the winter months : the saving in the

item of hay only, by giving chaffed straw and clover instead of

an unlimited supply of hay, is immense. The usual proportion

of chaff and oats is from 6 lbs. to 8 lbs. of oats to every 20 lbs.

of chaff ; and '20 lbs. to 30 lbs. of this mixture is sufficient for

our agricultural horses, according to size, with fair, or even hard
work : the hay in the rick being omitted altogether. Of late the

swede turnip has been introduced as food for horses, in conjunc-

tion with straw, hay, oats, »Scc. The following allowance has been
used on Barteliver farm in Probus for a number of years—No. 1

used during a scarcity of hay. No. 2 when plentiful :

—

No. 1.
I

No. 2.

s. d.
I

s. d.

101b3.ofchaffecl3tiaw,at204-.peiTonO 1
! 16 Ihs. of hay (chaffed) . .0 (J

12 lbs. of oats . . . .0 9^ 6 lbs. of oats . . . 0 4,i

16 lbs. of swedes . . .01 16 lbs. of swedes . . .01
Expenses of cutting and chaffing . 0 Expenses of culling and chaffing 0

Cost of keep per day . .10 Cost of keep per day . . 1 0

A great many farmers find their advantage in steaming swedes

as food for horses, and this practice is becoming very common.
Steam apparatus of various kinds are manufactured in the county

for this purpose. I witnessed a very superior one of this kind on
Colonel Scobell's estate in Sancreed. The boiler is 12 feet in

length, and 6 feet in diameter
;
which, at an expenditure only of

8 cwt. of coals per week, supplied, in the winter of 1843, 100 head
of fattening and store cattle, 30 horses and colts, and 100 pigs

with steamed potatoes and turnips, and chaffed straw and hay,

also steamed : all this stock, too, being kept on a farm of 1 50
acres (70). The fattening pigs are fed on steamed potatoes,

with about 12 gallons of barley each. The store pigs get nothing

else than the steamed turnips, and the drainage from the steam
vats, being the condensed liquid produced after the process of

steaming. The advantage derived from this method of feeding

horses on cooked food in the w^inter months is very considerable.

I have seen it practised on a great number of farms—the

horses sometimes getting scarcely anything else than straw and

immense, being more than sufficient to meet the expense incurred in
' cutting, carting, and feeding.'" He adds, " I keep nearly double the
quantity of stock that I did before I commenced the ' soiling system," and
in a much better condition. I can also cut a greater quantity of hay per
acre, and put more land into tillage ; and I am fully persuaded that it is

the groundwork of good farming on arable land, and no farmer can make
a profit without it.

'
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steamed turnips, a little bay and oats occasionally when Lard

worked ; and although they perspire more freely than those fed

in the usual way, yet they look exceedingly well, are particularly

sleek and fine in their coats, and appear to do their work as well

as horses fed only on hay and oats ; and, on the whole, they are

less liable to disease.* If there is any truth in Liebig's state-

ment—" that every manifestation of force, however trivial, is

accompanied by a change of matter in the body "—it must be

evident that there is no inconsiderable saving effected in the wear

and tear of the tissues, as well as in the consumption of fat, in

feeding animals in this manner. In the cutting of hay and straw

into cliafF, in the slicing of turnips, and in the bruising of oats and
beans, we have examples of economy unwittingly practised by the

farmer ; and there cannot be a doubt that the cooking of food, for

cattle particularly, will be found to effect still further sa\'ing.

82. Pigs.—The improvement effected in the breed of pigs

within the last twenty years is greater than in any other of our

domesticated animals. The old Cornish variety was a large,

white-coloured, long-sided, heavy-boned, razor-backed animal, that

possessed little aptitude to fatten. It is now nearly extinct, and
when found is looked on with wonder. The present varieties

are crossings of the old breed with the Berkshire, Leicester,

Chinese, Neapolitan, and the improved Essex. The black-

coloured pigs are preferred, as the skin of this kind does not

blister with the heat of the sun, as in the white-coloured breed.

They require little other food than vegetables and the wash of

the farm-house, except during the fattening, when 24 gallons of

barley-meal will suffice to bring them up, at nine months old,

to from 350 to 400 lbs.

Animal Labour.

83. Horse and 0.v Teams.—About forty years since, oxen
were regularly worked on road and field, but at present they are

* Farm horses are peculiarly liable to flatulent cholic, inflammation of

the bowels, and acute indigestion, which frequently arises from an indis-

criminate use of barley-straw, and ill-saved hay. Pneumonia, or inflam-

mation of the substances of the lungs, is seldom met with. This arises

from the mean temperature of the climate, being in Cornwall only 8°

—

that of London is 11°—the eff"ect of which is, that the warmth of summer
is never so great as to occasion either a too rapid development or too

high an excitement of organized bodies, nor the cold of winter so extreme
as to depress the vitality to an injurious degree. On the contrary, tetanic

diseases are ver)' common among horses—even the hardy donkey has been
known to die of traumatic and idiopathic tetanus in a district bordering

on the south channel. This probably arises from the immense oceanic
boundary of the Cornish peninsula.
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nearly altoo:ether confined to the farm—and tlieir employment
there too is gradually decreasing ; for although the monotonous
chaunt of the plough-boy may still be heard on hill and valley,

it is quite as common to see the plough worked by the plough-

man and a pair of horses, without a driver. This suljject was
discussed at the ' Probus Farmers' Club/ a short time since, and
the resolution come to on that occasion will embody the present

practice on the best managed farms where working-oxen are

kept :
—" That for the f/eneral purposes of hushanclnj, horses were

preferable to oxen ; but that a few pairs of working-oxen on afarm
proved extremely useful during the busy seasons, and tchen no longer

icanted should he fattened.'' The farming operations in Cornwall
are very liable to be interrupted through the changeableness of

our climate, both at seed-time and harvest, so that unusual efforts

are oftentimes necessary, and then the ox proves a valuable auxili-

ary to the horse. The following calculations were made by the

club, which caused them to arrive at the above resolutions:

—

" In
harrowing or rolling, a pair of horses will do 8 acres a day, whilst

four oxen will scarcely perform more than 6 acres. In plough-
ing, a pair of horses will do an acre a day (customary acre*), whilst

four oxen will scarcely accomplish more than ^ths of an acre. In
carting on the farm only, and that on very hilly ones, four good
oxen may be fairly considered equal to a pair of horses. A pair

of horses will require a man only to attend them, but four oxen
will require the assistance of a boy during four months in the

year." The prices for harness, gear, shoeing, and farriery are

based on the amount paid usually under the different heads. The
ordinary keep for a pair of horses is chai'ged at Qs. per week each
for the summer months, and 7s. per week for the winter months
(see Mr. Doble's method of feeding, 81). The usual method
of feeding working-oxen is straw and roots in the winter, and grass

in the summer, with an occasional allowance of corn during the

busy seasons, either pasturing or soiling. The following are the

total expenses incurred in working a pair of horses, valued at 40Z.

at three years old, for nine years, and selling them with a loss at

that period ; also the expenses incurred in working three teams of

oxen successively during the same time, and selling each team
with a profit after three years' work.

* One hundred acres statute are 84a. Or. 4p. customary. The want of
general unilbrmity in " measures ' in Cornwall is so great, that those used
in the eastern parts of the county are not known in the western parts.

Thus in some places corn is measured by the Winchester—8 gallons to

the bushel. In the neighbourhood of Liskeard and Launcesfon the double
Winchester—16 gallons—is used for a bushel ; and throughout the whole
of the western division the treble Winchester—24 gallons—is employed.
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HORSES.
£. s. d.

Cost- prices of a pair of horses 40 0 0

Keep for 26 winter weeks, at

lis. per week . . . 163 16 0

Keep for 26 sammer weeks
at 12s. per week . . . 140 8 0

Interest 5 per cent, on cost

price 18 0 0
Wear and tear of horses . 26 0 0

Gear for pair of horses . . 5 0 0

Wear and tear of gear . . 4 10 0

^Vages of one man, Is. 8</.

per day 234 0 0

Shoeing a pair of horses, 18*.

per annum .... 820
Farriery for 9 years, at 15s.

per annum . • . . C 15 0

Insurance of pair of horses

for 9 years, the average

value 33/. 16s. 8'i., at 50s.

per cent., by tlie Royal
Farmers' Insurance Com-
pany 7 10 0

654 1 0

Deduct, sale of horses at 7/.

eacli, at tlie termination of

9 years 14 0 0

640 1 0

Ralance in favour of horses

about 16/. 6s. 8(/. per ann. 147 7 G

787 8 6

OXEN.
£. s. d.

Cost price of 4 oxen . . 36 0 0
Keep of 4 oxen for 9 years,

15/. Is. 8rf. each . . . 543 0 0
Interest 5 per cent, on cost

price 16 4 0

Gear for 4 oxen ... 140
Wear and tear of gear, at 4s.

per annum .... 1100
Wages of man, at Is. %d. per

day 234 0 0
Wages of boy, 4 months in

tlie year 21 12 0
Insurance of 12 oxen for 9

years, average value 41/.

13s. id., including tlie im-
provement, at 30s. per cent. 5 12 G

Deduct, profit on sale of 3

teams of oxen, at 12/.

£.3G 0 0

Deduct first cost on
1 pair . . . 36 0 0

859 8 6

0 0

787

Human Labour.

84. The Cornish peasantry are better feci and clothed, and
their houses better furnished, than some thirty years since, and
there is more appearance of comfort in their families. The wages
of the men are about O^. per week, women 4s., boys from 3s. to

5s., according to age and strength. We have very few allotments

in the county, but most of the married labourers have a small

plot of garden ground for the cultivation of their vegetables, and
in some instances plots for the cultivation of potatoes. The
labourers, generally speaking, are an orderly, peaceable, and con-

tented race ; and it is a rare instance for a farmer to discharge

them when he can afford to keep them. In proof of this, the
" Cornwall Agricultural Association " offers every year ])remiums

for agricultural labourers who have lived the longest period in one

continuous service ; and taking the average of the servitudes for

the last fifteen years, they exceed fifty-two years, and the com-
petitors, too, are exceedingly numerous. The following scale will

give the average quantity of work considered in the county as a
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fair (lay's labour, and also the prices for various kinds of job-

work :

—

40 loads.

40 to 60 do.

240 barrows

\ of an acre.

1 acre.

50 fagots.

per acre.

6rf. ditto,

ditto.

Old. ditto.

Thrashing wheat by machine .

Ditto barley ....
Ditto oats .....
Carting earth with two men and cart

Mixing manures* (loads all turned back)

Wheeling manures .

Ploughing for wheat .

Ditto arishcs

Reaping and binding wheat

Mowing barley and oats

Ditto meadow grass

Ditto clover hay .

Cutting and binding wood
Stone hedging (both sides) per yard, 16^ feet

Turf hedging per yard, 16^ feet

Hoeing drilled turnips once, per acre

Ditto ditto second time, ditto . .

Ditto ditto broadcast, ditto

Horse hoeing ....
Thatching per square of 9 feet

For drains 4 feet deep, 2 feet wide at top,

and \\ foot wide at bottom, walled with

stone and covered with the same material,

18 feet run ....
For every foot extra in depth .

It would be unjust to the labourers of Cornwall were I, in a

Report of this kind, not to notice their laudable exertions in the

formation of " Friendly Societies, ' for supporting themselves in

cases of sickness, accident, and old age, and at death to afford re-

lief to relations, which are established in most of the agricultural

parishes. I select five of these societies to show the system and
mode of working:.

Day Work.

3 acres.

Price.

l5.8rf. per day

\s. 8d. ditto.

Is. 8d. ditto.

3*. 6d. to 5*.

2*.

6*. to Is.

is. to 5.y.

Is. to 10*.

35. 6d.

Is. Ad.

Ad. to Qd.

Names of tlio T'aiisli or

ViUage.

When
esta-

blished.

No. of
Mem-
bers.

Subscriptions
and Donations

in 1843.

Amount of
E.\ponditure

lu 1843.

Caiiital in the
National Debt

Office or
elsewliere.

1S37 125
£. s. d.

127 1 4
£. s. d.

89 3 9
£. s. d.

436 0 0

1830 123 81 6 4 45 5 lU 350 0 0

St. Stejjlien's, neat Laimceston 1807 100 80 0 0 CO 0 0 337 0 0

1785 120 90 0 0 100 0 0 100 0 0

1830 180 117 0 0 110 0 0 400 0

* The spade is seldom used ; but the shovel, a larger and more powerful
instrument, is generally adopted,—hence the Cornish labourer seldom ex-

hibits that crippled appearance in the back too frequently observable
where the spade is habitual,

VOL. VI. 2 1
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Agricultural Implements.

85. The construction of the agricultural implements generally

in Cornwall, within the last few years, is very good—the Cor-
nish being very ingenious in contriving those best suited to their

wants, and although not turned out of hand in " Messrs. Ran-
some's best style," many of them may claim the merit of origi-

nality, and, in point of usefulness, might compete with those of any
county in England. The old lumbering wooden ploughs are fast

giving place to iron ones; and the swing-plough, wheel-plough,

turn-wrest plough, and skim-coulter ploughs, are now made on the

most approved construction, and found on most farms where any

pretensions to good husbandry exist. The scarifiers, turnip and
manure-drills, turnip-cutters, and horse-hoes, are made on the

same principle as those in most repute. Many of our thrashing-

machines are exceedingly well made, being built of cast iron, and
will thrash 40 bushels of wheat or 60 bushels of barley in an

hour. We have a great many thrashing-machines worked by

water-power, its advantages over horse power being very consider-

able, as the motion is more regular, and the work better and

more cheaply and quickly done. But it frequently happens that

ample water-power cannot be obtained, and in a few instances

steam-power has been had recourse to. We have three thrashing-

machines worked by steam in our own district ; one of tliem has

been worked on Trewithen Farm for the last 30 vears. I have

given a drawing of a steam-engine of six-horse power, adapted to

farming purposes, constructed by Mr. Sims, of Redruth, on his

patent improved principle, which is a very great improvement on

the common ••high pressure engines" in the saving of coals of

full 50 per cent. ; the expense of fuel not exceeding 'i^d- per hour.

The price of one of these engines varies from 180/. to 200/. In

addition to the principal object for which it is intended—thrashing

of corn—it can easily be applied to a variety of subordinate pur-

poses, such as the shaking of straw, winnowing and bruising of

grain, chatting of straw, grinding of malt, of oil-cake and rape-

cake, and bones ; and in addition to all this it can easily be adapted

to the steaming of turnips, potatoes, and chaff, by applying

the steam from the engine-boiler for this purpose—and thus a

complete steaming apparatus for the cooking of food for cattle,

horses, and pigs, may be cheaply and easily obtained.

86. The review of Cornish agriculture— its past and present con-

dition, and its future prospects—is thus ended. I f there be aught

amidst its imperfections on which I may be pardoned for indulg-

ing a feeling of conscious satisfaction, it is the fearless, candid

-

opinions and advice I have offered to both landlord and tenant, as
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to the best means of improving the soil. To the landlord I have

not hesitated to point out the duties which are peculiarly his, in

effecting the desired results to which all agricultural operations

should tend. He will have seen that his first business will be so

to modify the conditions and to extend the term of his tenant's

lease, as at once to prevent the pernicious practice of growing two
successive white crops, and to induce the tenant by the most
powerful of motives— self-interest—to exert his utmost skill, and
willingly employ his capital in the cultivation of the soil intrusted

to his care. The successful course of permanent improvements
in farming can obviously only be maintained by practically con-

vincing the farmer that he will not fail to participate in the results

of his well-directed labours. Having, b\' a judicious and liberal

mode of letting his land, implanted this encouraging feeling in the

mind of the tenant, the good landlord will next see to the im-
provement of the farm-yards and buildings. In urging the ne-

cessity of so doing, I would guard myself against being consi-

dered an advocate of anything approaching to excessive expendi-

ture. I am solely desirous of seeing such a judicious outlay as

will enable the farmer to carry on his business in the most econo-

mical manner—a matter of vital importance to himself, and ob-

viously tending to give a feeling of satisfaction and confidence

to his landlord. To the tenant I would say,—avail yourself of

those opportunities which the increasing intelligence of the age

offers to all, remembering that, unless you advance with the spirit

of progress, by which those around you, in your own and other

professions, are directed, you must necessarily go backwards. Cast-

ing off the bonds of prejudice and of self-satisfaction, be willing to

learn, and to adapt your system of farming to the improved modes
of agricultural economy which are based on the union of science

and practice. There are not wanting encouragements to you, im-

mediately around and about you. Look to the triumphant results

of combined intelligence and experience in the working of our

Cornish mines, of the superiority of which Cornish men may right-

fully boast against every other mining district in the world. May
we not, then, hope for somewhat corresponding results if Cornish

intellect and Cornish energy be applied to our agriculture as

they have been applied to the extraction of our hidden mineral

wealth ? I confess I am sanguine in the expectation that such
a realization of our best wishes will, ere many years, be effected

;

for I know well the industry and intelligence of our Cornish
farmers—their plain practical sound sense—their frugal and pru-

dent habits—and the anxious desire which is now manifesting

itself among them for all kinds of useful information. May I,

in conclusion, presume to hope, that my own humble exertions in

combining and collating amass of information from various sources

2 I 2
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for their perusal, may not altogether be ineffectual in aiding that

onward movement in agriculture which, as it is for the benefit of

all classes of society, demands the aid which every member of

the community can afford.

_
Steam-engine described at page 400.
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XXXVI.— On the cheapest and best method of cstahlishinfj a Tile-

Yard. By Frederick William Etheredui:.

Prize Essay.

Information required to be given under the following heads:—
1 . Mode of working the clay according to its qiialitij.

2. Machinefor makinf/ the tiles.

3. Shedsfor drying the tiles.

4. Construction of the kiln.

5. Cost offorming the establishment.

6. Cost of the tiles when readyfor sale.

Having some considerable experience in the various qualities of

clays in England^ and also in the preparation of them for brick

and tile making, I venture to lay before the Society the following

observations, and, deeming all matter not coming under the prin-

cipal heads given by the Society for elucidation as foreign to the

purpose, I shall proceed at once to treat of them in the order in

which they stand at the head of this paper.

1. Mode of loorking the Clay according to its Quality.

Since the varieties of clay are so numerous, and each requires

in some measure a different mode of treatment, it would be falla-

cious to pretend that one general rule may be laid down under
this head, which would be applicable to all.

All laminated, plastic, and potter's clays, and those free from
stones and other impurities, such as are found on the banks of the

Tyne ; in Flintshire ; on the Clee Hills, and at Madely in Shrop-
shire ; about Wareham and Poole, in Dorsetshire ; in the New
Forest in Hampshire ; on the banks of the Medway in Kent;
and in various other places, may be ranked among the best for

drain-tile making. Little difficulty is found in their preparation,

as they merely require to be dug in the winter, and thrown up on
beds, when they are fit for the pug-mill in the spring.

A peculiar clay occurs near Hexham in Northumberland, al-

most like a quicksand in nature. It requires no working or
winter's frost to improve it, but may at once be dug from the

ground, pugged, and moulded, either by machinery or hand, into

pipes or tiles of excellent quality. To this may be added all

clays lying under peat-bogs, such as are found in South Wales
and in various other districts.

Clays, less tenacious and full of small lumps, provincially
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termed nubs (not stony), sliould, early in the winter, be turned

up in beds, not exceeding in thickness from 2 to 2\ feet, to re-

ceive the frost, which seldom penetrates to a greater depth. The
clay thus wintered will be fit for use in the spring and summer
following. These are found near the Dover Railway below Tun-
bridge, in Kent ; in Hertfordshire, and elsewhere.

Clays not adhesive, but which become so by working, are

found in Northumberland, Warwickshire, Worcestershire, Here-
fordshire, Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire, and near

Preston in Lancashire. They are generally of a red colour, and
marly, full of very small stones, sometimes limewash, provincially

termed race, and lie in beds of from 3 to 20 feet deep. They
require to be dug in the early winter months, and I recommend
crushing rollers to be used for the purpose of equalizing their

texture, breaking the stones, and dissevering the race.

This operation of crushing should be performed as the clay is

dug, and not, as is usually the case, immediately prior to being

converted into tiles. The advantage of this is, that labour is

cheaper in winter
;
your summer boys and men are continued in

profitable em})loyment, an advantage obvious to every tile-maker;

and, what is of more importance, the clay, being ground, receives

the frost better than when thrown up in large blocks or spits.

Practical tile-makers are aware that no clay is so fit for use imme-
diately it has passed through the rollers as after it has lain a

considerable time. It passes from the crushing rollers (which I

recommend in every case to be made movable) into barrows

placed under them, and is wheeled on to beds not more than

3 feet thick, as near the tile-machine as possible, and, when
watered, is left to receive the frost during the winter. I am
aware the usual custom is to throw the clay from its beds on
heaps 5 or 6 feet thick ; this plan is of little advantage, as the

frost seldom penetrates more than from 18 inches to 2 feet, and
the nubs or lumps lying below this depth, which are so detri-

mental to the well working of tile-machines, are not softened or

pulverized.

It ma}- be asked hereafter why I do not recommend washing for

this kind of clay : my answer is, that for tile-machines generally the

stronger the clay is the belter. The last-mentioned clay would
be weakened instead of becoming more tenacious by washing.

Fire clay is the most difficult of all to manage, and the most
expensive ; it is found in Staffordshire, Northumberland, South
Wales, and in most coal-districts. Some are dissoluble with water,

and all with frost. Its want of tenacity, unless ])roper preparation

be used, would disqualify it for making drain-tiles by machinery.

The first process is to grind it, either between very close-set iron
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rollersj or in a round stone trough with a revolving stone wheel

;

it is then passed through a hopper into pug-mills, and is there

mixed with water until it becomes of a proper consistency for

moulding tiles.

I will next mention, under one head, all clays that are improved

by washing. Under this head may be enumerated those con-

taining chalk, sand, or stones ; those of a very tenacious character,

containing limewash (which require lowering), and many others.

These are found principally in the eastern parts of Norfolk, in

Suffolk, Essex, parts of Huntingdonshire, Lincolnshire, parts of

Berkshire, parts of VV^iltshire, the Vale of Aylesbury, and in so

many other places that it is very important its management
should be clearly understood. The best tiles I have ever seen

have been made from these clays—they are generally light-

coloured, very hard, burn quite straight, and are very sound.

Where these clavs are found, I recommend to commence digging

and washing in November, leaving it in pits, arranged for the

purpose, until the beginning of April in the following year. It

is then ready for the pug-mill, which is necessary for its perfect

amalgamation: for if the pug-mill were not used, it would not

be projierly mixed and of one consistency, which is absolutely in-

dispensable for making tiles bv machinery: little or no waste is

found in the manufacture, and I am convinced that all clays of

sufficient tenacity, that can be conveniently washed, will produce
an article better in quality and at a less cost.

Before treating on the subject of washing, I may remark that

allowance must in all cases be made for climate, and the humidity

of the atmosphere. For instance, when clay is washed in North-
umberland and in Hampshire, many months more must be allowed

in the former than in the latter for it to become sufficiently con-

solidated prior to use—the force of the sun, in the early spring

months, being much less in the one than in the other. The
subject of washing clay is one which has hitherto been little

understood, but its great importance is daily becoming more ob-

vious to those connected with tile-making:. In the neighbourhood

of London it has been practised many years, but more for the

purpose of admixture with chalk for brick-making than for

cleansing clay from its various impurities for tile-making. In
many parts of England, especially in some of the counties last

alluded to, it would be impossible to make tiles without it. It

has been argued and set forth by many that washing clay is an
expensive and difficult operation. Few things are otherwise, until

they are well understood; and I can prove that for tile-making it

not only tends to facilitate the working of the various machines,

but actually reduces the cost of manufacture. To illustrate this,
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I may venture to assert from experience that a tile-maker would
contract to make tiles at a less price by washing the clay than if

he had to cleanse it from stones by picking and slinging.

The first and most important consideration in the establishment

of a wash-mill is a plentiful supply of water, and the next that it

should be placed as conveniently as may be to the clay which is

intended to be used ; and that the wash-pits into which the clay

is run should be as contiguous to the machine as possible. The
more tenacious clay is, the longer it requires to dry in the pits

when washed. As a general rule, I should recommend that the

washing be commenced as soon as the season of tile-making is

ended, so that the men and boys, as before noticed, who have been
employed through the s\immer, may be continued during the

winter ; a great object, and one upon which too much stress cannot

be laid, is attained by this, over the old system of discharging all

the workmen as soon as the season for tile-making is ended. A
plan of the wash-mill is given in the drawing (fig. 2), and maybe
thus described :

—

a is the mound of earth, raised sufficiently high

to give a fall from the clay as it runs from the wash-mill to the pit

;

B the horse-path ; c the circular trough in Avhich the harrows

work, 4 feet wide, 2| deep ; d is the centre on which a cart-wheel

is fixed, with cross-trees e, to which the harrows f f are attached

by a chain ; one of the cross-trees extends sufficiently far over the

horse-path b for the horse to draw by; H is the plank upon which

the clay is wheeled up; k is the trap-door which shuts down
whilst the clay is being puddled ; l is the grate, with three-

sixteenths of an inch opening between each bar ; m m the troughs

by which the washed earth is carried to the different pits ; n the

pump, which must be used when the water cannot be naturally

run in ; o is a receiving-pit, into which the puddled clay first

runs, and from which it flows into other pits. The object of this

small pit is, that where the clay first falls from the wash-mill

there is a considerable formation of sand not fit for tile-making,

Avhich is left in this pit by itself, and nothing but pure clay flows

into the other pits, p p— the principle being, that the clay from

the natural bed should be thrown into the trough, well mixed
with water, and broken by the harrows to separate it from the

stones, and, when it becomes a thick puddle, be let off through

grating by pulling up the trap-door. By this method no stones

are allowed to escape into the pits prepared to receive the washed
clay below.*

* The tile-machines, both of Mr. Scrag2:s and Mr. Clayton, screen out

the stones IVom the clay, so that neither pugsring nor washing is required,

when either of those machines is used.

—

Ph. Pusky.
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2. Machine for Making the Tiles.

The various machines before the public render it somewhat

difficult to detail their several advantages. It must be evident,

however, that the preference should be given to that one which

unites, in the greatest degree, simplicity of construction with eco-

nomy of labour. These two points are essentially necessary to

constitute a good machine—the former in no less a degree than

the latter. When the machinery is complicated, it is constantly

subject to derangement, which causes delay, and increases the

expense of production.

3. Sheds for Dnjinf/ the Tiles.

Three descriptions of sheds are shown in the accompanying

draw ings. I consider the t sheds, as shown in Nos. 1 and 2, to be

the best for all purposes, and in all districts. They are by far the

most economical, and tiles are better and quicker dried under

them than in wider sheds. They consist of a single line of posts

with side pieces to carry the roof. They may be covered either

with tiles, slate, or thatch ; but I have found the patent felt manu-
factured by M'Neil and Co. the most efficient for this purpose,

from its cheapness, durability, and at the same time requiring a

much lighter roof to the sheds than any other covering.

In plan No. 1, I have shown a much larger shed r, and a shed

for the machine w, which in very extensive establishments is neces-

sary as well as smaller ones, so that no time may be lost in wet
weather; the tiles, as soon as made, being wheeled into the large

shed without going into the open air. The centre rows of tiles

in these sheds do not dry so quickly as in smaller sheds, as there

is no free current of air, and consequently, were they generally

adopted in a yard, a much larger area of shed-room would be re-

quired. I am aware there are some few descriptions of clays used
for tile-making, which, when made into tiles, would crack if

exposed in narrow sheds to a quick draught. In such cases the

large sheds must be adopted with shutters, or canvas rolls at the

sides to protect the outside rows of tiles, or the waste from spoiled

tiles would be about 25 per cent.

In drawing No. 3 the sheds are intended for the most econo-

mical system, and for smaller estates or tenant farmers, who only

require from 50,000 to 100,000 tiles per annum for their own use,

and who would find it much cheaper to make tiles at home than

to cart them any distance, and would at the same time save the

maker's profit. These sheds are found very useful in large works
for brick hakes, or when at any time an additional quantity of tiles

may be required, the cost being little more than the straw of
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which the coverinor x is made. A new kind of shed is adopted in

Scotland at some tile-works. Each shed, about 12 feet long, 4 feet

wide, and 6 feet high, is made movable on wooden or iron rails^

which are so laid that the sheds may be pushed close up to the

machine, and, when filled, be left to dry, and wheeled on to the

kilns without the tiles being moved. Several advantages arise from
this ; there is not so much breakage, and something is saved in the

cost of manufacture.

Tiles made singly require shelving to keep them straight,

which increases the outlay in buildings very considerably, but is

necessarily adopted when many of the various machines are used.

4. Construction of the Kiln.

The variety of kilns renders it no easy matter to advise on the

cheapest, and, at the same time, the best, their excellence being

determined bv the smallest consumption of fuel, with due regard

to the quality of the article produced.

I prefer them so constructed as to hold about 30,000 to 40,000
of tiles 3 in. by 2 in.

The kiln in plan 3, as shown upon the drawing, is not so good
in principle as those in plans Nos. 1 and 2, as it consumes more
fuel per 1000 than the others, but it is much the cheapest, and,

if properly built, will last many years.

I will shortly describe the three. No. 1 is a double kiln, each
kiln being 12 feet 6 in. by 1 1 feet, inside; built of bricks (or of

Norfolk clay lumps,* lined with brick as being much cheaper),

Norfolk clay lumps are made in the manner here described :—Clay,

dug from a pit, is mixed with as much sand as it will carry to remain
tenacious, say 1 yard of clay to half a ton of sand; sometimes a small
quantity of straw is thrown in, the whole trodden by a horso until it be-
comes of one consistency, when it is thrown into moulds, or wooden boxes
made very stronj^, 18 inches long, 12 inches wide, and 7 inches deep.
"When removed from the box they are left to harden partially, and are

turned constantly on their ends and sides so as to dry straight, and when
nearly dry, are piled in stacks until required for use. These lumps are
always made on the spot where they are used, on account of the expense
of carriage.

The box or mould is made of deal, 2h inches thick, and well bound
round the corners with hooji-iron ; the bottom and top edges are also

cased with iron, to prevent tiiem wearing.

In Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex, these are made at from 5s. to 7.*. per
100. Walls are built, at 10(/. and l*. per yard square (or 9 feetj, 1 foot

thick, including the pinning and foundation.

Cottages, houses, and farm buildings are generally built of this mate-
rial in the above-named counties, especially in the clay districts, and they
are not liable to brick-duty.
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and being protected bv banks on three sides, and the burner s

shed on the fourth, is not subject to injury from the weather.

When the situation will permit (as in nine times out of ten it

will), it is much the best plan to sink the kiln under<;round. The
drawings show the kdns 7 feet underground and 9 feet above.

The three outside walls built of brick must be 18 inclies thick;

the centre wall, 2 feet thick, between the kilns. If the kiln

be built of stone, it will require a 4\ inch lining of brick

thoroughly tied into the stone-work ; the stone wall being 20
inches thick.

If built of Norfolk lumps, or what is termed in Devonshire

cobb, it must be lined with brick in the same way, and the clay

wall made 30 inches thick ; b b shows the head wall, in which are

two openings or hatchways, c c, 3 feet wide, open to the top of

the kiln, and below the ground ten fire-holes, 3 feet by 1,

arched at the ti^p and at equal distances, commencing at 9 inches

from the internal side of the kiln, and having 18 inches between
each, thus making a total of 12 feet 6 inches.

The fire-holes are enclosed by doors d d, 18 inches by
12 inches, and the under 18 inches are for draught, and left open
to scrape out the cinders.

The head wall is built 3 feet 6 inches thick, 4 feet high from
the foundation, to prevent, if possible, the waste of any tiles from
too rapid burning ; above this height it gradually decreases in

thickness to the top, which is the same as v a. The beaiing bars

may be of wrought-iron, 18 inches long, 2^ inches by i inch, which
are firmly fixed 2 feet 6 inches apart in the fire-holes, 18 inches

from the bottom, which allows a clear area of 18 inches by 12 inches

for the draught and cinder holes. These draught-holes will extend
from the head to the opposite wall, entirely through the kiln.

On the bearers are placed the long bars of wrought-iron, 14 feet

3 inches long, 2^ inches by ^ inch, four in each fire-hole, with a

nail between each to prevent them from melting together. I may
here remark that bars of wrought-iron * answer better than those

of cast-iron, and are far cheaper. The benches are built 18

inches thick between each fire-hole the whole length of the kiln,

and are carried up 2 feet 6 inches, which is the height of the rise

* Wrought-iron bars do not cost one-third the price of cast-iron, in

consequence of the immease weight of the latter. They are found to last

quite as long ; and in case of their becoming burnt up, each bar being the

whole length of the fire-hole, a new one is easily substituted without dis-

turbing the rest. The time that bars last entirely depends on the fireman
;

I have seen both binds nearly destroyed in two seasons from neglect

—

wrought iron will generally last 10 or 12 years.
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of the arch in the head wall. From this point the bricks are

overlapped in the courses, but with a space of 2J inches between
each row, to allow the fire to ascend, so that in four courses

the bricks meet in the centre of the fire-hole, and the bottom
of the kiln presents an even surface with longitudinal openings,

2^ inches wide from side to side. On the top of this it is neces-

sary to lay bricks one deep edgeways, to raise the tiles a little,

so that the flame may not catch the tiles too soon ; these bricks

are placed laterally across the longitudinal openings. The whole

bottom then presents an even surface, full of pigeon-holes 6 inches

by 2J inches, upon which the tiles may be at once placed, and if

properly burnt, little or no loss is sustained. The kiln-pit, or

hopper, KK, is 27 feet by 13 feet 6 inches, partly covered by a

roof, abutting against the head wall ; it requires to be large to

allow the burner room to use the irons for the fires. The roof

covers 8 feet in width, and rises from the ground to the head wall

4 feet 6 inches above the level of the ground ; it is covered with

patent felt, and has two openings in it or gangways to the hatch-

ways : the remainder of the kiln-pit is open for coals. Planks

o o are laid across the kiln-pit to the hatchway, to wheel on : p is

the kiln roof, running on four wheels on a rail, to cover the tiles

while the one kiln is being set, and while burning is run over the

other kiln, which, though not much used at present, is one of the

great improvements in the construction of kilns ; it is covered

with felt : r is an embankment of earth round three of the sides

of the kiln, 6 feet wide at the base, and rising up to within 1 foot

of the top of the kiln. It entirely keeps out the winds that

often destroy a portion of the goods, the fireman or burner not

being able to guide his fires universally over the kiln, it also

tends much to strengthen the walls.

The single kiln, in drawing No. 2, does not differ materially

from No. 1, excepting in the inside construction; the difference

consisting in the bearing and other bars, which, instead of running

the whole length of the fire-holes as in No. I, only extend the

thickness of the head wall 3 feet 6 inches ; the rest of the fire-

hole being left perfectly open, these short bars are laid a little pn
the incline towards the inside. The benches, instead of being

carried up and finished with overlapping bricks as in plan 1, are

only built up 18 inches high, and from this height unburnt bricks

are set, according to the fancy of the burner, and drawn when
burnt. Some persons imagine these bricks, say 4000 in each kiln,

are burnt without any additional expense, but this is a mistake,

as bricks, being more solid, require more fuel to burn them than

tiles, and a longer number of hours; and I have seldom seen any

good ones burnt in the bottom of a kiln of this description. I
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mention these points to advise those who buikl kilns on the

principle of plan No. 2, to put in a bottom, or to leave the first

bricks burnt next the benches, for the season.

The kiln, in drawing No. 3, is the most simple and inex-

pensive—it is built, as shown, entirely of Norfolk lumps—the walls

are 3 feet thick. This kiln has two sets of fire-holcs opposite

each other for fires on both sides
;
they are the same distance apart,

as in plan No. 1. No bars are used, the fires being made on the

ground. Benches are made of green bricks, and there is no ne-

cessity to remove them ; when burnt they may remain, and nothing

but tiles need afterwards be burnt. 1 introduce it under an idea

that it is suitable for small properties and tenant farmers, as it is

cheap, but certainly not so economical for burning tiles as the

plan No. 1.

INIany kilns in the eastern counties are constructed with only one
fire-hole under them, 4 feet in diameter, either circular or oval

;

but my opinion is, that the greater the number of fire-holes the

less is the amount of waste, and the less the consumption of fuel.

I give a proof of this in a double kiln built of Norfolk clay

lumps, one having four fire-holes, the other three, of exactly the

same size, to hold 36,000 ; the kiln with three holes always con-

sumed from J to J of a ton more fuel than the other. Before
concluding the subject of kilns, I must remark that in some
places wood is used instead of coals; it is not so cheap, but
makes better goods : where wood is used the only alterations in

the kilns are, that no bars are required, and the fire-holes, instead

of being 12 inches, are 2 feet wide, but of the same height (2 feet

6 inches) as in the other plans.

5. On the Cost offorming an Establishment.

I shall give the cost of the three shown in the plan, exclusite of
timber.

Plan No. 1.

Double kiln, 12 feet 6 inches by 11 feet,

walls 18 inches thick, head \vall 3 feet

thick, centre wall 2 feet thick.

45,000 bricks at 21*. per 1000 .

6000 bricks for dead bottom
Furnace-bars .....

£. s. d.

47 5 0
6 G 0

20 0 0

Carried forward , . 73 11 0
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Brought forward . .

10 doors and frames . . .

Set of kiln-irons . . , .

Digging kiln-pit 120 cubic yards

Labour and building, mortar, &c.

Hopper or burning shed, with roof 8 feet,

the remainder open for coal-house, size

of whole 14 feet 6 inches by 27 feet.

£. s.

73 11

7

1

3

25

0

10

0
0

Kiln-roof to run on four wheels from

one kiln to the other.

6 iron wheels 8 inches higli .

Workmanship and nails

I'atent felt, 200 ftet at Ic/. .

Wooden rails .

Sheds : one 50 feet long by 18 feet wide,

six 50 feet long by 4 feet wide.

30 posts 6 feet 6 inches Ion

10 feet long, 100 feet wall-plate,

rafters, 434 short viiftcrs for t root

Patent felt for roof .

Workmanship and nai^s

Preparation of ground

Fixing and joining felt

10 posts
TO

0

11

9

1

2

0

2

0

5

10

Barrows : 3 navys, 6 offbearers, 4 crowders

Stage for machine
Carriage of machine and fixing

Digging well and pump
Wood for planks

Incidentals

(1.

0
0

0
0
0

£.

Digging pit 100 cubic yards 2 10 0

5000 bricks 5 5 0

1800 bricks for floor 1 18 0
280 feet patent felt .... 1 4 0

Labour ...... 4 0 0

Timber, 2 posts 10 feet long, 54 feet

wall-plate, 18 rafters 0 0 0

0 12 0
2 10 0

0 10 4
0 0 0

110 1 0

14 17 0

3 IS 4

23
5

1

4
5

3
20

17

4
0
0

0

12

17

Total £192 G 4
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Tile-Yard, Plan No. 2.

£. s. d.

Single kiln, 12 feet 6 inches by 10 feet

;

7 feet underground, 9 feet above.

27,100 bricks at 2l5*
3000 bricks for dead bottom

Brought forward

Set of kiln-irons

.5 cast-iron doors and frames

Bars for kiln .

Digging pit, labour, and mortar

Sheds : four 50 feet t sheds, 4 feet wide,

to contain 20,000 tiles or 40,000 inch-

pipes.

24 posts 7 feet long, 400 rafters, 400 feet

wall-plate .....
Workmanship and nails

134 yards of patent felt . .

28 7 0
3 3 0

31 10 0

1 6 0
3 0 0
2 10 0
8 12 0

0 0 0
3 10 0
4 10 0

Barrows : 2 navys, 3 crowders, 3 off-

bearers ......
C:irriage of machine, planks, and incidentals

Hopper for kiln if required

d.

46 IS 0

8 0 0

3 4 0

19 16 0

£77 18 0
7 10 0

Total £8r 8 0

* Pi ice of Clamp-Bricks for building a Kiln, per 1000 :—
£. s. r/.

Digging 2^ yards of clay, at C</. per yard . . • .013
Pugging and mixing witli ashes, as used . . . .013
Mouliling and hacking . . , . . . . 0 i G

Opening (or skinkling^ holes for drying . . . . .000
Clamping . . 0 1 (5

Coals, or culm . . . . . . . . ,02G
Stacking 0 1 0

Duty 0 0 0
Ashes 0 10
Waste, &c 016

£1 1 0
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Tile-Yard, Plan No.

Kiln 12 feet 6 inches by 10 feet; 7 feet

underground, 8 feet above, with fire-

holes on two sides.

2360 clay lumps 18 inches long, 12 inches

wide, and 9 inches thick, including

workmanship and labour of building

walls 3 feet thick, stone foundation

rising 10 inches, at lOd. per yard,

1 foot thick ....
2000 bricks for arches

650 bricks for wall coping .

Sinking kiln-pit ....
Coal-tar and labour on ditto

Kiln-irons ....
Putting up wooden brace

Sheds : four 50 feet thatched sheds 4 feet

wide, to contain the same number as

in plan No. 2.

32 small posts and wall-plate

20 wooden frames for thatch

Labour, carpenter, &c.

3.

12 6 0
2 2 0
0 12 0
0 10 0
1 5 0
1 6 0
1 0 0

Barrows : 2 navys, 3 offbearers, 3 crowders

Carriage and putting-up machine .

Incidentals ......

0
0
10

19 1 0

3

3
3
14

10

4
10

15

Total

Straw not calculated.

£44 0 0

The Cost of a Wash Mill.

£. s. d.

3000 bricks to make trough 3 3 0

4 harrows and chains complete . . . . 4 4 0
Workmanship and cart-wheel for centre, fitted with

iron box and cross-trees to attach harrows . . 5 12 0

Making mound on which to place machine so as to

allow a fall for the clay to the pits . . . 7 10
£20 0 0

When the mill can be placed on the slope of a hill most of the last

item is saved.

6. On the Cost of Tiles zchen readyfor Sale.

This is the most difficult question to answer, as no general rule

can be laid down. I know a tilc-yard in Norfolk where the clay

is blue, full of chalk and stones, which is washed to free it from

these impurities ; the contract price is ds. Gd. per 1000, including
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Fii;. 3.

every expense ; tlie tiles are 15 inches long, made with a flange :

price of coals 24s. per ton. These tiles are sold at 16s. per 1000
;

and the soles, of the same length, at 10s. per 1000. These are

made by Etheredge's machine.

Mr. Parkes states that pipes made by Clayton's machines, of

inch bore, are sold at Yarmouth, Isle of Wight, at 12.9.* per 1000,

12 inches long; pipes 2^ inches bore, at 18s. per 1000, 12 inches

long ; coals about 20.y. per ton.

JNlr. Hodges states that pipes 1 inch bore, 12 inches long, made
by Hatcher's machine at Benenden, Kent, are sold at 12s. per

1000; 2j inches bore, 12 inches long, at 20s. per 1000; coals at

24s. per ton.

The great difference in the price of tiles arises from good or

bad management. I know two yards, one in Worcestershire,

the other in Herefordshire, where there is a difference of lis.

per 1000 in the cost of producing the same sized tiles ; coals the

same price at both yards, and both using the same machine. If

a machine of any kind will make cheap and good tiles at one tile-

yard, it will at another. The great evil is that the inventors of the

machines do not make it imperative on purchasers to allow them
to send a man to start them properly, for if the slightest difficulty

is found by the workmen the machines are condemned (a:^ they

are generally prejudiced against improvements) with only a few

hours' trial.

Every one must be aware that, although so many hands are

not noiv employed to produce a given number of tiles as formerly,

instead of there being one tile-yard in a district there are now
five. Yet I believe that the most difficult point consequently is to

find useful men to take the management of the numerous small

works established ; and that, although machinery has reduced the

price of the article, it has not been the means of throwing out of

employment a single hand, but that it has created not only labour

* 10«. is the price I pay for inch pipes, with coals at 20s.

—

Ph. Pusey.
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for the poor bv an immense increase in the consumption of tiles,

but also a greater amount of produce for the farmer : the landed

proprietor is also enabled to drain his land at a cost far below that

at which he would have done it with hand-made tiles.

XXXVII.

—

Effect of Burnt Clay on a Crop of Wheat, grovnng
upon very heavy Clay Land. Bv Ph. Pcsey. M.P.

Several accounts of the good effect of burnt clay as a manure
have appeared in the Journal : baring used it with success, I am
induced to add mv own testimony in its favour, chiefly on account

of the very bad qualitv of the land on which it succeeded. It is

a farm of about 500 acres, which I bought seven vears since, on the

Oxford clay, of the very siifTest description, never ploughed with

less than four, sometimes with five or even sis horses. The soil

was like bird-lime in wet weather, and in dry summers like stone,

requiring a pickaxe to break it. !Many of the fields might be
described as being all subsoil, there being no real mould on the

surface. The average yield of wheat thd not exceed 16 bushels

an acre, and on some fields the thistles were more numerous than

the stalks of wheat. It had the worst possible character, so that

even in 1S39, when prices were good, manv farmers who looked

at the farm declined to occupy it, and I had great difficulty in

finding a tenant at all. Haring bought the farm, however, chiefly

because it is the most difficult sort of land to manage (said, in-

deed, to defy improvement), in order to trv what could be made
of it, as Lord Ducie and Mr. Morton have done at \^ bitfield with

so much success. 1 underdrained the whole, in the first instance

at 10 feet apart, but now at 30 feet apart, and 34 inches in depth.
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In order to make the land work more easily, I procured from
Essex some labourers conversant with the mode of burning clay

which is there practised. Into the details, of that process I need
not enter^ as excellent accounts of it have been ^iven in this

Journal by Mr. Pym (vol. iii. p. 323) and by Mr. Randell (vol.

V. p. 113). I burnt large quantities for the tenant, but until last

year no record of the effect had been kept, when, seeing him
apply it to a small wheat-field of eight acres, 1 begged him to

omit the burnt clay on one corner of the field, that we might
know whether it was worth while to burn any more clay. Mr.
Cheer did so accordingly. The crop was a very fine one ; and
after harvest he threshed out about one-eighth of an acre sepa-

rately. He found the result as follows :

—

One Acre. Wlieat.

No manure ..... 37f bushels.

80 yards burnt clay .... 45j ,,

80 yards ditto, and sheep-folded . . 47 J ,,

It will be remarked that this is not a garden experiment, but

applies to a whole field of wheat, and that the account was given

in by the occupier of the land. Now I have lying before me the

valuation at which I bought this identical field, one of the worst

on the farm. It is 10s. an acre for rent, or 14Z. for the fee-simple.

Thorough-draining with thorns, at 10 feet asunder, cost about

3/. IO5. It could now be done with pipes for 21. Dressing with

80 bushels of burnt clay cost about 21. 5s. The crop must have

been worth this year about 17/., or nearly the fee-simple of the

land and the cost of the improvements. It will be observed that

on a third lot the land was dressed with sheep-folding, in addition

to the burnt clay, but that the increase of yield was trifling. The
manure, in fact, was more than the crop would bear, and the

wheat was consequently laid by the wet summer. This is a con-

clusive proof that the burnt clay, in this instance, acted as a

manure, and not merely mechanically. I do not mean that burnt

clay will always act as a manure, indeed I know that it sometimes
fails to do so, and there is yet much to learn on the suVyect ; but

this case of success being beyond suspicion of accident, I have

thought it right to detail the circumstances of the trial, as an en-

couragement to the owners and tenants of the worst and most
expensive kind of heavy land, which I believe to be the Oxford
clay, where it is not covered with soil of a different quality. This
farm at Longworth is that on which tlie trial of the ploughs re-

served from Shrewsbury took place last autumn ; and Mr. Parkos,

in his Report on the implements, bears witness to its obstinate

nature.

Pusey, Jan. 7, 1846.
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XXXVIII.—On the Necessityfor Itediicuir/ the Size and Number
of Hedges. Bj J. H. Turner.

Thk Royal Agricultural Society of England having offered a

prize for the best essay upon fences, I proceed to respond to the

call of the Society, and in so doing 1 will endeavour to confine

myself as closely as possible to the different points which the

Society has called upon competitors to describe.

Firstly.—" The best and neatest method of maintaining hedges,

whether for arable or grazing ground." Hedr/esfor arable ground.
— I will not here enter upon the general question, how far all

hedges upon arable land, in the hands of the same occupier, in

the same farm, should be done away with ; but I will take it for

granted that there must ever be some cases where hedges between
arable fields must be necessary, viz., in divisions of property

or of occupation. In these situations, it appears to me that the

desired object is to maintain a hedge which shall occupy as little

space as possible, and which shall allow of the field being culti-

vated very closely to the stem of the hedge. I think that no
fence will answer this purpose so well (provided it can be raised

upon the soil) as one of quickset. Quickset hedges, where properly

managed, and where care is taken in their raising and clipping,

or brushing, are, between arable fields, by far the most desirable

fences, and the following plan of raising and managing these

hedges is practised in some districts with the most perfect success.

The best and strongest plants are obtained that the farmer can
purchase, and the land being properly prepared for their re-

ception, they are planted as closely together as possible : half

or three-quarters of an inch apart is not too close. They are
carefully weeded till they attain three years' growth ; the hedge is

then cut down to one uniform height, about 2 feet, some of
the strongest plants being plashed down in a transverse direction,

which causes the hedge to grow thick and bushy. They are

then left to grow until they attain the height of 4 feet, or a
few inches more, and from that time they are carefully brushed,

or clipped, twice a year—once in June, and once in August or

September. Care must be taken in so doing to prevent the
hedge from growing higher, or increasing too greatly in width,

which should never exceed more than 6 or 8 inches, or at the

very most 10 inches, although in some cases where quickset

hedges have been raised they have been suffered to attain a width
in the centre of 18 or 20 inches, and have also grown very full

and bushy at the bottom.

The advantages of this description of fence are the following.

In the first place, the small portion of space which they occupy,

and consequently subtract from the adjoining fields. I have seen
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in Mid-Kent (where the plan of quickset hedges is carried out in

a most excellent manner) the land cultivated completely up to

the stem of the hedge, and no more soil taken from the operation

of the plough than is barely sufficient for the hedge to stand

upon. Again : when such a hedge is once raised, there is no re-

making required, and these fences are not so liable to have gaps

made in them as others, both from the thorny nature of the

materials of which they are constructed and the height at which
they are kept. They are also calculated in an eminent degree,

by reason of their total freedom from any description of timber,

to give the adjoining land the benefits of a free circulation of sun

and air.

But there are situations or circumstances in which it may not

be easy to raise quickset fences, and where there are at present

hedges existing between arable fields, composed of hazel, and
white and black thorn, and other brushwood, very frequently of

considerable breadth—from 10 to 20 feet—taking away a great

portion of valuable soil, and growing nothing but rubbishy and
worse than useless underwood, affording a covert for game, and
raising an amount of hedgerow-timber which proves in the highest

degree injurious to the adjoining fields.

Having dealt with similar cases to the above from personal

experience, and with very considerable success, I may perhaps be

permitted to detail the plans which were there carried out, and
the results which have followed from their adoption.

The principal portion of the timber having been cut down by
the landlord, the underwood was cut, and the roots grubbed com-
pletely up to the stem of the outside hedge (I use the word hedf/e

in its strictly legitimate sense), which was divided by a small

. ditch, or watercourse, from the adjoining fields. The live stuff

of the hedge was then thickly plashed down together, and suffered

to remain without cutting for the first year or two, and since that

time has been regularly brushed every year in July or August,
and they are now for the most part good live hedges, foi-m a

sufficient fence between the fields, and possess all the advantages

which I have before attributed to quickset, though of course^ in

a lesser degree. I have also kept a hedge (which was of a thorny

kind) made in the ordinary manner practised in the south of

England, with stakes and binders cut in the above method, and
the result has been equally satisfactory. I do not consider it

advisable to let such hedges as I recommend reach a greater

height than 3 feet 6 inches. In one of the instances narrated

above, in a field of 14 acres, the side fences of which were treated

as I have described, more than half an acre of ground has been
reclaimed, and in every case the fresh soil acquired has been con-

siderable, and, together with the roots of the underwood, has
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amply repaid the trouble and expense. The land acquired was
the first year planted with potatoes, and since that time has been
cultivated with the rest of the field. I do not think it will be
necessary to go further into this part of the subject, except to

remark, that if any farmer who may be similarly circumstanced can

prevail upon his landlord to cut down the he<lgerow timber, and
will then set to work to reduce his fences within proper dimen-
sions, in the manner I have described above, I feel certain he
will be amply rewarded for his outlay in every shape, and will

confer a great benefit upon his landlord's property as well.

Secondhj.—" Hedges for grazing-ground." I do not think

there are any fences which answer so well for this purpose upon
sound dry land as quickset hedges. Let them be raised and
managed in the manner I have recommended for arable fields,

except that these hedges for grazing land should be suffered to

grow 8 or 10 inches thicker, and G inches higher, than those for

arable fields, as the cattle will not then be so liable to do them
injury in feeding upon the young shoots.

Upon wet grazing lands, or those subject to be flooded in

winter, without entering into the question of ditches, which I con-

ceive to be foreign to the subject of this essay, I may be allowed

to remark, that hedges of willow or osier in some situations answer
well : they may be planted upon an embankment raised by
throwing out ditches on each side, of a depth and width which
must be regulated according to the probable draught of water

they will be required to carry off. From the dampness of the

situation the willows soon take root, and grow rapidly, affording

an excellent shelter to the cattle from the wind and rough wea-
ther. The willow will require cutting once in eight or nine

years, and will be found available for many useful purposes : in

this neighbourhood they are principally used for hop-poles. In
very exposed situations in levels or marshes, large belts of fir. and
willow plantations may be tried, and will be found to make a very

satisfactory protection for the cattle feeding on these levels. Of
course there are levels and marshes lying contiguous to the sea,

to which these plans are not at all applicable, and for which large

open ditches and sluices are the only divisions that can be used

with effect.

I will now proceed to discuss the second part of the subject

—

How far the present fences in various parts of England are

injurious to the farmer, whether by their size, their excess in

number, or the overabundance of timber which they contain."

I do not think that any person will be found to deny that the

fences in many parts of England are injurious to the farmers, and
that they are so by reason of those very facts which the Society

have adduced. But before enlarging upon these points, I must
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advert to the crcneral question, how far all fences between arable

fields should be destroyed. My own feeling is in accordance
with that which Mr. Pusey, in a number of this Journal, has
mentioned that his tenants have remarked to him, namely, "that
they do not require more than one arable field on a farm." I

would, of course, restrict this opinion to land lying tolerably com-
pact and square, of an even character. The reasons which have led

me to this conclusion are the following : 1st. The very considerable

amount of cultivated land which woiild be added to a farm by de-

stroying the hedges. I feel confident that in the average of farms

in this district, 1 acre in 10 would be added to the cultivated

land by the entire extinction of fences. The second reason, and
many tenant-farmers would say the first, is, that any covert for

game in the shape of hedge-rows would be totally destroyed

;

but this being rather irrelevant to the reasons the Society have

put forth, I will not further allude to this point. The third

reason is, that the farmer would be enabled to divide his land

into distinct pieces of a similar size, for the purpose of a system-

atic rotation of crops. We will suppose a farm of 400 acres of

arable land, cultivated upon the Norfolk or four-course system of

husbandry, and here the advantages of having four 100-acre pieces

of wheat, turnips, barley, and clover, will be clearly apparent.

Tn feeding off the green crops with sheep, folding might be regu-

larly continued throughout that separate crop, until it were con-

cluded ; there would be no driving of sheep from field to field,

or carriage of hurdles and crops, and other inconveniences, which,

though small individually, yet form in the whole a considerable

amount of labour. Again, the time which would be saved in

ploughing, &c., and the benefits which would result from being

enabled to dispense with the many headlands which take away
so much from small fields, are very considerable items in the

amount of saving which would be effected. Again, in sowing,

reaping, harrowing, and rolling of corn, and in the carting of

corn, hay, and manure, there would be great and tangible benefits

resulting from being enabled to pursue each of these branches

of agricultural operations, and keeping steaddy working at theip,

upon the same tract of land, until the whole of that branch were

completed. I am aware, that with the large farmers on the Bor-

der, in Northumberland, Roxburghshire, and Berwickshire, I

should find many opponents to this system
;
they, being in the

habit of pasturing their sheep and beasts together in the same
fields, and never, except in the feeding off turnips, resorting to

the practice of folding their sheep, would declare the plan to be

unwise and inexpedient. But without discussing the question

how far their plan is the preferable one (I am strongly of opi-

nion it is not so), I am convinced that the plan of no fences
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to arable land can bo well carried out, and is capable of being

carried out in a better manner than it is now. It is well known
that in hill-farms and some other situations in many districts of

the kingdom, the plan is really carried out in its fullest extent,

and with great success. Undoubtedly, if generally adopted, it

would involve the strictest rules of folding and soiling; and I

admit that it carries this point with it to me as one of its strongest

recommendations ; for were folding universally, and soiling gene-

rally, practised, there can be little doubt indeed that the cha-

racter of farming would be raised ; and I do not think I can more
forcibly show the advantages the one-field system possesses over

that of small divisions, than by putting the one in comparison

with the other. I will then suppose a farm of 400 acres of

arable land lying in one field, and one of a similar extent of acres

divided into forty fields of 10 acres each, say even by the \ ery

best managed quickset hedges. I do not think I am over-stating

the question when I assume 10 acres to be a fair size for enclosed

fields, some farms of course having the fields larger, and some
(these are the majority in this neighbourhood) have them smaller.

I will still presume the farmer to crop his land upon the four-

course system, and to have an equal division of wheat, turnips,

barley, and clover, and I do not hesitate in saying that the

farmer would be enabled to plough his land upon the 100 acres

in two days less each time of ploughing than the farmer in the

small divisions could do. The same reasoning will apply to har-

rowing, scarifying, sowing, mowing, and carrying of corn and hay,

though of course in a lesser degree. Again, in folding sheep, I

have before remarked, the one-field system presents a decided
superiority, and there are many other hindrances attaching them-
selves to the small-field system, from which the farmer on the

other scale would be totally exempt ; in short, in every respect,

from the first moment of breaking up the wheat-stubble for

turnips, until the last ploughing of the clover-lay for wheat again,

there would be throughout, in every succeeding branch of agricul-

tural operations, a clear and palpable advantage in favour of the

one-field system. There are other benefits still to be enume-
rated ; but as I must discuss them under the heads of the disad-

vantages which the Society have put forth, I will forbear alluding

to them at present. There can be no doubt but that any ap-
proximation to the system is far better than the plan of small
fields ; and that fields of 40, 50, or 100 acres each, would be
unquestionably more advantageous than those of 5 or 10 acres;

but still the reasons I have before stated give, though of course
in a lesser degree, the preference to the one-Jicld system.

I will now proceed to discuss the remaining points given by
the Society: the injury these fences cause "by their size, their
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excess in number, and the over-abundance of timber which they con-

tain."

First, They are injurious to the farmer by reason of their size.

In many parts of the kingdom, and especially in some enclosed dis-

tricts in the southern counties, this is a very prominent evil. I

have no doubt, as I have remarked before, that one acre in ten is

often subtracted from the cultivated land on a farm, by reason of

the size of the hedge. These being for the most part of the class

I have above described, and composed of black-thorn, hazel, and
rough underwood, with brambles and other rubbish growing at

their roots, are continually encroaching on the fields ; the rough
grass and rubbish also grow out upon the headland, and frequently

cause that to grow but very little corn, &c. This to the farmer,

who is anxious to keep his land in a good and clean state of culti-

vation, is a very serious injury. Again, these very large fences

are generally very full of hedgerow timber ; and although this

comes under a distinct head, I may yet here remark, that large

fences are, from their size and thickness, more liable to give pro-

tection to the young ash or oak tellow, untd it attains an age when
the tenant is precluded from cutting it down ; and so long as these

hedges are suffered to continue of this size, so long will it be found

almost impossible to get rid of the hedgerow timber. Again, the

little value of these fences is another strong argument against them.

What is the value of a few hundred house and kiln faggots once in

eight or nine years in comparison with an acre of cultivated land,

producing its corn and green crop every succeeding year? There
is also another reason which renders large hedgerows injurious to

the farmer, and that is because they are frequently full of gaps;

and when once in that state, the cattle feeding in the adjoining fields

will get into these gaps or breaks, and eat off the young underwood
and grass, and increase these gaps in size, and the sheep will more-

over crawl in among the bushes and tear their wool, giving them a

very rough appearance, and injuring their growth of wool. And,
lastly, the size of these fences contributes in a most material de-

gree to deprive the fields of all the benefits of a free circulation of

sun and au', which is perhaps the greatest injury these •thick

and numerous fences entail upon the land. It is well known that

sunshine and a free admission of air are both essential in a pri-

mary degree to the growth of plants, and the proper ripening of

corn ; now these fences by their thickness and height deprive the

adjoining land of these benefits. Again, on land lying in an open

situation, exposed to the free action of the sun and air, the soil

soon becomes dry enough, after rain, to enable the farmer to get

up<m his land to sow his corn; whereas in small fields, surrounded

by large fences, he would have to wait three or four days longer

before he would find his land- in a fit state to be sown. The same
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reasoning will apply to the carrying of corn and hay, the feeding

off turnips, &c., in each f>f which cases the injury and delay caused

by the obstruction of the sun and air are very great indeed. But
in a wet harvest the total extent of the injury done is yet more
fullv developed, the crop being frequently laid by the rains, while

no wind is able to get at the field and shake the wet off the straw,

the crops consequently fall close to the earth, and should warm mild

weather succeed, they will become grown, and in any case will be

found light in yield and deficient in quality. And should rain

fall in the interval between the cutting and the harvesting of corn,

it will be found in these sheltered situations always to become
grown the soonest, and to become very seriously injured ; while

at the same time corn will be standing in open and exposed situa-

tions perfectly free from harm. All these facts appear to be so

plain and conclusive, as to the real injury entailed upon the farmer

and the growing crops by this large thick kind of hedges, that

I will now pass to the second head of the question, and endeavour

to show that " They are injurious to the farmer by reason of their

excess in number." And I do not know that I can more elucidate

this point than by referring to the arguments advanced above in

favour of the one-field system. I will therefore briefly recapitu-

late the heads of these arguments, adducing some few others as I

proceed.

First. That the excess in number of the fences is injurious to

the farmer, by deterring him from that perfect uniformity of sys-

tem which he would otherwise be enabled to attain, and which lies

at the root of all good farming, thereby preventing him from
having his separate crops in each year lying in distinct pieces,

each by itself, which would enable the farmer to obtain a great

saving in labour, in ploughing, and in carriage and corn, (Sec.

Secondly. They are injurious by reason of those facts adduced
before against the size of the fences, and which apply with fully

as much force against their excess in number, viz., the liability of

the crops to be laid, and become grown, and the exclusion of the

sun and wind.

Thirdly. They are injurious because of the amount of fence

which the farmer is frequently obliged to maintain at a very con-

siderable cost, and yielding underwood, Sic, insignificant in com-
parison with the amount of land upon which they stand. For it

is clear that a vast amount of extra labour is entailed upon a

farmer in having 10 miles of fence to maintain instead of '1 or 3
miles. The excess in the number offences is moreover injurious

to the farmer, who is anxious to thorough-drain his land; for he
will, in some cases, be compelled to cut through several fences to

find his drains a proper outlet, and will also be obliged to use

much more labour in cleansing the ditches, to give them a sufficient
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outlet, than would be the case where the drains are long; and con-

tinuous, and fall into one common ditch. An argument ma}'

here be adduced against this system, on the ground that it would
tend to make the drains of too great length, thereby preventing

their proper working ; but this might be easily obviated by having
a ditch by the side of those roads or carriage-ways, which are ab-

solutely necessary, even in the one arable field. But of course

this will vary with the difference of situation ; and therefore upon
this point no general rule can be laid down. Again, by getting

rid of the excess in number of hedges, the headlands would be
ploughed in common with the rest of the field (in fact there would
be no headlands), and those headlands, which very commonly in

enclosed situations do not grow above one-half of the average pro-

duce of the field, would then produce the same.

I do not think that, since, as I have before stated, there are upon
hill farms, in many parts of the kingdom, evidences of the practical

working of the one-field system, and the advantage resulting from
the destruction of the excess in number of hedges, it behoves me
to say more upon the subject, except to endeavour to meet an ob-

jection which is certain to be here raised, and that is the follow-

iqg. It will be said that land lying cold and exposed will, during

the frosts of the winter and the cold bleak winds of the spring,

suffer more by exposure, and more damage would be done to the

growing crops, than benefit would result by the free admission of

the sun and air in autumn and summer. But the question is pro-

perly between lands lying in the same situation, and not those in

a level compared with a hilly district ; and without assuming that

a plantation upon the most exposed side of a hilly farm would not

be found most advantageous, I yet submit, that upon two farms

of a level description, lying contiguous, the farm without fences

would completely beat the one in small fields; while even in the

most exposed situations, were land thorough-drained and kept
perfectly dry, the damage suffered from exposure would be coun-
terbalanced by the numerous other benefits obtained.

But to come to the last part of the points mooted by the So-

ciety—" Tlie over-abundance of timber contained in the hedge-
rows." There are many reasons why the over-abundance of

hedge-row timber should be seriously injurious to the farmer.

The principal way in which it is so, is in the damage which it

causes to the growing crops in the adjoining fields. In many
fields in enclosed and thickly-wooded districts in the kingdom,,

the damage caused by hedgerow timber is very great indeed ; and
in some fields (1 will say for argument) of 5 or 6 acres, the grow-

ing crops upon the outside acre will not yield one-half of the aver-

age of the whole field. From the time the corn begins to grow
away in the spring, the part round about and beneath large trees
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standing in the hedgerows, will look sickly and yellow, instead of

improving and becoming the dark luxuriant colour of the remain-

der of the field ; and from that time until harvest there will be a

decided and a continual falling off in the appearance of the crop,

which eventually, when threshed, will present a deficit of one-half

or two-thirds in the yield of grain and in the bulk of straw. There
are many reasons which are considered to be the cause of the injury

done to grain-crops by hedgerow timber, and the more prevalent

one is that it is caused by the spreading of the roots. In some
cases, and most generally in hop-grounds, trenches have been dug
6 or 7 feet deep, at a distance of 8 or 10 feet from the stem of the

tree, and the Avhole of the roots running from the tree in that

direction divided, and rendered innocuous. This plan, I am in-

formed, has been attended, in hop-grounds with considerable suc-

cess. There is also a strong feeling that the damage occasioned

is by means of the tree's shadow, and the consequent depriva-

tion of sun and air experienced by the adjoining crops. This

opinion is generally considered to be based on correct and scien-

tific principles, for light being in a primary degree essential to the

growth of plants, the deprivation which the shadow of the trees

occasions to the land immediately adjoining is in the highest

degree detrimental.

I believe that this theory will be found to be in accordance with

facts. I have invariably observed, except in cases of very small

fields, that trees cause less injury to the crops on the north than

on any other side of the field ; and I am strongly of opinion that

if the roots of the trees on the northern side of a field were divided,

no damage, except the small one caused by the drip of the trees,

could be experienced ; while I doubt whether if that plan were
executed with trees on the southern side of the field, it would be
found, though beneficial in some degree, entirely an effectual cure.

And setting park-like beauty aside, what object can a landowner
have in the preservation of hedgerow timber ? In a pecuniary
point of view he would surely be abundantly recompensed by the

interest upon the vested capital realised by the sale of the timber,

and the Increased value of the land to the occupying tenant. Of
course, the other arguments advanced before with respect to

hedgerows, will be found in some measure applicable to the

timber which they contain, while the grievous evil which their

roots and shade cause to the adjoining crops, especially to the

wheats, renders it in a high degree incumbent upon the land-

owner, who is anxious to see his land produce the utmost, to clear

his property of "the over-ahundance of hedgerow timber."

In conclusion, I may be allowed to submit that the points ad-
vanced in the above observations are worthy of the serious atten-

tion of the landowners and farmers of England. Let the present
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large fences in various parts of the kingdom be cut far closer and
reduced within proper limits. Let those points which the Society

have prominently put forward be fully attended to, and the mag-
nitude of the present evil destroyed. Where, upon mature con-

sideration, it is deemed necessary to maintain any fences, let their

number be materially decreased; and if the whole farm be not

thrown into one common field (I speak of the arable land), let

the fields be increased to the size of 40 or 50 acres. But let the

vast majoritv, and if there be not extremely strong and local rea-

sons to the contrary, the ichole of the hedges between arable

lands be grubbed up ; let the overabundance of hedgerow tim-

ber be felled, the roots be grubbed up, and the land upon which
it stood be added to the adjoining fields. Let the landowners

and farmers co-operate to carry out these improvements, and they

will at no very distant day have the satisfaction of having (it may
be in a less important degree than by uniform sound thorough

drainage, but still in a very material degree) increased the pro-

duction of the soil, and developed the agricultural resources of

their native land.

Summerford, Withyam, Sussex.

XXXIX.— On Drillbifi Maiden Earthfor Turnips.

By R. S. Graburn.

To Mr. Pusey.

My dear Sir,— It is evident in the districts where turnips have
been repeatedly cultivated, that they certainly do not plant so

uniformly, or grow so vigorously, as they did several years ago

;

that with the advantages of the present period in procuring arti-

ficial manures for the support of the established plant, fields re-

peatedly sown with turnips occasionally exhibit large patches

completely bare; the seed vegetates^ the young plant makes its

appearance, after a few days turns yellow and dies, leaving the

ground in spaces distinctly defined without a single plant ; ouHng
to the exhaustion of certain elementary parts of the soil necessar}'

for the immediate support of the young plants, and not, as is

frequently attributed, to the ravages of the wireworm.

To guard against tliis disappointment it has long been my
practice to deposit with the seed, by the aid of the drill, a seed-

bed of maiden earth and rotten dimg, rich in the elements essential

for the support of the young plant, securing the uniform and rapid

growth always experienced in fresli broken-up ground.

The compost is formed from soil collected from the sides of

hedges and roads mixed with spit dung, and frequently turned. It
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is applied with increased advantacre when moistened with liquid

manure, and if too wet for readily passing through the drill, a

sprinkling of dust from the roads is all that is requisite.

One hundred bushels per acre are sufficient to support young
turnips until the roots are sufficiently developed to contend with

ungenial soil, or to feed upon- highly concentrated manures.

The advantages of this system cannot be too highly appreciated-

by the occupiers of soils considered precarious for the growth of

tuniips, upon which uniform crops may be secured by the depo-

sition of an artificial seed-bed." At Butleigh, near Glaston-

bury, upon a soil considered unsuitable for the successful growth

of turnips, is now growing a crop of pink turnips weighing

30 tons 18 cwt. per acre, produced by ICO bushels of compost

drilled, and 3 cwt. of Peruvian guano sown broadcast. The com-
post consisted of three parts of rotten turf and one part of short

dung and road-dust. The field had been much exhausted by
three white crops in succession.

The admixture of soils by the aid of the improved Lincolnshire

drills has not sufficiently engaged the attention of the agriculturist.

The cultivator of heavy clay soils is enabled to grow swede turnips

by depositing with the seed " a seed-bed " of light earth in which
the young plants will flourish until able to derive support from an

imperfectly pulverized soil. The occupier of soils too light for the

growth of heavy samples of wheat is enabled, by the deposition of

a strong earth rich in the elements favourable to the support of

wheat, to produce grain of good quality ; and the occupier of peat-

soils abounding in vegetable matter, but deficient in earthy sub-

stances, is enabled (in the absence of clay) by the frequent appli-

cation of small quantities of earth, sand, or gravel, to convert a
merely vegetable and root-producing soil into a Liwhly valuable

soil fitted for the growth of grain of excellent quality.

Yours, yery faithfully,

R. S. Graburn.

Walton, Clevedon, Somerset,

Dec. \Oth, 1845.

XL.— On the Theory of Deep Draining.

By J. C. Clutterbuck.

I SEE that the attention of the Royal Agricultural Society has
lately been directed to the subject of deep draininjj; and as I

have for some years past made observations on the percolation,

subterranean flow, and drainage of water in various soils, I have
referred to my memoranda in hopes that some of flie manj- facts
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uhich have come under my notice may throw light on a subject of
so much interest and imjjortance to agriculture.

As the efficacy of draining must depend upon the condition of

the soil in which it is executed, so, in determining the depth to

which the drain should be cut, it will be necessary first to ascer-

tain in what measure the soil is pervious to water. In blue clays

this will in some measure be indicated by the change of colour
caused by the action of the air, which, by peroxidising the natural

protoxide of iron in the soil, changes the colour from blue to red

or yellov/ ; and in all soils the perforation by roots, &c. renders it

more or less pervious to water for many feet from the surface.

In flat unbroken ground, as the soil is saturated with the rain the
water will rise gradually on a level throughout ; should there be
any depression in the surface it will form pools, the level of whose
surface will coincide with the subterranean level, thus.

B Surface of Soil
is

"5 A

'Water Xevcl

J>6

If a drain be dug at A, the level will assume an inclination, the

angle at which it declines being greater or less in proportion as the

soil is pervious to or retentive of water; in this, as in other cases

of subterranean wafer flowing to a vent, " the inclination which its

surface assumes will represent the amount of friction, or resistance,

wliich the water encounters in its passage through the soil."

Thus in the various chalk strata, through the fissures of which
water flows with considerable freedom, this inclination is found to

vary from 15 to 80 feet per mile ; in other materials, such as sand

or gravel, though loose, it is usually much greater, and in retentive

clays will necessarily be greater still. It is with reference to the

amount of this angle of inclination that all draining operations must
be conducted. If, for instance, a soil is equally porous to the depdi

of 5 feet, it is obvious that a drain to that depth would drain it

more effectually, and to a greater distance, than one of 4. 3, or

less than that, and that the subterranean level would settle to a

surface declining uniformly towards the drain. But as all clay

soils are, from the above-mentioned causes, more porous at their

surface than below, the angle at which various drains will act,

and the extent of soil they will drain, will vary as they sink lower

into the soil, though the deepest drain will invariahlg command-
the greatest amount of soil. Thus, if a soil become less porous in

proportion to its depth (5 feet), as indicated in the diagram below
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by the figures I, 2, 3, then if three drahis be cut 20, 40, and
60 inches deep, their draught or action on the soil will be indi-

^ A T] (

cated by the lines A, B, and C. A will drain on the surface a

greater distance in proportion than B, and B than C ; but B will

command not only a portion of the subsoil, but also of the sur-

face in stratum 1 not affected by A, and C will act in a similar

manner with reference to 2, showing that deep drains must be the

most effective; but to ensure this etlectiveness the drains should

be filled with some substance through which water can percolate

freely throughout their depth.

In soil which has been broken up by the plough and ridged,

the rain-water falling upon the surface will, as before described,

pass through the soil at a level until it reaches the depression of

the furrow, which, if the land be perfectly level, will become a pool

or canal of water, as A A (usually called surface, or top water)
;

if the land be inclined the furrow will become a small stream,

and by carrying away the water will act as a vent, and partially

drain the ridge. Under a continuance of rain the level between

the furrows and the ridge will assume an inclination proportionate

to the tenacity of the soil, thus ; if B C be the inclination of the

ridge, and B D the inclination assumed by the water level, the

space between these two lines will show the amount of soil

drained by the furrow, E ;
thus, when the height of the ridge is

greater than the summit of the inclination at which the wafer

level stands, it is erroneously concluded that the land is ed'ectually

drained; yet wheat which looks well on heavy lands early in the

spring, will turn yellow in a wet May, the period when the roots

VOL. VI. 2 L
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are descending into the subsoil, where the water, liidden from the

farmer's eye, remains stagnant. But let the furrow be converted

into a drain, and the effect will be represented by the subjoined

diagram, made from actual observation, the level of the water in

the soil having been taken previously to digging the drains in

November, 1843, and the effect of the drainage noted 48 hours

after the drains were cut. The soil in this case (gault clay)

might be divided as above:— 1, the tilth; 2, yellow clay, ren-

dered porous by the action of the air; 3, blue clay, rendered

partially porous and pervious to water by roots, &c.

A A, two drains 36 feet apart; A B, surface of the soil, the ridge 13 inches aljove the furrows
C C ; the level at which the water stood before the draius were cut, ODD, and the inclined

water level F D F, 48 hours after cutting the drains ; E E E E E, five lioles in which pegs were
placed with their tops all level, and by which the sinking of tlie w ater was measured.

No. 2.

Section of another land, showing the action of one drain before the second was cut.

Vertical scale one-twentieth of an inch to an inch ; horizontal scale one inch to six feet.

This land was planted with beans in March. In the part that

was drained the beans grew to the greatest height, and were

otherwise better nearest to the furrow, and shortest at the ridye,

so that, notwithstanding 13 inches' rise at the ridge, the crop pre-

sented a level surface ; in the part undrained the furrow was
nearly bare, and the form of the ridges very apparent.

The levels were all carefully taken with a telescope level—

a

bricklayer's level, 6 feet long, would I conceive answer the pur-

pose of ascertaining the relative level of water in lioles G feet

apart. The simplest method is to dig the required number of
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holes in a straight line at equal distances across the land, then to

place in these holes pegs, of which the tops should all be on a
level : this should be done previously to cutting an experimental

drain, of which the depth might be gradually increased, and the

effect would be shown by the sinking of the water in the different

holes. The best time for obsenation is when heavy rains are

followed by fine weather, leaving the level undisturbed ; corre-

sponding observations should also be made in a similar soil not

subjected to the action of drains, that the two may be compared.
In the clay soil, where most of my obsenations have been made,
after the summer of 1S44, which was unusually dry, no more than

4 inches of rain, falling within 30 days, saturated the soil, though
the drains cut in the previous winter ran before any water could

be traced as stagnating in the soil—a fact worth notice, and I

think to be easily accounted for by the extent to which the ground
was cracked, by which the water, falling in heavy showers, ran

at once down these channels into the drains. A few simple

observations, made as I have attempted to describe those made
by myself, would I think satisfy any one within 48 hours that

deep drains must be more effective than shallow, the former
scarcely draining the tilth, the latter the subsoil.

XLI.— Observations on the Natural History and Economy oj

various Insects, ^-c, affecting the Corn-crops, including the para-

sitic Enemies of the fFheat-midge, the Tfirips, Ulieat-louse,

Wheat-buy, and also of the little icorm called Vibrio. By John
Curtis, F.L.S., Corresponding Member of the Imperial and
Royal Georgofili Society of Florence ; of the Academy of

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia; &c.

Paper X.

Cecidomyia Tritici—The British Wheat-midge.

I HAD hoped, during the past summer, to make some progress in

the furtlier development of the economy of the Wheat-midge ; but

although the little orange larvae were abundant in some wheat-

fields in August in this neighbourhood, owins to the wet and cold

season 1 presume, I did not discover a single midge on the wmg,
and the larvae appear to have all died as usual. I have, however,

collected materials for detailing the histories of sevei-al minute

IchneumonidcB that attack the Wheat-mid o-e, which are too

mterestmg and important to be passed by without comment.
The most abundant and, consequently, the most useful of them is

2 l2
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one named Ichneumon Tipukc, by Mr. Kirby, who remarks, "It

is singular, but most people who are acquainted with the larva of

the Tipula Tritici mistake this friendly Ichneumon for its parent,

and thus impute all the mischief to the very creature which is ap-

pointed to prevent it."*

This insect is found upon grasses as early as June, and on the

glumes of the wheat in July and August, when it runs over the

ears and searches out the infected ones, depositing a single egg in

each of the larva; by means of its sharp tail. The late Mr. A.

Mathews, before he left England, sent me specimens, informing

me that he had found them in the greatest abundance in the

glumes of the wheat in a field near Sittingbourne, Kent, the be-

ginning of July. Never having seen this Ichneumon depositing its

eggs, I cannot satisfy the curiosity of the reader better than by
transcribing Mr. Kirby's graphic account of its operations, " To
see our little Ichneumon,'^ says Mr. Kirbj', " deposit its egg in the

caterpillar of the wheat-fly is a very entertaining sight. In order

to enjoy this pleasure I placed a number of the latter upon a sheet

of white paper, at no great distance fi-om each other, and then set

an Ichneumon down in the midst of them. She began immedi-
ately to march about, vibrating her antennae very briskly ; a

larva was soon discovered, upon which shj fixed herself, the vibra-

tory motion of her antennae increasing to an intense degree ; then

bending her body obliquely under her breast, she applied her anus

to the larva, and during the insertion of her aculeus and the depo-

siting of the egg her antennfe became perfectly still and motion-

less. Whilst this operation was performing, the larva appeared to

feel a momentary sensation of pain, for it gave a violent wriggle.

When all was finished, the little Ichneumon marched off to seek

for a second, which was obliged to undergo the same opera-

tion, and so on to as many as it could find in which no egg had
been before deposited, for it commits only a single egg to each

larva. I have seen it frequently mount one which had been

pricked before, but it soon discovered its mistake and left it. The
size of it is so near that of the Tipula, that I imagine the larva of

the latter could not support more than one of the former,»and,

therefore, instinct directs it to deposit only a single egg in each
;

besides, by this means one Ichneumon will destroy an infinite

number of larvae."

These parasites are all included in the Order HyMENorTERA,
and the Family Ichneumonides adsciti ; the species I am about

to describe is comprised in the Genus Platygaster ;f it has

been named by Mr. Kirby Ichneumon Tipuke, and is now de-

scribed as the

—

* Trans. Linn. Sec, vol. iv. p. 23G.
•|' So named from some of the larger ones having broad bodies.
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1. P. Tipulao, PI. N.fig. 1
;
a, the natural size.

—

Female y>\\.q\\-

coloured, sliining : aiitennsc nearly as long as the body, inserted

at the lower part of the face, slender, clavate, geniculated or an-

gulated, as if broken, slightly pubescent, ochreous, and ten-jointed,

the four terminal joints brown and obovate, the apical one conical

;

basal joint long, curved, and clavate ; second and third subovate,

the latter very slender; foinlh a little longer; fifth and sixth

minute (fig. h) : head black, subglobose, thickly and finely punc-
tured, with a minute tooth between the base of the antennae

;
eyes

oval and lateral, ocelli large and placed nearly in a straight line

across the crown: thorax somewhat globose with minute pale

pubescence; scuteUum horizontal, long, conical, and mucronated
;

the spine ferruginous : abdomen small, scarcely larger than the

thorax, slightly depressed, obovate, black and very shining, at-

tached by a short stout pedicel which is ferruginous at the base

;

the second segment forms a convex shield^ which nearly covers the

back, with three or four rings towards the apex ; the flexible tip is

armed with a very long ciu-ved ovipositor, like a hair, which is

concealed in the abdomen when at rest : the four wings transparent,

iridescent, pubescent, and ciliated, destitute of nervures, the superior

much- the largest, the apex quite round : legs strong, bright

ochreous; thighs thickened at their extremities ; tibia; spurred at

the apex, very clavate, hinder with the knob sometimes fuscous;

tarsi slender and five-jointed. " Male black, shining, very smooth,

sparingl}' clothed with short pubescence : head excessively finely

punctured, slightly shining : eyes and ocelli pitchy black : an-
tennae pitchy, first to fifth joints reddish : apex ofscutellum fus-

cous; metathorax and first abdominal segment rough, obscure,

pilose : abdomen smooth, shining ; second segment with two little

pits at the base; legs pale reddish; hinder tibiae and apex of tarsi

pitchy : wings somewhat transparent : scales pitchy."

It seems that the males do not dilfer, except in a trifling degree,

in the structure of the horns, in which, I believe, the fourth joint is

larger and the tenth longer and more pointed ; but it is very remark-
able that whilst the females occasionally swarm, so little is known of

the habits of the opposite sex that I have not yet been able to meet
with a specimen. Tlie only one I ever saw was captured by Mr.
Haliday on a rose-tree, and the above characters are translated

from Mr. F. Walker's paper rpon the Genus Platygaster.* This
is such an extensive group that he has described 99 species which
inhabit this country, and amongst them is one named P. Tritici

by Mr. Haliday, who found it on corn and willows in England
and Ireland, and from its specific name it is evident that ta-

* Entomological Mag., vol. iii. p. 2^0.
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lented naturalist considered it to be connected with our wheat-

fields.*

The second species described by Mr. Kirby he has named Ich-

neumon iNSERENS : it is apparently a Platvgaster ;f but as I

have not been able to find the specimen in his collection, I must
be satisfied in transcribing his account and copying his figures.

He says, " Upon the 7th of June I observed a very minute Ichneu-

mon exceedingly busy upon the ears of wheat, which, at first,

I took for Ichneumon Tipulce ; but upon a closer examination I

found it to be a species entirely distinct, as will appear when
I come to describe it. As soon as I was convinced of this, and
observed that it pierced the florets at a time when no larvae had
made their appearance, I conjectured that it must lay its eggs in

the eggs of the Tipula." " This insect is furnished with an aculeus

three or four times its own length (fig. c), which is finer than a

hair and nearly as flexile ; this is commonly concealed within the

abdomen, but when the animal is engaged in laying its eggs it is

exserted : one day it gave me a full opportunity of examining this

process. It inserts its aculeus between the valvules of the corolla

near the top of the floret ; its antennaj are then nearly doubled and
motionless, its thorax is elevated, and its head and abdomen de-

pressed ; the latter, when it withdraws the aculeus, is moved fre-

quently from side to side before it can extricate it. This insect has

allowed me to examine its operations under a lens for six or seven

minutes : upon opening the floret into which it had introduced its

aculeus, I could find neither egg nor larva of the Tipula ; but,

upon examining it very closely under three glasses, I (Hscovered,

scattered over one of the valvules of the corolla, a number of

globular eggs extremely minute, evidently not those of that insect.

It is possible that there were in this floret eggs of the latter, which

might be destroyed upon opening it, or escape my observation.

At other times I have found eggs of the Tipula Tritici, and once

some larvae, in florets upon which I had observed this Ichneumon
busy." From the time in which it first makes its appearance,

ten days before the hatching of the first larvae, I am inclined to

adoj^t my original conjecture, that the eggs are its prey ; and yet

there seems not to be a sufficient disproportion between the size of

the one and the other for this p\irpose ; at least, it must take more
than one to nourish a larva of the Ichneumon to its proper size."|

• Curtis's Brit. Ent., fol. 300 ; and Guide, Genus 585, where 108 species

«,re recorded.

•f
I have included it in the Genus /wostonma in the ' Guide,' a Genus

which has been formed out of Platijgaster ; but whether I have been ris;ht

in its location, I am unable at present to determine for want of materials.

J Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. v. p. 102.
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2. Platygaster ? inserens, Kirby. " Very black ; antennae

clubbed; abdomen lance-shaped, shining:"* fig. 2; c, the natural

size.

—

Female, body very black : antennae bent, as if broken, and
clubbed ; basal joint long, stout, rigid, and clavate, reverse heart-

shaped, cleft at the apex viewed laterally ; second joint stout, oval-,

4 following globular and extremely minute, the remainder forming

a compact ovate conic club of 4 joints (fig. d) : head and thorax

somewhat dull in surface : abdomen sessile, lanceolate, excessively

black and glossy, very acute, furnished with a very long flexile

slender ovipositor, which is exserted (fig. c)
;
wings transparent,

nerveless, longer than the l)ody ;
superior with a black line leading

from the ba«e towards the middle terminated by a black dot : legs

blackish; thighs deep black, somewhat clavate
;
length less than

a line.

The tliird parasite detected by Mr. Kirby appeared on the

same day tliat the Platygaster Tipulce came forth in great num-
bers. He states that, "on the 22nd of June, 1 observed another

Ichneumon not uncommon piercing the florets of the wheat (figs. 3
and 4). This species did not appear to insert its aculeus between

the valvules of the corolla, but to pierce the glumes of the calyx,

to effect which purpose it is armed with a very short one sub-

exserted : of this I found both the sexes; the male was distin-

guished from the female by its large eyes, placed very near each

other, with reticulations vmusually visible. I presume this to lay

its eggs in the larvae, but have not been able positively to ascertain

the fact."!

This singular species has been characterised as the Genus Ma-
CROGLENEs by Mr. Westwood, and I am happy in being able to

give drawings from nature of the sexes, as the figure in the Lin-
naean Transactions is not sufficiently correct to identify it. J Mr.
Westwood, however, has examined Mr. Kirby's original specimen
of Ichneumon penetrans, and informs me that it is identical with his

Genus Macroglenes, which is comprised in the Family Chal-
ciDiD^, a parasitic group of immense extent as to amount of

species, and scarcely yielding in numbers to any of the insect

tribes as to aggregate masses. I have already described and
figured several species of Chalcidid(B ; they frequently inliabit and
feed upon the parasitic larvae of Hymenoptera, to keep them within

due bounds.

3. Macroglenes penetrans.—The maleh dark blue-green, some-
times slightly tinged with violet, shining ; antennae not so long as

the head and thorax, geniculated and clavate, ten-jointed, basal

• Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. v. p. 107. t lb., p. 104.

t Mr. Haliday presented me with a male ; for the loan of the other sex
I am indebted to Mr. F. Walker.
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joint long ; second as stout, oval; three following very minute and
saucer-shaped; sixth and seventh stout, cup-shaped ; the remainder
forming a compact black ovate-conic club : head large and trans-

verse, face orbicular, including the eyes, which are very large,

lateral, reddish brcwn, orbicular, coarsely reticulated and ap-
proaching each other on the crown : ocelli 3, forming a long

triangle, prominent and larger than usual, especially the apical one :

thorax oval, as broad as tlie head; the sutures deep, forming 4
very convex protuberances : abdomen very much compressed, not

longer than the thorax, and somewhat elliptical viewed laterallv,

with six distinct segments, and a short exserted slender process at

the apex : wings ample, very transparent, iridescent
;
superior

with a subcostal nervure reaching nearly to the middle, where it

unites with the costa, and a little bevond it forms a short branch,

terminated by a minute dot : legs simple and slender : tarsi five-

jointed, dirty white, darker at the tips (fig. 3 ;
/, the natural size) :

length tliree-fourths of a line, expanse one and two-thirds of a line.

The female is scarcely so large, and differs, I tlilnk, in having

shorter antennae, with a more abrupt club ; the face is very con-

cave, forming a broad deep groove : the 3 ocelli are placed in a

transverse line at the back of the crown : the eyes are not large,

but bromi, oval, and remote : the abdomen is very much com-
pressed, the back forming a sharp edge, and it is very deep viewed

laterally, the apex is truncated, and an oviduct enclosed between

U\o valves projects beyond it
;

fig. 4
; g, the natural size.*

There is also a group of flies b^donging to the Order Dipthr.a,

and the Family Empid.e, forming the Genus Empis, several

species of which carry off and devour the Tipula Tritici.j jNIr.

Ku'by has not recorded the species ; but to enable the agriculturist

to recognise this useful tribe of flies, I will figure one nanicd by
Linnaeus Empis livida, w hich is abundant everywhere at the end of

June, and I have repeatedly taken it in corn-fields : fig. 5; m, the

natural dimensions.

4. Empis livida.

—

Male deep ochraceous, clothed with short

black pubescence and scattered bristles : head small, globose
;
eyes

large and contiguous; ocelli 3, placed at the back of the crown in

a triangle : antenna? inserted in front of the face, approximating,

stretching forward, shorter than the head, and five-jointed ; two
basal joints brown and bristly; first elongate-ovate; second sub-

globose, the remainder black ; third compressed, much longer than

the first, dilated at the base and tapering to the ajjex ; fourth

minute, cup-shaped ; fifth elongated and forming a shortish

* Mr. Haliday has described two more species of this genus in vol. iii. of

the Trans, of the Ent. Soc, p. 295 ; he found all of them in various wild

flowers.

t Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. v. p. 105.
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brislle (fi^. 6, A) : proboscis pendent or inflected under the breast,

horny, twice as long as the head, and much longer in some species,

resembling the beak of a bird (fig. 6); the labrum, or upper lip

(fig. i), is hollow, dilated at the base, cleft at the apex, enclosing a

horny, slender, acute tongue and two very long and slender

maxilhx?, with minute palpi, or feelers, at the base (fig. /) ; the

under lip is very long, bilobed, and bristly at the extremity (fig. h) :

the thorax is ash-coloured and oval, with three blacki^^h stripes

down the back and a few black bristles; thescutellum is somewhat
crescent-shaped, the margin ochreous ; abdomen somewhat linear,

and seven-jointed, the apical joint nearly globose, but cleft : wings
ample, incumbent, and parallel in repose

;
pale smoky-ochreous,

with the third subcostal nerviu-e forked at the extremity, and a
conical cell on the disc : halteres pale ochreous and clubbed : legs

long and stoutish, especially the hinder pair
;

thighs and tibifc

simple ; tarsi tapering, brown, and five-jointed, basal joint the

longest; claws and pulvilH minute, the latter bilobed: length 3
lines, expanse 7 lines and upv.'ards. The female (fig. 5) is larger

than the male and of an ash-colour: head globose (fig. 6) ; eyes

large, but not contiguous; the rostrum longer and thicker than in

the male : abdomen stoutish, of the same colour as the thorax, but
the incisures are more slate-coloured, the apex conical and ter-

minated by two compressed black slender lobes
;
ovipositor long,

slender, and contractile: the wings arc perfectly transparent : the

legs are ochraceous ; all the thiglis, except the intermediate, are

densely ciliated beneath with black hairs.

The sexes of this fly are so diflferent in the colour of the wings
and body that no one would take them for the same species, if

they were not often observed in pairs.

The Thrips.

Every one must be acquainted with a little black slender insect

which alights on the face in hot weather, causing an intolerable

irritation of the skin by running and leaping about with its bladder-

tipped feet, throwing up its head and twisting about its tail to

expand or close its beautifully fringed wings. I know of no other

name for it than Thrips ; and a closely allied species, if not the

same, is accused of doing considerable mischief to the corn-crops.

The Thrips are all very minute, and many of them very n)is-

chievous ; one species often swarms upon peaches and other wall-

fruit, as well as on melons, &c., in frames;* another causes great

injury to the olives in Italy ;t and a third species is very destruc-

tive in hot-houses; but that which the farmer has to contend with

* Gard. Chron., vol. i. p. 228.

i- Passerini's Notizie sopra una Specie d' Insetlo del Gen. Tlirips.
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is the T. cerealium, which Mr. Haliday says is " exceedingly

common on grass and cerealia. Mr. Kirby found specimens in

the furrow of the grains of wheat. Earher in the year Mr. Vas-
salli-Eandi detected them gnawing (as he expresses it, rather in-

correctly, I think) the stems above the knots, and causing the

abortion of the ear. It is at this period that their attacks are most
mischievous. In the year 1805 one-third of the vtheat-crop in the

richest plains of Piedmont is said to have been destroyed by this

seemingly insignificant little insect. Whatever the causes may be

which produce the alarming increase of these tribes, they appear

to operate almost periodically, and over a ^ide space ; for in the

same year (1805) the wheat-crops in England also suffered from
a similar disease, as the communications in contemporary periodi-

cals inform us."* The rye-spik&s also in Scotland are reported to

become unprolific from being infested by some of these insects.

At an early stage of these inquiries the minuter species of insects

were so ill described that many were confounded under the same
name, and such was the case with many of the Thrips, which had
been called j^hysapus by every one who wrote upon the subject

;

but at this time there are above 40 species described by Mr. Hali-

day,-f- from whose Monograph it appears that the insect affecting

the corn crops is a distinct species. They form an Order named
Thysanoptera, from the plume-like fringes of the mngs, but

they were at first included in the Hemiptera, and subsequently

formed a section of the Homoptera : our insect is comprised in the

Genus Thrips, and forms a Sub-genus called Limothrips, and the

specific name is

—

5. T. cerealium of Haliday, and T. physapus of Kirby.—The
larva and pupa are similar in form to the imago, but smaller

;

" the larva is deep yellow, with the greater part of the head and
two spots on the prothorax duskj'. The antennee and legs have

alternate rings of pale and dusky : the pupa paler yellow, with the

antennae, legs, and wing-cases whitish, the latter reaching to the

middle of the abdomen. The eyes are dusky red, and the simple

eves sometimes indicated by red dots."| The perfect insect is

smooth, shining, piceous, often black, depressed, and about three-

fourths of a line long. The male is apterous, the female winged :

the head is ovate-truncate, concave on the crown, with a channel

down the centre : ocelli 3, distinct, forming a large triangle on

the crown : eyes remote from the base, lateral and oval, coarsely

granulated; the collar not contracted: antennae inserted before

the eyes, approximating, a little longer than the head, slightly

* Haliday in Ent. Mag., vol. iii. p. 443.

t lb., p. 439; and Curt. Guide, Genera 1048.

X Ent. Mag., vol. iv. p. 146.
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bristly, ninc-jointed, two basal joints the stoutest, oblong ; the

third and fourth rather longer, obovate, with a gland at the apex
appearing like a small joint; fifth obovate; sixth elongate-ovate,

truncated, the remainder tapering; seventh oblong; eighth

minute ; ninth twice as long, very slender, the apex pilose : face

inclining obliquely beneath, terminated by the trophi, which
unite and form a short beak close to the anterior coxae :* thorax

somewhat quadrate, sometimes a little narrowed before with four

impressed dots, two on each side ; scutellum short, somewhat
lunate : abdomen long, narrow, and smooth, composed of nine

segments
;
apex ovate or conical and bristly, the last segment

armed with two lateral spines in the male ; acuminated in the

female : ovipositor or borar four-valved, incurved, compressed, con-

cealed in the under-side of the eighth and ninth segments : wings
four, as long as the body, narrow, horizontal, incumbent, and
parallel in repose, but curving outward and not meeting

;
superior

rather coriaceous, fuscous, but pale at the base, ciliated with long

haii-s, and having three longitudinal nervures ; inferior a little

shorter, membraneous, transparent, and iridescent, likewise cili-

ated : legs remote, anterior very short and stout in the female,

hinder the longest; first pair of thighs thickened, but compressed
in the female ; anterior tibiae straw-coloured in the same sex, with

a protuberance on the inside and a curved claw at the apex ; the

others simple ; tarsi very short, straw-coloured, biarticulate, basal

joint oblong; second short, terminated by a little gland; claws

none. Fig. 8 exhibits the female walking
;

fig. 9 the same sex

flying, both greatly magnified, as is shown by their natural dimen-
sions at figs, n and q.

I have repeatedly observed these insects running amongst the

chaffer husks on ihe ears of wheat in great abundance, in every

stage of growth, with the larvae of the Wheat-midge in June ; in

August in company with the Aphides, and in July, on opening some
barley-straw (fig. 7, a portion split longitudinally), to investigate

the economy of the Chlorops and its parasites, I found groups of

the orange-coloured larvae (fig. o) and the perfect black Thrips

(fig. p) between the spathes, and the former were also secreted in

the ears amongst the incipient grains. Mr. Kirby remarked that

" of all the insects that are found in wheat the Thrips physapus,

in all its states, is by far the most numerous. I do not recollect

examining a single ear in which it was not to be found ; and my
opinion still remains unaltered^ that it derives its nourishment from

the grain." |

* For descriptions andfigures of the mouth, antennae, &c., consult Cur-

tis's Brit. Ent., fol. and pi. 748.

t Linn. Trans., vol. iv. p. 239.
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As Mr. Kirby's letter to Mr. ^Marsham, dated August '27,

1795, comprises all that is at present known relative to the

injurious effects of the Tlirips upou the coni-crops, I shall tran-

scribe the most important passages :*—" I examined a great

number of ears, and in them found tliis insect in all its states,

between the interior valve of the corolla and the grrain. It takes

Its station in the lonsitudiual furrow of the seed, in the bottom of

which it seems to fix its rostrum
;
probably sucks the milky jm'ce

which swells the grain, and thus by depriving it of part, and in

some cases perhaps the whole, of its moisture, occasions it to

shrink up, and become what the farmers in this part of the world

(Suffolk) call jmnrjlcd. If your correspondent in Hertfordshire

means the same insect, he is mistaken in asserting that only a
single grain in an ear is injured by it. I have myself seen eai"s in

which fourth part of the grain was destroyed, or materially hurt.

1 have frequently seen two of the insects upon a single grain, and am
told that sometimes more are observed. hat is singular, when
I met with them on the grain in the imago state, they were often

m pairs, one of which was apterous. These I take to be the sexes.

I once found a large species, ano aculeato (Thrips aculeata, Mus.
Kirby) in which the same distinction takes place. The larva of

Tlirips physapns is yellow, has six legs, which, with the antenna?

and head, are black and white. Sometimes it is all yellow. It

is very nimble in its motions, and although brought away in the

grain soon makes its escape. The pnqm is whitish, with back
eyes, and wings apparent. It is very slow and sluggish in its

motions." " There was an orange-coloured powder in every

grain in which the insect was found, which I imagine is its oxcre-

menf. All the farmers that I consulted respecting it agreed in

saying that it did most mischief to the /afe-sown wheats, and that

such as were sown early received little or no injury. This, I

think, very probable ; for when the grain is arrived at a certain

degree of hardness and consistency (which perhaps was the case

with the early-sown wheats before the insect made any material

attack), I suppose it is not liable to be hurt. Linnseus saj-s of

this insect, ' spicas secales inanit;'t but nobody seems to have

apprehended the injury it is capable of doing to wheat. An in-

telligent farmer, who first pointed it out to me, assured me that

he was firmly persuaded that it was this insect which occasioned

what was called the blight last year, which was the cause of so

defective a crop. Hie part of one field that I examined, and
which was particularly injured, was to the north of a high hedge :

• Vide Linn. Trans., vol. iii. p. 246.

t Viz., " it empties the ears of rye."—Linnaeus's Sys>t. Nat., vol. i.

yais 2, p. 743.
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but the abovo-mentionetl farmer informed mo that he liad found

them plentiful in a very open country. To me they appeared more
injurious in the heavy than in the lirjlit lands. La^t year the

bearded wlieat (called by our farmers clog-icJicat) escaped with

the least injury; but this year, as far as my information and
observation went, it was the most injured. I observed in one or

two instances the Forficiila auricularia upon the ear ; and upon
examining the grain, each time, to which it had applied itself, I

found upon it tlie Thrips. Query:—Does it not devour them?"
" The only method which can be serviceable to prevent the

ravages of this insect is, to sow the wheat early. It is probable

that it does considerable damage every year, as it is a very com-
mon insect. Nor do I imagine that it has been more injurious

than usual in the present yeai-, only the scarcity has excited

people's attention to everything that miglit hurt the grain."

We may just observe, that as the earwig is now well known
to feed upon vegetable substances, it seems doubtful that it renders

any service in reducing the numbers of the Thrips ; but as it is

also rep/Orted to feed upon Aphides, this interesting question re-

quires to be more fully investigated. The red dust which was
supposed to be the excrement of this insect was no doubt the

minute fungus called rust, &c.* At the period when the above

letter was addressed to the Secretary of the Linnsean Society

great scepticism seems to have existed as to the insects having

injured the cro])s. In such matters we can often only draw our

conclusions from analogy, and there can be no doubt froni the

mischief which is done to the foliage of melons, cucumbers. See.

by another species of Thrips f that the T. cerealium, called, it

must be remembered, by Mr. Kirby T. physcqms, exhausts the

juices of the wheat, and causes the grains to shrivel ; and probably

the abortion of a portion may be traced to their puncturing the

tender straw at the joints.

It only remains to observe of this pest, that it is frequently

attacked by parasites and other enemies, one of which is an
Ocypete ; and Thrips cerealium is often covered with the small

white mites that are found in damp hay.+ which feed upon the

insect.

Aphides or Plant-hce.
The corn-crops do not escape the visitations of this extensive

tribe
;
indeed, what crop does ? We have already seen three

species swarming upon the turnips, and another often destroys the

fairest prospects of the hop-grower in a very sliort space of time.

* Vide Prolessor Henslow's Report in the Journal of the Royal Agric.

Soc., vol. ii. p. 9.

t Gardener's Chronicle, vol. i. p. 228—Thrips ochiaccus.

X Ent. Mag., vol. iv. p, 144.
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Mr. iSIarkwick, whom we have so frequentlj- mentioned, found the

Aphides, or Dolphins as they are called in some counties, infest-

ing the wheat-ears the second week of July, 1/97. Mr. Kirby
also reported this Aphis to be sufficiently common upon barley

and oats as well as wheat in the same year; and as Fabricius has

given no description of his Aphis avencc, which is possibly the same
species, Mr. Kirby was constrained in describing it to designate

it by a new name.* This insect belongs to the Order Homoptera,
the Family Aphidiid.e, the Genus Aphis, and the species is

called

6. A. granaria : it is green when alive, changing to an olive

ochraceous or brown colour when dead : the antennee are very

slender and tapering, as long as the body, inserted close to the

inner margin of the eyes, in front of the face, composed of seven

black joints, more or less ochreous at the base : first joint stout

and ovate ; second, subglobose ; third, very long ; fourth and
fifth, decreasing in length; sixth, not longer tJian the first;

seventh, very slender, and as long as the third : head fixed, small,

transverse-oval
;
eyes lateral, remote, dark and globose ; ocelli

three, forming a large triangle, one being placed near the inner

margin of each eye, the third upon the anterior margin of the

forehead : trophi forming the rostrum or mouth arising at the

lower part of the face, between the anterior coxae; under lip not

much longer than the head, four-jointed, pointed, black, ocin-eous

at the base, inclosins: two maxillae and two mandibles, which form
an exceedingly slender, horny, long tongue : thorax moderately
large, globose, the disc dark, collar much narrower; scutollum

semicircular: abdomen stout, oval, with two slender black tu-

bercles or tubes on each side of the antepenultimate joint, furnished

with a horny process at the apex in the female : wings fovu", de-

flexed in repose (fig. r), transparent, iridescent; superior very

ample, twice as long as the boc'y, stigma long and green, the

costal cell rather small and somewhat oval, the furcate apical cell

small; inferior wings much smaller, with two oblique nervures.

Females often apterous : legs long, slender, and green, with short

hairs on the tibiae
;

thighs black, except at the base : shanks

black at the apex ; tarsi biarticulate, of the same colour, with two
minute claws : fig. 10 magnified and represented flying, tig. r the

natiu'al size.

On the 12th of July, 1S4'2, I detected many of the apterous

Aphides amongst the chaft' of the wheat-ears, apparently sucking

the stem
;
they were brown and sliining ; and in looking over some

wheat-fields at Cranford with Mr. Graham, tlie middle of last

August, we found numbers of the Aphides in every stage of

* Linn. Trans., vol. iv. p. 238.
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growth, from minute ones that were just born to the full-sized

and winged parents. I observed that all which had not arrived at

their last stage had shorter legs than the others ; the largest ones

were of a dull orange-colour ; the antenna?, except at the base,

the eyes and abdominal tubes, the extremity of the tibiae and the

tarsi were black, and tlie thighs pitchy towards their apex (fig. 1 1

;

s, showing the natural size). \N ith them were multitudes of dead

Aphides, whose history I shall now relate.

Opportunities have repeatedly been afforded us in the course of

these investigations, of showing the wonderfid ways bv which

Providence has provided agents to restrain the ravages of noxious

insects, which without such checks would frequently render man's

greatest efforts abortive; and as there is no tribe of insects more
subject to parasitic enemies than the Aphides, we may reasonably

infer, indeed it is proved by experience, that when such checks

are withheld, oiu* crops will suffer severely from the super-

abundance of insect tribes. The wheat-ears this year afforded a

beautiful illustration of the economy of parasitic insects and the

benefits resulting from their agency : on some wheat which we
examined, not a singly Aphis had escaped the searching vigilance

of its enemies, and the husks were spotted with immovable black

shining globules, as represented in plate O, fig. 20, b : on a closer

examination it w as evident that these w ere Apliides which had
been punctured by minute parasitic flies, and diat as they in-

creeised in bulk, the little internal maggots fattened upon their

muscles, until the Aphides died from exhaustion, their bodies

being gummed by a natural secretion to the chaff and stalks, their

antennae and legs remaining just as they were during life, and
likewise retaining their natural colours. I placed these infested

ears in a box, and after a short time I bred from them two distinct

species of parasitic flies, as well as a third from another wheat-ear,

all of which 1 will now describe.

They belonged to the Order Hymenoptera, the Family Ich-
NEUMONIDES ADSCITI ; aiid the first to the Genus Aphidils :

the Species is named by Mr. Haliday

7. A. Avenae.* In the 3Iale the antennae are dull black, filiform,

compressed, inserted in front of the face, scarcely so long as the

body, and composed of twenty joints, the two first forming an oval

shining mass : head and thorax smooth, shining black, the former

transverse oval ; eyes rather small, and somewhat lateral ; ocelli

large, forming a triangle on the crown : thorax w ith a double

channel down the fore part of the disc; collar very short and nar-

row ; scutellum semiovate
;
postscutellum and abdomen with a

few whitish hairs as well as the thighs
;
pedicle rather long, nar-

* Ent. Mag., vol. ii. p. 99.
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row, rugose ami black, the base ferruginous; abdomen brown,
smooth, shilling, and shuttle-shaped, the margin of the segment
next the pedicle, and a suffused patch on the back, ochrcous : wings
transparent, iridescent, and pubescent

;
superior with a large

cubital-niternal cell, imperfectly closed externally, and producing
two rudimentary nervures only ; all the posterior marginal and the

radial cells wanting; stigma large, yellowish-brown, forming a

thickened costa towards the apex : legs subferruginous ; all the

coxaj and thighs, excepting tlie first pair, pitchy ; their tibi33

clouded with the same colour ; tarsi 5-jointed and blackish, basal

joint considerably the longest in the hinder pair j claws minute

;

pulvilli longer: fig. 12 ^ ; showing the natural size.

This was produced from a large testaceous female Aphis found

upon an ear of wheat the middle of July (fig. 13; u the natural

size). It made its exit near the tail, as shown in the figure. We
learn from Mr. Haliday, that whilst the male Aphidii are hovering

over the plants infested by the Aphides, the female is engaged in

laying her eggs, which she effects by bending her body imder her

breast ; and, by lengthening her tail, the ovipositor is conducted

under the Aphis, and an egg is instantly inserted in its belly near

the tail ; she then searches for another suitable victim, passing by
all those which have been already inoculated.

Prom the dead female Aphides of a black colour (fig. 20 h) I

bred an allied insect, named by Mr. Haliday * and Nces ab Essen-

beck.

f

8. Ephedrus plagiator. Female clothed with a few pale scat-

tered hairs : antennai black, liliform, considerably shorter than
the body, 11-jointcd, two basal joints small, 3rd the longest, fol-

lowincr elongated : head and thorax black and shininfj, the former
transverse-oval

;
eyes small, somewhat lateral ; ocelli 3 in triangle

on the crown : thorax gibbose-ovate ; collar short and narrow

;

scutellum semiovate; pedicle long, narrow, and rugose ; abdomen
small, shuttle- shaped, smooth shining brown, the base and disc

ochreous-brown, apex furnished with two slender horny pointed

lobes : 4 wings transparent, iridescent, with a slightly smoky tinge,

nervures brown, superior with a long, yellowish-brown stigma, "the

costal nerviire extending to the extremity of the radial cell, which
is large and perfect ; there are also 3 complete discoidal cells, and
the external cubital cell is nearly perfect : legs ochreous, four

hinder thighs and the tarsi pitchy, tips only of the first pair fuscous

(pi. O, fig. 21 ; c the natural size).

This little insect is exceedingly like the preceding one ; but

there are fewer joints in the antcnn;f, and, on comparing the wings,

it will be seen that the nervures arc different, and the cells more

* Ent. Mag., vol. i. p. 4SG.

t Hymenop. Ichneu. affiu. Monog., vol. i. p. IG.
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numerous: it has also been remarked by Mr. Haliday, that the

Epliedrus pierces the hacks of" tlie Aphides to deposit her eggs,

whereas the Apliidius punctures the under side for the same pur-

pose.* I cannot refrain from remarking the singular fact, that so

few males are found in some species of Aphides ; and amongst the

horny punctured ones, not one of that sex have I detected upon
the wheat. Their services are thus rendered more effective, as the

prolific females not requiring sexual intercourse for several genera-

tions, the destruction of one individual of that sex prevents many
thousands from making their appearance in the course of a few

months.

The third species of insect I bred does not destroy tlie Aphides,

but infests the Ephedrus : it belongs to the Family Proctotru-
piD^ or OxYURi, and many years since I described it under the

name of

9. Ceraphron Carpenter!. f It is black and shining ; head and
thorax finely punctured and clothed with minute hairs : the Male
has a broad head; the eyes are lateral; ocelli 3 on the crown in

a curved line : antennae inserted near to the mouth, longer than

the body, ll-jointed, geniculated, bristly and serrated, basal joint

elongated, second minute, third and five following obtrigonate, the

internal angles pointed, the remainder elliptical: thorax obovate,

as broad as the head, with three longitudinal striae; scutellum

ovate; metathorax with the hinder angles toothed: abdomen
smaller than the thorax, very shining, ovate-conic, depressed,

attached by a broad but very short pedicle, composed of seven

joints, the first covering more than half tlie body, the base striated :

four wings transparent
;
pubescent very iridescent ; anterior with

a thick pitchy costal nervure, terminating beyond the centre in an
oval horny stigma, from which issues a longish curved ray : legs

pitchy, tips of anterior thighs with their tibiae and the base of the

other tibiae bright ochreous ; tarsi more or less ochreous-brown,

five-jointed, basal joint long ; claws and pulvilli distinct (fig. 22;
d, the natural size). Female larger, the antennae scarcely so long

as the body, not serrated nor hairy, but clavate and eleven-jointed

(fig. e), basal joint longer than the head, second and third of equal

lejigth and slender, two or three following obtrigonate, the remainder
slightly oblong, the apical joint conical : abdomen as large as the

thorax and acuminated at the tip, composed apparently of two
horizontal valves.

1 bred one male and several females from the wheat ears, and
these select those Aphides which have been already occupied by

' Ent. Ma^., vol. i. p. 48G.

t Curtis's Brit. Ent., Ibl. 249, and Dissections in pi. 249 ; Curtis's Guide,
Genus 581-7 ; and Journ. Roy. Agi-. Soc, v. iii. p. 59.

VOL. VI. 2 M
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the parasitic Ephedrus (fig. 21), in whose larva the female Cera-

phron deposits an egg, and thus the maggot of the destroyer is

punished with death in its turn ! Here we see a countercheck is

provided to prevent the too great multiplication of tlie legitimate

guardian, and tlius indirectly the Ceraphron assists in preventing

the extinction of the plant-lice.

There is a little apterous Cimex of a bright scarlet colour, which

is frequently very abundant in corn-fields, and appears to me to be

the larva only of a species of bug. I expect it lives upon the

Aphides, or some other of the injurious insects, as in all probability

it is carnivorous; but I am at present ignorant of its economy. It

is this insect, I apprehend, which Somerville alludes to.* He
supposes the Blight, called hungry pickles by dealers, to be attri-

butable to insects ; but whether the shrivelled appearance of the

grain and the empty husks of the wheat, in very wet seasons, be

caused by them or by the presence of the blight, named by Dick-

son Uredo fnmenti, I am unable to decide; it is clear, however,

that Somerville has confounded two distinct insects, as we shall see

by his statement. He says it strikingly resembles a lou.se, being

of a bright red colour, soft and tender; it then assumes a dirty

black tint, becomes stationary, and continues so till it dies, when it

is hard.-j- In 1782, when the crop was very late, and the season

very wet and cold throughout, the wheat crop, he says, almost

entirely failed from the depredations of this insect, and it has

always been in such seasons that it has been deficient. When the

crops have been early they have been least affected, and the plant

has attained sufficient vigour before these insects appear, to resist

their influence, and if it be the delicate rostrum of the larva that

causes the mischief, it would not penetrate the hardened stem,

husks, &c. ; and, lie adds, on such they seemed to die of hunger,

or remove from them. After the grain has passed the milky slate

it is sale from their attacks. Such mischief has always beeh done
to crops not perfectly covered after sowing, or when the seed is very

near the surlace, while such as are deposited at a greater depth

almost wholly escape.| From the errors already pointed out it is

impossible to draw any correct conclusions from the foregoing

observations ; it is only from the most accurate data that we can

hope to derive beneficial results.

When we found the Aphides in August, three other insects were
flying over and alighting upon the wheat. I shall allude to two

of them briefly in order to direct attention to their economy. One

* Dickson's Practical Agriculture, vol. i. p. 556.

t This is no doubt the punctured Aphis (fig. 20. b) which he has con-
founded with the scarlet bug.

X Vide Dickson's Practical Agric, vol. i. p. 55G.
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was a saw-fly called Selandria humeralis,* of which there were

several ; another was a beautiful little green parasitic fly with

black feet, which was running over the ears; it belongs to the

family Chalcididce, and is an Entedon.\ The third was so abundant
that Mr. Graham took many of them on the wing ; and as, in all

probability, it lives upon the larva of some insect infesting the corn

I will describe it. It is related to the species lately alluded to in

this Journal, which is parasitic on the Chlorops tcetiiopiis ; l it

consequently belongs to the Order Hymenoptera, the Family
IcHNEUMONiDES ADSCITI ; and forms a portion of the Genus Dac-
NUSA, I beheve,§ and being uncertain of its specific name, I pro-

pose calling it, from its inhabiting corn-fields,

13. Dacnusa cerealis : Male, slender, black, and shining; head
rather small and subglobose

;
eyes orbicular; ocelli 3 in triangle:

antennae as long as the body, filiform, composed of 21 joints, pube-

scent and fuscous, the three or four basal joints bright ochreous,

first joint oval, truncated obliquely; second, small, globular
;
third,

long; fourth, and following, decreasing in length : thorax elongated,

gibbose before; scutellum rugose with elevated lines, the sides

striated; postscutellum rugose, with three elevated lines forming a
trident on the back ; the pedicle is elongated, narrowest at the

base, depressed, striated, and pitchy-brown ; abdomen rather short

and slender, the apex clavate, brown, excepting the basal joint,

which is ochreous-brown, and the belly is of a similar but a paler

tint: four wings very transparent, beautifully iridescent, nervures

very pale reddish-brown, as well as the stigma, which is elongated
;

radial cell perfect and reaching to the apex : two complete discoidal

cells, all the posterior ones imperfect : legs long, slender, and bright

ochreous; tarsi 5-jointed, their tips and claws black : length \^
line, expanse 3 lines.

Corn-Bugs.

We have now arrived at some insects belong in^; to the CimicIdtE

or tribe of bugs, which are abundant in corn-fields, and probably
live upon other insects that injure the crops. Mr. Kirby describes

one in the Linnean Transactions,i| which he found very common
upon the wheat, in all its states, with the wheat-midge, but he
could not discover that it devoured it. Tiie larvae, pupa?, and
perfect insects were at the same time upon the straw and ears ; for

like the plant-lice or Aphides, this tribe is active, and resembles its

* It belongs to the Tenthredinida;, and is nearly allied to the At/ialia spt-

narum produced from the Nigger Caterpillar
;
Royal Agric. Jour., vol. ii

p. 364.

t Curtis's Guide, Gen. 620.

X Calinim niger, Royal Agric. Jour., vol. v. p. 496.

§ Haliday"s Hymen. Brit. Fasciculus, ii. p. 5.

II
Vol. v. p. 110.

2 M 2
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parents in its larva and pupa states. These bugs belong to tlie

Order Hemiptera, the Family CoREiDiE, and the Genus MiRis
of Fabricius. The specific name, owing to its being attached to

the wheat, is

14. M. Tritici.* Male, tawny-ochreous, long and narrow;
antennte longer than the body, inserted before the eyes, setaceous,

pubescent and four-jointed, parallel at the base, the first joint

stoutest, blackish at the base beneath, forming a stiipe outside,

second twice as long, third much shorter, fourth the shortest and
fuscous; the rostrum is inflected and almost half as long as the

body, four-jointed, blackish at the tip : head subovate, the centre

a little projecting, and leaving two shoulders for the insertion of

the antennae ; it is sulphureous with a deep channel at the base,

a large slate-black patch on the crown, and a spot on each side

of the base of the same colour
;

eyes small, oval, lateral, and
prominent ; ocelli none : thorax oblong, narrowed before, the hinder

angles rounded, sulphureous, w ith two black lines down the centre,

and one on either side tapering behind; scutellum moderately
large, ovate-triffonate, acute and slate-black, with the edges and a

line down the middle sulphureous : abdomen flat, linear, and
margined, obtuse at the ape.x, slate-back above, silky grey beneath :

elytra or superior wings coriaceous, considerably longer than ihe

body, linear in repose, pale sulphur coloured, the interior portion

brown with a slate-coloured stripe on each near the base, leaving a
pale costal margin ; membrane fuscous, with an elliptical cell at

the base; inferior wings ample, folded in repose, with several faint

brown nervures, transparent, very iridescent ; hinder legs very long;

four anterior thighs spotted with brown beneath ; shanks simple,

slender, and hairy ; feet triarticulate, basal joint tlie longest and
stoutest ; second rather shorter than the third ; claws slender and
simple (pi. O, fig. 14 ; v, the natural length). Female similar to

the male, but shorter and broader, entirely of an ochreous tint,

excepting the black abdomen, which is conical and ochreous at the

apex, with a long suture beneath to receive the ovipositor; tho

reflexed sides are orange-coloured ; the antennae and legs are a

little stouter and shorter. ^

I have often met with this Mirisw^ow grasses in marshes, in the

vicinity of the sea-coast, in company with M. erraticus f of Lin-

naeus, of which it may be only a variety.

Another species is exceedingly abundant in barley-fields, and
upon the long grasses in flower on their borders. Towards the

end of last June there were multitudes of the pupae and imago in

the fields surrounding Wilton and Salisbury : they are, in all pro-

* Curtis's Brit. Ent., fol. and pi. 701, where 12 species are referred to. -

A figure of the male is represented flying, and dissections are given,

t Urit. Eiit., I'oi. and pi. 701 ; and Curtis's Guide, Gen. loyS).
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bability, carnivorous, and consequently the farmer's friend^ but we
have not been able to trace their economy to its source. This
insect belongs to the same Order, Genus, and Family as the last;

and 1 gave it the specific name in the Guide of picticeps from its

painted head ; but after collecting a series of specimens, I am
inclined to believe that it is only a variety of the Linnean species,

called

15. !Miris dolabratus. The Male is sulphur-coloured, pube-
scent: head small, black, somewhat lozenge-shaped, a little nar-

rowed behind the eyes, which are lateral, prominent, oval, and
brown ; the forehead is a little produced, with a yellow dot on each
side of the face, an orange streak on the forehead, and a yellow

margin to the ejes above; ocelli none; rostrum long, slender,

four-jointed, piceous at the tip : antennae not so long as the body,
setaceous, pubescent, four-jointed, piceous or tawny, parallel at the

base, first joint the stoutest, a little longer than the head, second

more than twice as lon^, third shorter, fourth not so longf as the

first and verj- slender : thorax trigonate, truncated before, twice

as broad as the head behind, orange-coloured before, with two
broadish stripes of a purplish colour, black before, leaving a pale

lateral margin : scutellum larger than in M. Tritici, triangular,

orange-coloured at the base with four black spots and two on the

disc, the edges being of the same colour ; abdomen obtuse, fuscous

above, ochraceous beneath, with a brown stripe down each side,

leaving the margins ochreous : elytra coriaceous, longer than the

body, elliptical, rather broader than the thorax at the middle,

Iving flat on the back, the disc of a rosv tint, membrane fuscous

with a large elliptical cell at the base : legs similar to the last, but

not so long ; tarsi fuscous at their tips (fig. 16 ; x, the natural length

of 44 lines, breadth 1 line). Female shorter and broader, the

elytra not longer than the abdomen ; antennae and legs much
stouter and not so long as in the male, the pubescence upon them
thicker and black ; the back of the abdomen and the stripe on
each side beneath often of a redcUsh purple colour ; the channel to

receive the ovipositor convex and not so long as in M. Tritici

:

length 4 lines, breadth 1^. The Pupa is not 3 lines long, boat-

shaped, destitute of wings, and of a bright yellow colour ; the legs

and antennae are rather stout, and most like those of the female in

both sexes; they are ochreous, often clouded with purplish- red ; the

eyes are black ; on the crown of the head is a balloon-shaped

figure of a chestnut colour ; the thorax has a broad stripe on either

side of the same tint, which runs along over each sheath of the

wing-cases down to the tail, which is obtuse in the male and ovate-

conic in the female, the under-side is variegated with reddish-

purple ; tarsi only biarticulate ; blackish at the tips (fig. 15; w,

the natural length).
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M. dolabratus also abounds on grass, in hay fields, in June, and
is to be met with until the month of September : it is sufficiently

different from M. Tritici in the form of the head, thorax, and
scutellum to establish a second section in the Genus Miris.

OsciNis Granakius.

I am also indebted to Mr. F. J. Graham for another enemy to

the wheat-crops. It will be remembered that I lately described

and figured a fly called Oscinis vastator, which hatched from
maggots living in the stems of wheat.* A grain of that corn, from
its rosy colour, attracted Mr. Graham's attention last summer,
and being secured in a box, it produced a little black fly closely

allied to O. vastator, but it may be distinguished from it by the

base of the shank being black, instead of ferruginous ; neither is

it the Musca Frit f of Linnseus, which I doubt not is a Chlorops.

On examining the grain of wheat (fig. 17), I found the farina

squeezed out accidentally, possibly in picking it from the ear ; it

was of a pink colour, and from amongst it protruded an empty
shining pupa-case of a rusty ochreous colour (fig-y ; \^ z the same
magnified) : from this had issued a fly belonging to the Order
DiPTERA, Family MusciD^, and the Genus Oscinis, and as I

cannot find it described 1 shall call it, from its feeding on the

grain,

16. O. granarius. It is black and shining, with a greenish cast

:

the head is transverse, semiorbicular ; tlie antenna; are black and
orbicular, with a short pubescent seta ; the eyes are large, remote,

and oval; ocelli 3 in triangle on the crown: the thorax is nearly

quadrate; scutellum semiglobose : two wings transparent, irides-

cent, the nervures dark, and exactly like O. vastator ; two balancers

with a large ochreous white club : legs black ; the first pair is lost

;

tour posterior, with the basal joint of the tarsi dirty-ochreous, and
tip of the intermediate tibiae of the same colour. Fig. 19; a, the

natural size.

I regret my inability to give any better history of this little fly,

but I trust this sketch may lead to a knowledge of its economy,
should it ever appear in any abundance. It is moreover interest-

ing, as it shows how insects of the closest affinities vary in their

habits of life, and it is only a practised eye that can in many cases

detect the differences of allied species.

Millipedes, or False Wire-ivorms.

Before dismissing the insects attacking the wheat, I must not

forget to state, that in November, 1844, I had some plants sent
- s . ^

• Royal Agric. Jour., vol. v. p. 493, fig. 31 to 34.

t Ibid., vol. v. p. 480.
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me wliich had been sown, and had made shoots from half to an
inch in length, when they died, owing, it was believed, to their

being infested by a Millipede, called Polydesnms complanatus,
which was lately figfured and described in this Journal.* There
was every appearance of their being the culprits, for they swarmed
round the grains, which were much injured, and fast decaying;
the only question is, whether they fed upon the grain before or
after it became in a sickly state.

Vibrio Tritici.

Although neither the Millipedes nor the Vibrio belong to the

same Class, they are so intimately connected with Insects, in

aflfecting the crops, that I could hardly complete mv subject if I

did not include them in this Essay ; and as it is many years since

the history of the Vibrio was published in the ' Philosophical

Transactions,'t and that work may be inaccessible to many agri-

culturists, I am induced to introduce sketches to illustrate its eco-

nomy from the inimitable drawings of the late Mr. Francis Bauer,

deposited in the Banksian Library of the British Museum, and
they will prove the more acceptable from Professor Henslow having
included the Vibrio in his ' Report on the Diseases of Wheat ' in

a recent volume of this Journal.J;

The minute worm which causes the disease called ear-cockle, or

purples, belongs to the Class Infusoria, and has been named
17. Vibrio Tritici. The eggs are taken up by the sap from the

infected grain which may have been planted, and hatch in the stalk
§

as well as in the germen. The largest worms (fig. 28) are a

quarter of an inch long at least, of a yellowish-white colour, and
not so transparent as the young worms (fig. 27) ;

" their heads are

very distinct
;
they have a kind of proboscis, which has three or

four joints, which they contract or extend like an opera-glass.

From the head, which is somewhat roundish, they taper gradually

oft" towards the tail, which is scarcely half the diameter of the

middle of their body, and ends in an obtuse claw-like point. At
a short distance from the end of the tail is an orifice, surrounded

by an elevated fleshy edge ; from this orifice the worms discharge

their eggs (fig. 29). The back of these old worms is nearly opaque,

and appears jointed or annular ; the number of joints or rings is

from 25 to 30; the belly side is more transparent, and strings of

* Royal Agric. Jour., vol. v. p. 230, pi. J, fig. 55.

t The Croonian Lecture, read before the Royal Society, Dec. 5, 1822,

and published in 1823, in their Transactions, vol. i., p. 113, being ' Micro-

scopical Observations on the Suspension of the Muscular Motion of the

Vibrio Tritici; by Francis Bauer, Esq., F.R., L.S. &H.S.

X Royal Agr. Jour., vol. ii. p. 19.

§ Ml-. Bauer thinks this may be another species of Vibrio.
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ova can be distinctly seen through almost the whole length of the

«orm to the orifice by which the eggs are discharged." Those
m the cavities of the mature grain are generally ^-j or of an inch

long, milk white, and seraitransparent. After laying all their

eggs, the parent worms soon die, and in a few days they decay and
fall to pieces ; but such is not the case at an earlier period of life,

for after being dried and appearing quite dead, on the application

of moisture they become as lively as they were at first : and thus

for five years and eiorht months ^Ir. Bauer was able to reanimate

the worms by immersion, but it required a longer period as the

time lengthened, and after that they died : other examples bred

by him retained their revivescent qualities for six years and one

month. It seems probable that the glutinous substance in which

they are enveloped preserves their vitality. They may be kept

alive for three months in water.

It appears from Mr. Bauer's investigations, that the cavities of

the orrain are at first filled with a w hite fibrous substance formed
by gluten into balls of a silky nature. In water they instantly

dissolve, and exhibit hundreds of minute worms, which become ani-

mated in less than a quarter of an hour when moistened, and the

grains eventually assumed a dark bro\vn colour, and were as hard

as wood.
Nothing is known regarding the sexes, and it is extremely pro-

bable the Vibrios are hermaphrodite. In some grains approach-

ing maturity, only one was found with the cluster of eggs, in others

there were three. The eggs come forth in strings of five or six

together (fig. 29), and are detached in water: the young worms
can then be seen througli the transparent skin (fig. 30). In about

an hour and a half after the egg is laid in w ater, the voung worm
begins to extricate itself, which it took one of them an hour and
twelve minutes to accomplish.

Such are some of the leading points in the economy of this ex-

traordinary little animal noticed by Mr. Bauer ; and for further in-

formation I must refer the reader to his valuable Paper, and to

Professor Henslow's interesting Report. The figures we have
added to illustrate the history of the Vibrio will be found de-

scribed at the end of this Paper.

Summary of theforegoing Report.

Parasiticflies living upon the wheat-midge, Cecidomyia Tritici,

and upon each another.

Platygaster Tipulo', found during summer months, deposits its

eggs in the maggots of the wheat-midge. It is exceedingly

abundant.

It lays only one egg in each maggot, passing by those previously

inoculated.
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Females in swarms, males very seldom seen.

A second species in corn-fields, called Platyyastcr Tritici ; and
there is a vast number of other species.

Platijgaster inserens lays its eggs in those of the P. Tijmlce,

and limits its increase.

Macroglenes penetrans is also occupied in the same way, but lays

its eggs in the maggots of the Platygaster Tipuke.

Flies called Empidcs carry oft" and devour the wheat-midge.

A little insect called Thrips accused of injuring the corn-crops.

Some species destroy peaches and melons, cucumbers, olives, and
hothouse plants.

Thrips cerealium destroyed one-third of the wheat crop in the

richest plains of Piedmont in 1805, and it is believed affected the

same crops in England.
It causes the rge to be unprolific in Scotland, and also ia

Sweden.

The larvcp and pupa; are similar to the perfect Thrips, but the

first is of an orange colour, the others are black, and the female

only has w ings in her last stage.

Abundant in summer in the ears and between the leaves, at the

base, in reheat and barley plants.

It is the most numerous of all the insects infesting the wheat,

and common every year.

Pungled, or shrivelled grains, caused by the Thrips extracting

the milky secretions, and abortion frequently occurs from their

piercing the tender straw at the joints.

One fouj'th part thus destroyed in some ears.

Orange-coloured larv(B very active, pupcB indolent.

The orange-coloured powder often accompanying them is not

their excrement, but a.fungus called Must.

They do most mischief to late-sown w heats, the earhj-soicn being

too hard to suffer from their attacks.

Apparently more injurious on heavy than on ligJit soils.

In some years the bearded wheat escaj?ed, in others it has suffered

most.

Earwigs with them. Do they live upon the Thrips^
Minute as the Thrips is, it is infested by a parasite, and is often

covered with mites which feed on it.

Aphides, or plant-lice, called also dolphins, infest the wheat in

July and August ; when they are in every stage of growth.

Aphis granaria also inhabits barley and oats.

Every Aphis sometimes punctured by a parasite, and the ears

exhibiting numbers of broicn and black globules scattered over them.

Aphidius Avence lays her eggs in the body of the apterous

which then becomes brown.
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Ephedrus plagiator deposits her ejgs in a similar way in the

apterous Aphides, which assume a black colour.

Very few male Aphides to be found, and the punctured ones are

s\\ females.

Cerapliron Carpenteri destroys the parasitic Ephedrus, by de-

positing its eggs in the maggots, which are already living in the

A])ltides.

A little apterous Bug, of a scarlet colour, abundant on corn. It

is carnivorous, and possibly lives upon the Aphides.

Hungry picMes supposed to be caused by this or some other in-

sect by Somerville.

A fungus, called Uredo frumenti, makes its appearance at the

same time.

Such mischief arises from shallow soicing, according to Somer-
ville.

A saw-fly, named Selandria humeralis, an Entedon, and Dacriusa

cerealis, flying about a wheat-field in August ; the last in abun-

dance.

Miris Tritici, a bug, abundant on the wheat with the Aphides,

in the larva, pupa, and perfect states. Does it live upon the plant-

lice ?

It also abounds on gras.'ses in marshes on the sea-coast.

Miris dolabratus equally common upon barley and the borders

of the fields, in every stage, where it is in all probability serviceable

in destroying noxious insects.

It is exceedingly numerous in hay-fields around London from

Midsummer to Michaelmas.

A little fly called Oscinis granarius appears to live in the grain

of loheat in the larva state.

One bred from a. pripa issuing from a kernel of a rosy colour.

A Millipede called Polydesmiis complanatus in abundance about

grains of wheat which had vegetated and died.

Were they the cause or effect of the disease ?

The worm named Vibrio Tritici, infesting the grains of wheat
in the ear, which are then called Ear-cockles or Purples.

Eggs absorbed from the soil with the sap.

^hefemale worm dies after laying her eggs.

When dried and dead, moisture reanimates the worms, and their

vitality has not been extinguished for upwards of years.

The glutinous substance in which they are enveloped probably

secures their vital powers from destruction.

The cottony substance which at first fills the grains is composed
of hundreds of these worms, which become active in a quarter of an
hour on being moistened.

The grains finally become hard and dark.









o
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They are believed to be hermaphrodite.

The more matured grains contain innumerable egcrs with from

one to tliree worms only in each.

The eggs are laid in strings of five or six together, and the young
worms can be seen through the skin.

llie young worms hatch about an hour and a half after the eggs

are laid, when put in water, and they are almost as long in extri-

cating themselves.

Explanation of Plate N.

Fig. 1.* Platygaster Tipula, male.

a The natural sizCi

h* The antenna.

Fig. 2.* Platygaster insercns.

e The natural length.

c* The abdomen and ovipositor.

d* The antenna.

Fig. 3 * Macroglenes penetrans, male.

f The natural dimensions.

Fig. 4.* Macroglenes penetrans, female.

g The natural size.

Fig. 5.* Empis lirida, female.

m The natural dimensions.

Fig. 6.* Head of the same in profile.

/t* The two antennae.

i* The upper lip.

k* The under lip.

/* The Palpi or feelers.

Fig. 7. Portion of a stem of barley exhibiting

0 Larvae of tlie Thrips.

p The Thrips itself.

Fig. 8.* Thrips cerealium, female.

q The natural size.

Fig. 9.* The same flying.

n The natural size.

Fig. 10.* Aphis granaria, male.

r Natural size, walking.

Fig. 11.* An apterous larva.

s The natural size.

Fig. 12.* Aphidiiis Aventp, male.

t The natural size.

Fig. 13.* Case of Aphis graiiaria, female, from wliicli the Aphidius
had hatched.

u The natural size.

Plate O.

Fig. 14.* Miris Tritici, male.

V The natural length.
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Fig. 15.* Miris dolabratus, pupa.

w The natural length.

Fig. 16.* 3Iiris dolabratus, male.

X The natural length.

Fig. 11. A grain of wheat.

y The pupa-case, exscrted.

Fig. 18.* The grain magnified.

z* The pupa-case ditto.

Fig. 19.* Oscinis granarius, female ?

a The natural size.

Fig. 20. A portion of an ear of corn.

b The punctured Aphides.

Fig. 21.* Ephedrus plagiator, female.

c The natural size.

Fig. 22.* Cerapliron Carpenteri, male.
• d The natural size.

e* Antenna of female.

Fig. 23. Portion of a full-grown diseased ear of white wheat.

f The ear cockles.

Fig. 24.* Transverse section of an infected young germen, from the
upper part of a green spiket.

Fig. 25.* An infected young germen in a more advanced state.

Fig. 26.* Transverse section of the same, having several large worms, a
great many eggs, and some young worms in its cavity.

Fig. 21* A young worm.
Fig. 28.* " One of the largest worms in its most usual attitude, and in

the act of laying its eggs."

Fig. 29.* The eggs coming forth in a series.

Fig. 30.* " An egg containing a living young worm, twisted and roiled

up in its natural manner."

Obs.—Those numbers and letters with a * attached, refer to the

objects which are represented larger than life. All the figures are

drawn from nature, excepting 2, c and d, which are copied from the

Linnsean Transactions, and 23 to 30 inclusive from Mr. Bauer's draw-

ings for the Philosophical Transactions.

The Copyright of this Paper is reserved to the Writer.

* Hayes, near Uxbridge, Nov. 1845.

XLII.— On converting a Moory Hill-side into Catch Meadow.
By John Koals, of Brendon Farm, Somersetshire.

Prize Essay.

At Lady-day, 1816, I began to farm three hundred acres of

land on Brendon Hill, the property of the Earl of Carnarvon,

the elevation of which is one thousand feet above the scaj about
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two hundred acres were then covered with heath, sixty with fern,

and the remainder with peat and moss. Not having hay to give

my horses, I began to turn attention to procure some. The first

course 1 took was to take the level from all the springs, and then

to ascertain how many acres I had under that level that T could

carry the water over ; and when I found how much land I could

irrigate, I began to cultivate my intended meadow, which was
done by paring and burning, and, after spreading the ashes, to

break up and work the land to the depth of from 12 to 15 inches

with Finlayson's harrow, by stirring the subsoil, but not to bring

it to the surface ; after working many times over in this way, I got

the surface as even as I thought necessary ; it was then manured
with 60 bushels of lime an acre, and sown with turnips, which

were fed off on the land. After the turnips the land was again

worked with the harrow, rolled and made fine, and in April was
sown with grass seed, harrowed in and rolled. I'he grass came
up well, and was stocked on the 1st of July following with seven

sheep to the acre, which it kept in good condition until the 1st of

November, when it was again rolled, and the water gutters made
to take the water that was drained from the springs above. I set

out the watering gutters by the level, giving them 1 inch fall in

every 10 feet. They were cut 9 inches wide and 3 inches deep.

If the land has a gentle slope, the gutters may be put 60 feet

from each other ; but if it be very steep, and there is a good flow of

water, they may be put seventy or eighty feet apart. \N hen I find

the water sink too fast into the land, 1 spread fine earth or road

scrapings over the surface in order to fill it up, that the water

may pass over to the next catch-gutter. In this way I made my
first 14 acres, which took five years to complete. In the same
manner I have from time to time drained all the wet land on the
farm, and have now 30 acres of meadow, which yield a crop of

hay from a ton to a ton and a half per acre annually.

Where it is possible to carry water over dry land, it is best to

do so ; but the boff itself can be converted into water meadow. I

have lately drained a deep peat bog by cutting drains in some
parts of it to the depth of 7 feet. This bog was 10 acres ; one-

half of which is now watered. The way I manage to prevent the

flooding water from getting down into the drains is as follows :—

I

first fill the bottom with flat stones set on their edge one foot

;

then a foot of stones broken small ; on them a 3-inch turf with

the grass downwards, and well trodden in ; on this turf I lay on
puddle, which I bring within 6 inches of the surface. When this

is done, I pare and burn, manure, and manage the peat in the

same manner as I do the other land.

The water gutters should be cut with the under edge sloping

outwards, in order to let the water floiv more freely over the land.
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and be less liable to be trodden in by cattle or horses passing over

them. The water should never be suffered to remain in one
place over the grass, more than two or three days at a time,

without being changed, nor be turned upon the land in order

to remain there during frost ; but should the frost set in while

the water is on, by no means alter it until the frost is gone ; for, if

the surface is exposed and the frost continues, it will most likely

lift the land and kill the grass. After the hay is made I never

stock the after-grass with anything but sheep, or cattle under two
years old, feeding it down as close as possible by the 1st of No-
vember. I then clean the gutters and roll the land in order to

begin watering as soon as the springs begin to break in the

autumn. November, February, and March are the best months
for watering.

All the land on this farm was valued under an Inclosure Act
in 1804 by the surveyor at 2s. an acre. What I have converted to

meadow would now let for 25s., and is still improving. The soil

on this farm is part peat and bog, and brown loam resting on
gravel, and a soft slaty rock. The fern grows in the brown loam,

which on our moors is by far the best land for water meadows.
The sides of the mountains in the north of England and Wales

might be converted to catch meadows in the same way that I

have done mine, provided the water is of good quality and the

land can be made porous to let the water filter gently down. I

have never found turning water over old pasture do much good,

as the grass that comes up is coarse and thin, and the hay, if

mown, is not of good quality. If, therefore, old pasture is in-

tended for meadow, it will answer best to break it up first, work
it clean, manure it well, and seed it down with those grass seeds

that are most congenial for water meadows.

The first Yearns Expense per Acre.

£. s. d.

Paring and burning 10 0
Spreading ashes 0 16
Working land with Finlayson's harrow,

4 horses 15 0
Harrowing and rolling 0 5 0
60 bushels of lime and carnage ..250
Slaking and spreading lime . . . . 0 0
Turnip seed 0 2 0
Drill and harrowing in seed . . . .030
Hoeing turnips 0 5 0

5 9 6
Value of turnips 3 3 0

First year's outlay £2 6 6
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Brought forward . . . £2 6 6

Second Year.

Cultivating after turnips . . . . 0 10 0

1 bushel of rye-grass seed . . . .050
12 lbs. red aiid white cluver, \0d. . . 0 10 0

6 lbs. rib-grass seed, 4d 0 2 0

Sowing and liarrowing in grass seeds .026
Making water gutters 0 10 0

2 years' rent of land 0 15 0

£5 1 0

To keep of 1 sheep from 1st July to the

1st November, 16 weeks, at 8*. each 2 16 0

£2 5 0

After-grass 0 5 0

Total expense of converting a waste

mountain-side into water-meadow ,200
The reason I did not plough the land after the ashes were

spread, was that I wished to keep the vegetable matter that was

on or near the surface from getting down to mix with the subsoil.

John Koai.s.

Brendon Farm, Wiveliscombe, Somerset, 1845.

Notes.

I have known Mr. Roals's farm for many years. It stands

alone on the summit of the wild Exmoor range of mountain land.

If any one asserted that, for a trifling outlay, he could enable

heath-covered steeps to rival in produce and value the old grazing

grounds of Northamptonshire, he would be regarded as a dreamer.

But if any owner of moors will visit West Somerset or North
Devon, he will ascertain the literal truth of the statement, as T

did five years ago. All that is rec^uired is a streamlet trickling

down the mountain side, or a torrent descending rapidly along the

bottom of the glen. The profit of underdraining old arable land

appears trifling, when compared with the profit of thus forming

catch-meadows, which, according to Mr. Roals, is more than one
pound interest for two pounds invested. The two pages of this

Prize Report, which state no more than Mr. Roals has him-
self done, contain a talisman, by which a mantle of luxuriant

verdure might be spread over the mountain moors of Wales and
Scotland, of Kerry and Connemara. If the plain means of im-
provement and employment are still neglected, it will be impos-
sible not to tax the owners of those needless deserts with supine-

ness ; and difficult to deny that they hold in their hands more of

this country's surface than they are able to manage for their own
good or for the good of the community. Pii. Pusey.
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The water-meadows at Audley End were formed in 1841,y>wn
old pastwes without disturbing the surface except for the purpose
of adjusting the levels and cutting the ditches; but in consequence
of the inequality of the ground many hollow places were filled up
with fresh moulds, and the produce was not much increased the

first year of irrigation.

Although it was not possible to ascertain the exact amount of
the crops for the succeeding three years, two of the three crops

grown in each season having been consumed in a green state on
the ground, yet occasionally single rods taken indiscriminately

from the first growth of grass have been weighed, to obtain a
tolerable estimate of the general produce, and affording the follow-

ing result :

—

First Time of Cutting.

Weiglit of

Grass
per Rod.

Weight of

Hay
per Rod.

Weight of

Grass

per Acre.

Weiglit of
Hay

per Acre.

1843. lbs. lbs. Toms. Cwt. Tons. Cwt.

May 1st . 143 39 10 4 2 15

May 30th . . . 201 51 14 7 3 12
1841.

April 22nd . . . 152 38 10 17 2 14

May 15th . . . 211 62 lo 1 4 8

1815.

May 23rd . . . 170 44 12 2 3 2
June 3rd 218 56 15 11 4 0

In the end of July and beginning of August, 1844, a second
cutting was made of the grass growing on the land above referred

to, and carried to the homestead in a green state for consumption,

and this crop appeared nearly as heavy as the first.

It must be noticed that no deduction has been made for any
waste of ground arising from the carriers or troughs; but it may
be presumed, after allowing for this loss of surface, that the aver-

age produce yielded the three last years has been about 31 tons

of grass, or 8 tons of hay per acre.

It appears from the different periods of the year at which the

crops arrived at maturity, that even on irrigated meadows the

temperature of the atmosphere in the early part of the spring e.K-

ercises considerable influence over the growth of the grass, where
water is not always at command to apply to the meadows.

Italian rye-grass seems suitable for irrigation, as a patch at

Audley End measured 3 feet 2 inches in height on the 30th of

April, 1844.

Brayurookk.
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XLIII.— On the Cultivation and Preparation of Gorse as Food
for Cattle. By Sandham Elly.

Thb following circumstance first brought the cultivation of gorse

as food for cattle under my attention.

A very poor man, the ranger of an extensive wood, and also

holding a small farm near my grounds, had but one horse to do
all the business of his farm. This unfortunate animal was worked
six days in the week on the farm, and even " Sunday shone no
Sabbath-day to him," for he had to draw the family to the parish

chapel, some miles distant.

Being quite unused to the luxury of hay or oats, he notwith-

standing showed good condition, high spirits, with a fine and
glossy coat. This anomaly created an inquiry into the system of

feeding practised by the farmer, which was found to be one feed

of boiled potatoes daily, and pounded gorse without limitation.

This was his food for the winter ; in summer he grazed in the

woods.

It occurred to me, that as a horse and a cow lived much on the

same diet, the food that would fatten a horse could not be very

bad for a cow; and having heard that in Staffordshire gorse was
extensively cultivated, I crossed the Channel, in the year 1836,
for the purpose of obtaining information on the subject, but did

not obtain admittance into any of those establishments, save one,

that of Mr. Greysbroke, situate on the borders of Worcestershire,

who Tvas polite enough to take me over his farm, and gave me
much information. He had thirty milch cows, a bull, and six

very large farm horses, all in high condition, and exclusively fed

on gorse, with the exception of one feed daily of a cooler diet,

gorse being considered too rich a food for constant feeding.

Neither hay nor oats given to cows or horses. This very flatter-

ing picture caused me to commence immediate operations, the

result of which I shall give under the different heads, as laid

down by the Royal Agricultural Society.

1, Quality of the Land where the Gone is sown.

My grounds are situate in the county of Wexford, bordering
the county of Kilkenny, some parts so hilly that they are called

the Apennines; the soil is six inches deep, of good quality, sub-

soil shingle.

My first experiment in sowing gorse seed was in 1837, on a flat

field of four statute acres. I sowed the field with Chevalier barley,

and then put in the gorse (20 stone to the acre) under the harrow,
as we sow clover-seed, and rolled it. The barley came up very

well, and the gi)rse very partially, part of the seed not appearing

for six months, while some appeared in ten days. The summer
VOL. VI. 2 N
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came on wet and stormy : the barley grew to the height of five

feet, became lodged, and smothered my entire crop of gorse.

Having broken my leg in fox-hunting, I lost the next year. In
the spring of 1839 I sowed an acre of the steepest hill on the

Apennines
;
and, to avoid my first error, it was unaccompanied

with any other crop. The gorse came up very partially, and the

weeds very luxuriantly, smothering all the late-growing plants.

Weeders were set to work, and many of the remaining plants fell

a sacrifice to their carelessness, which caused this year's experi-

ment to be nearly a failure ; and not having any person to seek

instruction from, I was greatly disheartened, but did not despair.

In 1840 I sowed the south side of another hill in drills, for the

purpose of careful weeding. The seed came up most partially,

a great portion not appearing until autumn, and a severe winter

coming on, the late plants perished, leanng about half the ground

bare. In the autumn I purchased 70,000 seedling plants, at

6rf. per thousand, which I dibbled in to fill up the vacant space :

those plants succeeded very well, and completed the plantation.

The following spring I put the ground intended for the plan-

tation under early potatoes, and sowed the gorse in a bed in the

kitchen-garden. The potatoes were ploughed out in September,

when I had the ground cleanly picked and rolled, that the scythe

might work as near the ground as possible. I dibbled in the

plants from the seedling bed in rows six inches asunder, and the

plants six inches apart in the rows ; thus the whole ground was
covered with plants six inches apart every way. This system 1

have continued with success, not a plant having missed, and the

ground looks well covered. I must here observe, that to make
success sure the plants must be in the ground, if possible, in

September, but not later than November, or their succeeding

will be very doubtful.

I am now (March, 1845) sowing a bed of gorse seed in the

garden, for the purpose of adding a couple of acres next Sep-

tember, having so well succeeded in the transplanting system.

A statute acre of ground, when planted with seedlings six inclies

apart, takes 174,240 plants. A pound of seed, allowing two-

thirds to come up, will produce 50,000 plants, therefore 4 lbs. of

seed will be ample for an acre of ground. In the broadcast

system I have, with bad success, sowed 28 lbs. to the acre, the

cost being Is. per pound, making a saving in favour of trans-

planting which will more than pay the expense attending it;

besides, the value of the early potatoes should exceed 20/. To
insure a regularity in coming up, I steep the seed four days,

and then allow it to remain in a heap for a week or ten days, to

insure regular vegetation before sowing, keeping the heap turned

every day, to prevent fermentation.
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There is a prevailing but most erroneous opinion, tliat " the

worse the ground the better for gorse," and that even in yellow

clay it flourishes. This opinion arises from its great liability to

be smothered with weeds, which will not grow in yellow clay or

bad ground. I tried the experiment to convince my steward, and
planted some seedlings in very bad ground and others in a rich

bed in the flower-garden. Those in the bad ground in the

second year attained the height of 18 inches, while those in the

garden arrived to the height of 3 feet. The seed, steeped as

directed, I had sown late in March, and it is now (23rd April) all

above ground.

2. The Age of the Plant lohen cut.

The plants transplanted in September I commence cutting in

the October of the following year. Many persons allow gorse

to become two years old before cutting, and, with a billhook, cut

every second year, and afterwards cut off the side shoots for food.

I very much disapprove of this plan— first, because the plants at

two years old have lost their rich and succulent quality ; and,

secondly, on account of the great expense attending it.

3. The Mode and Expense of Cutting.

Cutting (yearly) is very cheap and simple; it is performed
with a scythe of the common description. One man in an hour
will mow a sufficient quantity for the daily support of thirty head
of cattle.

4. Mode and Expense of Preparing.

Horses, being provided with teeth in both upper and under
jaws, do not require to have the gorse so finely prepared as that

intended for cows. From October until January the young plants

are both rich and succulent, and, for horses, only require to be
passed through the chafling machine ; but after January they

become more dry, and require to be bruised under the stones after

passing through the chaffing-machine. In the month of April

gorse comes into blossom, when it becomes bitter, and will be

rejected by both cows and horses. Cows, being ruminating

animals, swallow their food whole, and afterwards bring it up
again from the stomach to the mouth for the purpose of masti-

cation. If the thorns are not well bruised they would produce

inflammation in the passage, and instinct would cause the animal

to reject it; therefore it is first passed through the chafling-

machine, and afterwards bruised under the stones, until it assumes

the appearance of moss.

Cows fed on gorse require to be confined to the stall. Those
2 N 2
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not used to it will at first refuse, but after a little starving will

prefer it to any other food.

5. The Mode of Feeding with Gorse, and the Quantity of other

Food given.

Horses eat it with great avidity and thrive well on it. I give

each working horse a bucket of prepared gorse in the morning
before going out ; at dinner time a feed of boiled potatoes, and
at night two buckets of gorse ; neither hay nor oats. Cow feeding

is different ; at daylight in the morning the cattle are driven from
their stalls to w ater, if possible a running stream

;
gorse, if

crushed over night and allowed to lie in a heap, would ferment
l)efore morning ; the cattle are therefore supplied with a feed of

mangold-wurzel while the gorse is undergoing preparation ; after

breakfast (ten o'clock) they get a feed of gorse, as much as they

will eat (should any remain in the trough it is taken away)
;

another feed at two o'clock ; at four are again driven to water;

and at six get a large feed to last all night. Cattle will not eat

as large a bulk of gorse as of other food, it being so rich that a

less quantity suffices. A square perch of ground (Irish measure

7 yards) planted with gorse, as previously mentioned, gives my
eight head of cattle their daily food, the cutting and preparation

of which will occupy the time of a man, a boy, and a donkey for

three hours ; one hour to cut, carry home, and pass through the -

chaffing-machine, and two hours to crush under the stones.

Gorse after being once established requires neither tillage,

manuring, nor weeding, producing the most nutritious food without

imparting any unj)leasant flavour to the milk, which is rich and
creamy. Twenty statute acres of gorse should support 100 head
of cattle for the winter six months, without any other food save

the morning feed of mangold-wurzel, turnips, or potatoes : the

saving of hay for 100 cows would be at least "200/. per annum.
Concerning the construction of machinery for preparing the

food much is to be said. Mr. Greysbroke's machine consisted

of two melal rollers of great weight, turning on a bed of metal,

worked by a horse with the same description of machinery asjhat

used for turning threshing-mills; the cost is about 60/. The
only objection is the expense; which a needy farmer cannot

afford.

Mr. Whitney of Old Ross, in the county of \Ve.\ford, makes
use of a machine having cylinders and knives, on the principle of

a chaffing-machine, and attached to the machinery by which his

threshing- mill is worked. This concern stands in 70/., is worked
by a pair of horses, and does its business right well.

Mr. Cliffe, of PjcUvue, in the same county, uses a macLine
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something on the same principle, turned by a powerful water-

wheel, and reduces the gorse to the substance of moss. This
machine is expensive ; and few farmers have the advantage of

water power.

The machine which I have constructed, a sketch of which is

here inserted, consists of two heavy millstones, working on a cut-

stone bed, and turned by a donkey ; it is of the simplest construc-

tion, and cost me 8/.

The gorse, after passing through the chaffing-machine, is heaped
on the centre of the stone bed, aiid raked under the stones by a

man who continues walking round and rakes it off as finished.

Gorse is indigenous to Ireland in the hilly parts ; a field allowed

to remain untilled for five years would become covered with this

plant ; but Irish gorse is not as good or luxuriant as the French.

The farmers in my neighbourhood are now coming into the

practice of shearing their gorse fences and preparing it as food for

cattle, which has been attended with good effect.

Impressed with the importance to agriculture in general, but

to the small farmer in particular, of introducing a crop which

enables him to feed eight milch cows off the same space of

ground that supported but one by grazing, I have endeavoured to

give publicity to my experiments, and spread the system as much
as possible. The following fact will prove that my exertions

were not in vain. The farmer whom 1 mentioned in the intro-

duction, at the time his horse attracted my attention, was a very

poor man, with difficulty supporting one cow by grazing
;
having

adopted the practice of shearing and bruising the last year's
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growth of the gorse forming the underwood of the woods to which
he is ranger, he has now a dairy of eight cows, which yields a profit

of lOOZ. per annum, thus starting from poverty into comparative

wealth. Being the first person in Ireland who attempted gorse

feeding with milch cows, or cultivated it as a meadow, 1 laboured
under great disadvantages, not having any person to apply to

whose experience or advice might be useful, but I am now happy
to say that many gentlemen are adopting the system with the de-

sired effect.

Mr. Cliffe of Bellvue, in the county of Wexford, supports

about fifty head of young cattle and many horses by shearing his

gorse fences and an extensive fox cover. He lays down the

manufactured food at an expense of 45. 9fZ. per ton.

Mr. Crook, of Derreen, in the county of Cork, has 14 acres

laid down under gorse, and an English gentleman has ordered

100 acres of his estate in the same county to be laid down in like

manner, and I fondly hope that such examples may be followed

up by the resident gentlemen of Ireland, as the poor farmer

cannot afford the risk of experiments.

Elly Walks, County of Wexford,
23rd Ajn il, 1845.

Note.—Furze has been long recommended, and partially cultivated, on
poor soils, chiefly as a food for horses. During the Peninsular war our
cavalry was mainly supported on it in the passage of the army from the

North of Spain into France ; and in the Agricultural Report of Mid
Lothian (App. No. VI., p. 56) is the following statement :

—

" An acre of whins, or furze, has been found sufficient for six farm-
horses for four months, with one feed of corn per day, and whins

;
being in

as good order as when fed on two of corn and straw ; so that the whole of

the straw and one feed of oats were saved, and valuing these at 7d. per
day for each horse, the saving in 17 weeks amounted, on the six horses, to

17/. 17s-, from which deducting 5s. a-week, as the expense of cutting and
bruising, there would remain 13/. I2s. as the product ; but, as the plant
requires two years for its growth, Gl. IGs. is the yearly value."

The expense of machinery appears to be unnecessary, as a common
heavy grindstone, turned on an axle by a donkey, is a sufficient bruising
mill, of which there is an engraving, with a detail of the cost and charges,

in the ' History of British Husbandry,' vol. i., p. 134.

—

French Burke.

XLIV.

—

Experiment on the Action of Dung, and of Ronve Artificial

Manures, upon Beet-root. By Pu. Pusey, M.P.

Being desirous to try the comparative effects of certain manures
for my own guidance, I made an experiment upon 5 acres of

mangold-wurzel—or beet-root, as it would be more convenient to

call that root. There were several questions to which it seemed
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to mc that the answers, if I could obtain them, would be interest-

ing, and might be useful. To what degree, for instance} one may
increase the dressing of dung, with corresponding benefit to the

crop, and what is the limit beyond which an increased quantity of
dung ceases to act, or again, whether it be better to dress with
dung only, or with a combination of dung and of artificial manure.
The latter question is the more practical, because some writers

maintain that a farm ought to supply its own manure, and that

the purchase of artificial aids is a proof of imperfect management.
In order to investigate these and other points, I applied to 5
acres of yellow globe beet-root, in the first week of April, dif-

ferent dressings at the following amounts per acre :

—

Duiig. Artificial Manure.

Lot 1. 26 loads of good duno'
2. 13 ditto ditto.

3. 13 ditto and . . 7 cwt. rape-dust.

4. 13 ditto and 14 bush, bones.

5. 13 ditto and . 7J cwt. rags.

6. 13 ditto and , 3 cwt. guano.

7. 7 cwt. rape-dust.

8. 14 bush, bone-dust.

9. 3 cwt. guano.
10. No manure.

Having found that when manures are tried by being spread
upon distinct portions of the same field, some uncertainty is cast

upon the result by differences in the crop, which evidently do not

arise from the action of the respective manures, but from vari-

ation in the depth or quality of the soil, from previous manurings,
from the depredation of insects, or some cause that cannot be
detected, I apportioned the manures to be tried in a new method,
which increased the trouble indeed, but which I thought would
make the result trustworthy. The rows were opened 3 feet apart

upon the whole piece. In three rows I put the heavy dressing of

dung ; in the nest two rows, the lighter dressing ; in the two
following roW'S we added rape-dust to the dung ; and so on until^

in 19 ridges, all the trials had been prepared. We then began
again as before with the heavy dressing of dung, and completed
another set of 19 ridges like the first. The extent of 5 acres

allowed 6 sets thus to be made ; which might be regarded as six

repetitions of the same experiment, and as therefore deserving

greater confidence. Thus the rows which received artificial

manure only, of whatever kind, were of a darker green than the

rest until some hot weather came in August. Their leaves then
blistered, and many of the leaves withered suddenly off. If
this had occurred on one patch of ground only, it might have
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been imputed to accident ; but no one who saw it repeated on

these particular rows, in six different stripes across the field,

could doubt that it was caused by the absence of dung, which
on such sandy land thus appears necessary for carrying a crop

through to harvest. The land, as I have said, was very light,

being in part a shifting sand, so that in one part the seed was
blown out of the ground ; but the dripping summer was favour-

able, and the crop weis a very good one.

At the end of October the roots were taken up, and the pro-

duce ascertained by weighing the yield of half an acre, measured
across the six sets of rows at one end. The yield was as fol-

lows :

—

Tons of cleaned

Dung. Artificial Manure. Roots, per Acre.

No. 1. 26 loads 281
2. 13 loads 27i
3. 13 loads 7 CNvt. rape-dust . 27
4. 13 loads 14 bush, bone-dust 26
5. 13 loads 7 cwt. rags . 36
6. 13 loads 3 cwt. guano 36
7. 7 cwt. rape . 20i
8. 14 bush, bones 20
9. 3 cwt. guano 20i

10. 15J

By comparing the two first lots, it appears that in doubling the

dose of dung we had gained only 1 ton per acre, which is in fact

gaining nothing. It is proved, therefore, that on some land,

though poor, if in high condition, there is a point beyond which
even a large increase of mere dung ceases to act. But the

clearest mode of examining the result of the trial will be to di\-ide

the lots into classes, according to the amount of produce, and it

will be found that they fall easily into classes—an agreement
which can hardly be accidental, and leads to the belief that some
uniform causes have been at work.

First we must of course take the soil in its actual state, not its

natural state, for it is naturally poor, but in its then state of

productiveness as it stood without further assistance.

Soil unmanured. ISj tons of field-beet.
'

This will of course form the standard by which to judge the
effect of the other manures. The artificial manures evidently

follow next, their produce running very even. Rags used singly

were accidentally omitted from the trial, but having used them in

the same field and seen their yield, 1 should put them at the

same amount with the rest.

The second class then will stand thus :

—
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V. Artijicial Manures alone.

Tons.

"7 cwt. rape 20j
14 bushels bones ..... 20
3 cwt. guano 20^
7 cwt. rags, (estimated) about ... 20

The agreement, by actual wcisliing, between the three first arti-

ficial manures is very close. The effect of all is but weak, and
the increase of crop would barely pay for their use, being only 5
tons, worth about bOs. to consume on the land.

The third class evidently marks itself out as follows :

—

Artificial Manure. Tons.

13 loads dung 27^
13 loads dung . . 1 cwt. rape-dust . 27
1^ loads dung . .14 bushels bones . 26
26 loads dung 28^

These amounts again may be taken as practically the same. No
advantage is gained by exceeding the single dressing of dung. It

seems a confirmation of the inference that there is a limit to the

profitable use of dung, to find that bones and rape-dust, each

efficient when used alone, fail equally with the additional dose of

dung in raising the produce above the standard amount, in which
there certainly is a striking agreement between the four lots. In
the second class, then, the artificial manures gave each about 5

tons additional produce per acre. In the third class, the single

dressing of dung gives about 12 tons, which is not increased by
the further use of bones, rape, or sensibly even by doubling the

dung.

The remaining class shows a different result :

—

1 3 loads of dung 7 cwt. rags 36 tons

13 lorids of dung 3 cwt. guano 36 tons

Here we obtain a very large increase by adding two different

artificial manures separately to the full dose of dung. The
question arises, why these two manures should act so much
better ; a question I am unable to answer. But in the inte-

resting work on ' Rurnl Economy,' which Boussingault has

lateh* published, and Mr. Law has translated, there is a very

copious table in which the value of manures is stated according to

the quantity of azote which they contain. In that table the

manures we are now dealing Avith stand thus :

—

Azote.

Rape-dust ...... 5J
Bones ....... 6y
Best guano . . . . . . 15f
Woollen rags . , . . . . 20j
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Possibly therefore a chemist might find the answer in this super-

abundance of azote, but I am not competent to say how this may be.

In fact the two leaders in agricultural chemistry, Liebig and
Boussingault, are at variance on this very point. The two prin-

cipal results of the experiment seem to be—one, that there is on
some soils a limit beyond which an additional dose of dung is of

no use. This result, if confirmed, would be interesting in theory.

In actual farming there is not much danger of our erring in that

direction, as to our dressings of dung ; and in some parts of the

country this would not, perhaps, be a very safe doctrine to

dwell upon. The other inference, a more practical one, is that it

is more profitable to use some artificial manures in conjunction

with dung, than to use either singly. Thus guano and woollen

rags used singly, added to my crop only 5 tons per acre. The
single dressing of dung added only 11 tons, and doubling that

amount of dung did no good; but guano combined with the same
amount of dung, and rags combined with the same amount of dung,

each gave an addition not of 16 tons of roots, according to their

effects when used singly, but of 20 tons, yielding each 36 tons,

a produce very large indeed for land which, four years ago when I

took it in hand, was said to be incapable of growing a turnip. I

Avill only add, that I am not insensible to the risk, in drawing

general rules, from single experiments, however carefully made

;

but as this experiment was a careful one, I state what appear to

me to be the legitimate inferences from it, in the hope thac they

may be confirmed or refuted by other observers, so that at last

the truth may be known.

Pusey, November 24, 1845.

XLV.—On the Nature and Causes of the Decay in Potatoes.

By Dr. Lyon Play fair. Consulting Chemist to the Society.

Lecture I.

On former occasions I have ventured to address you on the an-
nexion between practice and science, and you bore any practical

ignorance which I might have manifested in the belief that 1 was
anxious carefully to cull the fruits of your experience, and to

select them by the light which 1 had borrowed from the brilliancy

of those philosophers who by their discoveries have made mankind
their debtors.

I always contended that practice was so much in advance of

theory, as far as related to. agriculture, that it was the duty of the

scientific man not to diverge into "jxistures new,'' but to cndca-
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vour to elucidate those laws of nature which have enabled you to

attain the beneficial results of your present practice.

In describing to you the operation of these laws, I think you

were enabled to see that science might be useful to practice by

showing the principles upon which it went, and by enabling it to

apply those principles in the most direct manner. It was only

this direct bond between us that enabled me to dare to stand

before an audience composed of practical farmers. But now I

come before you in a very different attitude, and it is this differ-

ence which I wish you to feel before I begin the subject which
we have met to consider. God has been pleased to inflict upon
this country a great calamity ; a disease has attacked and rendered

useless a considerable quantity of one of the staple articles of food

of our population. The disease is imprecedented in its extent,

has to a great extent baffled the skill of the most eminent savanS

in Europe, and leaves us in a sea of perplexity with regard to its

future course. Science looks on, not helpless, but deploring the

small amount of aid which it has been able to afford
;
experience

there is none—and practice without experience has no existence.

How then do I stand before you? To tell you what is known;
to point out to you general principles which may have proved most
useful in the mitigation of our misfortunes, and to implore you to

use the limited means which science does offer in relieving the

exigencies of the case, and in exercising all the precautions which
human forethought and industry may employ to prevent the occur-

rence of such a calamity in a future year—to profit by the know-
ledge of the present for our guidance in the future.

It cannot be uninteresting to recall to our recollection the

manner in which the potato became introduced into this country,

and how it has gradually made itself so indispensable to a
large portion of our population. It is known to be a native of

America, for it has been found growing in a %vild state in Chili by
English travellers. Its introduction to this country is generally

ascribed to Sir Walter Raleigh; but historians are now pretty

well agreed that a slave-merchant called John Hawkins had taken

over potatoes to Ireland in 1545. It was cultivated to a limited

extent till 1590, when it is known that potatoes were introduced

into Belgium from Ireland. However, the cultivation must have
been very limited, for when Drake, in 1586, brought over a supply

to Sir VV. Raleigh,* it was supposed to be a new introduction. In
fact even then it was a mere chance that they were not entirely

forgotten. Sir Walter planted them in his garden at Youghal,

* It is not quite certain whether Sir W. Raleigh himself brought over
the potatoes, or whether Drake did so in returning with the distressed
colonists of Virginia.
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and seeing them in apparentl y good condition, he told his gardener
to send him a dish. It is related that the gardener plucked the
green apples, which were sent to Sir Walter's table, who, finding

them very disagreeable, was convinced some weeds liad been sent

instead of the fine American fruit, so he directed his gardener to

weed them out of the garden. Whilst doing so the tubers were
observed hy Sir Walter, who immediately recognised them and
directed their future cultivation. Still they got slowly on. Nor
could they have been extensively used long after this, for Girard
in his 'Herbal' describes the potato as " a plant from America
winch is an excellent thing for making sweet sauces, and also to be
eaten with sops and wines.

"

In 1684 the plant was pretty extensively cultivated in Lanca-
shire, but it was not till 1728 that the first field-crop was culti-

vated in Scotland, and it was not extensively grown in that country
till 1732. In Scotland the potato met with virulent hostility by
the religious zealots of that time, who argued that it was a sinful

plant because it was nowhere mentioned in the Bible. Since

these periods it is needless to describe to you how rapidly the

culture of the potato has spread in this country, or how essential

it now is to a large portion of its population.

The potato-plant, or, as it is called by botanists, the Solamim
tuberosum, belongs to that order of plants of which you may take

deadly nightshade as an example. The potato itself is vulgarly

supposed to be the root of the plant, and fifteen or twenty years

since even botanists themselves seemed inclined to consider it as a

root. If a seed of the potato is planted, it puts forth roots like

any other seed, but these roots never enlarge into a tuber. The
tuberous enlargement called the potato is in fact part of the

underground stem of the plant, which enlarges into this form by
the increase of the cellular tissue. The potato, hke all other

plants, is made up of three parts—the cellular tissue, the vascular

tissue, and a kind of cuticle or skin. Now the enlargement of

the underground stem is effected by the great growth of the cel-

lular tissue, while the skin is capable of extension to a certain

extent so as to admit of the enlargement.* The vascular tissue

(vide Fig. II.) does not however increase except in the vascular

bundles becoming longer and extending themselves throughout

the cellular part ; that is, they do not increase in their number.
The cellular tissue is that to which we have to devote more

special attention as far as regards the direct subject of the lectures.

A number of cells of very various shapes are thrown irregularly

and apparently indiscriminately the one upon the other
;
they are

* A very elaborate memoir on this subject, by Turpin, will be found in

the nineteenth voUime of the " Menioires du Museum, ' page i.
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of a somewhat spherical shape, and are composed of a mucous

substance, which is white and transparent {vide Fig. I., in which

Fig. I.

the cells are darkened to represent the disease). Within these

cells are placed other little globules which measure usually about

the -^i^^ of an inch in diameter. These little globules are the

starch or fecula of the potato. They are of different sizes and

shapes, but they may be compared to the form of a flask. These
globules of starch are made up of concentric layers—that is, one

layer laid upon another, and at one part of each globule is the

hilum or point of attachment to the walls of the cell, from which

they become detached as others are formed.

The physiologist contents himself with the anatomical examina-

tion of the potato, and the chemist then comes to tell us more
minutely about the ingredients contained in it. It is a thousand

pities that they have not gone hand in hand in their examination.

Their combined knowledge tells us that the little globules in the

cells consist of starch ; but then there are many other substances in

the potato to which we do not know where to assign a habitation.

For example, there is sugar ; but we are ignorant of its exact

position in the tuber. Keasoning from what is known as to its

position in other vegetables, we must assume that it likewise is

situated in cells. Then there is albumen, the same as exists in

the white of an egg : this probably also is contained in the cellular

sap, and sometimes cheese is also to be detected therein, according

to the statement of Liebig, Gluten, the same as that in corn, also

exists in the potato ; and this being insoluble, is doubtless placed

as it is in the cereals, to aid in forming the cellular tissue. Gum
is also present : perhaps along with the sugar it may be in solu-

tion in the cellular water surrounding the globules of starch.

Starch is undoubtedly the most important constituent, and that

which is truly the characteristic of the potato. The tuber may,
as an average result, be viewed as composed of 74 lbs. of water,

8 lbs. of skin and fibrous matter, 16 lbs. of starch, and 2 lbs. of
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gluten; so that, out of 26 parts of dry matter in the potato, 16
parts are of starch.

V^arious proximate analyses have been made of the potato, the
composition of which, of course, varies according to its variety.

The two following analyses exhibit the composition of two varieties

examined :
—

*

Henry. G. Phillips.

Pulp . 6-8 3-2

Starch . 13-3
. 15-9

Albumen 0-9 2-1

Sugar 3-3
. 0-7

Fat 0-i (Gum) 1-3

Acids and Salts 1-4 1-3

Water . 74-2 . 75-5

100-0 100-0

So much for the healthy potato. Now we come to the con-

sideration of that which is diseased. I have already told you that

the tuber is merely an enlargement of the underground stem ; so

that, of course, it is connected by a subterranean unenlarged stem
with that which is above ground. Now, at the junction of this

subterranean stem with the tuber the disease generally commences
;

it extends from this point, following the course of the vascular

bundles through the cellular tissue to the other eyes. The cha-

racteristic of the disease is, that it attacks and destroys the cell-

walls of the tuber ; the walls of the cells become irregular,

present a ragged, granular appearance
;
finally, they yield entirely

to the destructive influence, the cellular structure disappears, and
the starch globules which were within them float in a semi-fluid

mass of putrid matter. During the progress of this decay the

walls of the cells acquire a reddish colour, then a brown, and

Fig. II. Representing the destruction of the cells and progress of the disease.f

* Several analyses give more minute details, and indicate the presence

of citric acid and other substances ; but these are unnecessary for our

present purpose.

t For this drawing I am indebted to Mr. Henfrey, botanist to the

Geological Survey of the United Kingdom.
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finally, a black or brownish-black colour. When the potato has

become much diseased, fungi are observed to grow on the diseased

parts, and they send their mycelium, or spawn, through the cellular

tissue, and emit abundance of sporules, or germs, which after-

wards produce other fungi. I wish you distinctly to understand

that these fungi do not appear at first, and when they do appear

it is onty on the surface, or on cavities leading to it.

The appearance to the eye and to the senses you know, unfor-

tunately, too well to require description : the brightness of the

surface becomes destroyed, and the part discoloured, sometimes of a

reddish colour, brown, or black. The disease makes its way from
the surface to the centre of the tuber, running often into the

malignant gangrenous form, when the entire structure disappears,

and the whole becomes a putrid slimy mass of a disgusting odour.

Now, what are the chemical changes which ensue in the po-

tato? In the first stages it is difficult to follow them, except by
an ultimate analysis. In the ultimate analysis of a healthy and
diseased part of the same potato, the disease being in the first

stage before the formation of fungi, the only material difference is

in the diminution of nitrogen.

The albumen and the gluten must, therefore, have been decom-
posed. This is found, in after stages of the disease, by the dis-

tinct smell of ammonia, which is always a product of the decay or

putrefaction of such nitrogenous matters. At first the starch

remains unaffected, but as the disease progresses, it also yields to

the destructive action, and is changed into a soluble gummy mass.

The small amount of sugar was, doubtless, the first to disappear.

In one word, the chemical changes are those which invariably

ensue when a vegetable body passes into a state of putrescence.

This being a general statement of the condition of the diseased

tuber, the important questions now arise—What is the disease ?

and what is its cause ?

Probably no subject ever enlisted in its consideration such a
host of inquirers, many of them being men of talent or good prac-

tical observers, and accustomed to methodical habits of inquiry

;

others, well-meaning writers who served to complicate the subject

by speculations thrown out at hazard from evidence contradictory

and insufficient. Still, notwithstanding all these efforts of mind to

grasp a hidden evil, the very simplicity of its nature becomes mani-
fest from the circumstance that only two theories have been pro-

pounded. One of these theories avers that the source of the evil lies

in a fungus. The sporules, or seeds of this fungus, have been carried

by the wind over all the world ; they have entered the plants by the

breathing pores of the leaves, first causing the stem to wither and
decay, and so vitiating the juices in the under-ground stem, that

the tubers receive this unhealthy growth, and become unfit for
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food. The mode of growth of fungi favours this opinion, for they
throw out abundance of small filaments which might be called
their spawn, and these insinuate themselves everywhere through the
cellular tissue, destroying its contiguity, and allowing the various
constituents of the tuber to mis together and enter into decay. It

was argued that analogy confirmed this opinion, for there were
many points of similarity in the disease to the decay of" apples,

which, it was contended, Hassal and others had proved to be due
to fungi. It was undoubted that both the spawn, the fungi them-
selves, and their germs, could be detected in abundance in the
diseased potato, just as they can be in a rotten apple

; and, there-

fore, supposing them to be the true cause of rot in the apple, it

was fair to accept this as the explanation in the case of the potato.

But then chemists had always contended that rot or decay was a

true chemical phenomenon, quite independent of fungi, which
came there because in the rotten matter they found a soil suited to

their growth. Decay, said the chemist, is merely a kind of slow
burning of the tissue of the organic substance—a union of it with

the oxygen of the air, while putrefaction is a rapid change pro-

duced by the progress of the decay when the supply of air is in-

sufficient. It was of the utmost importance to determine which
theory is correct, for upon this must be founded our plans for

treatment.

Those who insisted upon the fungous origin of the disease had
good grounds to fight upon ; and, headed by Morren, have drawn
up in very imposing battle array. Their arguments are very in-

genious, and deserve the most careful attention.

Reasoning upon our assertion that decay is a union of oxygen
with the organic matter of the tissue, they take an apple or a

potato and cut a slice from it, so as to expose a large surface to

oxygen ; but the potato does not decay, and they employ this

experiment as an argument for their view. They then bruise the

surface of an apple, making only a very small puncture to admit
the germs of the fungi, and this apple, although not nearly so

freely exposed to the air as in the other case, rapidly becomes
rotten and covered with fungi. But these experiments are by
no means conclusive. Thus when the a])ple or potato was <:ut,

the clean incision had indeed cut up some of the cells and mixed
a little of the juices upon the surface, but these soon dried, and
were put beyond the attack of decay, which requires the presence

of moisture. In the other case, where the apple had been bruised

and the skin slightly perforated, the cells had become ruptured,

the gluten and albumen, which are the first to decay, became
freed from the control of vitality, and mixed with the sugar and

other matters, moisture remained, and air was admitted under all .

the circumstances most favourable to the rapid progress of decay.
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VVlicn wine is to be made the grape is crushed ; and bj this

means the easily decaying gluten is mixed with the sugar which
had in the fruit been kept in distinct cells. Now decay goes on,

known as fermentation, until at last it results in putrefaction. In
bruising the potato or the apple a similar mixture of ingredients

kept separate in the whole potato had been effected, and therefore

the decay went on.

The advocates of the fungous origin of decay then brought
forward a new class of arguments in support of this view. They
took a sound potato and inoculated it with a diseased one ; and
that which was sound became also diseased. We have planted

the fungi, said the}', in the sound potato, and lo ! the disease ha.s

come. The demonstration was ingenious, so we made another.

Sour milk is merely milk which is partially decayed , and surely

no one will aver the decay in this case to be due to fungi. Well,
on putting an ounce of sour milk in pounds of fresh milk, the

latter soon becomes sour. Here is an inoculation of decay where
fungi are out of the question. Putrid meat decays fresh meat,

because the burning or decay is communicated, just as the flame

of one candle will communicate the flame to another, without the

future combustion being in any way diminished by doing so. So
also a rotten potato may infect a diseased one, just as sour milk
will infect fresh milk, and the disease may be unconnected Vvilh

fungi nevertheless.

The experiments brought forward by the fungus theorists are

not proofs ; and therefore let us consider the arguments which, to

my mind at least, have brought conviction that the disease is a

simple decay of the tuber. In the first place, if the disease were
a fungous growth, from its commencement ^ve ought to have evi-

dence of the presence of fungi. Now not the slightest trace of

their existence can be detected in the first stages of the disease,

even when that is very decided. It is not until the potato is in a

very advanced stage of decomposition that either the mycelium,

sporules, or the fungi themselveis are to be detected. If then no

proof of their presence can be given, when there is abundant
proof of the presence of the disease, is this not an a priori argu-

ment for considering them its consequence, and not its cause ?

Besides, if they were the cause, when we remember what myriads

of germs must be floating in the air ready to be taken in by the

breathing pores of the leaves of every plant in the field, how
comes it that while frequently the half of one field is quite tainted,

the other half may be unaffected ? The fungi in their 'creation

must be coeval with that of the potato, and yet they never exerted

such a virulent action upon them in any former period of their

history. Something there must have been in the present year to

favour their rapid growth, and if such be the case, that something

VOL. VI. 2 o
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must be looked upon as the cause, and the fungi as the effect of

that cause.

Contending then that there is no a prioy'i ground for rejecting

the idea that the nature of the disease is simply a chemical one,

let us see how the phenomena of the disease can be explained on
this supposition. I told you that all the products capable of

being abstracted from tlie diseased potato, show that it is in a

state of decay. I must again remind you that decay is really a

slow union of organic matter with the oxygen of the air—a very

gradual burning of the body without flame. If the disease be
really a decay, it should therefore commence and extend where
air or oxygen is most freely presented to it.

In considering the general anatomy of the potato, you saw
that the vascular tissue of the stem did not increase in the

tuber. The enlargement of the stem so as to produce the tuber

was owing to the great development of the cellular tissue, while

the vascular bundles of the stems did not increase in number, but

merely elongated themselves and diverged throughout the tuber.

Now what is the use of these vessels ? There is now scarcely

any doubt that the spiral vessels of plants are destined to convey

air to the different parts of its tissue. The point at which the

disease commences is just at the junction of the tuber with the

stem, or exactly at that point where the air-containing vessels are

Fig. III. Diagram representing a porlion of a vascular bundle of Potato.

a Spiral vessel?, h h Cells of the bundiea. c c Plarcli cells,
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most numerous, and the progress of the disease in the tuber is

along these vascular bundles, or along the course taken by the

air. This is tlie very course which theory would indicate as that

in which decay should progress, and I advance this as a powerful

argument for the chemical nature of the disease.

In Fig. III. a rough representation is made of a portion of a

vascular bundle. This is surrounded by empty cells (bh), like the

vessels themselves, filled with air. Hence the very structure of

the vascular tissue of a potato is that which would most facilitate

decay if the surrounding tissue were not powerful enough to

resist these external influences. In the potato which has become
diseased under ground, the disease, commencing at the junction of

the underground stem, usually travels along the vascular tissue

from one eye to the other, as shown in the diagram (Fig. IV.).

Occasionally the disease commences by the vessels in the centre.

Fig. IV. Diagram representing the section of a potato diseased.

a, b, c. Eyes or buds. d. Diseased part. e. Vascular bundles.

After the potato has been removed from the ground the dis-

ease will commence at any bruised part where the putrefactive

2o2
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juices have become mixed and exposed to the action of the air.

The disease then, according to this view, is some constitutional

weakness in the walls of the cells, which are unable to resist the

action of the air. The cells being destroyed, the albumen and
gluten become mixed with the sugar and gum, and putrefaction

ensues.

I have already alluded to the decay which immediately proceeds

in the grape when its cells are ruptured and its various consti-

tuents mixed together. Mr. W. Crum of Glasgow, reflecting on
this circumstance, grated down a potato and observed the progress

of the pulpy mass in its decay. By thus grating it the cells

were torn and all the ingredienis mixed together, and exposed to

the air. It was onl}- doing quickly, what the disease does

slov.ly. If a potato be thus grated, in a few minutes the pulp
begins to acquire a reddish colour ; in an hour it is very red, then

it becomes brov.n, and finally black. In two or three days

several varieties of fungi begin to appear, in about eight days it

is covered with a white mould, and finally acquires a most offensive

smell. This experiment of j\Ir. Crum is a most admirable one,

and illustrates the progress of the disease even in the various

shades of colour which the diseased potato assumes. Is not this

a completely satisfactorj- solution of the nature of the disease ?

A perfectly healthy potato, in which sporules of fungi cannot in

the least be detected, becomes in a few minutes tainted with the

characteristic colour of the disease; the colour changes just as it

does in the diseased potato itself; and a soil for the fungi being
established, the sporules floating in the air descend upon the

mass and grow there. The disease then is simply a decay of

organic matter, not peculiar to the potato, for I have been
al^le to produce it in turnips and apples quite as well as in the

potato.

By these experiments, then, you must be convinced that the

disease is a simple decay of the cells of the potato, which by some
constitutional weakness yield to the action of the air, and allow

the putrefactive juices to mix together.

Iliis is a great point to have attained, and the next point is

—

what has produced this constitutional weakness in the cells of^ this

hardy tuber ? It is quite decided that the potatoes nearest the

surface of the ground, which by exposure to the heat of the sun

have become thoroughly matured and even conqjletely greened,

have, in almost every instance, escaped the attacks of the disease.

On the contrary, it is found that the lowest tuber, that fur-

thest away from the overground stem, and therefore most re-

moved from the action of the light and heat of the sun, becomes
socmest diseased. Here then we have decisive proofs that the

disease is in some way connected with an imperfect maturity.
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I'lie evidence is also completely satisfactory, that the early planted

potatoes and those which come to an early maturity have suffered

least from the disease. All these circumstances point out clearly

that the disease is connected with the state of season. Recollect

what has been the kind of weather not only in this country, but all

over Europe.

In the early part of the year, when the plants were starting into

existence, we had a fev/ days of unusually warm weather, which
gave a great impulse to vegetation. You need not be reminded
that the products formed in plants are suited to the gradual pro-

gress of the seasons, and that, as they advance towards maturity,

they require much warmer weather and more direct solar action

than in the early stages of their growth. But our last summer
has been the reverse of this. Its earlier part was characterized by
an unusually forward season, which gave a rapid impulse to vege-

tation ; and when this forward vegetation ought to have been sup-

ported by an increasing action of the sun, we had cold, cloudy,

and ungenial weather, and few there can be who did not remark
our sunless season. The herb of the potato in most cases became
strong and luxuriant bv the warm weather of the latter end of

June and beginning of July, which, finding the soil moist, gave a

sharp spur to vegetation. Towards the end of July and begin-

ning of August a comjilete change came over the weather, which
now became cold, cloudy, and although sometimes we had a
sudden outburst of the sun, the season altogether was pre-emi-

nently sunless—and recollect that this was just the time when
not only the herb but the tuber required the greatest amount of

warmth and direct solar action. This was exactly the same kind
of weather which produced the disease in America in 18-13 ; and
it is precisely similar to that which has been experienced all over

Europe in the present year.

Now in the too rapid growth of the tuber in the alternate

sunny and rainy days which we had during the early and middle
growth, an abundance of water entered the plants, and the evapo-

ration from the leaves being retarded, it was quite impossible for

the cellular tissue to become firm and durable. In proof of this

I refer to the various analyses which I have made of the healihy

and diseased specimens of the same variety of potato—in which it

will be seen that the diseased potato uniformly contains more
water, must therefore have its cellular tissue less imperfectly

formed, and hence is more subject to the disease. These analyses

have been made upon stored potatoes, and yet the proportion of

water is generally greater than in former years. I have fre-

quently had occasion to examine potatoes in other seasons, and I

found them on the average to contain 72 per cent, of water—

a

result confirmed by Boussingault in France and Bocckman in
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Germany. This year potatoes, not stored, contain at least 75 per

cent, of water, often much more.

Proportion of Water in Healthy and Diseased Specimens of
Stored Varieties of Potatoes.

Healthy. Diseased.

Keswicks . . . .75-3 80-7.... 75-5 81-3

York Reds .... 72-8 79-0.... 67-3 74-7

Kidneys . . . .71-4 75 '7

Shaw's . . . .72-1 83-0

Every well-observed fact may be made to coincide with this

explanation of the cause. It was a matter of surprise that ill-

drained lands often had their potatoes less diseased than those

which were drained, and this arose simply from the same fact

which rendered the sandy soils on mountainous districts so free

from it, viz., that the potatoes did not take such a start on these

in the early sunny months, and that they came to maturity more
slowly, but more in the order of natural growth.

Recollect that the potato is not the only plant which has suffered

from this irregular weather ; turnips also have been partially af-

fected, and apples refuse to keep as usual. As the disease con-

sists in a feeble formation of the cellular tissue, the potato was
perfectly certain to be the plant most likely to suffer, because its

tuber being a mere enlargement of the cellular tissue, and its sap

containing a large proportion of soluble albumen, instead of

insoluble gluten, as in the turnip, was more prone to decom-
position.

If I have made myself intelligible, and have carried you along
with me in conviction, you will understand that I conceive the

disease to be a chemical decay, passing, if allowed, into putre-

faction, and that the cause of this decay is an imperfect formation

of the walls of the cells in the j)otato, produced by the rapid

growth at first, the imbibition of much water, and the absence of

sun at the time when the plant most required it. The disease,

in fact, is a consumption in the potato, just as the same disease

attacks a youth who has grown too fast and has his organs not

durably developed.

This being the case, it is, of course, no new disease—it must
have existed ever since the potato itself; and M. Boussingault

informs us that at Bogota, in America, where the plant is indi-

genous, the disease has been known long—so long that the Indians

do not know of its having been introduced.

It has certainly been known in the United States and in Canada
for several years, and in Ireland isolated instances have been
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known for 20 years. The great prevalence of it is due to the

singular sunless nature of the latter part of the season all over the

north of Europe.

The frosting of potatoes I look upon as producing the same
disease—only it appears in a different form—just as in grated

sound potatoes. The frost causes a rupture of the cellular tissue,

tVie juices become mixed, and if left to itself the potato goes into

the same state of decay and putridity, accompanied with the

heightening of colour under the skin, as in the present instance.

The only difference, in my opinion, is that in the diseased potato

the decay is first effected by the air in the vascular tissue.

Of course, w ith these views, believing them as I firmly do, and
having arrived at them after careful consideration of all the evi-

dence adduced and opinions given, I entirely reject the idea of a

degeneracy in the potato, and of the prospect of its becoming ex-

tinct. Such a view has a foundation in mere idle fears, is unsup-

ported by the history of the past or the experience of the present,

and has arisen from that very common feeling of ascribing to

some mystical and hidden cause that which is either beyond our

ken, or which we have not yet had the sagacity to discover the

reason.

If the views which I have adopted be admitted by you, it be-

comes a simple matter to explain the principles upon which we
should proceed in storing and in preserving the potato. The
disease is a decay of the cellular tissue ; but this, like all other

kinds of decay, is apt to run into putrefaction. A decaying sub-

stance passes into the putrefactive state when moisture and an
elevated temperature aid in accelerating the decay. A perfectly

dry substance cannot putrefy, although it might undergo a slow
decay

;
and, therefore, dryness is, of all means, the most essential

to prevent the disease assuming the malignant form. This is the

more essential as all the potatoes have this year an unusual quan-
tity of water. It was to remove this injurious excess of water that

the Irish Commissioners recommended so strongly exposure of

the potatoes to the action of the sun and air. By this action the

potatoes were rendered drier and more able to resist the attacks of
decay. At the same time the light exercised a special action on
the tuber by calling its dormant into a partially active vitality,

and thus enabling it more effectually to resist external influences.

Unfortunately this cannot always be carried to the desired extent,

because in a few days the starch in the cells begins to be changed
into a green waxy substance, and acrid matters are formed in the

potato which render it unfit for food. In this country there is

scarcely a necessity for referring to this first operation after digging,

but unfortunately in Ireland even yet potatoes remain in the

ground in many cases of small holdings. In one word, the whole
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principle of storing potatoes may be described—and that word is

DRYNESS. Some may prefer one way to attain this object, some
another : for my own ])art, I attach little importance to the

method pursued, provided the access of moisture is prevented.

Innumerable recipes have been given : some have proposed ven-

tilating pits, others ventilating sheds ; the Commissioners have

proposed dry packing- materials of a specific kind, and a very

learned professor has been surprised that farmers have not strung

their potatoes on packing-threads as they do their onions. After

all, you will follow your own way, and there are innumerable

ways in which you may attain the same object—only let these

methods be founded on the following principles, which every one

will admit to be correct by his own experience.

Strict attention to cleanliness is the first rule in a dairy, and the

careful dairywoman knows well that if she has spilt milk upon
the table she must not only wipe it up, but she must wash the

place on which it has fallen. The reason is, that when the milk

is allowed to remain, it passes into a state of putrescence, putrid

gases are generated, and these acting on the fresh milk cause it also

to turn sour. If a piece of flesh be placed in a perfectly new
vessel, it remains a long time without becoming bad ; but if put

in the vessel which has contained flesh before, it will speedily

become tainted. The reason of these facts is simply this, that

decaying emanations or contact with decaying substances have the

power of communicating the same state of decay to a fresh sub-

stance. Pitting potatoes, as in former years, is most certain de-

struction to the tubers of the present season. Pits are so con-

structed that the moisture is retained, the potatoes are in contact

one with another, the heat generated by decay is allowed to re-

main, and the most favourable circumstances are united for pro-

ducing speedy destruction. I myself have seen instances in which
potatoes pitted perfectly sound on the Saturday were one mass of

black slime on the INIonday. Recollect that almost every potato

in the country is diseased, properly so to speak—that is, that its

cellular tissue has not been durably formed, and that its preserva-

tion wholly depends upon your putting it beyond the possibility of

decay.

As an abstract statement, without referring to its practicability,

the best mode of treating the potatoes of the present year is just

to look upon them and try to preserve them as gardeners do their

apples. The best mode certainly is, when practicable, to spread

them upon a dry floor, each potato slightly separated from the

other, and to allow a current of air freely to pass through the room.

The gardener does this in the case of apples because the plan

ombines dryness, coldness, and removal of putrid emanations.

But this plan is impracticable when we have to deal with the en--
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tire produce of a country. In all our methods, however, we must

keep these three conditions in mind

—

dryness, coldness, and

ABSENCE OF CONTACT. If jou could cjuite sccure the two first

conditions, dryness and coldness, the latter, to a certain extent,

might be dispensed with. In such cases small heaps of potatoes

so disposed as to allow a current of air to pass through them
would amply suffice. But in this varying climate, especinlly on
the approach of warmer weather, or when the occurrence of con-

tinued wet weather obliges us to close the ventilating shafts, the

conditions for putrefaction are again resumed
;
and, therefore, I

do not consider such a mode of procedure a sufficient guarantee

against failure. Where, therefore, potatoes have to be preserved

out of doors, I would strongly recommend separation of the pota-

toes, the one from the other, by some porous material. It matters

little what that dry porous material is, but it is much to be pre-

ferred if it is a disinfecter of putrid matter. In the metropolis

there is a manufactory for the preparation of night-soil as a

manure, in which a mixture of burnt clay and charcoal is mixed
with the putrid soil. The effect is quite surprising, for the soil

which possessed an insufferable odour previous to the mixture, is

instantly deprived of smell. Burnt clay and charcoal have a

remarkable disposition to absorb putrid emanations, and, there-

fore, to prevent them communicating their state of decay to. or-

ganic matter susceptible of their influence. Certainly, where
burnt clay could be procured, it, of all other things, would be ad-

visable for storing potatoes. But any dry matter will do, such as

dry sand or ashes, and if it be porous an advantage will certainly

be gained by constructing your heaps so as to admit of ventilation

—that is, lay a dry foundation of stones, fagots, or any other thing

that will admit the air, with an air-course in the middle. On this

foundation put your layer of porous materials, then a layer of

potatoes with a little of your porous materials shaken between

them, and so continue your overground heap, leaving two or three

air or vent holes. Of course, you will thatch this, and take the

usual means of preventing frost. The practical details you should

lecture to me about : it would be as useless as forward if I offered

to you more than the principles upon which you should proceed.

The Irish Commissioners proposed a packing stuff for the pota-

toes, which has been found to succeed admirably, especially when
the porous absorptive materials cannot be obtained. It consists

in taking two or three parts of earth or clay as dry as can be
obtained, and mixing them with one part of freshly burned lime.

The lime takes the water from the clay, and, slaking itself at its

expense, leaves the mixture thoroughly dry. This dry mixture

is useful not only as a dry means of separating the potatoes, but

also by destroying the vegetative powers of the sporulcs of the

fungi.
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Although I have told you that fungi are not the cause of the

disease, still their presence aids very materially in accelerating its

ravages by their filaments or spawn insinuating themselves be-

tween the cells and facilitating their decay. Lime is fatal to the

growth of these fungi, and therefore aids in retarding the progress

of the disease. I attach little importance to the mode in which
you procure these three requisites for the preservation of the po-

tato—dryness, coolness, and removal of contact and decaying

emanations. Do but ensure these three essential points, and any

plan will succeed. Only I prefer recommending the use of dry

mineral materials to organic matters, such as sawdust and straw,

because these inight possibly also enter into decay and increase the

evil.

These recommendations as to storing potatoes refer to those in

which decay has not manifested itself, for it would be madness to

mix rotten with sound potatoes.

But why do I not speak of those popular panaceas which have

been put forth as checkers or curers of the disease ? Do I not

know that Morren has recommended chloride of lime ? Am 1

ignorant that many chemists have pointed to chlorine and sul-

phurous acid? Is it possible that I have forgotten how to dip po-

tatoes in nitric acid, how to acidify them with muriatic acid, how
to dissolve the disease by aqua regia or oil of vitriol, or how to

puzzle the brains of the peasant with innumerable nostrums and
impracticable schemes ?

No, I have not forgotten these ; but I have recollected that I

am treating of a national calamity, and am not treading the boards

of my laboratory. 1 have recollected also that gases and acids

will not build up an imperfectly formed cellular tissue, which is

the true nature of the disease ; and that although they may arrest

for a time the progress of decay, they do not do it more effec-

tually than dryness and exposure to air, and would require a

nation to become chemists before they produced an extended or

effectual result. If potatoes are so far gone that they will not

keep by the means proposed, then ought they to be treated as

those unfit for human food, which is the subject of my next

lecture. i

Lectuiie II.

On the Treatment of Decayed Potatoes, and on Seed for a future
Year. By Dr. Lyon Playfair, Consulting Chemist to the

Royal Agricultural Society.

In the last Lecture the nature of the so-called disease in the po-

tato was considered, and shown to i)e a decay of the cellular tissue,

which was unable to resist the action of external influences. The
probable cause was considered to be the unusual sunless nature of
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the season at that period of the year when both the plant and the

tuber required most direct solar action.

If the nature of the disease be admitted, then a most important

practical consideration arises. The constitutional weakness in the

cell walls must exist in all those potatoes which, as yet, have

shown no symptom of decay. This being the case, every potato

is liable to yield to external influences, and will certainly decay

unless it be placed under such conditions as to render the pro-

gress of decay impossible. We know what these conditions are,

and therefore the further progress of the malady must be entirely

the result of negligence and ignorance.

With the complete conviction that potatoes will still progress in

decay unless cared for and properly treated—with a full know-
ledge that even the extent of the calamity will not induce the

peasant at once to depart from his former coarse mode of treat-

ing the tubers, it becomes a most important question for intelli-

gent fai'mers, where they are to look for seed for a future year.

Under ordinary circumstances I would have refrained from lec-

turing on this practical point, but the conditions are peculiar, and
Science can be our only guide ; for experience does not exist to

point out a well-trodden path upon which Practice herself may
walk without scientific aid. The question becomes of great im-
portance when we consider the state of the crop. Whatever may
have been the case in favoured localities, all those who have had
access to the most extensive information agree that the potato

crop this year was not much, if at all, above the average. This
being the case, we must have had in this country only a sufficient

supply for seed and for domestic consumption. A considerable

part, no matter what proportion, of the crop is destroyed ; and,
therefore, supposing the home consumption to be as great as for-

merly, there must be a deficiency of seed for spring planting, if

we continue to follow the old methods. But these methods are

not indispensable
;
and, therefore, it is of importance to know

how far we may relax them, so as to suit the exigencies of the

present case.

The anatomical structure of a plant is very complex, but its

organization, so far as it is necessary to view it with relation to

agriculture, is remarkably simple. It is well known that one j)art

of a plant may be transformed into or be made to produce another.

The leaf of an orange or fig-tree, when planted, produces a new
orange or new fig-tree; the branch of a tree stuck in the ground
is changed into a tree similar to that which produced it; the tuber,

or fleshy enlargement of the stem of the potato plant, occasions a

new plant to arise : and the transformation or production has been
so far carried on, that Woodward turned a willow tree upside

down, and the branches put in the earth acquired a fibrous struc-
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ture like roots, and the roots themselves soon became covered
with leaves like branches. It is not necessary for the production
of a plant to use the seed itself; and on this account we may
grow the potato in several different Avays. We may produce it

from the seed, which contains the true embryo ; we may raise it

from the tuber, or whole potato; or we may grow it by planting
only part of the tuber. Let us consider the mode of growth in

each of these three cases, in order that we may be satisfied as to

the course which should be adopted in the present exigency.

The seed of the potato is contained in the green apjile or cap-

sule, which becomes black when ripe. The seed is removed from
this capsule and spread out in the sun to dry. As an agricultural

operation, the seed is occasionally planted in spring by sowing it

broadcast, and the tubers taken up in October. By that time

they have acquired the size of small plums, and are preserved and
sown again next April.

Before gathering this second year's crop it is necessary to bear
in mind a peculiar circumstance connected with the produce of

the seed. When potatoes are grown from the tuber, any pecu-

liarity which this may have exhibited, such as early growth,

colour, or tenderness, is exhibited and peipetuated in its descent.

Thus, a York red produces invariably a York red, and not a

kidney: but this is not the case with the produce of the seed.

In the crop grown from seed, we do not find the peculiarities of

the plant on which it grew, but find mixed together, white, red,

and dark coloured potatoes, some being round, some oval, some
kidney-shaped. Their habits also are very different : thus we
have some coming to an early, others to a late maturity ; some arc

coarse, others tender, in their growth. In reaping, therefore, the

second year's crop we must recollect to watch the plants, and
separate them according to their peculiarities. Those which
ripen early, as shown by the dying away of the stem, must be first

gathered, in order to perpetuate this peculiarity in their descend-

ants. The kidney-shaped tubers are to be separated from the

others, and like attention must be paid to select and keep those

varieties which show any peculiar merits. As a horticultural

operation, the return from the seed can Ije accelerated. They
may be grown in hot-beds, and by transplanting into other pots

the plants may be ready for border or field culture in the spring,

and thus produce tubers of a larger size than those obtained by
sowing the seed broadcast. But all this must suffice to show you

that the growth from seed is not that to which we must look as

calculated to relieve the scarcity of seed potatoes for the year now
approaching.

The second plan of growing potatoes is from the whole tuber.

The tuber being merely a continuation of the stem, is furnished
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like it with buds, or eyes, symmetrically arranged on each side.

These buds are capable of growing plants, but when the whole

tuber is planted it is usual for them to yield to the upper buds or

crown, either by not putting forth shoots at all, or by giving very

feeble ones. There are two periods at which the tubers are

planted : usually the spring is selected, but autumn or winter has

been found to answer equally well, if they are planted deep
enough to prevent the attacks of frost. The advantage of planting

them now consists in the earlier return which is obtained, the

increased chance of safety which it gives to the tender tubers to

surnve the season, and to yield a produce which may escape the

scourge next year. In planting potatoes now, it is indispensable

to dry them in the sun, and even to green them so as to enable the

tubers to resist decay. The practice is not a new one, having

been followed for many years in the district of Fingal for the

purpose of supplying the Dublin market at an early season. It

has received the sanction of Professor Lindlcy, whose authority

in such matters is verv great ; and it has been practically tested

and approved of by eminent agriculturists, among whom it may
be sutficient to mention Mr. Grey, of Dilston, who has found that

there is an actual increase of one-third in the produce of autumn-
planted potatoes over those which are planted in spring. It is a

matter of common observation, that potatoes which have remained
in the earth during the winter, are found to be in a sound state

when the land is ploughed up for other crops in the spring. The
advantages of early planting are certainly due to a considerable

extent to the careless mode of preserving our stored-up tubers till

spring. We have been accustomed to view the potato as a plant

which will grow anywhere, and keep under any circumstances.

We have treated it in the most rude wav, both in its cultivation

and preservation—in a manner much more rude than we have
dared to employ towards any other field crops. During the last

few years the potato has begun to rebel against this cruel treat-

ment ; its sets have rotted in the ground and refused to grow as

usual, and it has alarmed growers with the apprehension that it is

about to forsake them altogether. Undoubtedly it will do so in

course of time, unless it receives more tender treatment at their

hands, unless it is stored with the same care as to ventilation and
dryness which we give to our other crops, and receive somewhat
more of attention in its cultivation. Our old mode of pitting

potatoes is in every way reprehensilile ; and it is only wonderful

—

shut out as they have been from air, exposed to moisture and de-

caying emanations, covered over with damp coverings of clav,

through which no air could penetrate—that their vital vigour has

lasted so long as, year after year, still to supply us with food. It

is because the conditions in which they are placed under ground
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are more favourable to their after-development than that to vi^hich

they have been exposed in pits, that autumn-planted potatoes have
yielded a grateful return for their kinder treatment. Now, when
we consider that it is impossible at once to ascertain whether those

vi'ho have been accustomed to behave to their potatoes thus roughly
will at once follow more kindly modes of treatment, it is certainly

advisable to encourage the planting of potatoes now if the weather

prove favourable for doing so, rather than allow the weak tubers

of the present year to perish under the rough usage which their

hardy ancestors w^ere unable to bear.

Whole tubers planted now will certainly have a better chance

than cut sets to struggle against the dangers which still beset

them. But, at the same time, it must not be forgotten, that in

planting the whole tubers we are sacrificing much which might
be useful for seed in a time of scarcity. The buds or eyes have
each of them the power of producing new plants, son.e more
quickly and vigorous than others. It is an acknowledged fact in

practice, that tubers imperfectly matured grow plants more vigo-

rous than those produced from the fully ripe potato. Owing to

this circumstance, the upper or youngest eyes of the potato yield

a crop nearly a fortnight sooner than that grown from the under

eyes. The middle eyes, in the same way, may be made to pro-

duce an intermediate crop. The separation of these are niceties

not usually introduced into practice, but which may become neces-

sary on occasions like the present. Any scarcity of food may be

met to a considerable extent by forwarding the growth of our

crops next year. Suppose, then, that we select early varieties for

planting, and that we use the top eyes for our earliest crop, or

plant the small tubers whole noio (in which case the crown eyes

will grow to the exclusion of the rest), we may obtain early crops

to come in aid of any expected scarcity. An opinion some time

since prevailed that we were to look to foreign countries for our

seed potatoes. But consular returns have shown us, although

commercial enterprise may furnish a good supply from Galicia

and Bordeaux, still that when we consider the immense amount
which would be required for new seed—800,000 tons for Ireland

alone—it is obvious that this importation would only very partially

relieve our exigencies, and that to a great extent we must depend
upon our own resources. Now it very fortunately happens thdt

we may obtain a very large provision of seed from potatoes used

for domestic consumption, without to any serious extent diminish-

ing our supply for that purpose. If the eyes be preserved along

with a small part of the potato to serve as nutriment for the young
plant, they may be planted in spring and will produce plants as

well as the tuber. This is no mere theoretical opinion : it is a

practice constantly followed out in Canada and Brussels, and has
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been experimentally tested by various persons in this country.

The mode of extracting the buds is exceedingly simple : the crown
may be cut off to the depth of a quarter of an inch ; and the single

eyes may be removed by a scoop, of which a drawing is presented

in Fig. V. A very little practice with the scoop makes the ope-

Fig. V. Representing the scoop for removing tlic liuds or eyes of potatoes.

Actual size.

rator expert : it is first pressed down firmly over the eye, and
then gradually turned round so as to scoop out all the ring marked
by the pressure. The eyes thus removed should be shaken in a

bag with a little lime so as to dust them over with this substance;

and, after lying exposed to the air for twelve hours until a skin

forms upon them, should be packed up in perfectly dry wood
ashes, peat ashes, or other very dry materials ; when spring arrives

they may be planted. By this simple operation a prodigious quan-

tity of seed may be preserved for next season without diminishing
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to any material extent the daily amount of food. Of course it is

intended that the operation should be performed just as the pota-

toes are about to be used for the domestic supply.

It becomes an important question as to how far it would be safe

to plant diseased potatoes. In the first place, it is undoubted that

they will germinate and produce apparently healthy plants ; but
it is equally certain that there is a risk of their rotting in the ground
before the formation of the young plant. It would be highly im-

prudent to plant diseased potatoes when sound ones can be pro-

cured ; but in the absence of these the farmer may be inclined to

run the hazard. If the young plants be produced, I have little

apprehension for the communication of the disease ; for even on
the fungous view of the malady, it does not follow because germs of

fungi are present that they should be developed. However, it

must be recollected that very eminent authorities are of a contrary

opinion, and believe the experiment to be in the highest degree

dangerous, and therefore the practice must not be rashly entered

upon.

Connected with this subject, it is worthy of consideration how
far land which has grown potatoes this year is likely to be dange-

rous for crops in the succeeding seasons. On this point, also,

there are various opinions ; but, for my own part, believing fungi

to be the consequence and not the cause of the decay, I do not

apprehend any serious result. It is quite true that seed imme-
diately sown upon land abounding in the decaying matter might
become affected, and afford a soil upon which fungi might vegetate

;

but exposure to the air by ploughing that land would destroy the

decaying matter and fit the soil for future crops. Any appre-

hended danger might also be entirely guarded against by treating

the land with lime, which not only would aid in destroying the

decaying matter, but also prevent the germs of fungi from vege-

tating. We must recollect that this scourge has appeared for

three successive years in America, and an excess of caution is not

reprehensible to prevent a similar calamity to this country.

I trust these considerations will be sufficient to aid you in the

treatment of sound tubers both for storing and for seed, and I now
proceed to another part of the subject.

The manner of treating diseased potatoes described in the last

lecture applied only to those which were still fit for human food.

Those which are not fit for domestic use must be treated in a dif-

ferent manner.

Much alarm has been created by persons ignorant of the action

of organic poisons as to the injurious effects Avhich may arise from

giving diseased potatoes to animals. The disease produces no

sjiecific poison, and the only possibility of injurious effects from
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their use is that they might act in the same way as other decayed

matter. Well attested instances are certainly on record of the

communication of loathsome disease to persons who have partaken

of decayed sausages or putrid bacon. But in e\ery such instance

of disease the decayed aliment has been partaken of in a cold

state, and long after the substance had been exposed to the action

of heat. As the injurious qualities of such organic substances are

not due to any specific compound, but merely to their state of decay,

we know with certainty that the progress of decay is stopped by
exposure to the heat of boiling water. If, therefore, the diseased

potatoes be given to an animal shortly after being boiled, there

need not be the slightest apprehension of danger. In fact, Pvl.

Bonjean of Chambery has completely set this at rest—had any

douljtever existed. He lived for several days on boiled potatoes,

which had been thrown away as refuse, and drunk 8 oz. of the

water in which they had been boiled—water sufficiently bad, for

he describes it " of a yellowish brown colour, turbid and thick, of

a slightly disagreeable smell and nauseous taste, leaving a bitter

imj)ression on the palate which lasted for several hours." With
tlie boiled potatoes, M. Bonjean perceived no unusual effect : the

water, however, produced " a disagreeable burning sensation in

his chest which lasted for a few hours ; but this experiment was
altogether unnecessary, and there is no such risk in ordinary cases.

Although the Irish Commissioners never doubted the safety of

giving diseased potatoes to animals, after the tubers had been
boiled, they fed pigs and a cow on tubers in a very advanced stage

of decomposition without observing the slightest prejudicial result

from doing so. It is quite true that potatoes actually putrid have
produced disease in the lower animals ; and I have received docu-
ments from Dr. Buckland referring to a case in which pigs were
thus poisoned, but in all these cases the potatoes were given raw
and not boiled. The diseased part of the potato contains an acrid

bitter principle, which renders it of a disagreeable taste, and when
it is intended for domestic use the affected portions should be ex-

cised, and the remainder, after being boiled, is still as good as

before the tuber became tainted.

With the cut-out portions of potatoes used for human food,

and with those diseased potatoes which are not converted into

money by fattening cattle, we are enabled to save a great propor-

tion of the nutritious matter which remains.

Starch is the principal ingredient characteristic of the po-
tato, but the cjuantity present in the tuber depends upon the

variety. Payen has examined this subject, and the following

tabular statement of his results shows not only the proportion of

starch, but also the produce of varieties grown on the same kind
of land :

—

VOL. VI. 2 P
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A'arieties.
I cwt. Seed
protlucGtl

One statute

Acre
produced

100 parts contained

Water. Starcli.
Ciluten

and Fibre.

Cwt. Tons.

. Rohan 58 14i 1 fi'fi1 U \J ft • 9

Large Yellow 37 9f 68-7 23-3 8-0

Scotch 32 8 69-8 22-0 8-2

Slow Island . 56 14 •79-4 12-3 8-3

Legonzac 32 8 H-2 20-5 8-3

Siberian . 40 10 17-8 14-0 8-2

Durillers . 40 10 78-3 13-6 8-1

All of you are familiar with the process of procuring: starch

from the potato. It consists simply in grating down the tuber

and washing it with water. The starch, as shown in the previous

lecture, is imprisoned within cells ; and in grating down the

potato we tear down the walls of the cells and liberate the little

granules of starch. These are insoluble in cold water, and
generally are not larger than the Yfirth of an inch in diameter

;

consequently, when we pour upon coarse cloth the grated

mass stirred up and suspended in water, these small globules will

pass through while the woody fibre and other constituents of the

cell walls are retained on the cloth. The starch which has

passed through still continues coloured by a little of the diseased

matter, but this may be removed by three or four washings and
depositions. This starch, after having been dried, may be pre-

served for any length of time.* The residual pulp remaining
on the cloth contains still a large proportion of nutritious matter,

which becomes easily putrid and occasions a considerable nuisance

in the neighbourhood of large starch manufactories. In Paris the

nuisance of this was so great, that endeavours were made to con-

vert it into some practical use, and it was found that in this

advanced stage of decomposition, it formed an admirable man-ure

for land, especially Avhen applied in the liquid form by irrigation.

More lately it has been used for feeding cattle with good results

;

nor will this be surprising, when we remember that it contains all

the insoluble gluten of the potato. An analj'sis of the dried

pulp thus procured showed that it contains 6 per cent, of gluten,

which gives it about half the nutritious value of oats. Of cour.se

our great care should be to economise the greatest quantity of the

valuable ingredients of the diseased potato. Now if the pulp can

* I have thought it unnecessary 1o enter into any detailed account of

the manulacturo of starch, as this is now practically carried into execution
in eveiy part of the country.
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be freed from the disease in an easy manner, it would be in the

highest degree culpable not to preserve it. It happens fortu-

nately that the diseased part of the potato, when the tuber has not

become much dried, is almost wholly soluble in water ; or at least,

which practically amounts to the same thing, that the parts which
do not dissolve are so light that they may easily be removed from
the sound matter by pouring off the water. This being the case,

we can obtain almost all the really valuable portion of a diseased

potato by simply grating it down and stirring it up with water.

The diseased portions dissolve in the water, and the pulp and
starch fall down together. The red-coloured water must now be
drawn off, and fresh water again put on ; this washing, repeated

twice or at most three times, gives a mixture of pulp and starch,

which when dried and ground offers a meal similar in colour to

oatmeal. Professor Liebig recommends a very good plan when
oil of vitriol can easily be obtained : it consists in slicing the

potato and immersing the slices in water containing enough sul-

phuric acid to render it very distinctly sour to the taste. The
slices must afterwards be washed with frequent water, as the acid

adheres very obstinately. The addition of acid to water is useful,

especially when the disease has been much dried in. In most
instances, even when water alone is used, it is not necessary to

grate down the potato as we do in making starch ; it suffices to

cut it into pieces, in the same way as we slice turnips or potatoes

for giving to cattle. The only evil attending the process now
described is the removal of the soluble albumen. As the albu-

men is carried off in the water employed in washing, one lialf of

the really nutritious matter of the potato thus disappears : but
when we pursue the common method of making starch and
neglecting the pulp, the ichole of the nutritious matter is removed,
and we obtain only starch, which by itself is not fitted to support

animal life.

Other processes for converting diseased potatoes into whole-

some food have been recommended ; and as one of them, viz.

steaming, has received the powerful support of Dr. Buckland, I

shall allude to it in the first place. It consists in passing steam
through a vessel containing potatoes until they are rendered soft,

after which the softened mass is to be rammed down into air-

tight casks, which are to be covered with melted fat. The
potatoes must previously be pared, the diseased parts being cut

out, and these are to be preserved separately. A plan very similar

to this is that proposed originally by Parmenlier, of boiling

potatoes after being peeled, crushing down the boiled potatoes

and drying the mass.

It is quite undoubted that these plans yield a very excellent

article of food, and they ought to be followed when circumstances

2 p 2
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admit of their being carried into execution : but I apprehend that

the}- are not sufficient to meet the exigencies of the case, as far as

regards the peasant. Every person knows how easily a boiled

potato becomes bad and suffers decay. The housewife is so

sensible of its liability to do so, that she often uses it as a kind of

yeast. It is this tendency to decay which renders it necessary to

preserve them in air-tight casks, and not only to pour melted faf

on the top, but also over all the joints. If we had to deal with

bushels of potatoes this might be effected, but when we have to

treat a considerable fraction of the produce of a whole country,

such processes assume an aspect altogether different. At all

events I know that the Irish peasant will not purchase casks

and fat even if he had the money to do so. Parmentier's process

also requires good casks, and is still more unsuited for the cir-

cumstances of the case, because in addition to the extraction of

the diseased parts and removing the skin of the potato, additional

labour and expense is employed in the two fuels and apparatus

necessary for boiling and for drving—the latter of which opera-

tions is no easy task, from the glutinous nature of the material.

Another plan, attended with perhaps as little trouble as any,

consists in cutting the potato into thin slices and drying them
upon corn or malt kilns. In doing this, several precautions must
be followed to secure success. The heat must be applied very

slowly indeed, and should not be raised much above 100^ until

the end of the operation, because a hard skin is apt to form on the

exposed parts of the slices and prevent the escape of water. It

has been proposed, and the proposal seems to me to be a good
one, that the slices should be allowed to dry in the air for some
time, by being hung up like onions and afterwards kiln-dried.

However, the latter must be carried to the point of thorough

dryness, for partial drvness only increases the evil, because the

beat destroys the vitality of the tuber and renders it more liable

to decay. If the whole potatoes be partiallj' dried by artificial

heat so as not to raise the temperature suflRciently to injure the

vitality of the tuber, I am assured by Mr. Warrington that they

are capable of preservation. His experiments, however, have

not been made on a large scale. Of course in all operations for

economising decayed potatoes, that method is to be preferred

Avhich yields the greatest return with the least labour and expense.

It is for this reason that I have coincided in the recommendation
of the Irish Commissioners, that simple washing of the grated

mass is the process best adapted for the cottage. After the three

washings described, the water may be poured off, and the mass
c()llected in a coarse canvass cloth or towel, which is then put on
a box or stool and the water removed bv pressure. Very con-

siderable pressure may be given by placing the end of a spade in
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the bar of a grate or in a nick of a tree, and the stool, upon which

the towel containing the pulp is placed, below the broad part of

the spade : the handle of the spade is then pressed downwards,

and by this means a powerful lever is obtained, and the water

flows out freely from the pulpy mass. It may then be mixed
with half its weight of oatmeal and a little salt, and be at once

converted into good palatable cakes on the griddle. The moist

mass may also be dried and ground into meal. This substance,

which may be called potato whole meal, can be used in making
bread, soup, or pottage. It must l)e borne in mind that cold cakes

or bread would be a miserable substitute to the peasant for hot

potatoes : on this account soup or pottage ought to be given along

with the bread, and this whole meal makes a very agreeable and

economical soup, when mixed with some bacon or herring. At
all events I can testify that I partook of an agreeable soup with-

out knowing from what it had been made, and found on inquiry

that it was made of this potato whole meal, a little bacon, salt,

and pepper, and that the total cost of its production was l^d. for

5 pints.

This leads me to the consideration of an important point con-

nected with any expected scarcity. Should any such misfortune

assail us, it is of the first importance that we should act advisedly

and not ignorantly in our endeavours to alleviate it; and we can

only do so by a thorough knowledge of the nature of different

aliments.

In setting a steam-engine to perform daily work, we are well

aware that there are two conditions to enable it to perform its duties.

In the first place, we must supply fuel to convert water into

steam, and we must keep the ergine itself in thorough repair,

iminediately repairing any failures in its piston, its cranks, or

wheels, and seeing that all the parts are kept proportionally

strong for the work to be performed. We know that the coal,

which answers admirably for fuel, would be most inappropriate

for the repairs of any damaged part of the engine itself. Just so

is it with the machinery of the animal frame. It requires fuel to

keep it in action, and it requires materials of a different kind to

repair the damaged parts of its frame. The conditions of sus-

tenance are therefore very different, and the kind of aliment de-

pends upon the want to be supplied. For example, the hard-

working man requires to be supplied freely with those materials

necessary to build up his muscles, for these are partially destroyed

with each exertion. The labourer, who has much hard work to

perform, must eat a very large quantity* of potatoes to get through

that work, while a much smaller quantity by weight of oatmeal

* An adult labourer must eat 14 lbs. of polatoes per day to got through
a good day's work.
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would suffice—the amount of true nutriment in each being in the

proportion of 1 : 6. All food then has two distinct purposes—the

formation of flesh, and the sustenance of animal heat. The sub-

stances in vegetables destined for the formation of flesh are per-

fectly identical with it in composition, and are known by the

names of gluten, albumen, fibrin or casein ; those which arc

suited for the support of animal heat are not at all similarly com-
posed to flesh, and consist of starch,* gum, sugar, &c. Knowing
these facts, it becomes a money question as to the value of par-

ticular kinds of food for the support of the frame. We know
how much of flesh-giving principle each variety of food contains,

and therefore we can at once estimate how much of each it will

be necessary to consume to obtain 1 pound of real nutriment, and
what the cost of that pound will be to the consumer. The fol-

lowing table is constructed on this principle, but as prices vary in

different localities, these may be altered to suit the peculiar case

:

in the table, they are given at the rate at which the respective

substances might be purchased in London under favourable

circumstances. -j-

Quantity of Food necessary to produce 1 lb. of Flesh, and the Money-
Cost of its production. £. s. d.

25 lbs. of milk furnish 1 lb. flesli, and cost . . 0 3 1

100 ,, turnips
,

,

. 0 2 9
50 potatoes , , . ,. 0 2 1

50 carrots ,

,

. 0 2 1

4 butcher's meat, free from fat and bune,

furnish 1 lb. of flesh, and cost . 0 2 0
9 oatmeal ,

,

. 0 1 10

barleymeal ,

,

. 0 1 2

' 1 0 ) >
bread ,

,

. 0 1 2

' 1 a J ' flour ,

,

. 0 1 2

"a > J
peas ,

,

. 0 0 7

>-'
1 0 » >

beans ,

,

. 0 0

The extremes shown by this Table are very remarkable : for

while it would require only 3 lbs. of beans to furnish 1 lb. of

flesh-giving principle, it would require 50 lbs. of jjotatoes, or

100 lbs. of turnips to yield the same amount, at a cost four times

* When so much starch is being made Irom diseased potatoes, it must
always be borne in mind that it is not nutritious, properly so to speak

;

that an animal led upon it alone would die nearly as soon as if deprived of

food altogether. It is fuel for supporting animal heat, and therefore forms
an excellent addition to meal, flour, or peas.

t Of course each person will find some errors in the prices attached to

the articles as shown by his own experience, and he may correct them
by the data given in the first cohunn ; the ditt'erence will, however, be

merely relative, and not att'ect the general result. A very useful lecture

on the money-cost of food has been given by Mr. Ransome at Manchester.
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as great. For supporting the animal frame, potatoes cannot
BE A CHEAP FOOD. In order to obtain from them the requisite

quantity of nutritious principle, an enormous quantity must be
consumed, and this to the loss of a considerable quantity of the

other useful ingredients of the food. The excrements of Irish

peasants contain an abundance of unaltered starch granules, which

have passed through the body unchanged, without exercising their

peculiar function in the support of animal heat.

The potato is a food well destined to support the heat of the

frame, and admirably fitted as an associate of other aliments. It

is with this view that the rich use it with meat, trusting to the latter

for the formation of muscular tissue, and to the potato for fuel to

keep up the heat of the body ; and in such a mixture there is

absolute economy. Let us look at the various kinds of food with

reference to their value as fuel, and we shall perceive that the potato

takes its proper rank. Such a table as the following is, however,

a mere rough approximation, for the carbonaceous matter or fuel

is of very various kinds, and some of them give more heat than

others by their combustion. The Table, therefore, must only

be taken for as much as it is worth-—a rough approximation to

truth.

Table showing the Approximative Value of various kinds of Food as Fuel

to sustain Animal Heat,

4 lbs. of potatoes contain 1 lb. of carbonaceous £. s. (1.

fuel, and cost 0 0 2
10 !> carrots

)> 0 0 2

H )> flour » )> 0 0 ^ I 0

U barley meal !> >>
0 0 3

» turnips
>> 0 0 3f

1» oatmeal 9> » 0 0 3^
1

'

beans
»J >> 0 0 3|

» peas 5> 0 0 Q a
'' l 0

2 It bread » 5> 0 0 4

11

A

)5 milk )5 0 1 5

It will be seen by this Table that potatoes have now mounted
to the head of the Table as the least expensive material for fur-

nishing fuel to keep up the heat of the body
;
although it was

about the most costly for building up the frame, or supporting

strength. Surely no further arguments are necessary to condemn
the use of the potato as the sole food of a people, when it was
obviously destined as an accessory to other food. We must then

admit the following conclusion :

TuK Potato used by itself is one of the most expensive
MEANS of supporting THE ANIMAL FRAME ; BUT IT FORMS A

CHEAP ADDITION TO OTHER NUTRITIOUS ALIMENTS IN SUSTAINING

ANIMAL HEAT.
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This is a conclusion that cannot be controverted ; and therefore

we must consider—What is the cheapest mode of furnishing the

greatest amount of sustenance in a time of scarcity. Let us look

to the leguminous plants, peas and beans. Dr. Buckland has

shown that peas formerly constituted an important part of the diet

of the people of this country—at a time, too, when our forefathers

were more hardy than ourselves—and he has written strongly

urging their more general cultivation for the sustenance of the

poorer classes. He has been attacked by a portion of the press

for this opinion—who have acted in this matter not less ignorantly

or unjustly than the peasants in France, who pelted with potatoes

the first man who endeavoured to bring them into cultivation in

that country. Peas, beans, or lentils, are undoubtedly the cheapest

means of supplying nutritious matter, which they furnish at one-

fourth the cost of the potato. Their value has been known from
the very earliest time ; * and before the introduction of potatoes

they formed a staple article of food among our soldiers and
labourers, and were not then banished from the tables of the

wealthy, t It is true that, when used alone, they are apt to cause

llatulencc, from the simple reason that they contain a superabund-

ance of llesh-giving principle, which, not being wholly assimilated,

enters into putrescence, and gives rise to the gases productive of

flatulence ; but I am arguing against the exhibition of any one

variety of food. Peas mixed with a proper quantity of potatoes

would not produce flatulence, and the mixture would yield about

tlie cheapest possible nutriment. E\en the cereal crops—oats,

wheat, and barley—offer a nutriment cheaper than potatoes ; and
if mixed with the latter in a dietary would afford a cheap means of

sustenance.

If these views be just, it becomes a matter for very grave con-

sideration. Whether we should ever again devote so much land to

the cultivation of potatoes as we have hitherto done. It has been

proved that it is not a cheap mode of sustaining a population
;

physiology and experience both point to a variety of food as best

suited for the maintenance of health and strength ; and the his-

tory of the past teaches us that variety of aliment is important in re-

lieving the community from the dependence on two or three sorts

of food, and the casualties attending: their jrrowth. In this lastt

—

the economical point of view—the question is of the highest im-

portance ; for whatever agricultural science mny do to mitigate

the effects of seasons or casualties on our crops, there are always

evils attending the dependence on one or two kinds of food.

Thus, it causes an unusual demand for labour at a particular

* The pottage for which Esau sold his biithright was made of lentils.

'• In Holinshed's Chronicle is the passage—" A large mouth, in mine
opinion, uiul not to eat pcann with ladies ofmy time."
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period of the year, as in the case of harvesting the cereal crops,

and leaves the labourers unemployed in the intervals. This, in

tiie case of the Irish peasants, whose skill and industry is applied

to the cultivation of one root, has the effect of reducing the value

of both. There is not sufficient use for the intellect in its direc-

tion to practical and industrial skill, and there is no motive for

acquiring habits of steady labour. The more extensively that we
cultivate a variety of vegetables—the more that the various capa-

bilities of our soils are developed in their proper direction—the

more will labour be steadied and equalized, our markets be freed

from those shocks attending the casualties of a single crop, and
our population relieved from the dread consequences of famine.

\Vhy is it that in England we do not win those favours from nature

in the variety of produce that afford such grateful food to other

countries ? Lentils contain the greatest amount of nutrition of any

of the leguminous plant; they form one of the staple articles of

the food of the labouring classes in other lands, and yet they are

scarcely known in this. Rye is well suited to poor lands ; it forms

a nutritious bread, universally used in Germany and Hungary,
better far than potatoes ; and if it has not met the success in this

country which it deserves, depend upon it the miller and baker
are more to be blamed for the failure than bountiful nature. If

from their bulky nature tubers are preferred by the poor, why is

the Jerusalem artichoke forgotten, which of all plants yields the

greatest return for the least amount of manure and labour. Frost

does not injure the tubers of this plant; they may be left in the

ground all winter, and just taken out as they are to be used. If a

little piece of ground be devoted to them, they are so grateful for

this privilege that year after year they will spring up without

planting
;
because, however diligently we try to remove them,

enough remains in the ground for next year's crop. This makes
them inconvenient for rotation, but is an advantage in the cottage

allotment. In fact the Jerusalem artichoke is a most grateful

plant, and will fully recompense us for any habitation, provided

we do not give it a wet bed to lie in. We have also the parsnep,

which formerly was cultivated to a greater extent in Ireland than

it is now. However, all these bulky plants should never super-

sede the cultivation of the cereals and the leguminous crops.

I am firmly convinced that the intelligent portion of this com-
munity have now the opportunity of converting the apparent evil

of a failure into a great real and national blessing. They have
the power to introduce the cultivation of more economical and
useful crops, and, in doing so, to effect the social and moral im-
provement of the people. Should a scarcity unhappily arise,

they have in their power to improve greatly our miserable cottage

cookery by introducing a greater variety of viands, more palatable,
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healthier and cheaper, because more substantial, though seem-
ingly dearer than those now in use. We have thus the power of
creating a permanent desire for better food, and this would give
the greatest impulse to labour in Ireland. It is the absence of
wants which in the first place so depresses a peasantry, and
brings with it a train of evils arising from the non-application of
skill and industry to gratify them.

Finally, if I have convinced you that it is most desirable, on
economical grounds, to introduce a greater variety in the crops

cultivated for the support of the labouring classes, and to diminish
in extent the cultivation of potatoes, I would still further impress
upon you the prudence of doing this in the present year. This
is not the first malady to which the potato has been suljjected. In
Hanover, and in other parts of Germany, a disease broke out in

] 770, and remained there till ] 779, making its reappearance in

] 790. The dry-rot which attacked the potato in this country
in 1832 did not disappear till 1840, luckily making but little

ravages with us, but acting as a scourge in various German pro-

vinces. In America the same disease that now afflicts us has

lasted for three years, and this year has again committed most
formidable evil. There is nothing at all improbable in the belief

that it may remain in this country for several successive years.

We know that potatoes grown from the tubers inherit any pecu-

liarities shown by their ancestors. This year circumstances have
caused a feeble cellular tissue in all the potatoes throughout the

country, similar, in fact, to what always exists in some of the

tender early varieties. How do we know that, unless we have an
exceedingly favourable season, this weakness of cellular tissue,

which renders it unable to resist external influences, may not be
imparted to the descendants of the present race, so that several

years must elapse before it is again built up in its proper
strength? And, in our ignorance of meteorology, who can say

that such seasons as the last may not possibly be in store for us?
I affirm none of these things, because I am deeply ignorant of any
laws of nature whicli would enable me to read these phenomena
aright ; but from the very conviction of this ignorance, I feel it

would be presumptuous not to admit that such circumstances

might possibly happen. I have confidence in the mercy of the

Creator, but 1 know also that such afflictions arise often for t)ur

good. With this doubt and ignorance on a subject so hidden, I

think it would be highly desirable to devote part of the land

which hitherto has been under potato cultivation for the growth
of leguminous plants, so that, should we be afflicted with this

scourge in ancjther year, we may lessen the force of the l)low by
a wise provision against its consequences.

I have now completed my task, very imperfectly I admit, but
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as far as I think I am warranted by the circumstances in endea-

vouring to lead you. I might have indulged theories and specu-

lations^ but this would have been worse than useless when we
have to combat with a great practical evil. I have endeavoured

to show you what is best to do at present, and what prudence
points out as the proper course for the future; and, above all, I

have been anxious to convince you that it now lies in your power
to convert this national curse into a national blessing, and to

make great good spring out of great evil.
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MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS AND NOTICES.

VIII.

—

Report on the Wheat selected for Trial at Southampton,

and on other Wheats. By VV. Miles, M.P.

Having been requested to prove by trial the value of the wheat selected

by the judges at Southampton, I beg to submit to the Council the fol-

lowing Report.

The different sorts I determined to try against the prize wheat were
four—namely, Jonas' prolific seedling, the red-straw white, the Hope-
town, and Fenton. Tiie first of these I had grown every year since car-

rying out the wheat experiment for the Society in 1841, with uniform
success, and without going from home for change of seed. The second

I procured from Mr. Morton, who has for some time grown it at the

Example Farm, and who speaks highly of its character. The third I

obtained from ]SIr. Sheriff, who himself raised it from a seedling ; this

sort is more generally known throughout the country than the two
former, and is much prized : whilst, from the recommendation of Mr.
Sheriff, I applied to Mr. Hope, of Fenton Barns, Haddington, for the

fourth sort, which had been raised from a seedling discovered by Mr.
Hope, senior, in a stone-quarry. This wheat is already celebrated in

Scotland for its wonderful produce ; it grows very uneven, many stalks

not rising above three feet from the ground, whilst others attain four,

five, or more. Of this wheat I received the subjoined notice from
Mr. Hope :

—

" As I understand you are to sow it by way of trial against the prize

wheat of the Royal Agricultural Society, I may give you a sliort history

of it. A number of years ago it was observed growing in an old quarry
by my father, who was struck with the stiffness of the straw: there were
three heads from one stein, which were properly saved and propagated.

It is quite a distinct variety from anything known in this quarter.

The straw is shorter than most kinds, but remarkably stiff, and weighing
per acre as heavy as taller sorts, while the increase of graiu grown is

generally equal to the rent of the land. A person unacquainted with it

would scarcely expect this when looking at it growing, the heads being
unequal, some of them being 2 feet higher than others."

Tlie field which I chose for carrying out the experiment was on
tiie side of a hill, facing N.N.W. ; the character of the soil a ricii

loam, inclining in some places to marl, of considerable depth, except

on the summit of the slope, where it was stony. It was a one-year-

old clover ley, which had been once mown, and afterwards fed bv
sheep. The controversy between the merits of thick and thin sowing
having been carried on at considerable length between the advocates of

the different systems, as perfectly unprejudiced in favour of eitlier, I

determined to try both ; and Lord Ducie having undertaken the manu-
facture of Newberry's dibbling-machine, an opportunity was offered of

jiutting in a small quantity of seed with the best constructed implement
of the kind. Previously to making use of the machine, however, it whs
tested in a grusi-field, when it was found that it deposited in each hole
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made by the dibbles from two to six grains, rarely, if ever, exceeding

the last number. Several agricultural friends were present at the work-

ing of the implement; and as a wish was expressed that the smallest

quantity of seed per acre which the dibbling-machine could deposit

should be sown, it was set at 2 pecks per acre. I think, however, that

it would not be out of place here to state that the system of thin sowing

is by no means a novelty ; and that if the late Lord Leicester considered

3 bushels of seed per acre as necessary to ensure a good crop of wheat,

there were others who thought that a tenth, or even less than that quan-
tity, would lead to a similar result

;
whilst, without doubt, the saving

of wheat consequent upon such a reduction of seed used could not be

considered but of national importance. I met lately with a work upon
agriculture written by C. Venlo, and published at ^Vinchester in 1773,

from which, even at the risk of being tedious, I cannot resist giving

an extract, as the writer appears to have been a thoroughly experienceU

agriculturist, and in practical and theoretical knowledge considerably

advanced beyond the agriculturists of that period.

" In 1764 the author instituted an experiment to find out the true dis-

tance or quantity of land that wheat ought to have to grow upon. In
his own language, it appears that he had invented a machine which har-

rowed, sowed, and rolled at the same time ; and which, as it would sow
any quantity of grain on an acre the broad -cast way, the author made a

trial of sowing wheat thin on the ground ; he accordingly fixed upon
a field of 15 acres, which had three different sorts of land in the length

of the ridge, which was 40 perches long. One end of the field lay low ;

the soil was a strong loamy clay ; the middle was a high hill, the soil at

top was a kind of clay-gravel, very shallow, and mixed with a middle-

sized paving stone. The other end was not so low as the first, neither

was it so strong a clay, but was what we call a loamy sand : upon the

whole it was very good wheat-earth ; but the bottom of the field was
rather more so. The top of the hill was more proper for barley than

wheat. The field had been fallowed for two years, in which time it had
got only seven ploughings, 'which—if I had had the management earlier,

as. I had not—should have been at least twice as many. Upon the

whole, it was in good order, and by far a better fallow than the com-
mon run. I gave it a thin top-dressing of wet turf-ashes (for I had no
other), and harrowed them in with the seed. On the 15th of February

I sowed 14 oz. on one ridge, which, according to the measurement of the

ridge, was at the rate of 10 lbs. to the acre; on the otlier ridge I sowed
28 oz., which according to measurement was at the rate of 20 lbs. to

the acre. The ground was very wet, and the horses sunk as far as the

plough went : however, the seed was not trod in, because it was sown
between the harrow and the horses' feet ; but the harrow could not come
over it the second time without making the ground in mortar, so that it

was only harrowed once in a place ; therefore, I am clear, more than

half the seed lay bare and uncovered, but as the ground and the weather

was wet, it soon vegetated, and most of it grew."

The author then enters into his theory of the shooting of wheat, and
states " that in rich, clean, good, well-tilled land, a plant of wheat may
shoot to fill 18 inches square ; yet I choose to fi.x my standard to 1 foot
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square in good land, as that will bring for;h to maturity from 20 to 30
ears, which I found to be as many as had sufficient room to grow out of

one sort. As to the ridge which was sown at the rate of 20 lbs. to the

acre, it was impossible to find a root with above 17 ears at it in the

best part of the land, and so in proportion in other parts. This was
the most convincing thing of all to the reapers and bystanders, who
were all helping to seek, and they found more on the thin-sown ridcre,

at .30 ears and upwards on one sort, than on the other ridge at 17 ears

to the root."—" The crop was late before it was ready to reap, it was the

latter end of October ; it happened to be a fine dry time, or it is a doubt

to me, if it had been wet, if it would have ripened well at all, for it was
sown too late, and was still put back by having to branch out. ' No
pickle used :' and I had from the piece of ground sown with 10 lbs. of

wheat, 53 stone 5 lbs. of the finest wheat I ever saw. Every sheaf

yielded a stone or upwards, but the sheaves were made large. The pro-

duce was at the rate of 32 bushels ])er acre."

Upon further search I discovered a plate in this work, which might

be the original from which Newberry's dibbling-machine was formed ;

from this drawing, and from the information given in the description of

it, it appears to have either simply acted as a dibbling-machine or to

have performed the double office of dibbling and sowing.

Begging pardon for this digression—which, however, I do not think

will be uninteresting to some of the readers of this Report—I now pro-

ceed with my details.

Four different quantities of seed were used per acre :—viz., in the

drilled wheats, 2 bushels, and 1 bushel and 3 pecks ; in the dibbled

wheats, 2 pecks, and 2 pecks and 1 quart—the addition of the 1 quart

of seed to the dibbled portion of the wheat was consequent upon the un-

favourable state of the weather at the time the seed was deposited.

The wheats were put in as follows :

—

1. Jonas' prolific seedling.

2. Red-straw white.

3. Hopetown.
4. The Southampton, called the Brittany, or Breedon white wheat.

5. Fenton.

On Tuesday, the 5th of November, all the wheats were drilled in

except the Fenton, which had not arrived from Scotland. On the

Friday following we began using the dibbling-machine; much rain fell

during the day, and all that night, so that the ground was in a very

indiff'erent state for working the machine; the draft was great, and
against the hill it was as much as four good horses could do : ^the

machine, however, though far from perfect, seemed to deposit the seed

tolerably regular ; but the land carried so much, that even with the

recent improvements there was some difficulty in clearing the dibbles of

the soil which at every revolution adhered to them.

The Fenton wheat having arrived on Friday, the drilling and dibbling

was finished on Saturday morning. An acre was allotted to each of

the drilled, half an acre to each of the dibbled wheats. On the 16th

I find the first drilled wheats were up, and the Fenton and dibbled

wheats weie germinating. On Friday, December 6th, the thermometer
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stood 10'' below the freezing point; on the 21st the frost began breaking

up, with cold winds from the N.N.E. and E.S.E., when the dibbled and

late drilled wheats were considered in a critical state, not having arrived

at a full green blade : little or no damage however occurred. In Feb-
ruary the dibbled wheat, though very thin, still very clearly indicated

the different rows ; but towards the latter end of March we had sharp

frosts and biting winds, when on the ligliter land on the hill many
plants perished, and then it was that the thick sowing showed to

advantage, as from the paucity of plants in the dibbled wheats none was
left to make good the deficiency caused by the inclemency of the M'eather

at that particular time, when the wheat is most susceptible of injury

from climate, whilst in the drilled wheats, though many plants perished,

yet was there a sufficiency left to ensure a crop ; indeed, under the

most favourable circumstances of the atmosphere for the growth of

wheat, I could never recommend so small a quantity of grain to be

sown as that I experimented upon, without the ])recaution of a seed-

bed being adopted, from which the grower might be enabled to fill up
the vacancies occasioned by numerous accidents. Immediately the

frost broke up a very heavy roller was passed over the ground. 1 hoed

the whole of the field once, as in this trial I considered it necessary that

the whole of the wheats should be subjected to the same treatment, so

that the simple inquiry, upon the results of the crop being ascertained,

might be, which system paid best. Tiie one hoeing with the drilled

wheats proved sufficient to ensure mc a good clean stubble, whilst,

owing to the paucity of plants in tlie dibbled portion of the field, the

filth was excessive, which will occasion at least double labour in pre-

paring it for the root crop next season. On the 5th of April I noted

that in appearance Nos. 1, 2, and 3 stood first, without any perceptible

difference in superiority ; No. 5, second ; No. 4, third : indeed, through-

out the winter, the latter wheat appeared more delicate in habit

and was thinner on the ground, and had lost more plant than the

others. The dibbled wheats were regarded as a failure, as there

was not supposed to be sufficient ])lant to ensure a crop. No. 1

drilled with 1 bushel and 3 pecks will do. Fi'om an accident which oc-

curred to me, I was not enabled to attend to the progress of the experiment
as well as I could have wished ; but three friends reported to me on the

22nd of June that the plants on the dibbled part were looking much
stronger than those on the drilled, although thin on the ground, and
that the whole field was looking exceedingly well, although Nos. 1, 2,

and 3 still maintained their superiority. On July 26th I found upon
careful examination the wheats, with the exception of some trifling

rust, were looking well ; and by a very good agriculturist who accom-
panied me in the survey, the produce of the wheats were estimated at

—

Drilled. Dibbled.

No. 1. 41 bushels per acre.

2.411
3. 43J

4. 41

5. 42

No. 2. 36 bushels per acre.

3. 34
4. 30^
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At tliis time No. 1 was much laid, as well as a small part of No. 2

;

all the others stood well. From the 2rid to the 11th of August we had

heavy and continuous rains, at which time No. 1 was beaten flat ; a

considerable part of No. 2 was down ; No. 3 was not so much affected ;

whilst Nos. 4 and 5 stood upright. The dibbled wheats were in no
way affected by the weather ; whilst the wheat drilled at 1 bushel 3 pecks

per acre at the lower end of the field, in the deep soil, was prostrate.

From the state of many of the pieces I found it quite impossible, with-

out serious injury to the produce, to mow the crop, and therefore, on

the 19th of August, began reaping No. 1, but was interrupted by rain

for 24 hours. On the 22nd I finished 1 and 2 ; on the 23rd, 5 ; on the

25tli, 3 and 4. As there appeared every chance of a catching harvest,

on the 29th I housed No. 1 and 2 in the barn ; but as the weather took

up immediately afterwards, I left 3, 4, and 5 till the 2nd of September,

when I stacked them in the field. The dibbled wheats were still very

green ; but from the quantity of small birds which infested the field,

it was necessary to cut it, which I did on the 30th of August, and
housed all on the 5th of September, on which day the experimental

field was cleared of the dibbled wheats, as I conceive prematurely, for

they were not in a condition either for the barn or stack, but the weather

was so threatening, joined to the havoc committed by the birds, as to

determine me to save what I could, without much reference to condition.

In my selection of pieces from each of the trial wheats to be thrashed

and measured, I took an vmdeviating line throughout the field, avoiding

as much as I could those parts which were much laid ; but this was
impossible, as far as No. 1 was concerned, as the whole of it was nearly

flat. My intention had been to have carried out this experiment as

fully as I did that of 1841, and to have reported not only on the quantity

of grain and straw produced from each variety, but likewise the

quantity of flour produced from a given weight of each ; the varying

circumstances, however, from the changeable state of the weather under

which the different wheats were housed, precluded the possibility of this

being fair, and I therefore merely weighed the wheat snd straw, the

results of which the following table will indicate :

—

DRILLED WHKATS.

(Quantities

sown
per Acre.

Numbers
of

Wheats.

Weight
per

Bushel.

Produce per .\cre, estimated
from about one-tliird of an Acre,

measured, reaped by hand,
and thrashed by hand.

Head. ! Tail.

Weight of Straw
per Acre.

n. V. Q. lbs. B. p. Q. B. P. Q. Tons cwt. qr. m.
2 0 1 CO 48 0 0 7 2 0 3 2 2 20

2 0 I 2 59 12 2 0 4 0 0 2 2 0 21

2 0 0 3 CI 47 0 0 7 1 0 2 9 2 21

2 0 0 4 CO 35 3 0 4 3 0 2 0 0 10

2 0 0 5 61 49 0 0 5 0 0 2 2 2 13

1 .3 0 1 59

Estimated from one-fifth of an
Acre, treated as above.

31 2 0
j

2 2 0 2 0 3 11
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DIBBLED \VHE.A.TS.

Quantities
sown

per Acre.

Nuini>ers
of

^Vlieats.

Weifjht
.' per
Bvishel.

Produce per Acre, estimated
from about one-sixth of an Acre,

treated as above.

Head. [
Tail.

Weij»ht of Straw
per Acre.

B. p. y. lbs. B. P. Q. B. P. Q. Tons. c» t. qr. lb.

0 2 0 2 58 21 3 2 3 0 2 10 2 4
0 2 1 3 58 30 2 0 4 1 0 1 12 3 0
0 2 1 4 591 19 1 0 2 3 0 0 19 1 14
0 2 1 5 CO 34 1 2 6 1 0 1 13 2 11

The Southampton wheat in this trial, therefore, so far from turning

out well, has, both in the drilled and dibbled portions of the field,

produced a considerably less quantity of grain than the other sorts; it

likewise appeared more delicate in habit, and therefore cannot be re-

commended for general use.

The Fenton wheat, though when drilled yielding less than either

No. 1 or 3, yet when dibbled at 2 pecks 1 quart per acre, produced

5 bushels 3 pecks 2 quarts more than No. 3, and 3 bushels 2 pecks
2 quarts more than No. 1, drilled at 1 bushel 3 pecks per acre; and
notwithstanding the severity of the rains and wind after the wheats

came in ear, stood perfectly upright at the time of reaping. I cannot

but consider this a valuable species; and though not quite on this occa-

sion justifying the very high eulogium pronounced on its merits by
Mr. Hope, yet well worthy of general cultivaiion. Nos. 1 and 3 fully

kept up their reputation, whilst in its produce No. 2 was large.

Notwithstanding the dibbling in this trial must be considered, as far

as regards Nos. 2 and 4, a failure, yet I cannot but state my thorough

conviction, that upon light flat land, free from stones, this system ought
to be universally adopted. I should, however, recommend not less

than a bushel to be dibbled per acre, and that the process should take

place earlier in the season, as when, from the quantity of grain sown
there cannot be a superabundance of plant, it is of great moment that

it should be fully established before the alternations of frost and thaw
commence. The tillering of the plants is extraordinary, as well as the

strength of the straw, and what is saved in seed may be most bene-

ficially applied to keeping the land perfectly clean, with advantage to the

labourer and certain profit to the cultivator. If, indeed, we take two

instances of the same species of corn from the above tabular results,

•we cannot fail to be struck with the much greater return from the

small than from the large quantity sown—for instance, I find that

No. 2, drilled at 2 bushels per acre, produced 46 bushels 2 pecks ; whilst

No. 2, dibbled at 2 pecks per acre, gave, say 25 bushels per acre. Two
pecks of seed, however, were only tried in the latter, whilst four times

that quantity was used in the former case
;

proportionally, therefore,

instead of 46 bushels 2 pecks, it should have given 100 bushels.

I throw out these hints for serious consideration, as without doubt such

a saving of seed as the general introduction of the dibbling-machine

would produce must be esteemed of national importance. The machine

VOL. VI. 2 Q
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is too high-priced for the general use of farmers; but when located in

diflferent parts of the country, and let out for hire, I cannot but recom-

mend a trial upon the description of light soil to which I have before

alluded.

Kingsweston, November 26fh, 1845. W. Miles.

IX.

—

Report of Prize White Wheat, selected at the Southampton

Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society, 1844, and tico other

sorts soivn on the Right Hon. Earl Spencers farm at Cliapel

Brampton, Northampton.

No. 1. A red wheat, called Rattling Jack, bought of Mr. Redgrave,

Boughton, near Northampton.

,, 2. The white prize wheat, from Southampton, 1844.

„ 3. A red wheat, called the Victoria Red, bought of Mr. Potterton,

Stow, Nine Churches, near Daveutry, Northamptonshire.

All sown October 28th, 1844, on strong soil—clay subsoil, after

vetches, part taken off and limed 20 qrs. per acre.

No. Name of Wheat. When Sown.
When it came

up.
When Cut. When Carried.

Rattling Jack, Red Oct. 28th. Nov. 16th. Aug. .30th. Sept. 11th.

1
White Prize Wheat
from Southampton,
1844.

|oct. 28th. Nov. 20th. Sept. 11 th. Sept. nth.

3 Victoria RedWheat Oct. 2Sth. Nov. 20th. Sept. 5th. Sept. 20th.

Quantity and Quality of Produce.

No. Name of Wlieat.
Quantity
Sown.

Produce
Good.

Produce
Tailing.

Total
per Acre.

Weight
ofStraw.

1 Rattling Jack, Red.
Qrs. bu. glls.

2 1 1

Qrs. bush.

4 1

59 lbs. per

bushel.

Dush
5

50 lbs. per

bushel.

Qrs. busli.

1 6
lbs.

3214

1
White Prize Wheat]
from Southampton,

(

1844. J

Qrs. pks. glls.

2 0 1

Qrs.

3
55 lbs. per

bushel.

Qrs. bush.

1 3
50 lbs. per

bushel.

Qrs. bush.

4 3
lb*.

2771

3 Victoria Red Wheat
Qrs pks. glls

2 0 1

Qrs. bush.

4 2
56^ lbs. per

bushel.

Bu. pks.

6 1

5 1 lbs. per

bushel.

Qrs.bu. pks.

5 0 1

lbs.

3500

Spencer.
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X.— On Deep Draining. By the Right Hon. C. Arbuthxot.

To Mr. Parker:

My dear Sir,—lu the early part of this year I furnished you witri

an account of the draining a paddock of seven acres, to the depth of

four feet ; and Ij informed you that these seven acres, having been pre-

viously very wet, had become quite dry after being thus drained. At
the same time I told you that my success in that first experiment hiid

determined me to treat in the same way other parts of my farm.

I have accordingly since drained, to the depth also of four feet, a field

of ten acres, which had always been under the plough ; and from the sur-

face of which, water did not for a considerable time disappear after heavj

rain.

It had, I know, been objected to my experiment of four-feet drains,

in the paddock of seven acres, that the shallow drains, \vhich as I stated

had previously been placed there, might have had the effect of facili-

tating the escape of the water from the land. Whether the shallow

drains had such an effect I cannot pretend to say. At all events, it

was satisfactory that the ten-acre field had never been drained at all

;

80 that a perfect trial could be made of your system of placing drains

much wider apart, and at a considerably greater depth than had been

the usual, and I believe I mav add, the universal practice.

The ten-acre field is now drained, and the effect is as complete as the

seven acres. Previously, the rain did not penetrate the earth, but ran

in great part off the surface, carrying with it vast quantities of the finest

soil, and fiUing the ditches. This does not happen now : the rain-water

sinks through the earth, and issues from the drains perfectly clear, being

well filtered in its passage. Although I am an eye-witness of the effects

produced by this drainage, I prefer giving yoxi the following account

sent to me by my bailiff, Andrew Thompson, after heavy rains. It is

the more satisfactory, as he was originally, as I mentioned, somewhat
startled at the idea of laying drains four feet deep, but is now become a

complete convert to your system of draining, and he writes as follows :

—

" The drains in the ten acres run capitally. They were running very

fast yesterday morning, and have continued running ever since. The
four-feet drains in the j)Rddocks also run well. They were, like the

ten-acre field drains, throwing out of their main vast quantities of

water. The shallow drains in all the fields were running yesterday also

;

but as the rain fell in the night time, I cannot tell whether the deep or

the shallow drains began to run first. I have no doubt the deep ones

began first. I was very particular in examining the action of most of

the drains on the farm. It was plain to see that the deep drains were
carrying off more than double the quantity of water carried oft" by the

shallow drains ; and, at this moment, the deep drains are discharging

most water. The ten-acre field is now in excellent condition as to dry-

ness. The middle of the space between the drains was wet yesterday

morning, but this morning I found it dry. This plainly shows that the

deep drams draw the water from a chstance of 22 feet and upwards.

Mr. Parkes, when examined before a committee of the House of Lords
•2 Q 2
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this year, stated, ' that he should be satisfied if, after twelve hours of

continuous rain, all the water were carried off in forty-eight hours

afterwards.' I have no doubt but the drains in the ten-acre piece,

although this is their first season of action, will run the water out of
the land in that time. The more instances I see of deejj-drainage, the

more I am convinced of its efScacv."

I shall now proceed to give you an account of the expense incurred
;

stating sejjarately the cost of digging, and that of the pipes employed ;

and then inform you of what the whole sum laid out on the ten-acre

field amounted to.

The expense of digging the drains has been 24/. \Qs. 6d. One hun-
dred and thirty-one chains (-2882 yards) were dug at 3s. 6d. per chain

;

and eight chains (176 yards) at 5^. per chain ; these eight chains being

for a very deep main drain pierced through rock.

The pipes cost 13/. 155., as will be seen in detail below :

—

1000 Main drain pipes . . .£l 15 0
6200 Small do. at 25s. . . . "7 15 0
4250 Small do. at 20*. . . .450

13 15 0
The whole cost of the drainage amounts therefore to 38/. I3s. Gd., or

3/. 17*. 4rf. per acre.

It v/ill be necessary for me now to explain why the expense has been

so much beyond what, as I once told you I believe, I had anticipated.

I remember your saying that extreme cases did occasionally occur, in

which the expense would exceed the previous expectation ; and my ten-

acre field, in consequence of rock, has been one of those cases. Had
there been no rock to break ihrougli, as was the case in that part of the

ten-acre field first drained, the cost of drainage would have scarcely ex-

ceeded, digging and pipes included, the original estimate of about 30/.

But as the work proceeded farther, it was found that rock was inces-

santly to be removed by the pickaxe ; and at last there was scarcely any
land dug without the intervention of rock.

Tiie width between the drains is in most parts 45 feet ; but where the

land is flat, there being also hollow places in tlie field, it was found ne-

cessary to vary the width ; some drains being 15 feet asunder, and others

placed at a much farther distance. I may here as well mention that

the upper soil is of a clayey texture, and of a dark brown colour ; and
the subsoil consists of a very strong clay.

I had long been aware that shallow draining did not lay strong and
wet land sufficiently dry. I was fearful that throughout the wliolc

country great labour had been bestowed, and great expense incurred,

without the intended eil'ect of drying the land being sufficiently pro-

duced.

You have the merit of introducing a system into public use which, if

properly tried, will, I doubt not, be approved; and my conviction is that

sooner or later all agriculturists will come to the same conclusion that I

have. 1 am, dear Sir,

Very sincerely yours,

Woodford, 3rd December, 1845. Cuarles Aubuthnot.
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XI.

—

Analysis of a Marl which, havinrj been used for Manure,
rendered the subsequent Application of Bones inoperative. By
Dr. Lyon Playfair.

To the Secretary.

Sir,—A considerable time since a " marl " was sent to me by the Coun-
cil for analysis, the pecuharity of the so-called " marl " being, that it

might be supposed to exert the same action as bones, as these produced

no effect where this substance had been applied. I communicated the

result of the analysis at the time it was made, but regret to find that I

never ofBcially described it to the Society, altiiough I gave an account of

it in the last lectures I had the honour to deliver to the Society.

The substance is, properly speaking, a chalk, for the term "marl"
necessarily implied the existence of a considerable amount of alumina.

In the portion of substance sent to me for analysis, there is only about

one-twentieth of a grain of phosphoric acid in 100 grains, or every 100

tons of the substance would contain about 224 lbs. of bone earth. As
this is not a very large proportion, I dare not venture to accede to the

opinion that its beneficial action, as a manure, is due only to its phos-

phoric acid ; but to enable you to judge for yourself, I subjoin all the

constituents in the chalk sent to me for examination.

Moisture 0*70
Carbonate of lime . . . . . 95 '50
Silica (partly united with potash) . . 0'5I
Protoxide of iron . . . . . 1-70
Alumina . . . . . . 0-64
Sulpliate of lime 0*37
Phosphate of lime (as bone earth) . . O'lO
Carbonate of magnesia . i . 0'19
Chloride of sodium . . . . 0'13
Potash ... . . traces

Loss on analysis . . . . . 0'16

100-00
Sir, I have the honour to be,

Museum of Economic Geology, Your faithful Servant,

Itit July, 1845. Lyon Playfair.

Xn.—On the Application of Liquid Manure to a new variety of
Italian Rye Grass. By W. Dickinson.

To the Duke of Richmond.

My Loud Duke,— I beg to send your Grace a report of my mode of
cultivating Italian rye grass as food for my horses, the success of which
has astonished me very much, and which I am anxious to make known
for the general welfare of agriculturists at large.
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My land—a strong clay, in good heart, and under-drained—is finely

pulverized during the summer months after tares or any early crop of

corn, is sown broadcast with 4 bushels per acre of seed, grown by my-
self ivithout weed, harrowed very lightly with bushes ; iron harrows

bury the seeds too deeply ; if weeds grow they are pulled, and the grass

stands for a crop, which, in 1844, was cut the first time the first week
in March, with about 10 inches of grass;

April 13th, it was cut the second time ;

May 4th, the third time

;

May 24th, the fourth time

;

June 14th, the fifth time;

July 22nd, the sixth time, with ripe seed and 3 loads of hay-

straw to the acre.

Immediately after each of tbese crops the land was watered once from a

London street-watercart, with two j^arts of pure urine from the stables

and one part of water ; the produce of each crop increasing with the

temperature of the atmosphere, from three-quarters of a load per acre,

as hay, to 3 loads per acre. The crop having shed a quantity of seed,

I was doubtful the urine might injure its growing, so discontinued to

water, but well harrowed it with iron harrows and left it, expecting

nothing more from it; it produced, however, 3 or 4 (I believe 4) light

crops afterwards ; and has now standing upon it again 3 loads to the

acre, the third crop for seed

—

1845 : My first cutting this year was not till April 6th;

Second, May 3rd ;

Third, JuneQlh;
Fourth, 2i- feet long, now standing on the land.

I have since covered the land well with the plant, from 2 bushels of

seed per acre, sown from a broadcast drill, of Mr. Smart's, 369, Oxford
Street, which, from the average price of 105. per bushel for the seed,

pays the cost of tlie drill (3/. 10*. ) immediately, besides a more evenly

sown plant; and may be sown in windy weather, which cannot be done
by the hand.

I think it necessary to observe, from my own experience, Italian rye

grass diflPers as much in quality and variety as English rye grasses or

English fruits. There are Italian rj'e grasses that bloom at 1^ feet

high ; and that I grow, as your Grace has seen, stands from 4 to 5 feet.

Any further information that may be required, so far as I am able, shall

be given to any one wishing to grow the plant. I attach a letter sent

me by a practical farmer whom I supplied with seed for an acre, which
will furnish interesting information to sheep graziers.

I beg the honour to subscribe myself, my Lord Duke,
Your Grace's very humble servant,

William Dickinson.
Curzon Street, Mayfair, London, July \2th, 184.T.

My de ab Sin,—With the Italian rye grass seed I had of you I sowed about one acre
Ihe first week in September last ; after a crop of" Spring tares the ground wa» manured
with about 10 tons of good horse-dung.
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Tlie second week in April I began to feed it off with ewes and lambs, and they made
very quick progress, especially the lambs, the grass producing an abundance of milk.

There were 42 couples, and the grass supplied them three weeks, giving the ewes chatl"

and oats, and the lambs peas. After this they began to feed it again for want of

other food.

I took them off the grass on the 13th of May, and on the I8th of June we mowed
the whole for hay, which produced nearly 2 loads per acre. This was about live weeks'

growth. I should not have pursued this plan had I not had tares which I wanted oft'

the land to sow it with swedes.

The grass is now growing freely, but not so fast as after feeding off. I want your
water-cart,

I am quite satisfied of its being the most valuable plant I know of, especially for

early spring feed ; it comes to perfection for feed quite as early as rye, and the compa-
rison between the two for feeding qualities is as 10 to I in favour of the Italian rye

grass.

I am so well satisfied of its goodness that I intend sowing a much larger breadth in

the ensuing autumn after wheat.

Yours truly,

J. Hunt.
Hiiyes Gale, near Uxbridge, July Xst.

XIII.

—

Aiialysis of the Soil and Subsoil of a very Productive Field

near Sutton, in Norfolk. By Dr. Lyon Playfair.

To the Secretary.

Sir,—I had the honour to receive from you two portions of soil, described

as the surface soil and subsoil of a very productive field near Sutton,

Norfolk. According lo the request of the Council of the .Society, these

portions have been separately subjected to a rigid analysis : and before

making any remarks on the results thus obtained, I place for the inform-

ation of the Council the analysis in two forms, one of these giving the

actual statement of the analysis, the other indicating the probable method
in which the ingredients are associated in the soil.

1.

—

Surface Soil.

In 100 parts as actually found.

Organic matter . •2-43

Hydrate water 2-00*

Carbonic acid 0-92
Sulphuric acid . 0-09
Pliosphoric acid . . . 0-38
Silicic acid and silica . 81-26

Peroxide of iron . . 3-41

Alumina . . 3-58

Lime 1-2S
Magnesia . M2
Potash 0-80

Soda . . 1-50

Chlorine . a trace

Loss on analysis 0-63

100-00

In 100 parts as routaiued ui the

Organic matter

Hydrate water

Silica and silicic acid . .

Peroxide of iron

Carbonate of lime .

Sulphate of lime

Phos])hate of lime (^as in bones)

Phosphate of magnesia . .

Magnesia (probably as a silicate)

Alumina (probably as a silicate)

Silicate of potash . .

Silicate of soda . . .

Chlorine (in combination as salt)

Loss on analysis . . .

soil.

2-43
2- 60
78-27
3- 41
2- 10
0-15
0-08
0-58
0- 88
3- 58
1- 58
3-71

a trace

0-63

100-00

* Water which is not driven off at the boiling point 212'^.
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2.

—

Subsoil.

In 100 parts as actually found.

Organic matters free from ammonia 1 • 20
Hydrate water . . . 2-60*

Carbonic acid . . • 0*0i
Silicia .... 82*55
Peroxide of iron . . . 3*70
Lime .... 0-69

Magnesia , . • . 1'5.>

Alumina . . . . 4*48

Potash .... 0-60

Soda . . . .1-10
Chlorine . . . .1-26
Sulphuric acid . . . O-IC
Phosphoric acid . . .a trace

Loss on analysis . . 0*07

100-00

In 100 parts as contained in the soil.

Organic matter free from ammonia 1 "20

Hydrate water . . .2-60
Silica and silicic acid . . 81-9fi

Peroxide of iron . . . 3-70
Carbonate of lime . . . 0-09
Lime (probably as silicate) . 0'58
Magnesia (probably as silicate) 1 '55

Alumina () rincipally as silicate) 4 '48
Sulphate of lime . . . 0*27
Cldnride of sodium , . 2 '08
Silicate of potash . . . 1'19
Phosphoric acid . . mere trace

Loss on analysis . . . 0'30

100-00

* Water not expelled by long-continued exposure to a water bath.

The subsoil may be viewed as representing the soil in its natural condi-

tion, and, as such, is rich in every constituent essential to fertility, with

the exception of phosphoric acid, of which substance scarcely a trace

could be detected. All the iron in the subsoil exists in the state of

peroxide, so that the plants may appropriate its constituents without

injury. The presence of so much common salt in the subsoil is only

explicable on the supposition that it has been washed by the rains from

the upper to the lower soil, for we find it absent except as a trace from
the surface soil. Tlie vicinity of the soil to the sea explains the origin of

the salt.

The upper soil has obviously been improved by manure containing

phosphates, and perhaps also of silicates. I regret that no information

on this point accompanied tlie letter from the Secretary of the Stalham

Farmer's Club.

The soils, from the presence of the alkalies and alkaline earths, and of

all the proper acids, with the exception of phosphoric acid in the subsoil,

are admirably calculated to furnish plants with their proper food.

Sir, I have the honour to be.

Your obedient and faithful Servant,

Museum of Economic Geology, Craig^s Court, Lyon Playfair.
Charing Cross, 1th July, 1845.

XIV.

—

On the Jerusalem Potato or Artichoke (Helianthus »

tuberosus).

[From ' Boussingault's Rural Economy.']

"This i)lant is generally believed to be a native of South America,

but dc Humboldt never met with it there, and according to M.
Correa, it does not exist in Brazil. The property which the tubers of

this plant have of resisting the cold of our winters, and several botanico-
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geographical considerations, lead M. A. Brongniart to presume that the

plant belongs to the 'more northern parts of Mexico.
" The Jerusalem artichoke rises to a height of from 9 to 10 feet ; it

flowers late, and I have not yet seen it ripen its seeds. It is propagated

by the tubers which it produces, and which are regarded, for good reason,

as most excellent food for cattle ; in times when the potato was not

very extensively known, it also entered ])retty largely into the food of

man ; when boiled, its taste brings to mind that of the artichoke, whence
the name.

" Tlie tuber of tlie Jerusalem artichoke, from an analysis of M. Bra-

connot, appears to contain in 100 parts:

—

Uncrystallizable sugar ..... 14"80

Inuline 3-00

Gum 1-22

Albumen 0-99

Fatty matter 0-09

Citrates of potash and lime . . . .115
Phospliates of potash and lime . . . 0"20

Sulphate of potash ..... 0*12

Chloride of potassium ..... O'OR

!Malates and tartrates of potash and lime . . 0"05

Woody fibre 1-22

Silica 0-03

Water II-OS

100-00

M. Payen found a larger proportion of sugar in this tuber than that

stated above, and he ascertained that the fatly matter consists chiefly of

stearine and elaine. In the Jerusalem artichoke I myself found :

—

Of dry matter .... 20-8

Water 19-2

loo-o

" One trial for azote would lead me to conclude that M. Braconnot

had estimated the albumen too low in his analysis, or, as is more pro-

bable, tliat several azotised principles had escaped him. The dried

tuber gave me 0*16 of azote, a number which would indicate 1-0 as the

proportion of vegetable albumen. Tiiere are few plants more hardy
and so little nice about soil as the Jerusalem artichoke ; it succeeds every-

where with the single condition that the ground be not wet. The tubers

are planted exactly like those of the potato, and nearly at the same time
;

but this is a process that is performed but rarely, inasmuch as the culti-

vation of the helianthus is incessant, being carried on for many years

in the same piece ; and after the harvest, in spite of every disposition

to take up all the tubers, enough constantly escape detection to stock the

land for tiie following year, so that the surface appears literally covered

with the young plants on the return of spring, and it is necessary to thin
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them by hoeing. The impossibility of taking away the whole of the

tubers, and their power of resisting the hardest frosts of winter, is an
obstacle almost insurmountable to the introduction of this plant, as one

element in a regular rotation. Experience more and more confirms the

propriety of setting aside a patch of land for the growth of this produc-
tive and very valuable vegetable root.

" Of all the plants that engage the husbandman, the Jerusalem arti-

choke is that which produces the most at the least expense of manure
and of manual labour. Kade states that a square patch of Jerusalem

artichokes in a garden was still in full productive vigour at the end of

thirty-three years, throwing out stems from 7 to 10 feet in length,

although for a very long time the plant had neither received any care nor

any manure.
" I could quote many examples of the great reproductive power of the

helianthus; lean affirm, nevertheless, that in order to obtain abundant

crops, it is necessary to afford a little manure. I shall show in another

chapter, however, that this is manure well bestowed.

"Like all vegetables having numerous and large leaves, the helianthus

requires air and light ; it ought, therefore, to be properly spaced. The
original planting, of course, takes place in lines, but in the succeeding

crops, and those which are derived from small tubers accidentally left in

the ground, the order is, of course, lost ; it is only necessary to destroy

a sufficient number of the young sprouts which show themselves in the

spring, to leave those plants that are preserved with a sufficient space

between them. When the plants are somewhat advanced, the ground

should receive one or two diggings with the spade, and a hoeing or two
to destroy weeds.

" The leaves of the helianthus are used in many places as forage, the

stems being cut a few inches from the ground ; the gathering takes

place at different periods of the year, but probably to the detriment of

the tubers; it may be lucrative to destine the leaves for the nutriment

of cattle, but I believe we have to choose between the green crop and the

crop of tubers. It is unquestionable that the premature removal of the

green stems must prove injurious to the roots; in my own farm the

leaves are never removed, and my opinion is that it is vastly more ad-

vantageous to depend upon the crop of tubers alone. The tubers arc

gathered as they are wanted ; for not dreading the frost, they may rem;iin

in the ground the whole of the winter ; they do not require, like the

potato, to be collected and pitted at a certain period
;
they require no

particular situation, no particular care for their preservation ; the only

disadvantage that accompanies their being left in the ground is that

during very hard frosts the labour required to get at them is very gr^at.

During winter the woody stems of tlie plant die and dry up
;
they are

then useful as combustible matter; but a better use of them, perliaps,

is to make them enter in certain proportions into the litter of the hog-

stye ; the pith there .absorbs a large quantity of the liquid manure.
Schwertz estimates the mean quantity of dry leaves and stems at 3 tons,

1 cwt., 1 qr., and 13 lbs. per acre. The following quantities of tubers

have actually been gathered in Alsace on one acre :

—
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Sandy soils

Soils of the best quality

At Bechelbroiin (mean)
Bechelbronn crops of 1839-40

Tons. Cwt^. Qrs. lbs.

4 3 3 6
10 8 3 13
10 16 0 8
14 8 2 27"

Note.

In our present uncertainty with regard to the future yield of potatoes,

it occurred to me as well as to Dr. Playfair that the Jerusalem artichoke

might be worth the attention of farmers, at least as food for stock, being

a common crop in Alsace. They are a kind of sunflower ; and sun-

flower being in Italian Girasole, has been corrupted into the word
Jerusalem, whence soup made with this vegetable is absurdly called

Soupe a la Palestine. M. Boussingault further states that he gives his

ground about 9 tons of dung every other year, for which he obtains 20
tons of roots, or 10 tons each year. This is equal to a good average

crop of common potatoes. The next question is as to the nutritive

qualities of this root. In this respect M. Boussingault places it in the

same rank with potatoes, not only on theoretical grounds, but also from
direct experiment, in using them as food for horses, to whom they were
given undressed with perfect success. They seem to be worth a trial

for stock, but I think that when boiled they are too watery to take the

place even of potatoes as food for man.

—

Ph. Pusey.

XV.

—

Comparative Trial of Superphosphate and Guano.

By R. D. Drewitt.

To the Secretary.

Dear Sir,— I forward the promised statement of the result of my ex-

periments with guano, bones with sulphuric acid, &c., as regards their

application for turnips. The whole process was carried out under my
personal superintendence ; I can, therefore, speak very confidently as to

the accuracy of the details.

Yours truly,

James Hudson, Esq. R. D. Drkwitt.

Peppering, near Arundel,

January 9th, 1846.

Statembnt.
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DcicriiiUon of Manure.

Produce

of

Roots

per Acre.

Produce

of

Leaves

per Acre.

Cost of
Manure
per Acre,
including

in

each case
10 Loads
of Dung,
at 2s. 6d.

Uemarks-

31 c»t. .African guano,
5 bush, turf ashe^, sown
togctlier by hand after

once hiirrowing; then
twice harvoweil and
rolled before the drill.

201) bushels of superior
dung.

31 cwt. African guano.
23 bush, turf ashes, drill-

ed together. Dung as

above.

3i cwt. Peruvian guano,
25 bush, turf ashes, drill

ed together. Dung as

above.

8 bush, calcined bones,
168 ll>s. sulphuric acid,
1 2 gallons water. 20 bus.
turf ashes, drilled to-

gether. Dung as above.

8 bush, fine bones, un
burnt, IG:^ lbs. sulpluiric

acid, 12 gallons water,
20 bush, turf ashes,

drilled together. Dung
as above.

6 bush, calcined bones,
168 lbs. sulphuric acid,

10 galls, water, 22 bush,
turf ashes, drilled toge-

ther. Dung as above.

rons.cwt. lb

9 12 24

Tods.cwt. lb.

0 16 IS

£. s.

2 15

Ifi bush, bones*—10 bnsh.
half-inch., fido.finedusl
—20 bush, ashes, drilled

together. Dung as

above.
30 bush, turf ashes, drill-

ed. Dung as above.

Dung as above only.

17 10 0

IT 15 81

0 17 88

0 M 68

1 0 32

0 19 56

1 1 6")

3 10 8

32 ;
0 U 32 3 10 4

Before the 9 separate acres were
set out, 10 loads per acre of ex-
cellent dung had been applied
to tlie whole in favourable
weather.— The 9 acres were
drilled with the green-topped
swede, on the 5th June, 1845,

and the crop was weighed on
the 2Snd of Dec.

More ashes were drilled on No. 2

than applied to No 1 by hand.
The advantage of the extra 20
bushels of ashes can be esti-

mated by a comparison between
Nos. 8 and 9.

On allowing for this. No. 2 will

still prove to be nearly 2 tons
belter than No.,1.

The Peruvian Guano, No. 3, was
obviously much adulterated,
\\ hich will account in a great
measure for the superior elTect

of the African guano, No. 2.

The bones, acid, and water in

Nos. 4 and 5 were mixed in a
water-tight pit, and on the se-

ciind day put witli the ashes and
turned up together. In three

days it was dry enough to si t

and drill.

The process of preparing No. 0

w as mucli more convenient and
simple. The 22 bush, of ashes
were first shaped in the form of
a basin or mortar-bed, abo\U 6

inches thick at the bottom, and
pressed firmly together; the
bones were tlien placed in the
basin and the acid poured on
them, the water Ibllowing.
Thinking that a waste of neid
might ensue, I used the same
quantity for 6 bush, of bones
as for 8 bush- in Nos. 4 and 5.

Tlie acid and water penetrated
the ashes very slightly till the
mass was turned up together.

'I'he solution of the boues^was
complete. The result of this

experiment is very striking.

Nos. 4 and 6 were ready to hoe
fi^ e days sooner than Nos. 2 und
5 ; nl)out eight days before Nos.
1.3, and 8, and twelve days be-
fore Nos. 7 au<l9. No<. 4 end
B have maintained the lead
throughout, Nos. 2 and 5 iu-

ereasing in a greater ratio.

• The bonei were well fermented with 24 gallons of urine.
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The small produce on Nos. 8 and 9 will not excite surprise when the

nature of the field on which the experiments took place is known. Till

the year 1842 it had been for several years an exhausted piece of sainfoin,

comparatively out of cultivation from its presumed hopeless sterility.

In March, 1842, it Avas sown with oats, after being well manured. In
1843 again manured for rape, wheat following in 1344. The crops

were, as regards straw, very slight ; but the produce of wheat was con-

siderable, owing to the redundant yield of 1844. The field will be best

described as a long steep brow facing to the west. The soil is very shal-

low and spongy, resting on a substratum of the upper chalk. A more
unfavourable position for the growth of swede turnips cannot well be

imagined ; and it was merely from local circumstances the spot was

selected for the experiments.

[Mr. Drewitt's experiment, which only arrived after the rest of the

Journal was printed, remarkably confirms the opinion advanced by me in

an earlier part of this number, that, value for value, Superphosphate of

lime (for such is the product of bones and sulphuric acid) is on some
soils superior to guano as a manure for turuips.

—

Ph. Pusey.]
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GENERAL MEETING,

12, Hanover Square, Thursday, May 22, 1845.

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

The attention of the Council during the last half-year has been

directed principally to the following points :

—

I. The revision of the List of Members, and a scrutiny into the

several cases of Members who claim exemption from the lia-

bilities of their election on the ground of the peculiar circum-

stances under which their election took place.

I I . The consideration of the arrears of subscription, and of the

mode by which their collection may be facilitated.

III. The adoption of a more general plan for the nomination

and selection of the Judges of Stock and Implements.

IV. An extension of the trial of implements beyond the place

and period of the Country meetings. And lastly,

V. A chemical analysis of the ashes of plants grown on different

soils and in different localities throughout the kingdom.

1. The Finance Committee have reported the details, of which

a statement is now laid on the table, connected with the numbers of

Members, the amount of arrears, and the investment of capital.

At the last General Meeting in December, the Society consisted

of 6827 Members: since that date, 314 Members have been

elected, while 161 have been struck off the list, and 47 have died
;

so that the Society at present consists of

—

a 2
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Life Governors 96

Annual Governors 204

Life Members 495

Annual Members 6123

Honorary Members 15

making a total of 6933 Members.

2. It appears from the statement of arrears that on the 1st day

of the present month 35 Governors and 2281 Members were in

arrear of subscription, the sum amounting to 5730/. ; that at the

General Meeting in Pecember last the amount of such arrears

stood at 6609/., a reduction of 879Z. having been effected during

the last six months. The present amount of invested capital is

8200/., a purchase of 500/. stock in the 3^ per cents, having been

made during the last month. The current cash balance in the

hands of the Society's bankers at the present time is 2038/., not

including the sum of 1000/. contributed by the town of Shrews-

bury towards the expenses of the ensuing Country meeting, and

already paid over to the credit of the Society's account.

A Committee has been formed for the purpose of consider-

ing the best mode in which the collection of subscriptions ran

be effected by means of paid collectors, and on their report the

Council have resolved to try the experiment of such local col-

lection within districts comprised by the counties of Bedford,

Buckingham, Cambridge, Essex, Hertford, Huntingdon, and

Northampton: the Committee, accordingly, having arranged the

practical details by means of which such resolution may be sys-

tematically carried out.

3. The Council have invited the Members at large to nominate

at the General May Meeting such judges for the Country meet-

ings as they recommend for the several classes of stock and

implements; and they have appointed Committees for each of

those departments respectively to examine such lists of nomina-

tions, and report the result to the Council, by whom the appoint-

ment will be finally made. As no exhibitor will be allowed to

take any part in the nomination or appointment of judges for the

classes in which he competes, the Council trust that this extended
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mode of selecting their judges w ill meet with the approbation of

the exhibitors.

4. The Committee, to whom the Council confided the con-

sideration of the mode by which a trial of tile-machines,

ploughs, and drills, subsequently to the period of the Country

meeting, and under circumstances best adapted to the testing of

their respective merits, could be most advantageously effected,

have reported the following recommendations, which the Council

have adopted :

—

(1.) That the tile-machines shall be tried by the judges at

Shrewsbury ; and such of them as the judges may think worthy

shall be selected by them for further trial ; such trial to be made

by a visit on the part of the judges to some one tile-yard pointed

out by each inventor respectively, and subsequently elsewhere as

the judges may see fit.

(2.) That the judges shall select at the Shrewsbury trial so

many ploughs as they think fit for subsequent trial ; and the

ploughs so selected shall be at the disposal of the stewards and

judges.

(3.) That the rules for the selection and trial of ploughs shall

apply also to drills.

(4.) That the winning implement of the previous year shall be

included in these subsequent trials.

(5.) That the makers and inventors of the implement shall be

entitled to attend, at their own expense, at some one of the trials,

of which notice shall be given to them.

(6.) That if the judges select for trial at the Shrewsbury

meeting the plough of any exhibitor, and the exhibitor wish to

substitute for it any other plough exhibited by him at the same

meeting, such other plough shall be tried at the Shrewsbury

meeting, but not elsewhere unless the judges think fit; but the

judges shall also try, if they think fit, the plough originally

selected by them.

(7.) That the judges shall report on the reserved implements

to the first Council in November.
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o. At the suggestion of the British Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, the Council have resolved that a chemical

analysis of the ashes of plants grown in different localities and on

different soils throughout the kingdom shall be made at the

expense of the Society, and they have voted the sum of 350Z.

towards carrying out that desirable and imj)ortant object. At the

request of the Stalham Farmers" Club, the Council have in-

structed their consulting chemist. Dr. Playfair, to analyze at the

expense of the Society specimens of the soil and subsoil of a

wheat-field in Norfolk remarkable for its productiveness.

The Journal Committee have reported the following awards to

the authors of prize essays, and also a list of subjects of prizes

amounting to 310Z. for the reports and essays of next year :

—

AWARDS.

The Prize of Twenty Sovereigns to Mr. Henry White, of War-
ringtoUj for his Essay on the Details of making Cheshire Cheese.

The Prize of Fifty Sovereigns to Mr. R. W. Corringham, of

Bolham Hall, near Retford, for his Report on the Farming of

Nottinghamshire.

The Prize of Fifty Sovereigns to Mr. W. F. Karkeek, of Truro,

for his Report on the Farming of Cornwall.

The Prize of Fifty Sovereigns to Mr. George Buckland, of Benen-
den, for his Report on the Farming of Kent.

The Prize of Twenty Sovereigns to Mr. John Watson, jun., of
Kendal, for his Essay on Reclaiming Heath Land.

The Prize of Ten Sovereigns to Mr. Edward Bowly, of Cirencester,

for his Essay on the Advantages of One-horse Carts.

The Prize of Twenty Sovereigns to Mr. James Grigor, of Norwich,
for his Essay on Fences.

,

The Prize of Ten Sovereigns to Mr. George Dobito, of Kirtling

Hall, Newmarket, for his Essay on Fattening Cattle.

The Prize of Twenty Sovereigns to Mr. Frederick William
Etheredge, of Park Street, Westminster, for his Essay on the

cheapest and best Method of establishing a Tile-yard.
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The Prize of Twenty Soverkigns for an Account of the best Experi-

ment in Agriculture to Mr. John Hannam, of North Deighton,

near Wetherby, for his Essay on the Theory and Application of

Bone Manure.

NEW PRIZES.

On the Agriculture of North Wales £50
On the Agriculture of the West Riding of Yorkshire . . .50
On the Agriculture of Cambridgeshire . . . . .50
On the Advantages or Disadvantages of breaking up Grass-land . 50

On the Improvement of the Condition of the Agricultural Labourer,

so far as it may be promoted by private Exertion without

legislative Enactment ....... 30

On keeping Farm Accounts ....... 10

On Employment by the Piece ....... 20

On Peat-Charcoal as a Manure 10

On Sulphuric Acid and Bones ....... 10

On White Mustard 10

On the St. John's Day Rye 10

On draining Running Sands . . . . . . .10

The Council have received from the Journal Committee a

highly favourable opinion of the character of the Essays sent in

this year to compete for the various prizes offered by the Society.

The Council have reason to anticipate from the extensive entry

already made of implements, and the numerous applications for

certificates of stock, that the Country meeting of the present year,

to be held at Shrewsbury for the North Wales District in the

week commencing the 14th of July next, will be fully as large

and satisfactory as on former occasions.

The Council have accepted the invitation of a public meeting

convened at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, to hold the Country meeting

for the Northern District at that town in the year 1846.

The Council, in conclusion, have the satisfaction, at the close

of the seventh year of the establishment of the Society, of con-

gratulating the Members on the steady advance of the Society in

the accomplishment of its various practical objects, and the

gradual development of Its prospects and resources : among which
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the Council cannot help alluding to the establishment of local

societies for the discussion of agricultural subjects, which they

feel hf^ve mainly originated from the attention which the exertions

of this Society have attracted to the improvement of agriculture,

and which the Council are confident will lead to the most bene-

ficial results.

By order of the Council,

(Signed) JAMES HUDSON,
Secretary.
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General JWcctings of 1845-6.

The Annual Country Meeting, at Shrewsbury, in 1845.

Principal Day of the Show, Thursday, July IJ.

The General December Meeting, in London, on Saturday,

December 13, 1845.

The General May Meeting, in London, on Friday, May 22,

1846.

The Annual Country Meeting, at Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

in 1846.

Cottage Economy.—Mr. Main's article on Cottage Gardening, and Mr. Burke's

compilation on Cottage Economy and Cookery, have each been reprinted from the

Journal in a separate form, for cheap distribution. Either or both of these tracts may
be obtained by members at the rate of Is. per dozen copies, on their enclosing to the

Secretary a Post-office money-order for the number required ; at the same time stating

the most eligible mode of conveyance by which the copies can be transmitted to their

address. They are also sold to the public at 2d. each, by tlie Society's Publisher,

Mr. Murray, 50, Albemarle Street, London.

Volumes of the Journal.—The first Volume of the Journal consists of/our parts,

the second and third Volumes of three parts each (the second and third narts of the

third Volume being comprised in a double number), and the fourth of two parts. The

Journal is now published half-yearly, namely, the first half-volume for each year

about the end of June, and the second about the end of December.

Subscriptions may be paid to the Secretary, in the most direct and satisfactory

manner, by means of Post-office orders, to be obtained on application at any of the

principal Post-offices throughout the kingdom. They are due in advance, for

each year, on the 1st of January; and are in arrear if unpaid by the 1st of June

ensuing. The system of local collection is about to be tried in the counties of

Bedford, Buckingham, Cambridge, Essex, Hertford, Huntingdon, and Northampton.

No Member is entitled to the Journal or to any other privileges of the Society, whose

subscription is in arrear.
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ESSAYS AND REPORTS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS.

^rnes for 1846.

PRIZE ESSAYS.

I. Fakming of North Wales.

Fifty Soverkigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

the best Report on the Farming of North Wales.

Competitors will be expected to describe the different varieties of soil

which prevail in North Wales, and the quality and extent of the waste

lands; also the ordinary modes of farming and courses of cropping

adopted according to its various districts; and to state how far any

peculiar practices in its husbandry are or are not justified by pecu-

liarities of soil or climate. They will also be expected to state what

improvements have been made in the farming of North Wales since

the Report of the Rev. Walter Davies in the year 1810; and especially

to point out what further improvements ought to be effected, either by

better farming on land already cultivated, or by converting land now
waste into arable, pasture, or catch-meadow.

N.B. The writers of County Reports are requested, if possible, not to exceed the

length of 40 or at most 50 printed pages.

II. Farming of West Riding of Yorkshire.

Fifty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

the best Report on the Farming of the West Riding of Yorkshire.

Competitors will be expected to describe the different varieties of soil

which prevail in the West Riding of Yorkshire, and the quality and

extent of the waste lands ; also the ordinary modes of farming and

courses of cropping adopted according to its various districts ; and to

state how far any peculiar practices in its husbandry are or are not jus-

tified by peculiarities of soil or climate. They will also be expected

to state what improvements have been made in the farming of the West

Riding of Yorkshire since the Report of Robert Brown in the year
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1799 ; and especially to point out what further improvements ought to

be eflfected.

III. Farming of Cambridgeshire.

Fifty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

the best Report on the Farming of the County of Cambridge.

Competitors will be expected to describe the different varieties of soil

which prevail in the county, the ordinary modes of farming and courses

of cropping adopted accordingly in its various districts ; to describe the

great works of drainage ; and to state how far any peculiar practices in

its husbandry are or are not justified by peculiarities of soil or climate.

They will also be expected to state what improvements have been made

in the farming of Cambridgeshire since the Report of the Rev. W. Gooch

in the year 1813 j and especially to point out what further improvements

ought to be effected, either by better farming on land already cultivated,

by improvement of the general drainage, or by taking new land into

cultivation.

IV. On the Advantages and Disadvantages of Breaking up

Grass-Land.

Fifty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given

for the best Report on the Advantages or Disadvantages of Breaking up

Grass-land.

Competitors will be expected to state the advantages so arising to the

labourer, the farmer, the landlord, and the public, from increase of em-

ployment, of profit, of rent, and of food.

Grass-lands must be divided under at least three heads—of down-

lands, cold pastures, and good meadow or grazing ground.

The mode proposed for breaking up and tilling each kind of grass-land

must be described.

V. On the Improvement of the Condition ok the Agricultural

Labourer.

Thirty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given

for the best Essay on the Improvement of the Condition of the Agri-

cultural Labourer, so far as it may be promoted by private exertion,

without legislative enactment.

VI. On the best Method of Keeping Farming Accounts.

Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

the best Essay on the Keeping of Farming Accounts.
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VII. On Measure-Work.

Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given

for the best account of Measure-Work, locally known as Task, Piece,

Job, or Grate Work, in its application to Agricultural Labour : detailing

the various descriptions of such work to which any system of measure

is applicable ; the rates usually paid, and the sum usually earned in

a given time ; and comparing the effects of such payment with those

arising from the payment of wages by time, on the direct interest of the

employer, and especially on the habits, comforts, and general condition

of the employed : the whole deduced, as much as possible, from per-

sonal experience ; and affording to parties unacquainted with the prac-

tice the means of estimating its advantages, and the information neces-

sary for carrying it out.

VIII. Peat Charcoal as a Manure for Turnips or

OTHER Crops.

Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given

for the best Essay on Peat Charcoal as a Manure for Turnips and other

Crops.

Competitors will be required to attend to the following points:

—

1. Quality of peat.

2. Mode of making the heaps and burning the charcoal.

3. Quantity produced from a given measure of peat.

4. Quantity applied per acre, and effect, in comparison with peat-

ashes, and with some other manures.

N.B. This Essay need not be sent in before the 1st of December, 1846.

IX. The St. John'c-day Rye.

Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

the best account of the St. Johu's-day Rye.

Competitors will be required to attend to the following points :

—

1. Times of sowing, and cutting or feeding off in autumn and spring.

2. Comparison of this vanety with the common rye.

3. Estimated amount of feed.

N.B. This Essay need not be sent in before the 1st of October, 1846.

X. Acid with Bones.

Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

the best account of the use of Acid with Bones.

Competitors will be required to attend to the following points :

—

1. State of bones.

2. Proportion of sulphuric or muriatic acid to a given weight of bones.

3. Proportion of water mixed with the acid.
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4. Mode of mixing the bones with the acid, and of preparing the

compost.

5. Effect of various quantities applied in combination or comparison

with common bones and other known manures.

XI. White Mustard.

Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

the best account of the Cultivation of White Mustard.

Competitors will be required to attend to the following points :

—

1. Quality of land on which sown.

2. Mode and time of sowing, and quantity of seed.

3. Period of maturity, according to the season of the year.

4. Application of crop, whether as green manure or to be fed off.

XII. Drainage of Running Sands.

Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

a description of the best method of Draining Running Sands.

These Essays (with the exception of those in Classes VIII. and IX.) must
be sent to the Secretary, at 12, Hanover Square, London, on or before

March 1st, 1846.

RULES OF COMPETITION FOR PRIZE ESSAYS.

1. All information contained in Prize Essays shall be founded on experi-

ence or observation, and not on simple reference to books, or other sources.

2. Drawings, specimens, or models, drawn or constructed to a stated

scale, shall accompany writings requiring them.
3. All competitors shall enclose their names and addresses in a cover,

on which only their motto, and the subject of their Essay, and the number
of that subject in the Prize list of the Society, shall be written.

4. The President or Chairman of the Council for the time being, shall

open the cover on which the motto designating the Essay to which the Prize

has been awarded is written, and shall declare the name of the author.

5. The Ciiairman of the Journal Committee shall alone be empowered to

open the motto-paper of such Essays, not obtaining the Prize, as he may
think likely to be useful for the Society's objects, with a view of consulting
the writer confidentially as to his willingness to place such paper at the
disposal of the Journal Committee.

6. The copyright of all Essays gaining prizes shall belong to the Society,

who shall accordingly have the power to publish the whole or any part of
such Essays ; and the other Essays will be returned on the application of the

writers ; but the Society do not make themselves responsible for their loss.

7. The Society are not bound to award a prize unless they consider »ne
of the Essays deserving of it.

8. In all reports of experiments the expenses shall be accurately detailed.

9. The imperial weights and measures only are those by which calcula-

tions are to be made.
10. No prize shall be given for any Essay which has been already in print.

11. Prizes may be taken in money or plate, at the ojjtion of the successful

candidate.

12. All Essays must be addressed to the Secretary, at the house of the

Society.
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GENERAL MEETING,

12, Hanover Square, Saturday, December 13, 1845,

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

The Council have to report to the Members at their present

General Meeting the result of their consideration on the three

following principal subjects during the past half-year, namely :

—

1. The Annual Country Meetings

;

2. The Finances of the Society ; and

3. The Potato Disease.

Annual Country Meetings.

The following comparative statement of the entries of stock

and implements at eacK of the Country INIeetings already held,

and of the amount of receipts and expenditure on each occasion,

will furnish, at a single view, the requisite data for estimating the

extent of the several Meetings, and their respective charge on the

general funds of the Society :

—

entries.

Stock. Implements. Receipts.
Expendi-

ture.

Excess of

Erpendi-
ture.

££ £
1839, Oxford . . . 249 23 2394 2688 294

1840, Cambridge . 352 36 3416 3589 173

1841, Liverpool . . 319 312 4106 5052 946

1842, Bristol . . . 510 455 4202 4775 573

1843, Derby . . . 730 508 3390 5090 1700

1844, Southampton . 575 948 4929 5736 807

1845, Shrewsbury . 437 942 3662 5166 1504

/>2
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It will be seen by this statement that the last Country Meeting of

the Society, held at Shrewsbury, exceeded the first Meeting, held

at Oxford, by double the entries of stock, and more than forty

times the entries of implements ; while the expenses required at

the Shrewsbury Meeting, to provide the increased amount of ac-

commodation, have been only double those of the Oxford Meeting.

But the number of persons who visited the Show-yard at Shrews-

bury being, from local causes, much less proportionably than at

Oxford, a heavy excess of expenditure over the receipts of the

Shrewsbury Meetings has become chargeable on the funds of

the Society. If, however, the multitudes who had thronged the

former Country Meetings, in localities more accessible and more

thickly populated than that of the North Wales District of the

Society, in which Shrewsbury is situate, were wanting at the

Society's recent Country Meeting in that town, the Council feel

that a great principle of the Society has been carried out, in

having held one of their Country Meetings in a district purely

agricultural, remote from opportunities of direct information as

to means of improvement, of personal inspection of the various

breeds of stock, and of the peculiar character of the implements

of distant districts. While, however, the assemblage that formed

the Shrewsbury Meeting was less than on previous occasions, it

comprised within its numbers a large 'proportion of the most

eminent agriculturists from every part of the kingdom, including

distinguished foreign visitors, and a deputation from the duchy of

Mecklenburg-Schwerin ; and the splendid exhibition of Hereford

cattle, and the quality of the show generally, both of stock and

implements, constituted an exhibition fully equal in merit and

intrinsic excellence to the more numerously attended meetings

of previous years. The trial of Implements, both at Shrewsbury,

and subsequently at Pusey in Berkshire, has proved highly satis-

factory to the Stewards and Judges of that department, who have,

however, reported to the Council that the trial made on the spot,

and at the time of the Meeting at Shrewsbury, was fully adequate

to the purpose, and might have spared the delay, expense, and

trouble occasioned by a subsequent trial. In acknowletlgmeut of
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the obligations which the Society owed to the Mayor and Cor-

poration of Shrewsbury ; to Mr. Edward Haycock, and the Local

Committee ; to Mr. Isaac Taylor, of Monkmoor ; to Mr. Pusey,

M.P. ; to the Railway Companies, and to the Commissioners of

Police, the Council have transmitted to those parties respectively

a vote of their best thanks.

The Council have appointed Committees for taking into con-

sideration the following questions respectively referred to them :

—

1. For recommending the best method of providing for the per-

sonal accommodation of the Judges, and for regulating the future

rate of remuneration for their services.

2. For reporting to the Council the most suitable rotation of

districts, to commence in 1848, for the Annual Country Meetings

of the Society, to be adopted on the termination of the present

schedule, which ends in 1847 ; and

3. For ascertaining, in conjunction with the legal advisers of

the Society, the security to be provided in future against alleged

infringement of patent rights, in making use of implements se-

lected by the Judges for trial.

The Cattle Prize Sheet for the Newcastle Meeting, as arranged

in the month of June last, according to the bye-law, in which an

increase is made in the amount of the principal prizes, has been

already published; and the list of prizes to be offered for imple-

ments at Newcastle has also been arranged. The Council are

gratified to find, from the numerous applications received from

various parts of the kingdom^ soliciting the Society to hold its

Country Meeting in each of their respective districts, that the effects

resulting from the system of a succession of districts adopted by

the Council have not only proved to be of a most practical and

beneficial character, but that they are duly estimated by the coun-

try at large. For the accommodation of the exhibitors, they have

decided on further arrangements to be made with the auctioneer

at the sale of stock ; and in order to enable the consulting engi-

neer to have Increased facilities for drawing up his Report on the

exhibition and trial of implements, thoy have released him from

the duties of acting as a judge, for the purpose of allowing him to
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devote his attention more exclusively to a detailed examination of

the principles, construction, and practical working of the imple-

ments exhibited.

The Council have received from the Judges appointed for the

trial of wheat selected at the Southampton Meeting, their re-

spective reports on its cultivation, along with other local varieties.

The Committee having reported to the Council that unexpected

difficulties had arisen in effecting the analyses of the ashes of plants,

for which the Council had voted a sum of money, the Council

have requested the Committee to ascertain the actual state of the

investigation, and favour them with a Report on the subject.

Finances.

The following statement of the number of members and the

amount of income and expenditure, from the year of the Oxford

Meeting to that of the Southampton Meeting inclusively, will

show the corresponding relation of each of these particular heads

of inquiry during the period of the Society's past history :

—

1838. .

1839. .

1840. .

1841. .

1842. .

1843. ,

1844. ,

The arrears of subscription at the present time are as follows :

—

1841 £ 336

1842 636

1843 1141

1844 • 1702

1845 2987

Members. Income. Expenditure.

|2172 £7446 £6941

4262 5001 4040

5382 6028 5150

6500 6236 5699

6903 7907 6906

6827 9291 9070

Total £6802

The total number of members in arrear is 2902.

1915/. have been discharged from the arrear account since the

last General Meeting in May. Since that date 264 new members

have been elected, 42 have died, and 316 have been struck off the

List; and the Society now consists of the following Members:

—
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Life Governora 94

Annual Governors 198

Life Members 527

Annual Members 5899

Honorary Members 15

Total 6733

The Council having ordered the List of the Society to be

printed for the use of the members, it is now in the press, and will

appear with the ensuing part of the Journal : and they beg to

state that the members of the Society who receive the List and

Journal will render a service to the Society by informing the

Secretary of any errors they may observe in that List.

Potato Disease.

His Grace the Duke of Northumberland, one of the vice-pre-

sidents of the Society, having placed at the disposal of the Society

the sum of 100/., to be appropriated to such purpose for promot-

ing the objects of the Society as the Council might decide ; the

Council, with the Duke of Northumberland's entire concurrence

and approval, have resolved to divide this donation into three

prizes, to be offered for the best Essays on the potato disease and

its history ; such Essays to be sent in to the secretary of the Society

by the 1st of June, 1846: the Prize Essays in that class being

reserved for announcement and reading at the Newcastle Meet-

ing, namely:

—

I, Prize of 50/. for the best Essay on the remedy for the potato

disease, and on its treatment in the various stages of planting, growth,

and preservation.

Competitors for this prize will be required to furnish information

under the following heads :

—

An account of the growth of the potato during the last year, with re-

ference to the nature of the season.

The nature and cause of the disease.

The remedies for the disease; explaining the principles on which the

remedy is founded.

The treatment of the potato in planting, both from the tubers and

from the seed, and in various stages of its growth.
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The mode of pitting and preserving potatoes in ordinary seasons, with

the principles upon which any improved plan may be founded.

II. Prize of 2Ql. for the second best Essay on the same subject.

III. Prize of 30/. for the best history of the disease at the present

time aflfecting the potato ; involving a condensed detail of facts deve-

loped by experiments.

Competitors for this prize will be required to furnish information on

the following points :

—

The j-ear in which the disease first appeared in this or other countries.

The history of the disease in the potato in the United Kingdom,

and in other parts of the world, with particular reference to authentic

returns regarding any peculiarity of season or seasonal variations.

On the methods for retarding the disease.

On the methods proposed for extracting the nutritive ingredients of

diseased potatoes.

Dr. Lyon Playfair, the consulting chemist to the Society, having

kindly consented to deliver two Lectures on the Potato Disease

before the members, on the occasion of their present General

Meeting, the Council, at the suggestion of the Journal Committee,

directed all papers on that subject to be submitted to Dr. Play-

fair's inspection previously to their future consideration by that

Committee ; and the Royal Institution of Great Britain having

liberally placed their Theatre at the disposal of the Council for

the delivery of these Lectures, the President, in the name of the

Council and on behalf of the Society, has expressed to Dr. Lyon

Playfair his best thanks for the important practical Lectures deli-

vered to the members on that occasion ; and to the Managers of

the Royal Institution of Great Britain his best thanks for the favour

they have shown to the Society, by the courtesy and liberality of

the grant of their Theatre, and their cordial co-operation in thus

aiding the Society in the prosecution of its objects of public utility.

The Journal Committee, since the last General Meeting, have>

reported the following awards of Prizes for Essays :

—

Mr. Owen Owen Roberts, of Bangor, North Wales ; Lord Kenyon's

Prize of 20/. for the best Essay on Gorse as the food of Cattle,

Horses, and Sheep.

Mr. John Roals, of Brendon Farm, Wivcliscombe, Somersetshire; the

Society's Prize of 20/. for the best Essay (ni Catch-Meadows.
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The House Committee have reported the execution of the

various alterations and repairs required in the Society's house
;

the progress of the plans for the arrangement of the specimens of

wheat, and of the models and implements presented to the Society

;

and the completion of alphabetical and classed catalogues of the

books in the library.

A vacancy having occurred in the list of the Trustees of the So-

ciety, by the lamented death of John Charles, Earl Spencer, the

Council, in unanimously electing Frederick, Earl Spencer, to fill

that office, have availed themselves of the opportunity of recording

on their minutes an expression of their sincere regret at his loss, and

their deep sense of his private >4rtues, and of the valuable services

he had so uniformly and unweariedly rendered to the Societv in

promoting every practical object cormected with its welfare, and the

general advancement of agricultural improvement. They have

elected Mr. Grey, of Dilston, a member of the Council, in the

vacancy caused by the transfer of Frederick, Earl Spencer, to the

list of trustees.

The Council beg, in conclusion, to congratulate the members

on the steady progress of the Society in the advancement of its

various objects ; and on the distinct evidences, throughout the

country, of the impulse given to the national cause of agricultural

improvement by its movements. They are more and more con-

vinced, as their labours proceed, that, in every attempt to establish

sound principles of practical agriculture, the indispensable neces-

sity exists of combining the application of abstract reasonings with

a careful collection of facts, aided by that discussion- of the rich

store of practical experiment to which every member of the So-

ciety, from within the sphere of his own local observation, has it in

his power more or less to contribute, and especially at the weekly

Councils, which will be held as usual, during the session of the

Society, from February to August.

By order of the Council.

(Signed) JAMES HUDSON,
Secretary.
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General iWeetmgs of 1846.

The General May Meeting, in London, on Friday, May 22,

1846.

The Annual Country Meeting, at Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

in 1846.

The December General Meeting, in London, on the Satur-

day of the Smithfield Club Show Week, 1846.

Cottage Economy.—Mr. Main's article on Cottage Gardening, and Mr. Burke's

compilation ou Cottage Economy and Cookery, have each been reprinted from the

Journal in a separate form, for cheap distribution. Either or both of these tracts may
be obtained by members at the rate of Is. per dozen copies, on their enclosing to the

Secretary a Post-oflSce money-order for the number required; at the same time stating

the most eligible mode of conveyance by which the copies can be transmitted to their

address. They are also sold to the public at 2d. each, by the Society's Publisher,

Mr. MuRB.w, 50, Albemarle Street, London.

Volumes of the Journal.—The first Volume of the Journal consists of/btir parts,

the second and third Volumes of three parts each (the second and third parts of the

third Volume being comprised in a double number), and the fourth of two parts. The
Journal is now published half-yearly, namely, the first half-volume for each year

after the end of June, and the second after the end of December.

Subscriptions may be paid to the Secretary, in the most direct and satisfactory

manner, by means of Post-office orders, to be obtained on application at any of the

principal Post-offices throughout the kingdom. They are due in advance, for

each year, on the 1st of January ; and are in arrear if unpaid by the 1st of June

ensuing. No Member is entitled to the Journal, or to any other privileges of the

Society, whose subscription is in arrear.
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PRINCIPAL DAY OF THE SHOW, JULY 17, 1815.

AWARD OF PRIZES.

Cattle : I . Short-Horns.

James Banks Stanhope, of Revesby Abbey, near Boston, Lincoln-

shire: the Prize of Thirty Sovkreigns, for his 2 years and 8
months-old Short-horned Bull ; bred by John Parkinson, of Ley
Fields, near Newark.

John Forrest, of Stretton, Cheshire: the Prize of Fifteen Sove-
reigns, for his 6 years and 4 months-old Pure Short-horned Bull

;

bred by Thomas Forrest, of Stretton.

Capei, Hanbury Leigh, of Pontypool Park, Monmouthshire: the

Prize of Twenty Sovereigns, for his 2 years 5 months and 16
days-old Short-horned Bull ; bred by himself.*

James Banks Stanhope, of Revesby Abbey, near Boston: the Prize

of Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 4 years and 3 months-old Short

horned Cow ; bred by John Booth, of Killerby.

Viscount Hill, of Hawkstone, near Shrewsbury: the Prize of Fif-

teen Sovereigns, for his 2 years 9 months and 27 days-old

Short-horned Heifer ; bred by R. M. Jaques, of Easby Abbey, near

Richmond, Yorkshire.
'

Edward Lakin, of Beauchamps Court, near Worcester: the Prize of

Ten Sovereigns, for his 1 year and 11 months-old Short-horned

Heifer ; bred by himself.

Viscount Hill, of Hawkstone : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for his

9 months and 12 days-old Short-horned Bull-Calf; bred by Richard

Almond, of Oriell, near Wigan.
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Cattle: II. Herefords.

Thomas Sheriff, of Coxall, near Brampton-Brian, Herefordshire : the

Prize of Thirty Sovereigns, for his 5 years 6 months and 21

days-old Hereford Bull ; bred by himself.

Edward Gough, of Gravel Hill, near Shrewsbury: the Prize of Fif-

teen Sovereigns, for his 2 years and 7 months-old Herefordshire

Bull ; bred by the late Edward Gough, of Gravel Hill.

Edward Urwick, of Felton, near Ludlow, Salop : the Prize of Twknty
Sovereigns, for his 1 year and 7 months-old Hereford Bull; bred
by himself.

John Nelson Carpenter, of Eardisland, near Leominster, Hereford-

shire : the Prize of Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 3 years S months
and 10 days-old Hereford Cow; bred by himself.

John Nelson Carpenter, of Eardisland: the Prize of Fifteen Sove-
reigns, for his 2 years 7 months and 24 days-old Hereford in-calf

Heifer ; bred by himself.

Thomas Lockley Meire, of Cound Arbor, near Shrewsbury : the Prize

of Ten Sovereigns, for his 1 year and 6 months-old Hereford

Heifer ; bred by himself.

John Thomas, of Cholstrey, near Leominster, Herefordshire : the Prize

of Ten Sovereigns, for his 10 months-old Hereford Bull-Calf

;

bred by himself.

Cattle: IIL Devons,

Thomas White Fouracre, of Durston, near Taunton, Somersetshire :

the Prize of Thirty Sovereigns, for his 4 years and 7 months-
old Devon Bull ; bred by William Stone, of Dulverton, Somerset-

shire.

James Quartly, of Holland, near South Molton, Devonshire : the

Prize of Twenty Sovereigns, for his 2 years and 5 months-old

Devon Bull ; bred by himself.

James Quartly, of Holland : the Prize of Fifteen Sovereigns, for

his 6 years and 3 months-old North-Devon Cow ; bred by himself.

George Turner, of Barton, near Exeter, Devonshire: the Prize of

Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 2 years and 6 months-old Pure North-

Devon in-calf Heifer; bred by himself.

George Turner, of Barton, near Exeter, Devonshire : the Prize of Ten
Sovereigns, for his 1 year and 6 months-old Pure North-Devon
Heifer; bred by himself.

George Turner, of Barton, near Exeter : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns,
for his 7 months and 2 weeks-old Pure North-Devon Bull-Calf;

bred by himself.
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Cattle : IV. Any Breed (not qualified to compete in the foregoing

Classes).

Hon. M. W. B. Nugent, of Higham Grange, near Hinckley, Leices-

tershire : the Prize of Twenty Sovereigns, for his 4 years and
2 months-old Pure Leicester or Long-horned Bull; bred by H. T.

Slingsby, of Foleshill Hall, Coventry.

John Lees Brown, of Farewell, near Lichfield, Staffordshire : the Prize

of Ten Sovereigns, for his 3 years and 6 months-old Pure Long-

horned Bull ; bred by himself.

Hon. M. W. B. Nugent, of Higham Grange, near Hinckley : the Prize

of Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 21 years-old Pure Leicester or

Long-horned Cow ; bred by W. Gibbs, of Henley-in-Arden.

Hon, M. W. B. Nugent, of Higham Grange: the Prize of Ten Sove-
reigns, for his 2 years 10 months and 18 days-old Pure Leicester

or Long-horned Heifer ; bred by himself.

Hon. M. W. B. Nugent, of Higham Grange: the Prize of Ten Sove-
reigns, for his 1 year and 9 months-old Pure Leicester or Long-
horned Heifer; bred by himself.

Horses.

Henry Crosse, of Boyton Hall, Stowmarket, Suffolk : the Prize of

Thirty Sovereigns, for his 9 years-old Cart Stallion; bred by the

late William Crosse, of Little Finborough Hill, Suffolk.

HiLLTER Reeve, of Wroughton, near Swindon, Wiltshire : the Prize of

Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 6 years-old Cart Stallion ; bred by
J. Henshaw, of Aston, Derbyshire.

Frederick Thomas Bryan, of Knossington, near Oakham, Rutland-
shire : the Prize of Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 2 years-old Cart
Stallion ; bred by Richard Brown, of Elsworth, Cambridgeshire.

Viscount Hill, ofHawkstone, near Shrewsbury: the Prize of Twenty
Sovereigns, for his Cart Mare and Foal; the sire of the Foal being
his own property, and the Mare being bred by the late Viscount Hill,

of Hardwicke Grange.

George Townshend, of Sapcote Fields, near Hinckley, Leicestershire :

the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for his Cart Mare and Foal. The
sire of the Foal having been the property of W. Hipwell, of Swin-
ford, Leicestershire : the breeder of the Mare unknown.

Lord St. John, of Melchbourne, near Kimbolton : the Prize of Ten
Sovereigns, for his 2 years-old Filly, for agricultural purposes;
bred by himself.
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John Bishton Minor, of Astley House, near Shrewsbury: the Prize of

Thirty Sovereigns, for his 9 years-old Thorough-bred Stallion

;

bred by the Hon. Sidney Herbert, M.P., of Wilton House, Wilt-

shire. Got by Sultan ; dam Clara, by Filho da Puta.

Sheep : I. Leicesters.

Thomas Edward Pawlett, of Beeston, near Biggleswade, Bedford-

shire : the Prize of Thirty Sovereigns, for his 16 months-old

Leicester Ram ; bred by himself.

Samuel Bennett, of Bickerings Park, near Woburn, Bedfordshire

:

the Prize of Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 16 months-old Pure

New Leicester Ram ; bred by himself.

Robert Burgess, of Cotgrave Place, near Nottingham : the Prize of

Thirty Sovereigns, for his 65 months-old Pure Leicester Ram

;

bred by himself.

Robert Burgess, of Cotgrave Place: the Prize of Fifteen Sove-
reigns, for his 41 months-old Pure Leicester Ram ; bred by him-

self.

John Gregory Watkins, of Woodfield, near Worcester : the Prize of

Ten Sovereigns, for his pen of 16 months-old Pure Leicester

Shearling Ewes ; bred by himself.

George Turner, of Barton, near Exeter: the Prize of Five Sove-
reigns, for his pen of 16 months old Leicester Shearling Ewes ;

bred by himself.

Sheep : H. Southdowns.

Jonas Webb, of Babraham, near Cambridge : the Prize of Thirty
Sovereigns, for his 16 months-old Southdown Ram; bred by
himself.

His Grace the Duke of Richmond, of Goodwood, near Chichester,

Sussex: the Prize of Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 16 months-old
Southdown Ram ; bred by himself.

His Grace the Duke of Richmond, of Goodwood : the Prize of Thirty
Sovereigns, for his 28 months-old Southdown Ram; bred by
himself.

Stephen Grantham, of Stoneham, near Lewes, Sussex : the Prize of

Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 40 months-old Southdown Ram
;

bred by himself.

His Grace the Duke of Richmond, of Goodwood : the Prize of Ten
Sovereigns, for his pen of 16 months-old Southdown Shearling

Ewes j bred by himself.
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David Barclay, M.P., of Eastwick Park, near Leatlierhead, Surrey :

the Prize of Five Sovereigns, for his pen of 16 months-old Pure
Southdown Shearling Ewes ; bred by himself.

Sheep: III. Zow^r- TFbo/s (not Leicesters).

Edward Handy, of Sevenhampton, near Andoversford, Gloucester-

shire : the Prize of Thirty Sovereigns, for his 16 months-old

Improved Cotswold Ram ; bred by himself.

Charles Large, of Broadwell, near Lechlade, Gloucestershire : the

Prize of Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 16 months-old New Oxford-

shire Long-wooUed Ram ; bred by himself.

Edward Handy, of Sevenhampton : the Prize of Thirty Soverigns,
for his 40-months old Improved Cotswold Ram ; bred by himself.

Edward Smith, of Charlbury, near Enstone, Oxfordshire : the Prize

of Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 64 months-old Long-woolled
Oxfordshire Ram ; bred by himself.

Charles Large, of Broadwell: the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for

his pen of 16 months-old New Oxfordshire Long-woolled Ewes;
bred by himself.

Edward Smith, of Charlbury : the Prize of Five Sovereigns, for his

pen of 16 months-old Long-woolled Oxfordshire Ewes ; bred by

himself.

Sheep: IV. Mountain Breed.

John Robson, of East Kielder, near Hexham, Northumberland : the

Prize of Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 39 months-old Cheviot Ram

;

bred by himself.

John Robson, of East Kielder : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for his

51 months-old Cheviot Ram ; bred by himself.

John Robson, of East Kielder: the Prize of Five Sovereigns, for his

27 months-old Cheviot Ram ; bred by himself.

Lord Bagot, of Poole Park, near Ruthin, Denbighshire: tlie Prize of

Ten Sovereigns, for his pea of 14 months-old Cheviot Shearling
Ewes; bred by himself.

Pigs.

Moses Cartwricht, of Stanton House, near Burton-upon-Trent : the

Prize of Tkn Sovereigns, for his 1 year and 6 months-old Boar
of a large breed ; bred by himself.
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CiiAitLEs Randall, of Chadbury, near Evesham, Worcestershire: t!ie

Prize of Five Soverligns, for his 2 years 3 months and 21 da\s-

old Boar of the Essex-enlarged breed ; bred by himself.

Viscount Hill, of Hawkstoue, near Shrewsbury : the Prize of Tex
Sovereigns, for his 1 year and 22 days-old Boar of a small breed

;

bred by himself.

Edwaru Urwick, of Felton, near Ludlow, Shropshire : the Prize of Five
Sovereigns, for his 1 year and 11 months-old Boar of the small

Essex breed ; bred by Henry Quihampton, of Little Tolham, near

Madden.

Viscoi NT Hill, of Hawkstone: the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for his

3 years and 1 month-old Leicestershire Sow of a large breed ; bred

by W. Houghton, of Parbold, Lancashire.

William Fisher Hobbs, of Marks Hall, near Kelvedon, Essex : the

Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for his 7 months-old Lnproved-Essex
Sow of a small breed ; bred by himself.

William Fisher Hobbs, of Marks Hall: the Prize of Ten Sove-
reigns, for his pen of 33 weeks and .5 days-old Improved-Essex

Breeding-Sow-Pigs, of a small breed ; bred by himself.

EXTRA STOCK.

Jacob Brown, of Shrewsbury: an Award of Three Sovereigns, for

11 months-old Hereford Calf; bred by Edward Humphreys, of

Walcot, near Chisbury, Shropshire.

William Taylor, of The Dyffryd, near Llanymynach, Shropshire : an

Award of Five Sovereigns, for hia 4 years and 4 days-old Hereford

Heifer; bred by Richard Hill, of Golding Hall, Shropshhe.

Charles Large, of Broadwell, near Lechlade, Gloucestershire: an
Award of Five Sovereigns, for his 4 years and 4 months-old New-
Oxfordshire Long-woolled Ewe ; bred by himself.

John Gregory Watkins, of Woodfield, near Worcester : an Award of

Two Sovereigns, for his 5 years and 4 months-old Leicester Ewe,
witli her Lamb ; bred by himself.

Thomas Turnor, of Pool Park, near Ruthin, Denbighshire : an Award
of Five Sovereigns, for his 4 years-old Welsh Mountain Stallion

Pony; bred by Peter Wynne, of Llaudrillo, Merionethshire.

vol. VI. c
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*Alexander Bannerman, of South Cottage, near Chorley, Lancaster: for liis 5 years

aud 13 days-old Short-horned Cow; bred by John Booth, of Killerby, Yorkshire.

Viscount Hill, of Hawkstone: for his 7 years-old Short-homed Cow; bred in Ireland,

by T. Holmes.

*ViscocntHill, of Hawkstone : for his 2 years 5 months and 22 days-old Short-horned

In-calf Heifer ; bred by R. M. Jaques, of Easby Abbey, near Richmond, York-

shire.

*Edwaru William Smythe Owen, of Condover Hall, near Shrewsbmy : for his 1

year and 7 months-old Short-horned Heifer ; bred by himself.

*WiLLlAM Eyton, Gonsall, near Shrewsbury : for his 4 years and C mouths-old Here-

ford Bull ; bred by the late John Morris, of Stockton, near Leominster.

*Thomas Campbell Evton, of Donnerville, and George T. Forester, of High Ercal,

Shrojishire: for their 1 year and 7 months-old Hereford Bull; bred by the late

Thomas Jeffries, of the Grove, near Pembridge, Herefordshire.

*Thomas Lockley Meiue, of Cound Arbour, near Shrewsbury : for liis 5 years and 6

months-old In-calf Hereford Cow; bred by liimself.

*SiB Francis Lawley. Bart., of Middleton Hall, Warwickshire : for his 2 years and 7

montlis-old In-calf Hereford Heifer; bred by himself.

Thomas Lockley Meire, of Cound Arbour ; for his 2 years and 5 months-old In-calf

Hereford Heifer; bred by himself.

*James CoTinETT, of The Sheriffs, near Kington, Herefordsliire : for his 1 year 10

months and 25 days-old True-Hereford Heifer ; bred by himself.

Sir Francis Lawlev, Bart., of Middleton Hall: for his 1 year and 11 months-old

Hereford Heifer; bred by himself.

Thomas I/jckley Meire, of Cound Aibour : for his 9 raontlis-old Hereford Bull-

Calf; bred by himself.

John Nelson Carpenter, of Eardisland, near Leominster, Herefordshire : for his G

mouths and 23 days-old Hereford Bull-Calf ; bred by himself.

Thomas Lockley Meire, of Cound Arbour : for his 8 months-old Hereford BuU-Calf

;

bred by himself.

*Henry At len, jun., of Oakfield House, near Hay, Brecknocksliire : for liis 6 yeais-old

Cart Stallion, for agricultural purposes; bred by Colonel Wood, M.P., of Little-

ton, Middlesex.

*Thomas Carpenter, of Hull Farm, near Chipping Norton : for his 3 years 4 months
and 2 weeks-old Oxfordshire Ram ; bred by himself.

Thomas Carpenter, of Hull Farm, near Chipping Norton : for his 3 years 4 months
and 2 weeks-old Oxfordshire Ram ; bred by himself.

William Fisher Hobbs, of Marks Hall, near Kelvedon, Essex : for his 8 months and
9 days-old Improved Essex Boar (of a small breed); bred by himself.

William Fisher Hours, of Marks Hall : for his 8 months and 9 days-old Improved
Essex Boar (of a small breed); bred by himself.

Viscount Hill, of Hawkstone : for his 2 years and 7 months-old Improved Lancashire
Sow (of a large breed) ; bred by John Jebson, of Manchester.
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*Tlie Ucv. John Hirx, of The Citadel, near Slii ev/sbury : for liis 40 weeks and 4 days-
old cross-bred Essex and Neapolitan Sow (ofa small breed); bred by himself.

*The Rev. John Hii.i., of The Citadel, near Slirevvsbury': for bis 46 weeks and 4 days-

old cross-bred Essex and Neajiolitan Sow (ofa small breed) ; bred by liimself.

The Rev. John Hill, of The Citadel : for his 46 weeks and 4 days-old cross-bred Essex
and Neapolitan Sow (of a small breed) ; bied by himself.

The Rev. John Hill, of the Citadel : for his 3 years 3 months and 17 days-old cross-

bred Essex and Neapolitan Sow (of a small breed); bred by himself.

William Fisher Hobbes, of Marks Hall: for his 20 months-old Improved-Essex Sow
(of a small breed); bred by himself.

William Fisher Hobbes, of Marks Hall: for his 7 months-old Improved-Essex Sow
(of a small breed) ; bred by himself.

*Philip Pi'SEV, M.P., of Pusoy, near Faringdon, Berkshire : for his pen of 9^ mon'hs-

old Berkshire Brecding-Sow-Pigs (of a large breed); bred by liimself.

[These Commi'iulalions .ire arranged in tlic (inlcr of tlic numbers of the Cerlilicales to wliioh

they refer. The mark (•) signiftis ''iiioiily commendkd;" the omission of it, "i om-

MENDED ;" by the Judges.

CHEESE.

The Rev. John Justice, Reclor of Tylitfield, near Whitchurch, Shrop-
shire : the Prize of Ten Pounds, for his hundredweight of Cheshire

Cheese, as the best Sami)le of Cheese made within the District of

the Meeting.

John Sutton Wilkinson, of Madeley, near Newcastle, Staffordshire:

the Prize of Five Pounds, for his hundredweight of Cheshire-

Thick Cheese, as the second-best Sample of Cheese made within the

District of the Meeting.

IMPLEMENTS.

[The Award of Prizes in the Implement Department will be found in

the Report of the Consulting Engineer of the Society, printed in

the body of the present part of the Journal : page 305.]
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Annual eouutri? Mtttinq of i846,

TO BE HELD AT

NEAVC ASTLE-ON-TYNE,

In the Northern District, comprising the Counties op Northumberland,
Cumberland, Durham, and Westmoreland (including

BEKWICK-ON-TflEED).

THE PRIZES ARE OPEN TO GENERAL COMPETITION.

F0R:\IS of CERTIFICATE TO BF, PROCURED ON APPLICATION TO THE SECRETARY, 12,

HANOVER SQUARE, LONDON.

ALL CERTIFICATES FOR IMPLEMENTS MUST BE RETURNED, FILLED UP, TO THE SECRETARY
ON OR BEFORE THE IsT OF MAY, AND ALL OTHER CERTIFICATES BY THE IsT OP
JUNE; THE COUNCIL HAVING DECIDED THAT IN NO CASE WHATEVER SHALL ANY
CERTIFICATE BE RECEIVED AFTER THOSE DATES RESPECTIVELY.

Prizes for Imj^rovimj the Breed of Cattle.— 1S4G.

SlIORT-HoRNS.
CLASS

1 . To the owner of the best Bull calved previously

to the 1st of January, 1844 .... Forty Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto ditto . Fifteen Sovereigns.

2. To the owner of the best Bull calved since the

1st of January, 1844, and more than one
year old Twenty Sovereigns.

.']. To the owner of the best Cow in milk or in calf Fifteen Sovereigns.

[1h the case of the cow being in calf, and not in milk, the prize

will not be given until she is certified to have produced a
calf.]

4. To the owner of the best In-calf Heifer, not ex-

ceeding three years old Fifteen Sovereigns^.

5. To the owner of the best Yearling Heifer . . Ten Sovereigns.

G. To the owner of the best Bull-calf, not exceed-

ing one year old Ten Sovereigns.

IIkrkkords.

1. To the owner of the best Bull calved previously

to the 1st of January, 1844 .... Forty Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto ditto . . Fifteen Sovereigns.
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CLASS

2. To the owner of the best Bull calved since tlie

1st of January, 1844, and more than one

year old Twenty Sovereigns.

3. To the ow ner of the best Cow in milk or in calf Fifteen Sovereigns.

[In the case of the cow being in calf, and not in milk, the pi ize

will not be given until she is certified to have produced a
calf.]

4. To the owner of the best In-calf Heifer, not ex-

ceeding three years ohl Fifteen Sovereigns.

5. To the owner of the best Yearling Heifer . . Ten Sovereigns. "

6. To the owner of the best Bull-calf, not exceed-

ing one year old Ten Sovereigns.

Devons.

1. To the owner of the best Bull calved previously

to the 1st of January, 1844 Forty Sovereigns.

To the owner of the secoiul-best ditto ditto . . Fifteen Sovereigns.

2. To the owner of the best Bull calved since the

1st of January, 1844, and more than one

year old Twenty Sovereigns.

3. To the owner of the best Cow in milk or in calf Fifteen Sovereigns.

[In the case of (he cow being in calf, and not in milk, the prize

will not be given until she is certified to have produced a
calf.]

4. To the owner of the best In-calf Heifer, not ex-

ceeding three years old Fifteen Sovereigns.

5. To the owner of the best Yearling Heifer . . Ten Sovereigns.

C. To the owner of the best Bull-calf, not exceed-

ing one year old Ten Sovereigns.

Cattle of any Breed:
Noi qiialijicd to compete in the foregoing Classes.

(Cl OSS-hred Aniiiials wilt he excluded.)

1 . To the owner of the best Bull calved previously

to the 1st of January, 1844 .... Twenty-five Sovs.

To the owner of the second-best ditto ditto . . Ten Sovereigns.

2. To the owner of the best Bull calved since the

1st of JanuaiT, 1844, and more than one

year old Fifteen Sovereigns.

3. To the owner of the best Cow in milk or in calf Fifteen Sovereigns.

[In the ease of the cov.- being in calf, and not in milk, the prize

will not be given until she is certified to have produced a
calf.]

4. To the owner of the best In-calf Heifer, not ex-

ceeding three years old Ten Sovereigns.

5. To the owner of the best Yearling Heifer , . Ten Sovereigns,
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Horses.
CLASS

1. To the owner of the best Stallion for Agricul-

tural purposes, of any age Forty Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto ditto . Fifteen Sovereigns,

2. To the owner of the best three-years-old ditto . Fifteen Sovereigns.

3. To the owner of the best two-years-old ditto . Fifteen Sovereigns.

4. To the owner of the best Mare and Foal for

Agricultural purposes Twenty Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto . . . Ten Sovereigns.

5. To the owner of the best Iwo-years-old Filly . Ten Sovereigns.

6. To the owner of the best Thorough-bred Stal-
lion, which shall have served Mares at a

price not exceeding three guineas (and with

a groom's fee of not more than five shillings),

in the season of 1846 Thirty Sovereigns.

SHEEP.
Prizes for Improving the Breed of Sheep.—1846.

Leicesters.

1. To the owner of the best Shearling Ram . . Forty Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto . . . Fifteen Sovereigns.

2. To the owner of the best Ram of any other age . Thirty Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto . . . Fifteen Sovereigns.

3. To the owner of the best pen of Five Shearling

Ewes Ten Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto ditto . Five Sovereigns.

South-Down Sheep.

1. To the owner of the best Shearling Ram . . Forty Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto . . . Fifteen Sovereigns.

2. To the owner of the best Ram of any other age . Thirty Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto . . . Fifteen Sovereigns.

3. To the owner of the best pen of Five Shearling

Ewes Ten Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto ditto . . Five Sovereigns.

LONG-WOOLLED ShEEP:
Not qualijied to compete as Leicesters. »

1. To the owner of the best Shearling Ram . . Forty Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto . . . Fifteen Sovereigns.

2. To the owner of the best Ram of any other age . Thirty Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto . . . Fifteen Sovereigns.

3. To the owner of the best pen of Five Shearling

Ewes Ten Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto ditto . . Five Sovereigns.
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Sheep best adapted to a Mountain district.
Not qualified to compete as South-Downs.

CLASS

1. To the owner of the best Ram of any age . . Twenty Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto . . . Ten Sovereigns.

To the owner of the best pen of Five Shearling

Ewes Ten Sovereigns.
2. To the owner of tlie best pen of Ewes of any age Ten Sovereigns.

Pigs.

1. To the owner of the best Boar of a large breed . Fifteen Sovereigns.

To tlie owner of the second-best ditto ditto . . Five Sovereigns.

2. To the owner of the best Boar of a small breed. Fifteen Sovereigns.

To the owner of the second-best ditto ditto • . Five Sovereigns.

3. To the owner of the best breeding Sow of a large

breed Ten Sovereigns.

4. To the owner of the best breeding Sow of a small

breed Ten Sovereigns.

5. To the owner of the best pen of three breeding

Sow-Pigs of the same litter, above four and
under ten months old Ten Sovereigns.

Extra Stock.

For Extra Stock of any kind, not qualified to com-
pete in any of the above classes, Prizes may be

apportioned and awarded, by the Yard Com-
mittee and Judges, to an amount not ex-

ceeding in the whole Thirty Sovereigns.

Wool.

To the owner of the best sample of ten fleeces of

Long Wool Ten Sovereigns.

To the owner of the best sample of ten fleeces of

Short Wool . . . .
' Ten Sovereigns.

To the owner of the best sample of ten fleeces of

Wool of mixed breed Ten Sovereigns.

Agricultural Implements.

A sum not exceeding Three Hundred Sovereigns.—^^(See p. xli.)

Any New Implement.

For the Invention of any new Agricultural Implement, such sum
the Council may think proper to award.
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RULES OF EXHIBITION.

Certificates.

1. The necessary printed forms of Certificates may be obtained from

tlie Secretary, at No. 12, Hanover-square, London, by persons desirous

of exhibiting Stock, &c.

2. No stock will be admitted for exhibition unless the necessary certi-

ficates, filled in, upon the printed forms prescribed, complete, and
signed by the exhibitor (or his agent), in the manner directed, have

been delivered to the Secretary, or sent (postage free), directed to

liim, so as to reach No. 12, Hanover Square, London, on or before the

1st of June. The Secretary will take an early opportunity of acknow-
ledging the due receipt of such certificates.

3. The name and residence (when known) of the breeder of each

animal intended for exhibition, should be stated.

4. The age of each animal must be stated in the certificate. In all

cases the age of the animal is to be computed from the day of its birth,

excepting in the case of Horses, when the year only will be required.

.5. The same animal cannot be entered in two classes.

G. Any person who intends to offer for sale at the auction any of the

stock which he may exhibit in the yard, must signify his intention in the

certificate.

Arrival of StocJi.

1. No stock will be admitted into the yard for exhibition, unless the

necessary certificate has been sent to the Secretary at the proper time.

2. All stock entered for exhiliition must he brought to the show-

yard between the hours of eight in the morning and kour in the after-

noon of Tuesday, in the week of the show.

3. The parchment ticket, which will be sent by the Director, must be

firmly tied on each animal before it is brought to the gate.

4. The " Admission Order," which will also be sent by the Director

for stock properly entered, must be delivered to the gate-keeper of the

yard by the person who brings the stock for admission.

Auction.

1. There will be a sale by auction of Stock, &c., which have been

properly entered in the certificates and exhibited in the yard ; this will

take place in the show-yard on the morning of Friday, in the week
of the show.

2. If an exhibitor should withdraw any stock that has been entered

for sale by auction, he must pay a fine of 5*.

3. No stock will be sold by auction unless the owner or his agent is

present.

4. An order for the delivery of stock sold at the auction must he

obtained from the auctioneer, and delivered at the gate by the jierson

removing the animals.
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5. The Society will pay the auctioneer for his attendance on the

occasion.

6. The regulations and conditions of tiie sale will be made public.

Auctioneer.

1 . The anctioneer or his clerk will be in attendance in an office in the

show-yard from ten o'clock a.m. until four o'clock p.m. on the Thursday

of the show-week, for the purpose of receiving instructions from such

exhibitors as may have properly entered stock for sale at the auction.

2. The auctioneer will receive all the forfeit-money for the withdrawal

of stock from the auction, and give the exhibitor the necessary counter-

signed order for the lemoval of such stock from the yard.

3. The auctioneer will take charge of and sell the catalogues of the

sale, and he shall deliver over to the Director, for the Society's use, the

money arising from the forfeits and the sale catalogues.

Departure of Stoch after the Show.

1. All stock must remain in the show-yard until after six o'clock in

the afternoon of Thursday in the week of the show, and as much longer

as the Director may consider it necessary.

2. No animal can be removed from its place or taken out of the show-
yard without leave in writing from the Director or Stewards.

3. If any anim.il shall not have been removed on the evening of

Thursday, it will not be permitted to leave the yard until ten o'clock on

Friday morning, in the week of the show.

4. The " Delivery Order," filled up and signed by the exhibitor or

his agent, nuist be delivered to the gate-keeper : no stock can be removed
without it, excepting animals sold at the auction, in which case the

auctioneer's order will be required.

5. Stallions may be removed for the night, upon permission obtained

from the Director or Stewards.

General Hules,

1. Non-members will be require 3 to pay five shillings for every

entry of live stock for exhibition before obtaining orders for the ad-

mission of their animals into the Show-yard. This payment must
be remitted by a post-office order, made payable to the Secretary, and
enclosed with the certificate: a neglect in making such remittance may
invalidate their entry.

2. No animal which has won a first prize in any class at a previous

meeting of the Society will be allowed to compete for a similar prize at

the meeting at Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

3. Any person who shall have been proved, to the satisfaction of the

Council, to have been excluded from showing for prizes at the exhi-

bition of any society in consequence of having been convicted of an
attempt to obtain a prize by giving a false certificate, shall not bo
allowed to compete for any of the prizes oflered by the Royal Agricul-
tural Society of England.

4. In case any gentleman, or number of gentlemen, should wish to

offer a prize for any class of stock not distinctly specified among the
prizes offered by the Society, he or they will be allowed to ofl'er such prize
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at the meeting at Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The stock which may com-
pete for that prize shall be exhibited, subject to. the conditions that

shall be decided upon by the Council ; and the prize awarded by such

of the Judges as the Council shall select. Animals exhibited for that

prize shall not be prevented from competing for any of the prizes

oifered by the Society for which they are qualified.

5. No prize will be given when the Judges are of opinion that there

is not sufiBcient merit in the stock to justify an award.

6. No castrated or spayed animal will be allowed to be exhibited in

the yard.

Extra Stock.

1. All animals intended to be exhibited as Extra Stock must be duly

entered on the printed forms, as in the cases of animals to be shown in

the classes.

2. Persons intending to exhibit animals as Extra Stock can alter the

blank Certificates to answer their purpose.

3. No animal qualified to be shown in any Class can be exhibited as

Extra Stock.

Instructiois to the Stewards, S)-c.

1. The Director and Stewards are instructed to take care that no
Governor nor Member (including the Council), stranger, or competitor

be admitted into the yard .under any pretence whatever, until the awards
of the Judges shall have been delivered to the Director.

2. The Council delegates full pow er to the Director and Stewards to

enforce the above regulations.

Instructions to the Judges.

1. The Judges of Stock will be requested to observe that they have up
to five o'clock on Wednesday, in the week of the show, for making their

adjudication, and signing their award.

2. As the object of the Society in giving the prizes for neat cattle,

sheep, and pigs, is to promote improvement in breedi/tg stock, the

Judges, in making their award, will be instructed not to take into their

consideration the present value to the butclier of animals e.xhibited, but
to decide according to the relative merits for the purpose of breeding.

3. If, in the opinion of the Judges, there should be equality of merit,

they are instructed to make a special report to the Council, who will

decide on the award.

4. The Judges will be instructed to withhold any prize if they are of

opinion that there is not sufficient merit in any of the stock exhibited for

such prizes, to justify an award.

5. In the class for horses, the Judges, in awarding the prizes, will-.be

instructed, in addition to symmetry, to take activity and strength into

their consideration.

6. The Judges will be instructed to deliver to the Director their award,
signed, and stating the numbers to which the prizes, &c. are adjudged,

before they leave the yard.
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PRIZES FOR IMPLEMENTS.

1846.

Forms of Certificate to be procured on application to the Secretary,

12, Hanover Square, London. All Certificates must be returned

filled up, to the Secretary, on or before the First of May; tlie

Council having decided, that in no case whatever shall any Cer-

tificatefor Implements be received after that date.

Prizes.

For the Plough best adapted to heavy land . . . Ten Sovereigns.
For the Plough best adapted to light'land . . . Ten Sovereigns.
For the best Drill for general purposes, which shall

possess the most approved method of Distributing

Compost or other manures in a moist or dry state,

quantity being especially considered Fifteen Sovereigns.

[Other qualities being equal, the preference will be given to
the Drill which may be best adapted to cover the manure
with soil before the seed is deposited.]

For the best Turnip Drill on the flat, which shall

possess the most approved method of Distributing

Compost or other manures in a moist or dry state,

quantity being especially considered .... Ten Sovereigns.

[Other qualities being equal, the preference will be given to

the Diill which may be best adapted to cover the manure
with soil before the seed is deposited.]

For the best Turnip Drill on the ridge, which shall

possess the most approved method of Distributing

Compost or other manures in a moist or dry state,

quantity being especially considered Ten Sovereigns.

[Other qualities being equal, the preference will be given to

the Drill which may be best adapted to cover the manure
with soil before the seed is deposited.]

For the best Scarifier Ten Sovereigns.

For the best Chaff-cutter Ten Sovereigns.

For the best Machine for making Draining Tiles or

Pipes for agricultural purposes. Specimens of

the Tiles or Pipes to be shown in the Yard : the

price at which they have been sold to be taken

into consideration, and proof of the working of the

Machine to be given to the satisfaction of the

Judges Twenty Sovereigns.
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For the best Havrow Five Sovereigns.

For the best Drill Presser depositing Manure and

Seed Ten Sovereigns.

For the best Churn Five Sovereigns.

For the best Weighing Machine, for live Cattle and

Farm Produce generally Ten Sovereigns.

For the best Steaming Apparatus for Roots . • . Five Sovereigns.

For the best Skim or Paring Plough Five Sovereigns.

For the best Subsoil Pulverizer Ten Sovereigns.

For the best Horse-Seeil-Dibbler Fifteen Sovereigns.

For the best Hand-Seed-Dibbler Five Sovereigns.

For the best Linseed-Crusher Five Sovereigns.

For the best One-Horse Cart Five Sovereigns.

For the best Thrashing Machine Twenty-five Sovs.

For the best and most economical Set of Tools and

Instruments for Draining pur])oses Ten Sovereigns.

For the best Steam Power, applicable to Thrashing

or other Agricultural purposes Twenty-five Sovs.

For the best Horse Power, ditto, ditto . Twenty-five Sovs.

Miscellaneous Awards, amounting to Forty Sovereigns.

GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR THE EXHIBITION
OF IMPLEMENTS.

Certificates.

\, The necessary printed forms of certificates may be obtained fioni

the Secretary, at No. 12, Hanover Square, London, by persons who are

desirous of exhibiting implements, &c.

2. No implement will be admitted for exhibition unless the necessary

ceitificates, filled in on tlie printed form prescribed, complete, and
signed by the exhibitor (or his agent), in the manner directed, have
been delivered to the Secretary, or sent (postage free), directed to him
so as to reach No. 12, Hanover Square, on or before the First of ]\Iay.

The receipt of all certificates w ill be acknowledged liy the Secretary.

3. A description of each article intended to be shown must be written

on one side only of the certificate ; it must state the name and address

(when they are known) of the inventor, the improver, and the manu-
facturer : it must also detail the improvements (if any), peculiarities,

&c., of each implement.

4. The certificate must state the space each exhibitor will probably

require (the sheds being 20 feet wide), in order that the Directos or

Stewards may ai)portion the standing-room among the various parties

who make application.

5. The certificate must state the lowest selling price of each article;

and cncli Exhibitor fJiall be bozind to cjrcctitc all orders given to him in

the Show Yard, at the price stated in his certificate.

6. If an article is intended to compete for the prize offered for any
new agricultural imidement, it must be entered as such in the certificate.
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7- If a prize or meilal has been awarded at a previous meeting of the

Society, to any implement which is entered for exhibition at Newcastle,
the certificate mutt state whether it was a prize or medal, or both, and
the date at which it was awarded ; if a prize, the amount must be stated.

8. If any improvement has been made in the implement subsequently
to that award, a description and drawing of the improvement must
accompany the certificate.

9. Exhibitors must state the number of men or boys, and horses,

required to try each implement, in case it should be selected for trial

by the Judges.

10. Persons who intend to send their own horses and driver to work
in the field, must declare, in the certificate, their intention of doing so

;

otherwise they will not be entitled to the remuneration stipulated in

Rule 2G.

11. Any person who intends to offer for sale at the Auction, any of

the articles which he may exhibit in the Yard, must signify his intention

in the certificate.

Arrival of Implements, ^c.

12. All implements, &c., entered for exhibition, must be brought to

the Show-yard before nine o'clock on the evening of the Thursday
previous to the Show.

13. No implement, &c., will be admitted into the Yard for exhibition,

unless it has been described as a separate article, in the form prepared

for that purpose, attached to the certificate delivered to the Secretary.

14. A ticket, bearing the number corresponding with the certificate,

must be attached to some conspicuous part of each article, before it is

brought to the gate.

15. The admission-order, which will be sent for articles properly

entered, nuut be delivered to the gate-keeper of the Yard by the person

who brings the articles for admission.

16. No implement, having upon it paint or varnish that is wet, will

be allowed to enter the Yard.

Arrangement of Implements.

17. All implements must be unpacked and arranged in each stand, by

the exhibitor, according to their numbers, and in the same direction as

the numbers of the different stands run, consecutively. As no day has

been set apart this year for the arrangement of implements, exhibitors

are requested to have them arranged by nine o'clock ia the evening of

Thursday, in the week of the show, as the Judges will commence their

inspection early on the following morning. All Implements, &c.,

that are not unpacked by that hour, will be removed from the Yard.

18. No implement will be allowed to be painted or varnished after it

has entered the Yard.

Trial.

19. All implements admitted to the exhibition will be liable, upon the

recommendation of the Judges, to be proved by actual trial.

20. Ample private trial will be given to such implements as the
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Judges shall select, and at the time and place appointed by the

Stewards.

21. A public exhibition of "implements at work" will take place;

but of such implements only as may be selected by the Judges, or of

such as have gained prizes at previous meetings of tlie Society.

22. No person will be permitted to remove any implement from the

Yard to the Field, unless by the express orders of the Director or

Stewards, upon the recommendation of the Judges.

23. Exhibitors are requested to be in attendance during the trials,

and in the implement-yard, while the Judges are inspecting the imple-

ments, in case any explanation may be required from them.

24. No implement will be allowed to commence work in the Field,

unless by the express orders of the Judges or Stewards.

25. Notice of the nature of the soil, upon which the trials are to take

place, will be given to the exhibitors by the Secretary.

26. An option of sending a pair of horses and a man is given to the

exhibitors of implements, if they declare such intention at the time of

returning the certificate; the Society paying to the man 55. for each day

he works at the trial of implements, and 2l. for the pair of horses for

the three days, to be employed primarily at the exhibition of the master's

implements J
but should these not be in work, to be under the directions

of the Stewards.

27. Chaff-cutters, corn -crushers, and other small implements, will be

removed, for trial, into the space attached to the implement-yard, into

which space the Judges of implements, and the exhibitor, during the

trial of his implement, will alone be admitted.

28. Hay, straw, turnips, &c., may be brought with the implements

for the purpose of being used in the trial of those implements.

Consulting Engineer.

29. The Consulting Engineer will not act as one of the Judges of im-

plements, but only act as mechanical referee, in case the Judges may
deem it necessary to call in his aid.

30. The Consulting Engineer will be in attendance in the Yard, and

during the trials, to examine the implements.

Auction.

31. There will be a sale by auction of Stock, Implements, &c., which

have been properly entered in the certificates and exhibited in the Yard.

32. If an exhibitor should withdraw any article or lot of articles that

has been entered for sale by auction, he must pay a fine of 5 v.

33. No article will be sold by auction unless the owner or his agent

is present.

34. An order for the delivery of articles sold at the auction must be

obtained from the auctioneer, and delivered at the gate by the person

removing them.

Auctioneer.

35. The auctioneer or his clerk will be in attendance in an office in the

show-yard from ten o'clock a.m. until four o'clock p.m. on the Thursday
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of the show-week, for the purpose of receiving instructions from such
exhibitors as may have properly entered implements for sale at the

auction.

36. The auctioneer will receive all the forfeit-money for the with-
drawal of implements from the auction, and give the exhibitor the

necessary countersigned order for the removal of such implements from
the Yard.

37 The auctioneer will take charge of and sell the catalogues of the

sale, and he shall deliver over to the Director, for the Society's use,

the money arising from the forfeits and the sale catalogues.

Departure of Implements, S)C. (^After the Show.)

38. No implements, excepting those selected for trial, can be re-

moved from the Yard, until 6 o'clock on the evening of Thursday, in the

week of the show.

39. The " Delivery Order," filled up and signed by the exhibitor or

his agent, must be delivered to the gate-keeper: no implement can be
removed without it, excepting those entered for the auction, in which
case the auctioneer's order will be required.

General and Miscellaneous Regulations.

40. Non-Subscribers wishing to exhibit implements, &c., are required

to pay 5*. for their standing-room during the show. This payment
must be sent by a Post-Office Order made payable to the Secretary, and
enclosed with the certificate : a neglect in making such remittance may
invalidate their entry.

41. Implements which have been removed to the field must be

brought back to the Y'^ard, and replaced according to their numbers,
either on the Tuesday evening or Wednesday morning, by 6 o'clock.

42. No fire will be allowed to be lighted in the Show-yard for any
steam-engine or other implement.

43. After the Consulting Engineer's Report on the implements has

appeared in the Journal, a copy of that Report will be delivered gratis

to such exhibitors of implements as may not be members of the Society,

upon their making application to the Secretary, at No. 12, Hanover

Square.

44. On Tuesday and Wednesday the price of admission into the

Implement Yard will be 2s. 6d.

45. Exhibitors of Implements will have a Free Ticket sent to them
with the "Admission Order."

46. The Judges' decision in all cases to be final.

47. Any person who shall have been proved, to the satisfaction of the

Council, to have been excluded from showing for prizes at the exhi-

bition of any society? in consequence of having been convicted of an

attempt to obtain a prize by giving a false certificate, shall not be

allowed to compete for any of the prizes offered by the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England.
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Instructions to the Judges.

The Judges will have the Friday, Saturday, and Monday previously

to the show for making their adjudication and signing their award.

The Judges will be instructed neither to divide nor to increase any
of the specific prizes. If they should not award any specific prize

mentioned in the Frize Sheet, they will be instructed not to appropriate

that sum to any other description of implement.

If, in the opinion of the Judges, there should be equality of merit,

they will be instructed to make a special report to the Council, who
w ill decide on the award.

The Judges will be instructed to withhold any prize, if they shall be
of opinion that there is not sufficient merit in any of the implements
exhibited for such prizes to justify an award.

The Judges will be requested to observe that, in addition to the

specific prizes, there is a sum of 40/., which they have the power of

distributing in awards (either in money or medals) among the ex-

hibitors of such miscellaneous articles as they may decide to possess

sufficient merit.

The Judges will be instructed to deliver to the Director their final

and complete award of all prizes and medals before they leave the Yard,
on the evening of Monday, in the week of the show, in order that the

necessary placards may be placed on the Prize Implements.

The Judges will be requested to observe that it is left to their discretion

to select the implements for trial, and also to determine which shall be

publicly exhibited at work in the field.

In making their decision, the Judges will be instructed to take the

selling prices of the implements into consideration.

The Consulting-Engineer of the Society will be in attendance in the

Implement Yard, and also during the private trials, to give his opinion

as Mechanical-Referee when required by the Judges.

Instructions to the Stewards.

The Director and Stewards of the Implement Yard are instructed to

take care that no Grovernor, Member (including the Council), or

Stranger, be admitted into the Implement Yard before Tuesday, in the

week of the show. They are also instructed not to admit into the Trial

Yard, adjoining the Yard, any person excepting the Judges and the

exhibitors during the trial of their respective implements.

The Stewards are empowered to make such regulations for the trial of

implements as they may consider requisite; and previously to the time

of the meeting to place the land which they may select under such

culture and management as may ensure a fair and perfect tri.al. >

The Council also delegates full power to the Director and Stewards to

enforce the above regulations.

All Exhibitors and persons admitted into the Show-yard, shall be
subject to the Rules, Orders, and Regulations of the Council.
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PRIZES FOR ESSAYS AND REPORTS ON
VARIOUS SUBJECTS.

1846.

All Prizes of the Royal Agriculttiral Society of Enyland are open

to general competition.

I. Farming of North Wales.

Fifty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

the best Report on the Farming of North Wales.

Competitors will be expected to describe the different varieties of soil

which prevail in North Wales, and the quality and extent of the waste

lands ; also the ordinary modes of fanning and courses of cropping

adopted according to its various districts; and to state how far any

peculiar practices in its husbandry are or are not justified by pecu-

liarities of soil or climate. They will also be expected to state what

improvements have been made in the farming of North Wales since

the Report of the Rev. Walter Davies in the year 1810; and especially

to point out what further improvements ought to be effected, either by

better farming on land already cultivated, or by converting land now
waste into arable, pasture, or catch-meadow.

N.B. The writers of County Reports are requested, if possible, not to exceed the

length of 40 or at most 50 printed pages.

II. Farming of West Riding of Yorkshire.

FiFTT Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

the best Report on the Farming of the West Riding of Yorkshire.

Competitors will be expected to describe tlie different varieties of soil

which prevail in the West Riding of Yorkshire, and the quality and

extent of the waste lands ; also the ordinary modes of farming and

courses of cropping adopted according to its various districts; and to

state how far any peculiar practices in its husbandry are or are not jus-

tified by peculiarities of soil or climate. They will also be expected

to state what improvements have been made in the farming- of the West

Riding of Yorkshire since the Report of Robert Brown in the year

VOL. VI. d
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1 799 ; and especially to point out what further inaprovements ought to

be effected.

III. Farming of Cambridgeshire.

FiFT-j Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

the best Report on the Farming of the County of Cambridge.

Competitors will be expected to describe the different varieties of soil

which prevail in the county, the ordinary modes of farming and courses

of cropping adopted accordingly in its various districts ; to describe the

great works of drainage ; and to state how far any peculiar practices in

its husbandry are or are not justified by peculiarities of soil or climate.

They will also be expected to state what improvements have been made

in the farming of Cambridgeshire since the Report of the Rev. W. Gooch

in the year 1813 ; and especially to point out what further improvements

ought to be effected, either by better farming on land already cultivated,

by improvement of the general drainage, or by taking new land into

cultivation.

IV. On the Advantages or Disadvantages of Breaking up

Gkass-Land.

Fifty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given

for the best Report on the Advantages or Disadvantages of Breaking up

Grass-land.

Competitors will be expected to state the advantages so arising to the

labourer, the farmer, the landlord, and the public, from increase of em-

ployment, of profit, of rent, and of food.

Grass-iands must be divided under at least three heads—of down-

lands, cold pastures, and good meadow or grazing ground.

The mode proposed for breaking up and tilling each kind of grass-land

must be described.

V. On the Improvement ok the Condition of the Agricultural

Labourer.

Thirty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given

for the best Essay on the Improvement of the Condition of the Agri-

cultural Labourer, so far as it may be promoted by private exertion,

without legislative enactment.

VI. On the best Method of Keeping Farming Accounts.

Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Piute of that value, will be given for

the best Essay on the Keeping of Farming Accounts,
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VII. On Measure-Work.

Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given

for the best account of Measure-Work, locally known as Task, Piece,

Job, or Grate Work, in its application to Agricultural Labour: detailing

the various descriptions of such work to which any system of measure

is applicable ; the rates usually paid, and the sum usually earned in

a given time ; and comparing the effects of such payment with those

arising from the payment of wages by time, on the direct interest of the

employer, and especially on the habits, comforts, and general condition

of the employed : the whole deduced, as much as possible, from per-

sonal experience ; and affording to parties unacquainted with the prac-

tice the means of estimating its advantages, and the information neces-

sary for carrying it out.

VIII, Peat Charcoal as a Manure for Turnips or

OTHER Crops.

Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given

for the best Essay on Peat Charcoal as a Manure for Turnips and other

Crops.

Competitors will be required to attend to the following points :

—

1. Quality of peat.

2. Mode of making the heaps and burning the charcoal.

3. Quantity produced from a given measure of peat.

4. Quantity applied per acre, and effect, in comparison with peat-

ashes, and with some other manure.

N.B. The Essays for this Prize need not be sent in before tlie 1st of December, 1 846.

IX. The St. John's-day Rye.

Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

the best account of the St. John's-day Rye.

Competitors will be required to attend to the following points :

—

1. Times of sowing, and cutting or feeding off in autumn and spring.

2. Comparison of this variety with the common rye.

3. Estimated amount of feed.

N.B. The Essays for this Prize need not be sent in before the 1st of October, 1846.

X. Superphosphate of Lime.

Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

the best account of the use of Superphosphate of Lime produced with

Acid and Bones for Manure.

Competitors will be required to attend to the following points :

—

1. State of bones.

2. Proportion of sulphuric or muriatic acid to a given weight of bones.

3. Proportion of water (if any) mixed with the acid,

d2
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4. Mode of mixing the bones with the acid, and of preparing the

compost.

5. Effect of various quantities applied in combination or comparison

with common bones and other known manures.

XI. White Mustard.

Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

the best account of the Cultivation of White Mustard.

Competitors will be required to attend to the following points :

—

1. Quality of land on which sown.

2. Mode and time of sowing, and quantity of seed.

3. Period of maturity, according to the season of the year.

4. Application of crop, whether as green manure or to be fed off.

XII. Drainage of Running Sands.

Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for

a description of the best method of Draining Running Sands.

XIII. Potato Disease.

Fifty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given by

His Grace the Duke of Northumberland for the best Essay on the

remedy for the Potato Disease, and on its treatment in the various stages

of planting, growth, and preservation.

Competitors for this prize will be required to furnish information

under the following heads :

—

1. An account of the Growth of the Potato during the last year,

with reference to the nature of the season.

2. The nature and cause of the disease.

3. The remedies for the disease, explaining the principles on which

the remedy is founded.

4. The Treatment of the Potato in planting, both from the tubers

and from the seed, and in various stages of its growth.

5. The mode of pitting and preserving Potatoes in ordinary seasons,

with the principles upon which any improved plans may be

founded.

Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given

by His Grace the Duke of Northumberland for the second best Essay

on the same subject.

Thirty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given

by His Grace the Duke of Northumberland for the best History of

the Disease at the present time affecting the Potato ; involving a con-

densed detail of facts developed by experiments.
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Competitors for this prize will be required to furnish information on

the following points :

—

1. The year in which the Disease first appeared in this or other

Countries.

2. The History of the Disease in the Potato in the United King-
dom and in other parts of the world, with particular reference

to authentic returns regarding any peculiarity of season or

seasonal variations.

3. On the metliods for retarding the disease.

4. On the methods proposed for extracting the nutritive ingredients

of diseased Potatoes.

N.B. The Essays for the Duke of Northumberland's Prizes need not be sent in
before the 1st of June, 1846.

These Essays (with the exception of those in Classes VIII., IX., and XIII.)
must be sent to the Secretary, at 12, Hanover Square, London, on or
before March 1st, 1846.

Contributors of Papers are requested to retain Copies of their Contributions, as the

Society cannot be responsible for their return.

RULES OF COMPETITION FOR PRIZE ESSAYS.
1. All information contained in Prize Essays shall be founded on experi-

ence or observation, and not on simple reference to books, or other sources.

2. Drawings, specimens, or models, drawn or constructed to a stated

scale, shall accompany writings requiring them.
3. All competitors shall enclose their names and addresses in a sealed

cover, on which only their motto, and the subject of their Essay, and the
number of that subject in the Prize list of the Society, shall be written.

4. The President or Chairman of the Council for the time being, shall

open the cover on which the motto designating the Essay to which the Prize
has been awarded is written, and shall declare the name of the author.

5. The Chairman of the Journal Committee shall alone be empowered to

open the motto-paper of such Essays, not obtaining the Prize, as he may
think likely to be useful for the Society's objects, with a view of consulting
the writer confidentially as to his willingness to place such paper at the
disposal of the Journal Committee.

6. The copyright of all Essays gaining prizes shall belong to the Society,

who shall accordingly have the power to publish the whole or any part of

such Essays ; and the other Essays will be returned on the application of the

writers; but the Society do not make themselves responsible for their loss.

7. The Society are not bound to award a prize unless they consider one
of the Essays deserving of it.

8. In all reports of experiments the expenses shall be accurately detailed.

9. The imperial weights and measures only are those by which calcula-

tions are to be made.
10. No prize shall be given for any Essay which has been already in print.

11. Prizes may be taken in money or plate, at the option of the successful

candidate.

12. All Essays must be addressed to the Secretary, at the house of the

Society.
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fBailey, .James. .Nynehead, near Wellington, So-

mersetshire

Bailey, James Wm.. ..Shenley House, Stony Strat-

ford, Bucks

fBailey, Joseph, M.P.. .Glanuske Park, Crickhowell,

Brecknocksliire

Bailey, Joseph, jun., M.P.. . .Easton Court, Tenbury,

Worcestershire

Bailey, Rich.. .Eaton, Melton Mowbray, Leicestersh.

Bailey, William. . .Hiirsley, near Winchester, Hants
Baillie, Wm. Hunter. . .Duntisbourne, Cirencester,

Gloucestershire

Baily, John Raickes. .. Devizes, Wiltshire

Bainbridge, C. H. . .Lumley Park, Chester-le-Stieet,

Durham
Baines, John.. .Goosnargh, Preston, Lancashire

Haines, John Fuller. . .Stisted, near Braintree, Essex

Baird, Sir David, Bt. . . . Newbyth, East Lothian ; St.

Margaret's Cottage, Twickenham

Baker, Arthur Octavius. . .Stourhead, Mere, Wiltshire

Baker, Benj. Heath. . .Acle, near Norwich, Norfolk

Baker, John. . .Woking Park Farm, Woking, Surrey

Baker, John. . .Castle Street, Bridgnorth, Salop

Baker, Rev. R. H. . .Linchmere, Liphook, Hampslir.

Baker, Robert. . .Writtle, Chelmsford, Essex

Baker, R . . . Royston, Hertfordshire

Baker, Robert. . .West Hay, near Bristol

fBaker, Sir Edward Baker, Bart. . .Rauston House,

Blmdford, Dorsetshire

Baker, Samuel... Hawkwell Hall, Rocliford, Essex

Baker, T. Barwick L...Hardwick Court, Gloucester

Baker, T., Junr. . .Chilton, near RushylorU, Durham
Baker, T. . .Rock House, Newtown, Montgomeryshr.

Baker, T... Little Rollright, Chipping Norton, Oxon
Baker, Thomas Baker... Hastings, Sussex

Baker, Major T. R....Wisley Court, Plymouth, De-

vonshire

Baker, William. . . 16, High Street, Bristol, Somerset.

Baker, William Robert. . . Bayfordbury, Hertford

Baldock, E. H. . .5, Hyde Park PI., Cumberld. Gate

Bald vln, T. . .Barnt Green, near Bromsgrove, Wore.

Baldwin, W. W. T. . .Stede Hill, Maidstone, Kent

Balguy, John. . .Duffield, near Derby

Ball, Edward. . .BurwcU, Newmarket, Cambridgesh.

Ball, John. . .Broomsthorpe, Fakenham, Norfolk

Ballard, James.. Cowbridge, Glamorganshire

Balman, W. . .Radley Barton, South Molton, Devon.

Balmer, Thomas. ..Fochabers, N. B.

Banks, Tliomas . . . Westfield House, West Derby,

Liverpool, Lancashire

Bannerman, Alex. . .South Cottage, Chnrley, Lane.

Banning, T. . .Shepton, near Marlborough, Wiltshr.

Bannister, J. S. . .Weston, near Pembridge Weobley,

Leominster, Hereford

Barber, John. . .Derby

Barber, Rev. William... Duffield, Derby

Barclay, Donald. . .Mayfield, Uckfield, Sussex

Barclay, J. P. . .Wickham Market, Woodbridge, Suff.

Baring, Hon. Fran... Buckingham House, Brandon,

Norfolk

Baring, Hon. and Rev. Fred . . .Mclchit Park, Salis-

bury

Baring, John. . .Oakwocd, Chichester, Sussex

c 2
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Barker, Rev. Beri^min. . .Shipdham Rectory, East

Dereham, Norfolk

•fBarker, G. R.. Fairforf Park, Faiifard, Gloacester.

Barker, Hecrr Joha. . .Wem, near Shreitsbcry

Barker, James. . .The Hall, Bakewell, Derbyshire

Barker, Her. J. . . Stoor Hall, Ramsey, Harwich, Essex

Barks, J. H. . . East Lodge, Bakewell, Derbyshire

Barker, Robert . . . Glynn, Barmouth, Merionfithshire

Barkler, C. T. . . Saniwry, Middlesti

Barlow, Rev. G. Francis. . .Bargh, Woodbrid'e, Saff.

Bamardistoa, X. C. . .The Ryces, Sadbnrr, Suffolk

Barnard, E. . . . Coldham P^ll^ Wisbeach, Cambridge.

Barnard, E. G., M.P. . .Gosfield Hall, Halstead. Essex

Barnard- Ferdinand . . ."SVantage, Berkshxze

Barnard, Falke Toovey...R:istol

Barnard, George Toovey . . .fcisO)!

Barnard, John. . .Canfield Hall, Donmow, Esses

Barnard, Richard. . .Posey, near Faringdon, Berks.

rBameby, William. . .Clafer Park, near Bromvard
Barnes, Francis Kentncky. . .Horfield, near Bri^l
Barnes, Philip. . .Royal Botanic Society

+Baniett, C. . .Saatton Park, Ksgleswade, Eedforf.

Bamett, Edwin. . .Tamworth Hoose, Clifton, Bristol,

Somersetshire

Bamett, Joseph ... Bemenham HiU, Henley-on-

Thames, Oxon
Bams, Amos. . .Swindoti, Wiltshire

Bamston, R. H. . .Crewe Hill, Famdon, Che^nre
Barratt, John. . .Winterton, Brigg, Lincolnshire

Barrett, G. A. . .Kate's Grove Iron Works, Beading,

Berkshiie

Barrett, James. . .The Royal Hotel, Roo, Here&id.
Barrington, Visc^MJ". . .Bei^ett Hoose, Faringdon,

Berkshire

Barroby, Christ. . .Baldersby, near Ripon, Yrokshire

Barrow, G. H . . . Ringwood Hoose, Chesterfield, Derb.
Barrow, Philip

Barrow, W. Hodgson. . .Sonthwell, Xottinshamshire

Barry, Pendock B. . .Rockla-reston Manw, Nottingh.

Bairy, Thomas. . .Chilton, near Thame, Oxon
Barter, Rev. V. C. . .Sarsden, Chipping Norton, Oxf.

|

Bartholomew, Thomas. . .I^rrton, Wracbv, Lincoln.

Bartfaol<aiiew, W. . .Goltho, Wiagby, Lincolnshire

Bartlirop, Nathaniel . . . &etingham Rookerr, near
Woodhridge, Suffolk

Bartlett, H. Albert...The Canons, Tbetfoid, Not-

folk

Butlett, Wm...Barbage, near Marlboroogh, Wilts.

Bartlett, WiUiam . . .Whatcombe, BUadfoid, Dotset.
Barton, Henry. . .Rangemoor Home, near Burtou-

on-Trent, S:aff.wdshire

Barton, Ham£rey C. . .Hastings

Barton, James C. . .Hopwas, TamwoRh, Staffocdsliire

Barton, John. . .East Leigh, near Chichester, Sosex
Barton, Nath. . .Cooley Hoose, Warminster, Wilts.

Baiton, R. Watson. . .13, Molberry Street, Mancbest.

Barton, Samael W, . .Rochestown, Caher, Ireland

Barton, Thomas...Threxton, Wattoc. Norfolk

Barton, William... Nelson Street, LiTerpool

Karwell, E. R...S3athampton
Barwell, Nath...East Cowes Castle, Isle of Wight,

Hampshire

B*akernUe,H...FaileTCkstle,Beckinston,SoaBit.

!

Baskernlle, Thos. B. M.P.. . .Clynr Coort, Hay,

Herefordshire

Bass, Abraham. . .Borton-on-Trent, Staffordddre

Bass, Joel. . .Stagsden, near Bedford

Bass, Michael. . .Borton-on-Tient, SCaffordstdre

Bass, William. . .Sodbnry, Soffidk

B^all, Bob...Flamstead Hoose, Redbonme, Heits.

fBastard, Thos. Borlock, Jonr. . .Charlton Marshall,

Blandford, Docsetdnre

Batard, Thomas M. Bearda. . .Sydenham, Kent
Bate, Edward. . . Kelsterton, Northoss, FUntdi. N. W.
Bate, G. . .Hooghtsn, Roogham, Swaffham, Norfolk

Bate, Robert. . .The Sqoare, Bridgewata, SomeBct
Bate, Samael Knotton, Newcasde-nnder-Lyme,

Scaffcrdshire

Bate, William . . .Taxley, Eye, Soffolk

Rafpman, Henry...\sIiaUy, Witney, Oxfords.

Bateman, Henry...Maple Lodge, Rickmanswoith,
Hertfordshire

Bateman, Thomas... GoibbaroDgh, Nordumptoa
Baieman, Thomas Osborne. . .Stanley, near Derbr

: RatPTnan,Tho3. Hndsoa.. .HaltonPgk, nearLaneast.

I

Bates, Rer. C. C.Castleton, Deiby*ire

Bates, George... Heddon, Newcastle-on-Tyne

I
Bates, John. . .33, Lower Qescent, Clifton, Kistol

Bates, Thos...Kirklearington, near Yarn, Tcrkdiire
Bates, Thomas Ellis.. .Fitdeton, Amednry, wnts.

Bates, RsT. Wm .. .Willey, near 9iifnal, Shtopaii.

Bateson, Geo. Thomas. . .Oicfaardleigh Hoose, Eccle-

ton, St. Helen's, I^escot, Lancashire

Bath, Robert Fhippen...NcRborei;, Oastmbory,
Somersetshire

Bath, Thomas. . .Northover, Glastonhnry, SooKBet.

Bathoist, Earl of... Cirencester, GloaeestBoiine

Bathnist, Hon. Wm. L. . .7, Hal&ioon Street

fBatson,Thoe, ..Kynastone House, near Soss.'Here-

fixdshire

Bau, William. . .West Drayton, Uxbridge, Middlesex

fBitten, John. . .Yeovil, Somersetshire

fBattersby, A. G. Harford...Stoke Park, Redland,

near Biisud

fBatter^, John Haifvod...Stoke Ptek, lti«n-~<.

near Bristol

Baogb, W. H. G. . .Betsham, Wrexham
Bawtree, John. . ..Abberton, near Ctddieater, Fan i

Baxter, Robert. , .Doncaster, Yorkdiire

Baxter, S. S. (Solicitor). . .Adientone, Warwickdnte
Bayning, Rt. Hon. and Rev. Lord. . .Brome Bectsrr,

Scole, Norwich, Norfolk

Bayne, William. . .High Street, Oxford

Baialgette, Sdney...King's Ikidge, SnBowSeU,
near Reading

Barrand , Joseph. . . Kingler, nearAttested W^wtah
fBeach, Sir Michael Hicks, Bt Willianistrip Ftek,

Fairlbrd, Glcocesteishire

Beach, John. . .Bedmarley, near Glooceiter

fBeadel, James. . .Witham, Essex

Beadoc, Rer. Frederick. . . North Stondnm Bectory

Soothampton

Beale, James. . .Canlord, Wimbome, Donetdme
tBeanroft, Edw. . .Mere Hall, Droitwieh, Worce^''.

Beard, Bev. Jame*. , .Qaaietd Bectory, Ncvpor.
PagneU, Bocks.
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Bcaril, Joliu... Berwick Hall, Wliitecolue, Ilalsteud,

Beard, William. . .Tormarton Cross Hands, Ciren-

cester, Gloucestersliire

Beanlmore, John...Uplands, Fareham, Hampshire

Beards, Thomas... Stowe, near Buckingham
Beardsley, S. . .Alton Hall, near Wirksworth, Derby.

Beardsley, William. . .Shipley Colliery, near Derby

+Beart, Robert... Godmanchester, Huntingdonshire

Beaseley, John... Brampton, near Nortliampton

Beaseley, Tlios. Calvert. . .Harston, Grantham, Line.

Beaseley, W'. . . Welland Cottage, Spalding, Line.

Beauchamp, George Edw...The Prior>-, near Head-

ing, Berks.

Beauclerk, Lord Chas. . . IG, King Street, St. James's

Beaulord, Henrj' W. . .Bletsoe, near Bedford

Beaumont, E. B. . .Firmingley, Bawtry, Notts

Beaumont, John^ug.. , Westhill, Wimbledon, Surr.

Beaven, Jas. . .Gore Farm, Market Lavington, Wilts

Beck, Charles Wm. . .Upton Priory, near Maccles-

field, Cheshire

Beck, Edw. . .Harpley, Castle Rising, Lynn, Norfolk

Beck, John...Conyham, Castle Rising, Lynn, Norf.

Beck, Peter...Shrewsbury

Beck, Thos. . .Tyn-y-Lhvyn, Welch Pool, N. Wales
Beck, William... Mileliimi, East Dereham, Norfolk

Beckett, William, M.P...Kirkstall Grange, Leeds,

Yorkshire

Beckford, M"m ... 1 1, Lime Street, City

Beckwitli, Tlie Rev. Henry... Eaton ConstanUne,
Shrewsbury

Beddall, Charles. . .Dairy Farm, Finchinfield, Brain-

tree, Essex

Beddall, Henry... Finchinfield, Braintree, Essex

Beddall, John... Brent House, Finchinfield, Brain-

tree, Essex

Beddall, Thomas, jun....Justices, Fincliinfield,

Braintree, Essex

Beddoe, Richard C. . .Bristol

Beildoe, Tlios....Curdale, Cleoburj- Mortimer, Salop
Beddoes, Geo. . .Brunslow, Bishop's Castle, Shiopsh.

Bedford, John . . .Woodcote, near Shifnal, Salop

Beech, James . . , Brandon Lodge, Coventry

Beecham, ^^'illiam Paine. ..Hawkhuist, Kent
Beeley, Sam. . .PaJterton, near Chesterfield, Derbysh.

Beeston, Tlios. . .Goldstone, Mariet Drayton, Salop

Beevor, Henry. ..Bamby Moor, East Retford, Notts.

Beevor, Sir T. B., Bart. ... Ilargham Hall, Atdebo-

rough, Norfolk

Belcher, Rev. George Pau!...Batterton, Ashbourne,

Derbyshire

Belcher, Robert Shirley. . . Burton-on-Trent, Staffs.

Belham, Robert. . .Stow Bydon, Watton, Norfolk

+Beldam, Valentine. . .Royston, Hertfordshire

Bell, Alexander. . .Winchester \Miarf, Southwark

Bell, Christopher Sej-mour. . .Newcastle-on-Tyne

BeU, J. . .Brickwortli, Romsey, Hants

Bell, John. . .Hanlwick, Burcote, Bridgnortlj, Slirop.

Bell, John. . .Break's Hall, Appleby, Westmoreland

Bell, Samuel. . .Newhouse, Newport, Shropshire

Bell, Thomas. . .Newcastle-on-Tyne

Bell, William. . .30, Bucklersbury

Bell, William. . .Park Row, Nottingliam

I

Bellairs, Rev. Henry. . .Bedwortli Rectory, Coventry

Warwickshire

Bellamy, William. . .Fishtoft, Boston, Lincolnshire

Belliss, Thomas. . .Birmingham

Belliss, William. . .Burlington, Shifnal, Shropshire

Belton, Wm. Howard, . .Longdon Hall, Wellington

Sliropshire

Beman, Robt.. .Donnington, near Stow, Gloncestsh.

Benbow, James. . .Sowdely Park, Market Drajton

Bencraft, Stephen... Barnstaple, Devon

Benn, Joseph. . .Lowther, Penrith, Cumberland

Bennet, Philip... Rougham Hall, Bury St. Edmunds,

Suflfolk

Bennet, Philip, jun., M.P....Rougham Hall, Bury

St. Eilmunds, Suffolk

Bennett, Absalom.. . iMertjn Hall, Holywell, Flintsli.

•{Bennett, Barwell Enins. . .Marston House, Market

Harborough, Leicestershire

Bennett, Henry .. . Rock Cottage, Eedminster, Bristol

Bennett, Rev. James Thomas...Cheveley Rectory,

Newmarket, Cambridgeshire

Bennett, John. . . Ingstone, Ross, Herefordshire

Bennett, John. . .Mitcheldean, Gloucestershire

Bennett, John. . .Bishopstow, Warminster, Wilts.

jBennett, Joseph. . .Hitchin, Hertfordshire

Bennett, Joseph B. H. . .Tutbmy, Burton-on-Tront,

Staffordshire

Bennett, Luke. . .Dimsdale Hall, Newcastle, Staffs.

Bennett, Samuel, . .Bickering's Park, Wobum, Beds.

Bennett, Samuel. . .Shifnal, Shropshire

Bennett, Thomas. . .Penk Farm, Woburn, Beds.

Bennett, Thos. ..Chaddiesworfh, Wantage, Berks.

Bennett, Tliomas Oatley. . .Bruton, Somersetshire

Bennett, William. . .Lewsey, near Luton, Beds.

Bennett, William . . .Filton, Bristol

Bennett, William...Syde, Qjpncester, Glonceslersh.

Bennett, Wm. George. . .Franpton, near Cirences-

ter, Gloucestershire

Bennion, Edw. David. . .Summer Hill, Oswestry

Benson, Alan . . . Papcastle, near Cockermouth, Cum-
b -rlaud

fBenson, Rev. Henrj- B....Utterby House, Louth,

Lincolnshire

Benson, John. . .Tavistock, Devonshire

Bent, Maior John. . .Wexham Lodge, Slough, Bucks.

Bent, William. . .Chilton, near Shrewsbury

Bentall, Edw. Hammond...Heybridge, near MaJ
don, Essex

Bentall, William...Heybridge, near Maldon, Essex

fBentinck, Lord George... 19, Cavendish Square

Bentley, W. T. .A....

Benyon, Rev. E. R...Culfoni Hall, Bury St. Ed-

munds, Suffolk

+Bere, Montague B. . .Exeter

Beridge, Rev. Basil...Algarkirk, Spalding, Lincsh.

Berkeley, Hon. Geo. Qias. G. F., M.P. . .Berkeley

House, Spring Gardens

Bernard, Rev. W.. . Chatworthy, Wiveliscombe, So-

mersetsliire

Berners, John...Holbrook, Suffolk

fBerney, Sir Henry, Bart. . . .Sheepy, Atlieastone,

Warwickshire

Bemey, Rev, Thomas... Hockering, near Norwich
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Berrj-, J. ..Upwell, Downham Market, Norfolk

Berry, John. . .Chagford, Exeter, Devonshire

Berryman, William Chester. . .Wells, Somersetshire

Bertram, Jas.. . .Gatcombe, Newport, Isle of Wight

Berwick, Eight Hon. and Rev. Lord. . .Cleveland

Row, St. James's

Best, Edward . . . Wilnecote, Tamworth, Staffordshire

Best, Rev. F....Flyford Flavell, Alcester, Worcest.

Best, George. . .Compton, Guildford, Surrey

Best, Jas.. . .Park House, Boxley, Maidstone, Kent
Best, Rev. T....Kirkby Rectory, Horncastle, Line.

Best, Hon. and Rev. Samuel. . .Abbots-Ann, Ando-

ver, Hampshire
Bethell, Richard. . .Guildford, Surrey

Bethune, Rev. George. . .Worth Rectory, Crawley,

Cuckfield, Sussex

fBethune, J. D.. . .Thorncroft, Leatherhead, Surrey

Belts, John. . .King's Langley, Hemel Hempstead,

Hertfordshire

Betts, William. . .Friskney, Southampton

Betts, William. . .Boston, Lincolnshire

Bevan, George Rees. . .Brecon, S. W.
Bevan, John. . . Aigburth, Liverpool

Bevridge, John. . .Sutton Bonington, Loughborough,

Leicestershire

Beynon, John.. . .Adpar Hill, Newcastle Emlyn,

Carmarthenshire

Bibby, Thomas. . .Llanfyllin, Oswestry

Bick, Michael. . .Park Hill, Bromsgrove, Worcestsh.

Bicknell, Charles. . .Beaumaris, .\nglesey

Biddle, Waring. . .Long Ham, Wimborne, Dorset.

Biddulph, Robert. . .Ledbury, Herefordshire

Biddulph, Robert M.... Chirk Castle, Chirk, N. W.
Bidwell, Jas.. . .Hockham, near Larlingford, Norfolk

Bidwell, W.. . .Horringer, Bury St. Edmunds, Suff.

Biel, Wm St. Lcqj^d's Farm, Beaulieu, near

Southampton

Bigg, John. . .Stanstead Abbots, near Ware, Herts.

Bigg, Thos.. . .15, Crawford Street, Portman Square

Bigge, Chas. Wm.. . .Linden, Morpeth, Northumld.

Biggs, Arthur. ., Ashton Terrace, Bedminster, near

Bristol

Biggs, H.. . .Stockton House, Heytesbury, Wilts.

Bilbie, Tlios Nettleworth Hall, Mansfield, Notts.

Bill, John. . .Trent Vale, Newcastle, Staffordshire

Billington, Leonard ... Preston, Lancashire

Bingley, George. . .Clifton, Bristol

Binsted, Hen.. . . Wicor Farm, Fareham, Hampshire

Birch, Sir T., Bart.. . .The Hazels, Prescot, Lancash.

Birch, Wynley. . .Wretham Park, Thetford, Norfolk

tBirchall, T.. . .Rihbleton Hall, Preston, Lancasli.

Bird, John. . .Shouldham Abbey, Shouldh:im, Norf.

f-Bird, John. . .Yaxley, near Stilton, Huntingdonsh.

Bird, J. A....P.irk Cottage, Brixton, Surrey

Bird, Joseph. . .Hampton, Herefordsliire

Bird, Tliomas. . . Westerfiekl, Ipswicli, Suffolk

Birks, J., , .Hemmingfield, near Barnesley, Yorksh.

Birket, Clias.. . .Plungington Hall, Preston, Lancash.

Birley, H. H.. . .Broom House, Manchester

Birt, Jacob. . .30, Sussex Gardens, Hyde Park

Biscoe, Rev. Wm.. . .Donnington Rectory, Ledbury,

Herefordshire

BiKoe, Tliomas P. B,. , .Uolbrook, near Derby

Bishop, Tliomas, . .Brecon, S. W.
Bisshopp, James. . .Westburton, Petworth, Sussex

Bissill, Edward. . .Sutterton, Boston, Lincolnshire

Blachford, Lady Isabella. .

.

Black, John. . .Marske, near Guisborough, Yorkshire

Blackbourn, D. . , .Temple Brewer, Sleaford, Line.

Blackburne, John Ireland, M.P.... Hale, near War-
rington, Lancashire

Blackburrow, Tlios. . . .Banwell Court, Weston-super-

,Mare, Somersetshire

Blackden, J. O. ... Alnwick, Northumberland

j-Blacker, Murray... Old Abbey House, Saxmund-
ham, Suffolk

Blacker, William. . .Armagh, Ireland

Blackett, Sir Edwd., Bart. . . . Matfen, Newcastle-on-

Tyne, Northumberland

Blackett, Henry, . .Sockburn, Darlington, Durham
Blackford, R.. . .Chippenham, M^^nesbury, Wilts.

Blackman, Benj.. . .Hurstmonceaux, Battle, Sussex

Blackstone, J.. . .31, Bayham Terrace, Camden Town
Blackwell, Joseph...Matlock, Derbyshire

Blagrave, Col. John. . .Calcot Park, Reading, Berks.

Blagrave, Edward. . .Magdalen College, Oxford

Blain, James. . .Green's Farm, St. Alban's, Herts.

Blain, William. . .Liverpool

tBlair, John... 27, Pall MaU
Blake, James. . .Bathingbourne, Newport, Isle of

Wiglit, Hampshire
Blake, N.. . .Stanton-Harcourt, Ensham, near Oxford

Blake, S. W.. . .Venne, near Wiveliscombe, Somerset,

Blake, Wm. John... 62, Portland Place

Blaker, John. . . Fletching, Uckfield, Sussex

Blakevvay, Chas.. . .Shelderton, Ludlow, Sliropsliire

Blakeway, William. . .Leigh Hall, Worthen, near

Shrewsbury

Blancli, G. W South Island Place, North Brixton

Bland, Clement. . .Frith House, Stamford, Line.

Bland, John. , .Wine Street, Bristol

Bland, Samuel. . ..\lfreton, Derbyshire

Bland, William. . .Hartlip, Sittingbourne, Kent
Blandy, J.. . .Kingston Bagpuze, Abingdon, Berks.

Blane, Capt. Robert. . .2nd Life Guards

Blane, Sir Seymour, Bart Tlie Pasture, Derby

•f-Blane, Lieut.-Col.. . .16, Lower Grosvenor Street

fBlanshard, Richard. . .61, Lincoln's Inn Fields

Blayds, C. C . .Thurgarton Hill, Southwell, NotU.

Bleeck, John. . .Warminster, Wiltshire

Blencowe, Robert W.. . .The Hooke, Lewes, Sussex

Blick, Rev. Charles. . .St. John's College, Cambridge

tBliss, Rev. Philip, D.D.. . .Oxford

Blisset, Charles. . .Clifton, Bristol

Blisset, Rev. H.. . .Letton, Weobley, near Hereford

Bloodworth, Thos.. . .Kimbolton, Huntingdonshire

Blundell, Joseph. . .Maidenstone Heath, Hound,

Southamptcm

Blunt, Edwd. W Kempshott Park, Basingstoke,

Ilampsltire

Blunt, Rev. W. . . . Longstock, Stockbridge, Hampsh.

Blunstone, Wm.... Lady Wood, Rick Hallan, near

Derby

Blurton, Wm. . . . Field Hall, Uttoxeter, Staffordsh.

Blyth, D'Urban... Great Massingham, Rougham,

Swaffham, Norfolk
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Blytli, n. E.. . .Burnham Westgatc, Norfolk

Hoards, William. . .Edmonton, Middlesex

Boby, Cliarles. . .Finlrarough, Stowmarket, SulTolk

lioddington, Benj.. . .Burcher Court, near Kington,

Hertfordshire

Boden, Henry...The Field, Derby

Bodenham, Rev. Chas. De la Barre. . .Rotheron, near

Hereford

Bodenham, Francis Lewis.. .Hereford

Bodley, John. . .Stockleigli, Crediton, Devonshire

Body, Moses... Northiam, Rye, Sussex

Body, VVm.... South Brent, near Cross, Somersetsh.

Boger, Deeble. . . .Plympton, Devonshire

Bogi;ie, John...Cae Mawn, Beaumaris, Anglesey

Boileau, Sir John Peter, Bart.... Ketteringham Park,

W\Tnondham, Norfolk

Bolam, Isaac W.,..Fawdon, Whittingham, Alnwick,

Northumberland

Bolam, Jno. . . . Esington Grange, Belford, Northumb.

}k>ld, Thomas. . .Liverpool

Bolden, John., .Hyning, Lancaster

Bolden, Samuel Edward ... Lancaster

Boldere, H... .Woolton House, Bedford

Bolton, Lord , . . Hackwood Park, Basingstoke, Hants

Bompus, G. W., M.D. . . . Fishponds, Bri^l, Som.
Bond, Benjamin.. .Draycot, Stone, Staffordshire

Bond, Kev. N... Holme, near Wareham, Dorsetshire

Bonham, Rev. J.. . .Willow Brook, Ballitcre, Ireland

Bonnor, John. . . Bryngwallia, Oswestry, Shropshire

Bonnor, William... Hildersley, Ross, Herefordshire

Bonser, Wm. James. . .^lerton, Surrey

Booker, Josias, . .Allerton, near Liverpool

Booker, Thos. Wm....Velindra House, near Cardiff,

Glamorganshire

Boote, Daniel. . .Eastaston Hall, Wem, Salop

Booth, Sir Felix, Bart.... 43, Portland Place

Booth, George. ..Wainfleet, Spilsby, Lincolnshire

Booth, John, . .Kelston Grange, Louth, Lincolnshire

Booth, John.. . Killerby, Catterick, Yorkshire

Booth, James Godfrey . . . Hamburgh
Booth, John. ..Gotham, Newark, Nottinghamshire

Booth, Richard. . . Warlaby, Northallerton, Yorkshire

Booth, Wm.. . .rtiorsley, near Shifnal, Shropshire

Bootli, Wm. B. . . . Carclew, near Penryn, Cornwall

Booth, W... .Woodbury Hall, Biggleswiide, Beds.

Boothby, J. B Twyford Abbey, Acton, Middle-

sex

Boreham, Clias. ... Field Place, Stone, Staffordshire

+Borough, C. B.. . .Chetftynd Park, Newport, Shrop.

Bosanquet, Rev. R. W....Roch, near Alnwick, Nor-

thumberland

Bostock, Ellis. . .41, Hunter Street, Brunswick Square

Bosworth, Thos. Wright. . .Spratton, Northampton

fBotfield, Beriah, M. P.. . .Norton Hall, Daventry,

Northamptonshire

Botfleld, W....Deckcn Hill, Shifnal, Shropshire

•j-Botham, George...Wexham Court, Slough, Bucks.

Bott, John...Coton Hall, Burton-on-Trent, Staff.

Bottomley, Jos., . .King's Villa, Pontefract, Yorks.

Boucher, Jas.. . .Kinlet Hall, Bewdley, Worcest.

Bencher, Jas. G., jun.. . .Shidlield House, W^ickham,

Hants

Boacherett, A.,..\ViUingham House, Market Rasen

Boughen, William. . .Haynford, Norwich, Norfolk

Boughton, Sir W. E. R....Downton Hall, Ludlow,

Salop

Boulnois, Wm 12, Abbey Road, St. John's Wood
Boulton, Rev. Wm....Wem, .Salop

+Bourcliier, Chas. ... 66, Wimpole Street

fBmirn, James, jun Mawley Town Farm, Cleo-

bury Mortimer, Shropshire

Bourne, Cornelius. . .Stalminc Hall, Poulton-in-the-

Fylde, Preston, Lancashire

Bourne, Henry Titus. . .Alford, Lincolnshire

Bourne, John . . . Hard Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Bourne, Wm. Kemp. . .Fisherwick, Lichfield

Boustead, John. . .Beckbank, Penrith, Cumberland

Bouverie, Edward. ..De la Pre Abbey, Nortliamptou

Bouverie, Hon. P. Pleydell . . . . Brymore, Bridge-

water, Somersetshire

Bowditch, Hugh. . .Biggin Wood, Norwood, Surrey

Bowdon, John Bruno. . .Southgate House, Chester-

field, Derbyshire

Bowen, Edw.. . .Gorton Coverdale, Ludlow, Shrops.

Bowen, Evan. . .Ensdon House, Shrewsbury, Shrops.

Bowen, Geo.. . .Coton Hall, Frees, near Whitchurch,

Shropshire

Bowen, Jas. . .Troedyraur, Newcastle-Emlyn, S. W.
Bower, Philip. . .Long Ashton, near Bristol

Bowers, John.. .Wcstdean House, Chichester, Sussex

Bowett, Tliomas. . .Warsop, near Mansfield, Notts.

Bowles, J. T.. . .Milton Hill, Abingdon, Berks.

Bowly, David. . .Cirencester, Gloucestershire

Bowly, Edw....Siddington House, near Cirencester,

Gloucestershire

Bowly, William C. .Cirencester, Gloucestershire

Bowman, Clias . . . Greatford, Market Deeping, Line.

Bowman, Edward. . .East Stoke, Newark, Notts.

Bowman, Frederick. . .Duddington, Stamford, Line.

Bow man, Tliomas. . .Stoke Lodge, Bristol

Bown, Jos.. . .Pamphill, Wimborne Slinster, Dorset.

Bowser, Richard. . .Bishop Auckland, Durham
Bowser, Wm.. . .Tunstall, near Hartlepool, Durham
Boyce, Charles. . .Whittlesey, Cambridgeshire

Boycott, Thos. . . .Rudge Hall, Wolverhampton, Staff.

Boycott, Wm.. . .Donnington, Shimal, Sliropshire

Boydell, John. . .Brynalyn, near Cliester

Boyle, Robert. . .Ayr, Scotland

Boyes, Wm. Edw.. . .Alkerton, Banbury, Oxfordshire

Boys, Robert. .. Eastbourne, Sussex

Bracebridge, C. H .'Vtherstone Hall, Atherstone

Brackenbury, Wm. T Shouldham-Thorpe, Down-
ham, Norfolk

Braddock, Henry...Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk

Bradfield, Jas. B. Sanders. . .Stoke Ferry, Norfolk

Bradley, Edward. . .Traguff, Cowbridge, Glam.

Bradley, John Blyth, East Retford, Notts.

Bradley, Tliomas. . .Richmond, Yorkshire

Bradley, Wm. Alexander. . .Cardiff, Glamorganshire

Bradsliaw, F. jun.. , .Barton-lc-Blount, near Derby

Bradshaw, Hercules. . .Culcary Cottage, Hillsborough,

Ireland

Bradshaw, Job. . . Nottingham

•f-Bradshaw, John. . .Cranley, near Guildford

Brady, Chas. R .... Lyme Park, near Disley, Cheshire

Bragington, George. . .Tonington, Devon
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Rraithwaite, Garnet.. .Plumtree Hall, Milntliorpe,

Westmoreland

Braitliwaite, J.. . .Orresthead, Kendal, Westmoreld.

BraaUiall, Jno. S.. . .Sneed Park Farm, near Bristol

Brand, Henry. . .Gh-nde, Lewes
Brand, Thomas. . .The Hoe, Welnyn, Hertfordshire

Erandram, John B.. . .Chapmore End, Ware, Herts.

Branson, T. . .Norton Cottage, near Shifnal, Slirops.

Branwhite, Chas. H.. , .Gestingthorpe, Sudbury, Suff.

Brear}', Rowland. . .Derby

Brearj', Thomas. . .Victoria Street, Derby
Brettell, Richard. . .Finstall, Bromsgrove, Worst.

i-Bretts, Chas. . . . Exbury House, Fawley, Hants
Brewer, Edgar. . .Newport, Monmouthshire

Brewitt, John. . .Wickford, Ingatestone, Essex

Brewit, Tliomas. . .Rayleigh, Essex

Brewster, Ed. . .Stretton, Brewood, Penkridge, Staff.

Brewster, Joseph...Brewood, Penkridge, Staffordsli.

Brice, Richard... Bridge Place, Canterburj', Kent
Brickwell, C. . .Overthorpe Lod;;e, Banbury, Oxon
Brickwell, John. . . Leckhampstead, near Buckingh.

Bridge, Sealy... South Petherton, Somersetshire

Bridge, Tliomas. . .Buttsbury, Ingatestone, Essex

Bridger, James Weddell. . .Belmont, Chigwell, Essex

Bridgett, Joseph. . .Colney Hatch, Middlesex

Bridgwater, David. . .Bont Side, Radnorshire

Briggs, David. . .Oxcorabe, Louth, Lincolnshire

Briggs, John Cavill. . .Grea* Dunmow, Essex

Briggs, Robert. . .Castle Donnington, Leicestershire

rBright, J. . .Teddesley Park Farm, Penkridge, Staff.

Bright, Jolin,..SkefEngton Hall, Leicester

Bright, Joseph. ..Tunbridge Wells, Kent
Bright, Paul... Sheffield, Derbyshire

Bright, Robert. . .Leigh, Bristol

Bright, Samuel. . .West Derby, near Liverpool

Brightmore, J. . .llighlow, near Hathersage, Derby.

Brigstocke, Rev. .\ugustus...Gellidy^vJ•ll, Newcastle

Emlyn, Carmartlien

Brigstocke, W. O. . .Blaenpont, near Cardigan, S. W.
Brimby, A. G.. .Cambridge

Brine, Rev. A. J. . .Boldre Hill, Lymington, Hamps.
Brine, W. . .Tolpuddle, near Dorchester, Dorsetshire

Brisco, Musgrave, M.P. ...Coghurst Hall, near

Hastings, Sussex

Briscoe, Samuel S. . .Fir-Tree House, Dudley, Wore.

Brise, John Ruggles. . .Spains Hall, Finchinglield,

Braintree, Essex

Brittain, G. Dawes... Ercall Park, Wellington, Salop

Brittain, Richard... .\shton Newport, Sliropshire

Brittlebank, William. . .Winster, Bakewell, Derby,

liroad, Henry... Stourport, Worcestershire

Broade, P. B. . .Fenton Hall, Stoke-upon-Trent, Staff.

Broadmead, Nicholas. . .Langport, Somerset

Brockman, F. H. . .Beachborough, Hytlie, Kent
Brockman, Rev. W. D. . .I$eachborough, Hythe, Kent

Broderip, Edmund .... Manor House, Cossington,

Bridgewater, Somersetshire

Brodhurst, J. E. . .Crow Hill, near Mansfield, Nottin.

iBroke, Sir A. de Capell. . .O.-ikley, Kettering, Nrtli.

Brokenbrow, Wm. Perrins. . .Beenham Farm, near

Reading, Berkshire

Bromfield, W. Williams... Dunchiiich, Warwickshire

Bromley, John . . . Derby

Bromley, Robert. . .Derby

Bromley, Rev. Walter Davenport. . .Wootton Hall,

Ashbourne, Derbyshire

Brook, Arthur Sawyer. . .Bexhill, Hastings, Sussex

Brook, James... Park Farm, Brading, Newport, Isle

of Wight

Brook, Thos...Pencraig Court, near Ross, Hereford.

Brooke, John. . .Biichington, Isle of Thanet, Kent
jBrooke, Sir Rich., Bart. . .Norton Priory, Runcorn,

Frodsham, Cheshire

Brooke, W, . .Babwortli Cottage, near Retford, Notts.

fBrooke, Wm. de Capell... Tlie Elms, Market-Har-

borough, Leicestershire

Brooker, Pitman. . .Foot's Cray, Kent

Brookes, John. . .Burton, Much-Wenlock, Shropshir*^

Brookes, Thomas... Croxby, near Caistor, Lincoln.

Brookes, William... Elmstree, Tetburv-, Gloucester,

fBrooks, Bernard. . .Lyford, .Abingdon, Berkshire

Brooks, Rev. Jonathan. . .Everton, near Liverpool

Broomhall, T. T. . .Beech Cliffe, Stone, Staffordshire

Bros, Thomas. ..16, St. .lames's Place

Brough, Wm. . .Shaw Farm, Overton, Marlborough,

Wiltshire

Bronghton, Rev. Clement. . . Naldbury Rector\-, Asli-

bourne, Derbyshire

Broughton, Richard N. . .Llanj-mynich, Oswesfrr

Broughton, Rob. . .Ruv-ton, Eleven-Towns, Slirewsb.

Broun, Edward. . .Harewood, Lee<ls

Brouncker, Richard...Boveridge, Cranbome, Dorset.

•J
Brown, .\Icx. . .Birely Grange, Wetherby.York.

Brown, B. J. . .Little Bentley Hall, Colchester, Essex

<{rown, Chas. . .Redbourn, St. Albans, Hertfordshire

Brown, C. E. . .Clironicle Office, Cambridge

Brown, Davis. . .Marham Hall, Shouldliam, Don n-

Iiam Market, Norfolk

Brown, Francis. . .Welbourn, Grantham, Lincolnsh.

Brown, C.Avebury, near Marlborough, Wiltshire

Brown, Geo.. . .Kingsley Cottage, Alton, Hampshire

fBrown, Rev. H. II. . .Burton, Sleaford, Lincolnsh.

Brown, Henry. . ..\shby-de-la-Zouche, Leicestershire

Brown, Henry Langford . . . Barton Lodge, Kings-

kerswell, Newton .\bbot, Devonshire

Brown, Isaac Baker. . .Colne Engain, Halstead, Essex

Brown, J. B. . .Colne Engain, near Halstead, Essex

Brow n, John. . .Lea Castle, Kidderminster, Worcsfr.

Brown, John. . .7, St. James's Street, London

Brown, John. . .Compton, East Ilsey, Berkshire

Brown, John . . . Pear-tree Hill, Elm, ^\'hite Lion,

Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire

Brown, John, . .Piddington, Bicester, Oxon

Brown, .Tohn, . .Lower Upham Farm, Hogben St.

George, Swindon, Wiltshire

Brown, John.. .Pleasant Street, Kirkdale, Liverpool,

Lancashire

Brown, J. . .Wingenvorth Hall, Chesterfield, Derby.

Brown, John. . .Seaton, Delaval Hall, North Sliields,

Northumberland

Brown, J. L. . .Farewell, near Lichfield, Staffonlshiie

Brown, John W. . .Ufcott, near Swindon, Wiltshire

Brown, Rev. L. R. . .Kelsdale, S.a\miindham, Suffolk

Brown, Pliilip... Great Horkesley, Colchester, Essex

Brown, Potto, . .Hougliton, near Huntingdon

Brown, Tliomas. .. Packiogton, LicbGeld, SulTord.4h.
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Brown, Thos. . .Bowling Green Farm, Ewell, Surrey

Brown, Thomas. . .Ilartshorne, Derbysliire

+Brown, Thomas. . .The Nunnery, Horsham, Sussex

Brown, ITiomas C. . .Cirencester, Gloucestershire

Brown, T. P. . .Tansor IxiJge, Oundle, Northampt.

Brown, William. . .Tring, Hertfordshire

Brown, William. . .Horton, Devizes, Wiltshire

fBrown, W. . .Richmond Hill, Liverpool, Lancashire

Brown, W. . .South Mills, Blunham, St. Neots, Hunt.

Brown, William. . .New Court, Boss, Herefordshire

Browne, Kev. J. C. . .Compton Martin, Wells, Somer.

Browne, John. . .Chisledon, Marlborough, Wiltshire

Browne, Rev. G. S. . . Vicar of .Itwick, near Hornsea,

K. U. Yorkshire

Browne, Rich. . .Duncombe Farm, Crediton, Devon.

Browne, T. Beale.. .Salperton House, Andoversford,

Northleach, Gloucestershire

Browne, Rev. T. C. . .The Priory, Sydenftam, Kent

(•Browne, Wade. ..Monkton Farleigli House, Bi-ad-

ford, Wiltshire

Browne, W, . .Winterbourne, Stoke, Salisbury, Wilts.

Browne, W. . .South Rainham, Rougham, Norfolk

Browne, W. R. . .Chisledon, Marlborough, Wiltshire

Browning, Jonathan S.. ..Oxford

Browning, Rev. Fred.. . .Titchwell Rector}', Lynn,

Norfolk

Brownlow, George, , .Woottondale, Barrow-on-Hum-

ber, Lincolnshire

Bruce, C. L. C, M.P.. . .Dunphail, Forres, N. B.

Bruce, J Tiddington,Stratl'ord-on-Avon,War«ick.

Bruges, William., .Haxon, Amesbury, W iltshire

Bruges, W. H. L., M.P.. ..Seend, Melkshara, Wilts.

Bryant, J.. . .Bishop's-Lydeard, Taunton, Somerset.

Bryant, William. . .Newmarket, Cambridgeshire

Brymer, J. . , . Bargate House, Fordingbridge, Hants.

fBubb, .\nth....Witcombe Court, near Gloucester

Buchan, Henry...Orchard House, Southampton

Buchan, James.. .Aggborough, near Kidderminster,

Worcestershire

Bucke,L., M.P.. . .Moreton House, Bideford, Devon.

Buckland, George, , .Benenden. Cranbrook, Kent
Buckley, Col. Edwd. P. , . , New Hall, near Salisbury

Buckley, Rev. Henry W'., . .Hartshorne, Burton-on-

Trent, StalTordsliire

Buckley, John. . ..\llithwaite Lodge, Cartmel, Miln-

thorpe, Westmoreland

Buckley, John, jun.. . .Normanton Hill, Loughbo-

rough, Leicestershire

Bucknal, Henry Wm.. . .College Green, Bristol

Budd, Capt. H., R.N. .. .Winterbourne- Zclston,

Marlborough, Wiltlhire

Budd, Dr. WiUiam. . .22, Park Street, Bristol

fBulkeley, Sir Rich. W., Bart.... Baron Hill, Beau-

maris, Isle of Anglesey

Bull, Alban. . .Hanwell, Banbury, Oxon.

Bull, Humphry. . .Aston Clinton, Tring

Bull, Thos.. . .Stockingford, Nuneaton, War^vicksh.

(Buller, John. . .Morsal, Looe, Cornwall

BuUer, Sir A.. . .Pound, near Plymouth, Devonsh.

Bullimore, W.. . . Witham. near Grantham, Line.

Bulling, John. . .Great Tew, Lnstone, Oxon.

fBullock, F.. . .East Challow, Wantage, Berkshire

Bulmer, Charles. . .Hereford

Bult, Jas. S.. . .Dodhill House, Kingstonu, Tauntuu,
Somersetshire

Bulwer, Joslin. . .Raylei^'h, Essex

Bulwer, Wm. L...,Heydon Hall, Reepham, Norf.

Bunbury, H. M.. . .Marlston House, Newbury, Berks.

Bunn, Lockington St. Lawrence. . .42, Moorgate St.

Burd, T.. . .Whiston Priory, near Shrewsbury, Salop

Burden, Rowland. . .Castle Eden, Stockton-on-Tees,

Durham
Burder, .\lfred II.. . .Hinnington, Shifnal, Shropsh.

Burder, John. . .Codliam Hall, Braintree, Essex

Burder, Joseph Davey. . .Braintree, Essex

Burdon, George. . .Heddoa House, Newcastle-on-

Tyne, Northumberland

Burgam, H Bickerton Court, Ledburj-, Herefrdsli.

Burges, Daniel. . .Brislington, Bristol

Burges, Daniel, jun.. . .Bristol

Burges, Henry . . .2ri, St. Swithin's Lane, City

Burgess, James...Ridlington Park, Uppingham,
Rutlandshire

Burgess, John . . . Muston, near Blandford, Dorsetsh.

Burgess, Joseph S....Holme PieiTepont, Notts.

Burgess, Robt.. . .Winterbourne Zelston, Blandford,

Dorsetshire

Burgess, Robert. . .Cotgrave Place, Nottingham

Burgess, Stephen. . .Westbrook, Lydd, Kent

Burgess, Wm..,,Wiggenhall, St. Mary Magdalen,

ne<u" Lynn, Norfolk

Burgoyne, Sir John M., Bait.. . .Sutton Park, Big-

gles^vade, Bedfordshire

Burke, J. French. . .Club Cliambers, Ij, Regent St.

Burman, Wm., . .Stratford-on-Avon, Warwickshire

Burn, William. . ,.\.lfreton, Derbyshire

Burne, T. H.. . .Loyriton Hall, Newport, Shropsh.

Burnand, Wm.. . .Norton, near Cliichester, .Sussex

Burnell, Edward. . .Ilanliam, near Bristol

Burnell, Edward Pegge. . .Wiukburne Hall, near

Southwell, Notts.

Burness, Clias. . . . Park Farm, Woburn, Bedfordsh.

Burness, J;iraes. , .64, Cornhill

Bujiiham, Geo.. . .Wellingborough, Northamptonsh.

Bumham, Wm. Booth. . .Spital Farm, Lower Beb-

bington, Clteshire

•{Burr, Daniel Higford . .

.

Burr, Edward. . .Dunstable, Bedfordshire

Burr, Rev. Hen. Scudamore. . .Tidenliam Vicarage,

near Chepstow, Monmouthshire

Burrard, Geo.. . . Walhampton, Lymington, Hants.

Burrell, Qiarles. . .Thetford, Norfolk

Burrell, James. . .Tlietford, Norfolk

Burrell, Robert. . .Durham

Burrell, W. W. . . . 5, Richmond Terrace, Whitehall

Burroughes, Hen. Negus, M.P.. . .Burlingham Hall,

Norwich, Norfolk

Burroughes, Rev. Jeremiah. . .Lingwood Lodge, Nor-

wich, Norfolk

Burroughes, Rev. T.. . .Rickinghall, Botesdale, SuIT,

Burroughes, Wm.. . .Hoveton Hall, Norwich, Norf.

Burroughs, Thomas. . .Derby

Burrows, T., jun.. . .Headington, near Oxford

Burscy, John. . .Milton, Christchmch, Hampshire

Burt, Aine. . .Witchampton, Wimborne, Dorsetsh.

Burt, Edwin. . .Montacute, near Yeovil, Somerselsba

D
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Burt, Thomas. . .Iwerne, Blandford, Dorsetshire

Burt, \Vm ^v'itchampton, 'Wiraborne, Dorsetsh.

Burton, Rev. H. T....^tcliam Bridge, near Slirewsbury

Burton, Robert. . .Longnor Hall, Shrewsbury

Burtt, James... Clenston, Blandford, DorseUhire
Burj-, Edward. . .Hanslope Park, Wolverton, Stony

Stratford, Bucks.

Bury, John W....20, Devonshire St., Portland Place

Bush, Clement... Weston, near Bath

Bush, George... Grove House, Westbury-on-Trym,
neat Bristol

Bushell, L... Bacon's End, Coleshill, Warwickshire

Bushell, W...Poulton, Ash, next Wingham, Kent
Busk, E. Thos. . . Ford's Grove, Edmonton, Middlesex

Butcher, John. . .Willstone, Tring, Hertfordshire

Butcher, Moses. . .Steeple Ashton, Devizes, Wiltshire

Butcher, Richard. . .Longvillo, Wenlock, Salop

Butcher, Robt. . .East Rainham, Fakenham, Norfolk

Butcher, Wm. . .Standish, Stroud, Gloucestershire

Butler, CapL G. . .Bowling-;^een, Faringdon, Berks.

Butler, Hon. Sir E., Bart. . .Chilworth, Southampton
fButler, Henry... Tulse Hill, Bri.\ton, Surrey

Butler, Capt. John. . .Kirby House, Inkpen, Hunger-
ford, Berkshire

Butler, John. . .Caerleon, Newport, Monmoutlishire
Butler, Major Robert. .

.

Butler, Sir llios., Bart. . .Balin Temple, Co. Carlow,

Ireland

Butler, Tliomas. . .Ivychurch, Romney Marsh, Kent
Butler, Tliomas. . .Paukeenbey, Ballyragget, near

Kilkenny, Ireland

Butler, T. . jun . . . Hatfield-Peveril, Chelmsford, Essex

Butt, William . . . Sandiacre, near Derby
fButterfield, C. Cotton, the Bank, Petersfield, Hants
tButterfield, John Hen. . .Brackley, Northamptonsh.

Buxton, Thomas. . .Malton, Yorkshire

Byron, Robert. . .Bradford, Yorkshire

Cadle, Joseph. . .Westbury-on-Severn, near Gloucest.

Cairns, Jeremiah ... Newport, Monmouthshire

fCalcraft, J. H. . .Kempstone, Corfe Castle, Dorset.

Caldecott, Barnes. . .Ormesby House, Norwich, Norf.

-{-Caldecott, Thos. . . Rugby Lodge, Rugby, Warwicksli.

Caldicott, C. M. . .Myton House, near Warwick
(Jaldwell, J. S. . .Linley Wood, Newcastle, Staffs.

Caley, Digby,..Ripon, Yorkshire

Calhoun, W. F. . .Binderton, near Cliichester, Sussex

Callis, John. . .Mears Ashby, Northampton
Calthorpe, Richd. . .Swinehead Abbey, Boston, Line.

Calvert, Edmund. . .Hunsdon, Ware, Hertfordshire

Calvert, Edward. . .Derby

Calvert, Col. Felix. . .Hunsdon House, Ware, Herts,

fCalvert, Frederick. . .9, St. .James's Place

Calvert, Dr. J. W...H, Blandford PI., Regent's Park

Calvert, Thomas. . .Dove Bank, Uttoxetcr, Staffs.

Calvert, William. . .Hunsdon, Ware, Staffs.

Cambridge, William, . .Market Lavington, Devizes,

Wilts.

Ombridge, Wm... South Runcton, Downham Mar-

ket, Norfolk

(;amden, Marquis. . .Wilderness Park, Seven Oaks,

Kent

Campbell, J. H. . .Exton, Bishop's Waltliam, HanU

Campbell, Major T. Edm. .

.

Campion, Edwd . . . Melchbourne, Kimbolton, Hunts.

Campion, Rev. II.. ..\lbouine Rectory, Brighton,

Sussex

Campion, Rev. Job, , .Bedford

Campion, Wm. J., jun. . .Itchen Abbots, Winchester,

Hampshire

Cana, Robt. . .Marlesford, Wickham Market, SnB'olk

Cane, Rev. T. C. .. Southwell, Nottinghamshire

Cann, John. . .Bruton, Somersetshire

Canncll, James F. . .Castle Street, Liverpool

Canner, W...Locko Grange, near Derby

Canning, Wm. B. . .Cliiseldon, near Swindon, Wilts.

Cannon, Joseph Sims. . .Beckley, Oxford

Cannon, Wm. . .Cookham, Maidenhead, Berkshire

Cantrell, C. S.. . .Manor Farm, Old Windsor, Berks.

Cantrell, Chas. S., jun. . .Shaw Farm, Windsor, Berks.

Cantrell, G'. . .Crongston Grange, Bakewell, Derbysli.

Cantrell, Hy. . .Bayliss Court, Stoke, Slough, Bucks.

Cantrell, William. . .Wirksworth, Derbyshire

Caparn, Daniel. . .Horncastle, Lincolnshire

fCapel, Arthur. . .Bulland Lodge, Wiveliscombe, So-

mersetshire

Capel, Wm. . .The Grove, Stroud, Gloucestershire

Capper, Henry. . .The Willows, Coar's End, Woburn,

near Beaconsfield, Bucks

Capron, George. . .Stoke, Northamptonsliire

Card, John. . .Norton Ferris, Mere, Wiltshire

Carding, John. . .Pleasley, near Mansfield, Notts.

Carew, John F. . .Crowcombe Court, near Taunton,

.Somersetshire

fCarew, W. H. Pole. . . Antliony House, Devonporc,

Devon
Carey, John. . .Pylle House, Shepton Mallet, Somers.

Cargey, Gilbert. . .Lindeen, Selkirk, N. B.

Carins, Micliael. . .Meldon, Morpeth, Northumb.

fCarleton, Hon. and Rev. Rd...25, Bruton Street

fCarline, R. . .Lincoln

Carlisle, The Lord Bishop of. . . Rose Castle, Carlisle

Carnac, J. R. . . Warborne, near Lymington, Hants
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